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PREAMBLE 

 

 

 

Disaster can be defined as a major train accident leading to serious causalities 

and long duration of interruption of traffic. Indian Railways has a well-equipped 
system to tackle all disasters. Nevertheless there is a need to have a well laid down 

plan to be implemented whenever disasters occur. All concerned should have 

clearly defined roles and responsibilities explicitly told and known to them. 
This is the third edition of Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot Division on the 

lines of fourth edition of Western Railways Disaster Management Plan which covers 

the various aspects of relief, rescue and restoration in a scientific and systematic 
manner and incorporates the various important sections of the Disaster Management 

Act 2005 as well as Crisis Management Plan and guidelines issued by National 

Disaster Management Authority as pertaining to the railway system. It also 

incorporates provisions from Disaster Management Plan of Indian Railways for the 
year 2017. 

The first responsibility, in case of disaster, is to reach and extricate accident 

victims and organize effective trauma care. The basic principle of trauma 
management should be speedy and expedient, as most trauma patients can be 

saved within the first "Golden Hour". Guidelines for immediate action by Railway 

officials of various departments have been outlined. 

If the accident is of disastrous nature, all instructions as contained herein 
this contingency plan would automatically come into force and officers and staff of all 

departments would take action as laid down in this book. The rules prescribed in 

Western Railway Accident Manual will also inter-alia come into force. 
I expect all officers and concerned staff to be familiar with provisions related 

to them so as to be fully prepared should the need arise. 

I also congratulate Safety Department of Rajkot division for their efforts in 
bringing out this edition. 

 

 

(P. B. Ninawe) 

Divisional Railway Manager, 

   Western Railway-Rajkot 
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FOREWORD 
 

 

 
 

Disasters, both natural and man-made, generally result in heavy loss of life and 

property. Although Indian Railways has a well-equipped system to tackle all minor and 
major accidents, there is a need to have a well laid down plan to be implemented 

whenever disasters occur.  

          Management of disaster revolves around preparedness, mitigation and 
response. In the railways, planning and steps to be covered for prevention of disaster 

has been covered in the Corporate Safety Plan. The Disaster Management Plan covers 

the various aspects of relief, rescue and restoration in a scientific and systematic 

manner.  
           Need for a Disaster Management Plan has arisen from the recommendations of 

the High Level Committee constituted by Railway Board for complete overhaul of the 

existing Disaster Management System. On the basis of the recommendations of the 
High level committee, third edition of Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot Division is 

prepared, which covers the Disaster Management Plan Act 2005 and guidelines issued 

by National Disaster Management Authority, in terms of requirement and set up of the 
Indian Railways. It also incorporates provision of Hospital Disaster Management Plan 

along with CBRN handling guidelines of NDMA.  

         It is hoped that the various instructions contained in this third edition of the 

Disaster Management Plan will prove useful to officers and staff of Rajkot Division for 
attending all types of disasters efficiently and effectively in all respect. 

 

        
  

 

          
           

 

 

S.S.Yadav 
ADRM Rajkot 
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PREFACE  

   
 

  

 
 

Rajkot division of Western Railway is situated on the Western part of coastal  

area of Gujarat. Also, the division is in earthquake prone zone, i.e. in seismic zone III to V. 

Hence, the possibility of Earthquakecan not be ruled out. The readiness to deal with such 
emergent situation has become the need of the hour. 

In this edition, various aspects of relief, rescue and restoration in a scientific and 

systematic manner are covered. Important sections of Disaster Management Act 2005 as well 
as Crisis Management Plan and guidelines related to CBRN issued by NDMA are also included. It 

also incorporates provisions from Disaster Management Plan of Indian Railways for the year 

2017. Also, Hospital Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot Division is included in this 
edition. The aim of a Hospital Disaster Management Plan is to provide prompt and 

effective medical care to the maximum possible, in order to minimize morbidity and 

mortality resulting from any MCE (Mass Casualty Evacuation). Road  connectivity 

diagrams are also available in PART B for easy access of accident site.  As Railway 
Electrification work is in progress in Rajkot division, hence the related information is also 

incorporated in this DM plan. 

The duties of all the department & individuals are fully explained. All officer and staff 
must familiarize themselves with the guidelines in the plan and understand their 

respective role and responsibility to combat emergencies. Preparedness, quick 

mobilization, mobility and fast responses from all concerned including Civil Defence,, 

Scouts and guides, RPF, track men and on board staff from the Railways and Civil Authorities, 
NDRF, GSDMA,  NGOs,  Army Organisation from outside the Railways, private contractors are 

the backbone on which a disaster management system rests. 

I express my heartfelt gratitude to my staff who assisted and supported in the 
preparation of Disaster Management Plan 2019. My sincere thanks to our esteemed 

CSO Shri Manoj Sharma, DRM Shri P. B. Ninawe and ADRM Shri S.S. Yadav and all 

officers of Rajkot division without their blessings this endeavour could not have been 
completed.  

 

 

 
 

(B. K. Singh) 

Senior Divisional Safety Officer 
     Western Railway-Rajkot 
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GIST 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 
1. Disaster in the railway context is defined as under:- 

“Railway Disaster is a serious train accident or an untoward event of 

grave nature, either on the railway premises or arising out of railway 

activity in that area, due to natural or man-made causes, that may lead 
to loss of many lives and/or grievous injuries to a large number of 

people, and/or severe disruption of traffic, necessitating large scale 

help from other Government/ Non-government and private 
Organizations” 

(Rly. Bd’s letter No. 2003/Safety (DM)/6/2 Pt. dated 06.01.09 & based on the 

definition of the Disaster Management Act 2005, Ministry of Railways has 

adopted). 

2. This compendium of instructions has been prepared for dealing with such 

disaster, and not for  normal train accident. Instruction in G&SR, SWR and 

Accident Manual are also to be followed.  

 

Term of reference: 

 Railway Board’s Safety Directorate vide their letter No.2003/Safety-I/6/2 dated 

29th September 2003 laid down the requirement of Zonal Railway’s Disaster 
Management Plan as follows. 

1. Disaster Management Plan: All Divisions and Zonal Railway Headquarters 

(including Metro Kolkata & Delhi Metro Rail Corporation) must devise their 

disaster management plan, If not already done taking into consideration the 

resources available with them, their neighbouring divisions / Zonal Railways, 

civil authorities, industrial units and armed Force bases located in their 

territory.  This would enable the Divisions / Zonal Railways to muster the entire 

local resources in case of a major disaster/natural calamity. Zonal Railways 

Disaster Management Plan should integrate all divisions and also to take into 

consideration adjacent railways’ framework.  

2. Preparation of Disaster Management Plan:  The Disaster Management Plan 

must inter-alia include ‘who is responsible for what activities in detail for:- 

(i) Preparation and implementation of disaster management plan is the 

responsibility of concerned Divisional Railway Manager.  

(ii) Authority to order ART/ARME/SPART/Break Down crane  -  Chief Train 

Controller along with the co-ordination of Chief Power Controller (as per 

accident manual) 

(iii) Senior most railway officer at the site of the accident shall be the 

designated Site Manager.  

(iv) Management of rescue operations - Primarily Mechanical and Medical 

Departments. Assistance to be provided by all railwaymen (irrespective 

of their department) as needed.  

(v) Relief operations including care for the dead - Commercial, Medical & RPF 

Departments.  

(vi) Communication network- Telecom Department.  
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(vii) Crowd control and law & order at site- RPF. 

(viii) State Police clearance for restoration- RPF. 

(ix) Restoration operations – 

  Rolling stock- Mechanical Department.  
 Fixed infrastructure like Track, Over Head Equipment, Signalling system, etc. 

departments concerned.  

(x) Maintenance of SPART/ART & SPART/ARME, Break Down cranes including 

rail-cum- road and road mobile emergency vehicle etc.- Mechanical 

Department.  

(xi) Maintenance of equipment kept in SPART/ART/ARME for rescue and 

restoration operations- Departments concerned.  

(xii) Media Management at site – 

(a) Site Manager shall be the chief spokesman at site and can be 

assisted by the branch officer concerned, if needed.  

(b) Public Relation/Commercial Department to look after the media 

needs at site.  

(xiii) Checklist for the officers & supervisors must be issued in the form of a 

pocket booklet indicating DOs and DON’Ts for the benefit of: 

(a) First official reaching the site of accident. 

(b) Senior most officer at the site.  

(c) Divisional/HQ control organization. 

(d) Station Manager/Station Master.  

 The Disaster Management Plans must be reviewed and updated in the month of 
January every year.  
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Abbreviations 
 

1AC   - 1st Air Conditioned Coach 

2AC   - 2 Tier Air Conditioned Sleeper Coach 

3AC   - 3 Tier Air Conditioned Sleeper Coach 
AC   - Air Conditioned 

ADG   - Additional Director General 

ADI   - Ahmadabad Junction 
ADMO   - Assistant Divisional Medical Officer 

ADRM   - Additional Divisional Railway Manager 

ADEN   - Assistant Divisional Engineer 
ADME   - Assistant Divisional Mechanical Engineer 

AGM   - Additional General Manager 

ARME   - Accident Relief Medical Equipment 

ART   - Accident Relief Train 
Asstt.   - Assistant 

ASTE   - Assistant Signal & Telecommunication Engineer 

BCT   - Mumbai Central Terminus 
BCNHS  - 8-Wheel covered air brake wagon with high speed 

BD Spl  - Break Down Special 

BRNHS  - 8-wheel open flat air brake wagon with high speed 
BSNL   - Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited  

BVP   - Bhavnagar Junction 

CR   - Central Railway 

C&W   - Carriage and Wagon 
CAC   - Combined Assistance Centre 

CBE   - Chief Bridge Engineer 

PCCM   - Principal Chief Commercial Manager 
CCRS   - Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety 

PCEE   - Principal Chief Electrical Engineer 

CFTM   - Chief Freight Transportation Manager 

CTNL   - Chief Controller 
Chg.   - Coaching 

PCMD   - Principal Chief Medical Director 

PCME   - Principal Chief Mechanical Engineer 
CMI    - Commercial Inspector 

PCMM    - Principal Chief Materials Manager 

CMPE (Diesel) - Chief Motive Power Engineer (Diesel) 
PCOM   - Principal Chief Operations Manager 

PCOS   - Principal Controller of Stores 

PCPO   - Principal Chief Personnel Officer 

CPRO   - Chief Public Relations Officer 
CPTM   - Chief Passenger Transportation Manager 

CRS   - Commissioner of Railway Safety 

CRSE   - Chief Rolling Stock Engineer 
PCSC   - Principal Chief Security Commissioner 

CSE   - Chief Signal Engineer 

CSO   - Chief Safety Officer 
CSTE   - Chief Signal & Telecommunication Engineer 

CTE   - Chief Track Engineer 

CWE   - Chief Workshop Engineer 
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CWI   - Carriage & Wagon Inspector 
SSE (C&W)  - Senior Section Engineer (Carriage & Wagon)  

DAC   - Dahinsara Junction 

DCM   - Divisional Commercial Manager 
DMM   - Divisional Material Manager 

DEE   - Divisional Electrical Engineer 

DEN   - Divisional Engineer 
DFM   - Divisional Finance Manager 

DG   - Director General 

DM   - Disaster Management 

DME   - Divisional Mechanical Engineer 
DMO   - Divisional Medical Officer 

DMT   - Disaster Manager Team 

DMU   - Diesel Multiple Unit 
DOM   - Divisional Operations Manager 

DOT   - Department of Telecommunication 

DPO   - Divisional Personnel Officer 
DR   - Disaster Response 

DRM   - Divisional Railway Manager 

DSC   - Divisional Security Commissioner 

DSO   - Divisional Safety Officer 
DSTE   - Divisional Signal & Telecommunication Engineer 

Dy.   - Deputy 

Dy.TNL  - Deputy Controller 
E-Mail   - Electronic Mail 

EC   - Emergency Control 

ED   - Executive Director 

EMU   - Electric Multiple Unit 
Engg.   - Engineering 

ETL   - Emergency Train Lighting 

FA&CAO  - Financial Advisor and Chief Account Officer 
FR   - First Responders 

(G)   - General 

G&SR   - General & Subsidiary Rule 
GIM   - Gandhidham Station 

GM   - General Manager 

GRP   - Govt. Railway Police 

HOD   - Head of Department 
HOR   - High Official Requisition 

HPC   - Hindustan Petroleum Corporation 

HQ   - Head Quarters. 
HRE   - Hydraulic Rerailing Equipment 

HRD   - Hydraulic Rescue Device 

IAF   - Indian Air Force 
IAT   - Instant Action Team 

IG   - Inspector General of Police 

IR   - Indian Railways 

IRCM   - Indian Railway Commercial Manual 
IRMM   - Indian Railway Medical Manual 

IRPWM  - Indian Railway P-Way Manual 

IOC   - Indian Oil Corporation 
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ISD   - International Subscriber Dialling 
IT   - Information Technology 

JA   - Junior Administrative 

JCB   - Jack-cum-Bulldozer 
JE   - Junior Engineer 

Jn.   - Junction 

KKF   - Kankariya 
LC   - Level Crossing 

LCC   - Local Command Centre 

LI   - Loco Inspector 

LPG   - Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
LR   - Leave Reserve 

MALB   - MaliyaMiyana Junction 

MOR   - Ministry of Railways 
MOSR   - Minister of State for Railways 

MR   - Minister for Railways 

NGO   - Non-Govt. Organisation 
OC   - Officer-in-Charge 

OHE   - Over Head Equipment 

OKO   - Okha Station 

Op.   - Operations 
PA   - Public Address 

PC   - Personal Computer 

PCE   - Principal Chief Engineer 
PCO   - Public Call Office 

PHOD   - Principal Head of Department 

PNU   - Palanpur Junction 

POL   - Petroleum & Oil  
PR   - Public Relations 

PCR   - Power Controller 

PRO   - Public Relations Officer 
PSU   - Public Sector Undertaking 

P.W.I    - Permanent Way Inspector 

RAT   - Railway Affecting Tanks 
RAW   - Railway Affecting Works 

RCT   - Railway Claims Tribunal  

RE   - Railway Electrification 

RG   - Rest Giver 
RJT   - Rajkot Junction 

RMS   - Railway Mail Service 

RPF   - Railway Protection Force 
RPZ   - Rana Pratap Nagar Station  

SUNR   - Surendranagar Junction 

S&T   - Signal & Telecommunication 
SDGM   - Senior Deputy General Manager  

SE   - Section Engineer 

Secy.   - Secretary 

SHO   - Station House Officer 
SI   - Sub-Inspector 

SLR   - Second Class-cum-Luggage-cum-Brake Van  

SM   - Station Manager 
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SP   - Self-Propelled 
SPART  - Self-Propelled Accident Relief Train 

SPARME  - Self Propelled Accident Relief Medical Equipment 

SO   - Staff Officer 
SOS   - International Call for Distress 

Sr.   - Senior  

Sr.DCM  - Senior Divisional Commercial Manager 
Sr.DEE  - Senior Divisional Electrical Engineer 

Sr.DME  - Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer 

Sr.DMO  - Senior Divisional Medical Officer 

Sr.DOM  - Senior Divisional Operations Manager  
Sr.DPO  - Senior Divisional Personnel Officer 

Sr.DSC  - Senior Divisional Security Commissioner 

Sr.DSTE  - senior Divisional Signal & Telecommunication Engineer 
SSE   - Senior Section Engineer 

STD   - Subscriber Trunk Dialling 

STM   - Senior Transportation Manager 
SS   - Station Superintendent 

SWR   - Station Working Rule 

TCM   - Telecommunication Maintainer 

TCI   - Telecommunication Inspector 
TI   - Traffic Inspector 

TRD   - Traction Distribution 

TS   - Train Superintendent 
TTE   - Travelling Ticket Examiner 

TXR   - Train Examiner 

UCC   - Unified Command Centre 

VG   - Viramgam Station 
VHF   - Very High Frequency 

VPU   - Vehicle Parcel Van 

WKR   - Wankaner Junction 
WLI   - Welfare Inspector 

WLL   - Wireless on Local loop 

WTT   - Working Time Table  
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CHAPTER -1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background: 

Indian Railways came into existence with the running of the first train from Kurla 

to Thane in 1853.  Ever since then handling train accidents has been a priority area 

for the railways.  With the main reason for building up of the rail network by the 

British Empire being the transportation of the military requirements through the 
Indian Railways, the railway organization worked hand in hand with the army 

authorities.  Sharing of the Indian Railways and Army cranes as also their Medical 

Vans in times of a train accident was an accepted system for handling disasters (rail 
accidents). 

With the gradual growth of Indian Railways and its transition to transportation of 

passengers and other goods including raw material for industries etc, the railway 

gradually built up its own infrastructure of Cranes, Accident Relief Trains (ARTs), 
Accident Relief Medical Equipment Van (ARMVs/SPARTs).  Till the beginning of the 

year 2005, a disaster on the railway in effect meant a serious train accident, other 

items of disaster viz. Floods, Earthquakes etc were handled in an uncoordinated 
manner.  Disaster preparedness of the Railways, mainly pertaining to handling train 

accidents, had been gone into by a High Level Committee (HLC) in the year 2002/03 

whose recommendations, where relevant, have been kept in view in the preparation 
of Railways Disaster Management Plan. 

The situation has now changed with the promulgation of the Disaster 

Management (DM) Act in 2005.  A disaster no longer means only a train accident, but 

its scope has become much wider to include other incidents, terrorism related activity 
and natural calamities etc.  The Indian Railways Disaster Management Plan has been 

prepared on the principles now incorporated in the Disaster Management Act, National 

Disaster Management Plan and Guidelines issued by NDMA.  The basic philosophy is 
now to be followed is of sharing resources of all Government Departments along with 

Railways own resources available to handle serious train accidents, other mishaps, 

terrorism related crisis, natural calamities etc.   
 

1.2  Concept of disaster on railways: 

1.2.1 Disaster Risks in India: 

India is vulnerable, in varying degrees, to a large number of natural as well as 
man-made disasters.  58.6% of the landmass is prone to earthquakes of moderate to 

very high intensity; over 40 million hectares (12% of land) is prone to floods and river 

erosion; of the 7516 km long coastline, close to 5700 km is prone to cyclones and 
tsunamis; 68% of the cultivable area is vulnerable to drought and hilly areas are at 

risk from landslides and avalanches. Vulnerability to disasters/ emergencies of 

Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) origin also exists. Heightened 
vulnerabilities to disaster risks can be related to expanding population, urbanization 

and industrialization, development within high-risk zones, environmental degradation 

and climate change.   

 
1.2.2  Disaster defined in Railways’ context: 

The concept of a Disaster was, till the year 2005, not adequately and 

comprehensively defined on Indian Railways.  It was accepted that a Disaster 
situation implies, on the railways, to cover only cases of serious rail/train accidents. It 

was, perhaps, due to this anomaly as late as the year 2008, even CAG’s report on DM 
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on Indian Railways has broadly adopted this fact in the concept of disaster and has 
gone to examine the relief/rescue/mitigation and preparedness of Indian Railways 

based on the earlier concepts and has reviewed the facilities for handling disasters 

available with the Railways only on the report/recommendations of the HLC on DM.  
The definition of DM as given by the Government of India was legislated for the 

first time in the Disaster Management Act, 2005.  The broad principles of disaster for 

any department of the government changed to the concept of any incident which 
could not be handled with alone by that department i.e. if it was beyond the coping 

capacity of a particular department, the incident could be termed as a disaster.  With 

this came the concept of the departments of Government of India as also the State 

governments required to join hands to extend whatever facilities were available with 
them to provide relief/rescue and mitigation on the occurrence of a disaster. 

In the DM plan of Rajkot division, this concept of disaster, which has now 

evolved, has been adopted.  All efforts are being made by this division to ensure that, 
down the line, this definition is understood.   

 

1.2.3   Strengths of the Railways to handle a Disaster: 
In handling disasters, Indian Railways is in a unique position as it has a number 

of strengths not available with many other departments of Government of India.  

These include: 

 Railways’ own Communication Network. 

 Operating Control on each Division linked with each Station. 

 Territorial Army Units. 

 Uniformed force of RPF/RPSF 

 Railways’ own Medical Infrastructure 

 Civil Defence Organization 

 An army of gang men spread out all over the Indian Railways. 

 Scouts and Guides   

 Dedicated Rescue/Restoration and Medical Equipment on Rails. 

1.2.4   Types of Disasters: 

Disaster in the Railway context was traditionally a serious train accident, 

caused by human/equipment failure, which may affect normal movement of train 
services with loss of human life or property or both. This is now extended to include 

natural and other manmade disasters.  Different types of disasters are described 

along with a few examples, below: 

(a) Natural Disaster: 

Earthquakes, Floods, Cyclones, Land Slides, Snow Avalanches, Tsunami 

etc. 

(b) Train Accident related Disaster: 

Collisions (with a huge number of casualties), Train marooned (flash 
floods), derailments on a bridge over a river and coaches falling down, 

train washed away in cyclone, derailment of a train carrying explosives or 

highly inflammable material, tunnel collapse on a train, fire or explosion 
in trains, and other  miscellaneous cases etc. 

(c) Man made Disasters: 

Acts of Terrorism and Sabotage, i.e. causing deliberate loss of life and/or 

damage to  property, which includes:- 
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Setting a Train on fire, Railway installations etc., bomb blast at Railway 
Station/Train, Chemical (Terrorism) Disaster, Biological, Radiological and 

Nuclear (CBRN) Disaster.   

1.2.5  Changed Philosophy of Disaster Management in the Railways    
With the enactment of the Disaster Management Act, 2005 and other 

developments on the national level, DM philosophy has also changed to adopt the 

latest concepts.  
New Philosophy: 

• Serious train accidents, not the only events termed as disasters.  

• Other events, e.g. Internal security related events like terrorist attack at 

station/train, marooning of train due to flash flood, disruption to traffic due 

to natural factors like earth-quake, cyclone, floods etc.   

• No more Relief and Rescue Centric. 

• Holistic Approach adopted to incorporate : 

 Prevention 

 Mitigation 

 Preparedness 

 Rescue, Relief 

 Rehabilitation 

New Philosophy gives more Emphasis on Prevention and Mitigation as under: 

• Prevent and mitigate disasters.  

• Audit Existing Systems for Disaster Resistance, Disaster Prevention and 

Mitigation on the basis of NDMA’s and self-prepared guidelines.  

• Disaster Management in Developmental Planning – New activities should be 

disaster resistant. 

• Preparedness, Rescue, Relief and Rehabilitation - Dimensions of DM. 

• Expertise based response from all stake holders.    

 

Pooling of resources of all agencies, e.g. local administration, community, defence, 
hospitals and other Govt. Organizations. 

 

 
1.2.6   Definition of a Disaster on Railways: 

Based on the definition of the Disaster Management Act 2005, Ministry of 

Railways has adopted the following definition of Railway Disaster: 

“Railway Disaster is a serious train accident or an untoward event of 
grave nature, either on railway premises or arising out of railway activity, 

due to natural or man-made causes, that may lead to loss of many lives 

and/or grievous injuries to a large number of people, and/or severe 
disruption of traffic etc, necessitating large scale help from other 

Government/Non-government and Private Organizations.”  

 
1.2.7 Nodal department for Policy Formulation on DM on Indian Railways: 

The preparation of the Disaster Management Plans on Indian Railways and on the 

Zonal Railways in co-ordination with the different Departments of the Railway, other 

Central/State Govt. agencies, NGOs, Private agencies, etc. has to be done by the 
Safety department in the Railway Board, on the Zonal Railways and Divisions.  
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The Hospital DM plans and the Security arrangements (drills etc) shall be 
prepared and coordinated by the Medical and the Security department respectively. 

The Management of Floods, Cyclones, Earthquakes, Landslides, etc, and 

preventive action/mitigation shall be coordinated by the Civil Engineering Department. 
The Rescue and Restoration centric DM including preparation of plans and 

procurement of specialized equipment and rescue centric training of personnel has to 

be coordinated by the Mechanical Department. 
 

1.2.8 Authority to declare a Disaster on Railways: 

Railway Board has nominated GM, AGM or CSO (when GM/AGM are not available) 

of a Zonal Railway for declaring an untoward incident as Railway Disaster. With the 
adoption of the above definition of Railway disaster as envisaged in para 1.2.6, it 

needs to be appreciated that not only a serious train accident may turn into a Railway 

disaster, if not handled and managed properly, there may be many more Railway 
related events which may not even involve human lives but may turn into disasters 

for which necessary prevention and mitigation measures are to be taken by the Rajkot 

division. 
 

1.3Rajkot division covers a large part of coastal Gujarat and lies on the type IV and 

type III zone on earthquake prone zone parameter. It covers three major district i.e. 

Rajkot, Jamnagar , Dev Bhum Dwarka, Morbi and Surendranagar of Saurashtra region 
of Gujarat. Two adjoining districts which are also of great importance in fighting 

against a disaster are Bhavnagar and Junagadh. 

Here the Railways deals with the running of both passenger trains and goods 
train. The major commodities of which Railways acts as a carrier are Petroleum 

products, Minerals, Cement, Salt, imported fertilizers, Coal. 

Saurashtra region has long history of facing Floods, Breaches, Cyclones, 

Earthquake. Looking into the history of accidents and disasters faced by Railways, 
there is an imperative need for designing of contingency plans for dealing with all 

emergencies that may occur. It is said that Prevention is better than cure. As we 

cannot fight with the nature but its effects can be minimized.  
Being a carrier service for passenger and goods, Railways have high potential for 

loss of railway property and precious human life. Many a times, the Railways has been 

criticized by the media for delay in relief operations in case of disaster or emergency 
which includes delay in medical relief to the injured, supply of food and water to 

injured/ stranded passengers and timely information regarding injured / dead and 

restoration. 

To mitigate the disaster, Rajkot division has developed the Disaster Management 
plan in coordination with Government of Gujarat and important industries like GSFC, 

ESSAR and Reliance so that all possible steps / measures may be taken to minimize 

the effect of disaster / accidents. 
1.3.1 Some other definitions relevant to the emergency planning or Disaster 

management are given below: 

1. Accident is “an unplanned event which has a probability of causing personal 

injury or property damage or both. It may result in physical harm (injury or 

disease) to person(s), damage to property and loss to the company or any 

combination of these effects. 

2. Emergency could be defined as “any situation which presents a threat to 

safety of persons or / and property. It may require outside help also. 
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On Rajkot division the disaster management plan for disaster, concentrate on 
following emergencies: 

(i) Fire 

(ii) LPG / Oil emergency 
(iii) Bomb Explosion / Terrorist activities  

(iv) Earthquake 

(v) Floods / Breaches 
(vi) Cyclone / Storm  

(vii) Train Accidents. 

 

1.3.2 Emergency organization: 
A. Emergency organization includes 

(i)  Instantly available / Directly available: 

(a) At Station- Station Master and other staff 

(b) On Train – Guard, Engine Crew, TTE, Pantry Car staff, On / Off duty 

Railway employee travelling by train 

(c) Local public residing nearby railway stations or tracks 

(d) Nearby Engineering Gang 

(ii) Section Controller (ATNL) 

(iii) Dy. TNL / CTNL 
(iv) Safety Branch (Officers & Counsellors) 

(v) Divisional Branch Officers 

(vi) ADRM / DRM 
(vii) Emergency Control 

 

B. Emergencies cannot be controlled single handly by the Railways, so 

other key state departments or private industries to be involved in 
emergency: 

(i) Fire department 

(ii) Police 
(iii) Civil hospital and private doctors 

(iv) Electricity (PGVCL) department 

(v) Transport department 

(vi) Oil companies 
(vii) Chemical and fertilizer companies. 

(viii) National Disaster Response force (NDRF) 

(ix) Armed Forces & Paramilitary Forces 
 

1.3.3 Risk involved: 

Risk is “the combination of the likelihood of an occurrence of a hazardous event 

or exposure(s) and the severity of injury or ill health that can be caused by the event 

or exposure(s).291 

In case of accidents /mishappenings / natural disaster, there is a huge risk involved 

for the following: 

(i) Precious human life 

(ii) Railway property 

(iii) Essential societal services 

(iv) Communication facility 

 
1.3.4 Objectives of emergency action plan: 
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(i) To define and assess the emergencies, including risk and environment 

affect assessment. 

(ii) To contain the incident and bring it under control by mobilizing the internal 

resources and with the help of available external or societal resources. 

(iii) To safeguard the lives. 

(iv) To cure the injured passengers and to provide immediate medical aid in 

GOLDEN HOUR. 

(v) To minimize the damage to property or / and neighbouring environment. 

(vi) To inform employees, the public and the authority on the hazards / risks 

assessed, safeguards provided and the role to be played by them in the 

event of emergency. 

(vii) Initiating and organizing evacuation of affected people. 

(viii) Medical preparedness for the probable casualties. 

(ix) Integration of resources under Off Site Emergency Action Plan of various 

district contingency plans 

(x) To secure the safe rehabilitation of affected areas and to restore normalcy. 

(xi) To work out a plan with all provisions to handle emergencies and to provide 

for emergency preparedness and the periodical rehearsal of the plan. 

 
This disaster management plan comprises of geographical details of Rajkot 

division, facilities available, risk analysis and environmental impact assessment, fire 

protection, mutual aid arrangements, medical and safety services, key persons 
available along with their phone numbers and addresses and other relevant 

information to combat the emergencies. 

1.4 Rajkot division- vulnerability to disaster and introduction of physical 

feature of Saurashtra region. 
Note: Data supplied by GSDMA 

Rajkot division mainly consists of 5 districts of Gujarat state viz. Surendranagar, 

Rajkot, Morbi, Devbhoomi Dwarka and Jamnagar. This chapter will give an 
introduction of the physical features of these districts covering on location, area, 

climate, rivers and dams, ports & information about hazard zone and vulnerability to 

various hazards would also be given further. 
1.4.1 Surendranagar District: 

 Location: 

(i) In North - West corner of Gujarat state. 

(ii) Mainland extends between 22.8º - 23.3 º North latitude and 71º - 72º East   

longitude. 

(iii) Bounded by the Banaskantha in North, Ahmedabad and Bhavnagar in the 

South, Morbi in the West and again partially bounded by the Ahmedabad in 

the East. 

(iv) Coastline is Nil. 

(v) Area - 10488 sq. kms. 

(vi) Population - 17,55,357 (As per 2010 Census). 

(vii) Wadhwan town is District HQ.8 
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(viii) The Climate of Surendranagar District can be regarded as one of extreme      

kind with hot summers & cold winters except in the coastal region. 

(ix) The temperature ranges from 40º C to 42º C highest in the summer and 

8º C to 10º C lowest in the winter. 

(x) The average annual rainfall is 548 mm. 

River, Dams & Ports: 

(i) The District has no major rivers. There are seasonal rivers streams. 

These  rivers are Bhogavo-1, Saburi, Bhogavo-1, Limbdi, Bhogavo-2, 

Nimbhani, Limbdi , Falku, Brahmani, Morsal, Triveni, Thanga, Vansal. 
Flow of the rivers is towards the Gulf of Kutch in the north and in 

north-west. 

(ii) There are no major dams in Surendranagar District. There are 17 

medium and minor dams controlled under state irrigation department 

and 33 minor dams controlled under the District Panchayat. 

(iii) No coastal boundary so no Port available. 

Industries: 

Only 1 medium scale industry Dhangadhra Chemical Works at Dhangadhra. 

Roads & Railway: 

(i) The district has 2485 kms, length of pucca roads connecting to 645 
villages/ towns in the district, 3 villages are connected by kuccha roads 

and 3 villages accessible only in fair weather. 

(ii) Out of the total 648 inhabited villages, 642 villages are connected by state 

road transport facilities. 

(iii) Total length of railway track of Surendranagar District is 119 km. 

 Health: 

(i) The district has 3 Hospitals, 12 CHCs and 31 PHCs. 

(ii) Location of the CHCs and PHCs in different talukas are given in Part B 

Risk and Vulnerability Ranking: 

All events or activities carry some risk and are associated with some level of 

vulnerability. Risk and vulnerability ranking is the process of assigning scores to the 

risk and possible impact of hazards to be able to compare the likely vulnerability and 
make informed management decisions about which hazards are of greatest concern 

and when planning and preparation efforts should be directed. 

 

Hazards Probability 
Rating ** 

Impact 
Rating * 

Vulnerability 
Ranking *** 

Vulnerable Areas / 
Talukas 

High Wind 

(Cyclone) 

3 3 9 (Medium) Run side area 

Sea Surge - - - - 

Drought 3 3 9 - 

Fire - - - - 

Industrial 2 2 4 - 
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1.4.2 Rajkot District: 

Location: 

(i) In North - West corner of Gujarat state. 

(ii) Mainland extends between 22.5º North latitude and 70.5º East longitude. 

(iii) Bounded by Junagadh in the West, Amreli & Bhavnagar in the South,  

Surendranagar & Morbi in the North east. 

(iv) Area - 11203 sq. kms. 

(v) Population of Rajkot district - 37, 90,922 (As per 2011 census). 

(vi) Rajkot City is District HQ. 

(vii) The Climate of Rajkot District can be regarded as one of extreme kind 

with hot summers & cold winters. 

(viii) The temperature ranges from 45º C highest in the summer and 6º C 

lowest in the winter. 

(ix)  The average annual rainfall is 515 mm. 

 River, Dams & Ports: 

(i) The District has 7 major rivers. These rivers are Dondi, Aji, Demi, 

Ghodadhroe, Bhadar, Moj, Nyari. 

Accidents 

Oil Spill - - - - 

Earthquake 1 1 1 Zone III - Whole district 

Heat Wave 3 3 9 - 

Rail / Road / Air 

Accidents 

5 3 15 (Medium) - 

Flood 3 3 9 Low lying area of 

district 

Terrorism - - - - 

Failure of Critical 
Infrastructure 

- - - - 

Boat Sinking - - - - 

Mine Fires/ 

Collapse 

1 1 1 - 

Building Collapse 4 2 8 (Low) - 

Hail Storms - - - - 

Land Slides / Mud 

Flows 

- - - - 

Epidemics - - - - 

Animal Disease - - - - 

Food Poisoning - - - - 

Dam Failure 1 1 1 - 

Civil Unrest - - - - 

War 2 4 8 (Medium) Whole District 
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(ii)  There are no major dams in Rajkot District. 

(iii)  There are no port in Rajkot District, 

 

Health: 

(i) The district has 17 Hospitals (9 Government Hospitals), 14 CHCs and 33   

PHCs with 109 Sub Centers in the District to cater the people. 

(ii) Major hospitals are Padmakunvarba Hospital, Dasha Shrimali Vanik 

Mahajan Trust Hospital, Jalaram Hospital, Rasulkhanji Janana Hosptial, 

Swaminarayan Gurukul Hospital, Govt. P’t. Dindayal Upadhyay Medical 

College, Ranchhoddasji Ashram Hospital, Wockhardt Hospital, Sterling 
Hospital, Synergy Hospital, Christ Hospital, HCG Hospital, H.J. Doshi 

Hospital, Malaviya Nagar, Dastur Hospital, Dr. Koshiya Hospital, Gokul 

Hospital, Giriraj Hospital, G. T. Sheth Orthopedic Hospital, Sadhuvasvani 
Hospital, Krishna Hospital, Shanti Hospital Field Marshal Blood Bank, Rajkot 

Voluntary Blood Bank, Saurashtra Voluntary Blood Bank, Red Cross Blood 

Bank, P.D.U. Medical College  Blood Bank and Life Blood Bank 

(iii) Location of the CHCs and PHCs in different talukas are given in Part-B. 

  

Risk and Vulnerability Ranking: 

All events or activities carry some risk and are associated with some level of 

vulnerability. Risk and vulnerability ranking is the process of assigning scores to the 
risk and possible impact of hazards to be able to compare the likely vulnerability and 

make informed management decisions about which hazards are of greatest concern 

and when planning and preparation efforts should be directed. 

Hazards Probability 

Rating ** 

Impact Rating 

* 

Vulnerabilit

y Ranking 

*** 

Vulnerable Areas / 

Talukas 

High Wind 
(Cyclone) 

3 3 9 
(Medium) 

Morbi, Maliya, Wankaner, 
Kotda, Paddhari, Tankara, 

Upleta, Rajkot, Jasdan, 

Gondal, Lodhika sangani, 

Jetpur, Dhoraji, Jam 
kandorna 

Sea Surge 3 2 6 

(Medium) 

 

Drought 4 3 12 

(Medium) 

Whole District 

Fire    Mostly in urban pockets 

and industrial areas 
(including rural areas) 

Industrial 

Accidents 

4 4 16 

(Medium) 

 

Oil Spill 1 2 2 (Low) Maliya 

Earthquake 3 4 12 

(Medium) 

Zone-IV: 

Maliya, Morbi, Paddhari, 

Tankara 
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Zone-III: (Severely 
affected) 

Wankaner 

Zone-III: 
Rajkot, Jasdan, Sangani, 

Kotda, Lodhika, Gondal, 

Jetpur, Dhoraji, Upleta, 

Jamkandorna 

Heat Wave 4 2 8 (Low)  

Rail / Road / 

Air Accidents 

5 3 15 

(Medium) 

 

Flood 5 4 20 
(Medium) 

May occur due to heavy 
rainfall, sea surge or dam 

failure 

Terrorism - - -  

Failure of 
Critical 

Infrastructure 

- - -  

Boat Sinking     

Mine Fires/ 
Collapse 

    

Building 

Collapse 

4 2 8 (Low)  

Hail Storms - - -  

Land Slides / 

Mud Flows 

- - -  

Epidemics 3 1 3 (Low)  

Animal 
Disease 

- - -  

Food 

Poisoning 

5 1 5 (Low)  

Dam Failure 2 3 6 (Low) District had one incident 
of  major dams failure 

(Machhu-2) near Morbi 

Taluka in Aug.-1979 

Civil Unrest 2 2 4 (Low)  

War 2 4 8 

(Medium) 

Whole District 

 
 

1.4.3 Jamnagar District: 

Location: 

(i) In North-west corner of Gujarat State. 

(ii) Mainland extends between 21.42º and 22.58º North latitude and 

between  68.56º and 70.40º longitude. 

(iii) Bounded by Gulf and Rann of Kutch in the north, Porbandar district in the 

south, Rajkot district in the east and Devbhomi District in the west. 
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(iv) Area - 14125 sq. kms. accounting for above 7.21 % of the total state 

land. 

(v) Population - 12,12,281 lakhs(Aprox) persons about 4.09 % of the total 

state population. 

(vi) Density of population - 111 persons per sq. km. About 70 % of the 

population lives in the rural area. 

(vii) Jamnagar town is district HQ. 

(viii) The Climate is of extreme kind with hot summers & cold winters. 

(ix) The temperature ranges from 42º C higher in the summer and 4º C 

lowest   in the winter. 

(x) The average annual rainfall is 550 mm. 

River, Dams & Ports: 

(i) The District has no major river. There are seasonal rivers streams. 
Amongst these are the river Aji, Und, Vartu, Ghee, Rangmati, Nagmati, 

Fulzar, Sasoi, Ruparel, Dhandhar, Demi, Sorthi, Sani, Kankavati, Falku, 

Shihan, Pandho. Flow of the river is towards the Gulf of Kutch in the north 
and in north-west. 

(ii) There are no major dams in Jamnagar District. There are 10 medium and 

minor dams controlled under state irrigation department and 18 minor 

dams controlled under the District Panchayat. 
(iii) Out of 1600 Kms length of Coastal line of Gujarat, the coastal belt of 

Jamnagar District is blessed with 355 Kms. There are 17 ports in the 

Jamnagar District. Viz. Vadinar, Bedi, Rozi are cargo ports and Salaya, 
Lamba, Sikka, Sachana, Jodiya are fisheries ports. 

(iv) The floods can never be ruled out even if there are seasonal rivers or 

minor dams in this region. 

  

Health: 

(i) The district has 18 Hospitals, 30 PHCs, 06 CHCs and 207 SHCs in the District 

to cater   the people. 

(ii) Major hospitals are - Irwin Group of Hospital, Samarpan Hospital, 
Anandabawa Eye Hospital. Location of the CHCs and PHCs in different 

talukas are given in Part-B 

Risk and Vulnerability Ranking: 

All events or activities carry some risk and are associated with some level of 

vulnerability. Risk and vulnerability ranking is the process of assigning scores to the 

risk and possible impact of hazards to be able to compare the likely vulnerability and 
make informed management decisions about which hazards are of greatest concern 

and when planning and preparation efforts should be directed. 

Hazards Probability 
Rating * 

Impact 
Rating ** 

Vulnerability 
Ranking *** 

Vulnerable Areas/ 
Talukas 

High Wind 

(Cyclone) 

4 3 12 

(Medium) 

Very high damage risk 

zone B (50 m/s) : 
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Jamnagar, Jamjodhpur, 
Dhrol, Jodiya, Lalpur, 

Khambalia, Dwarka, 

Kalyanpur, Bhanvad, 
Kalavad 

Sea Surge 3 3 9 

(Medium) 

Coastal Talukas i.e., 

Jamnagar, Jodiya, 

Lalpur, Khambalia, 
Kalyanpur, Dwarka 

(Okhamandal) 

Drought 3 2 6 (Low) Whole District 

Fire 5 4 20 (high) Mostly in urban pockets 
and industrial areas 

(including rural areas) 

Industrial 

Accidents 

4 5 20 (High)  

Oil Spill 3 2 6 (Low)  

Earthquake 4 4 16 (high) Zone-IV: 

Jamnagar, Dhrol, 
Jodiya, Lalpur, Dwarka, 

Khambalia, Kalyanpur 

Zone-III: 

Bhanvad, Jamjodhpur, 
Kalavad 

Cold/ Heat 

Wave 

4 2 8 (Medium)  

Rail/Road/Air 
Accidents 

5 4 20 (High)  

Flood 5 4 20 (High) May occur due to heavy 

rainfall, sea surge or 

dam failure 

Terrorism 1 3 3 (Low)  
 

Failure of 

Critical 

Infrastructure 

4 3 12 The hydrocarbon cross-

country pipelines 

running from Jamnagar 
may be affected. 

Boat Sinking 4 2 8  

Mine Fires / 

Collapse 

2 1 2 (Low)  

Building 

Collapse 

4 3 12 (Medium)  

Hail Storms 1 1 1 (Low)  

Land Slides / 
Mud Flows 

1 1 1 (Low)  

Command Dias 

ease Epidemics 

3 3 9 (Medium)  

Animal Disease 2 3 6 (Low)  
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Food Poisoning 3 3 9 (Medium)  

Dam Failure 1 1 1 (Low) District has no major 

dams but having 17 

medium / minor dams 

Civil Unrest A 3 2 6 (Low)  

War 2 4 8 (Medium) Whole District 

Tsunami 2 4 8 (Medium) Coastal Taluka's – 

Jamnagar, Jodiya, 

Lalpur, Kalyanpur, 
Khambhaliya, Dwarka 

 

 
*Probability Rating: 

Probability Score Description 

Almost certain 5 

A regular event, on the average at least once 

in a 12 month period 

Likely 4 Will occur at least once every two years. 

Moderate 3 Will occur at least once every 5 years. 

Unlikely 2 Will occur sometime in 25 years period. 

Rate 1 

Can be expected to occur sometime in a 100 

year period 

 

** Impact rating: 
Assess the potential magnitude or impact of each hazard and assign each an 

"Impact Level" as in the following table. 

Impact Scope Description 

Catastrophic 5 Massive insecurity, substantial loss of life likely. Large 

and generalized assistance urgently needed for large 

segments of population. Additional management, 

administrative, and technical expertise urgently needed. 
Large volumes of materials inputs needed. 

Major 4 Security threatened for large segments of population; 

substantial impacts on vulnerable groups likely. Some 
loss of life likely. Life-saving programs likely needed to 

handle impact of emergency situation. Large volumes of 

material inputs and additional administrative staff and 

technical expertise likely to be needed. 

Moderate 3 Security is threatened for potential target groups, some 

interventions may be needed, particularly for groups who 

likely face increase in vulnerability. Organization can 
likely respond with existing country / regional 

management structures. 

Minor 2 Momentary insecurity local groups able to respond 

adequately to those in need. Some technical assistance 
by organization may be helpful to local respondents, 

although not urgently needed. 

Insignificant 1 Little or no significant change in conditions, no expected 

loss of life, injuries or significant loss of property for 
usual target groups as the result of the hazard Normal 

operations continue. 
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*** Vulnerability ranking: 

Scores above 15 indicate high vulnerability; sores between 7 and 15 indicate medium 

vulnerability and scores below 7 indicate low vulnerability.  
 

Probability    Impact Rating:Class and score  

Rating: 

Class and 
(score) 

Insignificant 

(1) 

Minor 

(2) 

Moderate 

(3) 

Major 

(4) 

Catastrophic 

(5) 

Almost 

certain (5) 

Low-5 Moderate -10 Moderate-15 High-20 High-25 

Likely (4) Low-4 Moderate-8 Moderate-2 High-16 High-20 

Moderate (3) Low-3 Low-6 Moderate-9 Moderate-12 Moderate -15 

Unlikely (2) Low-2 Low-4 Low-6 Moderate -8 Moderate -18 

Rare (1) Low-1 Low-2 Low-3 Low-4 Low-5 

 

These three classes related to the immediate vulnerability to disaster and provide 
guidance on disaster response planning. Assessing risk and vulnerability to low 

likelihood but high impact hazards (e.g., earthquakes) requires a different, more long-

term focused, assessment process. 
 

1.4.4 Morbi District: 

Morbi District a newly formed district of the state of Gujarat, India on August 15 

2013 along with several other new districts on the 67th Independence Day of India. 
Morbi city is the administrative headquarters of the district. This district is surrounded 

by Kutch district in north, Surendranagar district in east, Rajkot district in south and 

Jamnagar district in west. 
The district is named after Morbi city. The name of the city of Morbi (literally 

means the city of peacock) was probably derived from king of Bhooj. 

Morbi district approx. population is 10,07,954. Morbi district area is approx 

4871.5 km square and density is 207. District have five taluka, name- Morbi, Malia, 
Tankara, Wankaner and Halvad taluka. 

River & Ports: 

The District has 3 major rivers. These rivers are Aji, Demi, Machhu, Out of 1600 
kms length of Coastal line of Gujarat, the coastal belt of Morbi District is blessed 

with 90 Kms in Maliya Taluka. There is 1 port (Navlakhi) in the Morbi District. 

 

Health: 

(i) The district has 7 Hospitals, 18 PHCs and 06 CHCs in the District to cater the 

people. 

(ii) Major hospitals location of the CHCs and PHCs in different talukas are given 

in Part-B. 

Risk and Vulnerability Ranking: 

All events or activities carry some risk and are associated with some level of 
vulnerability. Risk and vulnerability ranking is the process of assigning scores to the 
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risk and possible impact of hazards to be able to compare the likely vulnerability and 
make informed management decisions about which hazards are of greatest concern 

and when planning and preparation efforts should be directed. 

Hazards 

 

Probability 

Rating * 

Impact 

Rating ** 

Vulnerability 

Rating *** 
Vulnerable Areas / 

Talukas 

High Wind 

(Cyclone) 3 3 9 (Medium) 

Morbi, Maliya, Wankaner, 

Tankara 

Sea Surge 3 2 6 (Medium)  

Drought 4 3 12 (Medium) Whole District 

Fire 

    

Mostly in urban pockets 

and industrial areas 

(including rural areas) 

Industrial 

Accidents 4 4 8 (Medium)  

Oil Spill 1 2 2 (Low) Maliya 

Earthquake 
 

 

 
 3 4 12 (Medium) 

Zone IV: 

Maliya, Morbi, Paddhari, 
Tankara 

Zone-III: (Severely 

affected) 
Wankaner 

Heat Wave 4 2 4 (Low)  

Rail / Road /     

Air Accidents 5 3 10 (Medium)  

Flood 
 5 4 10 (Medium) 

May Occur due to heavy 

rainfall, sea surge or dam 
failure 

Terrorism - - - Terrorism 

Failure of 

Critical    Failure of Critical 

Infrastructure - - -  

Boat Sinking     

Mine Fires/ 

Collapse     

Building 
Collapse 4 2 4 (Low)  

Hail Storms - - -  

Land Slides / - - -  

Mud Flows - - -  

Epidemics 3 1 3 (Low)  

Animal 
Disease - - -  

Food 

Poisoning 5 1 3 (Low)  

Dam Failure 
 

 

2 
 

 

3 
 

 

3 (Low) 
 

 

District had one incident 

of major dams failure 
(Machhu-2) near district 

Morbi in Aug-1979 

Civil Unrest 2 2 2 (Low)  
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War 2 4 8 (Medium) Whole District 

 
 

1.4.5 Devbhoomi Dwarka District: 

Devbhoomi District is a district of India located on the southern coast of the Gulf 
of Kutch in the state of Gujarat. Its headquarters are located in the city of 

Khambhalia. The district created on August 15, 2013 from Jamnagar district. 

Talukas (Administrative Divisions): Dwarka,Bhanvad,Kalyanpur,Khambhalia. 
Devbhoomi Dwarka district has a population of 6,94,719 area is 5,684 km square 

and density is 122. 

 

Health: 

(i) The district has 18 Hospitals, 24 PHCs, 06 CHCs and 161 SHCs in the District 

to cater the people. 

(ii) Major hospitals are -Refral Hospital-Khambhalia, TATA Hospital-Mithapur. 

Location of the CHCs and PHCs in different talukas are given in Part-B 

 

Risk and Vulnerability Ranking: 

All events or activities carry some risk and are associated with some level of 

vulnerability. Risk and vulnerability ranking is the process of assigning scores to the 

risk and possible impact of hazards to be able to compare the likely vulnerability and 

make informed management decisions about which hazards are of greatest concern 
and when planning and preparation efforts should be directed. 

Hazards 
 

Probabilit

y 
Rating* 

Impact 

Rating*
* 

Vulnerability 
Ranking*** 

Vulnerable Areas / 
Talukas 

High Wind 

(Cyclone) 
 

 

4 

 
 

 

3 

 
 

 

12 

Medium 
 

 

Very high damage risk 

zone B 

(50m/s) : 
Khambalia, Dwarka, 

Kalyanpur, Bhanvad 

Sea Surge 
 

 

3 
 

 

3 
 

 

9 
Medium 

 

Coastal Talukas i.e., 

Khambalia, Kalyanpur, 
Dwarka (Okhamandal) 

 

Drought 3 2 6 LOW Whole District 

Fire 

 
 

5 

 
 

4 

 
 

20 (high) 

 
 

Mostly in urban pockets 

and industrial areas 

(including rural areas) 
 

Industrial 

Accidents 

4 

 

5 

 

20 (High) 

  

Oil Spill 3 2 6 (Low)  

Earthquake 
 

 

 

4 
 

 

 

4 
 

 

 

16 (high) 
 

 

 

Zone-IV: 
Dwarka, Khambalia, 

Kalyanpur 
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    Zone-III: 
Bhanvad 

Cold/ Heat 

Wave 4 2 6 (Medium)  

Rail/Road/Air 
Accidents 5 4 20 (High)  

Flood 5 4 20 (High) 

May occur due to heavy 

rainfall, 

    sea surge or dam failure 

Terrorism 1 3 3 (Low)  

Failure of 

Critical     

Infrastructure 4 3 12 

The hydrocarbon cross-

country 

    
pipelines running from 
Jamnagar 

Boat Sinking 4 2 8  

Mine Fires / 

Collapse 2 1 2 (Low)  

Building 

Collapse 4 3 8(Medium)  

Hail Storms 1 1 1 (Low)  

Land 

Slides/Mud 
Flows 

1 
 

1 
 

1 (Low) 
  

Command 

Disease 

Epidemics 

3 

 

3 

 

9 (Medium) 

  

Animal 

Disease 2 3 6 (Low)  

Food 

Poisoning 3 3 6 (Medium)  

Dam Failure 1 1 1 (Low) 
District has no major 
dams but 

Civil Unrest A 3 2 6 (Low)  

War 2 4 8 (Medium) Whole District 

Tsunami 2 4 8 (Medium) 
Coastal Taluka's - 
Kalyanpur, 

 

*Probability rating: 

Probability Score Description 

Almost certain 5 
A regular event, on the average at least once in a 12 
month period 

Likely 4 Will occur at least once every two years. 

Moderate 3 Will occur at least once every 5 years. 

Unlikely 2 Will occur sometime in a 25 years period. 

Rate 1 Can be expected to occur sometime in a 100 year period 

 
** Impact Rating: 
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Assess the potential magnitude or impact of each hazard and assign each an 
"Impact Level" as in the following table. 

Impact Scope Description 

Catastrophic 

 

 

5 

 

 

Massive insecurity, substantial loss of life likely. Large and 

generalized assistant urgently needed for large segment of 
population. Additional management, administrative and 

technical expertise urgently needed. Large volumes of 

materials input needed. 

Major 
 

 

4 
 

 

Security threatened for large segments of population; 

substantial impact on venerable group likely. Some loss of 

life likely. Life-saving programs likely needed to handle 

impact of emergency. Large volumes of material input 
additional administrative staff and technical expertise likely 

to be needed. 

Moderate 

 

 

3 

 

 

Security is threatened for potential target groups, some 
interventions may be needed, particularly for groups who 

likely face increase in vulnerability. Organization can likely 

respond with existing country/ regional management 

structure. 

Minor 
 

2 
 

Momentary insecurity local groups able to respond 

adequately to those in need. Some technical assistance by 

organization may be helpful to local respondents, although 
not urgently needed. 

Insignificant 
 

1 
 

Little or no significant change in conditions, no expected loss 

of life, injuries or significant loss of property for usual target 

groups as the result of the hazard normal operations 
continue. 

 

*** Vulnerability ranking: 
Scores above 15 indicate high vulnerability; sores between 7 and 15 indicate 

medium vulnerability and scores below 7 indicate low vulnerability. 

Probability        Impact Rating:  

Class 

and score  

Rating: 

Class and 

(score) 

Insignificant 

(1) 

Minor 

(2) 

Moderate 

(3) 

Major 

(4) 

Catastrophic 

(5) 

Almost 

certain (5) 

Low-5 

Moderate -

10 Moderate-15 High-20 High-25 

Likely (4) 
-- -- -- -- -- 

Moderate 
(3) 

Low-4 Moderate-8 Moderate-2 High-16 High-20 

Unlikely (2) 

Low-3 Low-6 Moderate-9 

Moderate-

12 Moderate -15 

Rare (1) 

Low-2 Low-4 Low-6 
Moderate -

8 Moderate -18 
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These three classes related to the immediate vulnerability to disaster and provide 
guidance on disaster response planning. Assessing risk and vulnerability to low 

likelihood but high impact hazards (e.g., earthquakes) requires a different, more long-

term focused, assessment process. 
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CHAPTER - 2 

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
 

2.0  National Level 

The overall coordination of disaster management vests with the Ministry of Home 

Affairs (MHA). The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) and the National Crisis 
Management Committee (NCMC) are the key committees involved in the top-level 

decision-making with regard to disaster management. The NDMA is the lead agency 

responsible for the preparation DM plans and the execution of DM functions at the 
national level. Figure 2-1 provides a schematic view of the basic institutional structure 

for DM at national level. The figure represents merely the institutional pathways for 

coordination, decision-making and communication for disaster management and does 
not imply any chain of command. 

 
Figure 2-1: National-level disaster management - basic institutional 

framework. 
 

In most cases, state governments will be carrying out disaster management with 

the central government playing a supporting role. The central agencies will participate 
only on the request from the state government. Within each state, there is a separate 

institutional framework for disaster management at the state-level. The DM Act of 

2005 provides for the setting up of NDMA at national level, and, the SDMA at the state 

level. The role, composition and the role of the key decision making bodies for disaster 
management at national-level are briefly described in the table        2-1.  
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Table 2-1: Key national-level decision-making bodies for disaster 
management 

 

SN Name Composition Vital Role 

1.  Cabinet 

Committee 
on Security 

(CCS) 

Prime Minister, Minister of 

Defence, Minister of 
Finance, Minister of Home 

Affairs, and Minister of 

External 
Affairs 

 Evaluation from a national 

security perspective, if an 

incident has potentially security 

implications 

 Oversee all aspects of 

preparedness, mitigation and 

management of Chemical, 

Biological, Radiological and 

Nuclear (CBRN) emergencies 

and of disasters with security 

implications 

 Review risks of CBRN 

emergencies from time to time, 

giving directions for measures 

considered necessary for 

disaster prevention, mitigation, 

preparedness and effective 

response 

2.  National 

Crisis 
Management 

Committee 

(NCMC) 

Cabinet Secretary 

(Chairperson) 

 Secretaries of Ministries/ 

Departments and 

agencies with specific 

DM responsibilities 

 Oversee the Command, Control 

and Coordination of the disaster 

response 

 Give direction to the Crisis 

Management Group as deemed 

necessary 

 Give direction for specific actions 

to face crisis situations 

3.  National 
Disaster 

Management 

Authority 
(NDMA) 

 Prime Minister 

(Chairperson) 

 Members(not exceeding 

nine, nominated by the 

Chairperson) 

 Lay down policies, plans and 

guidelines for disaster 

management 

 Coordinate their enforcement 

and implementation throughout 

the country 

 Approve the NDMP and the DM 

plans of the respective Ministries 

and Departments of Government 

of India 

 Lay down guidelines for disaster 

management to be followed by 

the different Central Ministries, 

Departments and the State 

Governments 
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4.  National 
Executive 

Committee 

(NEC) 

Union Home Secretary 
(Chairperson) 

 Secretaries to the GOI 

in the Ministries/ 

Departments of 

Agriculture, Atomic 

Energy, Defence, 

Drinking Water and 

sanitation, 

Environment, Forests 

and Climate Change 

Finance (Expenditure), 

Health and Family 

Welfare, Power, Rural 

Development, Science 

and Technology, Space, 

Telecommunications, 

Urban Development, 

Water Resources, River 

Development and 

Ganga Rejuvenation, 

The Chief of the 

Integrated Defence 

Staff of the Chiefs of 

Staff Committee, ex 

officio as members. 

 Secretaries in the 

Ministry of External 

Affairs, Earth Sciences, 

Human Resource 

Development, Mines, 

Shipping, Road 

Transport and 

Highways and 

Secretary, NDMA are 

special invitees to the 

meetings of the NEC. 

 To assist the NDMA in the 

discharge of its functions 

 Preparation of the National Plan 

 Coordinate and monitor the 

implementation of the National 

Policy 

 Monitor the implementation of 

the National Plan and the plans 

prepared by the Ministries or 

Departments of the Government 

of India 

 Direct any department or agency 

of the Govt. to make available to 

the NDMA or SDMAs such men, 

material or resources as are 

available with it for the purpose 

of emergency response, rescue 

and relief 

 Ensure compliance of the 

directions issued by the Central 

Government 

 Coordinate response in the 

event of any 

 threatening disaster situation or 

disaster 

 Direct the relevant ministries/ 

Departments of the GoI, the 

State Governments and the 

SDMAs regarding measures to 

be taken in response to any 

specific threatening disaster 

situation or disaster. 

 Coordinate with relevant Central 

Ministries/Departments/Agencies 

which are expected to provide 

assistance to the affected State 

as  per Operating Procedures 

(SOPs) Coordinate with the 

Armed Forces, Central Armed 

Police Forces (CAPF), the 

National Disaster Response 

Force (NDRF) and other 

uniformed services which 

comprise the GoI’s response to 

aid the State authorities 
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From time to time, the central government notifies hazard-specific nodal 

ministries to function as the lead agency in managing particular types of disasters 
(see Table 2-2 for current list of disasters specific nodal ministries notified by GoI). 

 

 Coordinate with India  

Meteorological   

 Department (IMD) and a number 

of other 

 specialised scientific institutions 

which constitute key early 

warning and monitoring 

agencies 

 Coordinate with Civil Defence 

volunteers, home guards and 

fire services, through the 

relevant administrative 

departments of the State 

Governments 

 

5. National 
Disaster 

Response 

Force 
(NDRF) 

Specially trained force 
headed by a Director 

General Structured like 

para 
military forces for rapid 

deployment 

Provide assistance to the relevant 
State Government/District 

Administration in the event of an 

imminent hazard event or in its 
aftermath 

6. 

 
 

 

National 

Institute of 
Disaster 

Management 

(NIDM) 

Union Home Minister; 

Vice Chairman, NDMA; 
Members including 

Secretaries of various 

nodal Ministries and 
Departments of 

Government of India and 

State Governments and 

heads of national levels 
scientific, research and 

technical organizations, 

besides eminent scholars, 
scientists and 

practitioners. 

 Human resource development 

and capacity building for disaster 

management within thebroad 

policies and guidelines laid down 

by the NDMA 

 Design, develop and implement 

training programmes 

 Undertake research 

 Formulate and implement a 

comprehensive human resource 

development plan 

 Provide assistance in national 

policy formulation, assist other 

research and training institutes, 

state governments and other 

organizations for successfully 

discharging their responsibilities 

 Develop educational materials 

for dissemination 

 Promote awareness generation 
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Table 2-2: Nodal Ministry for Management / Mitigation of Different Disasters. 

 

2.1  National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA): 

The Government of India established the NDMA in 2005, headed by the Prime 

Minister. Under the DM Act 2005, the NDMA, as the apex body for disaster 
management, shall have the responsibility for laying down the policies, plans, and 

guidelines for disaster management for ensuring timely and effective response to 

disaster. The guidelines of NDMA will assist the Central Ministries, Departments, and 
States to formulate their respective DM plans. It will approve the National Disaster 

Management Plans and DM plans of the Central Ministries / Departments. It will take 

such other measures, as it may consider necessary, for the prevention of disasters, or 
mitigation, or preparedness and capacity building, for dealing with a threatening 

disaster situation or disaster. Central Ministries / Departments and State 

Governments will extend necessary cooperation and assistance to NDMA for carrying 

out its mandate. It will oversee the provision and application of funds for mitigation 
and preparedness measures.  

NDMA has the power to authorise the Departments or authorities concerned, to 

make emergency procurement of provisions or materials for rescue and relief in a 
threatening disaster situation or disaster. The general superintendence, direction, and 

control of the National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is vested in and will be 

exercised by the NDMA. The National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM) works 
within the framework of broad policies and guidelines laid down by the NDMA. The 

NDMA has the mandate to deal with all types of disasters – natural or human-induced. 

However, other emergencies such as terrorism (counter-insurgency), law and order 

situations, hijacking, air accidents, CBRN weapon systems, which require the close 
involvement of the security forces and/or intelligence agencies, and other incidents 

such as mine disasters, port and harbour emergencies, forest fires, oilfield fires and oil 

spills will be handled by the National Crisis Management Committee (NCMC). 

S.No. Disaster Nodal Ministry/ Department 

1.  Biological Min. of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) 

2.  Chemical and Industrial Min. of Environment, Forest sand Climate Change 

(MoEFCC) 

3.  Civil Aviation Accidents Min. of Civil Aviation (MoCA) 

4.  Cyclone/Tornado Min. of Earth Sciences (MoES) 

5.  Tsunami Min. of Earth Sciences (MoES) 

6.  Drought/Hailstorm/Cold 

Wave and Frost/Pest 
Attack 

Min. of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare (MoAFW) 

7.  Earthquake Min. of Earth Sciences (MoES) 

8.  Flood Min. of Water Resources (MoWR) 

9.  Forest Fire Min. of Environment, Forests, and Climate Change 

(MoEFCC) 

10.  Nuclear and 

Radiological 
Emergencies 

Dept. of Atomic Energy (DAE) 

11.  Rail Accidents Min. of Railways (MoR) 

12.  Road Accident Min. of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH) 

13.  Urban Floods Min. of Urban Development (MoUD) 
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Nevertheless, NDMA may formulate guidelines and facilitate training and preparedness 
activities in respect of CBRN emergencies.  

 

2.2   National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM): 
As per the provisions of the Chapter-VII of the DM Act, Government of India 

constituted the National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM) under an Act of 

Parliament with the goal of being the premier institute for capacity development for 
disaster management in India and the region. The vision of NIDM is to create a 

Disaster Resilient India by building the capacity at all levels for disaster prevention 

and preparedness. NIDM has been assigned nodal responsibilities for human resource 

development, capacity building, training, research, documentation, and policy 
advocacy in the field of disaster management. The NIDM has built strategic 

partnerships with various ministries and departments of the central, state, and local 

governments, academic, research and technical organizations in India and abroad and 
other bi-lateral and multi-lateral international agencies. It provides technical support 

to the state governments through the Disaster Management Centres (DMCs) in the 

Administrative Training Institutes (ATIs) of the States and Union Territories. Presently 
it is supporting as many as 30 such centres. Six of them are being developed as 

Centres of Excellence in the specialised areas of risk management – flood, 

earthquake, cyclone, drought, landslides, and industrial disasters. 

 
2.3   National Disaster Response Force (NDRF): 

The NDRF has been constituted as per the Chapter-VIII of the DM Act 2005 as a 

specialist response force that can be deployed in a threatening disaster situation or 
disaster. As per the DM Act, the general superintendence, direction and control of the 

NDRF shall be vested and exercised by the NDMA. The command and supervision of 

the NDRF shall vest with the Director General appointed by the Government of India. 

The NDRF will position its battalions at different locations as required for effective 
response. NDRF units will maintain close liaison with the designated State 

Governments and will be available to them in the event of any serious threatening 

disaster situation. The NDRF is equipped and trained to respond to situations arising 
out of natural disasters and CBRN emergencies. The NDRF units will also impart basic 

training to all the stakeholders identified by the State Governments in their respective 

locations. Further, a National Academy will be set up to provide training for trainers in 
disaster management and to meet related National and International commitments. 

Experience in major disasters has clearly shown the need for pre-positioning of some 

response forces to augment the resources at the State level at crucial locations 

including some in high altitude regions. 
 

 

2.3.1   General – First and Key Responders: 
 The role and importance of community, under the leadership of the local 

authorities, Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) and Urban Local Bodies (ULBs), being 

the bedrock of the process of disaster response, is well recognized.  For their 
immediate support, there are other important first responders like the police, State 

Disaster Response Force (SDRFs), Fire and Medical Services.  The NDRF will provide 

specialist response training whenever required. In serious situations, the resources of 

all NDRF battalions, on an as required basis, will be concentrated in the shortest 
possible time in the disaster affected areas.  Other important responders will be the 

Civil Defence, Home Guards and youth organizations such as NCC, NSS and NYKS.  

The deployment of the Armed forces will also be organized on as required basis.   
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2.3.2   Location, Constitution and Functions: 

These have been formed under the Disaster Management Act at 12 selected 

locations in the country for dealing with relief and rescue operations related to all 
types of disasters.  The NDRF consists of battalions of Central paramilitary forces 

drawn  from the Border Security Force(BSF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police(ITBP), 

Central Industrial Security Force (CISF)and Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) for 
the purpose of specialist response in disaster situations. Each Battalion has 6 

Companies comprising of 3 teams each.  Team comprises of 45 men out of which 24 

are for Search & Rescue and balance 21 for support functions. Short-listed & trained 

staff is on deputation in NDRF.  Further details are as under:  
 

NDRF organization and nearest battalions are as under: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Locations of Regional Response Centres (RRC) of NDRF: 

 
As per the Disaster Management Act, various ministries and departments under 

Government of India should join hands for mutual assistance in case of a disaster.  

Assistance from local government and non-government agencies is invariably required 

by the railway administration for prompt relief and rescue operation in case of 
disasters affecting railways and, therefore, assistance of NDRF could be of great help 

S.No Name of 

Officers/Designation 

and Location of 

Deployment HQ 

STD 

Code 

Tele(O) Mobile No. Fax Nos. 

1. DG/NDRFCGO  Complex, 

Lodhi Road, New Delhi-

110003 

011 24369278 

24369280 

_ 24363261 

2. Commandant 5th Bn NDRF 

PO-Vishnupuri Telegaon, 

Pune (Maharashtra) 

02114 247010 09423506765 247008 

3. Commandant,6thBn NDRF 

Chilora Road, Gandhinagar 

079 23202540 09428826445 23201551 

NDRF HQ Teams/Coys Relocations 
Places 

Telephone No. 

1st NDRF Bn 

Pune (Maharashtra) 

Mumbai (Maharashtra) 09423578447, 

09422316997 

2nd NDRF Bn 

Vadodara (Gujarat) 
(i) Gandhinagar (Gujarat)  

(ii) Nareli (Rajasthan) 09660822599 
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to the railways. The rail infrastructure is not in an island away from the civil areas (of 
the Districts/States).  In most cases of a disaster, other than a train accident, the 

State Governments as well as the Zonal Railways would, therefore requisition the 

NDRF simultaneously (for the same disaster). Coordination amongst the affected 
agencies (many departments of the Central Government and the States) is very 

important before the help of NDRF is required. 

2.3.3   Coordination with NDRF:  

Zonal Railways should get in touch with NDRF offices at the nearby locations to 

have the first-hand knowledge of the resources available with them and also to 

familiarize them with railway related disaster situations and expose them to the issues 

relevant to the rescue and relief of passengers during railway accident. It has also 

been advised to associate NDRF in full-scale exercise that is held once in a year.  

There are no charges for availing the services of NDRF except the rail transportation 

which railways may provide at railways cost for attending to rail disasters.  Railways 

may also have to provide rail transportation logistics for transporting NDRF team even 

in case of non-railway exigencies.  

 The Railway Board has empowered DRMs/CSOs to directly requisition the 

relevant NDRF battalion for relief and rescue operations depending on the gravity of 

situation so that their services could be made available expeditiously without any loss 

of time.   NDRF Head quarter office, New Delhi will draw an annual calendar for 

zone/division-wise meeting between NDRF Battalion Commandants and Railway 

Safety officials for better coordination and management during disasters/major train 

accidents. NDRF battalion should carry out atleast one mock exercises/coordination 

meeting with each zonal Railway in a year, for which an annual calendar will be issued 

by Board in consultation with NDRF HQs office.   

 
2.4      State Level: 

As per the DM Act of 2005, each state in India shall have its own institutional 

framework for disaster management. Among other things, the DM Act, mandates that 
each State Government shall take necessary steps for the preparation of state DM 

plans, integration of measures for prevention of disasters or mitigation into state 

development plans, allocation of funds, and establish EWS. Depending on specific 
situations and needs, the State Government shall also assist the Central Government 

and central agencies in various aspects of DM. Each state shall prepare its own State 

Disaster Management Plan. 

The DM Act mandates the setting of a State Disaster Management Authority with 
the Chief Minister as the ex officio Chairperson. Similar system will function in each 

Union Territory with Lieutenant Governor as the Chairperson. At the district level, 

District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA), the District Collector or District 
Magistrate or the Deputy Commissioner, as applicable, will be responsible for overall 

coordination of the disaster management efforts and planning. Figure- 2.2 provides 

schematic view of the typical state-level institutional framework does not imply any 
chain of command. 
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Figure 2.2 : State level Disaster Management – Basic Institutional 
framework 

 

2.5      Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority (GSDMA): 
As per provisions in Chapter-III of the DM Act, each State Government shall 

establish a Gujrat State Disaster Management Authority (GSDMA) or its equivalent 

under a different name with the Chief Minister as the Chairperson. In case of other 

UTs, the Lieutenant Governor or the Administrator shall be the Chairperson of that 
Authority. For the UT of Delhi, the Lieutenant Governor and the Chief Minister shall be 

the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson respectively of the State Authority. In the case 

of a UT having Legislative Assembly, except the UT of Delhi, the Chief Minister shall 
be the Chairperson of the Authority established under this section. The GSDMA will lay 

down policies and plans for DM in the State. It will, inter alia approve the State Plan in 

accordance with the guidelines laid down by the NDMA, coordinate the implementation 
of the State Plan, recommend provision of funds for mitigation and preparedness 

measures and review the developmental plans of the different Departments of the 

State to ensure the integration of prevention, preparedness and mitigation measures. 

The State Government shall constitute a State Executive Committee (SEC) to assist 
the GSDMA in the performance of its functions. The SEC will be headed by the Chief 

Secretary to the State Government. The SEC will coordinate and monitor the 

implementation of the National Policy, the National Plan, and the State Plan. The SEC 
will also provide information to the NDMA relating to different aspects of DM. 

2.6      District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA): 

As per provisions in Chapter-IV of the DM Act, each State Government shall 
establish a District Disaster Management Authority for every district in the State with 
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such name as may be specified in that notification. The DDMA will be headed by the 
District Collector, Deputy Commissioner, or District Magistrate as the case may be, 

with the elected representative of the local authority as the Co-Chairperson. The State 

Government shall appoint an officer not below the rank of Additional Collector or 
Additional District Magistrate or Additional Deputy Commissioner, as the case may be, 

of the district to be the Chief Executive Officer of the District Authority. The DDMA will 

act as the planning, coordinating and implementing body for DM at the District level 
and take all necessary measures for the purposes of DM in accordance with the 

guidelines laid down by the NDMA and SDMA. It will, inter alia, prepare the DM plan 

for the District and monitor the implementation of the all relevant national, state, and 

district policies and plans. The DDMA will also ensure that the guidelines for 
prevention, mitigation, preparedness, and response measures laid down by the NDMA 

and the SDMA are followed by all the district-level offices of the various departments 

of the State Government. 
 

2.7      Plan Implementation 

The DM Act 2005 enjoins central and state governments to make provisions for 
the implementation of the disaster management plans. In this respect, the sections of 

the DM Act 2005 applicable for national, state, and district DM plans are 11, 23, and 

31. The Chapters V and VI of the DM Act spell out the responsibilities of the central, 

state, and local governments with respect to disaster management. The DM Act states 
that every Ministry or Department of the Government of India shall make provisions, 

in its annual budget, for funds for the purposes of carrying out the activities and 

programmes set out in its disaster management plan. The Act mandates that every 
Ministry and Department of the Government of India and every state must prepare a 

DMP in accordance with the NDMP. Annually, respective DM authorities must review 

and update their DM plans. Central ministries and state governments will integrate 

DRR into their development policy, planning and programming at all levels. They must 
adopt a holistic approach and build multi-stakeholder partnerships at all levels, as 

appropriate, for the implementation of the DM plans. Depending on its nature, 

different components of the NDMP will be implemented within a span of five, ten, or 
fifteen years. The plan is highly ambitious and the complete implementation of all 

elements across the country may take a very long time. Nevertheless, both central 

and state governments have already made considerable progress and they are 
expected to make sincere efforts for the implementation of the DM plans. The NDMA 

has prepared and published hazard-specific guidelines and reports covering various 

aspects of disaster management and including a separate one for response, details 

are listed below.  
 

2.8 Salient features as per section of disaster management act 2005: 

A. SECTION 35 provides that each department shall coordinate with the other 
departments of Government of India, State Governments, District Administration 

and NGOs etc. with regard to prevention and mitigation of disasters. The zonal 

Railways accordingly have to incorporate measures for prevention and mitigation 
of disaster with a similar action taken by other stakeholders and integrate these 

development plans / projects for capacity building to handle disasters. The CSO 

on each Zonal Railway have to ensure adequate allocation of funds by the 

respective PHODs of the Executive departments on the Zonal Railways for 
capacity building and increased preparedness in the prevention and mitigation of 

disaster. 
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B. SECTION 36 provides that every department of the Government of India shall 
take necessary measures for the prevention of Disasters, mitigation, 

preparedness and capacity building in accordance with the guidelines laid down by 

the NDMA. Every department shall respond effectively / promptly to a disaster in 
accordance with the guidelines issued by NDMA and assist to the NDMA and the 

State Governments for carrying out rescue and relief operations in the affected 

areas by making available its resources to the NEC. 
C. SECTION 37 provides that each department of the Government of India shall 

prepare a Disaster Management Plan, which shall mention all items as laid down 

in Section 35 and 36 of the Disaster management Act. 

CSO on each Railway shall educate the PHODs as well as the DRMs to follow up 
the above as also monitor the action taken by them. 
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CHAPTER - 3 

REDUCING RISK AND ENHANCING RESILIENCE 
 

3.1 Background: 

The Disaster Management Act, 2005 and the National Policy, 2009 marks the 
institutionalization of paradigm shift in disaster management in India, from a relief-

centric approach to one of proactive prevention, mitigation and preparedness. The 

Policy notes that while it is not possible to avoid natural hazards, adequate mitigation 

and disaster risk reduction measures can prevent the hazards becoming major 
disasters. Disaster risk arises when hazards interact with physical, social, economic 

and environmental vulnerabilities. The National Policy suggests a multi-pronged 

approach for disaster risk reduction and mitigation consisting of the following: 
•   Integrating risk reduction measures into all development projects. 

•  Initiating mitigation projects in identified high priority areas through joint 

efforts of the Central and State Governments. 
•  Encouraging and assisting State level mitigation projects. 

•  Paying attention to indigenous knowledge on disaster and coping 

mechanisms. 

•  Giving due weight age to the protection of heritage structures. 
 

In the terminology adopted by the “United Nations International Strategy for 

Disaster Reduction” (UNISDR), the concept and practice of reducing disaster risks 
involve systematic efforts to analyse and manage the causal factors of disasters, 

including through reduced exposure to hazards, lessened vulnerability of people and 

property, wise management of land and the environment, and improved preparedness 

for adverse events. While both the terms “Disaster Reduction” and “Disaster Risk 
Reduction” (DRR) are widely used, the latter provides a better recognition of the 

ongoing nature of disaster risks and the ongoing potential to reduce these risks. 

Mitigation consists of various measures required for minimizing or limiting the adverse 
impacts of hazards and related disasters. 

The disaster risk reduction and mitigation plan integrates the global targets into 

the national efforts and seeks to strengthen significantly India’s reliance to both 
natural and human-induced disasters. The DM Act 2005 defines "Mitigation" as 

measures aimed at reducing the risk, impact, or effects of a disaster or threatening 

disaster situation. ”Goal of mitigation is to minimize risks from multiple hazards and 

the threats from individual hazards need not always occur in isolation. At times, a 
hazardous event can trigger secondary events. For example, an earthquake can 

produce a tsunami or may create flooding or landslides. Similarly, cyclones often lead 

to flooding and various other cascaded events spread over an area wider than the 
primary event. In addition, demographics, nature of human settlements, and effects 

of global climate change can magnify the vulnerability of the communities at risk. The 

DM Plan, therefore, focuses on enhancing the mitigation capabilities for multiple 
hazards, their likely cascading effects. 

Guiding principle of Sendai Framework states that disaster risk reduction requires 

responsibilities to be shared by different divisions of governments and various 

agencies. The effectiveness in disaster risk reduction will depend on coordination 
mechanisms within and across sectors and with relevant stakeholders at all levels. For 

each hazard, the approach used in national plan incorporates the four priorities 

enunciated in the Sendai Framework into the planning framework for Disaster Risk 
Reduction under the five thematic areas for action. 

1.  Understanding Risk 
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2.  Inter-Agency Coordination 
3. Investing in DRR – Structural Measures 

4. Investing in DRR – Non-Structural Measures 

5.  Capacity Development 
 

For each of these thematic areas for action, a set of major themes have been 

identified for inclusion in the planning framework. 
 

3.1.1  Understanding Risk: 

This thematic area for action focuses on understanding disaster risk, the Priority-

1 in the Sendai Framework integrates into it numerous actions needed for 
strengthening disaster resilience. The major themes for action are: a) Observation 

Networks, Information Systems, Research, Forecasting, b) Zoning / Mapping, c) 

Monitoring and Warning Systems, d) Hazard Risk and Vulnerability Assessment 
(HRVA), and e) Dissemination of Warnings, Data, and Information. Having adequate 

systems to provide warnings, disseminate information, and carry out meaningful 

monitoring of hazards are crucial to disaster risk reduction, and improving resilience. 
They are also an integral part of improving the understanding of risk. 

 

3.1.2   Inter-Agency Coordination: 

Inter-agency coordination is a key component of strengthening the disaster risk 
governance -Priority-2 of the Sendai Framework. The major themes for action 

required for improving the top level interagency coordination are a) Overall disaster 

governance b) Response c) Providing warnings, information, and data and d) Non-
structural measures. The central ministries and agencies mentioned are those vested 

with hazard-specific responsibilities by the Govt. of India or those expected to play 

major roles in the thematic areas given in the matrix. 

 
3.1.3   Investing in DRR – Structural Measures: 

Undertaking necessary structural measures is one of the major thematic areas 

for action for disaster risk reduction and enhancing resilience. These consist of various 
physical infrastructure and facilities required to help communities cope with disasters. 

The implementation of these measures is essential to enhance disaster preparedness, 

a component of Priority-4 of the Sendai Framework. It is also an important component 
of investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience, which is Priority-3 of Sendai 

Framework. 

 

3.1.4   Investing in DRR – Non-Structural Measures: 
Sets of appropriate laws, mechanisms, and techno-legal regimes are crucial 

components in strengthening the disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk, 

which is Priority-2 of the Sendai Framework. These non-structural measures 
comprising of laws, norms, rules, guidelines, and techno-legal regime (e.g., building 

codes) framework and empowers the authorities to mainstream disaster risk reduction 

and disaster resilience into development activities. The central and state governments 
will have to set up necessary institutional support for enforcement, monitoring, and 

compliance. 

 

3.1.5   Capacity Development: 
Capacity development is a theme in all the thematic areas for action. The Sendai 

Priority-2.  (Strengthening DRR governance to manage DR) and Priority-3 (Investing 

in DRR for resilience) are central to capacity development. The capacity development 
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includes training programs, curriculum development, large-scale awareness creation 
efforts, and carrying out regular mock drills and disaster response exercises. The 

capabilities to implement, enforce, and monitor various disaster mitigation measures 

has to be improved at all levels from the local to the higher levels of governance. It is 
also strengthening the DRR governance at all levels to better manage risk and to 

make the governance systems more responsive. 

 
3.1.6   Hazard-wise Responsibility Matrices for Disaster Risk Mitigation: 

For the DM plans to succeed, it is necessary to identify various 

stakeholders/agencies and clearly specify their roles and responsibilities. At all levels - 

from local to the centre - the relevant authorities must institutionalise programmes 
and activities at the ministry/department levels, and increase inter-ministerial and 

inter-agency coordination and networking. They must also rationalise and augment 

the existing regulatory framework and infrastructure. For each hazard, in the 
subsections that follow, themes for action are presented in a separate responsibility 

matrix for each of the five thematic areas for action. It must be noted that the role of 

the central agencies is to support the disaster-affected State or the UT in response to 
requests for assistance. However, the central agencies will play a pro-active role in 

disaster situations. In the domains of DM planning, preparedness, and capacity 

building, the central agencies will constantly work to upgrade Indian DM systems and 

practices as per global trends. This section covers the hazards relevant to Indian 
Railways listed below: 

1.  Accidents 

2. Cyclone and Wind 

3. Floods 

4. Seismic/ Earthquakes 

5. Tsunami 

 

 

3.1.7  Disaster Risk Reduction Measures:  
(A) Train Accidents: 

S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

1. Major Theme: Collision of trains - Understanding disaster Risk       
Investing, Capacity   Development & Mitigation. 

 S&T Implementation of 

RB policies and 
guidelines for 

reliable signalling 

system. Proliferation 

of ATP and its 
maintenance  

Implementation of RB policies and 

guidelines for reliable signalling system, 
Proliferation of ‘Automatic Train 

Protection’ (ATP) and its maintenance is 

being ensured 

Mechanical 

and 
Electrical. 

Implementation of 

Board guidelines for 
reliable maintenance 

of locomotives. 

Training and 

monitoring of crew. 

1. The availability and working of all 

safety items like Head light, flasher 
light, speedometer (ESMON), Horn, 

wipers, ACP, Cattle guard, wooden 

wedges etc. are being ensured 

before shed out of locomotives from 
sheds.  

2. Regular training for maintenance of 

electric locomotives has been given 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

to maintenance staff at training 

centre & OEM premises. 
3. To arrest 

Accidents/Collisions/Derailments the 

Safety Drives were being launched 

regularly to enhance the knowledge 
& alertness of Loco Pilots/ Assistant 

Loco Pilots & Shunters.  

(a) Observance of any STOP signals 
rigidly & carefully 

(b) Not to leave locomotive/EMU/MEMU 

unmanned while on duty. 
(c) Counselling & Educating Loco Pilots 

in respect of clearing fouling marks. 

(d) Whistling intermittently while 

passing Unmanned Level crossing 
Gates.  

(e) Frequently looking back for 

detecting any smoke, hot axle etc & 
safe running of train. 

(f) Timely detection of Flat wheels/Rail 

fracture etc. 
(g) Detecting any un-usual condition of 

the Track or in the vicinity of Track. 

4. The utilization of Simulator for 

electric locomotives at ZETC, BRC is 
being monitored regularly. No 

running staff overdue Technical or 

Transportation Refresher courses 
and overdue PME is booked on line. 

All Loco Pilots having “A” gradation 

are being booked for working Special 
trains. They are being adequately 

given Road learning (TC-310) & 

practical handling of locomotives 

before being deployed for working 
the trains on the section. 

Personnel  Implementation of 

Board Policies and 
monitoring 

performances of the 

training centres. 

Board Policies being ensured and 

Performance is under monitoring. 

Safety Monitoring and 
auditing safety 

systems. 

1. One intra railway safety Audit has 
been carried out once in a year on 

Rajkot division 

2. Conduction of mockdrills in all 
ART/ARME/ SPART and major 

divisional / zonal railway hospitals. 

3. One Divisional safety audit to be 

conducted. 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

Operating Preparing subsidiary 

rules and effective 
implementation of 

GR & SR during 

train operations. 

1. The Instructions are incorporated 

vide Para 2704 & 2705 of Operating 
Manual 2008 and G & SR 14.11. 

2. Accident enquiry instructions have 

been incorporated in Para 1001 to 

1039 of Chapter –X of Accident 
Manual 2009 

Engineering Training and 

monitoring of track 
machine operators. 

Proper maintenance 

of track machines 

Training schedule of Staff and periodic 

maintenance schedules of machines are 
strictly adhered as per Railway norms 

 Electrical 
(TRD) 

Implementation of 
Board guidelines for 

reliable maintenance 

of tower wagons. 
Training and 

monitoring of tower 

wagon operators. 

Railway Board’s guidelines for reliable 
maintenance of Tower Wagons and 

training of Tower wagon Drivers are 

being followed. 
 

Mechanical 
and Electrical 

(TL) 

Implementation of 
Board guidelines for 

reliable maintenance 

of coaches/wagons/ 
EMUs/DEMUs/train 

sets.  

A. Coaching: Proper functioning of 
brake system and adequate brake 

power in trains to prevent collision 

of coaching trains are ensured. 
B. Wagon:functioning of brake system, 

adequate brake power in trains and 

proper under gear examination to 

prevent collision of goods trains is 
ensured.                                                                                                                        

DEMUs: Proper functioning of 

Conventional and EP brake system 
and 100% break power in DEMU 

trains to prevent  accident  of  

trains.                                                                                                          

2. Major Theme:Derailments - Understanding disaster Risk, Investing, 
Capacity  Development & Mitigation. 

 S&T Implementation of 

RB policies and 
guidelines for 

reliable signalling 

system.  

RB policies and guidelines for reliable 

signalling system are being ensured 

Mechanical 
and 

Electrical. 

Implementation of 
Board guidelines for 

reliable maintenance 

of locomotives and 
tower wagons. 

Training and 

monitoring of crew. 

1. DPT/MPT and USFD tests have been 
carried out to detect even hair line 

crack or flaw at most of the loco 

equipment like  wheel, TM nose 
stay, Axle, bogie mechanical parts. 

2. All brake rigging items are checked 

during TI to ensure worn 

out/defective items have been 
replaced. 

3. Regular training for maintenance of 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

electric locomotives has been given 

to maintenance staff at training 
centre & OEM premises. 

4. In addition to the Simulator training, 

ALPs after completing their 

promotional course (for Driver 
Promotion) at ZETC, are given line 

training i.e. Loco/Train handling 

under the supervision of Loco 
Inspector in accordance with the 

Railway Board’s letter No. 2004/ M 

(L)/466/7101 Dated. 31.08.09 
before being issued Gradation Card 

& Competency certificate by Sr.DEE 

(TRO). The instruction in this regard 

has been issued to all vide Technical 
Circular No.270. The revised policy 

for categorization/gradation of Loco 

Pilots issued by Railway  Board vide 
97/Safety-I/23/15 dtd.29.03.07 has 

also been circulated to divisions vide 

Technical circular No. 274 & 307. 
Instructions have also been issued 

to Divisions in reference to CRB’s 

letter No. 2009/Safety(A&R)/3/7 

dtd.13.08.09 for extensively & 
adequately monitoring all newly 

promoted Loco Pilots for a period of  

2 to 3 months. 

 Personnel Implementation of 

Board Policies and 

monitoring 

performances of the 
training centres. 

Board Policies being ensured and 

Performance is under monitoring. 

Safety Monitoring and 

auditing of safety 
systems. 

1. SAG officers Night foot plate 

inspections/Ambush checks/Surprise 
inspections has been carried out 

throughout the Zone covering all 

sections once in a month and the 

corrective actions/Compliance 
monitored. 

2. Safety Drives has been carried out 

as per Board Guide lines. 
3. Safety inspections carried out 

throughout the Zone by Head 

Quarter safety officials and the 
Defects compliance monitor through 

SMS inspection Management Module 

for early Compliance. 

4. Safety drives calendar is being 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

issued and defects, deficiencies 

noted during drive monitored for 
compliance. 

Operating Preparing subsidiary 

rules and effective 

implementation of 
GR & SR during 

train operations. 

1. The Instructions are incorporated 

vide Para 2706 & 2707 of Operating 

Manual 2008 and SR 3.39 (5) of G & 
SR 

2. Accident enquiry instructions have 

been incorporated in Para 1001 to 
1039 of Chapter –X of Accident 

Manual 2009 

Commercial Implementation of 

Board guidelines 
regarding loading of 

commodities. 

The Preventive steps Being Taken to 

avoid any Possible Derailments owing 
to over Loading (revenue) etc including 

(1) Commodities are loaded as per 

prescribed Packing conditions.(2) 
Maximum efforts should be taken to 

stop damage to commodities 

Engineering Implementation of 

RB policies and 
guidelines for 

reliable engineering 

assets.  

RBs guidelines for minimum standards 

of track structure are followed. 
Wherever these standards are not met 

with suitable restriction of speed is 

imposed if applicable. 

 Mechanical 
and Electrical 

(TL) 

Implementation of 
Board guidelines for 

reliable maintenance 

of coaches/wagons/ 
EMUs/DEMUs/train 

sets.  

A. Coaching:  
(i) Proper Rolling in/Out Examination 

(ii) Axle Box feeling/Recording of axle 

box temperature to avoid “Hot Box” 
on run 

(iii) Proper examining of running gear, 

suspension gear, draw/buffing 
gear/Brake gear of coaches during 

PM/SM/Train examination of trains 

are ensured. 

(iv) USFD testing of axle is done in 
coaching stock regularly as 

stipulated. 

(v) Adequate and proper manpower 
and infrastructure for examination 

of trains are ensured. 

 
B. Wagon:  

(i) Proper Rolling In/Out Examination 

(ii) Axle Box feeling/Recording of axle 

box temperature to avoid “Hot Box” 
on run 

(iii) Proper examining of all under gear 

components of Wagons during CC, 
Premium & Intensive examination 

of goods trains. 

(iv) USFD testing of axle is done in 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

Wagon stock regularly as 

stipulated. 
 

C. EMU:  

(i)Monitoring of vital safety inputs in 

areas like progress of critical safety 
works, availability of critical safety 

items, training, availability of 

infrastructure for maintenance 
requirement. 

(ii) USFD testing of axles in EMU 

coaches is done to detect flaws; 
this enables exhaustive analysis of 

defects and identifies those which 

are growing in size. 

(iii) Automatic flasher units have been 
provided on all EMU to enable 

automatic switching ON of flasher 

lights in case of train parting/alarm 
chain pulling. This gives immediate 

indication to the driver of the train 

coming from the opposite direction 
in case of derailments etc. 

 

D. DEMU: 

(i)  Proper Rolling In/Out Examination 
(ii) Axle Box feeling/Recording of axle 

box temperature to avoid “Hot 

Box” on run are ensured 
(iii) Proper examining of running gear, 

suspension gear, draw/buffing 

gear/Brake gear and   Schaku 
coupler of DMU coaches during 

Primary Maintenance examination 

are ensured. 

(iv) Adequate and proper manpower 
and infrastructure for examination.  

Security Implementation of 

Board guidelines. 

Board guide lines being ensured.  

3. 
 

Major Theme: Fire - Understanding disaster Risk, Investing, 
Capacity   Development &      Mitigation. 

 Mechanical 

and 
Electrical. 

Implementation of 

Board guidelines for 
reliable maintenance 

of locomotives and 

tower wagons.  

 

1. 2 nos. of fire extinguishers are 

provided in each cab of locomotive 
which are randomly checked and 

maintained as per schedule.  

2. Safety relays for the safety, in 

working condition are provided for all 
equipment & circuits. 

3. Fire retardant materials like SBGF 

cleats for cables, resin and rubber 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

grommets have been used at various 

place  
4. Electrical fire sensing & extinguishing 

system is available only in 

Microprocessor based three phase 

locomotives. 
5. Instructions for prevention of fire on 

electric locomotives has been given 

vide Technical Circular No. 230 
dtd.30.10.06. 

6. All the Staff working on electric 

locomotives has been trained to 
handle fire related disasters. 

TRD:  

All the traction substations and 

switching posts, OHE depots and PSI 
depots are provided with DCP type fire 

extinguishers in accordance to chapter 

VI of ACTM Vol. I. It is ensured that 
these fire extinguishers are checked, 

tested and refilled and the personal 

were trained for operating of fire 
extinguishers. 

Personnel Implementation of 

Board policies and 

monitoring 
performances of the 

training centres. 

Board Policies being ensured and 

Performance is under monitoring. 

Safety Monitoring and 

auditing of safety 
systems. 

1. Safety seminars, Shunting melas, 

Nuked nataks, has been carried out 
all over the divisions Through 

Divisional safety officers. 

2. Safety poster/Hand bills/ Pamphlets 
has been carried out in all divisions of 

Zone through Divisional safety 

officers 

Commercial Implementation of 
Board guidelines 

regarding loading of 

commodities. 

1. The Preventive steps Being Taken to 
avoid any Possible fire owing to over 

Loading-etc including  

(1) Commodities are loaded as per 
prescribed Packing conditions. 

(2) Maximum efforts should be taken to 

stop damage to commodities 
2. Pantry equipment healthiness  has 

being ensure through JPO  as per RB 

Extent guidelines. 

Engineering Implementation of 
RB policies and 

guidelines for 

reliable engineering 

Buildings and structures are 
constructed and maintained as per 

railway codes and manuals which yield 

reliable engineering assets.  
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

assets.  

Mechanical 

and Electrical 
(TL) 

Implementation of 

Board guidelines for 
reliable maintenance 

of coaches/wagons/ 

EMUs/DEMUs/train 
sets to minimize fire 

hazards. 

A. Coaching: 

(i) Use of fire retardant materials in 
passenger coaches. 

(ii) Provision of Fire extinguisher in 

AC/Pantry car/Power car coaches 
as per norms 

(iii) Provision of fire detection and 

suppression systems in LHB power 
cars/Pantry cars 

(iv) ACP system should be invariably 

be in working condition when 

turned out after Primary 
Maintenance. 

B. Wagon:  

(i) Proper checking of tank wagons 
before loading by competent 

authority 

(ii) Certification by competent authority 
for no leakage of tank wagons after 

loading. 

(iii) If leakage of tank wagon detected 

during Run, quick actions are 
initiated through control message 

and allow for further movement 

after certification by competent 
authority. 

(iv) Spark-less tools are used during 

attention of loaded wagons. 

C. EMU:  
(i) Proper maintenance procedures are 

followed as per RDSO’s guide lines 

(ii) Checking of critical equipments, 
safety items of driving cab such as 

fire extinguishers, short circuiting 

clips, wooden wedges is ensured in 
night stabling yards. 

(iii) Replacement & availability of Must 

change items is ensured during POH 

schedule. 
(iv) A special course on Disaster 

management training covering 

essential aspects of accidents & 
Crisis Management is provided to 

supervisors & Technicians during 

initial training and refresher 
training. 

D.  DEMU:  

(i) Use of fire retardant materials in 

DEMU coaches. 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

(ii) Provision of Fire extinguisher in 

DEMU coaches/power car (DPC) 
coaches as per norms 

(iii) ACP system in working condition in 

all DEMU coaches when turned out 

after Primary Maintenance is 
ensured. 

Security Implementation of 

Board guidelines. 

Being ensured as per laid down Railway 

Board guidelines. 

4. Major Theme: Manned level crossings - Understanding disaster Risk, 

Investing, Capacity Development & Mitigation. 

 S&T Implementation of 
RB policies and 

guidelines for 

reliable signalling 
system at 

interlocked  LCs. 

Implementation of Railway Board 
policies and guidelines for reliable 

signalling system at interlocked  LCs is 

being ensured. 

Mechanical 

and 
Electrical. 

Implementation of 

Board guidelines of 
monitoring of crew. 

1. The ‘Safety Drives’ are conducted 

from time to time in which Crew has 
been counselled to continuously blow 

the locomotive whistle while passing 

LC gates to alert road users. 
Instructions contained in SR 

16.03(3)(b) pertaining to “sounding 

of engine whistle while approaching 

level crossing”. Ambush checks were 
also conducted from LC gate or by 

travelling in the adjacent coach to 

monitor the crew in this regard. 
2. The compliance of the same has been 

ensured through field inspections by 

Officers & Loco Inspectors, surprise 
checks/ambush checks etc. from LC 

gates or by travelling in the adjacent 

coach. 

Personnel Implementation of 
Board Policies and 

monitoring 

performances of the 
training centres. 

Board Policies being ensured and 
Performance is under monitoring. 

Safety Monitoring and 

auditing of safety 
systems. 

1. Safety seminars, Nukkad Nataks, 

have been carried out on the division 
Through Divisional safety officers. 

2. Safety poster/Hand bills/ Pamphlets 

has been carried out in all divisions of 
Zone through Divisional safety 

officers 

Operating Preparing subsidiary 1. The Instructions are incorporated 
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S.No Agency Responsibility DRR -Action frame work  

rules and effective 

implementation of 
GR & SR during 

train operations. 

vide Para 2708 & 2709 of Operating 

Manual 2008 and Annexure –I, II, 
III, IV, V of Appendix-A to Chapter 

XVI of G & SR 2008. 

2. Accident enquiry instructions have 

been incorporated in Para 1001 to 
1039 of Chapter –X of Accident 

Manual 2009 

3. Road users are being counselled to 
take precaution while using level 

crossing. 

4. International Level crossing day is 
being celebrated to improve 

awareness. 

Engineering Implementation of 

RB policies and 
guidelines for 

maintenance of LCs.  

All the relevant policies for 

construction, maintenance, elimination 
of LCs given by RB from time to time is 

adhered to. 

 

3.1.7 (B)Cyclone and Wind: 

(a) Cyclone and Wind : Understanding Risk 
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

 

1. 

 

Observation 

Networks, 

Information 
Systems, 

Research 

Forecasting. 

Engineering 

Department 

Support and 

coordination 

Railway Coordinates with IMD 

for collection of warning Data 

from IMD local stations 
 

2. Zoning/ 
Mapping 

Engineering 
Department 

 

Preparation of 
detailed maps 

identifying 

vulnerable 
locations 

Previous records of cyclone 
affected areas are used to 

establish vulnerable locations. 

3. Hazard Risk 

Vulnerability 

Assessment 

Engineering 

Department 

 

Preparation of 

detailed maps 

identifying 
vulnerable 

locations 

Previous records of cyclone 

affected areas are used to 

establish vulnerable locations. 

4. Dissemination 
of warnings, 

data, and 

information 

Engineering 
Department  

To coordinate 
with state 

Authorities and 

to disseminate 

early warning 
signals to 

Divisional 

Authorities. 

Every division has tie up with 
local weather warning unit 

meteorological department 

and/or are informed by offices 

maintain RAT/RAW in case of 
any unusual circumstances 

affecting track due to 

RAT/RAW. Railway HQ also 
receives weather data from 

regional IMD office during 
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(b) Cyclone and Wind -  Inter-Agency Coordination                                                                                                                                                                

SN Major 
Theme 

Zonal 
Agency 

Zonal Railways 
-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1. Overall 

Disaster 

governance 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Implementation 

of DM plans 

Railways have contact details 

of state authorities at field 

level and at divisional level 
and HQ level to be contacted 

in case of any flood like 

situation and cyclones. 

2. Response Engineering 

Department  

 

Implementation 

of DM plans 

1. Railways keep updated 

contact details of all 

concerned district 

administration and other 
emergency services at all 

railway stations, Divisional 

HQ and railway HQ to be 
contacted for in case of 

Cyclone and wind disaster. 

Repairs to shelters, 
structures are coordinated 

with in various departments 

of railways. 

2. Railways have contact 
details of state authorities at 

field level and at Divisional 

level and HQ level to be 
confacted in case of all 

flooding / cyclone. 

3. Warnings, 

Information, 
Data 

Engineering 

Department  

To Coordinate 

with state 
Authorities and 

to disseminate 

early warning 
signals to 

Divisional 

Authorities. 

Railway relies heavily on IMD 

for information on Cyclone and 
wind. However IMD through its 

regional and local weather 

monitoring station advice 
railways of adverse whether 

through e-mail. 

4. Non-
structural 

measures 

Engineering 
Department  

Adapting the 
norms/ codes 

Norms and codes are already 
exists 

rough weather through email. 

(c) Cyclone and Wind : Structural Measures  
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 
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Briefhistory of most intense cyclones faced by Gujarat from 1970 to 2018: 

1.  Hazard 
resistant 

construction, 

strengthening
, and 

retrofitting 

of all lifeline 

structures 
and critical 

infrastructure 

Engineering 
Department  

Adapting the 
norms/ codes 

 

 

Provision record of full 
affected, passed and standby 

for the  

 
tragedy precaution. 

Electrical 

department  

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

for TRD 

Rly. Board’s guidelines for 

reliable maintenance of Tower 

Wagons and training of Tower 
wagon Drivers are being 

followed. 

(d) Cyclone and Wind: Non-Structural Measures 

SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1. Laws 
Regulations 

Enforcement 

Mechanisms 
Techno-Legal 

regimes 

Institutional 
Arrangements 

Codes for 

disaster risk 

reduction 
Compliance 

Monitoring 

Engineering 
Department 

 

Adapting the 
norms/ codes 

 

 

These are the matters of the 
state. Non structural Disaster 

Risk reduction codes do not 

exist for railways. However 
precautionary  track protection 

measures like patrolling & 

Deputing bridge guards are 
done on advice of Disaster 

warning from IMD 

Electrical 

department  

Adapting the 

norms/ codes for 
TRD 

Rly. Board’s guidelines for 

reliable maintenance of Tower 
Wagons and training of Tower 

wagon Drivers are being 

followed. 

(e) Cyclone and Wind :  Capacity Development 
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1. 

 

Training Civil  and 

Personnel 

departments 

Training  and 

orientation of all 

concerned staff. 
 

No Module so far formulated 

for Training in Cyclone & Wind 

by Railways 

2. Mock Drills/ 

Exercises 

Civil 

Engineering 

department 

Conducting mock 

drills.  

No mock drill or exercise is yet 

designed or conducted for 

Cyclone and Wind 
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SN Name of 
Cyclone 

Date and 
Year 

Intensity 
(T-

Number) 

Observed/ 
Estimated 

Max. Wind 

After Landfall 

Damage 

1. Severe 

Cyclonic 

storm 

over the 
Arabian 

sea 

October, 

19-24, 

1975 

N/A 97 Knots 

180 kmph 

85 people died in the 

district of Junagadh, 

Jamnagar and Rajkot of 

Saurashtra region. This 
cyclone caused 

considerable damage. 

Estimated to be about Rs. 
75 crores. 

2. Severe 
Cyclonic 

Storm 

over the 
Arabian 

sea. 

May 31 – 
June 5, 

1976 

N/A 90 Knots 
167 kmph 

This Cyclone caused 
damage to property which 

was estimated to be about 

Rs. 3 Crore. 4 Burges each. 
Containing Rs. 5 Lakh and 

6 fishing boats were swept 

away.  
Mehasana, Bhavnagar, 

Kaira, Panchmahal, Rajkot 

and Broach districts of 

Gujarat State were most 
affected areas.                                   

3. Gujarat 

Cyclone 

November 

5-13, 
1978 

N/A 278 kmph Damage to property 

reported. 
 

4. Severe 

Cyclonic 

Storm 
over the 

Arabian 

sea 

October 

28 – 

November 
3, 1981 

T – 4.0 

(as per 

US 
satellite) 

65 Knots 

120 kmph 

Junagarh, Rajkot and 

Jamnagar of Gujarat state 

were most affected areas, 
Total loss of damage to 

property was estimated to 

be about Rs. 52 Crores. 

5. Severe 
Cyclonic 

Storm 

over the 
Arabian 

sea 

November 
4-9, 1982 

N/A N/A Saurastra Coast of Gujarat 
about 45 km east of 

Veraval was affected very 

much by this storm. 507 
people died and 1.5 lakh 

livestock perished. 

6. Severe 

Cyclonic 
Storm 

over the 

Arabian 
sea 

November 

4-9, 1982 

T – 4.0 50 Knots 

93 kmph 

50 fishermen were reported 

missing in Gujarat Coast. 

7. Severe 

Cyclonic 

Storm 
over the 

June 17-

20, 1996 

T – 3.5 60 Knots 

111 kmph 

19 Districts of Gujarat 

State were affected. 33 

people died. 27964 pucca 
houses were destroyed. 
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3.1.7  (C)  Flood: 

(a)Flood - Understanding Disaster Risk  
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1.  Observation 

Networks, 
Information 

Systems, 

Monitoring, 
and 

Forecasting 

Engineering 

Department  
 

Support  and 

coordination 

Flood survey of RAT/RAW is 

done yearly with state 
authorities to ensure the health 

of railway affecting 

works/tanks. The repairs are 
then carried out by the state 

authorities on the affected 

RAT/RAW 

2.  Zoning, 
mapping, and 

classification 

flood prone 
areas 

Engineering 
Department  

 

Preparation of 
detailed maps 

identifying 

vulnerable 
locations 

Flood affected portion from 
past history is recorded. Trends 

from past history is taken as a 

clue for pre monsoon 
preparation 

3.  Hazard Risk 

Vulnerability 

Assessment 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Preparation of 

detailed maps 

identifying 
vulnerable 

locations 

Previous records of cyclone 

affected areas are used to 

establish vulnerable locations. 

4.  Monitoring, 

Forecasting 

Engineering 

Department  

Support and 

coordination 

Railway relay on information 

provided by IMD for risk 

Arabian 
sea 

Total estimated loss was 
Rs.1803.52 lakh. 

8. Very 

Severe 

Cyclonic 
Storm 

over the 

Arabian 
sea 

June 4-10, 

1998 

T – 5.0 90 Knots 

167 kmph 

Gujarat & Rajasthan states 

were affected. Porbander of 

Gujarat state was the most 
affected area. Loss incurred 

due to storm was estimated 

to be about Rs.1855.38 
Crores in Kandla. Number 

of lines lost 1173 and 

number of persons missing 
1774 in Gujarat. 

9. Very 

Severe 

Cyclonic 
Storm 

over the 

Arabian 
sea 

May 16-

22, 1999 

T – 5.5 105 Knots 

195 kmph 

'This system caused severe 

damage in Kutch and 

Jamnagar districts of 
Gujarat. 453 people died. 

Loss of property was 

estimated to be about Rs. 
80 crores. In Rajasthan one 

person died and 5104 cattle 

heads perished. 5133 

houses were partially 
damaged. 
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(a)Flood - Understanding Disaster Risk  
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

and Warning 

Systems 

 mitigation. Railway 

precautionary patrolling of line 
and stationary bridge guards 

also supplement in providing 

information of real time flood 
position during rains. 

5. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Dissemination 

of warnings, 

data, and 
information 

Engineering 

Department  

To Coordinate 

with state 

Authorities and 
to disseminate 

early warning 

signals to 
Divisional 

Authorities. 

Every division has tie up with 

local whether warning unit 

meteorological department 
and/or are informed by offices 

maintain RAT/RAW in case of 

any unusual circumstances 
affecting track due to 

RAT/RAW. Railway HQ also 

receives weather data from 

regional IMD office during 
rough weather through e mail. 

Railway HQ also receives 

weather data from regional 
IMD office during rough 

weather through e mail. 

(b) Flood  Inter-Agency Coordination             
SN Major 

Theme 
Zonal 

Agency 
Zonal Railways 
-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1.  Overall 
disaster 

governance 

Engineering 
Department  

Implementation  
of DM plans 

Norms and codes are already 
exists 

2. Response Engineering 
Department  

 

Implementation  
of DM plans 

Railways have contact details 
of state authorities at field level 

and at divisional level and HQ 

level to be contacted in case of 
any flood like situation 

3. Warnings, 

Information, 

Data  

Engineering 

Department   

To Coordinate 

with state 

Authorities and to 
disseminate early 

warning signals 

to Divisional 
Authorities. 

Railway relies heavily on IMD 

for information on Cyclone and 

wind and floods. However IMD 
through its regional and local 

weather monitoring station 

advice railways of adverse 
whether through e-mail. 

4. Non- 

structural 

measures 

Engineering 

Department 

 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Railways have contact details 

of state authorities at field level 

and at divisional level and HQ 
level to be contacted in case of 
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any flood like situation. No 
separate norms or codes exist 

for non structural measures. 

(c) Flood   Structural Measures                                                                                                                                                                                             
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1.  Flood control 

measures 

such as 

construction 
of 

embankments 

and levees 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

River training works wherever 

found fit had already been 

done by railway within its 

boundary. However control 
measures to arrest flash floods 

are not managed within railway 

boundary due to lack of space. 

2. Hazard 

resistant 

construction, 

strengthening
, and 

retrofitting 

of all lifeline 
structures 

and 

critical 
infrastructure 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Structures are designed based 

on the flood data, Rainfall & 

catchment affecting the 

structure. HFL, Linear water 
way and free boards are 

meticulously considered for 

designing the structure. 

 (d) Flood Non-Structural Measures 

SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

 

1. 

 Regulation 

and 

enforcemen

t of laws, 
norms, 

regulations 

guidelines 
 Regulation 

of 

Reservoirs 
 Integrated 

Water 

Resources 

Management 
(IWRM) 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Correspondence & meeting with 

state authorities prior to 

monsoon wherever required is 

conducted for free flow of 
warning system from weather 

authorities & agencies maintain 

RAW/RAT works 

  

2. 

Regulations 

to promote 

flood 
Resilient 

buildings & 

infrastructure 

Engineering 

Department  

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Railways codes and manuals 

have adequate provision for 

designing structures 
considering the past flood data 

of that area. 
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3.1.7  (D) Seismic: 

(e) Flood- Capacity Development 

SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1. Training Civil and 

Personnel 

departments  

Training and 

orientation of all 

concerned staff. 
 

No Module so far formulated 

for Training in Floods by 

Railways 

2. Mock Drills/ 

Exercises 

 

Civil 

Engineering 

department  
 

Conducting mock 

drills. 

No mock drill or exercise is yet 

designed or conducted for 

Floods 

(a) Seismic: Understanding Disaster Risk  
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1.  Earthquake 
Monitoring 

  Services 

 National 
Seismological 

Network 

 Real Time 
Seismic 

Monitoring 

Network 

(RTSMN) 

Engineering 

Department  

coordination Railways is fully dependent on 

IMD for early warning of 

seismic risk. Reports from IMD 
are relayed to railway by local 

IMD whether monitoring 

stations. 

2. Earthquake 

Hazard 

and Risk 

Assessment 
(EHRA) 

Engineering 

Department  

 

coordination Railways have its own 

inspection schedule of 

structures to determine the 

health of the structure. EHRA 
however is not covered under 

it 

3. Scientific 
Seismic 

Zonation 

Engineering 
Department  

 

coordination Contacts of district and state 
administration for disaster 

management are maintained 

by railway at all railway 

station, divisional HQ controls 
to coordinate for risk 

mitigation. 

4. Seismic 
Micro-

zonation 

Engineering 
Department  

 

coordination Contacts of district and state 
administration for disaster 

management are maintained 

by railway at all railway 

station, divisional HQ controls 
to coordinate for risk 

mitigation. 

5. Hazard Risk Engineering Preparation of Records of previous seismic 
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Vulnerability 
Assessment 

Department  
 

detailed maps 
identifying 

vulnerable 

locations 

affected locations are 
preserved at divisional levels 

for identifying vulnerable 

location. 

(b) Seismic  Inter-Agency Coordination 
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1. Overall 

disaster 

governance 

Engineering 

Department  

 

coordination Coordination effort are put up 

by railway in tandem district 

administration on receipt of 
seismic risk warning from IMD 

2. Response Engineering 

Department  

 

coordination Coordination effort are put up 

by railway in tandem district 

administration on receipt of 
seismic risk warning from IMD 

3. Non-

structural 

measures 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Railways have contact details 

of state authorities at field 

level and at divisional level 
and HQ level to be contacted 

in case of any natural disaster 

like situation. No any Norms or 
codes exist for non structural 

measures. 

(d) Seismic Non-Structural Measures                                                                                                                                                                  

SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

   

1. 

Regulations 

and model 

codes for 
town 

planning, civil 

works and 

public 
infrastructure 

Engineering 

Department  

 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Codes and By laws are followed 

while erecting structures in 

railway colony. 

   

2. 

Structural 

safety audit 
of lifeline 

structures 

and 

buildings 
Prioritization 

of lifeline 

structures 
and buildings 

for 

Engineering 

Department  
 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

A constant endive is made by 

railways to strengthen & 
replace structures which have 

outlived its codal life or has to 

be upgraded to bear additional 

loads by way of sanctioning 
various works in PB, LB & even 

under revenue fund. 

Retrofitting is also adopted in 
selected bridges based on 

condition as per norms 
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3.1.7  (E)Tsunami: 

(a) Tsunami Capacity Development 
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1.  Research and 

Development 

Efforts 

Engineering 

Department  

 

coordination No R & D facility is available 

with railways for mitigating 

Tsunami risk 

2.  Zoning/Mappi

ng 

Engineering 

Department 

coordination No Zoning or Maping of 

Tsunami Risk is coordinated in 

Rajkot division 

3.  Warning 
System 

Components 

and 
Instruments 

Engineering 
Department  

coordination Tsunami warning as provided 
by IMD is relied upon by 

railway. IMD warnings are 

delivered to railway by email 
from local whether stations. 

4.  Dissemination 

of warnings, 

data and 
information 

Engineering 

Department 

signals to 
Divisional 

Authorities 

To Coordinate 

with Local 

Authorities and 
to disseminate 

early warning 

signals/ 
Information to 

last mile.  

A railway is fully dependent on 

IMD for early warning of 

seismic risk. Reports from IMD 
are relayed to railway by local 

IMD whether monitoring 

stations. 

5.  Hazard Risk 

Vulnerability 
Assessment 

Engineering 

Department 
 

Preparation of 

detailed maps 
identifying 

vulnerable 

locations 

Locations of previous 

occurrences are referred to 
identify vulnerable location 

 

strengthening 
and seismic 

retrofitting 

(e) Seismic- Capacity Development 
SN Major 

Theme 
Zonal 

Agency 
Zonal 

Railways -

Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

1.  Training Civil and 

Personnel 
departments  

Training and 

orientation of all 
concerned staff. 

 

No Module so far formulated for 

Training in Seismic Risk 
Mitigation by Railways 

  
2. 

Mock 
Drill/Exercise 

Civil 
Engineering 

department 

 

Conducting mock 
drills. 

No mock drill or exercise is yet 
designed or conducted for 

Seismic Risk Mitigation 

(b) Tsunami Inter-Agency Coordination 
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(c) Tsunami- Structural Measures  
SN Major 

Theme 
Zonal 

Agency 
Zonal Railways 
-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

  
1. 

Strengthening 
of lifeline 

structures and 

high 

priority 
buildings 

 

Engineering 
Department  

 

Adapting the 
norms/ codes 

Standards of loading to be 
adopted or factors to be 

considered for Tsunami are yet 

to be formulated. 

Strengthening of structure can 
be considered thereafter only. 

   
2. 

Hazard 
resistant 

construction, 

strengthening, 

and 
retrofitting of 

all lifeline 

structures and 
critical 

infrastructure 

 

Engineering 
Department  

 

Adapting the 
norms/ codes 

Codes and Norms for Hazard 
resistance construction or 

strengthening or retrofitting for 

Tsunami is yet to be 

formulated 

SN Major 
Theme 

Zonal 
Agency 

Zonal Railways 
-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

    

1. 

Overall 

disaster 
Governance 

Engineering 

Department  
 

Implementation 

of DM plans 

Railway is coordinating with 

various departments within 
itself and other district, state & 

central admin for overall 

disaster governance. 

   

2. 

Response  Engineering 

Department  

 

Implementation 

of DM plans 

Railway has no flood response 

team for deployment. All help 

is sought from district & state 

administration 

   

3. 

Warnings, 

Information, 

Data 
 

Engineering 

Department  

To coordinate 

with state 

Authorities and 
to disseminate 

early warning 

signals to 

Divisional 
Authorities. 

Railways are fully dependant 

on IMD data for early warning. 

These warnings are made to 
HQ & to divisions directly by 

IMD local weather stations. 

Additionally railway also 

convey the early warning 
received from IMD through its 

controls to the concerned 

   
4. 

Non-
structural 

measures 

 

Engineering 
Department  

 

Adapting the 
norms/ codes 

Codes and Norms for inter 
agency coordination for non 

structural measures do not 

exist for Tsunami in this 

railway 

(d) Tsunami Non- Structural Measures 
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3.1.7 (F) Landslides and Snow Avalanches:  

Not pertains to Rajkot Division as they are not occurred here. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

SN Major 
Theme 

Zonal 
Agency 

Zonal Railways 
-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

   

1. 

Mainstreaming 

DM into 
Development 

Planning 

 

Engineering 

Department 
Adapting the 

norms/ 

codes 

Engineering 

Department – 
Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Codes and Norms for Main 

streaming DM into 
Development planning for 

Tsunami is yet to be 

formulated 

   

2. 

Regulation 

and 

enforcement 

of relevant 
laws 

Engineering 

Department 

Adapting the 

norms/ 
codes 

Engineering 

Department – 

Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

Regulation and enforcement 

laws not formulated under 

railway for investing in DRR 

non structural measures for 
Tsunami 

   

3. 

Safety audits 

and 
evaluation of 

all lifeline 

structures and 

important 
facilities 

Engineering 

Department 
Adapting the 

norms/ 

codes 

Engineering 

Department – 
Adapting the 

norms/ codes 

In the absence of Codal norms 

for structural design the safety 
audit and life span evaluation 

for Tsunami is not feasible. 

(e) Tsunami -Capacity Development 
SN Major 

Theme 

Zonal 

Agency 

Zonal Railways 

-Responsibility 

DRR -Action Frame work 

  

1. 

Training and 

Capacity 

Development 
of 

Professionals 

Civil and 

Personnel 

departments  

Training and 

orientation of all 

concerned staff. 
 

No Module so far formulated 

for Training in Tsunami Risk 

Mitigation by Railways 

  

2. 

Mock Drills/ 

Exercises 
 

Civil 

Engineering 
department  

 

Conducting mock 

drills. 

No mock drill or exercise is yet 

designed or conducted for 
Tsunami 
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CHAPTER - 4 

PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE 
 

4.0  Background: 

Response measures are those taken immediately after receiving early warning 
from the relevant authority or in anticipation of an impending disaster, or immediately 

after the occurrence of an event without any warning. The primary goal of response to 

a disaster is saving lives, protecting property, environment, and meeting basic needs 

of human and other living beings after the disaster. Its focus is on rescuing those 
affected and those likely to be affected by the disaster. The UNISDR defines response 

as “the provision of emergency services and public assistance during or immediately 

after a disaster in order to save lives reduces health impacts, ensure public safety and 
meet the basic subsistence needs of the people affected.” 

Preparedness, as defined by UNISDR, consist of “the knowledge and capacities 

developed by governments, professional response and recovery organizations, 
communities and individuals to effectively anticipate, respond to, and recover from, 

the impacts of likely, imminent or current hazard events or conditions.” Based on the 

preparedness, the response process begins as soon as it becomes apparent that a 

disastrous event is imminent and lasts until the disaster is declared to be over. It is 
conducted during periods of high stress in highly time-constrained situations with 

limited information and resources. It is considered as the most visible phase amongst 

various phases of disaster management. Response includes not only those activities 
that directly address the immediate needs, such as search and rescue, first aid and 

temporary shelters, but also rapid mobilization of various systems necessary to 

coordinate and support the efforts. For effective response, all the stakeholders need 

to have a clear vision about hazards, its consequences, clarity on plans of action and 
must be well versed with their roles and responsibilities. 

Any emergency requires a quick response to save lives, contain the damage and 

prevent any secondary disasters. In most cases, first responders such as members of 
Incident Response Teams (IRT) of district, block, or other agencies (medical fire, 

police, civil supplies, municipalities) manage emergencies immediately at the local 

level. If an emergency escalates beyond their capabilities, the local administration 
must seek assistance from the district administration or the State Government. If 

State Government considers it necessary, it can seek central assistance. 

The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) deals with issues related to defence of 

the country, law and order, and internal security, policy matters concerning foreign 
affairs that have internal or external security implications, and economic and political 

issues impinging on national security. CCS will be involved in the decision making if 

the disaster has serious security implications. The National Executive committee 
(NEC) will coordinate response in the event of any threatening disaster situation or 

disaster where central assistance is needed. The NEC may give directions to the 

relevant Ministries/Departments of the GoI, the State Governments, and the State 
Authorities regarding measures to be taken by them in response to any specific 

threatening disaster situation or disaster as per needs of the State. 

The NDMA is mandated to deal with all types of disasters; natural or human-

induced. The general superintendence, direction and control of the National Disaster 
Response Force (NDRF) is vested in and will be exercised by the NDMA. The NCMC will 

deal with major crises that have serious or national ramifications. These include 

incidents such as those requiring close involvement of the security forces and/or 
intelligence agencies such as terrorism (counter-insurgency), law and order situations, 
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serial bomb blasts, hijacking, air accidents, CBRN, weapon systems, mine disasters, 
port and harbour emergencies, forest fires, oilfield fires, and oil spills. 

The immediate response in the event of a disaster lies with the local authorities 

with the support of the State Government. The Union Government supplements their 
efforts through providing logistic and financial support, deploying NDRF, Armed 

Forces, Central Armed Police Force (CAPF), and other specialized agencies like in case 

of CBRN disaster. It will depute experts to assist the State Government in planning 
and its implementation, during severe natural or human-induced disasters as 

requested by the State Government.  

 

4.0.1   Institutional Framework: 
Chapter-2 provided an overview of the institutional arrangements covering all 

aspects of disaster management. There are specific tasks, roles and responsibilities in 

the domain of response, which as mentioned before, is the most critical and time-
sensitive aspect of disaster management. This section summarizes the function and 

responsibilities of Ministries and agencies that have a key role to play in disaster 

response as per current guidelines. The plan will be updated periodically to reflect any 
changes in the key roles envisaged to particular ministries or agencies. 

No single agency or department can handle a disaster situation of any scale 

alone. Different departments have to work together to manage the disaster with an 

objective to reduce its impact. Section 37(a) of the DM Act, 2005 mandates that 
Departments / Ministries of Central Government prepare disaster management plans 

keeping mitigation, preparedness and response elements into consideration. Sections 

22(2), 24, 30 and 34 of the DM Act, 2005 have clearly laid down various duties 
relating to DM to be performed by various agencies. 

The institutional arrangements for the response system consist of the following 

elements: 

a)  Nodal Central Ministries with disaster-specific responsibilities for national-
level coordination of the response and mobilization of all the necessary 

resources. 

b)  Central agencies with disaster-specific responsibilities for Early Warning 
Systems and alerts. 

c)  National Disaster Response Force (NDRF). 

d)  State Disaster Response Force (SDRF). 
  

There will be National Emergency Operations Centre (NEOC) known as NEOC-1 

under the MHA and NEOC-2 under the National Disaster Management Authority 

(NDMA). It will be connected to the following control rooms: 
•  All agencies designated to provide early warning information    about hazard 

events 

•  State Emergency Operations Centre (SEOC) 
•  District Emergency Operations Centre (DEOC) 

•  NDRF 

•  Integrated Defence Staff (IDS) 
•  MEA 

•  CAPFs 

 

4.0.2   National Early Warning System: 
4.0.2.1 Central Agencies Designated for Natural Hazard-Specific Early  

Warnings: 
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The GOI has designated specific agencies to monitor the onset of different 
natural Disasters, set up adequate Early Warning Systems (EWS), and disseminate 

necessary warnings/ alerts regarding any impending hazard, for all those hazards 

where early warning and monitoring is possible with the currently available 
technologies and methods. These agencies provide inputs to the MHA, which will issue 

alerts and  warnings  through  various communication channels. The agencies 

responsible for EWS will maintain equipment in proper functioning order and conduct 
simulation drills to test their efficacy.  

The details of Central Agencies Designated for Natural Hazard-Specific 

Early Warnings is detailed below: 

 

 
On their part, the relevant State Government and district administration shall 

disseminate such alerts and warnings on the ground through all possible methods of 

communications and public announcements. 

 
4.0.2.2 Role of Central Agencies/ Departments: 

The National Emergency Operations Centre (NEOC) will act as the communication 

and coordination hub during this phase and it will maintain constant touch with early 
warning agencies for updated inputs. It will inform State Emergency Operations 

Centre (SEOC) and District Emergency Operations Centre (DEOC) through all the 

available communication channels and mechanisms. The DM Division of the MHA will 
communicate and coordinate with designated early warning agencies, various nodal 

Ministries, and State Governments. It will mobilise reinforcements from the NDRF, 

Armed Forces and the CAPFs and put together transportation plans for moving 

resources. The NDMA will support the overall coordination of response as per needs of 
MHA. The NDMA will be providing general guidance, and take decisions for the 

deployment of the NDRF. The NDRF will be deployed as required depending on the 

request from State Government. They will keep the force in operational readiness at 
all times. 

 

4.0.3   Coordination of Response at National Level: 
At  the  national  level,  the  Central  Government has assigned nodal 

responsibilities to specific Ministries for coordinating disaster-specific responses.  As 

described in  Chapter-1, the NEC will  coordinate  response  in  the  event of any  

threatening disaster situation or disaster. The State Government will activate the IRTs 
at State, District, or block level and ensure coordination with the SEOC. The SDMA will 

provide the technical support needed to strengthen the response system. 

It is essential that the first responders and relief reach the affected areas in the 
shortest possible time. Often, there are inordinate delays due to real constraints 

imposed by the location, nature of disaster and, most regrettably, due to inadequate 

preparedness. In many situations, even a delay of six to twelve hours will prove to be 

S.No. Hazard Agencies 

1. Cyclone India Meteorological Department (IMD) 

2. Drought Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare (MoAFW) 

3. Earthquake India Meteorological Department (IMD) 

4. Epidemics Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) 

5. Floods Central Water Commission (CWC) 

6. Tsunami 

 

India National Centre for Oceanic Information Services 

(INCOIS) 
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too late or unacceptable. To make matters worse, relief tends to arrive in a highly 
fragmented or uncoordinated form with multiple organisations acting independently of 

each other without a cohesive plan, without mechanisms to avoid overlaps and 

without proper prioritization of different aspects of relief such as shelter, clothing, 
food, or medicine. From an operational perspective, the challenges are similar across 

most hazards. The NDMA has formulated IRS Guidelines for the effective, efficient, 

and comprehensive management of disasters. The implementation of NDMA’s IRS 
Guidelines by the States will help in standardisation of operations, bring clarity to the 

roles of various departments and other agencies, which are common to most disaster 

response situations.  

 
The details of Central Ministries for Coordination of Response at National 

level are tabulated below: 

 
District administration shall identify sites for establishment of various facilities as 

mentioned in the IRS guidelines such as Incident Command Post, relief camp, base, 
staging area, camp, and helipad, for providing various services during the response. 

The state and local administration must widely disseminate and publicise information 

about these arrangements as mandated in the SDMP and DDMP. Since disaster 
response operations are multifaceted, time sensitive, extremely fast-moving, and 

mostly unpredictable, it requires rapid assessment, close coordination among several 

departments, quick decision-making, fast deployment of human resources and 

machinery as well as close monitoring. In order to prevent delays and to eliminate 
ambiguities with regard to chain of command, the SDMP and DDMP must clearly spell 

out the response organisation as per IRS. These plans must clearly identify the 

personnel to be deputed for various responsibilities in the IRT at various levels of 
administration along with proper responsibility and accountability framework. 

S.No. Disaster Nodal Ministry/ Dept./ Agency 

1. Biological Disasters  Min. of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) 

2. Chemical Disasters and 

Industrial Accidents 

Min. of Environment, Forests and 

Climate Change (MoEFCC)  

3. Civil Aviation Accidents Min. of Civil Aviation (MoCA) 

4. Cyclone, Tornado, and 
Tsunami 

Min. of Home Affairs (MHA) 

5. Disasters in Mines Min. of Coal; Min. of Mines (MoC, MoM) 

6. Drought, Hailstorm, 

Cold Wave and Frost, 
Pest Attack 

Min. of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare  

(MoAFW) 

7. Earthquake Min. of Home Affairs (MHA) 

8. Flood Min. of Home Affairs (MHA) 

9. Forest Fire Min. of Environment, Forests and Climate 

Change (MoEFCC)  

10. Nuclear and 

RadiologicalEmergencies 

Dept. of Atomic Energy, Min. of Home Affairs 

(DAE,MHA) 

11. Oil Spills Min. of Defence/Indian Coast Guard 

(MoD/ICG) 

12. Rail Accidents Min. of Railways (MoR) 

13. Road Accidents Min. of Road Transport and Highways 

(MoRTH) 

14. Urban Floods Min. of Urban Development (MoUD) 
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Provision for implementation of unified command in case of involvement of multiple 
agencies such as Army, NDRF, CAPF, and International Urban Teams Search and 

Rescue must be spelt out in the SDMP. From time to time, the DM plan must be tested 

and rehearsed by carrying out mock exercises. 
 

4.0.4   Fire and Emergency Services (FES): 

The primary role of Fire and Emergency Service (FES) is of responding to fire 
incidents. However, besides fire-fighting, FES attends to other emergencies such as 

building collapse, road traffic accidents, human and animal rescue, and several other 

emergency calls. FES also takes part in medical emergencies. The role of FES has 

become multi-dimensional. The role of FES extends to the domain of prevention, 
especially in urban areas. FES is an integral part of the group of agencies responding 

to disaster situations. FES is one of the first responders during the Golden Hour after 

a disaster and plays a vital role in saving lives and property. Therefore, it is 
imperative to adequately equip and develop the capacities of FES. Further, continuous 

training should also be provided to the fire staff in using and maintaining the 

equipment. 
FES is a key element in the emergency response system. It comes under the 12th 

schedule of the Constitution dealing with municipal functions. At present, States and 

UTs, and ULBs are managing the FES. The MHA and NDMA will render technical advice 

to the States, UTs, and Central Ministries on fire protection, prevention, and related 
legislation. While in several States, FES is under the jurisdiction of Municipal 

Corporations, in others it is under the respective Home Department. Only a few States 

have enacted their own Fire Act. As on today, there is no standardization with regard 
to the scaling of equipment, the type of equipment, or the training of their staff. In 

each State it has grown according to the initiatives taken by the States and the funds 

provided for the FES. Government of India has taken many initiatives to strengthen 

the techno-legal regime for fire safety. Apart from initiating major legal changes, 
Government is also reviewing many laws that have to be amended. Government of 

India has also taken steps for institutional reforms and organizational restructuring of 

FES. However, it is the responsibility of the State Governments to implement the 
major changes for the modernization of the FES to make them more effective. 

 

4.0.5   Responding to Requests for Central Assistance from States: 
Catastrophic disasters like earthquakes, floods, cyclones and tsunami result in a 

large number of casualties and inflict tremendous damage on property and 

infrastructure. The Government of India has established a flexible response 

mechanism for a prompt and effective delivery of essential services as well as 
resources to assist a State Government or Union Territory severely hit by a disaster. 

Disaster management is considered as the responsibility of the State Governments, 

and hence the primary responsibility for undertaking rescue, relief and rehabilitation 
measures during a disaster lies with the State Governments. The Central Government 

supplements their efforts through logistic and financial support during severe disasters 

as requested by the State Governments. Responding to such emergencies stretches 
the resources of district and State administration to the utmost and they may require 

and seek the assistance of Central Ministries/Departments and agencies like the 

NDRF, Armed Forces, CAPF, and Specialized Ministries/ Agencies. 

 
4.0.6   Management of Disasters impacting more than one State: 

At times, the impact of disasters occurring in one State may spread over to the 

areas of other  States. Similarly, preventive measures in respect of certain disasters, 
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such  as  floods, etc. may be required to be taken in one State, as the impact of their 
occurrence may affect another. The administrative hierarchy of the Country is 

organized in to National, State and District level Administrations. This presents 

challenges in respect of disasters impacting more than one State. Management of 
such situations calls for a coordinated approach,  which  can  respond  to a range of 

issues quite different from those that normally present themselves – before, during 

and after the event. The NCMC will play a major role in handing such multi-state 
disasters. The NDMA will encourage identification of such situations and promote the 

establishment of mechanisms for coordinated strategies for dealing with them by the 

States and Central Ministries, departments and other relevant agencies. 

 
4.0.7   Major Tasks and the Responsibilities - Centre and State: 

While there are disaster-specific aspects to the post-disaster response, the 

emergency functions are broadly common to all disasters and there are specific 
ministries, departments, or agencies that can provide that emergency response. 

Besides, very often, there are multiple hazards and secondary disasters that follow a 

major disaster. Hence, response intrinsically follows a multi-hazard approach. 
Therefore, all the response activities have been summarized in a single matrix 

applicable to all types of disasters. The response responsibility matrix specifies the 

major theme of response. It specifies the agencies from the Central and State 

Government responsible for the major theme of response. All agencies responsible for 
response should follow the NDMA’s IRS guidelines, which will help in ensuring proper 

accountability and division of responsibilities. Different ministries and departments 

have to provide specialized emergency support to the response effort. Certain 
agencies of Central Government will play a lead role, while others will be in a 

supporting role. The SDMA, CoR, or the Dept. of Revenue is the nodal agency at the 

state level for coordination of response. The DDMA is the nodal agency for 

coordination of response at District level. Various central ministries, departments, 
agencies, and state governments have to prepare their own hazard specific response 

plans as per guidelines of the NDMA and in line with the NDMP. They need to ensure 

preparedness for response at all times and must carry out regular mock drills and 
conduct tests of readiness periodically, and the ministries/ departments must report 

the status to the NDMA. The major tasks of response given in the responsibility matrix 

is: 
1. Early Warning, Maps, Satellite inputs, Information Dissemination 

2. Evacuation of People and Animals 

3. Search and Rescue of People and Animals 

4. Medical care 
5. Food & Essential Supplies 

6. Communication 

7. Transportation 
8. Relief Logistics and Supply Chain Management 

9. Rehabilitation and Ensuring Safety of Livestock and other  Animals,    

Veterinary Care 
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4.0.8:Responsibility Matrix for Preparedness and Response of various 

agencies during disaster tabulated below: 
 

SN Task Activity Responsibility 

1 Early Warning, 
Maps, Satellite 

inputs, 

Information 

Dissemination 

 Issue forecasts, alerts, warnings.  

 Provide early warnings (where ever 

possible) to reduce loss of life and 

property. 

 Disseminating warnings and 

information to all Central 

Ministries/Departments/Agencies and 

State Government. 

 Use of satellite imageries, drones and 

other scientific methods for risk 

assessment and forecasting 

Lead Agencies: 
IMD, CWC,INCOIS, 

SASE, GSI,BRO, 

MoIB, MoES, 

MoWR, MoAFW,  
 Support Agencies: 

SoI, NRSC, DoT, 

MHA, NDMA, 
MoCIT, hazard 

specific nodal 

ministries 

 To disseminate early warning signals 

to the district administration, local 

authorities, and the public at large in 

the areas likely to be affected by a 

disaster so as to reduce loss of life and 

property. 

 Dissemination of warnings and 

information up to the last mile. 

 Ensure appropriate 

compilation/analysis of received data. 

 Use of satellite imageries and other 

scientific methods for risk assessment 

and forecasting 

State/UT, SDMA, 

Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, DDMA, 

all other relevant 
Department/Agenci

es 

 Co-ordination  with the Ministries and 

Railway Zones. 

CE Directorate - RB 

 To Coordinate with state Authorities 

and to disseminate early warning 

signals to Divisional Authorities.  

Civil Engineering 
Department 

Division 

 To Coordinate with Local Authorities 

and to disseminate early warning 

signals/ Information to last mile.  

Civil Engineering 

Department- 
Division 

2 Evacuation of 

People and 
Animals 

 On request, support the affected state 

government in evacuation of people 

and animals from areas likely to be 

affected by major disaster  

 Special situations: Evacuation of large 

numbers of people from far flung 

Lead Agency: MHA 

Support Agencies: 
MoD, CAPF, 

MoRTH, MoR, 

MoCA, 

ministries/depts. 
With hazard-
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areas and islands (e.g., Andaman and 

Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep Islands, 

etc. in cases of cyclone). 

 Evacuation of visitors/ pilgrims 

stranded in remote Himalayan regions 

on account of inclement weather and 

flash floods 

  Evacuation of fishermen from the high 

seas in case of a cyclone. 

specific 
responsibilities, 

NDRF, Civil Defence 

 Quick assessment of evacuation needs 

such as the number of people and 

animals to be evacuated and mode of 

evacuation. 

 Mobilize transport and resources for 

evacuation. 

 Identify and prepare sites for 

temporary relocation of affected people 

and animals. 

 Identify requirements of resources for 

evacuation such as helicopters, 

aircrafts, high speed boats and ships to 

be provided to the affected state 

government. 

 Request for central resources, if 

needed. 

 Coordinate with central agencies to 

mobilize required resources. 

 Monitor the situation. 

 Earmark resources/ units/ battalions of 

SDRF for quick deployment. 

 Prepare handbook/manuals and SOP 

for evacuation of people and animals. 

 Undertake review and revise DMPs and 

SOPs after each major incident. 

 Prepare evacuation plan taking into 

account local conditions and 

periodically update it. 

 Undertake mock/simulation drills. 

 Prepare operational checklists. 

 Prepare list of agencies/ organizations 

that could assist in evacuation. 

 Web-based resource inventory and its 

regular updates 

State/UT, SDMA, 

Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, 
FES,DDMA, all 

other relevant 

Departments/Agenc
ies, SDRF, Civil 

defence 

 Co-ordination  with the Ministries and TT Directorate - RB 
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Railway Zones 

 Coordinate with RB and State 

Authorities 

Operating 

Department  
Division 

 Coordinate with HQs and Local  

Authorities 

Operating 

Department- 

Division 

3 Search and 

Rescue of 

People and 
Animals 

 Fail safe communication between early 

warning agencies and EOC of Central 

and State/ District, Central Min. 

 Adequate NDRF support in a state of 

readiness to move at a short notice. 

 MoU with suppliers for blankets, 

tarpaulins, tents, boats, inflatable 

lights, torches, ropes, etc. with a 

condition that they will be supplied at 

short notice (usually within 24hours) 

from the placement of order. 

 SOPs for sending rescue/ relief 

material from other adjoining States to 

the affected state immediately. 

 Support of Armed Forces and CAPF as 

per requirement 

Lead Agencies: 

MHA, NDMA,NDRF  

Support Agencies: 
MoD, CAPF, 

MoHFW, MHA, 

MoRTH, MoCA, 

MoR, 
Ministries/Departm

ents with hazard-

specific 
responsibilities, 

Civil Defence 

 Various positions of IRTs (State, 

District, Sub-division and Tehsil) are 

trained and activated for response at 

their respective administrative 

jurisdiction.  

 SDRF teams are trained, equipped and 

ready to move at a short notice to the 

affected areas. 

 Strategic stationing of state of the art 

equipment for search, rescue and 

response with dedicated trained 

manpower.  

 MoU is in place with suppliers for 

blankets, tarpaulins, tents, boats, 

inflatable lights, torches, ropes, etc. 

with a condition that they will be 

supplied quickly at short notice 

(usually within 24 hours). 

 Nodal officer selected for coordination 

is in regular touch with MHA/NDMA for 

additional requirements  (including 

help from other Central Ministries) 

State/UT, SDMA, 

Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, 

SDRF,FES, DDMA, 
all other relevant 

Departments/Agenc

ies, Civil Defence 
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 Coordination with NDRF/NDMA Safety Directorate 
– RB  

 Policy/ Planning of rescue centric 

equipment and training of staff. 

Mechanical 
directorate – RB 

 Developing and conducting training 

modules. 

Establishment – RB 

 Coordination with NDRF/SDRF Safety Department   

Division 

 Upgrading/Maintenance of   

ARTs/ARMVs/SPARMVs rescue 

equipment, training of ART/ARMV staff 

in rescue operations. 

Mechanical 

Department  

Division 

 Organising and monitoring rescue 

centric training to 

ART/ARMV/SPARMV staff. 

SPART/SPARMT 

Personnel 
Department  

Division 

 Rescue of passengers, Maintenance of 

ARTs/ARMVs/SPARMVs rescue 

equipment and training of 

ART/ARMV/SPARMV staff in rescue 

operations. 

Mechanical 

Department  – 
Division 

 Organising and monitoring rescue 

centric training to ART/ARMV/SPARMV 

staff. 

Personnel 

Department – 

Division 

 Coordination with NDRF/SDRF Safety Department   
Division 

4 Medical Care  Medical assistance to the affected state 

in response to its request for post-

disaster emergency medical care. 

 Mobile Field Hospitals similar to the 

military field units that has trauma-

care for the disaster-affected and serve 

as a temporary substitute for the 

collapsed local general medical and 

surgical facilities in the disaster zone. 

 Gradual improvement of the field 

hospital to conform to global 

standards. 

 Mobile medical care units with OT 

facility, power sources, dedicated 

trained staff of doctors, and 

paramedics who could be immediately 

summoned at the time of emergency. 

 Mobile medical support units stocked 

Lead Agencies: 

MoHFW.           

Support Agencies:  

MoD, CAPF, MoR 
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with medicines usually needed such as 

those for BP, diabetics, heart 

problems, common ailments, etc. as 

well as provisions such as: bleaching 

powder, chlorine tablets; nutritional 

supplements catering to specialized 

groups such as lactating mothers, 

elders, and children below 6. 

 Timely technical support to the State 

Governments for restoration of 

damaged hospitals as well as 

infrastructure Ensure strict compliance 

with minimum standards of relief as 

per Section 12 of DM Act 2005 

   Health and Family Welfare Dept. works 

with the logistic section of the state 

level. 

 IRT to provide effective services 

(Medical Unit) to the field level IRTs for 

response. 

 District wise repository of hospitals 

(both Government and Private), 

availability of beds, doctors, 

paramedics and other trained staff 

available along with other 

infrastructure details and update it on 

a regular basis Include the hospital 

wise information in the DM Plans at 

local levels · 

 Tie-up with the companies for easy 

availability of common medicines 

during the emergency situations.  

 Hygienic conditions are prevalent at all 

times in various facilities established as 

well as hospitals to curb the spread of 

diseases. 

 Establishment of sound protocols for 

coordination between state’s health 

Dept. and the central agencies.  

 Ensure strict compliance with minimum 

standards of relief as per Section 12 of 

DM Act 2005.  

State/UT, SDMA, 
Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, SDRF, 

FES, DDMA, Health 
Dept., all other 

relevant 

departments, Civil 
Defence 
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 Policy/ Planning of medical equipment 

in ARMVs/SPARMVs and Hospital for 

trauma care in disasters,  

 Coordination with MOHFW, Monitoring 

of hospital Disaster Management plans 

and training of staff. 

Health Directorate 
–RB  

 Developing and organising training 

modules for Doctors and Paramedics in 

Trauma Care. 

Establishment 

Directorate – RB 

 Upkeep of Hospitals and 

ARMVs/SPARMVs, Implementation of 

Hospital disaster Management plans 

and training of Doctors and 

paramedics. 

Medical 

Department  –Zone 

 Organising training modules for 

Doctors and Paramedics in Trauma 

Care. 

Personnel 
Department  –   

Division 

 Rescue and relief of effected 

passengers, Upkeep of Hospitals and 

ARMVs/SPARMVs, Preparation and 

Implementation of Hospital disaster 

Management plans and training of 

Doctors and paramedics. 

Medical 

Department  –
Division  

 Organising training modules for 

Doctors and Paramedics in Trauma 

Care. 

Personnel 

Department  of 

Division  

5 Food and 
essential 

supplies 

 Ensure availability of adequate and 

appropriate food supplies to the 

disaster affected areas. 

 Immediate availability of ready-to-eat/ 

precooked food/ meals. 

 Deploying transport with essential 

supplies at strategic locations, 

 MoU with suppliers to provide required 

quantities of family packs of essential 

food provisions. 

 Special provisions to address the 

needs of infants/ small children (baby 

food). 

 FCI godowns are able to supply 

required food grains as per 

requirement of disaster affected areas. 

Lead Agencies: 
MoCAFPD, MoFPI 

Supporting 

Agencies: MoRTH, 
MoCA, MoR, MoSJE, 

MHA, FCI 
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 Dept. of Food and Civil Supply works 

with the logistic section of the state 

level IRT to provide effective services 

to the field level IRTs for response.  

 Agreements/MoUs with organizations, 

trusts, and firms for setting up 

community kitchens in the affected 

areas. 

 Depending upon the requirement, 

coordinate with the relevant Central. 

Ministry to make sure that the supplies 

reach the site on time. 

 Deploy a dedicated team at the local 

level to receive the supplies, maintain 

log (manual or computerized), and 

distribute them at required locations. 

 Food godowns have sufficient food 

materials and not situated at 

vulnerable location 

State/UT, SDMA, 
Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, DDMA, 

Food and Civil. 
Supply Dept., all 

other relevant 

Departments, Civil 

Defence 

 Co-ordination with the Ministries and 

Railway Zones for movement of 

supplies. 

TT Directorate  – 

RB 

 Coordination with Zonal Railways and 

issue policy guidelines.   

TC  Directorate –RB  

 Coordinate with Divisional authorities. Commercial 
department   

Division   

 Coordinate with RB and State 

Authorities for movement of supplies. 

Operating 

Department  –
Division 

Arrangement of food and water to the 

passengers. 

Commercial 

department  –
Division 

 

Coordinate with HQs and Local 

Authorities for movement of supplies. 

Operating 

Department – 

Division 
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6 Communicatio
n 

 Detailed plans for fail safe 

communication with all the early 

warning agencies (such as IMD, CWC, 

etc.) and Control Rooms (Central/ 

State) for getting accurate information 

at regular intervals.  

 Restoration of emergency 

communication in disaster affected 

areas Emergency response teams to 

be in place with detailed technical 

plans to restore communication after 

the occurrence of a disaster 

 Provide a dedicated radio frequency for 

disaster communications 

Lead Agencies: 
MoCIT, DoT       

Support Agencies: 

MoR, MoCA, MoD,  
Telecom Providers 

 Failsafe communication plan is 

prepared with all early warning 

agencies. 

 Logistic section of the state level IRT 

coordinates with central agencies to 

provide effective communication 

support to the field level IRTs for 

response. 

 State and district EOCs are equipped 

with satellite phones/ VHF/ HF as a 

backup to the landline.  

  All communication equipment, 

especially the satellite phones are in 

good working condition 24x7 on all 

days through regular testing. 

State/UT, SDMA, 
Revenue Dept., 

COR, SEOC, DDMA, 

Information Dept., 
all other relevant 

departments 

 Coordination with Zonal Railways and 

Policy guidelines effective 

communication at disaster site. 

Telecommunication 

Directorate –RB  

 Coordination with division and 

implementation of RB policy 

guidelines. 

Signalling & 
Telecom 

department  

Division 

 Provide effective communication, 

provide and maintain communication 

equipment in ARTs/ARMVs/SPARMVs 

Signalling & 
Telecommunication 

department –

Division  

7 Transportation   Adequately address the post-disaster 

transportation needs to ensure that the 

emergency response and recovery 

efforts are carried out in a timely 

manner; restore the public transport; 

Lead Agencies:  
MoRTH, MoR, MoCA 

Support Agencies: 

MHA, MoD, NHAI, 
IWAI, NDRF, 

MoHFW 
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resumption of the movement of 

essential goods.  

 Pool heavy duty earth moving 

machineries, tree cutters, fork lifters 

and other required equipment either at 

strategic locations or centralized. 

 Quick deployment of resources and 

equipment for quick repairs/restoration 

of rescue and relief teams with their 

supplies. 

 Operational plans are in place to 

transport heavy machinery (like 

dewatering pumps, boats, etc.) 

through road in close coordination with 

the relevant Ministries 

  Operational plans are in place for 

quick restoration or train services, 

providing additional railway wagons, 

containers and passenger coaches for 

movement of relief supplies/rescue 

equipment and personnel and shifting 

affected population to safer 

places/shifting stranded passengers in 

consultation with State Government.  

  Availability of diesel locomotives and 

drivers in disaster-affected areas 

where power is disrupted/shut as a 

preventive measure; maintain a live 

roster of such emergency support 

systems which can be mobilized at 

very short notice by periodic review of 

readiness.  

  Establishment of emergency services 

group within the railways with staff 

having experience of working in 

disaster situations.  

 Contingency plan is in place to deploy 

rail coaches as makeshift shelters if 

required.  

 Activation of railway hospitals/ mobile 

rail ambulances to shift/ treat injured 

patients in consultation with the Health 

Ministry. 

 Easy availability of heavy equipment 

available with the Railways for search 
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and rescue. 

 Plan is in place for quick restoration of 

airport runway and restoration of air 

traffic for facilitation of transport or 

relief teams/supply/ equipment, 

stranded passengers, etc. 

 Control room gets activated for smooth 

coordination in receiving and 

dispatching resources and equipment 

in close coordination with the State 

Government. 

 Availability of trained manpower for 

making night landing during 

emergencies. 

 Availability of Air Ambulances at 

strategic locations with trained 

manpower and equipment in close 

coordination with the Health Dept.  

 Requirement of transport for the 

sending the relief material, responders 

are arranged.  

 Need of the transport of various 

activated section of the IRT as per 

Incident Action Plan is fulfilled. 

 Indian Railway works with the logistic 

section of the state level IRT to provide 

effective services (Ground Support 

Unit).  

 Restoration of railway tracks and 

functioning of railway at the earliest. 

 Coordinate with central Govt. for 

transportation of relief materials..  

 Within and near Airports: AAI works 

with the logistic section of the state 

level IRT to provide effective services 

(Ground Support Unit) and also 

provide Nodal Officer for coordination 

of the relief operations. 

 Restoration of Airport at the earliest 

involving specialized response force of 

the central government. 

  Coordination with state and district 

administration to provide air support. 

 Cater to the needs of transporting 

affected people if required. 

State/UT, SDMA, 
Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, DDMA, 

Transport Dept., 

Forest/Environment 
Dept., PWD, 

Railways, Airport 

officer, all other 
relevant 

departments 
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 Co-ordination with Railway Zone for 

quick restoration of train services and 

planning for relief trains for stranded 

passengers. 

TT Directorate –RB 

 Coordinate with RB for 

regulation/diversion and cancellation of 

trains; coordinate with division   for 

quick restoration of train services and 

planning for relief trains for stranded 

passengers. 

Operating 

Department –  
Division 

 Movement of relief trains to Disaster 

site quickly, Coordinate with HQs for 

regulation/diversion and cancellation of 

trains.  

Operating 

Department – 

Division 

8 Relief Logistics 
and Supply 

Chain 

Management 

 Coordinate transportation (air, rail, 

road, water) for other Central 

ministries/ departments/ agencies. 

 Locate, procure and issue resources to 

Central agencies involved in disaster 

response, and supply to the affected 

state  

Lead Agencies: 
MHA, ministries 

with hazard specific 

responsibilities, 

NDMA Support 
Agencies: MoD, 

MoR, MoRTH, 

MoCA, MoCAFPD, 
MoFPI, MoAFW 

 Establish a mobilization centre at the 

airport/railway station for the 

movement of relief supplies within the 

state.  

 Deploy special transport mechanism 

for the movement of relief supplies 

within the state. 

 Make arrangements to receive and 

distribute relief and emergency 

supplies received from different parts 

of the country. 

 Coordinate transportation (air, rail, 

road, water) with Central ministries/ 

departments/ agencies. 

 Arrange alternative means of 

transportation to send relief supplies to 

the affected locations if normal 

transport cannot reach. 

State/UT, SDMA, 

Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, DDMA,  
all other relevant 

department/ 

Agencies 

 Co-ordination  with the Ministries & 

Railway Zone 

TT Directorate – RB 

 Coordinate with RB and State 

Authorities 

Operating Dept., 

Division 
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4.1.0 Disaster preparedness- resources: 

 The primary responsibility of disaster management rests with the divisions and 
they should be in full preparedness for effective management of disasters. 

 Railways are generally self-reliant in carrying out rescue and relief operations 

as a result of having a well organized set up including ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs. 
However, major accidents involving heavy casualties in remote areas or in difficult 

terrain or under adverse weather conditions are possible to be managed efficiently 

only by mobilizing non-railway resources. Disaster Management mechanism in 

 Coordinate with HQs and Local  

Authorities 

Operating Dept.,– 
Division 

9 Rehabilitation 

and Ensuring 
Safety of 

Livestock and 

Other Animals, 
Veterinary Care 

 Support the setting up of livestock 

camps/ shelters for animals in distress 

due to disasters, including drought. 

 Provide assistance for care of animals 

in the camps/ shelters. 

 Assist State/UT in the proper 

management, and running of livestock 

camps/ shelters. 

 Assist in proper rehabilitation of 

animals. 

 Supplement the needs of State/UT to 

provide veterinary care to disaster-

affected livestock, including drought-

hit areas 

Lead Agency: 

MoAFW, DoAHDF 
Support Agencies: 

MoRTH, MoR 

 Include provisions for evacuation, 

safety, and rehabilitation of animals in 

SDMP . 

 Set up of livestock camps/ shelters for 

animals in distress due to disasters, 

including drought. 

 Organize proper care of animals in the 

camps/ shelters.  

 Ensure proper management and 

running of livestock camps/ shelters.  

 Proper rehabilitation of animals. 

 Provide veterinary care to disaster 

affected livestock, including in drought 

areas 

State/UT, SDMA, 
Revenue Dept., 

CoR, SEOC, DDMA 

Forest/ 

Environment Dept., 
Agriculture Dept., 

AHD, Animal 

Welfare 
Organizations 

 Co-ordination with other Ministries and 

Railway Zones. 

TT Directorate – RB 

 Coordinate with RB and State 

Authorities 

Operating Dept– 

Division 

 Coordinate with HQs and Local  

Authorities 

Operating Dept.– 

Division 
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Railways can be maintained at a high level of preparedness and efficiency by keeping 
all resources readily available and in good fettle. 

 

4.1.1 Resources: 
  Resources imply both railway and non-railway men and material 

including medical, personnel, transport, volunteers, police and fire services. Details of 

these resources, their location, contact numbers and other details have been 
identified, compiled and placed in a ‘Data Bank’. This Data Bank is available in the 

divisional DM Plan of Rajkot Division. This is also available on WR’s Web Site 

(www.wr.railnet.gov.in) for ready access.  

Resources available in case of a major accident have may be grouped into 4 

different units, depending on the time frame within which these can be made available 

after an accident. These are as follows:  

 

 1.       Resource Unit I     –  Railway and non-railway resources available 

on the train, and at nearby surroundings.  
 2. Resource Unit II  –  Railway resources available at 

ARME/SPART/ART depots and elsewhere 

within the division.  
3. Resource Unit III   –  Railway resources available at 

ARME/SPART/ART depots and elsewhere on 

adjoining Zones and Divisions.  
4. Resource Unit IV  –  Non-railway resources available within or 

outside the division.  

 

4.1.2. Resource Unit – I:  

(a) On trains carrying Passengers following resources are available:  

(i) First Aid Box available with the Guard.  

(ii) First Aid Box available with Train Superintendent and in the Pantry Car. 

(iii) Portable Telephones,  

(iv) Portable Telephones in Locomotives. 

(v) Fire Extinguishers in Brake Van, AC Coach & Pantry cars. 

(vi) Walkie-Talkie/ CUG mobile phones with Guard and Loco Pilot. 

(vii) Cell Phones/Mobile communications with Passengers. 

(viii) Information collected by Train Superintendent/Travelling Ticket Examiner 

about Medical Practitioners travelling on the train. 

(ix) Information collected by TS/TTE about Railway Officers travelling on the 

train. 

(x) Railway Staff travelling on the train- either on duty( RPF, C&W, Electrical 

etc.) or on leave as passengers.  

(xi) Passengers travelling on the train who volunteer their help for rescue and 

relief work.  

(b)Non-railway resources available nearby: 

(i) Volunteers from nearby villages and towns. 

(ii) Transport facilities available at site or passing through nearby LC Gates.  

(iii) Tractors with trolleys from nearby villages both for transport purposes and 

for lighting up the accident site.  
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(iv) Station staff and local railway administration should requisition help from 

non-railway sources before railways own rescue team arrives. 

(v) NGO,s working in that area. 

(vi) Private doctors, hospitals, clinics, PMC’s in the vicinity 

(vii) Police and other agencies of state Governments 

(viii) Army or paramilitary establishments near by 

(ix) Coolies and vendors of near by stations 

(x) Station staff and local Railway administration should requisition help from 

non-railway resources before railway own rescue team arrives 

(xi) Such local networks are most effective in rushing assistance immediately, 

especially with regard to: 

 Medical succour, 

 Additional manpower, 

 Rescue equipment,  

 Lighting arrangements, 

 Transport services, 

 Fire fighting tools etc.  

(c) Railway resources available nearby: 

(i) Engineering gangs and Gatemen 

(ii) OHE staff and signal staff available.  

(iii) Other resources such as medical facilities, communication facilities. 

(d) At adjoining Stations:  

(i) Staff available at adjoining or nearby stations.  

(ii) Railway resources as given in respective Divisional DM Plans.  

(iii) Non-railway resources as given in respective Divisional DM Plans. 

(iv) Resources should be mobilized to send medical team at short notice as 

given in the respective Divisional DM Plans. 

 

4.1.3. Resource Unit – II:  

(i) ARMEs/SPARTs, ARTs with 140T crane are stabled at nominated stations.  

(ii) Railway medical and departmental resources.  

4.1.4 Resource Unit –III:  

(i) ARMEs/SPARTs, ARTs with 140T crane based on adjoining Zones/Divisions. 

is as per para 4.3.2 

(ii) Resources of men and material available on adjoining Zones/Divisions is as 

per para 4.3.4 & 4.3.9. 

 

NOTE:  Copies of DM Plans of adjoining divisions should be available with the 
Divisional control office. 

 

4.1.5 Resource Unit –IV: 

(i) Non-railway resources available within the division- as given in the data 

book and included in the Divisional DM Plan.  

(ii) Non-railway resources available outside the division- as given in the data 

bank and included in the Divisional DM Plans of adjoining Zones/Divisions.  
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4.2 Availability of resources (Emergency services) 
Resources - A person, asset, material, or capital which can be used to accomplish a 

goal. 

Railway is a very big organization with high level quality of resources available 
and is capable of carrying out rescue and relief operations. However, in case of major 

accidents at remote locations or difficult terrain, it is the vital support of local public or 

administration that helps us in carrying out of timely rescue and relief operations. 
As it is during the Golden Hour that the services of local public and administration 

are available at full, so their importance can never be ignored. No one can forget the 

support given by the local villagers at Khanna train accident site – the water facility, 

tractors for transporting injured passengers and lighting arrangement in night through 
head lights of tractors. There are many other instances of public support. 

Besides local public, the support of local government administration with 

availability of resources like medical, skilled personnel, transport, volunteers, police 
and fire services proves useful during emergency or disaster. 

That’s why Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot division has included the 

passengers, local villagers, Civil administration, Defence forces as an important 
resource in facing the emergencies. 

4.2.1 Following are the resources available during any emergency: 

(1) On Train: 

(A) With Railway Staff: 
(i) First Aid Box available with Guard. 

(ii) Engine crew and Commercial staff trained in First Aid. 

(iii) First Aid Box available with Train conductor / coach attendant. 
(iv) First Aid Box available in Pantry Car. 

(v) Fire Extinguishers 

(vi) Emergency Train Lighting box. 

(vii) Portable telephone. 
(viii) Blankets, Bed sheets, Pillows available in AC coach. 

(ix) Water and Food items available in Pantry Car. 

(x) Off Duty and On duty staff if available in the train. 
(B) With Passengers: 

(i) Travelling medical practitioners. 

(ii) Volunteers. 
(iii) Mobile phones of passengers. 

(iv) Local person travelling in the train. 

 

(2) Nearby villages( Non-Rauilway): 
(i) Local dispensaries and medical staff. 

(ii) Volunteers. 

(iii) Tractors with trolleys and other Transportation facility. 
(iv) Shelter (in school or Panchayat offices) 

(v) Fuel, Food and Water. 

(vi) Electric Supply. 
 

(3) Nearby railway resources: 

(A) Working Party on line 

(i) Basic engineering tools (may prove vital). 
(ii) Additional Man power. 

(iii) Communication means available with them may prove useful. 

(B) Engineering Gang Huts: 
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(i) Engineering tools. 
(ii) Additional and skilled man power. 

(iii) First Aid Box. 

(iv) Water. 
 

(4) Nearby stations: 

(i) Off duty First Aid trained Station Master, Cabinman, Pointsman, 
etc. from Operating department. 

(ii) Other than Operating department First Aid trained staff. 

(iii) Additional Man power (off duty staff, Coolie, nearby local residents 

/ volunteers). 
(iv) Security Personnel (RPF, GRP, Civil Police). 

(v) Non-Government Organisations. 

(vi) Food and Water (Vendors, Stalls, water tankers). 
(vii) Emergency medical services (Railway medical staff at the station, 

ambulance, local dispensaries / hospital, private practitioners). 

(viii) Transport facilities. 
(ix) Fire fighting equipments. 

(x) Shelter (Waiting Hall, Goods Shed, Tents). 

 

(5) ARME/SPART / ART locations: 
During running of ARME/SPART / ART, emergency siren with continuous flashing 

light should be in working condition to give message of running of emergency train.  

At Rajkot Division 
(i) Location of ARME/SPART Scale – I  RJT, HAPA 

(ii) Location of ARME/SPART Scale – II SUNR, OKHA  

(iii) Location of ART    RJT 

(iv) POMKA     MVI, WKR, JAM 
 

(A) Accident Relief Medical Equipment Van: 

1. ARME/SPART Scale I- Equipment stored in Special Medical Relief Vans 

stabled in separate sidings:  

(i) Location of ARME/SPART scale I are given above. 

(ii) In case of accident involving or likely to involve injuries or deaths, 
ARME/SPART shall be rushed to the site immediately. 

(iii) One key of the van is available with the Loco Foreman or the Station 

Master in a glass fronted case.  

(iv) Other key is with the doctor in charge of the ARME/SPART. 
(v) Medicines and equipments are provided as per Railway Board’s norms.  

(vi) Keys of all locks inside the ARME/SPART are also in duplicate. One set of 

keys are with the Medical officer incharge of the ARME/SPART and the 
other set of keys are kept in a glass-fronted case inside the 

ARME/SPART.  

(vii) The Auxiliary Van has provision of emergency tools for extricating the 
injured persons from the debris etc. 

 

2. ARME/SPART Scale-II equipment stored in boxes in special room on platform 

at station: 
(i) Locations of ARME/SPART scale-II are given above. 

(ii) The medical equipments are sealed without any lock. 

(iii) The scale-II room have duplicate keys. 
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(iv) One key is with Medical Officer and the other is in Station Master’s Office. 
(v) These are to be taken out and rushed to the site of an accident by any 

train or available road vehicle. 

 

The target time for turning out of ARME/SPART: 

      ARME SPART 

(a) In case of double exit siding: 

Time for turning out    --   15”        10” 

Time for Despatch     --  05”        10” 

 

Time from Ordering to Despatch  --  20”        20” 

       ARME  SPART 

(b) In case of single exit siding: 

   Time for turning out  -- 25”             20” 

     Time for Despatch  -- 05”   10” 

 

Time from Ordering to Despatch   --  30”  30” 

 

(B) Accident Relief Train:  

(i) ART locations is at RJT. 

(ii) ART of break Down Train is equipped to deal with relief, rescue and 
restoration measures. 

(iii) ART Special Formation is to be stabled complete on separate siding 

having double exit for faster movement in both directions.  
(iv) Rescue / Restoration equipments are kept as per Railway Board’s 

instructions. 

 

Composition and layout of ARTs/SPARTs/ARMVs. 
Marshalling of “A” – Class ART: 

1st Vehicle 140 Tn Capacity Dsl Hydrolic break down crane with Match Truck 

2nd Vehicle BCN HS (Crane packing van and heavy tools, wire ropes & OHE material) 

3rd Vehicle Crane staff and kitchen van 

4th Vehicle BRN HS (Containing rails and crossings) 

5th Vehicle BCN HS (Complete Engg materials & OHE items) 

6th Vehicle Tool & Equipments van ( All critical Mech tools, office and Fire fighting 

section. Provision of Guard seat with guard van valve) 

7th Vehicle C&W, Elect, and Telecom line ( Material of Telecom, Elect and C&W) 

8th Vehicle Re-railing equipment van ( MFD/LUCAS equipments and its materials) 

9th Vehicle Staff and kitchen van (MFD/LUCAS staff and kitchen) 

 

(v) Break Down special keys are with the following Officials: 
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1. Engineering Tool Van – SSE/SE/JE/Permanent Way. 
2. Mechanical Tool Van – SSE/SE/JE/Mechanical. 

(vi) Crane Supervisors will ensure availability of adequate fuel and water in 

the crane at all times.  
(vii) On getting Emergency call, the Crane Supervisors shall check and 

ensure: 

 Correct marshalling of Crane according to site requirement. 
(viii) In case of road approach is faster, prevailing equipment may be moved 

by road as required.  

 

The target time for turning out of ART: 

(a) During Day: 

 Time for turning out   --  30” 

Time for Despatch    --  15” 

Time from Ordering to Departure --  45” 

 

(b) During Night: 

 Time for turning out   --  45” 

Time for Despatch    --  15” 

Time from Ordering to Departure --  60” 

 
(C) Sounding of Accident Alarm Signals / Hooters / Sirens:  

Following codes are prescribed for sounding the accident alarm / siren / hooter: 

S.No CODE CIRCUMSTANCES 

(i) 2 long blasts each of 45 
seconds duration with 5 

seconds break in 

between. 

Accidents in loco sheds / Traffic yards at 

Home Station requiring only ART. 

(ii) 3 long blasts each of 45 

seconds duration with 5 

seconds break in 

between. 

Accidents outside the Home Station 

requiring only ART. 

(iii) 4 long blasts each of 45 

seconds duration with 5 

seconds break in 

between. 

Accidents requiring both ARME/SPART 

and ART. 

(iv) 1 long blast of 90 seconds 

duration. 
Cancellation of ARME/SPART / ART. 

 

Note: 

(i) The alarm signals / sirens / hooter requiring ARME/SPART / ART shall be 

sounded as prescribed above and shall be repeated once more after interval 

of 5 minutes. 
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(ii) In case of non-availability of electrical supply at station for sounding hooter 
following options may be chosen: 

(a) Continuous sounding of bell. 

(b) Emergency hooter available in ART. 
(c) Whistle blowing of available locomotive at the station in prescribed 

code (5 long whistles with 5 seconds interval. 

(iii) The Loco Shed, Foreman, Train Examiner and all other supervisory staff 
concerned must ensure that the relief train gangs, break down gangs and 

other staff who is required to go to the accident site in the ARME/SPART or 

ART, thoroughly understand alarm signal / siren / hooter and that their 

names and addresses with their phone numbers are displayed at 
conspicuous place. 

 

(D) Responsibility of Different Officials:  
(i) Loco Running Shed foreman or other supervisor-in-charge of ARME/SPART 

/ ART are responsible to ensure that these are always fully equipped and in 

working order. 

(ii) Divisional S & T Engineer is responsible to ensure that the control 

telephone and Walkie Talkies etc. are in good working order. He must 

personally inspect and test this equipment quarterly. 

(iii) Medical Officer-in-charge, is responsible to ensure that the prescribed 
stock of medicines and surgical appliances is maintained in the chests and 

almirahs and that the instruments and medical appliances are in perfect 

working order. He must personally inspect ARME/SPART once a month. 

(iv) Divisional Engineer must ensure that the permanent way tools and stores 

of suitable pattern, are complete and in good condition. He must 

personally inspect this equipment quarterly. 

(v) Divisional electrical Engineer, must ensure that the equipment in the relief 
train is complete and in good condition. He must personally inspect this 

equipment quarterly. 

(vi) Divisional Mechanical Engineer is responsible for the complete relief train 
as unit. He must ensure that deficiencies are made good after use, every 

time, by all the departments concerned. He must ensure that the relief 

train staff is conversant with the use of all the equipment provided in the 

train. He must personally inspect the train and its equipment quarterly. 

 

(6) Non-Railway Civil resources: 

(A) Local Govt. Administration: 
(i) Advanced Medical Aid (Hospitals, Doctors and other skilled    staff,   

Operation theaters). 

(ii) Skilled Personnel and volunteers. 
(iii) Food & Water. 

(iv) Shelter (Schools, Tents, temporary covered solid structure) 

(v) Security (Home Guard, Police) 
(vi) Fire Fighting 

(vii) Civil Defence 

(viii) Transport facilities 

(ix) Cremation 
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(B) Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO): 

(i)    Volunteers. 

(ii)    First Aid 
(iii)    Food & Water. 

(iv)    Clothes, Bed sheets, Blankets. 

(v)    Shelter (tents). 
(vi)    Ambulance. 

(vii) Fire  fighting equipments. 

 

(7) Resources available at adjoining railway divisions: 
(i)    Additional Labour / Skilled Workers and Volunteers. 

(ii)    Materials like Ballast, Sleepers, etc. 

(iii) Earthmovers (Cranes, JCB Machines). 
(iv) Food and Water. 

(v)    Tents, Blankets, Bedsheets. 

(vi)  Lighting equipments like DG Set with telescopic metal halide lamps / 
flood lights. 

(vii)  Transportation facilities. 

(viii)  ART / ARME/SPART – The detail is given below: 

 

1. Location of ARME/SPART scale- I:  acc to correct slip 

Scale –I ARMEs/ SPARTs on Adjoining Divisional Railway are located as follows: 

(a) Ahmedabad Division:  

(i) Ahmedabad – KKF (BG) 

(ii) Gandhidham (BG) 

 

(b) Bhavnagar Division: 
(i) Bhavnagar (BG) 

(ii) Porbandar (BG) 

(iii) Jetalsar (MG) 
 

 Section wise chart for requisitioning of ARME /SPART from Rajkot division / 

adjoining Divisions from both ends. 
 

Sr. No. Section RJT Division Adjoining Division 

i RJT – VG RJT ADI 

ii RJT – OKHA HAPA / RJT PBR (BVP) 

iii WKR – MALB RJT GIM (ADI) 

 
2.     Location of ARME/SPART scale-II 

Scale –II ARME/SPART on adjoining Divisional Railway are located as follows: 

(a) Ahmedabad Division: 
(i) Viramgam (BG) 

(ii) Dharangadhra (BG) 

(iii) Maliya Miyana (BG) 
(iv) Mehsana (BG) 
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(b) Bhavnagar Division: 

(i) Veraval (BG) 

(ii) Junagadh (BG) 
(iii) Botad (BG) 

 

3. Location of ARTs: 
(a) Ahmedabad Division 

   (i) Kankaria (BG) A-class – 140T Crane. 

       (ii) Gandhidham (BG) – B-Class. 

(b) Bhavnagar Division 
(i) Bhavnagar (BG) – B-class. 

Section wise chart for requisitioning of ARTs with 140T crane from Rajkot division/ 

adjoining Divisions from other end: 

Sr. No. Section RJT Division Adjoining Division 

i RJT – VG RJT KKF 

ii RJT - OKHA RJT KKF 

iii WKR - DAC RJT KKF 

iv WKR - MALB RJT KKF 

 

4. Armed force and Para Military Force: 

(a) Air Force station Jamnagar 

(b) Navy station Jamnagar 
(c) Army station Jamnagar 

(d) Coast guard Okha 

 
4.3  Threshold Value: 

For the purpose of accident, threshold value is the minimum value, beyond 

which, the accident will be treated as having serious repercussion on the basis of loss 
to railway property or interruption to communication. It shall constitute two portions: 

 

(A) Threshold value of Railway property, loss of which is fixed at one lakh Rupees 

(B) ‘Interruption’ is defined as ‘duration from the time of accident till starting of 
first commercial train (Goods or Passenger) on line clear from adjacent 

station for movement over the affected line in that section.’ 

Note : 
1) A time frame of 30 minutes has been laid down within which   the first 

commercial train should start on line clear from adjacent station for 

movement over the affected line. 
2) Cases of movement of Commercial Train after 30 minutes of fitness of 

‘Track/OHE shall be categorized as ‘delay’ in restoration of traffic. 

3) In case, there is no Commercial Train available to be run on that section after 

Track Fit/ OHE Fit, an exception may be made at the level of COM who shall 
certify that there was no ‘Commercial Train’ to pass over the affected section 

within 30 minutes of Track Fit/OHE Fit. 

 

Interruption BG-A, B, C or D 

Spl (in hours) 

BG-D, E Spl.       

(in hours) 

BG-E 

 route (in hours) 

Total 3 4 6 

Or Or Or Or 
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Total + Partial 6 8 12 

 

4.4 Disaster preparedness: Different departments: 

Natural disaster in general like floods, cyclones can be forecast whereas other 

natural disasters like earthquakes, landslides are difficult in nature to forecast. But 
preparedness for floods & cyclone will help in tackling situation for other natural 

disasters also.  

 
4.4.1  Engineering Department:  

 Shall identify Risk zones prone for natural disasters like floods, cyclones or 

earthquakes with the help of meteorological department.  

 Shall identify detailed inventory of major infrastructures like tracks, bridges 

should be kept readily available and analysis of its strength to withstand such 

disasters. 

 The action plan for Weather and Cyclone warnings shall be followed  according 

to the Joint Engineering/ Operating Circular No. W.556/1/Vol. V 2007. 

 Shall ensure arrangement of essential items like empty bags, sand, dust, 

cinders etc. ready to be moved to vulnerable location of needs.  Intensified 

patrolling at vulnerable location. 

 
 4.4.1.1 The yardstick for engineering materials: 

The details of the yardstick for engineering materials to be kept in Accident Relief 

trains are given below:  
 

 4.4.1.2   Track Material:  

Track materialssufficient to lay 500 m of track should be kept loaded on to the 

BRNHs. These BRNHs should be kept stabled at a suitable central place in the division 
so that the same can be moved anywhere in the division in the shortest possible time.  

In addition to the track materials loaded to the BRNHs, the following track 

material should be kept as a reserve stock. These materials should preferably be 
stacked close to a siding, so that they can be loaded easily for dispatch: 

(a) Track materials for laying 500m of track with 60kg sleepers. 

(b) Switches Left Hand and Right Hand, one set each, 1 in 12 as well as 1 in 8.5 
turnouts, along with crossing and lead rails etc.  

(c) One set of fan shaped turnout concrete sleepers for 1 in 12 as well as 1 in 

8.5 turnouts.  

(d) One set of SEJ along with the concrete sleepers. 
(e)  One set of concrete sleepers for level crossings including check rails & 

corresponding fittings etc. 

(f) Adequate number of bridge timbers depending upon the type, number and 
span of the existing bridges in the division.  

 

4.4.1.3     Labour:  

 Details in respect of P. Way labour, their addresses and how to contact them 

–The details to be kept with ADEN/SSE (P. Way) & SE (P. Way).   

 The details in respect of temporary labour - availability and how to get them –

The details to be kept with ADEN/SSE (P. Way) & SE (P. Way).   
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 The details in respect of contractors labour working in the Division with the 

numbers at each side - The details to be available with each 

Sr.DEN/DEN/ADEN for the whole division.  

 

4.4.1.4    Mobility:   

 The Divisions have been authorized to hire trucks on regular basis for use of 

SSE (P. Way) & SSE (Bridges). The contract agreement for hiring such trucks 

should have a provision for hiring additional number of trucks at short notice 

in the event of an emergency. 

 Each SSE (P. Way) should have a plan for movement of labours and materials 

to the site of restoration with various alternatives like movement of the same 

by rail/road. For this, a complete road map should be prepared showing 

connections to the track through level crossings or canal roads or the nearest 

points to track where the truck can reach.  

 

4.4.1.5    Equipment and Miscellaneous:   

 The details in respect of heavy earth moving machinery available in the 

nearby areas, their contact persons, the telephone numbers etc. must be kept 

with ADEN/DEN /Sr.DEN.  

 Areas such as ghat sections may need use of explosives in the restoration 

process. The Divisions having such areas will also keep the details in respect 

of availability of explosives in the nearby areas, the contact address and 

telephone numbers etc. readily available. Use of explosives also needs 

availability of duly authorized persons approved by the Govt. Authorities and 

therefore, the contact details of such authorized persons should also be kept 

handy.   

 The details of availability of tentage in the nearby areas, the contact numbers 

etc. should be kept handy. This is in addition to the availability of the tentage 

in the relief train as per prescribed scale.   

 Suitable arrangements need to be made for supply of drinking water for the 

labour working at site. Therefore, the addresses and contact numbers of the 

agencies who could supply drinking water may be kept handy with ADEN/SSE 

(Works) of the sub-division. 

 Needless to mention, that the small track machines like rail cutting, drilling 

welding equipment etc. are already forming part of the equipment of each 

relief train. In case, the same is not kept in the relief train, these 

equipments/small track machines must be procured and kept in the relief 

train in adequate numbers.  

 All SSE (P. Way) should have an arrangement of portable generators for 

lighting so that the dependence of Electrical Department even for small 

magnitude emergencies can be avoided.  

 

4.4.2   Mechanical Department:   
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 Shall ensure that ART, ARME/SPART/SPART are equipped with sufficient tools 

to handle cutting of tress etc. and availability of portable generator set, gas 

lamps etc.  

 Shall ensure immediately availability of tank wagons for carrying water at 

important stations.  

 

4.4.3  Medical Department:   

 Shall ensure availability of adequate medicines first and materials or 

disinfectants etc. at health unit/hospitals near the forecast warned places.   

 Shall take enough measures to prevent epidemics in co-ordination with 

engineering department for sanitation and drainage and disinfection. 

 

4.4.4  Electrical Department:   

 Shall ensure availability of standby power (generator) and strategic locations.   

 Tower wagons with quick mast erection facilities, sufficient spares should be 

kept ready at Tower wagon shed.  

 

4.4.5  Telecommunication Department:  

 Shall ensure proper communication with adequate facilities like wireless 

communication, satellite phones etc. and ensure proper activation and 

operation of helpline booths. 

 

4.4.6  Transportation Department: 

 Requirement of essential staff and then deployment shall be assessed by 

Sr.DOM of respective division.  

 SMs of the warned area station shall ensure all station equipment are in good 

condition in co-ordination with respective department like Generator, 

Emergency light VHF sets, First Aid equipment etc.  

 SMs will also ensure proper securing of stabled coaches/wagons as per extant 

instructions. This should be informed to control.   

 COM of the Railway will issue instructions regarding regulation, diversion or 

cancellation of trains in the warned section with information to CPRO. 

 

4.4.6.1 Ensuring full complements of Brake van equipment: 

(i)  At the originating and interchanging points of all passenger-carrying trains, 

it must be ensured that these trains run with full equipment of brake van as 
prescribed by GR & SR and other special instructions. 

(ii)  The Officers and Senior Subordinates of the Traffic, Mechanical, S&T, 

Electrical, Civil Engineering Departments must examine these equipment 

regularly and take necessary action to ensure that they are in good working 
condition. 

(iii)  The first Aid Box and the stretchers should also be examined for this 

purpose by the concerned Medical Officers.  
(iv)  The Guards/Asst. Guards of the passenger carrying trains while taking over 

the charge of this equipment should also ensure that they are in good 

working condition.  
4.4.7  Commercial Department:   
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 Shall alert arrangements to open enquiry offices at areas likely to be affected. 

 Shall ensure arrangement for food, water and other requirement at vulnerable 

places.  

 

4.4.8  Security Department:   

 To ensure alertness of security personnel to accompany relief material trains 

 To help vulnerable station in handling public enquiries to move to location 

vulnerable. 

 
4.4.8.1 Disaster Management Team of RPF:  

There should be a Disaster Management Team of RPF on each Division of IR 

composing about 15men in different ranks. This team shall be specially trained in 
providing necessary support for disaster management over the Division/neighbouring 

Division. RPF should play an active role in managing law and order at site. 

 

4.4.8.2  Equipment for RPF:  
This Disaster Management team of RPF should have the following equipment available 

with them: 

(i)  Torches and other lighting arrangements.  
(ii)  Nylon ropes and poles for segregating the affected area from unwanted 

visitors and spectators.  

(iii)  Loud-hailer for making announcements. 
(iv)  Stretchers and first aid equipment  

(v)  Wireless sets for inter-communication.  

(vi)  Cameras for photographing the scenes. 

 
4.4.9 Helicopter Requirements:   

Zonal Railways have been delegated powers to requisition helicopter/ aero plane 

for expeditious action in the event of serious accidents vide Railway Board’s letter No. 
86/Safety-1/24/47 dated 13.03.87 & 19.07.89. The subject matter has been reviewed 

by the Board and the following revised powers are delegated to the Zonal Railways. 

(i)  GMs/DRMs have been delegated the powers to requisition helicopter/aero 

plane to reach the site of serious accident for rescue operation expeditiously. 
In addition, powers are also delegated to 72 requisition air support to dispatch 

the rescue teams to the site of the accident. It is difficult to stipulate exactly 

the circumstances under which they may exercise   these   powers.   It   has   
been   decided   to   leave   this   to   the discretion of GMs/DRMs. However, 

broadly these may cover the following type of cases: 

 
(a)  Where more than 10 casualties (deaths-cum-serious injuries) are feared 

and it is difficult to these officers to reach the site within reasonable time;  

(b)  Where heavy damage is caused to railway installations in sensitive and 

tension filled areas (e.g. wreckage of track, bridges, etc. through bomb 
blast, other means of sabotage, etc.);  

(c)  Where public reaction in case of late arrival of senior officers at site is 

likely to be highly adverse.  
  

Normally, in case of an accident only one helicopter should be requisitioned 

by a Zonal Railway, except when there is a serious passenger train accident 
involving several casualties when it is essential for both the General 
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Manager and the Divisional Railway Manager to reach the site at once to 
satisfy the public and the Press. However, for dispatching the rescue teams 

to the site of the accident, separate helicopter/aero plane may be 

requisitioned, if so needed.The GMs/DRMs may exercise the above powers 
personally and may not delegate these powers.  

(ii) Zonal Railways are further empowered to requisition helicopter/aeroplane to 

evacuate injured and dead in the event of serious accident. GMs may 
personally exercise these powers and may not delegate these further.  

The above instructions on the subject supersede all the previous instructions issued 

vide above referred letters. This issues with the concurrence of the Finance 

Directorate of the Ministry of Railways. (Railway Board’s letter No. 2002/ Safety-
1/1/6/6 dated 13.06.2004) 

 

4.4.10 Drones 
It can be hired to identify or visualise the entire location of disaster site to 

restore the site quickly. 

 
4.4.11 Railway hospitals 

Each Railway Hospital/Hospital Units should similarly maintain a display 

containing information about other Govt./ Private Hospitals nearby, Govt./Pvt. 

Doctors, Social Organizations having ambulance facilities, details of voluntary 
organizations in the nearby locality, Blood bank and blood donor details. All these 

details must be available in the respective stations also. 

 
4.4.12 General: 

 Apart from the above, each PHOD/DRM shall nominate an officer to monitor 

warned location and order arrangement.  

 A monitoring cell shall be formed by all departments concerned at 

Divisional/Zonal level to ensure proper co-ordination and planning. 

 

4.5 Disaster preparedness – ARMEs/SPARTs/ARTs: 

4.5.1 ARME/SPART Scale I- Equipment stored in Special Medical Relief Vans 

stabled in separate sidings:  

1. The target time for turning out of ARME/SPART& SPART (ARME/SPART) is 20” 

and 30” inclusive of dispatch time for Double exit and Single exit sidings 

respectively from the time of sounding siren.  

2. One key of the van is available with the SSE C&W or the Station Master in a 

glass fronted case.  

3. Other key is with the doctor in charge of the ARME/SPART 

4. Medicines and equipment are provided as per Railway Board norms. 

5. Keys of all locks inside the ARME/SPART are also in duplicate. One set of keys 

are with the Medical officer in charge of the ARME/SPART and the other set of 

keys are kept in a glass-fronted case inside the ARME/SPART.  

 

4.5.2 Location of ARME/SPART scale- I:  

Rajkot Division:  

(i)Rajkot (BG) (ii) Hapa (BG). 
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4.5.3 ARME/SPART Scale-II : Equipment stored in boxes in special room on 

platform at station: 

(i) The medical equipments are sealed without any lock. 
(ii) The scale-II room have duplicate keys. 

(iii) One is with Medical Officer and the other is in Station Master’s Office. 

(iv) These are to be taken out and rushed to the site of an accident by any 
train or available road vehicle. 

 

4.5.4 Location of ARME/SPART scale-II: 

Doctors & paramedic staff to reach in 20” after receiving the information. The Scale –
II ARMEs/SPARTs on Western Railway are located as follows: 

Rajkot Division: 

(i) Okha (BG)  
(ii) Surendranagar (BG). 

(iii) POMKA at WKR & MVI. 

4.5.5 Accident Relief Train:  

(i) ART Spl. Formation is to be stabled complete on separate siding having 

double exit for faster movement in both directions.  

(ii) Rescue/Restoration equipments are kept as per Railway Board’s 

instructions. 

(iii) Break Down special keys are with the following Officials: 

 Engineering Tool Van – SSE/SE/JE/Permanent Way. 

 Mechanical Tool Van – SSE/SE/JE/Mechanical. 

 O.H.E. Tool Van - SSE/SE/JE/OHE-TRD. 

(iv) Crane Supervisors will ensure availability of adequate fuel and water in 

the crane at all times.  
(v) On getting Emergency call, the Crane Supervisors shall check and ensure: 

 Correct marshalling of Crane according to site requirement. 

 Alert the standby Crane Operator of 140T Crane. 

(vi) In case of road approach is faster, prevailing equipment may be moved 

by road as required.  

(vii) The target time for turning out of ART is 45” by day and 60” by night & 

for SPART is 20” and 30” inclusive of dispatch time for Double exit and 

Single exit sidings respectively.  

 
4.5.6 Location of ARTs: 

 Rajkot Division:  

 Rajkot (BG) – A-class – 140 T Crane. 

4.5.7 Use of accident alarm signals- sounding of engine whistle/ 
hooter/station bell:  

4.5.7.1  Long Range Electric Sirens: 

(i) In case of an emergency when ordered by Divisional Control Office, take out 

the siren key by assigned staff.  

(ii) If required break open the glass fronted case to take out the key and sound 

the siren. 

(iii) The delayed action switch (the tabular lever switch marked ‘accident 

warning’) is used to give call of 3-4 minute duration each with half-minute 

interval between two successive calls. This switch shall be switched on and 
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left in that position for a period of approximately 20 minutes to give the 

emergency call and then switched off.  

(iv) If there is a failure of delayed action switch, manually operate the check 

switch to give calls of 3-4 minute duration with half-minute interval between 

two successive calls for a period of approximately 20 minutes.  

 

4.5.7.2  At stations where electric sirens is either not provided or failed:  

(i) Give 5 whistles/hooting or calls of 1-minute duration each with half-minute 

interval between two successive whistles/hooting using an engine if 

available. This shall be repeated twice at an interval of 3 minutes. 

(ii) If an engine is not available ring the station bell continuously.  

(iii) SM to advise Transportation, Medical, Mechanical, Electrical, Engineering 

and other staff.  

 
4.5.7.3 Authority to order movement of ARME/SPART& ART to site:  

(i) On receipt of information about serious accident involving casualties, 

ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs shall be ordered immediately.  
(ii) This decision for ordering would be taken by the PCR/Mech. Officer and Dy. 

CTNL on duty 

(iii)  After sounding of siren the ARME/SPART and ART/SPART should be turned 

out within the stipulated target time. 
 

4.6  Disaster preparedness- On board resources: 

4.6.1 Portable telephones: 
4.6.1.1 Types of Portable Telephones:  

(i) Portable Telephones are available in Brake van of Passenger carrying Trains. 

(ii) Telephones presently in use are of the 4-wire/2-wire type, which can be used 

in RE area and in overhead communication territory.  

(iii) There are two types of Portable Telephones 

(a)    Land line type (Overhead Telephone line transmission) 

 (b)   Socket Type (Underground cable transmission) 

(iv) In overhead territory additional poles are to be carried by Guards for 

connecting phones to the overhead lines.  

 

4.6.1.2Use of Portable Telephones: 

Underground cable type:  

(i) Look at Receiver Arrow sign for socket location on Over Head Equipment 

mast/location post and move towards the Arrow pointing direction.  

(ii) On reaching EMC Socket location, open the socket by using the key kept in 

the phone box where required. 

(iii) Plug in the phone terminal properly for communication. 

(iv) In electrified section this phone connects the Traction Power Controller and 

then link to section controller.   (In non-electrified section it goes directly to 

section controller). 

 

4.6.2 Walkie-Talkie sets:  
(i) Ensure that the set is charged.  
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(ii) Check that the proper channel is selected for communication. 
(iii) Do not intervene when the channel is engaged.  

 

4.6.3 Use of BSNL/ Cell phones/ Mobile phones:   
(i) BSNL phone numbers with STD code for Railway Stations in a Division 

are given in WTT which is available with Guard, Driver, Assistant Guard. 

(ii) Refer WTT for nearest Station contact number. 
(iii) BSNL Phone Numbers of Important stations are available in Public Time 

Table.  

(iv)  CUG mobile Phones have been provided to Loco Pilots and Guards. 

4.6.4 Emergency train lighting box:  
(i) This box is available in the Brake Van of Passenger carrying trains.  

(ii) Open the box by removing the seal. 

(iii) Fix the crocodile clip of hand Torch to the coach power supply terminal 
and use it for searching/surveying. 

(iv) Fix the flood light to the Tripod Stand and connect its crocodile clip to the 

power supply terminal.  
 

4.7 Disaster response- Overview: 

4.7.1 Golden Hour: 

 “If a critical trauma patient is not given definite medical care within 
one hour from the time of accident, chances of his ultimate recovery reduce 

drastically, even with the best of Medical attention thereafter. This one-hour 

period is generally known as The Golden Hour.” 
During this Golden Hour period every effort should be made to:  

(i) Render definite medical care to the extent possible by qualified medical 

practitioners.  

(ii) Stop bleeding and restore Blood Pressure.  

(iii) Persons under shock should be immediately relieved of shock.  

(iv) Transport casualties to the nearest hospital  

(v) For being effective, any Disaster Management system should aim at 

recovering as many critical patients as possible and rushing them to hospital 

within this period. 

 
4.7.2 Disaster Syndrome: 

A victim’s initial response following a Disaster is in three stages. These initial 

reasons are called Disaster Syndrome.  

(i) Shock stage: In which victims are stunned, dazed and apathetic.  

(ii) Suggestible stage: In which victims tend to be passive but open to 

suggestions and willing to take directions from rescue workers and others.  

(iii) Recovery stage: In which individuals may be tense and apprehensive and 

may show generalized anxiety.  

 
4.7.3 Different phases of Disaster Response:  

 Disaster Response in case of a railway accident consists of 3 phases. These 3 

phases are determined both by the time factor, as also by the extent of specialized 
assistance available. 

  Firstly, it begins with the spontaneous reaction of men available on the train 

at the time of the accident. Thereafter the second phase continues with contributions 
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made in rescue and relief work by men and material available locally in nearby areas 
of the accident site. The third and longest phase consists of meticulously planned 

action by trained DM teams who arrive at the accident site to carry out rescue and 

relief operations.  
 The first phase is of shortest duration, last for about half an hour.  It is an 

amateurish, poorly equipped effort, but is nevertheless the most important phase. In 

most cases, this is the only help available for a major part of the ‘Golden Hour’. 
 The second phase which is of 2-3 hrs. Duration is comparatively less amateurish 

and  much  better  equipped.  Their  contribution  is  vital  since  the  ‘Golden Hour’ 

period comes to an end during the working of this group. How many critically injured 

passengers can finally be saved depends solely on the efficiency of this group.  
 The last and final phase of Disaster Response by railway’s DM team continues 

for a few days.  It comes to an end not only with the restoration of traffic but also 

with the departure of most relatives and next of kin from the accident site and 
disposal of all bodies.  Few of the grievously injured that continue to be hospitalised 

for comparatively longer spells are then the sole responsibility of railway’s medical 

department. 
 With the above scenario in mind, it is necessary to take firm and quick 

decisions to save lives and property.  To achieve these objectives Railways have a 

well-defined action plan that is successfully executed by the coordinated efforts of 

different disciplines, all of who function as a team.  The three groups which are active 
during the above mentioned 3 phases of Disaster Response, may be classified as 

follows:- 

1. Instant Action Team (IAT). 

2. First Responders (FR). 

3. Disaster Management Team (DMT). 

 

4.7.4 First Aid in Emergency 

4.7.4.1 First Aid: 

First Aid is what you do while you are waiting for help to come - that is why it is 

called first aid - because it is what you do first and - what you do first can be very 

important. 

 

Universal Precautions during First Aid: 
(i) Wash hands before and after each medical procedure (may use a waterless 

hand cleaner) 

(ii) Wear gloves whenever there is a possibility of coming in contact with blood 
or other potentially infectious materials (body fluids and tissues). 

(iii) Wear full-body gowns whenever there is a possibility of blood splashing 

onto the rescuer. 
(iv) Wear face masks and eye protection whenever there is a possibility of blood 

splashing into the rescuer's face. 

(v) Dispose of all contaminated sharp objects in an appropriate puncture-proof 

container. 
(vi) Dispose of all contaminated personal protective equipment in an 

appropriate container marked for bio-hazardous waste. 
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Lay rescuers should consider following universal precautions as much as possible. 
To adequately follow universal precautions, a rescuer must have appropriate personal 

protective equipment available. Make sure first aid kits contain - at a minimum - 

gloves, a CPR barrier and eye protection. 
a) Order of priority for dealing with and helping injured passengers should be as 

follows: 

 Unconscious. 

 Bleeding excessively. 

 Having breathing problems. 

 Grievously injured. 

 In a state of shock. 

 Having fractures. 

 Simple injured. 

 

b) For assessing and handling injuries, acronym DR ABC is to be followed. 

  

(i) D-Danger: 

Look for danger; Make sure that no further danger exists either for the patient or 
for the First Aider. 

 

(ii) R-Response: 

  Check for consciousness.  Call by his/her name, slap, and pinch and shake 
gently.  If there is no response, then it means that the patient is 

unconscious. 

 
(iii)A-Air Way: 

 Clear the airway (Trachea) if patient is unconscious, then the airway may be 

narrowed or blocked making breathing impossible.  This occurs due to 
several reasons.  Mass food particles or foreign body in the air passage, or 

the tongue may have sagged back and blocked the air passage. 

  To open the airway lift the chin forward with the fingers of one hand while 

pressing the forehead backwards with the other hand, now the tongue 
comes forward and the airway is cleared.  To clear the other objects in the 

mouth press the Jaw, open the mouth put your fingers or a clean cloth in 

the mouth and clears the things.  Now the air passage is clear. 
  

(vi)B-Breathing: 

  Check for Breathing. Keep the back of your fingers near the nose of the 
patient.  You can feel the warm air (or) keep your ear near the nose and 

look for the movement of chest, listen to the sound from the throat and feel 

the warm air from the nose. 

 
(v) C-Circulation: 

  Check the pulse.  Normally we check the pulse at the wrist:  however, 

sometimes it is not felt because of severe bleeding.  So, it is better to check 
the pulse at neck (Carotid Pulse). 

 After checking DR ABC, there may be two possibilities. 

i) If patient is breathing has circulation but is unconsciousness, 

immediately turn him to Recovery position and transport to hospital. 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
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ii) If the patient has failure of breathing and circulation, then immediately 

start CPR (CARDIO PULMONARY RESUSCITATION) the important life 

saving technique in First Aid. To revive the lungs you have to give 

artificial respiration by mouth to mouth (Kiss of Life) method.  Life the 

chin forward and press the jaw open the mouth with one hand and close 

the nose with other hand keep your mouth on the casualty’s mouth and 

blow.    

   To revive the heart you have external chest compression.  The casualty 

should be made to lie down on a hard surface.  Keep heel of the palm on 
the chest (pit of stomach) of the casualty and keep the other palm over 

that hand and compress. 

  Mouth to mouth ventilation and external chest compression should be given 
in the ratio of  2:5.  This should be continued up to the revival of life or till 

reaching the hospital.  Once life starts, immediately turn the casualty into 

recovery position and transport to hospital. (Recovery position or three 

quarter prone position means turn to one side, better to right side). 
 

(vi) Recovery position: 

  Recovery position is the safest position for unconscious patients.  Normally 
we keep the patient in a supine position.  However, in case of unconscious 

patients, it is a very dangerous position because the tongue can fall back 

and close the airway or saliva and other secretions may get into windpipe.  
To avoid that, turn the casualty into recovery position and transport to 

hospital.  

    Sometimes, you may not be in a position to do First Aid due to 

tense situation.  In such circumstances turn the casualty to Recovery 
Position, to save many precious lives. 

 

4.7.4.2 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): 
Rescuer Safety Depends on Personal Protective Equipment Personal protective 

equipment (PPE) is used by healthcare providers to protect themselves from injury or 

infection. There is personal protective equipment to keep rescuers safe from physical 

injuries, from chemical hazards, and from infection. Lay rescuers should follow their 
professional counterparts by practicing universal precautions and using PPE to provide 

protection from infection when assisting victims in an emergency.  

A. Hand Cleaners: 
The best way to prevent the spread of disease is to wash hands with soap 

and warm water after every contact with a medical victim. Unfortunately, 

soap and water are not always available. Make sure your medical supplies 
include a form of waterless hand cleaner.  

B. Gloves:  

Exam gloves come in three common types: latex, nitrile, and vinyl. Many 

people develop allergies to the protein found in latex. Nitrile and vinyl are 
much more hypoallergenic. Find out more about exam gloves.  

C. CPR Masks:  

Many lay rescuers do not want to perform the rescue breathing part of CPR 
because of the close contact required with the victim. The best way to avoid 

that squeamish feeling is to be prepared. CPR masks provide an important 

barrier between rescuer and victim.  
D. Face Masks:  
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Blood or other potentially infectious material sprayed or splashed in the face 
of a rescuer can enter the mouth or nose and spread an infection. Use a face 

mask whenever blood or other body fluids may become airborn.  

E. Eye Protection:  
Protect your eyes from injury as well as infection by obtaining the correct 

type of eye protection. Rescuers can choose from combination mask and eye 

protection that does not provide protection from injury, or they can choose 
more robust protection. Pick the correct eye protection for you.  

F. Sharps Container:  

Contaminated sharps must be deposited into a puncture-proof container. 

These containers protect sanitation workers from injury as well as other 
rescuers.  

G. Gowns:  

Full-body gowns are not used very often outside of the hospital. There is no 
good reason for this, it is just common practice across the country. Put the 

correct gown in your first aid kit and avoid the need to dispose of your 

favorite shirt or blouse.  
H. Bio-Hazardous Waste:  

Contaminated waste should be placed into a red, bio-hazardous waste 

container to distinguish it from regular garbage. When working with an 

ambulance, it is common for the ambulance crew to allow lay rescuers to 
dispose of their contaminated items in the ambulance's bio-hazard container. 

 

4.7.4.3  Burns: 
BURNS FROM FIRE: 

                                 EMERGENCY ALERT! 

If your clothes or other person’s clothes catch 

fire: 

 

Stop Stay absolutely still. Do not try to run.  

Drop Fall to the ground. 

Roll Flames need oxygen to keep them burning. Rolling on the 

ground will stop them from getting any oxygen and help put 

the flames out. 

Wrap  Something like a woollen blanket, floor rug or clothing 

around the person to smother the flames as they roll on the 

floor. 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppemask.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppemask.htm
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Cool Cool the burnt skin with cold water (a shower is good if there 

is one), and keep it under the water until help arrives. 

Call for help. 

 

Get help from the nearest, 

trustedadult.  

Call emergency services if 

there is no one to help you.  

Emergency No. is 100, 108 

 

 
Blisters form when the top layer of skin is completely burned. 

First aid for all burns: 

(i)  Make sure that both the person hurt and you are safe (for example, 

well away from the fire, or chemicals or power source). 

(ii)  Call for help. 

(iii)  Take off any clothes or jewellery around the burned part of the body. 

(iv)  Use cold running water to cool the burn for 20 minutes - [under the 

shower is good.] 

(v)  Do NOT use ice. 

(vi)  Do not break blisters. 

(vii)  Putting cool wet cloths on is okay if there is no tap but they have to be 

kept wet and cool! 

(viii)  Keep the person warm with extra clothes or a blanket on the unburnt 
parts of the body. 

(ix)  See a doctor or health professional if the burn is bigger than a large 

coin. 
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It is important to cool the burn for at least 20 minutes to stop damage to the 

tissue under the skin. 

 

Other types of burns: [besides fire] 

Chemical burns: [like the stuff that’s used to clean ovens or drains,] 

1 Use a cloth or brush tobrush off any chemicals on the skin.  

(Do not use your bare hands). 

2 Washthe burned area with lots of coldwater. 

3 Get help. 

Electrical burns: 

1 Do not touch the person until you know the power is off. 

2 Turn off the power using a wooden spoon or broom handle. If your house 

has a special safety switch then it will have already switched off the 

power, but still use a wooden spoon to turn the power off. 

3 Wash the burned area with lots of cold water. 

4 Get help. 

Sunburn: 

 1     If a large area of your skin is sun burnt, cool it down with a wet cool 

cloth. 

 2    Ask your parents to get some special cream from the chemist to put on 

the burnt area. 

3 If you have a lot of pain, or you feel sick because of the sunburn, you will 

need to go to the doctor for help. 

Special Precautions: 

1. STAY SAFE! Do not let the rescuer get burned trying to save the victim. Follow 

universal precautions and wear personal protective equipment if you have it. 
2. Treating a burn begins with stopping the burning process. Cool the burned 

area with cool running water for several minutes.If an ambulance is coming, 

continue running water over the burned area until the ambulance arrives. 
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3. Look for blistering, sloughing, or charred (blackened) skin. Blistering or 
sloughing (skin coming off) means the top layer of skin is completely 

damaged and complications are likely. Charring indicates even deeper 

damage to all three layers of skin (see illustration). If the damaged area is 
bigger than one entire arm or the whole abdomen, call 108 or take the victim 

to the emergency department immediately.  

4. Victims with burns to the following areas need emergency medical assistance 
(call 108):  

 face  

 hands 

 feet  
 genitalia  

5. Mild burns with reddened skin and no blisters may be treated with a topical 

burn ointment or spray to reduce pain.Cool water (not cold or warm) may also 
help with pain. 

DO NOT APPLY BUTTER OR OIL TO ANY BURN!  

6. Over the counter pain relievers like ibuprofen or acetaminophen can be used 
for the pain of a mild burn (typically redness only). If stronger pain relief is 

needed, contact a physician or go to the emergency department. 

Tips: 

1. Burns cause swelling. Burns of the face and neck can sometimes swell enough 
to cause difficulty breathing (see illustration). If that happens, call 100 / 108 

immediately. 

2. Burns that completely circle the hands or feet may cause such severe swelling 
that blood flow is restricted. If swollen or tight hands and feet become numb 

and tingly, blue, cold, or "fall asleep," then call 101 / 108 immediately. 

3. While the burn is healing, wear loose natural clothing like silks or light 

cottons. Harsher fabrics will irritate the skin even more. 
4. Burns destroy skin and the loss of skin can lead to infection, dehydration and 

hypothermia (loss of body heat). Make sure that burn victims get emergency 

medical help if experiencing any of the following:  
 dizziness or confusion 

 weakness  

 fever or chills  
 shivering 

 cold sweats  

 

4.7.4.4 Dehydration: 
Recognizing dehydration symptoms starts with an understanding of dehydration. 

Victims of dehydration do not have enough fluid (water) in their bodies to get 

nutrition and oxygen to the tissues of their bodies. In most cases, victims can correct 
dehydration by drinking water. Causes of dehydration include:  

 heat exhaustion  

 heat stroke  

 vomiting  

 diarrhoea  
 high blood sugar  

 exercise  

 drinking alcohol  
 taking drugs (legal or illegal)  

http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/1078.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/callingforhelp/ht/06_Good911.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/19575.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/heatcoldexposur1/ht/06_hypothermia.htm
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 infection  

Dehydration Symptoms 

It's important to recognize dehydration symptoms early. Untreated, dehydration 

can develop into shock. The signs and symptoms of dehydration include:  

 dizziness 
 headache 

 dark urine (may have a strong odour)  

 inability to urinate  

 dry mouth and nose  
 weakness 

 nausea and vomiting 

Dehydration Symptoms in Children:  

 dry mouth and tongue  

 no tears when crying  
 no wet diapers for 3 hours or more  

 sunken abdomen, eyes, or cheeks  

 high fever  
 listlessness or irritability  

 skin that does not flatten when pinched and released  

Dehydration Symptoms in the Elderly 

Dehydration symptoms in the elderly can be different than in younger adults and 
children. Medications that the elderly take are much more likely to lead to dehydration 

in that population. One particular symptom of dehydration that is more pronounced in 

the elderly is poor skin elasticity. When the skin is pinched, it holds its form rather 
than returning to its normal shape.  

 

Treatment for Dehydration: 

1. Dehydration occurs when the body has lost too much fluid and electrolytes 
(the salts potassium and sodium). Dehydration is particularly dangerous for 

children, who can die from it within a matter of days. Although water is 

extremely important in preventing dehydration, it does not contain 
electrolytes. 

2. To maintain electrolyte levels, you could have broth or soups, which contain 

sodium, and fruit juices, soft fruits, or vegetables, which contain potassium.  
3. Sports drinks, like Gatorade, can help restore electrolytes.  

4. For children, doctors often recommend a special rehydration solution that 

contains the nutrients they need. You can buy this solution in the grocery 

store without a prescription. Examples include Pedialyte, Ceralyte, and 
Infalyte.  

http://firstaid.about.com/od/symptoms/qt/06_dizziness.htm
http://headaches.about.com/od/migraineprevention/a/dehydration.htm?terms=dehydration
http://firstaid.about.com/od/symptoms/qt/06_weakness.htm?terms=weakness
http://pediatrics.about.com/od/symptoms/a/05_symp_dehydtn.htm
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5. Untreated, dehydration may lead to shock. If a victim of dehydration has a 
low blood pressure or very rapid pulse, the victim may need to get 

intravenous fluids.  

6. Call 100 / 108 for a dehydrated victim suffering from confusion, dizziness, or 
weakness. 

 

 
 

4.7.4.5 How to control bleeding 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Pressure points 

 

 
 

Step 1 (Direct 

Pressure): 

 
 

Hold pressure directly on the wound 

(i) Regardless how severe, all bleeding can be controlled. If left uncontrolled, 

bleeding may lead to shock or even death.  

(ii) Most bleeding can be stopped before the ambulance arrives at the scene.  

(iii) While you're performing the steps for controlling bleeding, you should also 

be calling for an ambulance to respond. Bleeding control is only part of the 

equation. Call 101 / 108. 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/callingforhelp/ht/06_Good911.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ht/shock.htm
http://z.about.com/d/firstaid/1/0/C/3/-/-/Bleeding011_400x300.jpg
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(iv) The first step in controlling a bleeding wound is to plug the hole.  

(v) Blood needs to clot in order to start the healing process and stop the 

bleeding. Just like ice won't form on the rapids of a river, blood will not 

coagulate when it's flowing.  

(vi) The best way to stop it is to...stop it.  

(vii) Put pressure directly on the wound. If you have some type of gauze, use it. 

Gauze pads hold the blood on the wound and help the components of the 

blood to stick together, promoting clotting. If you don't have gauze, 

terrycloth towels work almost as well.  

(viii) If the gauze or towel soaks through with blood, add another layer. Never 

take off the gauze. Peeling blood soaked gauze off a wound removes vital 

clotting agents and encourages bleeding to resume.  

(ix) Once bleeding is controlled, take steps to treat the victim for shock.  

 
 

 

Step 2 (Elevate Above the Heart): 

 
Elevate the wound to slow blood flow 

(i) Gravity makes blood flow down easier than it flows up. If you hold one 

hand above your head and the other at your side, the lower hand will be 

red while the higher one is pale.  

(ii) Step two to control bleeding uses this principle. Elevate the wound above 

the heart.  

(iii) By elevating the wound, you slow the flow of blood.  

(iv) As the blood slows, it becomes easier to stop it with direct pressure.  

(v) Remember, it must be above the heart and you must keep direct pressure 

on it.  

(vi) Once bleeding is controlled, take steps to treat the victim for shock.  

Step 3 (Use Pressure Points): 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ht/shock.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ht/shock.htm
http://z.about.com/d/firstaid/1/0/D/3/-/-/Bleeding012_400x300.jpg
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Pressure points should be between the wound and the heart. 

(i) Pressure points are areas of the body where blood vessels run close to the 

surface. By pressing on these blood vessels, blood flow further away will be 

slowed, allowing direct pressure to stop bleeding.  

(ii) When using pressure points, make sure you are pressing on a point closer 

to the heart than the wound. Pressing on a blood vessel further from the 

heart than the wound will have no effect on the bleeding.  

Common pressure points: 

 Arm between shoulder and elbow - brachial artery  

 Groin area along bikini line - femoral artery  

 Behind the knee - popliteal artery 

Remember to keep the wound elevated above the heart and keep pressure directly on 

the wound.  

Once bleeding is controlled, take steps to treat the victim for shock.  

When Should You Apply a Tourniquet? 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ht/shock.htm
http://z.about.com/d/firstaid/1/0/E/3/-/-/Bleeding013_400x300.jpg
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Tourniquets should almost never be used. 
When should you apply a tourniquet?  

Almost never. Tourniquets severely restrict or occlude blood flow to the arm or 

leg to which they are applied. Using a tourniquet to stop bleeding has the potential to 
damage the entire arm or leg. Patients have been known to lose limbs from the use of 

tourniquets.  

Often, if a tourniquet doesn't cause a loss of function on the extremity which has 
it, then it probably wasn't applied correctly. Applying a tourniquet is a desperate move 

- only for the most dire emergencies where the choice between life and limb must be 

made.  

How to Use a Tourniquet:  

(i) Using a tourniquet requires wrapping a cravat (non stretchy material like 

terry cloth or linen) around an extremity and tightening it with the use of a 

windlass stuck through the bandage (see photo).  
(ii) The tourniquet should be tightened until the wound stops bleeding. If there 

is any bleeding at the wound after placing a tourniquet, then the tourniquet 

must be tightened.  
(iii) When a tourniquet is applied, it is important to note the time of application 

and write that time down somewhere handy. The best bet is to write the 

time on the patient's forehead with a water-proof marker.  

(iv) Once bleeding is controlled, take steps to treat the victim for shock.  

4.7.4.6 Treatment of dislocated bones: 

There are several types of injury that affect extremities (arms and legs): broken 

bones (fractures), dislocations, sprains and strains. Persistent pain and swelling 
following an injury warrants a trip to the doctor. All extremity injuries need to be 

treated as broken bones until an X-ray can be obtained.  

 

Specific broken bones need specific treatment.  
 broken leg 

 broken arm 

 broken ankle 
 broken foot 

 broken wrist 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ss/07_tourniquet.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/emergencypreparation/ss/kitstuff_8.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ht/shock.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ht/06_fxleg.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ht/06_fxarm.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ht/06_fxankle.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ht/06_fxfoot.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ht/06_fxwrist.htm
http://z.about.com/d/firstaid/1/0/A/3/-/-/Bleeding018_400x300.jpg
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Difficulty: Easy 

Time Required: N/A 

Here's How: 

(i) Stay Safe! The victim was injured somehow. Don't get hurt the same way. 

Follow universal precautions and wear personal protective equipment if you 

have it.  
(ii) If the foot or hand at the end of the injured extremity is cold or blue, call 

101 / 108 immediately!  

(iii) Do NOT straighten the extremity if it is deformed - keep it in the position 

found.  
(iv) Stabilize the extremity. Use padding to keep it immobile.  

(v) Put ice on the injury. Never put the ice directly on the skin - put it in a bag 

first. After holding ice on the injury for about 20 minutes, take it off for 20 
minutes.  

(vi) Anti-inflammatory drugs like ibuprofen or naproxen will help with pain.  

(vii) Elevate the extremity to reduce swelling.  
(viii) If 101 / 108 was not called, seek medical assistance for additional pain 

relief and further evaluation of the injury. The use of an ambulance is 

probably not necessary, but ambulances in many areas are capable of 

providing additional pain relief.  
 

Tips: 

(i) A little water in the ice bag will help it conform to the shape of the injury.  
(ii) Compression wraps may also help reduce swelling, although the evidence is 

not compelling. Wrap the extremity about 4-6 inches above and below the 

injury. The wrap should be snug, but loose enough to fit one finger under 

the elastic bandage 
 

How To Recognize and Treat a Broken Arm: 

A broken arm may be deformed 

Broken arms are very painful injuries and rarely life-threatening emergencies.  

Signs and symptoms of a broken arm:  

 pain (almost always present)  
 swelling  

 bruising  

 deformity (arm appears out-of-place)  

http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_universal.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
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 numbness or tingling  
 broken skin with bone visible  

 limited mobility of the arm 

 
Difficulty: N/A 

Time Required: Depends on the severity of the broken arm 

Here's How: 
(i) Safety First! Make sure the victim is in a safe location. It is more important 

to worry about rescuer and victim ongoing safety than to worry about one 

broken arm. Follow universal precautions and wear personal protective 

equipment if you have it.  
(ii) Check ABC's. Make sure the victim has an Airway, is Breathing, and has 

Circulation. Broken arms can be very distracting injuries. Most of the time, 

however, they look worse than they are.  
(iii) Control bleeding.  

(iv) Look for other injuries. If a victim shows signs of injury to the head, neck, 

or back, DO NOT move the victim.  
(v) Cover any broken skin with sterile dressings. If needed, the wound can be 

rinsed -- try to use sterile water or saline solution.  

(vi) If an ambulance is responding, have the victim remain still and wait for the 

ambulance. If an ambulance is unavailable, it may be necessary to splint 
the broken arm. Be sure to immobilize the joints (elbow, wrist, shoulder) 

above and below the break. Do not wrap the arm too tight.  

(vii) Put ice on the break to reduce swelling. Put a sheet or towel between the 
ice and the skin to prevent frostbite. Leave ice on for 15 minutes, then 

remove ice for 15 minutes. 

 

Tips: 
(i) Remember, DO NOT move a victim with suspected head, neck, or back 

injuries unless it is to keep rescuers or victim safe.  

(ii) DO NOT straighten a broken arm or change its position unless the victim's 
hand (on the arm with the break) is cold, blue, numb, or paralyzed. Only 

attempt to return a deformed arm to the anatomical position.  

(iii) Call 101 / 108 for a leg broken above the knee, a broken hip, a broken 
pelvis, a neck or back injury, or a head injury. It is still acceptable to 

summon an ambulance for a broken arm, but call on the ambulance 

agency's non-emergency line.  

(iv) If splinting the broken arm, make a sling to support the arm's weight and 
wrap a swath around the victim's torso to immobilize the broken arm. 

 

How To Recognize and Treat a Broken Ankle: 
Broken ankles are very painful injuries and rarely life-threatening 

emergencies. Learn to recognize a broken ankle to decide how to respond to 

it.  
Signs and symptoms of a broken ankle:  

 pain (almost always present)  

 swelling  

 bruising  
 deformity (ankle appears misshapen)  

 numbness or tingling  

 broken skin with bone visible  

http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_universal.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs_3.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ss/bleedingsteps.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ig/Broken-Arm-Splint/index.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ig/Broken-Arm-Splint/index.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/callingforhelp/ht/06_Good911.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ig/Broken-Arm-Splint/index.htm
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 limited mobility of the ankle  
 victim is unable to bear weight on the ankle 

 

Difficulty: N/A 
Time Required: Depends on the severity of the broken ankle 

 

Here's How: 
(i) Safety First! Make sure the victim is in a safe location. It is more important 

to worry about rescuer and victim ongoing safety than to worry about one 

broken ankle.  

(ii) Check ABC's. Make sure the victim has an Airway, is Breathing, and has 
Circulation.  

(iii) Control bleeding.  

(iv) Look for other injuries. If a victim shows signs of injury to the head, neck, 
or back, DO NOT move the victim.  

(v) Cover any broken skin with sterile dressings. 

(vi) If needed, the wound can be rinsed -- try to use sterile water or saline 
solution. Open wounds may require stitches. 

(vii) If an ambulance is responding, have the victim remain still and wait for the 

ambulance. Proceed to step 10 (ice on the break).  

(viii) If an ambulance is unavailable, it may be necessary to splint the broken 
ankle. Before splinting, check circulation, sensation, and motion.  

a) Check circulation by comparing the color and temperature of the 

injured ankle against the uninjured ankle.  

b) Check sensation by asking the victim which toe you are touching.  
c) Check motion by having the victim wiggle his or her toes. 

(ix) To splint a broken ankle, splint the ankle with a pillow. You can also 

fashion a foot splint out of cardboard. Be sure to immobilize the foot and 

shin area as well. Any movement will result in pressure on the ankle. Do 
not wrap the ankle too tight.  

(x) After splinting, recheck circulation, sensation, and motion.  

(xi) Put an ice pack on the break to reduce swelling. Put a sheet or towel 
between the ice and the skin to prevent frostbite. Leave ice on for 15 

minutes, then remove ice for 15 minutes.  

 
Tips: 

(i) Remember, DO NOT move a victim with suspected head, neck, or back 

injuries unless it is to keep rescuers or victim safe.  

(ii) Always practice universal precautions and use personal protective 
equipment whenever you may come in contact with blood or body fluids.  

(iii) Call 101/108 for a leg broken above the knee, a broken hip, a broken 

pelvis, a neck or back injury, or a head injury. It is still acceptable to 
summon an ambulance for a broken ankle, but try to call on the 

ambulance agency's non-emergency line if known. 

 

How To Recognize and Treat a Broken Foot: 
Broken feet are very painful injuries and rarely life-threatening emergencies. 

Learn to recognize a broken foot to decide how to respond to it.  

Signs and symptoms of a broken foot:  
 pain (almost always present)  

http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs_3.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ss/bleedingsteps.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/softtissueinjuries/a/06_stitches.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ss/06_splintfoot.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ss/06_splintfoot.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ss/06_pillow.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ss/06_splintfoot.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ss/06_icepack.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_universal.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/callingforhelp/ht/06_Good911.htm
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 swelling  
 bruising  

 deformity (foot appears misshapen)  

 numbness or tingling  
 broken skin with bone visible  

 limited mobility of the foot  

 victim is unable to bear weight on the foot 
 

Difficulty: N/A 

Time Required: Depends on the severity of the broken foot 

Here's How: 
(i) Safety First! Make sure the victim is in a safe location. It is more important 

to worry about rescuer and victim ongoing safety than to worry about one 

broken foot.  
(ii) Check ABC's. Make sure the victim has an Airway, is Breathing, and has 

Circulation.  

(iii) Control bleeding.  
(iv) Look for other injuries. If a victim shows signs of injury to the head, neck, or 

back, DO NOT move the victim.  

(v) Cover any broken skin with sterile dressings. If needed, the wound can be 

rinsed -- try to use sterile water or saline solution. Open wounds may 
require stitches. 

(vi) If an ambulance is responding, have the victim remain still and wait for the 

ambulance. Proceed to step 10 (ice on the break).  
(vii) If an ambulance is unavailable, it may be necessary to splint the broken 

foot. Before splinting, check circulation, sensation, and motion.  

a) Check circulation by comparing the color and temperature of the injured 

foot against the uninjured foot.  
b) Check sensation by asking the victim which toe you are touching.  

c) Check motion by having the victim wiggle his or her toes. 

(viii) To splint a broken foot, immobilize the foot with padding, such as a rolled up 
towel or a pillow. Be sure to immobilize the ankle as well. Any movement of 

the ankle will result in pressure on the foot. Do not wrap the foot too tight.  

(ix) After splinting, recheck circulation, sensation, and motion.  
(x) Put ice on the break to reduce swelling. Put a sheet or towel between the ice 

and the skin to prevent frostbite. Leave ice on for 15 minutes, then remove 

ice for 15 minutes.  

Tips: 
(i) Remember, DO NOT move a victim with suspected head, neck, or back 

injuries unless it is to keep rescuers or victim safe.  

(ii) Always practice universal precautions and use personal protective 
equipment whenever you may come in contact with blood or body fluids.  

(iii) Call 101 / 108 for a leg broken above the knee, a broken hip, a broken 

pelvis, a neck or back injury, or a head injury. It is still acceptable to 
summon an ambulance for a broken foot, but try to call on the ambulance 

agency's non-emergency line if known. 

 

How To Recognize and Treat a Broken Wrist: 
Broken wrists are very painful injuries and rarely life-threatening emergencies. 

Learn to recognize a broken wrist to decide how to respond to it.  

Signs and symptoms of a broken wrist:  

http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs_3.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ss/bleedingsteps.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/softtissueinjuries/a/06_stitches.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_universal.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/callingforhelp/ht/06_Good911.htm
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 pain (almost always present)  
 swelling  

 bruising  

 deformity (wrist appears misshapen)  
 numbness or tingling  

 broken skin with bone visible  

 limited mobility of the wrist 
 

Difficulty: N/A 

Time Required: Depends on the severity of the broken wrist 

Here's How: 
(i) Safety First! Make sure the victim is in a safe location. It is more important 

to worry about rescuer and victim ongoing safety than to worry about one 

broken wrist.  
(ii) Check ABC's. Make sure the victim has an Airway, is Breathing, and has 

Circulation.  

(iii) Control bleeding.  
(iv) Look for other injuries. If a victim shows signs of injury to the head, neck, 

or back, DO NOT move the victim.  

(v) Cover any broken skin with sterile dressings.  

If needed, the wound can be rinsed -- try to use sterile water or saline 
solution. Open wounds may require stitches. 

(vi) If an ambulance is responding, have the victim remain still and wait for the 

ambulance. Proceed to step 10 (ice on the break).  
(vii) If an ambulance is unavailable, it may be necessary to splint the broken 

wrist. Before splinting, check circulation, sensation, and motion.  

 Check circulation by comparing the color and temperature of the injured 

wrist against the uninjured wrist.  
 Check sensation by asking the victim which finger you are touching.  

 Check motion by having the victim wiggle his or her fingers. 

(viii) To splint a broken wrist, follow the steps for splinting a broken arm. Be 
sure to immobilize the hand. Any movement of the hand will result in 

pressure on the wrist. Do not wrap the wrist too tight.  

(ix) After splinting, recheck circulation, sensation, and motion.  
(x) Put ice on the break to reduce swelling. Put a sheet or towel between the 

ice and the skin to prevent frostbite. Leave ice on for 15 minutes, then 

remove ice for 15 minutes.  

Tips: 

(i) Remember, DO NOT move a victim with suspected head, neck, or back 

injuries unless it is to keep rescuers or victim safe.  

(ii) Always practice universal precautions and use personal protective 
equipment whenever you may come in contact with blood or body fluids.  

(iii) Call 101 / 108 for a leg broken above the knee, a broken hip, a broken 

pelvis, a neck or back injury, or a head injury. It is still acceptable to 
summon an ambulance for a broken wrist, but try to call on the ambulance 

agency's non-emergency line if known. 

Symptoms in adults may include: 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/cpr/ss/abcs_3.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/bleedingcontrol/ss/bleedingsteps.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/softtissueinjuries/a/06_stitches.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/ig/Broken-Arm-Splint/index.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_universal.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/ppe/qt/06_ppe.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/callingforhelp/ht/06_Good911.htm
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Chest pain 

 Usually in the center of the chest  
 Lasts for more than a few minutes or comes and goes  

 May feel like pressure, squeezing, fullness  

 Pain may be felt in other areas of the upper body, such as the jaw, 
shoulder, one or both arms, back, and stomach area 

 Cold sweat  

 Lightheadedness  

 Nausea  

 Shortness of breath 

Women are more likely than men to have symptoms of nausea, vomiting, back or jaw 

pain, and shortness of breath with chest pain. 

Babies and children may appear limp and unresponsive and may have bluish-

colored skin. 

First Aid  
(i) Have the person sit down, rest, and try to keep calm.  

(ii) Loosen any tight clothing.  

(iii) Ask if the person takes any chest pain medication for aknown heart 

condition.  
(iv) Help the person take the medication (usually nitroglycerin, which is placed 

under the tongue).  

(v) If the pain does not go away promptly with rest or within 3 minutes of 
taking nitroglycerin, call for emergency medical help.  

(vi) If the person is unconscious and unresponsive, call 911 (or your local 

emergency number), then begin CPR.  
(vii) If an infant or child is unconscious and unresponsive, perform 1 minute of 

CPR, then call 911. 

 

4.7.4.7 Breathing 

Rescue Breathing 

For Persons Over 8 Years Old 

(i)   Shout for help. Call 1-0-1 / 1-0-8! 

(ii)   Gently put the person on his or her back. 

(iii)  Open the airway: With one hand, tilt the head back; with     2 

fingers of the other hand, lift the chin up. See A. If the airway is 
still blocked, tilt the head gently and slowly until the airway is 

open. {Note: If you suspect a head, neck, or back injury, lift the 

chin without tilting the head back. See B.} 

(iv)  Check for breathing for 5 seconds. If the person is breathing, keep 

the airway open. Look for other problems. 

 

 

  

 

http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/Chest-pain.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/Breathing-difficulty.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/firstaid/Unconsciousness-first-aid.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/firstaid/CPR.htm
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(v)  If the person is not breathing, pinch the nose shut. Forming a tight 
seal, place your mouth over the person’s open mouth. See C. Give 

1 full breath for 2 seconds. Pause to breathe yourself. Give a 

second full breath for 2 seconds. 

(vi)  If the person’s chest does not rise up, go to First Aid for Choking. 

(vii) If the chest rises, check for Circulation Signs. (See page 353.) If 
none, do rescue breathing until the person breathes on his or her 

own or until medical help arrives. Give 1 full breath every 5 

seconds for 1 minute. Recheck breathing for 5 to 10 seconds. 

Repeat as needed. 

(viii)  If there are no Circulation Signs, begin CPR, if trained to do so. 

For Infants and Children Under 8 Years Old: 

(i)  Do steps 1 to 3 at the top of this page, but do not tilt 
an infant’s head back too far to open the airway. Do 

not pinch the nose. 

(ii)  Cover an infant’s mouth and nose with your mouth. 

See D. Blow 2 slow breaths (1 to 11/2 seconds per 

breath) to make the chest rise. 

(iii)  For a small child, pinch the nose closed. Cover his or 
her mouth with your mouth. Blow 2 slow breaths (1 

to 11/2 seconds per breath) to make the chest rise.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.7.4.8 Heart Attack 

Heart attack first aid 

 

Definition  

A heart attack is a medical emergency. 

The average person waits 3 hours before seeking help for symptoms of a heart 

attack. Many heart attack victims die before they reach a hospital. The sooner 

someone gets to the emergency room, the better the chance of survival. Prompt 
medical treatment also reduces the amount of damage done to the heart following an 

attack. 

http://www.eugene-or.gov/healthierathome/p356-357%20First%20Aid%20for%20Choking.htm
http://www.eugene-or.gov/healthierathome/p353%20First%20Aid%20Precautions.htm#circulation signs
http://www.eugene-or.gov/healthierathome/p355%20CPR.htm
http://www.eugene-or.gov/healthierathome/p355%20CPR.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/infectiousdiseases/Heart-attack.htm
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Alternative Names  

First aid - heart attack; First aid - cardiopulmonary arrest; First aid - cardiac 

arrest  

Considerations  

Heart disease is the leading cause of death in America today. 

Causes  

A heart attack occurs when the blood flow that carries oxygen to the heart is 

blocked. The heart muscle becomes starved for oxygen and begins to die. Seeheart 

attack for more specific causes. 

Symptoms  

Heart attacks can cause a wide range of symptoms, from mild to intense. 

Women, the elderly, and people with diabetes are more likely to have subtle or 

atypical symptoms. 

Do Not 

 Do NOT leave the person alone except to call for help, if necessary.  
 Do NOT allow the person to deny the symptoms and convince you not to call 

for emergency help.  

 Do NOT wait to see if the symptoms go away.  

 Do NOT give the person anything by mouth unless a heart medication (such 

as nitroglycerin) has been prescribed. 

When to Contact a Medical Professional  

• If sudden chest pain or other symptoms of a heart attack occur.  

• If an adult or child is unresponsive or is not breathing. 

Prevention: 

(i) Adults should take steps to control heart disease risk factors whenever 

possible. If you smoke, quit. Smoking more than doubles the chance of 
developing heart disease. Keep blood pressure, cholesterol, and diabetes in 

good control and follow with your doctor's orders. 

(ii) Lose weight if obese or overweight. Get regular exercise to improve heart 

health. (Talk to your doctor before starting any new fitness program.) 
(iii) Limit the amount of alcohol you drink. One drink a day is associated with 

reducing the rate of heart attacks, but two or more drinks a day can damage 

the heart and cause other medical problems. 

4.7.4.9 Shock: 

Causes, treatment, signs and symptoms of Shock 

The word shock can be used in a range of ways, but when used in a first aid 

context it describes a physical condition that results from a loss of circulating body 

http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/infectiousdiseases/Heart-attack.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/infectiousdiseases/Heart-attack.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/infectiousdiseases/Heart-disease.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/Blood-pressure.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/infectiousdiseases/Diabetes.htm
http://adam.about.com/encyclopedia/Obesity.htm
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fluid. It should not be confused with emotional shock that might occur, say, when a 

person has received bad news (although the external signs are very similar). 

What happens in cases of Shock: 

A severe loss of body fluid will lead to a drop in blood pressure. Eventually the 

blood's circulation around the body will deteriorate and the remaining blood flow will 

be directed to the vital organs such as the brain. Blood will therefore be directed away 
from the outer areas of the body, so the casualty will appear paler than previously 

and the skin will feel cold and clammy.  

As blood flow slows, so does the amount of oxygen reaching the brain. The 

casualty may appear to be confused, weak and dizzy, and may eventually deteriorate 

into unconsciousness. To try to compensate for this lack of oxygen, the heart and 
breathing rates both speed up, gradually becoming weaker, and may eventually 

cease.  

Potential causes of shock include:  

 Severe internal or external bleeding. 

 Burns.  
 Severe vomiting and diarrhoea especially in children and the elderly.  

 Problems with the heart.  

Signs and symptoms of Shock:  

 Pale cold and clammy skin.  

 Fast, weak pulse.  

 Fast, shallow breathing.  
 Dizzinessand weakness.  

 Confusion.  

 Unconsciousness.  

 Breathing and heartbeat stopping  

Shock kills, so it is vital that you can recognise these signs and symptoms. With 

internal bleeding in particular, shock can occur some time after an accident, so if a 

person with a history of injury starts to display these symptoms coupled with any of 

the symptoms of internal bleeding, advise her to seek urgent medical attention. 

Treatment and First-aid of Shock: 

 Warmth - Keep the casualty warm but do not allow her to get overheated. If 
you are outside, try to get something underneath the casualty if you can do so 

easily.  

 Air - Maintain a careful eye on the casualty's airway and be prepared to turn 
her into the recovery position if necessary, or even to resuscitate if breathing 

stops.  

 Rest - Keep the casualty still and preferably sitting or lying down. If the 

casualty is very giddy, lay her down with her legs raised to ensure that 
maximum blood and therefore maximum oxygen is sent to the brain.  
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 Mental rest - Reassure the casualty but keep your comments realistic. Do not 
say that everything is going to be fine when it is obvious that there is 

something seriously wrong.  

 Treatment - Treat the cause of the shock and aim to prevent further fluid loss.  

 Help - Ensure that appropriate medical help is on the way. 

 

4.7.4.10Poisoning 

In case of poisoning, call for a doctor without delay. While waiting for medical aid 

to arrive, one should follow the steps mentioned below:  

1. If the victim has been exposed to poisonous gases such as carbon monoxide, 

get them into an area with fresh air immediately.  
2. If a person has spilled poison on their clothing, skin or eyes, remove the 

clothing. Splash the skin or eyes or skin with cool or lukewarm water to 

remove traces of the poisonous substances.  

If a person has ingested a poisonous substance, induce vomiting to clear the 
stomach of the poison. Visit a doctor immediately. 

 

4.7.4.11  Bites: 

A majority of animal bites in cities are caused by pets such as cats or dogs. 

Though cat bites are more likely to cause infection, dog bites are more likely to 
happen than cat bites. In rural areas, people are more likely to get bitten by a 

mongoose, snakes and other wild animals prevalent in the vicinity. In case of animal 

bites, the following first aid tips should be followed: 

1. For minor wounds: Wash the injury thoroughly with water and soap. Apply an 
antibiotic cream to avert any infection and cover the wound with a clean 

bandage.  

2. For deep wounds: If the animal causes a deep perforation of the skin that 

causes blood loss, apply pressure with a clean dry cloth to stop the bleeding. 
Visit a doctor immediately.  

3. If symptoms of infection such as redness, swelling, increased pain or irritation 

is noticed, visit a doctor without delay.  
4. If you suspect that you may have contracted rabies, see your doctor right 

away.  

4.7.4.12First Aid for near drowning: 

Near drowning occurs when a person becomes submerged in a liquid, usually water, 

making breathing difficult and causing near death or, in some cases, initial survival 

with the victim dying of related causes more than 24 hours later.  

 

Causes and Risks: 
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Near drowning is caused by lack of oxygen, whether or not water has entered the 
lungs. A deep pool of water is not the only drowning hazard. Someone can drown in a 

very small amount of water if the mouth and nose are covered, preventing the person 

from breathing.  

Individuals at greatest risk for near drowning are those who are very young, very 
old, unable to swim, or those who tire easily. Many drowning or near-drowning cases 

are the result of recreational activities, such as boating or swimming. Other risk 

factors include swimming after drinking alcohol.  

The signs and symptoms for near drowning are:  

(i) absence of breathing  

(ii) lethargy or lack of energy  
(iii) coughing  

(iv) confusion  

(v) cyanosis, or bluish skin  
(vi) abdominal swelling  

(vii) vomiting  

(viii) unconsciousness  
(ix) spitting up water or fluid that is usually pink or frothy  

A drowning victim will usually be spotted panicking at the surface of a body of water. 

Sometimes the person is found lying in the water or liquid, or on the shore near a 

large body of water. 

Prevent near drowning by following these guidelines:  

(i) Don't drink alcohol while boating or swimming.  

(ii) Take a boating safety course.  
(iii) Learn how to swim.  

(iv) Know the sports safety guidelines for summer.  

(v) Don't swim right after eating.  

(vi) Don't allow children to bathe, swim, or play in water without adult 
supervision.  

(vii) Have the proper floatation devices on boats.  

(viii) Use the proper floatation devices while swimming.  
(ix) Don't swim if you start to feel overly tired.  

(x) Fence all areas where there is water, such as a spa or pool, to keep small 

children and others from falling in.  
(xi) Buckets, tubs, and other objects that can hold water should be empty and 

out of the reach of small children.  

(xii) Swim parallel to the shore until you are out of the current if you are 

caught in a riptide. Then swim toward the shore.  

 

 

First aid for near drowning includes the following steps:  
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(i) Get the drowning person out of the water without placing yourself in 
danger. Tie a rope to a buoy, life preserver, or other flotation device and 

throw it to the person. Use the rope to pull them out of the water.  

(ii) In deep water, try to use a boat or other object to reach the victim. Many 
people who are drowning will panic and pull the rescuer under water. 

(iii) Check for signs of circulation, such as normal breathing, coughing, or 

movement in response to stimulation.  
(iv) Immediately contact the emergency medical system.  

(v) Start cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or CPR, if the person stops breathing. 

Use 15 chest compressions for every 2 mouth-to-mouth rescue breaths.  

(vi) Stay with the victim and continue CPR until emergency help arrives, or until 
the person begins to breath independently.  

(vii) If CPR is not needed, change any wet clothing, warm the person, and give 

first aid for any injuries.  
(viii) If CPR is performed, there can be injury to the chest wall, muscle, and bone 

during chest compressions. The person may also choke on his or her vomit 

during CPR and rescue breathing. If the victim does start to vomit, turn the 
person on his or her side so that the vomit will not block the throat or 

airway. 

 

4.8 Disaster response- Instant Action Team:  
4.8.1 Instant Action Team comprises: 

(i) The Guard, Crew, TS, TTEs, AC coach attendant, Asst. Guard, RPF and 

other railway staff on duty on the accident involved train. 

(ii) GRP staff travelling on the train on duty. 

(iii) Railway staff travelling by the accident involved train either on duty or on 

leave as passengers. 

(iv) Doctors travelling by the train. 

(v) Passengers travelling on the train who volunteer for rescue and relief work. 

(vi) Railway staffs working at site or available near the site of the accident. 

(vii) Non-Railway personnel available at or near the accident site. 

(viii) Station Master at the station if accident happens at the station or near the 

station. 

(ix) ATNL / Dy. TNL / CTNL after receiving the information. 

 

4.8.2Pre-accident checklist of preparation for Members of FIRST Action   

Team: 

(i) Generally, about 15” time elapses before information regarding occurrence 
of an accident reaches the Divisional control office.  In case information can 

be conveyed immediately this time can be saved.  This 15” time is of vital 

importance since it constitutes 25% of the ‘Golden Hour’. 
(ii) As they have a CUG mobile, ensure that telephone numbers of all relevant 

officials such as those of divisional control offices etc. have been 

permanently fed into the Mobile for immediate use in an emergency. 
(iii) The CUG Mobile phone numbers of officers of Rajkot division are given in 

the Disaster Management Plan ANNEXURE III. 

(iv) These important telephone numbers should cover all those sections where 

they are required to work their train either within their own division or even 
those of adjoining divisions. 
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(v) Divisions will get printed and circulate a DM Telephone Directory containing 
all such telephone numbers that are likely to be required in an emergency. 

(vi) Whenever they are travelling at night they should keep a torch handy and 

secure it by some means. The torch will be of no use in an emergency if it 
cannot be taken out from inside the suitcase at that point of time: or if the 

torch cannot be located since it has fallen off due to severe jerk. 

 
4.8.3 Duties of Instant Action Team:  

Detail duty list of Guard and Loco Pilot are laid down in the Accident Manual of 

Zonal Railways.  Some of the more important ones are enumerated below: 

 
4.8.3.1   Guard: 

(i) Switch on the Flashing Tail Lamp if provided, in the rear of brake van. 

(ii) Secure the train and prevent escaping of vehicles. 

(iii) Protect line of accident and adjacent line/lines if required as per GR 6.03 

(iv) Note the time of the accident and the location. Inform Loco pilot/ Station 

Master on Walkie-talkie set if possible. 

(v) Make a quick survey of accident magnitude and roughly assess casualty, 

damage and assistance required. 

(vi) Send information through quickest means to Control Office and SMs on 

either side of the block section by CUG Mobiles / Walkie-talkie/ field 

telephone/ other line train crew/ Assistant driver or Assistant guard may 

be sent to the next station to convey information/ one of the railway staff 

on duty on the train should be sent on foot to the nearest station. 

(vii) Utilize Emergency Train Lighting box to facilitate medical aid. 

(viii) Render First Aid and save lives.  

(ix) Call for Doctors and seek their assistance. 

(x) Seek assistance of railway staff and other volunteers from train to rescue 

injured or entrapped passengers. 

(xi) Direct railway staff and other volunteers from train for attending to 

injured. 

(xii) Ensure that railway staff constantly man field telephone. 

(xiii) Arrange protection of passengers’ belongings and railway property with 

the help of railway staff, volunteers on train, RPF and GRP. 

(xiv) Stop running trains on adjacent line and utilize resources on that train. 

(xv) In electrified section if OHE is affected, take steps to switch off OHE 

supply. 

(xvi) Arrange for transportation of injured to hospital. 

(xvii) Record evidence or statements, if any, given by passengers. 

(xviii) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident 

and ensure that these do not get disturbed. 

(xix) Log your activities.  Do not leave the spot unless a competent authority 

relieves you. 

(xx) Install Portable Control Phone (PCP) / Emergency Control Phone (ECP) or 

send information through train engine after taking all precautions or stop 

train trolley in either direction or send information through other means 
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(like CUG phones) and convey information as per Para 503 of chapter V 

Accident Manual to Control / SM. 

(xxi) Ask for 

a. Medical assistance / ART 
b. Arrangement for transportation of dead / injured / stranded 

passengers. 

c. Assistance if required, for unloading wagon / parcels, etc. 

(xxii) Attend to injured, arrange their transportation by front non-derailed 
vehicles, if possible or by road or other means. 

(xxiii) Post an available railway employee on the field telephone. 

(xxiv) Send railway servant(s) or willing volunteers available on the train to the 
nearest station / police station / hospital / village for seeking assistance. 

(xxv) Organize group of railway men or volunteers to assist in relief operations 

before regular medical aid is available. 
(xxvi) RPF personnel / Staff traveling on the train if any, be utilized for 

rendering all possible assistance to the affected passengers. This includes 

carrying of injured to safe place for first aid, arrangements for drinking 

water and securing the luggage and articles of the passengers. 
(xxvii) Preserve all clues of possible cause of accident and post one railway 

employee there to keep watch or guard. 

(xxviii) Render help to conductors / TTEs in identification of all injured and dead. 
(xxix) Arrange protection of property of passengers and railway. 

(xxx) In consultation with Control, check if front and rear portion of the train, 

not affected by accident, can be safely drawn to the adjacent station so 
that medical van, relief train can be received nearest to the accident site. 

(xxxi) Do not leave the site of accident till permitted by competent authority. 

(xxxii) Install emergency light at site. 

 
4.8.3.2Loco Pilot: 

(i) Note the time of the accident and location. 

(ii) Switch ON the ‘Flasher Light’ and give 4 short whistles. 

(iii) Inform Guard on walkie-talkie set. 

(iv) Inform Station Master on CUG mobile phone / walkie-talkie set, if 

possible. 

(v) Protect the obstructed/adjacent line as per GR 6.03. 

(vi) Take necessary action to prevent Loco/Vehicles/Wagons from rolling 

down. 

(vii) Make a quick survey of accident magnitude and roughly assess casualty,   

damage and assistance required. 

(viii) Send information through quickest means to Control Office and SMs on 

either side of the block section by Walkie-talkie/ Field telephone / train 

crew on the other line/Assistant driver or Assistant guard may be sent to 

the next station to convey information/ one of the railway staff on duty 

on the train should be sent on foot to the nearest station. 

(ix) Render all possible assistance to the guard. 

(x) Preserve all clues and evidence regarding probable cause of the accident. 

(xi) Log your activities; Do not leave the spot unless you are relieved by a 

competent authority. 
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(xii) If necessary detach Loco and take it to inform SM. 

(xiii) Ensure that the portions of the tracks, rails, fish plates, bolts and other 

fittings which appear to have been tampered with are not touched or 

moved by any person and closely watch them and give report to Civil and 

Police authorities on their arrival. 

(xiv) To take such technical precautions as may be necessary or prescribed to 

render his locomotive and train safe. 

(xv) Not to give any statement to the press, unless authorized to do so. 

(xvi) Start emergency lighting at site. 

(xvii) Render first aid to injured passengers. 

 

4.8.3.3Assistant Loco Pilot: 

(i) Assistant Loco Pilot should work under the control of the Loco Pilot with 

the same duty list of the Loco Pilot.  Loco Pilot and Assistant Loco Pilot 

should divide the work so that the duties are carried out in the shortest 

possible time. 

(ii) To provide First Aid to injured. First Aid box is available with Guard. 

(iii) If necessary use fire extinguishers of Ac coaches/brake van/loco. 

(iv) In case if the Loco Pilot is dead or injured, Asst. Loco Pilot will perform all 

the duties of Loco Pilot. 

 

4.8.3.4Train Superintendent / Travelling Ticket Examiners/ Train Captains: 

(i)  Preserve reservation charts of each coach containing names of 

passengers who actually travelled and in which berth number. 

(ii)  Avail services of Doctors travelling by the train and render Medical Aid. 
(iii)  Render First Aid to injure. 

(iv)  Collect particulars of injured passengers and prepare a list showing their 

position coach wise from Train Engine to Brake Van and handed over to 
railway doctors when ARME/SPART arrives. 

(v)  Prepare a separate list of dead passengers with address and ticket 

particulars, if available. 
(vi)  Take assistance of local people and other volunteers at site. 

(vii)Transport injured passengers by road vehicles, if available, to the nearest 

hospital. 

(viii) Inform stranded passengers about alternative transport arrangement. 
(ix) Record Evidences or statement given by passengers / other at site. 

(x) Ascertain if any doctor is traveling by either by scrutinizing reservation chart 

or making verbal enquiry, and arrange for first aid to the passengers. 
(xi) Preparing list of dead and injured. If doctor is available, the list should be 

classified as under: 

(a) Dead 
(b) grievous injury 

(c) simple injury. 

(xii) Details of the dead and injured should be obtained from the reservation 

chart, tickets held (to and from) or co-passengers. Assistance of Police 
travelling in the train also to be obtained for identification. 

(xiii) The following details should be collected: 

(a) Tickets of the passengers traveling (to and from) 
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(b) Ticket numbers – Class. 
(c) Coach no. and its position from the engine. 

(d) Address of the passengers 

(e) Nature of injury (simple, grievous) 
(f) Custody of luggage and other belongings – in case of injury, this 

should be kept by the TTE and in case of the death it should be 

handed to the GRP. 
(xiv) He should record evidence of passengers willing to give evidence with full 

particulars. If some passengers are willing to give evidence later on, their 

names and addresses should be recorded. 

(xv) He should record the number of dead and injured, (simple, grievous), if 
they are already transported by the local people to the nearest hospital 

before the Rly. Doctor arrives. 

 
4.8.3.5AC Mechanic / Attendant: 

(i) Switch off the power supply to avoid short-circuiting. 

(ii) Assist the TS/TTEs in their duties at the accident site. 
(iii) Report to the guard of the train for assistance. 

(iv)  In case of fire assist the operations by using fire extinguishers provided in 

the AC coaches. 

(v)  Assist in providing lighting in affected coaches. 
(vi)  Blankets and linen of the AC coaches is to be made available for use by   

grievously injured/dead.  The record of the same should be kept. 

 

4.8.3.6 RPF/GRP Staff: 
(i) Immediately reporting to the Train Superintendent. 

(ii) Rush to the Guard for necessary instructions and help in relief work. 

(iii) Control the crowd at site to maintain law and order and ensure smooth 
restoration and relief work. 

(iv) Try and rescue as many passengers as possible from the accident 

involved coaches. 

(v) Render First Aid to injure. 
(vi) Arrange to shift injured persons to the nearest hospital. 

(vii) Protect passenger’s luggage and railway property. 

(viii) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident 
and ensure that these do not get disturbed. 

 

4.8.3.7 Duties of staff in the event of the guard or engine crew being killed  
seriously injured: 

In the event of any train staff becoming casualties or incapacitated, their duties 

shall be carried out by other available competent staff. 

 
 

4.8.3.8Railway staff travelling on the accident affected train: 

(i) Whenever a train is involved in a serious accident with casualties/injuries to 
passengers, all railway staff travelling on the train either on duty or on 

leave is deemed to be on duty with immediate effect. 

(ii) Under no circumstances should any of them leave the accident site unless 
and until divisional officers arrive, take over charge of rescue and relief 

operations, and permit them to leave. 
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(iii) Railway staff on train/at site shall volunteer themselves to render 
assistance and report to TS/TTE/Guard of the Train. 

(iv) The senior most officers travelling on the train will assume charge as 

Officer-in-Charge Site (OC Site). 

(v) Normally the senior most officers will be travelling in either the 1AC or in 

2AC coach, and most probably in the Emergency Quota section of the 

coach.  The Emergency Quota section of 2AC is invariably in the centre of 

the coach (berth nos. 19-22).  In any case the TS/TTE would know whom 

are the railway officers travelling in 1AC or 2AC. 

(vi) Similarly, other railway staff will be travelling in 3AC coach, and most 

probably in the Emergency Quota   section of the coach.  The Emergency 

Quota section of 3AC is also in the centre of the coach (berth nos. 25-30). 

(vii) Similarly, some Group ‘D’ railway staff may be travelling in Sleeper coach, 

and probably in the Emergency Quota section of the coach.  The Emergency 

Quota section of a Sleeper coach is located in the centre of the coach (berth 

nos. 33-40). 

(viii) In the absence of any officer, the TS or senior most TTE/Guard will 

discharge duties listed out for OC site. 

 

4.8.3.9Duties of OC Site – Immediately after the accident: 

(i) Note down the time of accident. 

(ii) Ensure protection of traffic by Guard and Driver. 

(iii) Ensure reporting of accident to nearest Station/Control. 

(iv) Roughly assess the extent of damage and likely number of casualties. 

(v) Collect railway staff and volunteers from amongst the passengers and form 

different groups.  Each of these groups should be assigned work.  

(vi) Maintain a log of events. 

(vii) Till Divisional Officers arrive and take over charge of the situation, 

continue to discharge duties of OC site. 

(viii) After Divisional Officers arrive, fully brief the DRM and hand over charge to 

him. 

(ix) The on-board OC site should ensure issue of a detailed message with 

following information before leaving the site of the accident. 

 Time/Date of accident. 

 Location Km./between stations. 

 Train number and description. 

 Nature of accident. 

 Approximate number of killed/injured. 

 Extent of damage. 

 Assistance required. 

 Condition of the adjacent line, if any. 

 Whether OHE is involved. 

 From here onwards, the DRM of the accident involved division takes 

over Charge as OC site. 

 

4.8.3.10Formation of Groups comprising members of Instant Action Team: 
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(i) OC Site shall immediately collect all Railway staff on train/at site and form 
separate groups. 

(ii) Passengers travelling by the same train that volunteer for rescue and relief 

work should also be drafted into these groups. 
(iii) Passengers from accident-involved coaches should be directed toward their 

own coach. 

(iv) Passengers from coaches, which are not affected, can be distributed 
amongst other accident-involved coaches. 

(v) In the absence of OC site, TS/TTE shall take steps to form such groups. 

(vi) In the absence of TS/TTE the Guard/Assistant Guard shall take steps to 

form such groups. 
(vii) 5 or 6 groups should be formed depending on number of coaches involved. 

(viii) Ideally, one group should be formed for handling each coach. 

(ix) In case sufficient numbers of officers are present, then one officer should 
be made in charge of each group. 

(x) Otherwise, Sr. Supervisors travelling by the accident-involved train should 

be nominated as in-charge of each group to co-ordinate it’s working. 
(xi) In case sufficient numbers of Sr. Supervisors are also not present, one TTE 

should be nominated as in-charge of each group to co-ordinate it’s 

working. 

(xii) Each group should rescue injured, entrapped passengers. 
 

4.8.3.11 Duties of on board railway staff: 

(i) Don’t panic.   
(ii) Inform the divisional control office immediately about the accident. 

(iii) Observe the position of coach standing upright/ turned upside down/ lying 

on its side/stopped on bridge/on level ground. 

(iv) In case the coach is on a bridge or very high embankment or in case it is 
raining heavily, then wait for some time. 

(v) Search your coach with your torch and try to determine the general 

position. 
(vi) See that passengers don’t panic either. Try to calm them and build up 

their confidence. 

(vii) Ascertain whether passengers are injured/ trapped/ pinned down inside 
the debris. 

(viii) Call out aloud to find out for any doctors present & any railway staff 

present 

(ix) Ask Doctors if available to attend and help injured passengers. 
(x) Ask the Railway staff if available to attend and help other passengers. 

(xi) Form a core team comprising of railway staff available, doctors and 3 or 4 

uninjured passengers and take the lead in helping remaining passengers. 
 

4.8.3.12 Duties of On board railway staff immediately after the accident: 

(i) Don’t panic. Once the accident has already occurred and the train has 
come to a standstill nothing worse can happen. 

(ii) In case you have a Mobile and it is working, inform the divisional control 

office or his immediate supervisor or Assistant or Branch officer or higher 

authority immediately about the accident. 
(iii) Observe the position in which your coach has stopped, whether it is 

standing upright or turned upside down or lying on its side. 
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(iv) Try and see whether your coach has stopped on a bridge or whether there 
is level ground on both sides. 

(v) In case the coach is on a bridge or very high embankment or in case it is 

raining heavily, then it is better to wait for some time and not be in a 
hurry to leave the coach.  You may be jumping from the frying pan into 

the fire. 

(vi) Search your coach with your torch and try to determine the general 
position. 

(vii) See that passengers don’t panic either. Passengers sometimes make 

things worse for themselves by panicking at this critical moment.  Try to 

calm them and build up their confidence. 
(viii) Ascertain whether passengers are injured or not, and whether any of 

them are trapped or pinned down inside the debris. 

(ix) Call out aloud and find out whether there are any doctors present. 
(x) Doctors who are travelling in the coach should be asked to announce their 

presence so that they can attend to and help injured passengers. 

(xi) Call out aloud and find out whether there are any railway staff present. 
(xii) Railway staff that are travelling in the coach should be asked to announce 

their presence so that they can attend to and help other passengers. 

(xiii) For each coach, form a core team comprising of railway staff available, 

doctors and 3 or 4 uninjured passengers from the same coach.  This core 
team should take the lead in helping remaining passengers both injured 

and uninjured. 

 
4.8.3.13 Duties of members of Instant Action Team – Till arrival of Divisional 

Officers: 

(i) If a person is bleeding and loosing blood, or if he is unconscious, then in 

that case you have to act quickly send him to nearest hospital with in 
golden hour. 

(ii) If not possible to send hospital when in golden hour immediately 

administer First Aid to the injured passenger and try and stop further loss 
of blood and them as early as possible to nearest hospital. 

(iii) Persons trained in first aid may do ‘Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation.”  

(iv) If the door is open and is accessible, then uninjured passengers should be 
helped to come out from the door. 

(v)       In AC coaches the windows panes should be broken in order to let in 

fresh air for the occupants, and thereafter to evacuate them. 

(vi) Non-AC coaches have one emergency exit window on each side.  The 
position of this emergency window is 5th from the left when facing the line 

of windows from inside the coach.  They are opposite berth nos. 23 and 

57.  In case the door is locked and jammed, try and open these windows 
so that some of the uninjured passengers can come out through the 

emergency exit.  

(vii) Special care should be taken while evacuating the old, infant and children 
in order to ensure that they are not separated from their family. 

(viii) Extrication of critically injured should be done under medical supervision 

as far as possible. 

(ix) In case medical supervision is not available, then critically injured 
passengers should be made to lie down on a bed sheet and thereafter 

taken out by 4 persons holding the four corners.  This will ensure that no 

further damage takes place (Bed sheets will be available in AC coaches). 
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(x) Passengers who are bleeding from open cuts should be tied up with strips 

of cloth so as to reduce if not stop the bleeding altogether. 

(xi) Firstly, passengers both injured and uninjured should get preference in 
this evacuation process.   

(xii) After passengers have been evacuated from coach, cross cheek with the 

reservation chart and note down injury list. 
(xiii) After all passengers have been evacuated; water and eatables can be 

taken out gradually. 

(xiv) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great 

importance. 
(xv) After helping evacuate all passengers from one coach go over to the 

other/unreserved coaches and provide similar help to passengers. 

(xvi) Railway officials from divisional Headquarters generally arrive at the site 
of the accident within 2 to 3 hours, depending on the distance of the 

accident site from the divisional Headquarters. Wait for them to come and 

make further arrangements. 

(xvii) Grievously injured passengers who are bleeding or those who are 
unconscious require immediate hospitalisation.  In case some local people 

have arrived by that time, their help should be taken in shifting the 

grievously injured to the nearest hospital. 
(xviii) In case your train has been involved in an accident but neither has your 

coach derailed nor any passengers of your coach injured, then you should 

go to the unreserved coaches and carry out the duties as listed above. 
4.8.3.14 Duties of the Instant Action Team – In case of a fire: 

(i) In case of fire pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately. 

(ii) Try and put out the fire before it becomes a big blaze by using either 

water or blankets etc. 
(iii) More people expire due to suffocation from smoke rather than due to 

actual burning.  

(iv) Advise passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their drinking water and cover 
their nostrils. 

(v) Instruct passengers to go to the other end of the coach, which is away 

from the fire, and if possible cross over to the next coach through the 
vestibule. 

(vi) Insist that passengers should save themselves first and not to bother 

about their luggage which can be retrieved later on. 

(vii) Make sure that no passenger lies down on the floor. 

(viii) After train has stopped, passengers should come down from the coach 

immediately. 

(xi) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great 

importance. 

 

4.8.3.15 Duties of OC site – till arrival of divisional officers: 

Having formed different groups consisting of available railway staff on the train 

and volunteers from amongst passengers, the rescue and relief work should be got 
started in right earnest. This entire exercise would take about 30" time. Once the 

rescue and relief work by the Instant Action Team has got underway, the OC site 

should then devote his attention to contacting First Responders.  
 

(a) Locating nearby villages:  
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(i) Look for villages nearby, either visible or out of sight. 

(ii) In most cases, villagers turn up on their own having heard the sound of 

the disaster.  

(iii) In case none of the above is possible, then speak to either the control 

office or the nearest station and find out the location of nearby villages.  

(iv) Location of nearby villages with their general direction will be available in 

the Divisional DM Plans.  

(v) Send messengers (preferably railway staff) to inform villagers and seek 

their assistance. 

 

(b) Locating the nearest manned level crossing gate:  

(i) The train driver is the fastest source of information regarding location of 

the nearest manned level crossing gate in either direction.  

(ii) Send a messenger (preferably a railway staff) to the gate for contacting 

the gateman.  

(iii) The gateman will be able to give location of nearby villages.  

(iv) The messenger can take help of  a passing vehicles to inform villagers 

and seek their assistance 

 

(c) Organizing assistance from local people in nearby villages:  

(i) Villagers should be asked to make an announcement from their loud 

speaker (generally available in the local temple, mosque, gurudwara, 

church etc.) informing others regarding the accidents.  

(ii) Everybody should be asked to rush to the accident site with following:  

 Tractor trolleys (both for transportation as also for general lighting). 

 Cutting implements, hammers, chisels Ropes, Ladders, etc. as are 

available. 

(iii) Ask doctors or Para-medical staff of village to reach the accident site.  

(iv) The messenger should stay back and try and organize opening of a big 

building (preferably a school) for sheltering of injured passengers and/or 

preservation of dead bodies.  

 
4.9Disaster response – First responders: 

4.9.1 Role of First Responders – Local people:  

4.9.1.1 At accident site:  

(i) Tractors, which arrive, should be lined up in a row facing the track with 

their headlights switched ON for illuminating the accident site. 

(ii) Tractors should be so spaced out that they illuminate the entire length of 

the accident site. Such spacing would also depend on number of 

tractors that have arrived.  

(iii) Rescue and relief work should now be mounted under the available light.  

(iv) Villagers arriving for rescue and relief work should be formed into 

separate groups for handling individual coaches.  
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(v) Group leaders of IAT who were earlier conducting rescue and relief work 

should co-ordinate with the local people and guide them.  

(vi) Grievously injured passengers extricated from coaches should be sent to 

the nearest hospitals in tractor trolleys.  

(vii) Passengers who have suffered trivial injuries and uninjured passengers 

should stay back at accident site and wait for arrival of railways DM 

team who would take charge of them. 

(viii) As a thumb rule, any injury requiring hospitalisation of more than 48 

hrs. is grievous, hospitalisation of less than 48 hrs. is simple, and any 

injury not requiring hospitalisation at all is trivial. 

(ix)  The following priority should be adhered to while sending such 
grievously injured passengers:  

 Unconscious, 

 Bleeding excessively, 
 Having breathing problems, 

 Grievously injured, 

 In a state of shock, 
 Having fractures, 

 Simple injury, 

(x) Dead bodies, if extricated should be kept alongside the coach but away 

from the track for proper tagging etc. before being dispatched for 
preservation.  

(xi) Bodies should be kept in separate lots, coach wise, so that they do not 

get mixed up.  
(xii) Tagging of dead bodies should indicate the coach number and also the 

cabin number, if possible, (For example NCR 98127, cabin number 

containing berths 9-16). 

 
4.9.1.2 In villages/towns:  

(i) A big building, preferably a school building should be got vacated and 

made ready for keeping of dead bodies and unclaimed luggage of 
passengers.  

(ii) They should be asked to bring the following to the accident site for train 

passengers: 
 Tea and refreshments, 

 Warm clothing, if required. 

(iii) Look after injured passengers who have been taken to the village.  

(iv) Take injured passengers to the nearest hospital by means of any 
transport available. For this purpose, apart from tractor trolleys, even 

trucks passing on the highway can be utilized.  

 
 

4.9.2 Duties of First Responders – Railway Staff:  

4.9.2.1Gang Staff (Trackman): 

(i) On double/multiple line section stop any other train approaching the 

accident area by showing hand danger signal. 

(ii) Ensure that track alignments or lines are not disturbed. 

(iii) Report to OC Site and assist in rescue and relief work. 

(iv) Assist in extricating injured passengers from coaches. 
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(v) Assist in transporting them to nearest hospitals.  

 
4.9.2.2Gate man:  

(i) Keep gate closed if the train has not cleared the gate. 

(ii) Arrange to inform SM immediately under exchange of private number 

regarding the nature of the accident. 

(iii) Collect men and material available nearby and direct them to site.  

(iv) In case the gate is involved in an accident, which obstructs and fouls the 

track and the gate is provided with the gate signals, then the signals shall 

be put to ' ON' position immediately. 

(v) If the Boom / Wing is broken he shall close the gate with Safety Chain. 

Keep gates closed if the train has not cleared the gate. 

(vi) Immediately fix Red Banner Flag in Daytime and Red Lamp in Night time 

on wooden staff at both ends of the gate 5 meters away from the 

obstruction on either side. 

(vii) On Double / Multiple line section he shall stop any train approaching the 

accident area by showing Danger Hand Signals. 

(viii) Rush with Detonators and Red Flag by Day and Red Hand Signal by night 

in the direction of the approaching train and place one detonator at a 

distance of 400 Mts. on MG & 600 Mts. on BG line. Thereafter he shall 

proceed to a distance of 800 Mts. on MG & 12000 Mts. on BG section and 

place three detonators on the track 10 Mts. apart. After that he shall 

return to the level crossing gate picking up the intermediate detonator on 

his way back. Thereafter he shall proceed towards the other direction and 

place the detonators similarly.  

(ix) On returning to the gate he shall not meddle with the clues and evidences 

of accident & also not tamper with the interlock system. 

(x) Avail services of road vehicles waiting or passing through LC Gate. 

(xi) Send message to nearby village, informing them regarding the accident. 

(xii) On double/multiple line section stop any other train approaching the 

accident area by showing hand danger signal. 

(xiii) Parting of Trains: Ifa gateman notices that a train has parted he shall not 

show a stop hand signal to the pilot, but shall endeavour to attract the 

attention of the pilot and guard by shouting gesticulating and displaying a 

Green Flag by Day and white light by night in Up & Down Vertically as High 

& Low as possible. 

(xiv) Gateman shall not leave his gate unless other gateman has taken charge 

of it. If it is necessary to leave his gate in an emergency, before doing so, 

he should close and lock the gates against the public road and must inform 

and get permission to do so. 

 

4.9.2.3 Cabin man/Panel Station Master: 

(i) In case of an accident first he shall put back the related signals to ' ON' 

position immediately and put stop collars on the relevant points.  

(ii) Reverse the points against the train involved in the accident. 
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(iii) Not tamper with the interlocking system. 

(iv) Preserve clues and evidences. 

(v) Keep readily available all the cabin records and do not tamper the entries 

made in Train passing records. 

(vi) Be in close contact with SM/ ASM on duty and strictly obey the orders / 

instructions. 

(vii) Not leave the cabin without his reliever and without the permission of the 

competent authority. 

 

4.9.2.4 Points man: 

(i) In case of an accident he shall be in close contact to follow the instructions 

of In charge SS or On duty SMs / ASMs. 

(ii) Help / assist the passengers in every rescue & relief operation. 

(iii) Report promptly / quickly if any defects is noticed in points, track, S&T 

gear, rolling stocks involved in the accident which may endanger safety. 

(iv) Pilot the first train while dispatching on accident as per the instructions 

given by on duty SS / SM / ASM. 

(v) Report the position of the adjacent line whether it is fouled or not and also 

ensure clearance of fouling mark or not. 

(vi) If the train involved in an accident caught fire, he shall first ring the bell 

continuously to inform 'ON' & 'OFF" duty staff and then use Fire 

Extinguishers, water buckets, sand buckets provided at the station to 

extinguish the fire. 

 

4.9.2.5 Station Superintendent in charge: 

(i) Quickly& promptly convey all type of information to adjoining stations and 
section control. 

(ii) Arrange protection of traffic by keeping relative signals at 'ON' position and 

also arrange to preserve the clues/evidences of accident. 

(iii) Call for the 'On' duty & 'OFF' duty staff at the site of all departments 

including RPF & GRP staff. 

(iv) Communication with civil authorities, Village, Town, Cities, NGO 

Representatives/Volunteers for possible relief assistance. 

(v) Call for assistances for medical aspects from civil/private doctors and Army 

medical hospitals. Mobilise local medical team and injured passengers to 

hospitals. Quickly transport of ARME/SPART Scale II equipments. 

(vi) Passenger assistance: Arrange drinking water beverages and refreshment 

free of cost either from refreshment room and local resources. Open 

emergency counter and display necessary information regarding 

dead/injured passengers and convey it. Make frequent announcement 

about diversion, cancellation and regulation of train services and arrange 

for refund of fares as per extent rules. 

(vii) Transport assistance: Arrange transporting injured passengers to 

nearest hospitals apart from tractors, trolleys, Trucks, Buses passing on 

the Highways/nearby can be utilised or by hiring road vehicles. 
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(viii) Security assistance: Arrange RPF/GRP/State police to provide security to 

passengers there belongings and RLY. Properties. They should also be 

asked to assist in rescue and relief work.   

(ix) Communication Assistance: Direct passengers to helpline booths 

availablenearby and issue free telegram and make available STD phone to 

relatives of dead/injured. 

(x) Sending manpower: Proceed to site of the accident by quickest means 

with trolleys, coolies, lamps, vendors and any other equipment that is 

considered necessary.                    

 (xi)  Preservation of clues and evidences: Secure records related to 

accident in the Station/Cabin. Seal slides, levers, knobs and Relay room, if 
accident takes place within the Station limit.   

(xii)   Protection: Protect adjacent lines then protect the same line on either 

side. Note the position of points etc., and clamp the points against the line 

on which the train is affected. Put "Line Blocked” lever collar in cabin / 
SM's slide control from where the lever is operated.    

(xiii) He shall not relive the site of accident till the Traffic Inspector or Divisional 

Officers relieves him. 

 

4.9.2.6.1 Station Master / Assistant Station Master: 
(i) Quickly & promptly convey information to adjoining stations and section 

control. 

(ii) Arrange protection of traffic by keeping relative signals at 'ON' position and 

preserve the clues/evidences of accident. 
(iii) Prepare the relevant Authority to send the first train on occupied section 

and nominate one Points man to pilot the train / vehicle. 

(iv) Call for the 'ON' duty & 'OFF' duty staff at the site of all departments 
including RPF & GRP. 

(v) Communicate with civil authorities, Village, Town, Cities, NGO 

Representatives / Volunteers for possible relief assistance. 

(vi) Call for assistances from civil/private doctors and Army medical hospitals. 
Mobilise local medical team and injured passengers to hospitals. Quickly 

transport of ARME/SPART Scale II equipments. 

(vii) Passenger assistance: Arrange drinking water beverages and 
refreshment free of cost either from refreshment room and local resources. 

Open emergency counter and display necessary information regarding 

dead/injured passengers and convey it. Make frequent announcement 

about diversion, cancellation and regulation of train services and arrange 
for refund of fares as per extent rules. 

(viii) Transport assistance: Arrange transport to injured passengers to 

nearest hospitals by available means, passing on the Highways/nearby or 
by hiring road vehicles. 

(ix) Security assistance: Arrange RPF/GRP/State police to provide security to 

passengers their belongings and Railway property. They should also be 
asked to assist in rescue and relief work.  

(x) Communication Assistance: Direct passengers to helpline booths 

availablenearby and issue free telegram and make available STD phone to 

relatives of dead/injured. 
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(xi) Sending manpower: Proceed to site of the accident by quickest means 
with trolleys, coolies, lamps, vendors and any other equipment that is 

considered necessary.                     

(xii) Preservation of clues and evidences: Secure records related to 
accident in the Station/Cabin. Seal slides, levers, knobs and Relay room, if 

accident takes place within the Station limit.    

(xiii) Protection: Protect adjacent lines then protect the same line on either 
side. Note the position of points etc., and clamp the points against the line 

on which the train is affected. Put "Line Blocked” lever collar in cabin / 

SM's slide control from where the lever is operated.  

(xiv) Not leave the site of accident till the Traffic Inspector or Divisional Officers 
relieves him. 

(xv) Obey the orders of higher authorities from time to time. 

(xvi) Work as per the instructions laid down in G&SR, Accident Manual and SWR 
during accident. 

 

 
 

4.9.2.6.2 Duties and responsibilities of SS / SM / ASM: 

(i) Information to the On duty / Off duty staff through sounding of siren / 

hooter, continuous sounding of bell available at station. 
(ii) Mobilising staff to perform duty in case of emergency. 

(iii) In case of earthquake, announcement through available communication 

means to the public to maintain cool and to move to the safer open place. 
(iv) In case of cyclone, stop the train movement and in case of passenger train 

standing at the station, detrain the passengers and ensure the opening of 

windows and doors and securing the train by chains and padlock and 

wooden wedges and ensure the safety of passengers, railway staff and 
other railway assets. 

(v) In case of fire, information to fire department and with the help of 

available staff and means of fire extinguisher will try to control / extinguish 
the fire. 

(vi) Further, the action in case of accident will be performed by SM in following 

manner. 
 

(A) Protection: 

(a) Protect adjacent lines. 

(b) Protect the same line on either side. 
(c) Note and record the position of signals, levers etc. 

(d) Put back all signals referring to the line on which accident has occurred 

to prevent further mishap. 
(e) Note the position of points etc., and clamp the points against the line on 

which the train is affected. 

(f) Put “Line Blocked” level collars in the cabin / SM’s slide control from 
where the levers were operated. 

 

(B) Collection of Information: 

(a) Time 
(b) Location (Kms.) gauge, single / double / multiple line section / signaling 

system, whether accident in mid section, or at station, gradient, traction. 
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(c) Train/trains involved whether Mail/Express/Passenger/Goods /Mixed 
/Pilot etc. 

(d) Type of goods stock involved whether tank wagons, BOXC / BOXN type 

etc. Loaded or empty, individual position form the locomotive. 
(e) Nature of accident, namely collision, derailment, level crossings etc. 

(f) Casualities / Injuries (grievous, simple) 

(g) Probable cause of accident. 
(h) Probable detention to trains. 

(i) Transhipment required or not. 

(j) Assistance required. 

 
(C) Advice to Control regarding information collected: 

He shall quickly and promptly pass on all the collected information to the 

Control Office in detail. 
 

(D) Medical Relief: 

(a) Call Medical van / Accident Relief Train or both if required. 
(b) Requisition for cranes of higher capacity if required. 

(c) Arrange first aid (off duty staff also to be called). 

(d) Refer the list of doctors, hospitals displayed in office and call local 

doctors, advise dispensaries, hospitals, etc. 
(e) Arrange to send injured passengers to the local dispensaries/ hospitals. 

(f) Pass on detailed information to Railway Doctor. 

(g) Names of dead, injured etc., to be noted. 
(h) Provide shelter for injured in waiting halls, etc. 

(i) Disposal of dead, keep record and try to identify disposal by medical 

authorities in consultation with civil authorities. 

(j) Clear block section of unaffected vehicle / engines. 
 

(E) Action in case of suspected sabotage: 

(a) Preserve all clues, arrange to protect the area. 
(b) Advise District Magistrate, S.P., C.S.C (Rlys.), GRP. 

(c) Arrange to get photographs of the site. 

 
(F) Assistance to Passengers: 

(a) Drinking water, catering etc. 

(b) Issue of complimentary passes. 

(c) Information regarding alternative means for onwards journey. 
(d) Assistance in protection of their luggage, valuables. 

 

(G) Preserving Parcels / Goods / Mail etc.: 
(a) Arrange the stacking and protection, Tarpaulins if necessary. 

(b) Preserve documents, cash etc. 

 
(H) Ex-gratia payment: 

Arrange ex-gratia payment as per extant rules and keep proper record of 

cash drawn & payments made. 

(I) Information to the general public: 
(a) Open information counters and booths for giving information to the 

public regarding the names of the injured, dead etc. 

(b) Display list of injured and dead at a prominent place. 
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(c) Announcements regarding train arrangements, probable time of arrival 
of the relief rake with the stranded passengers etc. 

(d) If the station is an important station enroute, information booth to be 

opened even if accident has occurred elsewhere. 
 

 

4.9.2.7 Safaiwalla: 

(i) Follow the instructions of the Team leader of the Rescue operations. 

(ii) Preserve Dead bodies under the instructions of the team leader & 

Doctors. 

(iii) Do all sanitation work at the site. 

 
4.9.2.8 Station Master at adjoining station: 

4.8.2.8.1 Conveying of information: 

(i) Arrange protection of traffic by keeping all signals at ON position. 

(ii) Report the accident to Station Master at the other end. He should be 

asked to call all OFF DUTY staff at his station and send them to the 

accident site.  

(iii) Report the accident to Section Controller. 

(iv) Control to be advised regarding –  

 Time and nature of accident. 

 Brief description of accident. 

 Adjacent lines position. 

 Damage to rolling stock/ Track/OHE/Signal & Telephone installation. 

 Approximate number of dead and injured (grievous, simple) from the 

TS/TTEs. 

(v) Following functionaries should be advised regarding the accident: 

 All OFF DUTY railway staff posted at that station. 

 SS of Junction stations at either end. 

 TI, CMI. 

 P. Way Supervisors – SSE/JE etc.  

 TRD Supervisors – SSE/JE etc.  

 C&W Supervisors – SSE/JE etc.  

 S&T Supervisors – SSE/JE etc.  

 SI/RPF, SHO/GRP. 

(vi) Nearest Fire Station. Inform civil authorities, village/town/city 

representatives and volunteers for possible relief assistance. 

(vii) Supervisory Station Manager of the nearest Jn. station shall proceed to 

accident site.  

 

4.9.2.8.2  Medical assistance:  

(i) Call for assistance from local Doctors, Saint Johns Ambulance, Civil and 

Army Hospitals, Civil defence, Scouts and guides or any such 

organisation.  

(ii) Arrange adequate number of First Aid boxes and stretchers. 
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(iii) Mobilize local medical team and send it to site to render First Aid to the 

injured. 

(iv) Quickly transport ARME/SPART Scale – II equipment to the site of the 

accident.  

 
4.9.2.8.3  Passenger assistance:  

(i) Arrange drinking water, beverages and refreshments, either from 

Refreshment Room or local sources.  

(ii) Supply beverages and refreshments free of cost to stranded passengers. 

(iii) Open emergency counter and display necessary information.  

(iv) Obtain reservation charts and display it. 

(v) Collect information of dead/injured and convey it whenever asked for. 

(vi) Make frequent announcements about diversion, cancellation, and 

regulation of train services. 

(vii) Arrange for refund of fares as per extant rules.  

 
4.9.2.8.4  Transport assistance: 

(i) Arrange for transport from local resources, for transporting injured 

passengers to nearest hospitals by fastest possible means. 

(ii) Apart from tractor trolleys, even trucks passing on the highway can be 

utilised. 

(iii) Stranded passengers to be transported from the accident site by 

train/hiring road vehicles.  

 

4.9.2.8.5  Security assistance:  

(i) Advise RPF/GRP/State Police to provide security to passengers, their 

belongings and railway property.  

(ii) They should also be asked to assist in rescue and relief work.  

 

4.9.2.8.6  Communication Assistance: 

(i) Direct passengers to helpline booths available nearby.  

(ii) Issue free telegrams and make available STD phone to relatives of 

dead/injured. 

 
4.9.2.8.7  Sending manpower for site: 

(i) Proceed to the accident site by quickest means with trolleys, coolies, 

lamps, vendors and any other equipment that is considered necessary. 

(ii) Till relieved by a Traffic Inspector or Divisional Officers be in charge of 

site and carryout rescue/relief operations. 

4.9.2.8.8  Preservation of clues and evidences:  

(i) Preserve clues and evidences. 

(ii) Secure records related to accident in the Station/Cabin. 

(iii) Seal slides, levers, knobs and Relay room, if accident takes place within 

the Station limit.  

 

4.9.3 Duties of SSE (P-WAY)/ SSE (SIGNAL)/ SSE (C&W)/TI/ LI:  
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4.9.3.1 Rescue and relief: 

(i) Organise maximum number of men to go to the accident site along with 

their equipment & proceed by quickest available means to the accident 

site.  

(ii) Ensure that the obstructed line is protected. 

(iii) Direct all staff to assist in rescue and relief work. 

(iv) Work as per directions of OC Site. 

(v) Assess casualties and arrange to render First Aid. 

(vi) Shift injured to nearest hospital.  

 
4.9.3.2 Joint measurements and preservation of clues/evidences:  

(i) Collect and record all evidences relating to the accident such as:  

 Condition of track, with special reference to alignment, gauge, cross 

levels, super elevation, point of mount and drop and any sign of 

sabotage etc. 

 Condition of Rolling stock with reference to Brake Power and braking 

gear. 

 All marks on sleepers, rails, locomotives and vehicles etc.  

 Position of derailed vehicles.  

 Prima facie cause of accident.  

(ii) Seize and seal the Train Signal Register, Log book, Private Number Book, 

Line Admission Book, Speed Recorder Chart and other relevant records.  

(iii) Note down the position of panel switches, indication, block instrument, 

condition of relay room, status of data logger, etc.  

(iv) Condition of switches, ground connections, point locking, occupancy of 

track circuit, details of damage to outdoor signal/point gears should be 

noted down.  

(v) Seize and seal the Speed Recording Graph and all other registers and 

repair logbook of the locomotive. 

(vi) Record details of Brake Power and other aspects of Rolling stock as per 

Performa.  

(vii) Joint measurements of Rolling stock, Note down observations, 

measurements of Loco etc. at site.  If it is not possible arrange for taking 

the reading at shed.  

(viii) These can also be recorded on a video or digital camera subject to the 

availability.  

(ix) Details of all readings taken and position of all equipment noted should be 

jointly signed by supervisors of all 5 departments at accident site.  

(x) Obtain statement of staff involved in the accident.  

(xi) CWS/DCWI shall prepare a sketch showing position of Rolling stock.  

(xii) PWI shall prepare a final sketch indicating the position of track, w.r.t 

alignment, point of mount, point of drop, OHE mast, point number etc.  

(xiii) Survey the situation, assess assistance required and issue message to 

Divisional Control Office.  
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(xiv) Take charge of the situation pertaining to your own department and 

remain till Divisional officers arrive at the site. 

 
4.10 Disaster response – officers at Division & Head Quarter: 

4.10.1 General: 

4.10.1.1  Intimation of Accident – Divisional Control Office:  

(i) In the Divisional Control Office, information regarding an accident is 

generally received either by the Section Controller or the TPC. 

(ii) In most cases, the First Information Report also intimates the approximate 

number of coaches involved and a rough estimate of the likely number of 

casualties (such as 'heavy casualties expected'). 

(iii) Accidents involving a passenger carrying train where the first information 

says that heavy casualties are expected, should prima-facie be treated as 

a Disaster?  

(iv) The moment information regarding an accident involving a passenger 

carrying train is received in the divisional control office; the accident bell in 

the control room should be sounded for alerting all on-duty functionaries. 

(v) After all on-duty functionaries gather around the section control board, 

they will be briefly informed about the accident.  

(vi) Each functionary will thereafter resume his position and take steps to set 

in motion activities required of him. 

(vii) TPC will switch off OHE in case it has not tripped. OHE will not be restored 

even on adjacent line unless confirmation has been received from site that 

adjacent line   is not obstructed and OHE is alright. 

(viii) PCR will undertake the following action in the given order of priority:  

(a) Give orders to Loco Foreman/SSE Loco for sounding the siren for 

ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs.  

(b) Order movement of ARME/SPART and ART (with 140T crane) from 

adjoining divisions for approaching the accident site from the other 

end 

(c) Thereafter he will inform his departmental officers and supervisors.  

(ix) Dy. CTNL (Punctuality) will first inform Hospital Casualty. Thereafter he will 

inform officers and supervisors as given below: 

(x) Each departmental functionary will inform divisional officers and 

supervisors of his department about the accident as detailed below:  

  

Functionary Officers and Supervisors 

Dy. CTNL (Op.) Operating & Safety, Engineering, Personnel & Accounts 

Dy.CTNL (Punctuality) Hospital Casualty, DRM, ADRM, Medical 

S & T  Electrical, S&T & Stores 

PCR Mechanical 

Commercial Control Commercial, Public Relations 

Security Control RPF 
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(xi) All functionaries working in the divisional control office will have a ready 

list of telephone numbers (Railway, BSNL and Mobile) of all officers and 

supervisors of their departments. 

(xii) After Dy. CTNL (Punctuality) has informed Hospital Casualty, DRM, ADRM 

and Medical Doctors, he will then inform Dy. CTNL(Punctuality) or Dy. 

CTNL(Op) in Headquarters, Emergency Control regarding the accident.  

(xiii) Branch Officers will inform their respective PHODs who in turn will inform 

their respective Board members. IN case PHOD is not available in HQ, then 

the next seniormost officer of that department will inform his Board 

member. 

(xiv) CSO / Dy. COM(S) will inform GM and CRS and nodal Officer of Safety 

Directorate of Rly. Board. 

(xv) GM will inform CRB regarding the above accident.  

(xvi) Dy. TNL (Punctuality) will thereafter inform Divisional Emergency Control 

office regarding running out of 1st special train carrying DRM and other 

Branch officers. 

(xvii) Functionaries of different departments will also inform their respective 

departmental officers regarding timing of 1st special train carrying DRM 

and other branch officers to the accident site. 

 
4.10.1.2 Duties and responsibilities of control staff: 

(A) Section Controller: 

(i) Order for ARME/SPART and ART so that it reaches within the minimum 
time. 

(ii) He shall advise the Dy. TNL / CTNL and note important details in dairy and 

chart. 

(iii) He shall advise the TI, PWI, CSI, CMI, AEN, Rly. Doctor etc. of the section 
immediately. 

(iv) He shall keep loop lines of adjacent stations of affected section clear of 

trains. 
(v) Stop movement of trains on both the directions of single line. 

(vi) Collection of information and reporting. 

(vii) He will act as a guide to the staff working at affected site. 
(viii) In case of forecast regarding change in weather, will apprise the incharge of 

the team working at affected site. 

(ix) Arrange to send the extra crew to relieve crew at affected site by first 

available means. 
(B) DY. TNL / CTNL: 

(i) He shall inform all concerned officers (DRM / ADRM, Sr. DSO, Sr. DOM, Sr. 

DME, CMS, Sr. DEE, Sr. DEN(HQ), Sr. DSTE, Sr. DCM, DSC & Sr. DPO). 
(ii) He shall order ARME/SPART / ART at once. 

(iii) He shall inform police officials and collector concerned wherever required. 

(iv) He shall inform HQ Emergency control. 

(v) He shall maintain Accident Log Register in chronological order of 
information received on right side page and information / instruction passed 

on / out on left page of the register. 

(vi) Help in coordinating the movement of relief trains / material trains. 
 

4.10.2 Duties of staff at controlling stations: 
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Division has a system of nominating controlling station for each section. The 
Station Master of such nominated controlling stations, should immediately on 

receiving advice of an accident, reach the site with sufficient staff drawn from all the 

departments at his station and take all necessary steps for rescue and relief 
operations. Staff of all departments must following the directions of the controlling 

Station Masters in this regard and render all help and assistance necessary for 

tackling the disaster situation. 
Sr. DSO / RJT’s letter T.5/0 Vol. 5 of 10-10-1989 & reiterated time to time. 

Board’s letter No. 89/Safety/1/4/3 of 4-8-1989. 

Sr. No. Nominated Controlling 

Stations 

Controlling Area 

1 OKHA OKHA area up to Bhatel (Incl.) 

2 HAPA Bhopalka to Hadmatiya 

3 RAJKOT Chanol to Amarsar (BKNG) 

4 WANKANER Wankaner to Chamaraj 

5 MORBI Makansar to Navlakhi and WWA 

6 SURENDRANAGAR Surendranagar to Vani Road 

 

4.10.3 Traffic Inspector / Divisional Traffic Inspector: 

(i) He will ensure that the joint measurements of the track, rolling stocks, 
cabin, Panel are taken and recorded. 

(ii) He will seize all train passing record of station, if warranted. 

(iii) He will take statements of all on duty operating staff related with the 
accidents. 

(iv) He will keep liaison with control and ensure reception of ARME/SPART& ART 

at site and all necessary shunting required to be done at site / station is 
done smoothly in the minimum time. 

(v) Seal block instrument, relay rooms and note positions of levers, knobs, 

slides, indication etc. as the case may be. 

(vi) Any other duty allotted by Sr. DSO / DOM(G). 
 

4.10.4Intimation of Accident – Railway Doctors:  

 Dy. CTNL (Punctuality) will inform the Hospital Emergency of Railway Hospital 
regarding details of the accident; Railway doctor on emergency duty shall undertake 

the following:  

(i) Note down time of receiving message. 

(ii) Inform CMS, MS, and other Doctors & Para medical staff and instruct them 

to reach the ARME/SPART immediately. 

(iii) Collect necessary Medical team in the hospital. 

(iv) Inform CMD about movement of ARME/SPART. 

(v) Alert blood donors, Saint Johns Ambulance, Civil defence, Scouts and 

guides or any other such organisation.  

(vi) Bare minimum medical team should remain in the hospital; rest of the 

doctors should be rushed to the accident site.  

(vii) Arrange to move Emergency box from ARME/SPART Scale-II locations to 

the accident site. 

(viii) In case the accident site is far off and going by air would be faster, then 

either helicopters or special Air Force planes may be organized from the 

nearby IAF Base by Secy. to GM. 
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4.10.5  Intimation of Accident – Head Quarters Emergency Control Office: 

(i) In Head Quarters Emergency Control Office also, the accident bell in control 

room should be sounded for alerting all on-duty functionaries. 
(ii) After all gather around the CTNL/Dy.TNL they will be briefed about the 

accident.  

(iii) Each functionary will thereafter resume his position and take steps to set in 
motion activities required of him. 

(iv) Each departmental functionary will inform HQ Officers of his department 

about the accident as detailed below:  

 Dy. TNL(Op).   Operating, Safety. Engineering,  
      Personnel,  Accounts. 

 Dy. TNL(Punctuality)  GM, Medical. 

 TPC     Electrical,  
 S&T Control    S&T 

 PCR/CCR    Mechanical, Stores    

 Commercial Control  Commercial, Public Relations, RPF 
(v) All functionaries working in the Emergency control office will have a ready 

list of telephone numbers (Railway, BSNL, and Mobile) of all officers and 

supervisors of their departments. 

(vi) After Dy. TNL (Punctuality) has informed GM and Medical Doctors, he will 
inform Safety Directorate's Emergency Cell in Railway Board. 

(vii) GM will inform CRB regarding the above accident.  

(viii) PHODs will inform their respective Board Members. In case PHOD is not 
available in Head Quarters, then the next senior most officer of that 

department will inform to his Board Member.  

(ix) CSO/Dy. CSO (T) will inform CRS.  

(x) Dy.TNL (Punctuality) will thereafter inform BCT Division control office 
regarding running out of 1st Special train to the accident site carrying GM 

and other HQ Officers.  

(xi) Functionaries of different departments will also inform their respective 
departmental officers regarding timing of 1st special train carrying GM and 

other Head Quarters officers to the accident site.  

(xii) In case the accident site is far off and going by air would be faster, then 
either helicopters or special Air Force planes may be organized from the IAF 

Base at Gandhinagar by Secy. to GM or by private hiring.  

 

  
4.10.6Informing Non-Railway Officials by the Division:  

The portion having details relating to Disaster management plan i.e. relevant 

information such as details of civil authorities to be contacted whenever required or 
assistance during serious accidents (disasters) shall be dealt with by Operating 

Department (Principle Chief Operations Manager) of the Railway concerned. (Rly. Bd’s 

Letter No. 2002/Safety (A&R)/19/29 Dated 31.12.08). 

(i) DM, SP and CMS of the district within which the accident site falls should 

be informed regarding the accident by the CTNL of the concerned Division. 

(ii) ADRM will inform the following regarding the accident: 

 IG/GRP 

 ADG/GRP, 

 Divisional Commissioner. 
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 Home Secretary. 

(iii) In case POL rake is involved, then IOC/BPC/HPC officials should also be 

informed.  

(iv) In case Mailbags of RMS are involved, then postal officials should also be 

informed.  

(v) Telephone numbers of all DM, SPs, CMSs on Divisional Commissioners & 

IOC, BPC and HPC officials are available in Divisional DM Plans. 

(vi) Telephone numbers of ADG/GRP, IG/GRP, Home Secretary of Gujarat.  

(vii) Telephone numbers of IOC / BPC / HPCL / Reliance/ Essar / GSFC officials 

are also available in the Divisional Disaster Management Plans.  

(viii) Telephone numbers of ADG/GRP, IG/GRP, Home Secretary etc. of Gujarat 

are given in Annexure III. 

 

4.10.7Divisional Officers required to go to site:  

(i) All concerned divisional officers should proceed to the accident site by the 

ARME/SPART.   

(ii) Road vehicles should also be sent to accident site from Divisional Head 

Quarters.  

(iii) DRM will proceed to the accident site; ADRM shall stay back at divisional 

Head Quarters for co-ordination work.  

(iv) All Branch Officers should proceed to the accident site. Officers heading 

different branches within the same department are referred as Branch 

Officers.  

(v) The second senior most officer of each branch should stay back at divisional 

Head Quarters.  

(vi) Of the remaining officers from each branch, a majority of both Senior and 

Junior scale officers should also proceed to the accident site.  

 Once it has become clear that the accident is a Disaster, then the 80/20 rule 
should be followed 80% of all officers should go to the accident site, and 

only 20% should stay back at Head Quarters. 

(vii) Divisional DM Plans should specifically spell out, department wise, 

designations of officers & Supervisors who will be required to go to site, and 

those who will be required to stay back in Head Quarters.  

(viii) Arrangements of Road Vehicles to proceed to accident site, indicating 

alternative vehicles as well, shall be indicated in Divisional DM Plans. 

(ix) Arrangements of vehicle drivers including spare drivers shall also be 

notified.  

 

4.10.8 Supervisors required going to accident site: 

(i) At the divisional level 80% of the supervisor available in the divisional 
headquarters should proceed to the accident site. 

(ii) All other supervisor available in the field at other stations should also 

proceed to the accident site. 
(iii) Divisional control office should issue a computerised recorded control 

message from DRM to all supervisors for proceeding to the accident site 

immediately by fastest possible means.  
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4.10.9 Disaster Management Team: 

Nominated officials from various departments arriving at site by ARMEs/SPARTs 

and ARTs form part of the Disaster Management Team.  Officials representing each 
department are responsible to ensure that assigned duties of their respective 

departments are efficiently carried out.  Senior officers of each department will also 

ensure that their work is synchronized with that of functionaries of other departments 
for quick rescue, relief and restoration operation. 

 

4.10.10.1 Members of the Disaster Management Team: 

Disaster Management Team normally comprises members of following departments: 
(i)  Trained railway men from Medical, Commercial, Safety, Electrical, S&T, 

and Mechanical, Engineering, Security, Personnel and other departments. 

(ii) In case of fire accidents, trained fire service personnel shall form part of 
this unit. 

(iii) In case of an accident on water body, divers and naval cadets will also be 

part of the team. 
(iv) In case of sabotage or bomb explosion, bomb disposal squads and 

GRP/Local Police will also be involved. 

(v) Various rescue units shall accompany ARMEs/SPARTs, ARTs or move by 

road as quickly as possible. 

(vi) Identifying railway personnel and they should be supplied with orange 

coloured armbands to be kept in ARMEs/SPARTs. Adequate number of 

armbands, gloves and facemasks should also be provided in the 

ARMEs/SPARTs/ARTs. 

(vii) Communicating with railway personnel in the crowd through 

Microphones/loud speakers provided in ARMEs/SPARTs/ARTs. These should 

be used both for crowd control as also for giving instructions to railway 

personnel working at accident site. 

(viii)  Once initial rescue operations have got underway, arrangements have to 

be made for water and food for railway staff working at site. Contract 

arrangement should be made for supply of food.  

(ix) Spare coaches should be stabled at nearby stations where watering and 

charging facilities are available for stay of staff. 

 

4.10.10.2 Rescue, Relief and Restoration Operation: 

DM Team on arrival by ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs shall undertake following actions: 

 (i) Crowd Control and Law and Order. 
 (ii) Rescue operation. 

 (iii) Relief operation. 

 (iv) Video coverage of accident site. 
 (v) Installation of communication Network. 

 (vi) Clearance from State Police for restoration. 

 (vii) Preservation of clues and Evidence. 
 (viii) Media Management at site. 

 (ix) Salvage Operation. 

 (x) Restoration operation. 
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4.10.10.3 Formation of two teams at accident site for round the clock  
working: 

(i) At the accident site, departmental officers available from both Head 

Quarters and division shall be formed into two teams for round the clock 
working in 2 shifts, preferably 8 hrs. to 20 hrs. and from 20 hrs.  to 8 hrs. 

(ii) PHODs shall be available on duty during the daytime. 

(iii) PHODs shall take on the spot decision regarding composition of the team 
for night shift for their respective department.  This composition should not 

normally be changed during the 3-4 day stay at the accident site. 

(iv) Branch Officers shall be available on duty during the daytime. 

(v) Branch Officers shall take on the spot decision regarding composition of the 
team for night shift for their respective department.  This composition 

should not normally be changed during the 3-4 day stay at the accident 

site. 
(vi) Similarly, the supervisors available from both Head Quarters and divisions 

shall also be put in two teams. 

 
4.10.10.4 Officer-in-charge of Site (OC Site): 

On arrival of ARME/SPART at accident site DRM shall take over as OC site from 

the senior-most officer of the accident involved train.  On arrival of 1st Special train 

carrying DRM and other headquarter Officers, DRM shall be OC site.  In the absence of 
DRM the senior most officers shall be OC Site.  He will be responsible for forming Core 

Groups as required and direct them to carryout efficient rescue, relief and restoration 

operations. 
 

4.10.10.5 Photography: 

 Prior to starting restoration work of an accident site, divisions should undertake 

suitable video film coverage to the extent feasible.  Still photography by digital 
camera should also be undertaken extensively for its obvious advantages.  The 

photograph should be taken from a vantage point and from as many angles as 

possible so as to give a bird’s eye view as also close up photographs. 
(i) Such photographs should clearly indicate: (a) Severity of the accident.(b) 

Illustrate the damage to P/Way, Rolling stock, Signal, OHE and other 

structures and equipment. 
(ii) Separate set of photographs to be taken to preserve clues and evidence of 

sabotage is suspected. 

(iii) Victims and unidentified bodies should also be extensively photographed. 

 

 

4.10.10.6 OC Site: 

(i) Ensure setting up of UCC, CAC and LCCs at the earliest. 

(ii) Collect information from OC site of IAT. 

(iii) Take stock of the situation and plan for efficient rescue operation. 

(iv) Estimate quantum of assistance required for each department from: 

• Within the division, 
• Adjoining divisions of WR, 

• Non-railway agencies, 
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(v) Channelize local resources to supplement available railway resources. 

(vi) Ensure that duties of various functionaries of different departments as 

laid down in divisional DM plan are carried out. 

(vii) Ensure co-ordination among all departments for efficient rescue, relief 

and restoration operation. 

(viii) Ensure information to SP Police and District Magistrate. 

(ix) In case of sabotage, direct RPF to obtain quick clearance from State 

Police. 

(x) In case of serious explosions or fire, clearance from Controller of 

Explosives is to be obtained. 

(xi) Give prima facie cause of the accident along with forecast of expected 

date and time of restoration. 

(xii) Ensure timely information on the progress of rescue, relief and 

restoration work every 3 hrs. with following details: 

• Number of coaches searched. 

• Number of injured passengers recovered. 

• Nature of injuries to passengers. 
• Number of bodies recovered. 

• Number of bodies identified. 

• Number of coaches dealt with. 

• Supplementary assistance required, if any, 

(xiii) Forecast for completion of each activity mentioned below should also be 

firmed up.  These target dates and times should be communicated to all 

officers and supervisors at accident site: 

• Re-railment. 

• Track fitness. 

• OHE fitness. 

• Points and inter-locking. 

• Clearance of section. 

• Movement of first train. 

 

4.11 Duties & Responsibilities of Various departments: 

 For efficient Disaster Management, responsibilities of various departments are 
to be executed by deputing responsible officers and supervisors.  Important duties of 

such officers/ supervisors are enlisted as follows: 

 
 

4.11.1 Operating Department:  

4.11.1.1 General (on Receipt of Information): 
Immediately after getting the information: 

(i) All sectional TI s and Supervisory SSs should be directed to reach the 

accident site by first available means. 

(ii)  Similarly additional RG/LR staff from the section should be sent to 3 
stations on either side so that SMs can be free for going to accident site. 

(iii) Since considerable amount of shunting is required to be performed at 

adjoining stations, 2 traffic supervisors in 2 shifts should be posted at 
adjoining stations on each side. 
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(iv) Ensure that special trains are sent into the accident affected block section 
according to the sequence. 

(v) Ensure proper marshalling of crane while proceeding to the accident spot 

in the block section. 
(vi) Ensure that Engineering vans of the ART are placed nearest to the accident 

site.  For this purpose, Engineering van/wagon should be placed closest to 

site of accident by sending it in pushing condition. 
(vii) Ensure prompt clearance of standard passengers at the site in coordination 

with the Divisional Emergency Cell. 

(viii) Regarding running of special trains, keep in touch with Divisional 

Emergency Cell and give requirement from site. 
 

4.11.1.2 Duties & Responsibilities of Sr. DOM: 

(i) He will supervise & co-ordinate with other operating officers & supervisors. 
(ii) He shall give information about accident to CPTM on telephone. 

(iii) Keep an eye on timely departure of ARME/SPART / ART at the site and its 

proper running till reaching at site. 
(iv) In case of passenger train accident, clearance of passengers from the site 

by the earliest mode of transport. 

(v) Clearance of front and rear portion of accident involved trains. 

(vi) Regulation & cancellation of trains of passenger / Mail express trains. 
(vii) Arranging all the assistance at site in the form of men and materials 

required by different departments at site. 

(viii) Details of dead, injured sustaining grievous or simple injury, the 
originating and destination station, ticket No., Hospitals to which sent for 

treatment and also particulars of next kith and kin to be obtained from and 

relay to emergency control and CSO. 

(ix) See that chronological log of all items of information and action taken 
connected directly or indirectly with accident is maintained properly. 

(x) Keep liaison with adjacent division, site and HQ for any help etc. 

 
4.11.1.3 Duties of Sr. DOM (At the site): 

(i)  Ensure that ARME/SPART and ART reach the site without delay. 

(ii)  Plan for trains for the prompt transport of stranded passenger at site and 
clearance of passenger held up at other stations. 

(iii)  Plan for regulation of Passenger, Mail/Express trains, cancellation, 

diversion, and termination short of destination in consultation with 

Headquarters. 
(iv)  Check that information regarding passengers, dead, injured (grievous and 

simple) is verified by Railway Doctor and approved by senior most officer 

at the site. 
(v) Details of the dead, injured (grievous or simple) their originating and 

destination station, ticket Number Hospitals to which sent for treatment 

and also particulars of next kith and kin to be obtained from the site and 
relayed to Emergency Control, CSO etc. 

(vi)  See that chronological log of all items of information and action taken 

connected directly or indirectly with accident is maintained properly. 

(vii)  Keep liaison with adjacent Divisions, Site and Headquarters. 
 

4.11.2  Safety Department: 
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4.11.2.1  Duties of Safety Department: 
(i) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident 

and ensure that these do not get disturbed till police clearance is received. 

(ii) Ensure that video/still photographs by digital cameras are taken as 
required. 

(iii) Ensure that joint measurements, observations are recorded in the 

prescribed Performa before restoration work begins. 
(iv) Ensure that unaffected rolling stock is moved away from the site and 

thereafter stabled at convenient location for further examination during 

accident inquiry. 

(v) Ensure that evidence of train staff; station staff and public are recorded on 
the spot. 

(vi) Addresses of passengers willing to give statements later should also be 

obtained. 
(vii) Ensure that special trains are sent into the accident affected block section 

according to the sequence. 

 
4.11.2.2  Duties of Sr.DSO (At the site): 

(i)  Proceed to the site of accident by first available means.  

(ii) Inform to CSO and NDRF/SDRF after assessment of Requirement 

(iii)   Ensure marshalling of the crane before the ART reaches site. 
(iv)  Ensure joint measurements etc. in prescribed Performa. 

(v)  The required affected vehicles are kept for enquiry as per rules. 

(vi)   Plan for efficient movement of ART, engine, tower wagon, etc. between 
site and station for quicker restoration. 

(vii) Ensure that the log diary at the site is being maintained properly with 

details and that the Field telephone is manned. 

(viii)  Produce public witnesses and advise S.P. and DM in time, issue press 
notification in local press when advised by CSO, in case of CRS Enquiry. 

 

 
4.11.2.3  Sr. DSO / ADSO / DOM(G): 

(i) In case of Major Accident Sr. DSO / ADSO / DOM(G) will accompany ART/ 

ARME/SPART or faster mode of transport to reach the site. 
(ii) He will inspect the site and preserve the clues for accident enquiry. 

(iii) He will ensure the photograph / videography of the site. 

(iv) He will ensure that the measurement in the standard format is taken at 

the accident site as per Accident Manual. 
(v) He will ensure that proper log diaries are maintained at accident site and 

field telephone is manned. 

(vi) He will keep liaison with the control to ensure early clearance of front and 
rear portion of the accident involved train. 

(vii) He will assist the officer in charge of the site regarding marshalling of 

ARME/SPART and receiving ART at site etc. 
(viii) Address of passengers, who are willing to give statement later, should also 

be obtained. 

(ix) Ensure evidence of train staff, station staff and public is taken on the spot. 

 
4.11.2.4  Safety Counsellor (Traffic): 

(i) He will assist Sr. DSO and DOM(G) in the following activities. 

(ii) He will note down diary and timings of each event at site. 
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(iii) He will assist in clearing the unaffected portion of the accident-involved 
train both in rear and front. 

(iv) He shall ensure the manning of the telephone at site. 

(v) He will assist in keeping liaison with control office and any other duties 
given by Sr. DSO / DOM(G). 

(vi) He will take the statement of guards / operating staff and passengers if 

any in connection with the accident. 
(vii) Relay Room Key Register to be checked. 

4.11.2.5 Safety Counsellor (Loco): 

(i) He will note down the bio-data, statement of Engine Crew of the affected 

train and also ensure that the ‘SWITCH OFF OF MEMORY CHIP’ of 
speedometer & if necessary breathalyzer test to be carried out. 

(ii) He will also take charge of engine repair book in case of derailment of 

locomotive. 
(iii) Any other duty given by Sr. DSO / DOM(G). 

 

4.11.2.6  Safety Counsellor (C & W): 
(i) He will make thorough inspection of the involved rolling stocks and assist 

Sr. DSO / DOM(G) in findings out the probable cause of the accident. 

(ii) He will ensure the joint measurements of rolling stocks and will report to 

Sr. DSO / DOM(G). 
(iii) He will also check up the brake power certificate and validity of the 

involved rolling stock and also seizes the same. 

(iv) Any other duties assigned by Sr. DSO / DOM(G). 
 

 

4.11.2.7 Safety Counsellor (Permanent Way): 

(i) He will ensure that the joint observations / measurement of the track are 
taken in the standard proforma as per the Accident Manual. 

(ii) He will go through the track observations & measurements and will assist 

Sr. DSO / DOM(G) in ascertaining the probable cause of the accident . 
(iii) He will ensure that proper sketch of the site is being prepared & jointly 

signed & note down on the spot statement of the P.Way staff working at 

the site if necessary.  
(iv) He will also seize the gang diaries & charts, curve register & other related 

documents from the concerned PWIs. 

 

4.11.2.8 Safety Counsellor (S & T): 
(i) He will inspect the site, particularly, if points & crossing & signal gears are 

involved. 

(ii) He will assist Sr. DSO / DOM(G) in ascertaining probable cause of the 
accident.  

(iii) Also joint observation of cabin / panel, position of points & all levers / push 

buttons along with Traffic Inspectors / SS in the ASM rooms of the station. 
(iv) Relay Room Key Register to be checked. 

 

4.11.3Medical Department: 

4.11.3.1  General on Receipt of Information: 
On receipt of information regarding the accident where casualties are expected, 

the doctor on emergency duty in the hospital casualty would inform all other doctors 

and Para medical staff concerned. 
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4.11.3.2Medical Department: 

4.11.3.2.1 Formation of two teams: 

(i) On receipt of information regarding the accident where casualties are 
expected, the doctor on emergency duty in the hospital casualty would 
inform all other doctors and para-medical staff concerned.  

(ii) Two teams of Doctors and Para Medical Staff nominated by CMS/MS would 
be formed, Team ‘A’ and Team ‘B’.  

(iii) Team ‘A’ – headed by CMS / MS in-charge will rush to the accident site 
immediately by ARME/SPART along with nominated doctors and nominated 
paramedics. 

(iv) Team ‘B’ – headed by the senior most doctor amongst them will stay back 
at the divisional hospital and perform duties as given below.  

(v) In case the accident site is far away from divisional HQ, then injured 

passengers are unlikely to be brought back to the divisional hospital for 
treatment.  

(vi) In above case, only bare minimum number of doctors should be left behind 

for manning Team ‘B’ and most of the available doctors should be rushed to 
accident site as part of Team ‘A’. 

 

4.11.3.2.2 Duties of Team ‘A’: 

These are to be planned as ‘Site Management Plan-II. 
4.11.3.2.3. Duties of Team ‘B’: 

(i) Team ‘B’ will establish an Emergency Cell in the Casualty Unit of Railway 
Hospital.  

(ii) Contact adjoining divisions and organize movement of 2 more ARMEs/ 
SPARTs to accident site, one from each end.  

(iii) Contact local hospitals (Railway / Government / Private) near the accident 

site and to ask them to rush their road ambulances along with necessary 
medical teams to the accident site immediately.  

(iv) Contact local hospitals (Railway / Government / Private) near the accident 
site to keep them in readiness to receive and provide medical treatment to 
injured passengers.  

(v) Data Bank of medical facilities along the track is available section wise for 

each division in Divisional Disaster Management Plans. Copy of Divisional 

Disaster Management Plans should be available in the “Hospital Emergency” 
of Railway Hospital.  

(vi) The above Data Bank is also available in the Western Railway Web site on 

Railnet at 10.3.2.55. Details of name, address, telephone no., facilities 
available etc. can be collected from this.  

(vii) Arrange to send the following in the 2nd and 3rd Special trains carrying 
backup logistic support to the accident site, from each end:  

 As many more medical teams as possible.  

 Adequate number of Safaiwalas, other health workers,  

 Members of SJAB, Scouts and Civil Defence personnel.  
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(viii) Co-ordinate with CMS of adjoining Divisions / Zones and ask them to send 
their medical teams to the accident site.  

(ix) These medical teams should be sent to the accident site by train/ road or 
combination of train-cum-road, as feasible. In case suitable Railway 
vehicles are not available, taxis should be hired for this purpose.  

(x) Adequate number of following items should be arranged and sent to 
accident site for the purpose of handling dead bodies: 

 Shrouds 

 Polythene covers for dead bodies 

 Wooden Coffins 

 Dry ice 

(xi) One doctor will be available in Divisional Emergency Cell for maintaining 

liaison with UCC and the medical team at the accident site. Requirement of 
medicines required either at the accident site or in various hospitals where 

patients have been admitted should be noted, procured and sent as 
required.  

(xii) Prepare Railway Hospital to receive and provide treatment to injured 
passengers, as and when they are brought back from accident site.  

(xiii) Arrange to send Anti snake venom 4 vials and other items in cold chain 
carrier. 

4.11.3.2.4  Duties of CMS/Sr.DMO/Medical Officer: 

(i) Collect all staff that can be spared and proceed to site with necessary 

equipment from the hospital that can be quickly get-together whilst 
waiting for ARME/SPART: 

(ii) Arrange for a message to be sent to his senior Officer. 

(iii) Report his time of arrival to the SM on duty. 
(iv) Rough notes are recorded at the site of the accident but very detailed 

confidential notes including X-ray reports of the injuries sustained should 

be kept, after arrival at the hospital or health units. 

(v) Make a note in respect of the log of events and action taken. 
(vi) Ensure that a qualified person will accompany the ARME/SPART. 

(vii) Write Injury report on the prescribed form for each case of injury. List of 

dead/injured and nature of injury to be advised immediately from the site. 
(viii) Alert blood donors clubs and Local Hospitals about arrival of injured. 

(ix) Alert all Civil Defence, NGO, Red Cross Society and Ambulance 

organizations. 

(x) Doctor(s) shall proceed to site by ARME/SPART or other faster mode of 
transport. Vehicle can be hired. 

(xi) The emergency boxes from health unit to be moved to the spot. 

(xii) Check all equipment in Medical Relief Van. 
(xiii) Get operation theatre ready. 

(xiv) Make out a list of injured. 

(xv) List out the dead. 
(xvi) Details of injured / dead / Unconscious should be recorded-Name, Sex, 

Age, Identification Mark, Address, Ticket No., Originating station, 

Destination. 
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(xvii) Submit reports indicating the progress of injured including those receiving 
treatment at non-Railway Hospitals, to the CMS/ DMO/ CMO daily during 

the first week and weekly thereafter. 

 
4.11.3.2.5 Duties of Medical Department at Site (Team A):  

Main functions of the Medical department can be broadly classified as: 

(i) Taking out injured passengers from accident involved coaches. 
(ii) Attending to injured passengers and giving them First Aid. 

(iii) Preparing list of injured passengers. 

(iv) Classification of their injuries. 

(v) Transporting them to hospitals and getting them admitted. 
(vi) Taking an initial round of hospitals and assessment of situation. 

(vii) Post admittance hospital care of the injured. 

(viii) Dealing with dead bodies. 
(ix) Preservation of dead bodies. 

 

4.11.3.2.6 General (On Arrival at the Site): 

(i) Ensure collecting blood and urine samples of train crew in case the same is 

necessary. 

(ii) Organize as many road ambulances as possible at the accident site. 
(iii) Data Bank of Divisional DM Plans has names, telephone numbers and other 

details of hospitals near the accident site.  They should be contacted on 

phone for sending road ambulances along with team of doctors. 
(iv) Set up Medical Counter in UCC and CAC for passenger assistance. 

(v) Set up First Aid Posts in LCCs. 

 

4.11.3.2.7  Site Management: 
(i) Leader of Team ‘A’ (Normally CMS/MS In-charge of the Division) would 

take control of the site, co-ordinate relief measures and distribute duties 

amongst doctors available as below: 
(ii) Different teams and groups will be formed discharging various duties of 

the Medical department.  Each team should consist of 4-6 members and 

each group should consist of 3-5 teams, depending upon requirement. 
(iii) One group of doctors will take a round of various hospitals where injured 

passengers have already been admitted.  

(iv) One group consisting of 4-5 teams of doctors and Para-medics will take 

out injured passengers and dead bodies from accident involved coaches. 
(v) One team will attend to injured passengers and give them First Aid and 

other medical treatment. 

(vi) One team will prepare list of injured passengers, note down details of their 
injuries and classify them. 

(vii) One team would be in-charge of transporting injured passengers to 

hospitals and getting them admitted.   
(viii) One team would be in-charge of post admittance hospital care of the 

injured. 

(ix) One team will deal with dead bodies after these have been extracted from 

coaches.  They will prepare a list and arrange for their preservation. 

(x) In case sufficient doctors are available then more groups should be formed 

for rescue operations.  

 

4.11.3.2.8  Taking out injured passengers: 
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(i) Maximum number of doctors should be deputed for this activity. 
(ii) This group should consist of at least 4-5 teams.  If numbers permit, more 

such teams should be formed. 

(iii) Teams involved in rescue operation should ensure rapid access to all 
injured passengers. 

(iv) They should take assistance of Mechanical/Engineering/RPF staff to 

extricate injured passengers. 
(v) Each team will join up with teams of Mechanical staff who would also be 

involved in extracting dead and injured from coaches. 

(vi) Maximum number of coaches should be tackled simultaneously, except 

those that have climbed on top or have telescoped into one another. 
(vii) Coaches should be thoroughly searched including lavatory and vestibule 

portions before abandoning further search and moving on to the next 

coach. 
 

4.11.3.2.9  Attentions to injured passengers: 

(i) One team will be asked to provide medical treatment to injured 
passengers immediately after their evacuation from coaches. 

(ii) Ensure stabilization of condition of injured passengers already taken out 

from coaches, before they are dispatched to hospitals by road. 

(iii) In case of patients in critical condition where stabilization of condition at 
site is not possible, they should be moved immediately by road 

ambulance or shifted to ARME/SPART. 

 
4.11.3.2.10  Preparing list of passengers: 

(i) Collect list of injured passengers prepared by TS/TTEs/Train Conductors 

and assess the situation. 

(ii) Separate lists to be prepared coach wise. 
(iii) The list should contain following details: 

 If found Conscious: Name, sex, age, identification marks, address, and 

ticket number, originating and destination station.  

 If found Unconscious: Approximate age, sex, identification marks, 

ticket number and other particulars if relatives and friends are 

available. 

(iv) Once the preliminary list of injured passengers has been prepared, the list 
should be signed by the CMS/MS In charge and a copy handed over to 

Commercial department. 

(v) The list of injured passengers will thereafter be updated periodically, as 
rescue and relief work continues. 

 

4.11.3.2.11  Classification of Injuries: 

(i) Injuries are classified as under: 
(a)  ‘Grievous’ injuries as defined below. 

(b)  ‘Simple’, but excluding ‘trivial’ injuries such as abrasions or bruises 

(ii) Following are considered to be grievous injuries (as per section 320 of the 
Indian Penal Code): 

 (a) Emasculation. 

 (b) Permanent privation of sight of either eye. 
 (c) Permanent privation of hearing of either ear. 

 (d) Privation of any member or joint. 
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 (e) Destruction or permanent impairment of powers of any member or 
joint. 

 (f) Permanent disfigurement of head or face. 

 (g) Fracture or dislocation of a bone or tooth 
(h) Any hurt which endangers life, or which cause the sufferer to be, during 

the space of twenty days, in severe bodily pain or unable to follow his 

ordinary pursuits. 
(iii) Injuries other than those defined above are considered to be simple 

injuries. 

(iv) Apart from injuries defined above, there may be cases where a passenger 

or trespasser receives only petty abrasions or bruises.  These are of trivial 
nature and technically speaking should not be taken as injuries. 

(v) As a thumb rule, any injury requiring hospitalisation of more than 48 hrs. 

is grievous, hospitalisation of less than 48 hrs. is simple, and any injury 
not requiring hospitalisation at all is trivial. 

(vi) Classify injured passengers into separate categories as grievous or 

simple. 
(vii) Inform Commercial department for arranging ex-gratia payment. 

 

4.11.3.2.12  Transporting injured passengers to hospitals: 

(i) One team will be asked to arrange transport of injured passengers to 

nearby hospitals. 
(ii) Ensure expeditious transportation of injured either to ARMEs/SPARTs or to 

nearby hospitals. 

(iii) Critically injured passengers should be transported by means of road 
ambulances and other by means of ordinary road vehicles. 

(iv) Commercial staff should also be associated with transfer of injured 

passengers to hospitals. 

(v) Before doctors and supervisors leave the accident site for hospital duty, 
they should note down the DOT and Mobile Telephone Number of the 

accident site, CMS, MS and other doctors at the site for quick 

communication. 
(vi) Doctors going to different hospitals should have separate vehicles. 

(vii) In case sufficient numbers of railway vehicles are not available, they 

should hire taxis for their movement by withdrawing cash from station 

earnings. 
(viii) Airlifting of Passengers. 

(ix) Hiring of Skilled swimmers / Divers for under water rescue. 

 

4.11.3.2.13  Taking an initial round of hospitals: 
(i) Separate doctors will be deputed to visit each hospital where injured 

passengers have already been shifted. 

(ii) One commercial Officer will also accompany doctors and make a general 
assessment. 

(iii) At the hospital, they should collect information about dead/injured 

persons, their name age, sex, address, telephone number, name and 

telephone no. of relatives /friends, nature of the injury etc. 
(iv) These information should be immediately communicated to CMS/MS at 

accident site by using Cell phone etc. 

(v) Prepare a list of person’s dead/injured already in hospitals in three copies 
by using carbon paper. 
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(vi) The list thus prepared is to be signed by railway doctor on duty in the 
hospital.  One copy to be handed over to the Commercial Department. 

(vii) 2nd copy to be kept with the doctor in charge as office copy and the 3rd 

copy to be given to paramedical staff to get multiple photocopies for 
further distribution. 

(viii) One copy should also be sent to CAC for being fed into the PC provided in 

the CAC. 
(ix) The initial list prepared should be updated at regular intervals, as and 

when any change occurs. 

 

4.11.3.2.14  Post admittance hospital care: 
(i) One railway doctor, one commercial supervisor and one welfare inspector 

should be deputed round the clock at each hospital. 

(ii) Normally one doctor should look after one hospital, along with a 
commercial supervisor and WLI. 

(iii) If large number of hospitals are involved 2/3 hospitals may be given to 

one doctor.  In that case, the doctor, in consultation with CMS/MS should 
station himself at the hospital where maximum number of patients are 

admitted. 

(iv) Make an assessment about capabilities of the hospital to handle the 

injured persons.  Decide whether the patient needs to be shifted to other 
hospital with better facilities and arrange to shift the patient. 

(v) In case any injured passenger succumbs to his injuries in the hospital, 

then the doctor in charge of that hospital should update this fact to the 
medical counter at CAC. 

 

4.11.3.2.15  Dealing with dead bodies: 

(i) Problem faced by rescue teams is regarding dealing of dead bodies. 
(ii) In case of a major disaster, the usual complement of medical staff in any 

ARME/SPART is grossly inadequate for undertaking work of this 

magnitude. 
(iii) Adequate number of Safaiwalas and other health workers who have come 

to the accident site should be mobilized for this purpose. 

(iv) Often rescue and relief operations continue for more than 48 hours. 
(v) Dismembered bodies begin emitting foul odour after two days.  Carrying 

out this task under such circumstances become a real problem. 

(vi) Target should be to extricate all dead bodies within 24 hrs. 

(vii) Dead bodies should be dealt with coach wise; otherwise bodies taken out 
from different coaches’ get mixed up. 

(viii) Bodies taken out from coaches should be stacked at quite some distance 

from the track in front of respective coaches, in separate lots, coach wise.  
While this may slow down the work initially, in the long run it is more 

systematic since bodies don’t get mixed up. 

(ix) Shift dead bodies from coaches to a nominated place at the accident site 
with the help of paramedical staff, Saint Johns Ambulance, Scouts, Civil 

Defence personnel, other railway staff and non-railway volunteers 

available at site. 

(x) Put dead bodies in body bags. 
(xi) Put label written by Marker pen on each dead body in the pocket provided 

in body bag. 

 Date _____________ 
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 Dead body Serial No.________ 

 Name ____________________ 

 Age _________Sex__________ 

 Coach No._________________ 

(xii) In case of unidentified dead bodies, against the item ‘name’ it should be 
written as unidentified-1/unidentified-2 etc. Approximate age should be 

estimated from the appearance, such as between 35-45 years. 

(xiii) 5 Photographs preferably by digital camera should be taken of each dead 

body.  Two should be close up of face from in front and sideways, third 
should be of full length of the body. 

(xiv) If possible each body should also be video photographed. 

(xv) After photographs have been taken, each body should be placed inside a 
plastic bag with zip having proper labelling system where same 

information is also to be provided. 

(xvi) After this, bodies will be handed over to GRP or Local Police for safe 

custody. 
(xvii) Take necessary steps to handle unhygienic condition that may arise due 

to decomposed/mutilated bodies. 

 
4.11.3.2.16  Preservation of dead bodies: 

(i) Numbering and photography of bodies should be done even when 

relatives are on hand to claim the body. 
(ii) Arrangements have to be made for a more permanent location for them 

till such time as the next of kin arrive to claim these bodies. 

(iii) In all such accidents passengers are invariably separated from their 

belongings.  As such in many cases there are no tickets or other 
identification papers on their persons. 

(iv) This problem is further compounded in unreserved coaches.  

(v) Identification problems come up in case of mutilated bodies also.  In such 
cases, photographs are better means of identification. 

(vi) Arrange for hiring of a couple of big halls, for keeping bodies. 

(vii) Rooms should preferably be at a single location so that relatives do not 
have to go around from mortuary to mortuary. 

(viii) A large building having number of rooms would be ideal for storing them.  

Best option would be to take over a school building temporarily. 

(ix) Arrange to move dead bodies to nominate buildings being used as 
temporary mortuaries.  Bodies likely to be hold for more days should be 

embalmed. 

(x) Bodies should be neatly lined up with their numbers prominently 
displayed, and kept in different rooms, coach-wise. 

(xi) Notice Board outside the building should display the room number where 

bodies extracted from a particular coach have been kept. 
(xii) These details should also be posted on a notice board outside each room. 

(xiii) This will prevent unnecessary handling of bodies, which in any case would 

be in an advanced state of decomposition. 

(xiv)For dead bodies whose relatives are not readily available and delay is 
expected, arrange for their preservation by dry ice etc. 

(xv)Procure Shrouds, Polythene bags, Coffins, Dry ice from local market for 

dealing with dead bodies if required. 
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(xvi) 4 Commercial supervisors should be put on round the clock duty in the 
building housing the temporary mortuary for guiding relatives as and 

when they come. 

4.11.4 Commercial Department:  
4.11.4.1 General (on Receipt of Information) 

(i) Sr. DCM should proceed to site of accident along with other Commercial 
Officers except DCM. DCM will be available in Divisional Control Office for 
providing backup support.  

(ii) A nominated supervisor should be authorized for withdrawing sufficient 

money from station earnings before proceeding to site.  

4.11.4.2. General: 

(i) Before Sr. DCM proceeds to accident site he should arrange withdrawal of 
sufficient cash from station earnings. 

(ii) At the accident site, handpicked commercial supervisors should be 
deputed for manning commercial counters in UCC and CAC. 

(iii) Each commercial counter in CAC is to be manned by one group. Co-
ordination with other departments during the process of salvage is must. 

(iv) Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties 

of the commercial department.  Each team should consist of 4-6 

members and each group should consist of 3-5 teams, depending upon 
requirement. 

(v) Separate teams and groups should be formed as detailed below, headed 
by a commercial officer. 

(vi) One team will hire road vehicles for use and other related activities. 

(vii) One group will arrange beverages and food both for injured as also for 
uninjured. 

(viii) One team will take an initial round of hospitals along with doctors and 
assess the situation. 

(ix) One group should take care of uninjured passengers who have to be 
cleared from the accident site. 

(x) One group will assist Medical department in preparing a list of injured 
passengers input the same into the PC in CAC.  

(xi) One group will assist Medical department in shifting injured passengers 
to hospitals. 

(xii) One group will assist the Medical department in preparing a list of dead 
bodies and looking after them. 

(xiii) One team will make ex-gratia payment to injured passengers and next of 
kin of dead. 

(xiv) One team will deal with refund cases and claims compensation 
formalities. 

(xv) One group will be in-charge of unclaimed luggage and other 
consignments. 

(xvi) One group will be in-charge of post admittance hospital care of injured 
and taking care of relatives as detailed in Chapter titled “Passenger 
Care”. 
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4.11.4.3 Transportation of men and material to accident site: 

(i) Wherever required sufficient numbers of TTEs / TCs (around 50) with 
licensed porters (around 50) should be sent from the nearest available 

locations for assisting in trans-shipment of passenger’s luggage and 

rendering other assistance either by ART or first available means. 
However, ARME/SPART / ART should not be detained on this account.  

(ii) The commercial officer available at the Divisional HQ (DCM/ACM) should 

ensure this apart from ensuring the attendance of Commercial Inspector 

at site. 
(iii) The on duty Commercial supervisor at the station at that point of time 

should ensure that they proceed by the ART itself and do not get left 

behind. If 50 number of each is not available, then whatever numbers 
are available should be sent to the accident site by the ART. 

(iv) The 2nd and 3rd Special trains carrying backup logistic support to accident 

site, from each end, can send more TTEs/ TCs. TTEs from the Divisional 
squad should also be utilised for this purpose. 

(v) After the first batch of staff has proceeded to the accident site in the ART, 

the entire manpower of the commercial department should be mopped 

up in order to send them on the 2nd and 3rd special trains which mopped 
up in order to send them on the 2nd and 3rd special trains which would 

carry backup logistic support to the accident site, from each end. For 

this 80% TCs / TTEs from the entire division should be sent. 
(vi) Commercial Dept should arrange for food packets, drinking water etc to 

stranded passengers through departmental catering/ IRCTC wherever 

required. 

(vii) 2nd and 3rd Special trains should carry the following: 
(i) 2 gas stoves, 4 gas cylinders, 1000 mineral water bottles, provision 

for making poories, vegetables, tea, etc. would be rushed to the 

site. This will be augmented later if necessary. These will be 
arranged by the Commercial Supervisor and provided by catering 

personnel / IRCTC. 

(ii) Sufficient cooks and catering staff from departmental catering or 
catering contractor (including IRCTC) would be ensured at the site 

for arranging tea, biscuits, packed meals like poories and vegetables 

to the stranded passengers, railways working force and other 

officials at the site. 
(viii) Sr. DCM should prepare section wise nominations of catering    agencies 

both Departmental and private for rushing to site. 

 

4.11.4.4  Duties of SR.DCM: 

(i)  Ensure drinking water, tea and snacks are promptly supplied. 
(ii)   Take charge of injured person’s luggage.  

(iii)     Luggage of the dead passengers should be deposited with the Railway 

Police after proper records and acknowledgement. 

(iv)      Issue advice to the next of kin of the injured and dead and furnish 
details to   control office. 

(v)  Arrange for Ticket collectors, Porters and Vendors. 

(vi)  Arrange for ex-gratia payment as per rules. 
(vii)      Arrange for refunds to passengers. 
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(viii)     Assist the stranded passengers during transhipment. 
(ix)       Arrange inventory of the parcels damaged and advise the CCO. 

(x)      Arrange buses for stranded passengers and keep record of the buses 

destination wise with the number of passengers. 
(xi)     Provide the Railway doctors with assistance of Ticket collectors/Porters. 

Compile the figures of injured and dead from all sources. 

(xii)     Issue advice to the Control Office/Stations for issue of free passes to the 
next kin of the dead and injured. 

(xiii)     Keep in touch with the progress of patients in hospitals and increase the 

ex-gratia payment suitably in case simple injuries turn grievous/deaths. 

 
4.11.4.5 Duties of DCM & ACM: 

(i)  Send sufficient Ticket Collectors, Porters, and RPF to the site. 

(ii)  Arrange drinking water, tea snacks quickly. 
(iii)  Arrange for refund at important stations. 

(iv) Issue press handouts after prior approval of the DRM. 

(v) Open Enquiry offices with proper staff at important stations. 
(vi)  Arrange for buses if required. 

(vii)  Arrange for reservation of stranded passengers by advising the stations. 

concerned and CCM (PM) where Other Railways /Divisions are involved.  

(viii)  Arrange labour for loading/unloading of luggage/parcels/goods. 
 

4.11.4.6 Responsibilities of Sr. DCM / DCM: 

(i) Proceed to the site. 
(ii) Assistance to the passengers. 

(a) Drinking water, catering etc. 

(b) Issue of complimentary passes. 

(c) Information regarding alternative means of transport to the 
destination. 

(d) Assistance in protection of their luggage, valuables. 

(e) Assistance to ladies, children and the injured. 
(f) Arrange reservation of stranded passengers. 

(g) Arrange for busses etc., if required. 

(iii) Parcel, Mail, Goods etc. 
(a) Arrange stacking, protection. 

(b) Preserve documents, cash etc. 

(c) Arrange tarpaulins if necessary. 

(iv) Ex-gratia payment. 
(a) Arrange Ex-gratia payment on the spot to the injured and next of kin 

of dead as per extant rules. 

(b) Display list of injured and dead at a prominent place at the 
station/stations. Also pass on information to the control. 

(c) Announcement through public address system regarding 

arrangements for diversions of trains, regulation, probable time of 
arrival of the relief train with stranded passengers etc. 

(d) If there is an important station en-route, open information booth 

even if the accident has occurred elsewhere. Depute TCs etc., on 

special duty. 
(e) Keep in touch with the progress of patient in hospitals. 

 

4.11.5 Helpline Enquiry Booths at stations:  
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4.11.5.1 General: 

(i) Helpline Enquiry Booths within division would be opened as below: 

 Originating and destination stations of the accident involved train. 

 All junction stations within the jurisdiction of division falling on the 

route of the train.  

 Divisional Head Quarters. 

 Zonal Head Quarters.  

 Any other station as may be decided.  

(ii) Helpline Enquiry Booths would normally be opened at following stations, 
depending on the route of the accident involved train: 

 Rajkot, Surendranagar, Okha 

(iii) Helpline Enquiry Booths on other Zonal Railways would also be opened as 

follows: 

 Originating and destination stations of the accident involved train. 

 All junction stations falling on the route of the train. 

 Divisional Head Quarters of originating and terminating divisions. 

 Zonal Head Quarters of originating and terminating Zonal Railways. 

 Any other station as may be decided. 

(iv) All Helpline Enquiry Booths shall have DOT phones with STD, dedicated 

help line Number 1072. Railway Telephones with STD/fax, PC with 
printer & Internet connection.  

(v) Computer literate Sr. supervisors of commercial department would man 

Helpline Enquiry Booths round the clock.  
(vi) Helpline Enquiry Booths within the accident-affected division should keep 

in touch with the Divisional Emergency Cell.  

(vii) Divisional Emergency Cell will collect updated information of the accident 

from the UCC and pass on the same to all Help line Enquiry Booths within 
the division, Emergency Cells of other divisions of WR & Head Quarters 

Emergency Cell. 

(viii) Such information should be received from UCC by E-Mail and transmitted 
by E-Mail to all concerned.  

(ix) Similarly, Helpline Enquiry Booths outside the accident affected division, 

but within WR jurisdiction should keep in touch with Divisional Emergency 
Cell of their respective divisions. 

(x) Headquarters’ Emergency Cell will collect updated information regarding 

all aspects of the accident from the UCC and pass on the same to 

emergency Cells opened on other division of WR, Emergency Cells opened 
on originating and terminating Zonal railways & Safety Directorate’s 

Emergency Cell in Railway Board. 

(xi) Helpline Enquiry Booths should not contact the accident site or the UCC 
directly. 

 

4.11.5.2Accident details to be available: 
(i) Accident details would include, number of dead and injured. 

(ii) Break up of type of injuries, such as grievous, simple etc. 

(iii) Disposal of injured passengers in various hospitals. 

(iv) Names of injured passengers. 
(v) Officials in-charge of Helpline Enquiry Booths would display the list of 

injured passengers on the notice board. 
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(vi) For this purpose Computer printout of E-Mail received should be taken out 
and Displayed at number of places at the station. 

(vii) Normally, list of injured passengers is available quickly since most injured 

passengers are conscious and are in a position to give details of their   
names, addresses etc. 

(viii) Identification of dead bodies takes much longer since either: 

 They were travelling alone, or 
 Their companions are injured and are not in a position to identify 

them; or 

 Their companions have also perished 

(ix) Under such circumstances, it is possible to identify dead bodies only when 
relatives come from their hometown. 

(x) This aspect of identification of dead bodies and reasons for delay should 

be explained to the public. 
(xi) Number of dead bodies identified, and their names should be available. 

(xii) This information would continue to be updated once every 3 hours and 

would continue to be accessed for the next 4 to 5 days. 
 

4.11.5.3Information regarding running of trains: 

 (i) Departure of unaffected portions of the accident involved train, its 

diverted route, and expected time of arrival at destination.   

 (ii) Expected date and time of starting of relatives special from originating 

and destination stations of the accident involved train, its stoppage en-

route and its expected time of arrival at intermediate stations. 

 (iii) Free passes to be given to relatives of dead and injured for going to the 

accident site.  These passes will be issued by WLI who should be drafted 

into Helpline Enquiry Booths. 

(iv)  Details of other trains that were scheduled to run on the accident affected 

section, but have been delayed, regulated, diverted, rescheduled, short 

terminated and cancelled. 

(v)  Above information regarding running of trains would be required for initial 

24 hrs. Thereafter, number of enquiries regarding train running would be 

very few and far between. 

 

4.11.5.4Refunds: 

(i) Booking counters at stations should be augmented for granting of refund 

to large number of passengers who have been unable to either complete 
or commence their journey as a result of the accident. 

(ii) Refund of money should be granted for trains delayed, regulated, 

diverted, rescheduled, short terminated and cancelled. 

(iii)   Staff manning refund counters should be thoroughly familiar with rules for 

granting of refunds under such circumstances. 

(iv)  Sufficient amount of cash should be available at these Refund counters for 

this purpose. 

 

4.11.5.5Site management: 

(i) At the accident site, handpicked commercial supervisors should be 
deputed for manning commercial counters in UCC and CAC. 
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(ii) Each commercial counter in CAC is to be manned by one group. 
(iii) Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties 

of the commercial department.  Each team should consist of 4-6 members 

and each group should consist of 3-5 teams, depending upon 
requirement. 

(iv) Separate teams and groups should be formed as detailed below, headed 

by a commercial officer. 
(v) One team will hire road vehicles for use and other related activities.  

(vi) One group will arrange beverages and food both for injured and also for 

uninjured. 

(vii) One team will take an initial round of hospitals along with doctors and 
assess the situation.  

(viii) One group should take care of uninjured passengers who have to be 

cleared from the accident site.  
(ix) One group will assist Medical department in preparing a list of injured 

passengers input the same into the PC in CAC.   

(x) One group will assist Medical department in shifting injured passengers to 
hospitals.  

(xi) One group will assist the Medical department in preparing a list of dead 

bodies and looking after them.  

(xii) One team will make ex-gratia payment to injured passengers and next of 
kin of dead.  

(xiii) One team will deal with refund cases and claims compensation formalities.  

(xiv) One group will be in-charge of unclaimed luggage and other 
consignments.  

(xv) One group will be in-charge of post admittance hospital care of injured 

and taking care of relatives under ‘Passenger Care”. 

 
 

4.11.5.6  Main Functions of Commercial Department at the site: 

Main functions of the Commercial department can be broadly classified as: 
(i) Withdrawal of cash from station earnings. 

(ii) Hiring of road vehicles.  

(iii) Catering to injured and uninjured passengers. 

(iv) Initial round of hospitals and assessment of situation. 

(v) Preparing list of injured passengers. 

(vi) Transporting them to hospitals and getting them admitted. 

(vii) Payment to ex-gratia to injured and next to kin of dead. 

(viii) Dealing with refund and claims compensation formalities. 

(ix) Taking charge of luggage and consignments.  

(x) Post admittance hospital care of the injured. 

(xi) Taking care of relatives. 

(xii) Payment to staff if required. 
  

4.11.5.7 (a) Withdrawal of cash from station earnings: 

 Procedure: 
(i) In order to meet accident related expenditure, officers can withdraw 

money from station earnings duly following the procedure incorporated in 

Commercial Manual Vol. II Rule No. 2425. 
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 Departmental expenditure necessitated by floods, accidents or 

earthquakes, etc.(sub rule 8). 

 Ex-gratia payments to persons involved in train accidents. (Sub rule 

22). 

(ii) Before SR. DCM leaves for accident site, should withdraw sufficiently 

large amount of cash from station earnings to meet with immediate 

requirements at the site. 
(iii) A Commercial supervisor should be nominated for this purpose and he 

should withdraw Rs. 5 lakhs and carry it with him, duly escorted by RPF 

personnel. 
(iv) The nominated supervisor in charge of the department concerned may 

alone withdraw from station earnings through a requisition in respect of 

the above items specified in rule 2425 of the IRCM. 
(v) This requisition should be made in the form appended below indicating 

the officials making such withdrawal, the departmental officer concerned 

and also the purpose of withdrawal. 

 
 From      To 

 Name of Supervisory Official  Station Master 

 Designation     Station 
Please arrange to pay from Station Earnings an amount of Rs.______(Rupees 

_____________________________) towards ___________________ (Purpose 

to be indicated).  This is one of the authorised items of withdrawal from station  

Earnings.  The expenditure is chargeable to the head_____________. 
 Accounting Authority _____________ 

 Controlling Officer ________________ 

 Designation _______________ 
 Station ____________ 

 Payment made from Station           Received an amount of Rs.________ 

 Earning amount:    from station earnings 
 Signature of      Signature: 

 SM/SS                Designation 

(vi) Requisition is required to be prepared in triplicate.  1st to be kept as 

record, 2nd to   be presented to SM for arranging payment against proper 
acknowledgement and 3rd should be sent to Sr. DAO concerned duly 

countersigned personally by the Divisional Officer of the department. 

(vii) Any failure by the supervisory official withdrawing cash to follow above 
instructions or any other irregularity will render him personally 

responsible and liable for action under Discipline and Appeal Rules. 

   
 

4.11.5.7 (b) Withdrawal from station earnings-Accountal : 

(i) Branch Officer concerned shall forward requisitions received from stations 

to the Divisional Accounts Office indicating circumstances under which 
the withdrawal was necessitated. 

(ii) The countersigned requisition shall be accompanied by relevant 

supporting paid vouchers.  The Branch Officers shall monitor timely 
submission so that they reach Accounts Office within 15 days from the 

date of withdrawal. 

(iii) Executive Officer concerned shall furnish full particulars of the amount 
withdrawn, details of payments made, reasons for the payment, the rate 
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and period for which payment is made and the total amount paid with 
the acquaintance of the payee with necessary revenue stamp wherever 

due to  Sr. DFM. 

(iv) Sr. DCM will compile a monthly statement of all withdrawals pertaining to 
his division obtaining a statement from various executives in his division 

and send it to CCM 

(v) A monthly return of requisitions issued during the period should be 
submitted to the Accounts Office by Executive Officers. 

 

4.11.5.8Hiring of Vehicles & Mobile Phones: 

(i) A large number of road vehicles are required at an accident site for 

Following purposes: 

 Taking injured passengers to hospitals.  
 Taking doctors and other railway officials to hospitals. 

 Clearance of uninjured passengers. 

 Taking dead bodies to mortuaries. 

 Bringing men and materials, etc. to accident site. 
 Taking unclaimed luggage for being kept in safe custody. 

 Taking relatives to hospitals and mortuary. 

(ii) For this purpose apart from whatever number of railway vehicles may be 

available, extra road vehicles should be hired. 

(iii) All road vehicles should be hired along with standby drivers for round the 

clock duty. 

(iv) At least   10 road vehicles should be attached to CAC for taking relatives 

to hospitals, mortuaries etc. 

(v) Nominated railway staff to be attached to each hired vehicle round the 

clock (even group ‘D’ would suffice) so that optimum use can be made of 

the vehicle. 

(vi) Buses from state transport authorities should also be requisitioned along 

with extra drivers for round the clock duty. 

(vii) One railway staff should be put in charge of each bus on round the clock 

duty, who will accompany the bus wherever it goes and bring it back in 

time (even group ‘D’ would suffice). 

(viii) In case hospitals are in different towns, then road transport buses should 

be put on fixed time round trip schedule for shuttling relatives from CAC 

to various locations and back to CAC. 

(ix) All hired vehicles and requisitioned buses should have stickers pasted on 

their front and rear windscreens indicating “RAILWAY ACCIDENT DUTY”. 

 
4.11.5.9  Catering arrangement: 

(i) Arrangements for supply of food and beverages to not only injured but 

also to other passengers of the accident-involved train should be swiftly 

organized. 
(ii) Food and beverages should be supplied free of charge. 

(iii) These may be arranged from railway sources or outside sources as 

necessary, including IRCTC or their contractors. 
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(iv) To supplement Railway catering arrangements nearby dhabas and hotels 
should be contacted and arrangements made for opening up stalls at the 

site. 

 

4.11.5.10 (a) Clearance of uninjured passengers: 
(i) First of all, arrangements for water and food for stranded passengers 

should be made. 

(ii) Announcement should be made for registering names of safe passengers. 
(iii) Clearance of accident-affected passengers from accident site should be 

planned along with Operating branch that will provide the empty 

coaching rake. 
(iv) Make announcement through PA System informing passengers regarding 

their clearance from site either by: 

 Front portion of the accident involved train. 
 Rear portion of the accident involved train. 

 Empty coaching rakes that have been brought to the accident site. 

 Road bridging that has been arranged. 

(v) Arrange adequate coolies for carrying passengers’ luggage while they 
transfer to the new train. 

(vi) In case of road bridging, arrange road transport to clear stranded 

passengers, record details of passengers dispatched and relay particulars 
to Divisional Emergency Cell. 

(vii) Senior-most official at site shall have powers to arrange conveyance for 

affected passengers free of charge by any available mode of transport 
and also incur expenditure for carriage of passenger’s luggage, etc. 

 

4.11.5.10 (b)  Preparing list of injured passengers: 

(i) Collect list of injured passengers prepared by TS/TTEs/Train Conductors 
and assess the situation along with Medical department. 

(ii) Separate lists to be prepared coach wise by Medical department. 

(iii) The list should contain following details: 
 If found Conscious: Name, sex, age, identification marks, and ticket 

number, originating and destination station. 

 If found Unconscious: Approximate age, sex, identification marks, 

ticket number and other particulars if relatives and friend are 
available. 

(iv) Once the preliminary list of injured passengers has been prepared, the 

CMS/MS in charge should sign the list and a copy handed over to 
commercial department. 

(v) This list should be input into the PC available in the CAC. 

(vi) The list should also be E-Mailed to the Divisional Emergency Cell and 
Headquarters' Emergency Cell. 

(vii) The list of dead and injured that is initially fed into the PC will thereafter be 

updated periodically, as rescue and relief work continues. 

 
4.11.5.10 (c) Liability of the railway for compensation: 

The railways are liable to pay compensation for death / injury of a passenger in 
train accident as defined under Section 124 of the Railway Act, 1989.  Similarly the 

railways are also liable to pay compensation for death / injury to a passenger and 

platform ticket holder in untoward incidents as defined under section 124-A of the Act, 
such as terrorist acts, violent attack, robbery, dacoity, rioting, shoot out or arson by 
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any person in train or within the precincts of a railway station or accidental falling of a 

passenger from train. 

 

4.11.5.10 (d)  Amount of Ex-Gratia payable: 
(i) The amount of ex-gratia relief payable to injured passengers or to 

dependants of dead are as under: 

(a) In case of death  –  Rs. 50,000/- 

(b) Grievous injury  –  Rs. 25,000/- 

(c) Simple injury      –  Rs.   5,000/- 

(ii) The amount of ex-gratia relief admissible to road users who meet with an 
accident due to Railway’s prima facie liability at manned level crossing 

gate accidents will be as under: 

(a) In case of death  –  Rs. 50,000/- 

(b)  Grievous injury  –  Rs. 25,000/- 

(c)  Simple injury      –  Rs.   5,000/- 

(iii) Payment of ex-gratia will be made on the basis of categorization of their 
injuries made out by doctors at site. 

(iv) No ex-gratia payment would be admissible to trespassers, persons 

electrocuted by OHE and road users at unmanned level crossings. 
(v) Ex-gratia payment should also be made to railway staff killed or injured 

by a moving train while performing their duty for example gang men 

working on track run-over accidentally by a moving train. 
(vi) Ex-gratia amount is to be paid in cash. 

(vii) In case of injured passengers, ex-gratia should be paid to the injured 

passenger himself or in case he is too ill to his relative in his presence. 

(viii) In case of death cases where relatives identify and claim the body, 
following precautions are to be taken: 

(a) Photograph the face of the body from in front and from the side. 

(b) Photograph the person taking the ex-gratia payment. 
(c) Record the relationship of the person claiming the body along with 

details of proof, if any. 

(d) In case the Hon’ble MR announces enhanced ex-gratia, then the 
enhanced amount should be paid by cheque by Accounts 

department. 

(e) Ex-gratia paid is not to be adjusted against claims compensation 

payable as decreed by RCT subsequently. 
(ix)  Payment is sanctioned and arranged after such enquiries as can be 

reasonably made on the spot by a Senior Scale or higher officer 

nominated by DRM. If the ex-gratia has not been paid to the victim at 
accident site, the claimant should approach the Sr. DCM of the Rajkot 

division and further Chief Claims Officers of Western Railway 

(x) For payment of ex-gratia and to meet other expenses at site, one commercial 
inspector authorized by Sr.DCM shall withdraw Rs. 5 lakh from station 

earnings of a nearby station, and shall be available at site duly escorted 

by RPF personnel. 

(xi)  Sr. DCM/DCM will ensure availability of sufficient cash for payment of ex-
gratia/refund. 

The ex-gratia is intended to meet the immediate expenses of the victims / and IS 

not taken into account at the time of final settlement of compensation claims. 
4.11.5.10 (e)  Compensation: 
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Claims for compensation for death / injury of a passenger in train accident or 
untoward incident are decided by Railway Claims Tribunal having jurisdiction over the 
site of accident. 

The Tribunal having jurisdiction over Rajkot Division with their address is as 

follows - 

S.No 

 

Tribunal Address 

1 RCT / 

Ahmedabad 
PRS building, Ahmedabad railway station. 

Phone: 079-22171550  

 

4.11.5.10 (f)  Who can claim 

An application for compensation under section 124 or 124-A may be made to the 
Claims Tribunal – 

(i) By the person who has sustained the injury or suffered any loss, or 

(ii) By any agent duly authorized by such person in this behalf, or 

(iii) Where such person is a minor, by his guardian, or 

(iv) Where death has resulted from the accident / untoward incident, by any 
dependant of the deceased or where such a dependent is a minor, by his 
guardian. 

(v) Every application by a dependant for compensation under this section shall 
be for the benefit of every other dependant. 

4.11.5.10 (g)  Procedure for filing application: 

(i) The claimant or his agent or his duly authorized legal practitioner should 
present the application in Form II in triplicate to the Registrar of the 

Tribunal having jurisdiction over the place of accident / untoward incident. 

The application can also be sent by registered post to the Registrar of the 
Bench concerned. 

(ii) Where the number of respondents is more than one, as many extra copies 

of the application as there respondents, together with unused file size 
envelopes, bearing the full address of such respondents, shall be furnished 
by the applicant. 

(iii) The applicant may attach to and present with his application a receipt slip 

in Form IV which shall be signed by the officer of the Registrar receiving the 
application on behalf of the Registrar in acknowledgement. 

(iv) Every application including any miscellaneous application, shall be typed 

legibly in double space on one side on thick paper of good quality. 

 

4.11.5.10 (h)  Particulars required for filing claims in Railway Claims 
Tribunal: 

(i) Name and father’s name of the person injured / dead (husband’s name in 
the case of married woman or widow) 

(ii) Full address of the injured / dead 
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(iii) Age of the person injured / dead 

(iv) Occupation of the person injured / dead 

(v) Name and address of the employer of the deceased, if any 

(vi) Brief particulars of the accident indicating the date and place of accident 
and the name of the train involved. 

(vii) Class of travel, and ticket / pass number, to the extent known 

(viii) Nature of injuries sustained along with medical certificate 

(ix) Name and address of the Medical Officer / Practitioner, if any, who 
attended on the injured / dead and period of treatment 

(x) Disability for work caused, if any. 

(xi) Details of the loss of any luggage on account of the accident 

(xii) Has any claim been lodged with any other authority? if so, particulars 
thereof. 

(xiii) Name and permanent address of the applicant. 

(xiv) Local address of the applicant, if any. 

(xv) Relationship with the deceased / injured. 

(xvi) Amount of compensation claimed. 

(xvii) Where the application is not made within one year of the occurrence of the 
accident, the grounds thereof. 

(xviii) Any other information or documentary evidence that may be necessary or 

helpful in the disposal of the claim. 

 
4.11.5.10 (i)  Refunds and Claims Compensation: 

(i) Refund of fares must be granted in the CAC for unfinished journey as per 

rules. 

(ii) Injured passengers and next of kin of deceased passengers must be 

supplied with blank claims compensation forms along with Claims Booklet 

explaining complete procedure. 

(iii) Photocopy of a filled up Claims Compensation form may also be given along 

with the blank form so as to help them in filling it up. 

 

 

 

4.11.5.10 (j)Luggage and Consignments: 
(i) As and when unclaimed luggage and personal belongings are taken out 

from coaches, a list should be made coach wise, and each item should be 

tagged with coach number. 
(ii) A list of each item with distinguishing marks should be made. 

(iii) If possible, the cabin number inside the coach should also be indicated. 

(iv) Luggage claimed should be handed over on satisfactory proof of ownership. 
(v) Unclaimed luggage and personal belongings of injured/dead passengers 

should be taken possession for safe custody. 

(vi) Unclaimed luggage should be stored in a safe place, preferably, part of the 

same school building which is being used for preserving dead bodies. 
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(vii) These should be stored in separate rooms coach wise so that it is easy for 
relatives to identify. 

(viii) A list should be displayed outside each room indicating the coach number 

whose luggage is stored there. 
(ix) It is the responsibility of Commercial department to take charge of all 

unclaimed luggage etc. These should be taken over from the charge of RPF. 

(x) Booked luggage, parcels and consignments available in SLRs, VPUs etc. 
should be taken out and sent by road to nearest junction station for safe 

custody. 

(xi) Booked perishables available in SLRs, VPUs should be taken out and either 

auctioned at site or sent by road to nearest junction station for being 
auctioned. 

(xii) RMS consignments on the train should be shifted to school building for safe 

custody till Postal Authorities come and take over custody. 
  

4.11.6  Mechanical Department:  

 On Receipt of InformationSr. DME as well as ADME should proceed to site of 

accident.  ADME will be available in Divisional Control Office for providing backup 

support. 

CME, CRSE (F&O) from Head quarters will proceed to accident site. 

(i) Sr. DME and such other officers as decided by Sr. DME from Rajkot HQ will 
proceed to accident site. 

(ii) ADME will be available in Divisional Control Office for providing backup 
support. 

(iii) Break Down Spl. Without Crane should be requisitioned from adjoining 
divisions also so that additional rescue equipment such as cutters, 
spreaders, hydraulic jacks, generators, lighting equipment etc. 

(iv) The aim should be to ensure one ART with 140T crane along with one 
Break Down Special at each end of the accident site. 

(v) In addition to above, Break Down Special should be sent from other base 

stations within WR, so that additional rescue equipment such as cutters, 
spreaders, hydraulic jacks, etc are available. 

(vi) Provision should be made for availability of standby crane Loco Pilot on 
each ART working at site, so that ARTs can work round the clock. 

(vii) Sr. DME will order for Crane in consultation with CME / CMPE. 

 

 

4.11.6.1Duties of Sr. DME: 
(i)  Supervise working of cranes and clearance/rescue operation.  

(ii)  Ensure that Speedo graphs, engine repair Books etc. are seized/sealed. 

(iii) Note down observations, make arrangements to record measurements if 
loco is involved in accident. If it is not possible for all types of measurement 

to be taken on the spot then these should be taken to the shed. All relevant 

records should be sealed in shed.  

(iv)  Record the details regarding brake power and other aspects of Rolling stock 
as per prescribed Performa. 

(v) Have the joint measurements of the rolling stock taken. 

(vi)  Check the fitness of the stock supposed to move from the site. 
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(vii)  Aristin clearance/Rescue operation. 
 

4.11.6.2Responsibilities of Sr. DME / ADME: 

(a)  ARME/SPART – Headed by Sr. DME 
(i) Sr. DME / ADME will ensure the ARME/SPART starts to site at the earliest. 

Supervise HRD operations. 

(ii) DCWI will co-ordinate with other department and help to passenger for 
distributing available water and beverages in ARME/SPART. 

(iii) Ensure that Freezing switch of Memory chip is in ‘OFF’ condition, engine 

repair book are seized & sealed. Note down observations, make 

arrangement to report measurement of Loco involved in accident. 
 

Note:  Maintenance of ART / ARME/SPART rolling stock and its equipment, will 

be the responsibility of Mech. Deptt. 
(b) ART staff: 

(i) Proceed to site of accident. Assist in evacuating passengers if any, trapped 

under / inside coaches involved in accident. 
(ii) Record the details regarding brake power and other aspects of the rolling 

stock as per prescribed proforma. 

(iii) Should have the measurement of the rolling stock taken as per the 

prescribed procedure / proforma. 
(iv) Should check the fitness of the stock, which are supposed to move from the 

accident site. 

(v) Should ensure that loco / coaches / wagons re-railed are in a fit condition 
to be taken from the accident site. 

(vi) Plan for efficient movement of ART, Engine etc. between site and station for 

quicker restoration. 

(vii) Ensure safe and efficient working of cranes, Hydraulic re-railing equipment 
and other rescue devices. 

(viii) Ensure that the log / diary regarding restoration at the accident site is 

maintained properly. 
 

 

4.11.6.3  Rushing of men and material to site: 

(i) 2 ARTs with 140 Crane should be moved to the accident site, one from each 

end.  

(ii) In addition to above, Break Down Special should be sent from other base 

stations within WR, so that additional rescue equipment such as cutters, 

spreaders, hydraulic jacks etc. are made available. 

(iii) Break Down Special without Crane should be requisitioned from adjoining 

divisions also so that additional rescue equipment such as cutters, 

spreaders, hydraulic jacks, generators, lighting equipment etc. are 

available. 

(iv) The aim should be to ensure one ART with 140T crane along with one break 

down special at each end of the accident site. 

 (v)   Provision should be made for availability of standby crane driver on each 

ART working at site to work round the clock. 

(vi)   Road cranes of sufficient capacity should be arranged. 
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(vii)   Trucks should be arranged for carrying break down equipment near    to accident 

coaches, so that work centres can be opened up simultaneously from both 

ends. 

 

4.11.6.4  Duties of Mechanical Department on arrival at Site: 

 Restoration is the prime responsibility of Mechanical Dept. For discharging the 

dual responsibility of extricating injured passengers and dead bodies from coaches 

and toppling those coaches whose search has been completed, 2 separate groups will 

be formed at each end for purposes of ‘search and rescue’ and ‘off tracking of 

coaches’. 

 Once 4 ARMEs/SPARTs, 2 ARTs and 2 Break Down specials have arrived at the 

accident site from both ends, normally no more mechanical equipment will be required 

from anywhere else. The main work will then consist of using of these resources 

effectively and efficiently. 

 Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging the dual 

responsibilities of the Mechanical department. Each team should consist of 4-6 

members and each group should consist of 3-5 teams, depending upon requirement. 

 One Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each team conducting ‘search and 

rescue’ at the site. All such ‘search and rescue’ groups at each end of the accident 

site, would function under directions of an AME. 

 Similarly, one Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each team working on ‘off 

tracking of coaches’ at the site. All such ‘off tracking of coaches’ groups at each end of 

the accident site, would function under directions of another AME. The second AME 

concerned would also be in-charge of the crane at that end. 

(i) Take precautions in electrified section that power supply is switched off 

before commencing rescue/relief work. 

(ii) Use necessary safety equipment like hand gloves, helmet etc. 

(iii) if spillage of inflammable substances is suspected, then only cold cutting 

equipment should be used. 

(iv) In case of suspected sabotage, ensure minimum interference to clues. Safe 

lives and extricate passengers after video and digital photographs have 

been taken. 

(v) Be cautious in using rescue tools like gas cutters, cold cutters, spreaders, 

hydraulic jacks etc. so that passengers trapped inside or buried under the 

debris do not get hurt. 

(vi) Ensure marshalling of ART according to site requirement before it is sent 

into the accident involved block section. 

(vii) For efficient extrication of entrapped passengers take assistance of 

Medical/Engineering departments. 

(viii) Each team will join up with Medical teams who would also be involved in 

extracting dead and injured from coaches. 

(ix) Maximum number of coaches should be tackled simultaneously, except 

those that have climbed on top or have telescoped into one another. 
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(x) Road cranes of sufficient capacity should be arranged so that these cranes 

can start working from the centre while the 140 T cranes can continue 

working from either end. 

(xi) Trucks should be arranged for carrying break down equipment near to 

accident involved coaches, so that number of coaches can be 

simultaneously approached and more work centres can be opened up. 

(xii) Examine unaffected or re-railed rolling stock and certify their fitness for 

further movement. 

 

4.11.7 Security department: 

 On receipt of InformationDSC / RPF will proceed to accident site by 

ARME/SPART along with maximum number of RPF personnel, only one officer i.e. ASC 

will stay back at Rajkot Headquarter. DSC / RPF will assume control and take 

necessary steps for discharging duties allotted to Security department. Rush the men 

and material to site immediately.  

 
4.11.7.1 Duties of Security department on arrival at site: 

Main functions of the Security Department can be broadly classified as: 

(i)  Co-ordination with GRP and Local Police. 

(ii)  Crowd management. 

(iii)  Protection of luggage and parcel. 

(iv)  Protect of RMS material till RMS officials claimed it. 

(v)  Protection of railway property. 

 
4.11.7.2  Duties of DSC (RPF): 

(i)  Post adequate number of RPF staff at the accident site and other place 

where assistance is required. 

(ii)  Ensure security of passenger’s belonging, security of parcels, damaged 
goods and parcels vans etc. 

 

 
4.11.7.3  Responsibilities of DSC: 

(i) Proceed to the site by the quickest means. 

(ii) Liaison with local Police at site. 
(iii) Ensure security of Passengers belongings. 

(iv) Security of parcel, damaged goods / parcel vans. 

(v) To follow any instructions as given by the officer in charge at the accident 

spot in connection with item No. 1 to 3 above. 
(vi) Segregate the area of incident by establishing temporary barriers by use of 

nylon ropes or any other makeshift device available at the scene. It should 

be ensured that the on-lookers and spectators do not enter the affected 
area to disturb the scene or hamper the rescue operations. 

(vii) Baggage of passengers should be isolated and protected and consigned 

goods should be taken care of till they are handed over to claimants or 
taken over by railway authorities. The security of the personal belongings of 

the dead / injured passengers should also be ensured. 
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(viii) RPF personnel should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims 
and transport them to the nearest hospital. A record of causalities sent to 

hospital should be maintained. 

(ix) Hourly stirrups will be sent by the officer at the scene of incident to the 
Divisional / Zonal Control room giving the latest situation. 

(x) A temporary RPF ASSISTANCE POST (shed or tent) with proper Board 

should be established at a conspicuous location so that people needing help 
could approach the RPF. If the operation continues for a longer period, 

effort should be made to install a temporary telephone connection through 

the Railway Telecom Department, so that the information is passed on 

quickly.  
(xi) A log book should be opened and minute to minute progress of action of 

RPF on the lines indicated above, recorded. 

(xii) The senior most officers available at the scene of incident will also ensure 
proper documentation about the number of persons injured or dead, giving 

their identity and address, if available. 

(xiii) In case the friends or relatives of the injured / deceased make any queries 
they should be properly guided. 

(xiv) Reinforcement: Efforts will be made to get the information from the 

neighbouring posts / outposts, reserve line, Divisional HQ or Zonal Reserve. 

In case any RPF battalion or company is located in the vicinity, personnel 
can be requisitioned from there for dealing with such emergent situations 

till additional force is available from other sources. 

 

4.11.7.4 Rushing of men and material: 

(i) On receipt of first information the nearest RPF Post should muster 

maximum available manpower within the shortest possible time and 

dispatch them to the accident site by fastest available means. 

(ii) The Post/Outpost in charge would requisition additional manpower form 

adjoining RPF posts. 

(iii) Pass on the information to Local Police and Police Control Room, local Fire 

Brigade, Hospitals, local voluntary organisations at the earliest. 

(iv) Divisional Security Control shall get reinforcement from neighbouring posts 

/ outposts, reserve line, divisional headquarters or Zonal reserve and send 

them by the ART. If they could not be sent by the ART then definitely send 

them by the 2nd and 3rd Special trains carrying backup logistic support to 

the accident site. 

(v) If any RPF battalion/Company is located in the vicinity, men can be 

requisitioned from there for dealing with emergent situations till additional 

force made available from other sources. 

(vi) Additional RPF personnel from Zonal headquarters should be shouldered 

and sent to accident site. 

(vii) Additional RPF personnel available throughout the division should be alerted 

and sent to the accident site by the 2nd and 3rd special trains carrying 

backup logistic support of men and material. 

(viii) While sending reinforcement, the divisional Security Control shall ensure 

that the necessary equipment required for rescue, recovery and protection 

of the scene of incident are provided as follows: 
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 Torches (1 per person) and other lighting arrangements. 

 Nylon ropes (1 Km) and poles for segregating the affected area. 

 4 loud speakers for making announcements. 

 10 stretchers and first aid equipment. 

 10 wireless for inter-communication. 

 Digital Camera for photographing the scene (both on negative/ slide 

films). 

 Video recording of rescue and salvage operations and connected 

arrangements.  

    

4.11.7.5  General: 

(i) RPF personnel should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims 

and transport them to the nearest hospital. 

(ii) 3 – hourly Satraps will be updated by field personnel at the scene of 

incident to the RPF functionary in the UCC giving the latest situation. 

(iii) RPF Assistance Post will be established within the CAC so that people 

needing help can approach RPF. 

 

4.11.7.6 Co-ordinate with Local Police: 

Maintain constant liaison with IG/GRP and ADG/GRP for following: 

(i) Rushing all available GRP personnel to the accident site. 

(ii) Obtain additional manpower from the local police for purpose of crowd 

control. 

(iii) Issue necessary instructions to local police for expeditious clearance 

&Restoration.  

(iv) Issue necessary instructions to SP of the district for waiving off formalities 

of Post Mortem on dead bodies. 

(v) In case of sabotage, liaison with Local Police & officials of district 

administration and get early clearance. 

(vi) Clearance should be obtained as expeditiously as possible, for starting 

restoration work. 

(vii) Additional manpower should be requisitioned from local police officials and 

district administration for purpose of crowd control. 

(viii) Exemption should be obtained from SP of the district for waiving off     

formalities of Post Mortem of dead bodies. 

(ix) Obtain assistance from GRP and Local Police as and when required. 

 

4.11.7.7 Crowd Management: 

 The first problem at an accident site is that of surging crowd. Carrying out any 

kind of rescue and relief operation becomes next to impossible. Railwaymen who try 

to undertake any kind of rescue and relief work become victims of mob fury. 

(i) Cordon off the site and prevent unauthorized entry of outsiders. 
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(ii) Segregate the area of accident by putting up temporary barriers using 

nylon ropes or any other makeshift device available at the scene so that 

outsiders do not disturb the site or hamper rescue operations. 

(iii) These barriers should be at quite some distance away from the track, so 

that UCC, CAC and LCCs are inside the cordoned off area. 

(iv) Provided barricade and ask for additional force to control crowd during VIP 

visit. 

 

4.11.7.8  Protection of luggage: 

(i) Protect unclaimed luggage of passengers till these are duly taken over by 

commercial department for safe custody. 

(ii) Unclaimed luggage of passengers should be isolated and stacked coach-

wise, with proper labelling indicating coach number, from which recovered. 

(iii) If possible, the cabin number inside the coach should also be indicated. 

(iv) All such unclaimed luggage should be protected till they are handed over 

to claimants or taken over by commercial department. 

(v) Unclaimed luggage should be stored in a safe place, preferably, part of the 

same school building which is being used for preserving dead bodies. 

(vi) These should be stored in separate rooms coach wise so that it is easy for 

relatives to identify. 

 

4.11.7.9  Protection of railway property: 

(i) Protect Railway consignments/goods/parcels till these are duly taken over 

by commercial department and dispatched to nearest station for proper 

disposal. 

 (ii) Guard perishables till they are auctioned off at site or till they are 

dispatched to nearest station for being auctioned. 

 (iii) RMS consignments on the train should be shifted to school building for safe 

custody till Postal Authorities come and take over custody. 

 (iv) Provide security for the cash withdrawn for payment of ex-gratia by the 

commercial department. 

 (v) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident 

and ensure that these do not get disturbed. 

 (vi) Ensure that no railway staff tampers with any track fittings, or rolling stock 

parts. 

 (vii) Anybody found moving under suspicious circumstances should be 

questioned. 

 (viii) No railway staff should be allowed to move about near the accident site 

with loose or piece meal equipment. 

 

4.11.8  Electrical department: 

On receipt of InformationSr.DEE (P), AEE (P) Sr.DEE/TRD as well as AEE/TRD 

should proceed to site of accident.  
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(i) Sr. DEE should proceed to accident site and ADEE should man the 
Divisional Control Office for providing backup support. In absence of ADEE 
senior most Section Engineer should man the control office. 

(ii) Main responsibility of Electrical Department will be regarding site 
illumination with portable generator sets, portable inflatable tower lights.  

(iii) In case of scarcity of generator sets, the same may be hired from nearby 
village or town. The list of these sources to be kept by the Sr. DEE. 

(iv) Maximum number of electrical staff should be sent by 2nd and 3rd Special 
trains for installation and operation of electrical equipment.  

(v) Officers staying back in divisional HQ Shall maintain constant liaison with 
site and find out quantum of assistance required by way of men and 
material.  

(vi) These should be rushed to accident site either from :  

a) Railway sources within the division, or  

b) Railway sources from adjoining divisions and zones, or  

c) Non-Railway sources within the division. 

(vii) Site illumination through Gen sets of ART/ARME/SPART by Halogen lamps. 

(viii) Temporary illumination through availing Local Power Supply from nearby 

licensee if practically possible. 

 
If EMU/DMU/MEMU or Electrical Locomotive is involved, Sr DEE (TRO) should proceed 

to the site with adequate number of breakdown staff by quickest available means. 

(Call the relief train, if required)  

(i) DEE(P) and DEE/TRD will be available in Divisional Control Office for 

providing backup support. 

 (ii) Maximum number of electrical staff should be send by the 2nd and 3rd 

special trains for installation and operation of electrical equipment. 

(iii) Officers staying back in divisional headquarters shall maintain constant 

liaison with site and arrange assistance required by way of men and 

material from Railway sources within the division, from adjoining divisions 

and zones and from Non-Railway sources within the division. 

 

4.11.8.1 Duties of Sr. DEE (Power): 

(i) Arrange for adequate illumination at the accident site.  

(ii) In case of fire in coaches, immediately arrange to collect/record evidence 

of passengers. 

(iii) Jointly examine the coach to ascertain the cause and damage. 

 

4.11.8.2  Responsibilities of Sr. DEE / ADEE: 

(i) Adequate lighting arrangements are made at the site. 
(ii) DG sets for augmenting the power supply to be hired. 

(iii) In case of fire in coaches, any evidence of passenger should be recorded 

and other clues preserved. 
(iv) If some passengers are willing to give evidence later on, their names and 

addresses should be recorded. 
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Note: Maintenance of Electricity equipment kept in ART / ARME/SPART will be 
responsibility of Electricity Dept. 

 
4.11.8.3  Duties of Sr. DEE (TRD): 

(i)  Arrange for adequate number of OHE breakdown staff, tower wagon and 

proceed to accident site by the quickest available means. 
(ii)  Ensure that OHE is made dead and OHE is slewed as per requirement. 

(iii)  Arrange and supervise restoration of OHE, expeditiously. 

(iv) Record all relevant information concerning the accident. 

 
4.11.8.4  Duties of Sr. DEE (TRO): 

(i) Depute officer in the control office. 

(ii) Note down joint observation regarding the Loco/ EMU/DMU/MEMU  
(iii)  Ensure that measurements of the Loco/ EMU/DMU/MEMU are taken on the 

spot /wherever possible otherwise in Car/Loco shed. 

(iv)  Ensure that records for maintenance of Loco/ EMU/DMU/MEMU repairs are 
sealed in the shed. 

(v) Ensure prompt and sufficient arrangements for clearing the line.  

 

4.11.8.5 Duties of Electric Department on Arrival at site: 

For discharging the dual responsibility of providing illumination at site and 

managing the OHE, 2 separate units will be formed at each end of the accident site 

consisting of ‘General Branch’ officers & staff and TRD officers & staff. 

 Once 4 ARMEs/SPARTs, 2 ARTs and 2 break down specials have arrived at the 

accident site from both ends, normally no more electrical equipment will be required 

from anywhere else. The main work will then consist of using of these resources 

effectively and efficiently. 

 Different teams and groups will be formed for discharging various duties of the 

Electrical Department. Each team should consist of 4-6 members and each group 

should consist of 3-5 teams, depending upon requirement. 

 

 

4.11.8.6  Site illumination: 

One Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each group working at the site. All 

‘General Branch’ teams at each end of the accident site, would function under 

directions of an AEE (P). 

 

(i) Senior most electrical officer at site would make a quick assessment of the 

electrical requirement of the site. 

(ii) This would be done keeping in mind the geographical spread of the site, 

the size of UCC, LCCs, CAC and any other requirement as necessary. 

(iii) Thereafter, he would assess the quantity of electrical fittings and 

generating sets available in ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs. 

(iv) In order to set up adequate illumination facilities, all generating sets and 

lighting fixtures available in ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs would be used. 

(v) First priority for lighting would be the accident site along the track where 

rescue, relief and restoration work is going on. 
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(vi) Next priority would be given to lighting up of UCC, CAC and LCCs. 

(vii) Additional requirements of generators and lighting fixtures, if any should 

be called for immediately from other railway sources within the division 

well in time. 

(viii) In case divisional sources are inadequate, then sources from other 

divisions should be tapped. 

(ix) Officer at site should hire additional generating sets, lighting fixtures etc. 

as required from non-railway sources available nearby. List of such sources 

are given in Divisional DM Plan. 

(x) Once generators and lighting fixtures have been setup, efforts should be 

made to tap direct power supply from some nearby sources, if available. 

(xi) In case power supply is not available nearby and illumination has to 

continue on generator supply, then sufficient quantity of petrol and diesel 

should be procured and kept in stock. 

 

4.11.8.7OHE Restoration at site: 

One Sr. Supervisor should be in-charge of each group working at the site.  All TRD 

teams at each end of the accident site would function under directions of an 

AEE/TRD. 

(i) In case OHE is to be brought down, then the same should be done 

immediately so that working of crane does not get held up on account of 

OHE. 

(ii) In case slewing of OHE suffices for some sections, then the same should 

be done quickly so that working of crane does not get held up on account 

of OHE. 

(iii) Sr. DEE/TRD shall arrange movement of 6 Tower Wagons along with men 

and material from adjacent depots from both sides of accident site. 

(iv) In case more tower wagons are required these should also be requisitioned 

from other depots along with men and material. 

(v) An assessment should also be made of the extent of damage to OHE 

masts, and other equipment. 

(vi) Additional requirement of materials, if any should be called for 

immediately from other railway sources within the division. 

(vii) In case divisional sources are inadequate, then sources from other 

divisions should be tapped. 

(viii) In case other divisional sources are also inadequate, then sources from 

other zones should be tapped. 

(ix) Availability of OHE masts is a long lead item. Requirement of masts should 

be quickly worked out so that these can be moved immediately. 

(x) Ensure temporary portals are erected without delay. 

(xi) In case damage to OHE is extensive and a wiring train is considered to be 

more efficient, then the same should be arranged from other zone after 

discussion with RE organisation. 

(xii) Ensure that the section is earthed before staff starts working near OHE. 
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(xiii) OHE should not be charged until all staff, tower wagons, cranes etc. have 

cleared the block section. 

 

4.11.9 Signal & Telecommunication Department: 

On receipt of InformationSr. DSTE as well as ASTEs should proceed to site of 

accident. DSTE will be available in Divisional Control Office for providing backup 

support. 

1. Sr. DSTE as well as ASTEs should proceed to site of accident. DSTE will be 
available in Divisional Control Office for providing backup support. 

2. Provision of portable telephone to be connected directly to Sectional 
Control through emergency socket. 

3. Provision of auto telephone of nearest Rly exchange through Disaster 
Management pairs at emergency socket. 

4. Provision of communication through satellite telephone. 

5. BSNL telephones to be provided. 

6. Rushing of men and material to site: 

(i) Sr. DSTE along with ASTE will carry the following to the accident site : 

 Satellite phone, 

 FAX cum printer,  

 Two 25W VHF sets along with antenna and battery, 

 10 numbers 5W walkie-talkie sets.  

(ii) He will be accompanied by at least two TCI and two TCM.  

(iii) 6 more TCI / TCM, SI of the section and maximum number of telecom 

staff should be sent for installation and operation of telecom 

equipment. They should go to the site of accident either by ART or 

latest by 2nd and 3rd special trains carrying backup logistic support to 
the accident site, from each end. 

(iv) Satellite phones of HQ RJT and one FAX machine will be carried in 
DRM special by at least one TCI and one TCM. 

(v) All mobile phones available with the Division should also be rushed to 
site for emergency use.  

(vi) Sufficient number of spare batteries and battery charges for these 

mobiles should also be taken to accident site. 

(vii) Main responsibility of S&T Department will be for providing effective 
and adequate means of communication and activate the helpline 

booths.  

(viii) For proper connectivity to ensure adequate number of SIMs of various 

telecom service provider. 

4.11.10.1  Arrangement of communication at site: 

(i) DSTE/ASTE in the division should immediately come to divisional control 

office and ensure setting up of all communication arrangements as 

required. 
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(ii) DSTE will keep a record of the numbers of Railway telephones, BSNL 

telephones, INMERSAT phones provided at site and telephones provided at 

Helpline Enquiry Booths. This information shall be passed to the Divisional 

Emergency Cell.  All satellite telephone number should be displayed at 

Divisional control and Central Emergency Control.   

(iii) DSTE/ASTE should liaison with BSNL officials in the area for immediate 

provision of additional BSNL telephone at the accident spot, nearest station 

and at Helpline Enquiry Booths duly utilising assets under his disposal. 

(iv) Map of the division showing areas where cell phone connectivity is 

operative is available in Divisional DM plan.  This should also be displayed 

in divisional control. 

(v) Should have standing arrangement to hire sufficient cell phones and send 

them to accident site. 

(vi) Obtain E-mail addresses of Emergency Cells set up on other Divisional and 

Zonal headquarters. 

 

4.11.10.2  Communication at Rajkot Divisional Emergency Control: 

(i) Permanent Communication arrangements are required to be provided at 
Rajkot Divisional Emergency Control immediately.  

(ii) 1 BSNL phone having ISD facility and 2 BSNL Telephones having STD 
facility should be made available in the Rajkot Divisional Central Control. 

Dynamic locking code of the telephone is available with Incharge 
Emergency Control.  

(iii) FAX machine should also be provided on one BSNL telephone in the 
Emergency control.  

(iv) 2 Railway telephone numbers with STD facilities should also be made 
available.  

(v) 2 Mobile telephones should also be made available in RJT Emergency 
Control.  

 

4.11.10.3  Communication at Helpline Enquiry Booths: 

(i) Helpline Enquiry Booths are to be opened at all important stations en-route 

of the affected trains. 

(ii) Location of these Helpline Enquiry Booths will be on Platform No.1 of their 

respective stations. 

(iii) One BSNL STD phone, 2 Railway Phones, One FAX machine, Photocopier, 

PC with Internet connection (if feasible) and printer should be identified 

and kept pre-wired to the Helpline Enquiry Booths so that this can be 

energised at short notice.  A especially dedicated number of 1072 should 

also be provided at such identified station. 

   (iv)    Stations at which such arrangements are to be made and telephones, 

which are to be utilised, should be identified by Sr. DSTE with approval of 

DRM. 
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(v)   E-Mail address of PCs to be provided should be intimated to all concerned. 

PCs should be configured with these E-Mail addresses as given at 

Annexure-VII.  

 
4.11.10.4  Duties of Sr. DSTE: 

(i) Ensure that a detailed record is made of all evidence bearing on the 

accident so far as S & T and interlocking are concerned.  

(ii)  Preserve clues and seal the relevant equipment/documents if required. 
(iii)  Restore the signalling and interlocking for normal working immediately. 

 
4.11.10.5  Responsibilities of Sr. DSTE / ASTE: 

(i) To proceed to site by the quickest means available. 

(ii) Ensure portable telephone / emergency telephone set is provided at site 
and in working condition.  

(iii) Whenever feasible, wireless sets to be installed at accident site for 

communication with divisional HQs. and Zonal Rly. HQs.  

(iv) Walkie-talkie sets, megaphone hailers to be deployed as necessary. 
(v) DOT telephone with STD facility to be arranged at the temporary enquiry 

office opened at site and nearest location wherever possible. 

(vi) Render such assistance as required by the guard / incharge of accident site 
in attending to the accident victims and stranded passengers. 

(vii) Seal block instrument, relay rooms and note positions of levers, knobs, 

slides, indication etc. as the case may be. 
(viii) Arrange for early restoration of signaling and telecom equipment as soon 

as such restoration is permitted. 

(ix) Extending communication facilities at the site without wasting any time: 

(a) TCI-Test Room shall inform to Sr. DSTE / ASTE about the accident. 
Sr. DSTE shall immediately attend the test room. 

(b) He will inform to concerned SSE(T), who in turn, will proceed to the 

site of accident. 
(c) He will inform the TCI / TCM at auto exchange RJT for coordinating 

extension of CCG emergency number in the control office. 

(d) He will inform the concerned SE / JE in charge of the section to 
proceed with DD equipments and emergency telephone with 

extension cable. 

(e) He will inform SE / JE of the adjoining section, if site of accident is 

away from the HQ of the section for proceeding to site with necessary 
material for provision of communication facility. 

(f) TCM / Test room incharge shall proceed for the site of accident with 

IMARSET by first available means. 
(g) Concerned staff on duty at RJT exchange will board the ARME/SPART 

with sufficient extension cable. 

(h) SE(Auto) RJT will manage the staff at RJT. 

(i) SE of the test room will remain in the test room for providing 
assistance required at site and also manage the staff in test room. 

(j) All the staff proceeding to site should be in constant touch with test 

room. 
Note: Maintenance of S&T equipments kept in ARME/SPART / ART will be 

responsibility of S&T department. 
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4.11.10.6  Duties of Signal & Telecommunication Department at accident   

site: 

Duties of S&T department consist of providing sufficient and reliable means of 

communication at the accident site and other work locations. 

 

1. Types of communication facilities: 

For this purpose following types of communication facilities should be provided: 

i.      Satellite telephones. 

ii.      BSNL telephones. 

iii.      Mobile, in case the area is under mobile coverage. 

iv.      Walkie – Talkie sets. 

v.      Railway telephones. 

vi.      PA system. 

2. Locations: 

These facilities should be provided at following locations: 

i. UCC 

ii. CAC 

iii. LCCs 

iv. Hospitals 

v. Mortuary 

vi. Any other locations as decided. 

  

4.11.10.7 Numbers to be provided: 

(i) Satellite telephones – 5 to be provided. 2 in UCC, 1 in CAC, 2 for 

passengers. 

(ii) BSNL telephones – 2 in UCC, 3 in CAC and 1 in each hospital. 

(iii) Mobiles – as many as can be arranged in UCC and CAC. In addition to 

above at least 2 in each hospital. 

(iv) Walkie – Talkie sets – each functionary should be covered. 

(v) One 25W VHF set shall also be provided in UCC. 

(vi) One 25W VHF set shall be installed in a road vehicle so that mobile 

communication can be set up, upto a range of about 15-20 Kms. 

(vii) Railway telephones – each functionary in UCC, CAC and LCCs should be  

covered. 

(viii) In RE area emergency sockets will be utilised for extending communication 

to the accident site and in non-RE area where 6 Quad cables is available 

the same will be utilised for providing communication. 

(ix) PA system – at UCC, CAC and LCCs. 

 

4.11.10.8  Public Address System: 

(i) PA system should be provided in UCC, CAC and LCCs.  
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(ii) These are also to be provided for communicating with passengers and for 

giving directions to railway staff. For this purpose, additional PA systems 

may become necessary depending upon the requirements at accident site. 

(iii) Mega mikes available in ART will also be utilised for twin purpose. 

(iv) Volume of PA system in UCC, CAC and LCCs should be so adjusted that 

announcements made over one of them reaches only those areas which 

are under its jurisdiction. It should not interfere with announcements being 

made by other PA system. 

 

4.11.10.9  Other accessories: 

(i) Ensure availability of adequate copies of Disaster Management telephone 

directory containing important telephone numbers. 

(ii) Adequate number of Mobile Battery Chargers should be provided in UCC, 

CAC and LCCs along with number of spare batteries. 

 

4.11.11  Engineering department 

 On Receipt of information: Sr.DEN/DEN concerned will proceed to the site of 

accident by ARME/SPART. In the absence of Sr. DEN (HQ), the next senior most 

Sr.DEN/DEN of the division will proceed along with the concerned DEN. In the absence 

of Sr.DEN/DEN of the section, Sr.DEN/DEN of the adjoining section will proceed by 

ARME/SPART. 

It is expected that ADEN and Permanent Way Inspector of the Section would have 
already reached the accident site before arrival of ARME/SPART. In case, where the 

Permanent Way Inspector and ADEN are based at divisional headquarter, they should 

move along with staff by ART. At least, 2 SSE/Works and 1 SSE/Bridge should move 

along with their staff by the ART. 

 

4.11.11.1  Rushing men and material to accident site: 

(i) 1000 nos. of workmen are required to reach the site of the accident. The 

Division shall arrange 500 nos. along with 10 SSE (P-Way) and 10 Black 

Smiths. For this purpose, labour specials will be run from the specified 

destination as decided by the Divisional Emergency Control. 

(ii) 500 metres of rails, sleepers and fittings and one set of 1 in 12 and 1 in 8 

½ turnouts to be available in the ART. The mechanical and Operating 

Departments will ensure that part ‘C’ of ART (consisting of additional 

Engineering Material Wagons) shall follow the ART. The additional half km. 

of matching materials and one set of 1 in 8 ½ and 1 in 12 turnouts shall 

be kept in the Track Depot of the Division. For loading of this material, 2 

BRNHs and 2 BCN wagons should be immediately placed in the Track 

Depot. This material should be loaded within 3 hours and dispatched to 

the site of accident. This would be ensured by the SSE(P-Way) Track 

Depot and Divisional Engineering Control. 

(iii) At least two nos. of JCBs available with the ballast depot contractor shall 

be immediately moved. 
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(iv) Sr.DEN/DEN in Divisional Emergency Control will request concerned 

authority (Army/State Govt. Department) for bulldozer/earthmoving 

machine in the area. 

 

4.11.11.2  Duties of SR.DENs/DENs: 
(i)  Ensure joint measurements are taken and sketches of the accident site  

are accurately drawn out. 

(ii)  Ensure collection of adequate labor and material and their proper 

deployment for speedy restoration. 
(iii)  Depute one DEN/AEN in control Office for planning, reinforcement of 

labour, material and staff. 

(iv)  Ensure that inspection notes and diary of AEN, SSE (P-Way), gang 
charts, maintenance records etc., are seized and secured. 

(v)  Assistant other Departments in clearance of line and ensure that track is 

rendered fit and certified at the earliest. 

 
4.11.11.3  Responsibilities of Sr. DEN(HQ) / ADEN(W): 

(i) All Engg. Officials shall report to the senior most officer at site. 
(ii) Arrange Divers with proper equipment for under water rescue, if 

necessary. 

(iii) Guarding and preservation of clues till Police or RPF personnel arrive at 
site and take charge. 

(iv) Arrange for water supply at accident site by drawing from adjoining 

station. 

(v) Cutting equipment available with PWIs & BRIs and in workshop are moved 
to site for supplementing ones available in ART. 

(vi) Utilization of bridge gangs for rescue work whenever the need arises. 

(vii) Assisting in transhipment of passengers and their luggage. 
(viii) Provision of tents and other temporary shelter at the site for protection 

against elements of weather. 

(ix) Ensure joint measurement of track, coaches, wagon & sketch of accident 
site in accurate drawing. 

 

4.11.11.4  Duties of Engineering Department at the site: 

(i) AEN/SSE (P-Way /Bridge) shall collect men, rescue tools and arrive at site 

by fastest means possible. 

(ii) Setup UCC, CAC and LCCs at the accident site. 

(iii) Assist medical/Mechanical Department in rescue work. 

(iv) If necessary contact Army/Navy/Air Base and collect required personnel 

like Divers for rescue operation. 

(v) If necessary hire Private Road Cranes, Bulldozers, Earth movers etc. 

(vi) 2 Engineering specials, one from each end, carrying engineering material 

and Gang men from the section. 

(vii) Additional requirement of track materials, if any, should be called for 

immediately from other railway sources within the division, well in time. 

(viii) In case divisional sources are inadequate, then sources from other 

divisions should be tapped. 
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(ix) 500 additional workmen are required who are to be moved from adjoining 

divisions/zones. 

(x) Each such division sending assistance should move 250 men along with 5 

artisans and 5 SSE (P-Way). 

(xi) One DEN and one AEN each should also move to the site of accident from 

each such division. 

(xii) Plan for co-ordinated working and movement of track machine for quick 

restoration in consultation with TRD and operating officials. 

(xiii) Sketch diagram of accident site and joint observation to be recorded by 

SSE/ SE (P-Way). 

 

4.11.12   IT department (to be handled by Sr. DSTE): 

1. 2 PCs nominated to be provided in Rajkot Divisional Central Control and 
should be connected to Rail net and the E-Mail addresses already 
configured into them should be activated. 

2. PCs in various Helpline Enquiry Booths at different stations should all be 

made functional connected to rail net and made ready for receiving and 
sending E-Mails.  

3. Sr.DSTE in association with PRI should be uploaded below information to 
Western Railways website www.westernrailwayindia.comas quickly as 
possible. 

4. Following information should be uploaded on to Western Railway Website 

as quickly as possible:  

(i) List of injured and deceased passengers: 

(a) Names of stations where Helpline Enquiry Booths have been opened 
along with their telephone numbers.  

(b) Accident details would include, number of injured passengers 
rescued.  

(c) Break up of type of injuries, such as grievous, simple etc. 

(d) Disposal of injured passengers in various hospitals.  

(e) Names of injured passengers – coach wise.  

(f) Number of dead bodies recovered.  

(g) Number of dead bodies identified.  

(h) Names of deceased passengers. 

(ii) Details of trains which have been diverted, regulated, short terminated, 
cancelled or re-scheduled. 

(iii) Details of special trains, which are to be run: 

(a) Passenger special carrying passengers of front portion of accident 

involved train. 

(b) Passenger special carrying passengers of rear portion of accident 
involved train. 

(c) Relatives special from originating and terminating station of the 

accident involved train. 

 

 

http://www.westernrailwayindia.com/
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4.11.13 Accounts Department: 

(i) Making available sufficient amount of cash for meeting emergent 

expenses. 

(ii) Opening of current account in a local bank and getting permission for over 

draft facilities so that large amount of cash is not required to be carried 

from far off stations. 

(iii) Issue of cheques for making of enhanced ex – gratia payment, if so 

announced at accident site by Honourable MR. 

(iv) Making available sufficient amount of cash for meeting emergent 

expenses 

(v) Opening of current account in a local bank and getting permission for over 

draft facilities so that large amount of cash is not required to be carried 

from far off stations. 

(vi) Issue of cheques for making of enhanced ex – gratia payment, if so 

announced at accident site by Hon’ble MR.  

(vii) Sr.DFM / DFM & one Sr. SO will remain in Control office to assist Sr. DOM 

/ DOM for misc. emergency job in connection with rescue/relief operations 

as directed by Sr. DOM.  

(viii) All Sr. SOs and Divisional Cashiers will be ready to assist in rescue 

operation either at accident site or at Control office if called for.  

 

4.11.14.1  Personal Department: 

(i)       Sr.DPO shall proceed to accident site along with all WLIs. 

(ii) Assist Doctors in collecting details of injured/dead and shifting them to hospital. 

(iii) WLIs shall be available round the clock in shift duty to look after the 

welfare of injured persons in each hospital. 

(iv)    Issue complimentary return journey passes to relatives for escorting 

injured and taking them back home. 

(v) Man personnel branch counters in CAC and discharge duties listed out for those 

counters. 

(vi) Sr. DPO shall proceed to accident site along with all CWLI / WLIs. 

(vii) Assist Doctors in collecting details of injured / dead and shifting them to 

hospitals. 

(viii) WLIs shall be available round the clock in shift duty to look after the 

welfare of injured persons in each hospital. 

(ix) Issue complementary return journey passes to relatives for escorting 

injured and taking them back home. 

(x) To man personnel branch counters in CAC and discharge duties listed out for 

those counters. 

 

4.11.14.2  Staff matters: 

(i) First problem is of identifying railway personnel. 

(ii) They should be supplied with coloured armbands to be kept in ARMEs/ 
SPARTs / ARTs. 
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(iii) Adequate number of armbands, gloves and face masks should also be 
provided in the ARMEs/ SPARTs / ARTs. 

(iv) Second problem is of communicating with railway personnel in the crowd. 

(v) Microphones / loud hailers provided in ARMEs/ SPARTs / ARTs should be 

used both for crowd control as also for giving instructions to railway 
personnel working at accident site. 

(vi) Once initial rescue operations have got underway, arrangements have to 
be made far water and food for railway staff working at site. Contract 

arrangement should be made for supply of food. Personnel department 
will coordinate Commercial department regarding this. 

(vii) To ensure that Spare coaches stabled at nearby stations where watering 

and charging facilities are available for stay of staff are ready for use. 

 

4.11.14.3   Duties and responsibilities of Sr. DPO / DPO/ APO: 

(i) Welfare Inspector should be posted round the clock in shifts duty to look 
after the welfare of the injured persons in the hospital. 

(ii) CWLI / WLI should ensure that passes are issued to the relatives and 

escort of injured for visiting them in the hospital and taking them back 
home. 

(iii) Sr. DPO / DPO shall depute Welfare Inspector to assist the ADMO, in 

taking down the names and addresses of the dead and injured and in 
shifting them to the hospital.  

(iv) CWLI / WLI should also be deputed to the hospitals where the dead 

bodies or injured has been transferred. Such information should be 

passed on to Sr. DCM / DCM by quickest means. 

 

4.12 Disaster response – co-ordination centres: 

4.12.1 Rushing of ARMEs/SPARTs & ARTs to accident site: 

(i) After ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs have been ordered, PCR should locate 

diesel powers for these ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs. 

(ii) First available diesel powers should be nominated, even by temporarily 

detaching from a Mail/Express train on run, if necessary. 

(iii) If diesel power is not readily available and OHE is functional up to the 

next junction station, then ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs should be moved out 

by Electric loco and diesel powers can be changed en-route. 

(iv) In case a diesel power is not available on the division, then it should be 

requisitioned from adjoining division. 

(v) Requisitioning of diesel power should be done from following sections in 

the given order of priority: 

Rajkot Division: 

 Rajkot-Viramgam section. 

 Rajkot-Okha section. 

 Wankaner-Dahinsara-Gandhidham section. 

 Bhavnagar division. 

 Ahmedabad division. 

 Vadodara division. 
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 Ajmer division (NWR) 

(vi) Movement of ARME/SPART and ART should never be clubbed together. 

ARME/SPART should be started first and moved separately for faster 

movement. 

(vii) ARMEs/ SPARTs and ARTs should be dispatched from the base station, 

within the target time stipulated. Departure of ARMEs /SPARTs and ARTs 

should not be delayed on any account including arrival of doctors or 

officers. Anybody who is left behind can proceed later on either by GM 

special or by next special train or even by road. 

(viii) ARMEs/ SPARTs must be run out within the target time, even without full 

complement of doctors, if necessary. This will ensure that other doctors 

who are available at accident site can utilise facilities of ARME/SPART after 

its arrival at site. 

(ix) ARMEs/SPARTs and ARTs should be moved on top priority taking 

precedence over all other trains. They should not be stopped anywhere 

en-route for picking up any one. 

(x) Running lines at 7 stations on either side of the accident affected block 

section should be kept clear of all trains. In case there are any stabled 

loads, the same should be lifted. 

(xi) Freight trains on run towards accident site should be reversed and 

returned. 

(xii) Fresh stabling, if any should be done beyond 7 stations on either side. 

(xiii) Even for stabling beyond 7 stations, both up and down loop lines should 

not be blocked at the same station. 

(xiv) For stabling beyond 7 stations, up loop and down loop should be blocked, 

at alternate stations. 

 

4.12.2 Movement of Passenger Trains: 

(i) The moment information is received about the accident, all Mail/Express 

trains on run towards the accident involved section should be stopped. 

They should not be advanced beyond the last junction from where they 

can be diverted. 

(ii) They should be regulated at convenient stations before a decision is taken 

regarding their further movement. This decision should normally be taken 

within the next one hour. 

(iii) Trains should preferably be regulated at stations where food can be 

arranged. 

(iv) Too many trains should not be simultaneously brought to a junction 

station for regulation, since it may create law and order problems. 

(v) Keep them moving slowly so that passengers do not agitate. In such 

cases, a caution order may be served to the driver to proceed at 30 

KMPH. 

(vi) Passenger trains can be run out to the next convenient location and 

thereafter terminated so that their rakes are available for use. 
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(vii) Head quarter’s Emergency Cell shall decide the Diversion, Regulation, 

Short termination, Cancellation, and Rescheduling of trains in consultation 

with adjoining Railway and Coaching Directorate of Railway Board: 

 (viii) The above decision regarding diversion etc. should be taken in about an 

hour’s time after ARMEs/ SPARTs, ARTs, GM special have been run out 

and there is a slight lull in the information flow. 

(ix) As far as possible, trains, which are already on run, should be diverted. 

They should not be short terminated, since this will create problem of 

dispersal of passengers. 

(x) Trains should be diverted from the last possible junction station onwards 

so that maximum number of passengers can detrain at their proper 

destination stations. 

(xi) Sr. DEE/TRO would be in charge of co-ordination with operating 

department regarding requirement and availability of crew. 

(xii) Sr. DEE/TRO will take into consideration changing traffic requirement and 

plan crew deployment accordingly. 

(xiii) Adjoining divisions should be informed about these diverted trains to sent 

spare crew to interchange points. 

(xiv)    Necessary road learning should be arranged for diverted trains crew. 

(xv)  Drivers nominated for working these diverted trains should be empanelled 

for working Mail/Express as per Railway Board’s instructions. 

(xvi) Crews should also be planned for diesel engines sent to the accident site 

working ARMEs/ SPARTs, ARTs, other special trains and likely to be held 

up there for next 2-3 days. 

(xvii) A total of about 10 diesel powers would be deployed in the accident-

affected section on different special trains at any point of time. 

(xviii) 3 sets of diesel crews should be planned for each diesel loco deployed at 

the accident site. 

(xviii) If required necessary diesel crew should be arranged from adjoining 

divisions. 

(xix) In the absence of Sr. DME, DMEE / ADMEE will perform this function and 

in electrified section in the absence of Sr. DEE /TRO, DEE/AEE (TRO) will 

perform this function. 

 

4.12.3  Running of Special trains: 

Following special trains will be required to be run in the given order   of priority: 

(i) ARME/SPART 

(ii) ARME/SPART from the other end. 

(iii) Two additional ARMEs/ SPARTs from adjoining divisions, one from each 

end. 

(iv) ART. 

(v) ART from the other end. 

(vi) Two additional break down Specials one from each end. 
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(vii) 1st special train carrying GM and other officers from Headquarter and 

some left over officers from division (in case it passes through the 

divisional headquarter). 

(viii) Unaffected front portion of the accident involved train in case the same 

can be moved. 

(ix) Unaffected rear portion of the accident involved train in case the same 

can be moved. 

(x) In case the front and rear portions cannot be moved, then they should be 

left as they are. 

(xi) Two empty coaching rakes, one from either end for clearing unaffected 

passengers of the accident involved train. 

(xii) 2nd and 3rd special trains for accident site, one from each end, carrying 

logistic backup support, material and additional manpower from junction 

stations. These should normally be run out 2-3 hours after arrival of 

ARME/SPART carrying DRM and other divisional officers at the accident 

site. 

(xiii) Before these 2nd and 3rd special trains run from each end, railway staff at 

all stations en-route should be informed regarding running of these trains 

so that supervisory staff of all departments, from Jn. stations can go to 

the accident site on these trains. 

(xiv) Two light engines should be stationed, one at each station on either side 

of the accident involved block section. 

(xv) Two Engineering specials, one from each end, carrying engineering 

material and Gang men from the section. 

(xvi) Running of 2 passenger specials for carrying relatives to the site of 

accident. These trains will be started from the originating and destination 

stations of the accident involved train and will be given same stoppages 

as the accident involved train for picking up relatives’ en-route. This is to 

be co-ordinated by Headquarters' Emergency Cell in consultation with 

Railway Board. 

(xiv) Arrangement for the visit of MR/MOSR, CRB and other Board Members to 

the accident site should be made in coordination with the Safety 

Directorate and Secretary, Railway Board. 

(xv) Two empty coaching rakes, one from either end for being stabled at  

convenient locations where watering and charging facilities are available. 

These stabled rakes will be used for housing the staff working at accident 

site. 

 

4.12.4  Sequence of movement of ARMEs/ SPARTs and ARTs into the  

accident effected block section: 

The sequence of sending and taking out various trains into and out of   the 

accident affected block section should be planned carefully. 

(i) Except for 140T cranes and Engineering specials, all other trains should 

be sent into the block section with engine leading so that they can reach 

faster. 
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(ii) If the unaffected front and rear portions of the accident involved train can 

be pulled out, then these should be withdrawn before sending in ARMEs/ 

SPARTs into the block section. 

(iii) After the unaffected front and rear portions have been pulled out, both 

portions should be augmented by being patched up with extra coaches at 

the first junction station en-route. 

(iv) In case the front and rear portions cannot be pulled out then they should 

be left as they are. 

(v) After the 1st pair of ARMEs /SPARTs reaches adjacent stations from either 

side, they should be sent into the block section, one from each end. 

(vi) Break down specials without cranes that have arrived should be pushed 

into the block section after the ARME/SPART so that additional cutters, 

spreaders, hydraulic jacks etc. can be used 

(vii) After all equipments from break down specials have been unloaded at 

accident site and staff has detrained, both break down specials should be 

withdrawn. These should then be kept 4 stations beyond. 

(viii) The 2nd pair of ARMEs/ SPARTs that have been requisitioned should also 

be moved on top priority. After break down specials have been 

withdrawn, these ARMEs /SPARTs should be sent into the block section 

while the first ones are still there. 

(ix) In case 2nd pair of ARMEs/ SPARTs arrive before break down special, then 

item no (ix) should be carried out before item no (vii) and (viii) 

(x) Both ARTs with 140T cranes should be regulated at least 1 station before 

so as not to clutter up the adjacent station. 

(xi) Empty coaching rakes that have been sent for clearing uninjured 

passengers should be sent into the block section thereafter, while both 

ARMEs/ SPARTs are still there. 

(xii) After transhipment of passengers, both empty coaching rakes should be 

pulled out and run out as passenger special to the original destination of 

the accident involved train. 

(xiii) After the work of ARMEs/ SPARTs are over, all of them should be 

withdrawn and returned back. 

(xiv) The front and rear portion of the accident-involved train should now be 

withdrawn by sending diesel light engines into the block section. 

(xv) Last of all both ARTs with 140T crane should be marshalled as per site 

requirement and sent into the block section with crane leading, one from 

each end. 

(xvi) Tower wagons should be sent in the section from each end following the 

ART. 

4.12.5  Setting of Divisional Emergency Cells: 

(i) Divisional Emergency Cell shall be opened immediately after receipt of 

information of the accident at Divisional Control Office. 

(ii) This unit will exercise control, co-ordinate and arrange supplementary 

assistance to the accident site. 
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(iii) It shall function in a separate cubicle at Divisional Control Office provided 

with centralised communication networks, hot line to the site and 

Headquarter. 

(iv) Sr.DOM will be over all in charge of the Divisional Emergency Cell and will 

function as the Divisional Emergency Officer for the purpose of managing 

relief and restoration operations from divisional level. 

(v) In case Sr.DOM is not available, DOM will be the Divisional Emergency 

Officer. 

(vi) In case both officers are not available, any other officer nominated by 

DRM will take over charge. 

(vii) Requirements of all departments for movement of men and materials to 

the accident site shall be conveyed to the Divisional Emergency Officer, 

who shall arrange their movement. 

(viii) Timings of 2nd and 3rd special trains to be moved from each end to the 

accident site, carrying backup logistic support will be conveyed to all 

concerned beforehand. 

(ix) Divisional Emergency Cell will maintain: 

 Telephone and FAX numbers, functionary wise available in UCC. 

 Telephone and FAX numbers, functionaries available in CAC.  

 Telephone and FAX numbers of Helpline Enquiry Booths at various 

stations on the division. 

 E-Mail addresses of UCC, CAC, Helpline Enquiry Booths and 

Headquarters' Emergency Cell. E-Mail addresses of some of them are 

given in Annexure-5. 

 Names and phone numbers of hospitals where injured have been 

admitted/shifted, along with number of patients. 

(x) Divisional Emergency Cell will collect updated information regarding all 

aspects of the accident and pass on the same either telephonically or by 

E-mail too: 

 All Helpline Enquiry Booths within the division. 

 Headquarters' Emergency Cell. 

(xi) Divisional Emergency Officer on duty shall chronologically record all 

information and instructions received or given in a logbook. 

(xii) In addition to the Division where accident has taken place similar 

Emergency Cells will be opened in other Divisional Control Offices of 

Western Railway that are involved in restoration and relief operations. 

Chief Emergency Officer will decide divisions where Emergency Cells are 

to be opened. 

(xiii) Helpline Enquiry Booths outside the accident affected division, but within 

Western Railway jurisdiction should keep in touch with Divisional 

Emergency Cell of their respective division. 

(xiv) If necessary, similar emergency cells will be opened at other major 

terminals as decided by Chief Emergency Officer. 
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(xv) After relief, rescue and restoration work is completed, winding up of 

Divisional Emergency Cells shall be decided by DRM. 

 

4.12.6  Manning of Divisional/Headquarters' Emergency Cell: 

(i) Divisional Emergency Cell shall be manned round the clock by officers. 

(ii) In addition to officers of the Operating Department, there will be officers 

of Engineering, Mechanical, S&T, Electrical, Commercial, Medical, 

Security, Safety and Personnel departments in the Divisional Emergency 

Cell round the clock.   

(iii) Divisional Emergency Cell will be manned by Senior Scale/Junior Scale 

officers of all departments in 12 hours shift duties round the clock (8 

hours to 20 hours day shift and 20 hours to 8 hours night shift). 

(vi) Senior most officer of each department who is available in the Division/  

shall be on duty in the Divisional Emergency Cell during the day shift 

only. (8 hrs. to 20 hrs.) 

(v) Senior most officer of each department shall issue a 12 hours roster for 

his own department for the night shift. (20 hrs. to 8 hrs.) 

(vi) Round the clock roster of 12 hours shift duty should cover both officers 

and supervisors. 

(vii) Same officers and supervisors should be repeated each day without any 

change or rotation, for the next 4-5 days. This will maintain continuity 

and will ensure that experience gained on the first day can be gainfully 

used on subsequent days. 

 

4.12.7  Liaison with railway board: 

Divisional Emergency Cell will maintain constant liaison with HQ CCG Emergency 
Cell and Safety Directorate’s Emergency Cell in Railway Board regarding following 
activities:  

(i) Movement of additional ARMEs/ SPARTs and ARTs from adjoining divisions/ 
zones.  

(ii) Movement of additional diesel powers from adjoining divisions / zones.  

(iii) Diversion, Regulation, Short termination, Cancellation and Rescheduling of 
Mail / Express trains.  

(iv) Arrangement of men and material as required from adjoining zones and 
their expeditious movement.  

(v) Opening of Helpline Enquiry Booths on other Zonal Railways as follows:  

a. Originating and destination stations of the accident involved train.  

b. All Junction stations falling on the route of the train.  

c. Divisional HQ Of originating and terminating divisions.  

d. Zonal HQ Of originating and terminating Zonal Railways.  

e. Any other station as may be decided.  

(vi) Movement program for visit of MR / MOSR, CRB and other Board Members 
to the accident site.  
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(vii) Assistance required from Defence, Para Military organizations, State Govts. 
Should be conveyed to Railway Board who shall coordinate the same.  

(viii) 3 hourly progress reports on the rescue and relief work shall be 

communicated to Safety Directorate’s Emergency Cell in Railway Board. 

4.12.8.1Duties of Divisional Railway Manager: 

(i) Ensure that functionaries of different branches at the accident site carry 
out duties assigned to them as per Divisional DM Plan. 

(ii) Co-ordinate with Divisional Emergency Cell regarding assistance required. 

(iii) Co-ordinate with Civil Authorities especially with regard to: 

 Requisitioning of buses from State transport authorities, with drivers for 

round the clock duty. 

 Waving off of post Mortem formalities. 

 Positioning of Municipal Officials in the CAC for issuing of Official Death 

Certificate. 

(iv)     Ensure that proper assistance is rendered by each department. 

(v) Ensure that in addition to one vehicle available in Control Office round the 

clock, sufficient numbers of vehicles are available along with particulars of 

the Drivers.  
(vi) Immediately decide which officer should go by road/ART/ARME/SPART.  

(vii) Nominate the officer to man Control Office.  

(viii)  Depute ADRM as in charge in Control Office if proceeding to the site.  
(ix) Arrange to advise the Home Secretary / Chief Secretary or other Officers 

of the state in case of sabotage for prompt attendance of the S. P.  

(x) Function as the senior most officer and as "Accident Manager'.  
(xi)  Arrange a preliminary enquiry by Divisional Officers, in cases where an 

enquiry by the CRS/SAG Officers is to be held but immediate investigation 

of certain matters is necessary.  

(xii) Appoint two officers as reporters of serious accidents. 
(xiii) Arrange for taking joint observation/ reading by supervisors. 
 

4.12.8.2 Formation of two teams at accident site for round the clock working: 

(i) At the accident site, departmental officers available from both division 
shall be formed into two teams for round the clock working in 2 shifts, 
preferably 8 hrs. to 20 hrs. and from 20 hrs. to 8 hrs. 

(ii) Branch Officers shall be available on duty during the day time. 

(iii) Branch Officers shall take on the spot decision regarding composition of 

the team for night shift for their respective department. This composition 
should not normally be changed during the 3-4 day stay at the accident 
site. 

(iv) Similarly, supervisors available from both divisions shall also be put in two 

teams. 

4.12.9  Duties of Additional Divisional Railway Manager: 

(i) Undertake making of announcements over local TV channel and Cable 

network for all supervisory staff to rush to the accident site. 

(ii) Ensure that functionaries of different departments in Divisional Emergency 

Cell carry out duties assigned to them as per Zonal DM plan. 

(iii) Monitor movement of assistance from other division/zones. 
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(iv) Co-ordinate with State Govt. 

(v) Co-ordinate with Defence and Para Military authorities. 

(vi) Monitor various important media channels to keep track of media 

reporting. Suitable corrections/clarifications may also be issued, if 

required. 

 

 

4.13 Disaster response – assistance from adjoining divisions/zones: 

4.13.1Necessity of assistance from adjoining Divisions: 

(i) No division can be equipped to handle a disaster of such a large magnitude 
like Firozabad, Gaisal, Khatouli or Pukharaya. 

(ii) Assistance has to be sought from adjoining Railway Divisions /Zones and 

other sources like NDRF and armed Forces.  

(iii) A division is normally expected to handle an accident of the magnitude 
involving up to 50 injuries (Grievous). Threshold levels have been given in 

terms of injuries, because initially it is difficult to estimate number of 

casualties.  
(iv) Whenever number of injuries is estimated to go beyond 50, assistance 

should be sought for from adjoining Railway Divisions /Zones and other 

sources.  
(v) This is to be co-coordinated by the Chief Emergency Officer in HQ 

Emergency Cell and Divisional Emergency Officer in Divisional emergency 

cell. 

 
4.13.2  Assessment of assistance from adjoining Divisions: 

(i) DRM after reaching the accident site should make an immediate 

assessment of likely injuries. 

(ii) Quick assessment is an absolute must in order to ensure that assistance 

from adjoining divisions can be rushed at the shortest possible time. 
(iii) Assessment made by DRM should be based on number of coaches 

involved. 

(iv) As a thumb rule, for each coach that has capsized, 30 injuries should be 

estimated. 
(v) Total injuries estimated would be (number. of coaches) x 30. 

(vi) This should be conveyed to Sr.DOM in Divisional Emergency Cell and Chief 

Emergency Officer in Head Quarter’s Emergency Cell. 
(vii) Based on the above figures, decision should be taken and assistance 

rushed from adjoining division. 

 

4.13.3  Scale of assistance from adjoining Divisions: 
(a) As a thumb rule, assistance of 1 team should be sought from adjoining 

division for every 50 additional injuries, beyond 50 injuries.  

(b) In case of all disasters, following should be used as an approximate 
guideline for deciding level of assistance required :  

 

Threshold 
level 

50 to 100 
Injuries 

100 to 150 
injuries 

Above 150 Injuries 

No. of teams 1  team 2 teams 3  teams 
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ARMEs/ SPARTs 2 2 + 1 2 + 2 

140 T crane 2 2+1 breakdown 2+2 breakdown 

 

(c) Complement of staff in each team sent by adjoining divisions / zones 

will be as per norms given below:  
 

Officer in charge Senior Scale 

Doctors 5 

Para – medical staff 10 

Commercial officers 2 

Commercial supervisors 10 

Commercial staff 20 

Personnel Supervisors 5 

Group ‘D’ staff 20 

RPF 1 Platoon 

 

(d) Assistance should be sought from following divisions in the given 
order of priority: 

 

Name of division No. of Teams 

ADI Division 2 

BVP Division 1 

BRC Division 1 

AII Division (NWR) 1 

Total 5 

 
4.13.4.  Assistance from Defence& Para Military Forces: 

 As per Disaster Management Act 2005, various Ministries and departments 

under Government of India, should join hands for mutual assistance in case of 

Disaster. Assistance from Local Government and Non- Government agencies is 

invariably required by the Railway Administration for prompt relief and rescue 

operation in case of Disasters affecting Railways. Assistance of NDRF could be of great 

help to the Railways in major Railway Disasters. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details of NDRF battalions covering Rajkot division is as under: 
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S.N Nameof the 
Commandant 

Locationof 

Deployment 

STD 

Code 

Tele(O) MobileNo. FaxNos. Divisions 

covered 

1. Shri.R.S.Joon 
Commandant,

6thBnNDRF 

Chilora Road, 
Gandhinagar 

(Gujarat) 

079 23202540 09428826445 23202540 BRC, ADI, RJT, 

BVP, & BCT 

(Partially) 

 

(i) Assistance should be sought from nearest army & Paramilitary  
establishments. 

(ii) Railway staff, however is dedicated and loyal but not experts in extricating 

dead bodies, handling injured passengers, their evacuation etc. 

(iii) Army has the necessary expertise and are trained and equipped to handle 
such a war like situation. 

(iv) Therefore, divisional headquarter should get in touch with the nearest 

NDRF commandant and request for necessary assistance.As per Boards 
letter No.2003/ Safety(DM)/6/3 dated 05.08.2010. 

(v) NDRF, Defence and Para military forces has the necessary expertise and 

are trained and equipped to handle such a war like situation.  
(vi) Telephone numbers of officials of NDRF and Senior officers of Gujarat 

Government are also given in Divisional Disaster Management Plan at 

Annexure IX. 

(vii) Telephone Numbers of District Civil Administration of Rajkot, Jamnagar 
and Surendranagar is also given in Annexure X. 

(viii) Telephone numbers of various NGOs which offers their voluntary services 

during disaster is given in Annexure XI. Telephone numbers of Private 
organizations like GSFC, DCC Sikka, ESSAR, TATA has been included under 

mutual aid programme to deal with emergency problems like Fire situation 

/ LPG / Chemical leakage is also given in Annexure XI. 
 

4.13.5 Departmental assistance from adjoining Divisions: 

(a) S&T Department: 

(i) Satellite telephones from ARTs of 5 remaining divisions of Western 
Railway. 

(ii) 5 existing Mobile Telephones from 5 remaining divisions (25 Mobiles in 

all) should be sent to site. 
(b) Electrical Department: 

(i) Generators from ARTs of adjoining division. 

(ii) Lighting equipments from ARTs of adjoining division. 

(iii) Portals and OHE masts. 
(c) Civil Engineering: 

(i) 500 additional workmen are required to be moved from adjoining    

divisions/zones. 
(ii) Each such division sending assistance should move 250 men along with 5 

artisans and 5 PWIs. 
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(iii) One DEN and one AEN each should also move to the site of accident from 
each such division. 

 

4.14 Site management plan: 

 There are two aspects of Disaster Management work at an accident site. Firstly, 

rescue, relief and restoration operation, which is carried out by one set of 

functionaries. Second aspect pertains to rehabilitation of accident involved 

passengers, taking care of dead  bodies, dealing with their relatives etc. for 

which a different set of functionaries are required. For  managing these two distinct 

aspects of DM work that are required to be discharged by railways, two separate 

establishments should be setup at an accident site. The outline schematic plan of UCC 

/ LCC / CAC at accident site is as below: 

  

  

 

 
 

 

4.14.1  Unified Command Centre (UCC): 

(i) Unified Command Centre (UCC) should be set up at the accident site. 

(ii) This will be some kind of a control office to be located near the centre of 

the accident site. 

(iii)  This is basically meant for catering to operational needs of railway in 

rescue, relief and restoration work.  

(iv) UCC is to be manned by the staff of relevant department such as: 

 

Detailed schematic plan of unified command centre 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

(v)     UCC will be provided with all facilities similar to a control office. 

(vi) Adequate lighting with generator backup should be provided in the UCC. 

1. Medical 5. Security 9. Electrical 

2. Commercial 6. Public Relations 10. S & T 

3. Operating 7. OC Site and 
Officers 

11. Civil 

4. Safety 8. Mechanical 12. Spare 

ACCIDENT SITE 

LCC - 1 UCC 

CAC 

LCC - 2 

 
 

1 

12 

11 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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(vii) Adequate number of telephonic links to Divisional Emergency Cell should be 

provided. Preferably each department in the UCC should be given an 

independent telephone. 

(viii) Satellite telephone should be installed in the UCC. 

(ix) UCC should be provided with FAX, loudspeakers, P.A. system with 

conference facility for press briefing to be arranged by S&T Deptt.  Mech. 

Deptt should arrange photocopier and PCs. in consultation with Sr. DSTE. 

(x) PC/Laptop should be connected to Internet (if feasible) for E-mailing of 

details update to all concerned, including Divisional Emergency Cell, 

Headquarters’ Emergency Cell and Helpline Enquiry Booths. 

(xi) A big banner displaying ‘UNIFIED COMMAND CENTER’ should be put up at a 

prominent place at the entry to the shamiana. 

(xii) Similarly there should be sufficient number of signage’s indicating the way 

to UCC on approach roads etc. 

(xiii) UCC at the site will be manned by Sr. Supervisors on round the clock basis 

in 12 Hrs. shift duty. 

(xiv) Officers will not be permanently stationed in UCC. They will move about the 

entire accident site supervising and monitoring working of their department 

at different activity centres. However, they will keep coming to the UCC off 

and on and will kept in touch with their departmental functionaries in UCC. 

(xv) Various functionaries in the UCC will monitor and co-ordinate the working of 

their departments, and assistance required by them, if any. 

(xvi) Each functionary at the UCC will maintain a logbook. Flow of information 

both incoming and outgoing would be recorded along with the time and 

names of officers/staff that were given the message. 

(xvii) UCC will basically supervise the working of 2 LCCs and co-ordinate with 

Divisional and Headquarters’ Emergency Cell. 

(xviii) Functionaries of different departments in LCCs should provide updated 

information regarding progress of work to their counterparts in UCC. 

(xix) This updated information should be provided once every 3 hours as per the 
following timings: 

(a) 1 Hour 

(b) 4 Hours 

(c) 7 Hours 

(d) 10 Hours 

(e) 13 Hours 

(f) 16 Hours 

(g) 19 Hours 

(h) 22 Hours 

 

4.14.2  Local Command Centres (LCC): 

(i) Depending on the spread of the accident site, Local Command Centres 

(LCC) on the same pattern as the UCC should be setup. 

(ii) If the site is spread out over 300-400 metres 2 LCCs should be setup. 
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(iii) Detail schematic plan of LCCs would be similar to that of UCCs.  

(iv) Representatives of same departments as in UCC should be present in LCCs 

also. However, they should be either one or at most 2 men per 

department. 

(v) LCCs will serve as co-ordination centres for various teams that are working 

spread out over different geographical locations. 

(vi) Each LCC will oversee the working of DM teams at one end of the accident 

site. 

(vii) Jurisdiction of each LCC will extend to all men and materials belonging to 2 

ARMEs/ SPARTs, break down special and 1 ART at that end of the accident 

site. 

(viii) One SAG officer of Mechanical department will be overall incharge of each 

LCC. 

(ix) LCCs should be provided with loudspeakers for making announcements. 

(x) LCCs should be provided with direct telephone links to UCC. 

(xi) However, LCCs should not be provided with telephone links to either 

Divisional Emergency Cell or Headquarters’ Emergency Cell. This will 

ensure that there is minimum telephonic disturbance from outside to 

teams, which are actually working at the accident site. It will also ensure 

that outflow of information from accident site goes out from UCC only. 

(xii) Members of different teams of each department working at the accident 

site in rescue, relief and restoration work should provide updated 

information regarding progress of work to their respective functionaries at 

the LCC. 

  (xiii)   This updated information should be provided once in every 3 hours as 

detailed in item number (xix) of UCC. 

 

4.14.3  Combined Assistance Centre (CAC): 

(a) Need for setting up of combined assistance centre / central 
passenger assistance centre:  

Commercial department in the coordination of other Railway department will provide 

an assistance centre to the Passenger and their relatives due to the following 

problems faced by them: 

May also be called as Central Passenger Assistance Centre 

(i) The Relatives arriving at an unknown location with no place to stay, no 

friend or acquaintances and not knowing whom to turn to, needs special 

attention and guidance of ours. 

(ii) The situation becomes more challenging for the relatives and next of kin of 

passengers as they come from far-flung areas of some other states. 

(iii) Relatives of passengers who arrive at an accident site are already 

traumatized by the tragedy. 
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(iv) They arrive at an unknown location with no place to stay, no friend or 

acquaintances and not knowing whom to turn to. 

(v) The problem is made even more challenging since many relatives and next 

of kin come from far-flung areas in some other state. 

(vi) Being semi – literate and from different parts of the country some of them 

are not even familiar with the local language. For them even 

communicating becomes a problem. 

(vii) In addition to above, complex legal formalities & multiplicity of paper work 

is required to be completed before dead bodies are handed over to their 

next of kin. 

(viii) For taking care of relatives of passengers, providing them with succour in 
their hour of agony and for guiding them sympathetically, some kind of an 

assistance centre is required. 

(ix) A banner displaying “COMBINED PASSENGER CENTRE / CENTRAL 

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE CENTRE” should be displayed prominently. 

(b)  Formalities required to be completed by relatives of passengers: 

Sequence of formalities that are required to be completed by relatives of injured 

passengers includes: 

(i) Locating the name of the passenger on reservation charts, in case 

passenger was travelling in reserved accommodation. 

(ii) Going through the list of injured and dead passengers to find out whether 

the name appears. 

(iii) In case the name is not available in the list, then taking a round of 

different hospitals to find out whether their relative has been admitted in 

one of them in an unconscious state. 

(iv) Hospitals are generally at separate locations, sometimes even in different 

towns; and commuting becomes a problem. 

(v) In case the passenger can be located in one of the hospitals, they have to 

find out the severity of injuries, likely period of hospitalisation, etc. 

(vi) Collect the ex – gratia paid by railways. 

(vii) Try and locate missing luggage of the injured passenger. For this they 

have to take a round of the building where all unclaimed luggage have 

been kept. 

(viii) Next they have to arrange for a place for them to stay. 

(ix) Arrange for medicines/diet etc. and payment of hospital bills, if required. 

(x) Thereafter, they have to keep in touch with the hospital and get their 

relative released. 

 

(c)  Additional formalities that are required to be completed by next of kin of 

dead passengers include: 
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(i) In case the passenger could not be located in any of the hospitals, then 

they have to go to the building where unidentified dead bodies have been 

kept. 

(ii) Take a round of various rooms where bodies have been kept, examine 

each body and try to locate their near and dear one. 

(iii) Identify the dead body, if the same has been extracted by them. 

(iv) Otherwise wait for all bodies to be extracted and try to identify their 

relative. 

(v) In case they fail to identify the same then they have to go through 

photographs of unidentified bodies taken at site. 

(vi) After the body is finally identified, they have to produce proof of 

relationship for railways to entertain their claim. 

(vii) Obtain medical death certificate from the railway doctor. 

(viii) Obtain post mortem report, from the Govt. Doctor who has performed post 

mortem on the body. 

(ix) Obtain official death certificate from the local municipality. 

(x) Accept of ex – gratia payment from railways. 

(xi) Collect forms for lodging claim for compensation in RCTs. 

(xii) Take over custody of dead body from the local police. 

(xiii) Perform last rites at the same place or take back the body to their native 

place, depending on circumstances. 

  (xiv)   Make arrangements for their return journey back to their native place. 

 

(d)  Problems encountered by relatives: 

(i) Each of these formalities are under the jurisdiction of a different agency, 

either railway or police or civil administration or local administration. 

(ii) In such a situation the level of co-ordination between these various 

agencies leaves much to be desired. 

(iii) Sometimes it even takes up to 48 hours before these entire documentary 

formalities can be completed. 

(iv) In most cases relatives have to run from pillar to post for completing all 

these formalities and the bitter experience leaves them permanently 

antagonised towards railways. 

(v) For this purpose a single window clearance system should be available for 

relatives and next of kin. 

 

4.14.4  Combined Assistance Centre (CAC):  

(i) The UCC should have a Combined Assistance Centre (CAC) located towards 

the rear side, away from the track, for rendering help to passengers and 

their relatives. Outline schematic plan of UCC/CAC. 

(i) This is basically meant for catering to requirements of passengers and their 

relatives/next of kin, and for providing a single window clearance for all 

types of formalities. 

(ii) Combined Assistance Centre (CAC) should be separate from the UCC so that 

it does not interfere with normal rescue and relief work. 
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(iii) Detail schematic plan of CAC is given as: 

 

 

Detail schematic plan of combined assistance centre 

 

1. Commercial – Reservation Chart Official 

2. Medical – List of dead and injured 

3. Commercial – Provision of escort and vehicle 

4. Railway Doctor – Issue of Medical Death Certificate 

5. Govt. Doctor – Issue of Post Mortem Report 

6. CAC in-charge and Officers 

7. Municipality Official – Issue of Death certificate 

8. RPF / Local Police – Issue of authority for handing over dead body. 

9. Commercial – Payment of ex-gratia, Issue of Claims forms 

10. Commercial – Assistance for performing of last rites. 

11. Personnel – Issue of Return Journey Pass. 

12. Operating – Arrangement for Return Journey. 

 

(v) CAC will be manned by staff of relevant departments such as Operating, 

Medical, Commercial, Security and Personnel. 

(vi) There should be only one such CAC, and all railway resources should be 

pooled into it. 

(vii) LCCs should not have any small CAC located in the rear. It is likely to 

create logistic problems. 

(viii) A big banner displaying ‘COMBINED ASSISTANCE CENTRE’ should be put 

up at a prominent place at the entry to the shamiana. 
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(ix) Similarly there should be sufficient number of signage’s indicating the way 

to CAC on approach roads etc. 

(x) Railway staff fluent in the language of relatives should be posted for doing 

work of interpreters. 

(xi) Post mortem formalities should be waived off so that one reduces number 

of formalities. 

(xii) Different counters should be provided in sequence for each of these 

formalities, so that the entire exercise can be completed in about an hour. 

(xiii) Functionary concerned from the local Municipality who issues Official Death 

Certificate should be made to come and sit in the CAC so that these 

certificates can be issued immediately without any delay. 

(xiv) CAC should have different counters for various purposes in following 

sequence: 

(a) Reservation Chart for locating the name. 

(b) List of dead and injured along with name of hospital. The name of 

passenger involved should be checked up from the list of dead or 

injured if available, and their current status informed. 

(c) Counter for providing commercial supervisor or WLI as escort along 

with a vehicle, for accompanying the relative and going to hospital or 

mortuary. 

(d) Railway doctor for issue of Medical Death Certificate. 

(e) Govt. Doctor for issue of Post Mortem Certificate, in case the same is 

necessary. 

(f) Municipality official for issue of Official Death Certificate. 

(g) Local police for issue of authority for handing over of dead body. 

(h) Claims counter – payment of ex-gratia and issue of Claims 

Compensation form. 

(i) Counter for helping performance of last rites in case relatives decided 

to cremate the body there itself. 

(j) Pass counter for issue of return journey pass. 

(k) Return journey facilitation counter for making arrangements for 

return journey. 

(xv)  CAC will provide updated information to UCC, initially once every half an 

hour and later once every hour. 

 

4.14.5  First Aid Posts: 

(i) Medical Posts should be provided in both UCC and CAC. 

(ii) Medical Post in UCC will provide first aid to injured passengers after 

extrication, assess their injuries and make arrangements for sending them 

to nearby hospitals. 

(iii) Medical Post in CAC will keep all records of injured and dead passengers, 

names of hospitals where they have been admitted etc. 

(iv) First Aid posts should be provided in LCCs. 

(v) This will be meant for treating passengers and classifying their injuries 

before they are sent for admission to various hospitals. 
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4.14.6  Setting up of UCC, LCC and CAC: 

(i) SSE(Works) shall be exclusively responsible for setting up of these 

facilities. He shall undertake the following: 

 Move along with sufficient staff for setting up of these facilities. 

 Immediately start setting up of the tentage accommodation after 

taking out tents and shamianas provided in ARTs. 

 In addition, he should also requisition agencies, which provide tentage 

accommodation on contract. Details of such agencies have been given 

in Divisional Disaster Management Plan. 

(ii) Bridge Line staff will assist in setting up tentage and above-mentioned 

facilities. Dy. CE/Bridge will also move to the site and in case, bridge is not 

involved, he will take full charge of tentage arrangements. 

(iii) Bridge Unit will take with them sufficient Manila ropes, wire ropes, survey 

instruments, binoculars, helmets, life jackets, ladders and other 

equipment. Nylon ropes should be sufficient in length to ensure barricading 

at sites and camping areas. 

(iv) Sufficient facilities for erecting temporary stage/scaffolding etc. should also 

be organised, if required at site. 

(v) Few temporary toilets should be provided at one location in addition to 

number of urinals at 3 or 4 places. 

(vi) Water Tankers will be ordered for supplying water at site and 

arrangements shall also be made for drinking water. 

(vii) Temporary kitchen in tents/shamianas is to be setup so that catering unit 

or IRCTC can provide cooked food to staff working at accident site. 

(viii) About 100 folding chairs should also be arranged. 

(ix) Bridge Line staff will have list of divers who in case of emergency can be 

hired for rescue or restoration operations wherever site is surrounded by 

deep water. 

(x) Signage’s for both UCC and CAC should be provided at prominent 

locations. 

 

4.14.7 Collection and Dissemination of Information – Channel of  

Communication: 

 The following would be the responsibility and channel both for collection as also 

dissemination of information. Before each shift goes off duty, details of work done 

should be updated in the LCC. 

 The LCC should in turn update the UCC regarding the latest progress. This 

updated information would be conveyed to Divisional Emergency Cell every 3 hours. 

 

4.14.7.1 Number of dead and injured – Medical Department: 

(i) Medical department at site should confirm the number of dead. 

(ii) Doctors in charge of various teams working on different coaches should 

give 3 hours report to Medical counter in LCC who in turn will inform UCC. 

(iii) Number of injured passengers. 
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(iv) Type of injuries, whether grievous, minor or trivial. 

(v) Names of injured, and names of various hospitals where injured have been 

sent. 

 

4.14.7.2 Identification of dead bodies – Commercial Department: 

(i) Ex – gratia paid to injured. 

(ii) Number of dead bodies identified. 

(iii) Ex – gratia paid to dead. 

(v) No. of bodies handed over to relatives. 

 

4.14.7.3  Number of coaches dealt with – Mechanical Department: 

(i) No. of coaches thoroughly searched. 

(ii) No. of coaches made off track. 

(iii)  No. of coaches yet to be dealt with. 

 

4.14.7.4 Track Fit Certification- Engineering Department: 

 Time required for restoring track for traffic use. 

 

4.15  Passenger care:      

(i) Assistance to passengers and their relatives is of utmost importance in 
relieving them of some of their misery. 

(ii) Injured passengers and their relatives are to be treated with utmost 
courtesy, concern and sympathy to alleviate their trauma and discomfort. 

(iii) For dealing with relatives arriving from far-flung corners of the country, 

staff fluent in the local language of the place from where the train 
originated should be used as interpreters. 

(iv) Commercial supervisors & WLIs should be assigned to talk to injured 
passengers to ascertain from them whether they wish to call relatives. 

(v) Injured passengers should thereafter be provided with either mobile or 
BSNL STD phones in order to enable them to speak to their relatives. 

 

4.15.1Hospitalisation of the injured: 

(i) General policy in case of railway accidents in which casualties occur is that 

of rapid evacuation to railway hospital after rendering immediate and 

necessary first-aid treatment. In following cases, injured may be taken to 

a Private Hospital. 

 When there is no railway or Govt. hospital available within a radius of 

about 8 Kms. of the site of accident or,     

 When the attending doctor certifies in writing that the treatment in 

private hospital is necessary in the interest of the patient, 

 Except where railway doctor certifies, such injured passenger should 

normally be eligible to the lowest class of accommodation in private 

hospitals where different scales are available, 
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 Where the family of the injured person desires to be provided with a 

higher-class accommodation, the family should give in writing to pay 

the extra cost involved directly to hospital authorities. 

(ii) For this purpose, each division should make out a working arrangement 

with such private hospitals as may be necessary in areas served by them 

so that in an emergency injury cases can be referred without loss of time 

to the hospitals concerned. To facilitate matters and to avoid 

misunderstanding, CMD should draw up a list of such private hospitals 

bearing in mind Railway and non-railway hospitals in existence in the 

vicinity.CMD should also settle charges to be paid to the hospitals for such 

cases for each class of accommodation/diet etc. 

(iii) Bills by such private hospitals should be submitted through CMD who will 

certify the correctness of charges payable, before passing for payment by 

FA&CAO. Payments to private hospitals under this Para can be arranged 

locally by the Railway and Ministry of Railway approval is not necessary. 

 (Extract of Para 701(1) & Para 712 of Chapter VII of IRMM and Para 1421 

of Indian Railway Establishment Manual and M.O.R’s letter No. 

MH.59/MES/96/ Medical dated 18.12.1959.) 

(iv) When injured are admitted in non-railway hospitals, railway doctors should 

be deputed to these hospitals to render necessary assistance, including 

supply of medicines as required which may not be available in these 

hospitals. They should also carefully monitor the condition of injured and 

maintain an updated list with all details. If more than one hospital is 

involved, apart from deputing doctors to individual hospitals, a railway 

doctor should also be deputed to coordinate and maintain centralised 

updated position. 

 

4.15.2 Catering Arrangements: 

(i) The affected passengers and their relatives are to be treated with utmost 

courtesy, concern and sympathy to alleviate their trauma and discomfort. 

Commercial officers and supervisors should be assigned to talk to injured 

to ascertain from them whether they wish to call relatives. Free passes can 

also be given to the relatives.  

(ii) Arrangements for supply of meals, drinking water, tea, coffee etc., to not 

only the injured but also to other passengers of the affected train/trains 

should be swiftly organized. In this connection, Boards instructions vide 

their letter No. 89/safety-I/4/3, dated 22.09.89 is reproduced. 

(iii) Refreshments, food and beverages may be supplied free of charge to the 

affected passengers, injured/or stranded. These may be arranged from the 

railway and/or outside sources as necessary. 

(iv) The senior most official at the site shall have the powers to arrange 

conveyance of the affected passengers free of charge   by any available 

mode of transport and also incur expenditure for carriage of passengers, 

luggage, etc.( Boards letter No.93/safety-I/6/1,dtd 02.11.93). 
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4.15.3  Facilities to be made available in hospital: 

(i) A reception counter with a chart (ward, name, bed number, coach number 

of patient) should be manned by commercial supervisor/WLI at the 

hospital for dealing with patients relatives. 

(ii) Commercial staff at the hospital should carry a list indicating the name, 

address and telephone number, of relatives as given by the patient. 

(iii) Arrangements should be made to inform the next of kin or a relative. 

(iv) Complete medical care of all passengers including payment of medical bills 

till their final discharge should be provided. 

(v) A chart should be displayed at this reception counter indicating ward nos. 

where accident patients are admitted along with their names, coach no. 

wise 

(vi) At the entry to each such ward, a second list should display the name of 

the patient, coach no. and the bed no. inside the ward. 

(vii) As each relative arrives, his name should be marked in the list against the 

passenger’s name. 

(viii) Reception counter should be provided with BSNL telephone with STD 

facility. 

(ix) There should be 2 mobile telephones for being taking to patients inside 

wards for making outgoing calls. 

 

4.15.4.  Communication: 

(i) STD equipped telephone should be made available to passengers to 

communicate with their relatives. (Boards letter No. 93/Safety-I/6/1 

dtd.02.11.93). 

(ii) BSNL/Railway Telephones available at adjoining Stations/Cabins/Gates 

shall be extended to the accident site. 

(iii) If feasible BSNL phones in nearby localities/villages/towns shall also be 

extended to the accident site by persuading owners of these phones. 

(iv) SM should hire a few mobile phones in case passenger train accidents to 

meet the needs of stranded passengers wherever cellular phone 

connectivity available. Stranded passengers should be permitted to use 

these phones free of charge. Boards letter No.2002/Tele/TN/1 dtd 

12.05.03). 

(v) In case of passenger train accident, mobile phones which will be kept at 

ART / ARME/SPART will be used by the stranded passenger free of charge. 

(vi) Payment for such telephone connections will be made from station 

earnings. 

(vii) These cell phones should be used to convey information regarding the 

safety of passengers to their friends and relatives. 

 

4.15.5 Arrival of relatives: 

(i) After a few hours, next of kin of deceased and relatives of injured 

passengers start arriving at the accident site. 
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(ii) Adequate number of display boards should be available on ARMEs/  

SPARTs / ART for being put up at accident site. 

(iii) By and large these display boards should indicate the direction towards the 

CAC. 

(iv) These indication boards should be displayed near those areas where 

incoming relatives arrive and congregate. 

(v) Periodic announcements on loud speakers should also be made for guiding 

them to the CAC. 

(vi) CAC should have different counters for various purposes as detailed below 

in Section 7. 

 

4.15.6 Taking care of relatives: 

(i) At CAC, number of commercial supervisors & WLIs should be available for 

the purpose of taking arriving relatives to different hospitals etc. 

(ii) After relatives arrive they should first of all go through the reservation 

charts and locate the name of the passenger. 

(iii) Thereafter, if details are available as to which hospital passenger has been 
admitted then commercial supervisor or WLI should accompany him to 

that hospital 

(iv) A hired vehicle should be provided relatives of affected passenger for 

carrying them to various hospitals and mortuary. 

(v) The commercial supervisor or WLI should stay with the relative until he 

has been able to either find the injured passenger or identify the dead 

body. 

(vi) Thereafter, they should help him in completing all formalities in the CAC. 

 

4.15.7 Performance of last rites: 

(i) In many cases relatives decide to perform last rites at the place of accident 
itself instead of taking the body back to their native place.    

(ii) The last rites is mostly on account of: 

(a) Bodies being mutilated. 

(b) Bodies being in a state of decomposition. 

(c) Native place being far off. 

(d) For overcoming logistic problems of taking the body back. 

(iii) In such cases railways should render appropriate assistance to relatives for 

performing last rites as per their custom and religion. 
(iv) Railways should locate: 

(a) The nearest cremation or burial ground as the case may be. 

(b) Shopkeepers who supply necessary material for funeral rites. 

(c) Priest for performing the rites ceremony. 

(v) Information about performance of last rites of the deceased would be 
conveyed to the relatives & transport will be provided for carrying the 

body. 
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(vi) Above duties are to be performed by Personnel department. 
(vii) Assistance will be rendered by WLI and Commercial supervisor. 

(viii) Commercial Supervisor or WLI who has been deputed for relatives of a 
particular passenger should them out in this endeavour. 

 

4.15.8 Departure of relatives of dead and injured: 

(i) CAC should have counters for helping relatives regarding their return 

journey. 

(ii) Personnel branch staff at the CAC should be available for issuing 

complimentary passes for their return journey. 

(iii) Reservation of berths should be provided on trains. Such reservation 

should be provided only from the accident site onwards. 

(iv) Extra coaches should be attached to trains going to these destinations for 
the next 2 or 3 days. These extra coaches should be brought in locked 

condition from the originating station. 

(v) Reserved space in luggage portion of SLRs for some of them to carry back 

bodies in coffins etc. in case they so desire. 

 

4.15.9 Single window clearance: 

 (i) CAC should have provision of single window clearance for all legal 

formalities & multiplicity of paper work. 

(ii) Counters provided in CAC should have facilities for following items in the 

given sequence as indicated in CAC table. 

 (a)Reservation chart, for locating the name. 

 (b) List of dead and injured along with name of hospital. The name of 

passengers involved should be checked up from the list of dead or 

injured, if available, and their current status informed. 

  (c) Counter for providing commercial supervisor or WLI as escort along 

with a vehicle, for accompanying the relative and going around to 

various hospitals or mortuary. 

 (d)    Railway doctor for issue of Medical Death Certificate. 

  (e)    Govt. Doctor for issue of Post Mortem Clearance, in case the same 

is necessary. 

 (f)     Municipality official for issue of Official Death Certificate. 

 (g)    Local police for issue of authority for handing over of dead   body. 

  (h)  Claims counter – payment of ex - gratia and issue of Claims 

Compensation form. 

  (i)     Counter for helping performance of last rites in case relatives 

decide to cremate the body there itself. 

 (j)     Pass counter for issue of return journey pass. 

 (k) Return Journey facilitation counter will make arrangements for 

return journey. 

4.16 Media management plan: 

4.16.1 Objective: 
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(i) To post the public with factual information.  
(ii) To create a positive public opinion. 

(iii) To create a healthy relationship with the media. 

(iv) To convey certain information that is of use to passengers. 
(v) To convey specific information that is of use to relatives of dead and 

injured passengers 
 

4.16.2 Duties of Public Relation Organisation (PRO): 

(i) CPRO and his team will collect whatsoever information is available from 
Divisional Control Office and first information would be released to the 
media within 60 minutes of intimation of the accident. 

(ii) The information shall include telephone numbers of Helpline Enquiry 
Booths. 

(iii) PRO and the entire PR organization should proceed to the accident site in 
the 1st Special train carrying SRM and other Div. HQ Officers. 

(iv) Number of photographers with digital cameras and video photographers 
should also be taken along to the accident site. 

(v) PRO will be available in the UCC during the day. 

(vi) Responsible PR supervisors should be deputed during night shift for 
interacting with the media, if necessary. 

(vii) PRO / CPRO will organize Press briefings at fixed timings as detailed in 
Section 6 below. 

(viii) PR organization shall monitor various important media channels to keep 

track of media reporting. Suitable corrections / clarifications may also be 
issued, if required. 

 

4.16.3  Managing Media:  

(i) Any accident which may reflect in the media shall be reported to Public 

relations branch by central control. The safety officials available in the 

control shall personally ensure that CPRO/PRO is informed of all the 

available details. 

(ii) Depending on the gravity of the situation, CPRO or his representative will 

immediately position himself in the Central control. 

(iii) Either CPRO or his representative shall proceed to the accident spot, 

whenever required, to take charge of PR work at the site. 

(iv) Meanwhile, PR official stationed at the Central Control will obtain more 

details from the site for information of media. 

(v) The public relations officer, on arrival at the site of accident shall collect 

factual information from the officer-in-charge of the accident site and then 

relay the same to the media men at site and also to PR representatives in 

the control. Thus, an on line communication channel will be established to 

keep media informed of all important details. 

(vi) Railway’s endeavor shall be to ensure that only factually correct and 

confirmed information is relayed to the media and no inflated or 

exaggerated version of the fact reported in the press. 
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4.16.4  The procedure to be followed: 

(i) Only GM, DRM, CPRO, and officer authorized by GM is competent to 

interact or give interview to media. 

(ii) Unconfirmed news having no authentic source shall not be relayed to 

media. 

(iii) No railway men shall express or voice any criticism, opinion or views at 

any point of time about the accident. 

(iv) No one except the PR representative stationed at Control/site shall relay 

any information to the media. 

(v) The media may be given the following information: 

(a) Nature of the accident- date, time, place, exact location, train 

number & Name. Number of coaches involved, Names of dead and 

injured passengers., etc. 

(b)  Prima-facie cause of the accident will be relayed to Media only with 

the approval of GM. Sabotage, even if suspected, will not be relayed 

to Media, without approval of Railway Board. 

(c)  Name of Hospitals where injured are being treated. 

(d)  Facilities offered to the kith and kin of the victims-Payments 

Exgratia. 

(e) Setting up of passenger assistance booths, tele/fax number., e-mail 

address etc. 

(f) Diversion of trains, road bridging, re-routing etc. 

(g)  Probable restoration. 

(vi) Convenience and conveyance of media shall be taken care of by PR 

personal with assistance of Commercial representatives at the site. The 

media persons must be conducted to the hospitals where injured are being 

treated. 

(vii) Commercial department must ensure that list of passengers who travelled 

by the accident involved train along with the list of dead and injured in the 

accident reach the PR officials in control/site by the fastest possible means. 

 

4.16.5 Information to be relayed to press and electronic media: 

Information to be given to media can be broadly segregated into following 
categories: 

(A) Accident: 

(i) Nature of the accident – date, time, place, exact location, train no., 
number of coaches involved etc. 

(ii) Details of how the accident most probably occurred. 

(iii) Prima-facie cause of the accident will be relayed to Media only with 
the approval of GM. 

(iv) Sabotage, even if suspected, will not be relayed to Media, without 
approval of Railway Board. 

(v) Periodic reports regarding progress of rescue and relief work. 

(vi) Expected date and time of restoration. 
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(B) Un-injured passengers: 

(i) Steps being taken to provide beverages, refreshments and first aid 
treatment for unaffected passengers. 

(ii) Steps being taken by railways for clearance of unaffected 
passengers. 

(iii) Expected time of departure of front portion of accident involved 
train. 

(iv) Its likely time of arrival at the destination. 

(v) Expected time of departure of rear portion of accident involved train. 

(vi) Its diverted route and likely time of arrival at the destination. 

(vii) In case empty coaching rakes have been arranged, then details of 
the same. 

(viii) Road bridging being done, labourers provided for transhipment of 

luggage. 

(C) Dead and Injured passengers: 

(i) Steps taken by Railways to render immediate medical attention. 

(ii) No. of injured passengers rescued. 

(iii) Breakup of their injuries: 

(a) Grievous 

(b) Simple 

(iv) Names of hospitals where injured are being treated. 

(v) Approximately how many patients have been admitted in each of 
these hospitals. 

(vi) Names of injured passengers. 

(vii) Communication facilities like cell phones, STD phones provided at 
these hospitals. 

(viii) Payment of ex-gratia. 

(ix) Facilities offered to relatives of victims, including free pass for 
journeys. 

(x) Special trains being run for bringing relatives of dead and injured. 

(xi) Number of dead bodies recovered and number of bodies identified. 

(xii) Identification of dead bodies takes much longer since either: 

(a) They were travelling alone, or 

(b) Their companions are injured and are not in a position to 
identify them, or 

(c) Their companions have also perished. 

(xiii) Under such circumstances it is possible to identify dead bodies only 

when relatives come from their hometown.  

(xiv) This aspect of identification of dead bodies and reasons for delay 

should be explained to the Media. 

(D) Help line Enquiry Booths: 
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(i) Setting up of Helpline Enquiry Booths. 

(ii) Details of Helpline enquiry Booths as follows: 

(a) Stations where these have been opened. 

(b) Telephone Nos. 

(c) FAX Nos. 

(d) Internet address of Rajkot division / Western Railway on the 
Railnet website 

(iii) In Rajkot division enquiry booth would be set up at the following 

station with fixed common number of 1072 inRajkot 
Surendranagar, Okha. 

(E) Train Services: 

(i) Details of train operation with regard to  

a) Diversion 

b) Regulation 

c) Rescheduling 

d) Short termination 

e) Cancellation. 

(ii) Running of special trains for carrying relatives to the site of 
accident. 

(iii) These trains will be started from originating and destination 
stations of the accident involved train and will be given some 

stoppages as the accident involved train for picking up relative’s 
enroute. 

(iv) Expected departure time of relatives special from their originating 
stations. 

(v) Refund being granted in helpline Enquiry Booths for passengers 

whose journey has been interrupted. 

 

4.16.6 Casualty figures: 

(i) In all accidents, as long as rescue and relief work continues, there is 

always a difference between casualty figures given by railways and 
casualty figures quoted by the Media. 

(ii) The reason for this difference is that railways give casualty figures based 
on actual number of dead bodies recovered, whereas Media estimates 
casualty figures based on the damage visible and likely final tally. 

(iii) During Press Briefings, this point should be clarified that at that point of 
time so many bodies have been recovered. 

(iv) However, it should also be made clear that casualty figures are likely to go 
up since rescue work is still continuing.  

(v) Assessment regarding likely number of deaths and injuries may also be 
made if considered necessary. Such assessment should be based on : 

(a) Total number of coaches involved. 
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(b) Number of coaches searched. 

(c) Number of coaches yet to be dealt with. 

(vi) Particular reference should also be made to coaches that are crushed or 
that have climbed on top, and have not yet been searched. 

(vii) For example, the media can be informed that as of 13:00 hrs, 2 coaches 
have been dealt with and (x) numbers of bodies have been recovered. 8 

more coaches are still to be searched and casualties are likely to go up. 
 

4.16.7Press briefings at accident site: 

(i) CPRO / PRO on arrival at accident site shall collect factual information from 
the OIC site and relay the same to Media personnel at site and also to 

divisional Emergency Officer in the Divisional Emergency Cell. Thus, an on 

line communication channel will be established to keep media informed of 
all important details. 

(ii) The first Press briefing will be held within one hour of CPRO / PRO’s arrival 
at site. Subsequent briefings will be held according to the schedule given 
below. 

(iii) CPRO or PRO should be available in the UCC during Press Briefings. 

(iv) There should be fixed time Press Briefings so that there is no confusion 

regarding different versions given to separate channels at various points of 
time. 

(v) Simultaneous Press Briefings should be held at accident site as also at HQ 
Emergency Cell and Divisional Emergency Cell as per fixed timings given 
below so that the same version is given by all concerned. 

(vi) Information to be given to the media will be of -/30 hrs. earlier. For 

example the media briefing held at 7:30 hrs. will convey all information as 
at 7:00 hrs on that date. 

(vii) On the first two days, there should be 6 media briefings per day. These 
should be scheduled at the following timings : 

 7:30 hrs, 

 10:30 hrs, 

 13.30 hrs, 

 16:30 hrs, 

 19:30 hrs 

 22.30 hrs 

(viii) Thereafter, as per condition of the site, media briefing to be done.   

(ix) All media releases will be up loaded on the Western Railway website, and 

new page opened to give specific information with regard to the accident. 
The priority of information release to various media will be as under: 

 TV Channels. 

 Agencies UNI, PTI, Varta, Bhasa 

 Print Media. 
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(x) Convenience and conveyance of media shall be taken care of by PR 
personnel with assistance of Commercial representatives at site.  Media 
persons should be conveyed to hospitals where injured are being treated. 

(xi) Commercial department should ensure that list of passengers who 

travelled by the accident involved train along with list of dead and injured 
in the accident reach PR officials at the earliest. 

 

4.16.8 Contact numbers of electronic media / press agencies: 

List of contact numbers of different agencies of electronic media and press is 
given in Part B. 

 

4.17 Management of fire in trains: 

 Fire on a running train is more catastrophic than on a static one, because the 

fanning effect may  spread the fire very quickly  to other coaches and in panic the  
passengers may jump out of  a running train  as it had happened in past train 

accidents. Under such situation, every railway servant available on the train or at the 

site shall immediately try and stop the train and plunge into action to save lives and 

property. In this context, the railway servants are expected to have a basic knowledge 
on fire and fire fighting methods. 

 Continuous heating due to brake binding, hot axles etc. may also cause a fire. 

Split liquid fuel can catch fire quickly than the liquid in bulk. 
4.17.1 Classes of fire: 

(i) CLASS ‘A’: fires occur in ordinary combustible materials such as wood, cloth, 

paper and some plastics. 
(ii) CLASS ‘B’: fires occur in the vapour-air mixture over the surfaces of 

flammable and combustible liquids like gasoline, grease, lubricating oils and 

alcohols. 

(iii) CLASS ‘C’: fires involving gases i.e. LPG, CNG Hydrocarbons gases etc. & 
energized electrical equipments. 

(iv) CLASS ‘D’: fires occur in combustible metals such as magnesium, titanium, 

potassium, zirconium, lithium and sodium. 
(v) CLASS ‘K’: fires involving cooking appliances with flammable cooking oils, 

fats (vegetable or animal). 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
4.17.2 Main causes of fire in Trains: 

(i) Carrying stoves, sigris, gas cylinders, kerosene oil, petrol, fireworks etc. in 

passenger compartments. 

(ii) Making fire/using fire near paper, wood, petrol or such other inflammable 

articles. 

(iii) Lighted match sticks, cigarette ends carelessly thrown. 
(iv) Short circuit in electrical wirings. 

A B C D K 

DCP, 
water, CO2, 

foam 

EXTINGUISHING AGENT FOR DIFFERENT CLASSES OF FIRE 

DCP, 

water 

Special dry 
powder 

agents 

Non conducting 
agents such as 

DCP, CO2 

DCP, foam, 
Water fog, 

CO2, 
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(v) Using naked light during authority token delivery to the driver, shunting of 
inflammable loads, sealing of inflammable wagons. 

(vi) Use of open fire, smoking near gas/petrol tank. 

 
 All railway staff and passengers should take all possible precautions to avoid 

any of the above mistakes so that possibility of fire breaking out can be minimized. In 

general fire originates in a small level. When burning materials with adequate supply 
of air surround it, fire spreads. 

 

4.17.3  In the event of a vehicle on a train being on fire: 

(i) Stop the train immediately. 

(ii) Don’t panic. 

(iii) Evacuate passengers from burning coaches. 
(iv) Protect property, valuables & mails. 

(v) Locate fire extinguishing substances viz, water bucket with water/sand, 

fire extinguishers etc. 

(vi) Use fire extinguisher if any and put out the fire. 
(vii) Use water from the coaches and extinguish the fire. 

(viii) Throw soil or sand, if available, on the fire. 

(ix) Ascertain the type of fire viz., dry, oil gaseous, electric and use the right 
type of extinguishers. 

(x) Isolate the burning vehicle from other vehicle by uncoupling. 

(xi) Train to be protected by Driver and Guard at both ends according to the 
provision of G&SR 6.03. 

(xii) Report it to the nearest station/control/fire station. 

(xiii) Every effort shall be made to extinguish the fire and to save the wagon 

labels, seals and contents of the vehicle. 
(xiv) In case fire is discovered when the train is near a tank or watering 

station, the Guard and Driver shall use their discretion to proceed there 

but no such attempt shall be made until the portion of the train in rear of 
burning vehicle has been detached. 

(xv) Inform all concerned to assist in extinguishing the fire. 

(xvi) In case of fire from electrical short circuit switch off the source. 
 

4.17.4  In the event of fire on an Electric engine/EMU: 

(i) Loco Pilot/Motormen shall immediately switch off the circuit and lower 

the pantograph. The train shall then be brought to a stop at once. 

(ii) After disconnecting the electric supply to affected circuits, Loco 

Pilot/Motormen shall take necessary action to put out the fire. 
(iii) If fire cannot be extinguished by the above means Loco Pilot/Motormen 

shall advise TPC through emergency telephone to arrange for the 

affected section OHE  to be made dead. 
(iv) The guard and any other staff available shall render all possible 

assistance to the Loco Pilot/Motormen in putting out the fire. 

(v) Ordinary fire extinguishers or water from a hosepipe shall never be used 

to extinguish fire on live wire or electrical equipment. If services of fire 
brigade are required, fire brigade shall not be allowed to commence 

operation until all electrical equipment in the vicinity of the fire has been 

made dead. 
 

4.17.5  In the event of a fire on a Diesel Engine/DMU stock: 
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(i) The Loco pilot/Motorman shall immediately switch off the circuit breaker 

and shut down the engine. The train shall be brought to stop at once. 

(ii) The Guard shall give all possible assistance to the Loco pilot/Motorman in 

putting out the fire. 

(iii) Fire extinguishers of approved type shall be provided on each diesel 

locomotive and motor coach of DMU when these are turned out from the 

home shed. The SSE/SE (C&W) in charge of the shed shall inspect the 

fire extinguishers and ensure that these are in good working condition. 

 

4.17.6  When a person is on fire: 

(i) Approach him holding the nearest available wrap (by bedsheet or 

blanket) in front of you. 

(ii) Wet wrap it round him. 

(iii) Lay him flat and smother the flames. 

(iv) He may roll on the floor, smothering the flames. 

(v) On no account should he rush out in the open air. 

(vi) Call for assistance. 

 

4.17.7  Fire caused by Petrol or other inflammable liquids, acids or gases: 

(i) Segregate the affected wagon, coach or area involved. 

(ii) On opening a wagon do not enter it immediately and avoid fumes, which 

may be dangerous. 

(iii) Use foam type fire extinguishers or sand but not water or soda acid type 

fire extinguishers. 

(iv) Do not bring naked lights near the site of fire. 

(v) Warn the people living in the surrounding areas within one Km. Radius. 

(vi) Stay away from ends of tanks, as tanks normally burst from the ends. 

(vii) Cool tanks that are exposed to flames with water from the sides only 

after the fire is put out. 

(viii) Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device 

or any discolouration of tank due to fire. 

(ix) Inform the nearest Fire Station intimating that Petrol or any other 

inflammable liquids, acids or gases, have caused the fire. 

 

4.17.8  In case of fire due to Explosives/Inflammables/Dangerous Goods: 

(i) Extinguish by closing the valve or isolating LPG feed to fire by other 

suitable controls. 

(ii) Following steps may be taken if no undue risk is involved: 

(a) Move unheated cylinders to a safe place after ensuring closing of 

valves. 

(b) Cool the hot cylinders by spraying water from a safe position. The 

person directing the spray should take up a position where he would 

be protected from possible explosion. 
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(iii) If cylinder containing inflammable/ toxic gas develops leak during 

transportation, remove it to an isolated open place away from any source 

of ignition and advise the filler or consigner as required. 

(iv) Inform the Chief Controller of Explosives by fax/telephone. 

(v) Inform officer in charge of nearest police station. 

(vi) Inform department officers concerned. 

(vii) Pending the visit of the Chief Controller of Explosives/his representative, 

the wreckage and debris shall be left undisturbed except to save lives. 

(viii) After getting information from the Chief Controller of Explosives that he 

does not wish any further investigation, the restoration work may be 

commenced. 

 

4.17.9Fire fighting: 

Dry chemical powder type fire extinguisher (DCP): 

 These types are suitable for tackling petroleum, gas, electrical fire and 

controlling fires of textile fibres. Sodium based chemical powder is used on a fire 

which undergo chemical reaction. 

 

4.17.10 How to Use Dry chemical powder type fire extinguisher (DCP): 

(i) Carry to the place of fire and keep it up right. 

(ii) Remove the safety clip. 

(iii) Strike the knob located in the cap. 

(iv) Sealing disk of the cartridge gets broken and allows carbon dioxide gas 

to escape to the main shell and powder is pushed out. 

(v) Direct the steam of the powder at the base of the flame. 

(vi) For effective result stand at about 1.5 to 2.5 metre near the seat of the 

fire. 

(vii) Move forward with moving the nozzle rapidly from side to side in 

sweeping motion. 

(viii) When using on outdoor fires operate from the up wind side for effective 

spray. 

 

 

 

4.17.11 Action to be taken in case of fire at station: 

(i) Prevent the train movement near the affected place immediately. 
(ii) Don’t Panic. 

(iii) Evacuate the place. 

(iv) Protect Railway property, important documents. 
(v) Remove the fire supporting agents from the site. 

(vi) In case of fire from electrical short circuit switch off the source.  

(vii) Ringing of station bell continuously to alert all ON and OFF duty staff at 

station. 
(viii) Use of means of fire extinguishers. 

(ix) Ascertain the type of fire viz. dry, oil gaseous, electric and use the right type 

of extinguishers.  
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(x) In case of fire from electrical short circuit switch off the source.  
(xi) Calling fire fighting department. 

(xii) Information to Control. 

(xiii) Information to RPF, adjoining stations. 
(xiv) In case of involvement of persons, first aid to be given. 

(xv) In case of involvement of persons, information to Railway medical 

authorities, Ambulance, Local hospitals, dispensaries, private doctors 
 

4.17.12 Building Evacuation: 

(i) When the building fire alarm sound. 

(ii) Immediately evacuate using building emergency plan procedures. 

(iii) Walk to nearest exit/stairwell (close doors behind you) 

(iv) Don’t use elevators. 

(v) Proceed to the designated gathering area outside the building. 

(vi) Do not re-enter building until cleared by authority personnel. 

(vii) Assist with evacuation of individuals with special needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.17.13 How to fight fire and use of fire extinguishers 
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4.17.14  Action to be taken in case of fire in train: 
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(i) First and foremost immediately summon the fire brigade.  
(ii) Secondly, if you smell gas or vapour, or even in case of excessive smoke, 

hold a wet cloth loosely over your nose & mouth and breathe through it in 

a normal manner as possible.  

4.17.15  Action to be taken in case of fire in a passenger train: 

(i) In case of fire pull the Alarm Chain and stop the train immediately.  
(ii) Try and put out the fire before it becomes a big blaze by using either 

water or blankets etc.  

(iii) More people expire due to suffocation from smoke rather than due to 

actual burning.  
(iv) Advice passengers to take a cloth, wet it in their drinking water and cover 

their nostrils.  

(v) Instruct Passenger to go to the other end of the coach, which is away 
from the fire, and if possible cross over to the next coach through the 

vestibule.  

(vi) Insist that passengers should save themselves first and not to bother 
about their luggage which can be retrieved later on.  

(vii) Make sure that no passenger lies down on the floor.  

(viii) After train has stopped, passengers should come down from the coach 

immediately.  
(ix) Building up confidence of injured passengers by suitable advice is of great 

importance.  

4.18  Suspicious substance in Railway premises: 

(i)   Clear and isolate the contaminated area. Do not touch or disturb anything. 

(ii)    Call police/fire service/bomb squad. 

(iii)   Wash your hands with soap and water. 

(iv)   Identify individuals who may have been exposed to the material. 

(v)      Do not leave premises until disposed by authority.  

 

4.19 Other Accidents: 

4.19.1 Bomb threat/Blast: 

Person receiving call regarding bomb threat should: 

(i) Attempt to gain as much information as possible from the caller like type 

of device, time set, location, reason/purpose of the act, dialect 

mannerism and identity of the caller. 

(ii) Inform and alert the disaster management team (Bomb detection squad) 

(iii) Alert police, fire brigade and explosive department. 

(iv) Pass on the information to all departments concerned. 

(v) Take initiative for evacuation of all persons from premises. 

(vi) Persons noticing a bomb like object, should bring it to the notice of the 

nearest available officer. 

(vii) Inform GRP, RPF, and bomb detection squad. 

(viii) Ensure all persons are away from the spot and avoid unnecessary 

crowding near the area. 

(ix) Inform control to take further steps for regulating train services. 
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(x) Wait for clearance from the police department to restore normal working. 

(xi) Utilise “Caller ID” facility if provided to trace the caller. 

 

4.19.2.  Radiation Emergency: 

4.19.2.1Personal injury involving radioactive material contamination: 

(i) Render first aid immediately for serious injuries, as trained. 

(ii) Call bomb squad, fire station. 

(iii) If possible, without causing harm to the victim, monitor the injured; 

remove contaminated clothing and gross personal contamination. 

 

4.19.2.2Radioactive contamination of personnel: 

 (i) Remove and bag all contaminated clothing. 

 (ii) Call fire station, bomb squad, and police. 

 (iii) Skin contamination should be cleaned using mild soap and tepid water. 

Use portable survey meter to monitor for remaining contamination. If not 

free of contamination, re-wash and re-survey. 

 

4.19.2.3  What to do upon receipt of suspicious letter/package: 

   (i)    Handle with care. 

 (ii) Don’t shake or bump. 

 (iii) Isolate and look for indicators. 

 (iv) Don’t open, smell or taste. 

 (v) Treat it as suspect. 

 (vi) Call Police/Fire service/Bomb squad. 

 

4.19.3  If parcel is Open and/or Threat is identified: 

4.19.3.1  For a bomb: 

 Evacuate immediately and Call Police/ Fire service/Bomb squad. 

 

4.19.3.2For Radiological: 

 Limit exposure- don’t handle and Evacuate area. 

 Shield yourself from the object and Call Police/ Fire service/Bomb 

squad 

 

4.19.3.3 For Biological or Chemical: 

 Isolate – don’t handle and Call Police/ Fire service/Bomb squad. 

 Wash your hands with soap and water. 

 

4.19.4.Tampering of Railway fittings causing accident & placing of foreign 

particle on track to cause disruption to traffic: 

(i) A staunch vigil should be kept by introduction of special patrolling over 

the area as and when warranted. 

(ii) Some persons to be trained specially and to be drafted for duty over the 

area if required. 

4.20  LPG / Oil emergency 
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4.20.1 Action to be taken in oil tank / LPG emergency: 

LPG is extremely inflammable, may be ignited by heat, spark or flame. Its 
vapours may travel to a source of ignition and flash back. Container may explode in 

heat or fire. Vapour explosion can cause hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers. 

Vapours may cause dizziness or suffocation. Contact will cause severe frostbite. 

In case of accident involving LPG tank wagon due to fire or leakage, following 

action is to be initiated: 

(i) Inform Civil authorities, and summon assistance from fire Brigade, Oil co. 

Depot, Bottling Plant Refinery etc.,  

(ii) Keep unnecessary people away. Isolate hazard area and deny entry  

(iii) Stay upwind, keep out of low areas  
(iv) Isolate for 1 KM for all directions.  

(v) If tank is involved in fire or Leak, regulating/isolating trains is necessary.  

4.20.2 In case of derailment of LPG wagon: 

(i) Check for leakage.  

(ii) Advise all not to smoke and extinguish all fire including HS Lamp, point 
indicator, etc., lit by K. Oil within 1000 metres.  

(iii) Examine tank barrel and fittings carefully for any damage.  

(iv) To hoist the wagon, use diesel crane with spark arrester at exhaust.  

4.20.3 In case of leakage in LPG tank wagon: 

(i) Do not start hoisting of wagon  

(ii) Make efforts for stopping the leak.  
(iii) Disperse vapour away from ignition source by water spray.  

(iv) Shut off ignition sources immediately.  

(v) If leakage is minor, put gunny bags on leakage and wet with water icing. 

(vi) Give warning to District Authorities for evacuation of population.  

4.20.4 In case of fire due to explosives / inflammables / dangerous goods: 

(i) Extinguish by closing the valve or isolating LPG feed to fire by other 
suitable controls.  

(ii) Following steps may be taken if no undue risk is involved:  

(a) Move unheated cylinders to a safe place after ensuring closing of valves.  

(b) Cool the hot cylinders by spraying water from a safe position. The 
person directing the spray should take up a position where he would be 

protected from possible explosion.  

(iii) If cylinder containing inflammable/ toxic gas develops leak during 

transportation, remove it to an isolated open place away from any source 

of ignition and advise the filler or consigner as required.  
(iv) Inform the Chief Controller of Explosives by fax / telephone.  

(v) Inform officer in charge of nearest police station.  

(vi) Inform department officers concerned.  
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(vii) Pending the visit of the Chief Controller of Explosives / his representative, 
the wreckage and debris shall be left undisturbed except to save lives.  

(viii) After getting information from the Chief Controller of Explosives that he 

does not wish any further investigation, the restoration work may be 

commenced.  

4.20.5 Action to be taken at divisional level: 

After getting the information regarding LPG / Oil Emergency message like 

leakage or fire or derailment of LPG / Oil wagon from Loco Pilot or Guard or Station 

Master, the Controller will take the following action immediately in simultaneous 

manner: 

(i) Inform higher Railway authorities. 
(ii) Ordering of ART / ARME/SPART. In case of leakage it can be brought to the 

nearest station and to the affected place after leakage source has been 

blocked. 
(iii) Informing Disaster management authority of related district. 

(iv) Informing Fire Brigade & LPG / OIL companies like Reliance, IOC, ESSAR 

and organizations or authorities listed under mutual aid scheme as per 
Annexure XI and Annexure XXIV. 

(v) Informing Secretary MAS GSFC Limited Jamnagar. 

(vi) Stop movement of train towards the affected section. 

(vii) Adjoining station will be asked to mobilize the staff and other local 
resources so that it may be utilized in time to deal with the emergency. 

(viii) The RPF will be informed to protect the affected area for maintaining law 

and order and avoid crowding at the spot. 
(ix) The RPF Staff will also reach the site with fire fighting equipments and staff 

to deal with the emergency. 

(x) In case of leakage of LPG, nearby State electricity department (GEB) will 

be asked to cut the electric supply immediately. 
(xi) Loco Pilot will immediately switch off the Locomotive and precaution to be 

taken as per G & SR. 

(xii) Station staff will immediately cut off the power supply, put off the burning 
K.Oil hand signal lamp. 

(xiii) The Station staff colony will also be asked to stop the cooking or any work 

related to burning of fire. 

4.21. Forest Fire  

 Warning Agency: Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change  

 Alert Categorization:  
o Ordinary Fire - Yellow.  

o Medium Fire - Orange.  

o Major Fire - Red.  
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Category Description Stage Alerts to be transmitted to 

Ordinary 

Fire 

Localised fires which can be 

controlled by the 

concerned territorial 

Conservator of Forests.  

Yellow  JS (DM) 

Medium 
Fire 

Where large forest area is 
under fire, which can be 

controlled by the State 

Government and no 
Central intervention is 

sought by the State 

Government. 

Orange  HS/AS (DM)/JS (DM)/PS to 
HM/PS to MOS. 

 Nodal Officers of NDMA & 

NDRF. 

Major Fire Large fire, which may result 
in substantial loss of 

human lives,massive 

environmental degradation 
or loss of wildlife. 

Red  HS/AS (DM)/JS (DM)/PS to 
HM/PS to MOS. 

 Nodal Officers of NDMA & 

NDRF. 

 All designated officers in 

PMO/Cabinet Secretariat. 

 

 Alert messages will be followed by Situation Reports (SITREP) to be sent twice 
a day or 
more frequently depending on unfolding events. 

 Alerts falling in Orange stagewill be communicated with 03 hourlyupdates. 

 AlertsfallinginRedstagewillbecommunicatedwith1hourlyupdatesoratmorefrequent 

intervals as warranted bythe situation. 

 

4.22.1 Mock drill: 

 Trained manpower is an essential ingredient of any DM system. Mere provision 

of sophisticated equipment without trained manpower is futile. For handling an 

unforeseen situation like managing a Disaster, training of all railway personnel 

concerned is an inevitable input. To acquire necessary knowledge and skill, all 

relevant officials should be given periodic training regarding their duties and that of 

their department. 

 

4.22.2  Full Scale Mock Drill: 

 Disaster Management essentially necessitates a state of preparedness under all 

circumstances and only conducting periodical full-scale mock drills therein, can assess 

the efficacy of arrangements. As per Bd’s letter 2003/Safety (DM)/6/3 dated 

13.06.08, Railways may also associate NDRF in full scale exercise held once a year. 

(i) Objective of the full-scale mock drill would be to: 

 Gauge the preparedness of DM system including detailed planning and 

keeping of all equipment in good fettle. 

 Integrate the operational response to measure overall performance of 

the exercise. 
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 Measure performance with regard to accident restoration. 

(ii) On a division, the first mock drill should be conducted within 3 months of 

issue of the Zonal DM plan. 

(iii) On a division, the second mock drill should be conducted 3 months after 

the first one, in order to correct all shortcomings noticed during the first 

mock drill. 

(iv) Thereafter, mock drills shall be conducted once every year. 

(v) It should be conducted during the day and in a branch line section. 

(vi) 6 hours traffic block shall be taken and the ARME/SPART/ART run out to 

the accident site. 

(vii) UCC and CAC should be setup and each department will post their 

functionaries in the Control Office as also in UCC and CAC. 

(viii) All facilities should be provided in UCC and CAC by departments 

concerned. 

(ix) During these full scale mock drill, following aspects shall be closely 

watched: 

 Turning out of ARME/SPART/ART within the prescribed time. 

 Speed of the specials. 

 Assembly of staff. 

 Handling of ART, HRDs, HREs and other rescue equipment. 

 Logging of events. 

 Functioning of field telephones and communication network. 

 Functioning of generator sets, lighting equipment. 

 Preparedness of first-aides and availability of medical equipment. 

 Preparedness of commercial department to mobilise adequate 

manpower. 

(x) On completion of the drill, a detailed report shall be prepared detailing 

deficiencies noticed, corrective measures initiated and improvements 

required. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

CHAPTER – 5 

STRENGTHENING DISASTER RISK GOVERNANCE 
 
5.1 Background: 
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Strengthening disaster risk governance is considered a cornerstone of the efforts 
to understand, reduce and manage risks in global practices (UNDP 2015). UNDP 

defines disaster risk governance as follows (UNDP 2013): 

“The way in which public authorities, civil servants, media, private sector, and 
civil society at community, national and regional levels cooperate in order to manage 

and reduce disaster and climate related risks. This means ensuring that sufficient 

levels of capacity and resources are made available to prevent, prepare for, manage 
and recover from disasters. It also entails mechanisms, institutions and processes for 

citizens to articulate their interests, exercise their legal rights and obligations, and 

mediate their differences.”  

The concept has evolved over the last decade and the current thinking 
acknowledges that one cannot separate governance of disaster risk from the 

governance of other types of risks, including those associated with global climate 

change, environmental degradation, financial crises, and conflict situations(UNDP 
2015). From the mid-2000s onwards, governance was commonly accepted as the crux 

of DRR, with comprehensive efforts underway to increase the DRR capacity of national 

and local institutions; to strengthen policy, legal and planning frameworks; to develop 
human and financial capacities; and to promote multi-stakeholder and multi-

disciplinary approaches. There is now greater emphasis on accountability, 

transparency, responsiveness to the needs of those most at risk, and ensuring the 

rule of law/compliance with legal provisions. These are of crucial importance in 
disaster risk governance. 

 

5.2  Sendai Framework and Strengthening Disaster Risk Governance: 
The Sendai Framework states that disaster risk governance at different levels is 

of great importance for an effective and efficient management of disaster risk. It also 

requires clear vision, plans, competence, guidance, and coordination within and across 

sectors, as well as participation of relevant stakeholders. Strengthening disaster risk 
governance is necessary to foster collaboration and partnerships for the 

implementation of disaster risk reduction and sustainable development. The Sendai 

Framework lays emphasis on the following to strengthen disaster risk governance: 
1.   Mainstream and integrate disaster risk reduction within and across all 

sectors and promote the coherence and development of relevant laws, 

regulations, and public policies. It must guide both the public and private 
sectors through the legal framework that clearly spells out the roles and 

responsibilities. It must address disaster risk in publically owned, managed, 

or regulated services and infrastructures. It must encourage actions by 

persons, households, communities, and businesses. It has to enhance 
relevant mechanisms and initiatives for disaster risk transparency. It must 

put in place coordination and organizational structures. 

2.  Adopt and implement disaster risk reduction strategies and plans, across 
different levels(local to national) and timescales, aimed at preventing the 

creation of risk, the reduction of existing risk and the strengthening 

resilience – economic, social, health and environmental. 
3.  Carry out assessment of the technical, financial and administrative disaster 

risk management capacity to deal with the identified risks at different levels 

4.  Promote necessary mechanisms and incentives to ensure high levels of 

compliance with the safety-enhancing provisions of sectorial laws and 
regulations, including those addressing land use, urban planning, building 

codes, environment, resource management, health and safety standards, 

and update them, where needed, for better disaster risk management 
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5.  Develop and strengthen mechanisms to periodically review and assess the 
progress on various DM plans as well as encourage institutional debates, 

including by parliamentarians and relevant officials, on DRR plans. 

6.  Assign clear roles and tasks to community representatives within disaster 
risk management institutions and processes and decision-making through 

relevant legal frameworks, and undertake comprehensive public and 

community consultations during the development of such laws and 
regulations to support their implementation. 

7.  Establish and strengthen government coordination forums composed of 

relevant stakeholders at the national and local levels, such as national and 

local platforms for disaster risk reduction. 
8.  Empower local authorities, as appropriate, through regulatory and financial 

mechanism to work and coordinate with civil society, communities and 

indigenous people and migrants in disaster risk management at the local 
level 

9.  Work with parliamentarians for disaster risk reduction by developing or 

amending relevant legislation and setting budget allocations 
10.  Promote the development of quality standards, such as certifications and 

awards for disaster risk management, with the participation of the private 

sector, civil society, professional associations, scientific organizations and 

the United Nations 
11.  Formulate relevant public policies and laws aimed at addressing issues of 

prevention or relocation, where possible, of human settlements in disaster 

risk-prone zones. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

CHAPTER 6 
DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN OF RAILWAYS – PERIODICAL 

REVIEW 
 

6.1 Preparation of DM Plan on Rajkot Division: 

Rajkot division prepared Disaster Management Plan at HQ and Divisional Level as 

per the provision of Disaster Management Act, 2005 as detailed in the earlier chapters 

and the DM Plan of the Indian Railway (prepared by Railway Board). These Plans will 

encompass the National Policy of Disaster Management (NPDM) and Guidelines issued 

by NDMA; as also all types of disasters that can occur on the Railway system. It is 

reiterated that the High Level Committee on Disaster Management Constituted in 

2003 had mainly dealt with the up gradation of Railways relief/rescue facilities to 

handle train accidents.  These are, therefore, only of limited use and relevance in the 

DM plan now DMP framed based on the new concept of a Disaster as given in the DM 

Act, 2005.  The Plan of the Rajkot division details for all types of disasters, the 

preventive, and mitigation and preparedness measures being taken by this railway 

and also the rescue, relief and restoration systems in place to meet with them.    
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NDMA guidelines, instructions issued by the Boards office from time to time and 

the action plan  framed by Rajkot division will form the backbone of the DM Plan.. This 

plan will be dovetailed with the State and District Disaster Management Plans 

wherever the same have been prepared.   

 

6.2 This Disaster Management Plan is incorporatedinformation common to all 

divisions of Rajkot division. Rajkot division’s action plan is incorporated for dealing 
with all types of Railway disaster. Action items along with their progress detailed for 

all type Railway disasters. Contrary to the divisional Plan this is more centric towards 

prevention, mitigation and preparedness than rescue and relief. Information like 
formation of relief and rescue teams at the accident site, Disaster Management 

Control Cell, Duties of various officers/officials etc. in addition to the information 

specific to headquarter is incorporated in this plan. Divisional Specific information not 
incorporated in this DM Plan. 

6.3 Divisional Disaster Management Plans: 

Divisional Disaster Management Plans will contain division specific information. It 

will generally contain divisional action plan for dealing with all types of railway 
disaster. It is not  restricted only to detailed inventory of Railway and non-Railway 

resources as envisaged in High Level Committee’s Report on Disaster Management.  It 

should focus mainly on further new developments of sharing of resources with all 
stake holders.  It should also have, thereafter, divisional specific information like road 

maps, etc. Information common to all divisions of a Western Railway may be 

replicated uniformly in DM Plans of all divisions. Divisional DM plan should contain 
information about the following:- 

1 Role and responsibilities of officers and other stake holders at the accident 

site and in the divisional control room. 

2 Site Management plans 

3 Do’s and don’ts in handling various types of accidents involving chemicals, oil 

and natural gas, nuclear materials etc., 

4 Precautions to be taken in case of fire accidents. 

5 Action plan for Management of Crowd at stations during festivals and events 

of mass gathering. 

6 Details of Incidence Response System. 

7 Passenger care and Managing of Dead Bodies. 

8 Media Management. 

9 Vulnerability profile of the division from various natural disasters like Earth 

Quakes, Tsunami, Floods, Cyclones etc., 

10 Details of Vulnerable bridges and their location. 

11 Telephone Nos. including Mobile Nos. of all important railway officials at both 

Zonal & Divisional level and telephone Nos. of all stations, blocks etc. 

12 Location of ART&ARME/SPART/SPART and of adjoining division and of 

adjoining Zonal Railways. 

13 Inventory of medical facilities within Division, Doctors, Hospitals including 

their specialisation/No of beds, Nursing Home, Ambulances etc.,  

14 Details of District & State Officials. 

15 Details of Fire service stations. 

16 Details of Defence establishment including Army, Navy & Air Force. 
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17 Details of Helipads/location where a small plane or helicopter can land. 

18 Contact details of Oil and Gas companies and Chemical industries. 

19 Details of social organisation/NGOs. 

20 Inventory of agencies with earth moving equipment like road crane, 

bulldozer, boats, diving equipment etc. 

21 Details of skilled divers with their name and contact details. 

22 Details of road transport facilities, distance map superimposed on division 

map, detailed road maps etc. 

23 Details of forensic personal.  

24 List of materials in ART&ARME/SPART. 

25 Details of para-military establishments.  

26 List of Government and private helicopter service providers/their contact 

numbers. 

27 Contact numbers of Scouts and Guides. 

28 Contact details of St. John Ambulance services 

 

6.4Periodical Review of Disaster Management Plans: 

The DM Plans of divisions to be reviewed and updated at least once a year, i.e. 

January.  In the review changes in policy (including the NPDM) issued by NDMA/NEC 

and by the Central Governments, western railway and Railway Board are to be made.  

The DM Plans of the State Governments and of the Districts need to be gone into 

periodically and changes incorporated in the respective DM Plans of Divisions. 

 

6.5Nodal Department for Compilation/Updating of DM Plans:- 

Safety department on the Rajkot division is responsible for compilation of DM 

Plans at divisional Levels which will be reviewed in January every year. These Plans 

will also to be hosted on the rail-net server of the Western Railway and on Safety 
Information Management System (SIMS) in an interactive format so that the 

information can be shared and its retrieval is simpler.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CAPACITY BUILDING TO HANDLE DISASTER 
 

7.0Capacity Development – An Overview: 

7.1 Background: 
Capacity development covers strengthening of institutions, mechanisms, and 

capacities at all levels of all stakeholders. The United Nations International Strategy 

for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) defines 'Capacity Development' for DRR as follows: 

“The process by which people, organisations and society systematically stimulate 
and develop their capability over time to achieve social and economic goals, including 

through improvement of knowledge, skills, systems, and institutions – within a wider 

social and cultural enabling environment.” (UNISDR, 2009)  
It is an important component of investing in disaster risk reduction. In the 

domain of disaster risk management, the Sendai Framework emphasizes the need for 

enhancing the technical, financial, and administrative capabilities of institutions, 
governments, and communities to deal with the identified risks at different levels. The 

framework calls for reinforcing the capacity to implement, and enforce risk reduction 

measures. Capacity development commonly refers to a process that is driven from the 

inside and starts from existing capacity assets. The framework underlines the need for 
capacity development of women in disaster management and building their ability to 

participate effectively in managing disaster risk.  

Investing in capacity development for DRR will be a continuing process to 
enhance the capability of individuals, agencies, and communities to improve the 

performance of their DM functions. The process of capacity building will include 

elements of human resource development, i.e., individual training, organizational 
development such as improving the functioning of groups, and the strengthening of 

organizations, regulations, and institutions. Involving stakeholders through 

participatory approaches is essential to establish ownership and commitment. The 

sustainability of capacity development initiatives increases in direct relation to the 
level of participation and ownership of the internal partners. In order for capacity 

development for disaster risk reduction to be effective, it must be clear in its purpose. 

As capacity development entails activities on various levels, i.e. legal and 
institutional frameworks, systems of organisations, organisation and human and 

material resources, it is necessary to address challenges on all of them by 
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implementing a mix of activities, on short and long term. The reason for this is that 
changes at one level often require changes at other levels too, as the levels are 

interdependent. Therefore, the focus of many capacity development efforts for DRR 

must go beyond human resource development and pay enough attention to 
organisational and institutional issues. Public and private investment in disaster risk 

prevention and reduction through structural and non-structural measures are essential 

to enhance the resilience to disasters. Investing in capacity development is the cost-
effective way to save lives, prevent or reduce losses and ensure effective recovery 

and rehabilitation. 

The NPDM 2009 underlines the need for a strategic approach to capacity 

development and notes that the active and enthusiastic participation of various 
stakeholders is necessary for it to be effective. The national policy notes that capacity 

development must address the challenge of “putting in place appropriate institutional 

framework, management systems and allocation of resources for efficient prevention 
and handling of disasters.” 

 

7.2 Capacity Development Themes: 
The capacity development covers all aspects of disaster management. The key 

aspects and broad thematic areas for capacity development applicable to these 

dimensions of DM are summarized in Table 7-1. The hazard-specific capacity 

development needs for prevention and response are given in the plan matrix of the 
Chapter-3 and Chapter-4. The list is indicative, illustrative, and not exhaustive. 

Further, those chapters provide certain extent of detailing. Even those are indicative 

and in consonance with national, regional, and global practices, there will be changes, 
which will be incorporated in the periodic revisions of the plan and during its 

implementation. The effort will be to follow the emerging best practices. 

 

Table 7-1: Summary of Broad Capacity Development Themes: 

Key Aspect Thematic Areas 

Prevention 

or 
mitigation 

for disaster 

risk 
reduction 

 Safety education in educational institutions. 

 Improve the awareness and preparedness of stakeholders at all 

levels Documenting lessons from previous disasters and ensuring 

their wide dissemination. 

 Preparing DM plans, regular updating, and mock drills. 

 Institutional arrangements, policies, legal support, and 

regulatory framework. 

 Developing appropriate risk transfer instruments by collaborating 

with insurance companies and financial Institutions. 

 Strengthening early warning systems. 

 Mainstreaming of disaster risk assessment, mapping and 

management into development plans and programs. 

 Revision of building codes and standards for rehabilitation 

reconstruction practices both for urban and rural areas.  

 Retrofitting techniques. 

 Rapid visual surveys for safety evaluation of buildings 

 Training and skill development for masons and other artisans. 

 Reinforce systems to implement, monitor, and enforce 

regulations for DRR to promote disaster-resistant built 
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environment. 

 Promoting community-based DM taking into account specific 

needs, regional diversities and multi-hazard vulnerabilities. 

 Design and implement social safety-net mechanisms, including 

community-based systems. 

 Disaster resilience of health care systems by integrating disaster 

risk management into primary, secondary and tertiary health 

care . 

 Business resilience, and protection of livelihoods and productive 

assets throughout the supply chains, ensure continuity of 

services and.  

 Integrate disaster risk management into business models and 

practices Preparedness and response plans at all levels  

 Community-based DRR and DM 

Key Aspect    Thematic Areas 
Effective  

preparedness 

and  

response 
 

 

Emergency response capabilities – EOCs, infrastructure, 

equipment upgrades and adoption of best available technologies 

 Strengthening of the Fire and Emergency Service through 

revamping, institutional reforms, and modernization. 

 Comprehensive revamping of Fire and Emergency Services 

with institutional reforms and modernization. 

 Adoption and adaptation of emerging global good practices 

 Rigorous training and HRD of first responders. 

 Early warnings, maps/ satellite data/ effective dissemination 

of information. 

 Table-top exercises, simulations, and mock drills to improve 

operational readiness of the plans. 

 Rescue equipment at all levels. 

 Systems to provide basic services in emergencies. 

 Housing and Temporary shelters. 

 Medical care for casualties, health care and sanitation. 

 Power and fuel supply management. 

 Transportation systems and network. 

 Logistics and supply chain management. 

 Media relations. 

 Managing the dead, disposal of animal carcasses, and debris. 

 Collection and management of data. 

 Legal services/ support. 

Recovery and 

Build Back 
Better 

 

 Post-Disaster Needs Assessment systems and expertise. 

 Credible damage assessment mechanisms and expertise. 

 Planning capabilities to ensuring coherence of BBB with 

overall development efforts and goals. 

 Studies and research for incorporating resilience into BBB 
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The NPDM 2009 envisages a pivotal role for the National Institute of Disaster 

Management (NIDM) in the area of capacity building. Similarly, the State Disaster 
Management Institutes and ATIs should play a lead role in the States/ UTs. The NPDM 

envisages capacity development in the domain of DM at all levels of government and 

across various autonomous institutions. It also stresses the importance of capacity 
development efforts to promote community-based DM efforts. The policy notes that to 

sustain DRR, it is necessary to undertake capacity development across the education 

sector covering schools to professional institutions. It recognizes that skill 

development in all sectors to incorporate multi-hazard resistant features along with 
strengthening of relevant licensing, certification, and standards. 

 

7.3  National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM) and other  
Institutions: 

The NIDM, in partnership with other research institutions has capacity 

development as one of its major responsibilities, along with training, research, 
documentation and development of a National level information base. It will network 

with other knowledge-based institutions and function within the broad policies and 

guidelines laid down by the NDMA. It will organise training for trainers, DM officials 

and other stakeholders. The NIDM will strive to emerge as a ‘Centre of Excellence’ in 
the field of Disaster Management. The NIDM will play an important role in developing 

and facilitating the implementation of a National training schedule for DM. It will also 

be the nodal institution for Regional and International cooperation for training. There 
are a number of renowned institutes in various States, which are imparting training in 

DM. These will be strengthened with financial assistance and such efforts will be 

replicated by other States/UTs. Also, the DM cells in all Administrative Training 
Institutes, Police Academies, State Institutes of Rural Development, Training centres 

of five CAPFs from where NDRF is drawn up (BSF, CRPF, CISF, ITBP, and SSB) and 

the NDRF Academy, Nagpur will contribute most significantly in developing DM related 

skills. The capacity of existing institutes needs to be upgraded in accordance with 
regional and local requirements. 

 

7.4  Capacity Development of Local Bodies – Rural and Urban: 
The capacities of Panchayats and ULBs have to be developed in the sphere of 

disaster management. Without adequate capacity development, the local bodies 

cannot contribute effectively to disaster management or in ensuring the proper 
implementation of DM plans. Capacity development is also necessary for true 

empowerment of the bodies of local self-governance. The elected leaders and officials 

of Panchayats and ULBs should be trained to competently handle different types of 

models. 

 Studies on past disasters and recovery to draw useful 

lessons. 

 Capacity Development Themes 
Key Aspect Thematic Areas 

Prevention or 

mitigation for 
disaster risk 

reduction 

Hazards, Risk, and Vulnerability Assessment 

 Human resource development 

 Institutional strengthening 

 Launching demonstration projects 
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crises, contribute to disaster preparedness, make proper use of available warnings, 
organize operations such as search, rescue, relief, medical assistance, and carry out 

damage assessment. They should also have sound understanding of the needs of 

proper post-disaster rehabilitation. The local leadership can play a big role in disaster 
management in all stages and in DM planning. Capacity development must aim at 

increasing the competence of local bodies in all aspects of disaster management, 

mainstreaming DRR, and in promoting a culture of disaster prevention and DRR. The 
capabilities of the local bodies have to be developed in financial, technical, and 

managerial spheres. The state level training institutes (ATI, SIDM, and others) will 

develop need-based training programs for the capacity development of rural and 

urban local bodies. The capacities of Panchayats and ULBs have to be developed in 
the sphere of disaster management. Without adequate capacity development, the 

local bodies cannot contribute effectively to disaster management or in ensuring the 

proper implementation of DM plans. Capacity development is also necessary for true 
empowerment of the bodies of local self-governance. The elected leaders and officials 

of Panchayats and ULBs should be trained to competently handle different types of 

crises, contribute to disaster preparedness, make proper use of available warnings, 
organize operations such as search, rescue, relief, medical assistance, and carry out 

damage assessment. They should also have sound understanding of the needs of 

proper post-disaster rehabilitation. The local leadership can play a big role in disaster 

management in all stages and in DM planning. Capacity development must aim at 
increasing the competence of local bodies in all aspects of disaster management, 

mainstreaming DRR, and in promoting a culture of disaster prevention and DRR. The 

capabilities of the local bodies have to be developed in financial, technical, and 
managerial spheres. The state level training institutes (ATI, SIDM, and others) will 

develop need-based training programs for the capacity development of rural and 

urban local bodies. 

 
7.5  Training Communities: 

Enhancing the capacity of communities, as they are the first responders to 

disasters, is a significant part of the capacity development process. The Sendai 
Framework notes the need to build the knowledge of civil society, communities, and 

volunteers on disaster risk reduction. Capacity building has to include awareness, 

sensitisation, orientation, and developing skills of communities and community 
leaders. Assistance from NDRF, Civil Defence, civil society organisations, local 

community-based organizations, and Self-Help Groups will be encouraged. The overall 

responsibility to give impetus to leadership and motivation will rest with local 

authorities, PRIs and ULBs under the overall guidance of State and District authorities. 
 

7.6  National and State Disaster Resource Networks: 

Indian Disaster Resource Network (IDRN) is a portal providing nation-wide 
inventory of DM-related resources covering almost all the basic needs. It is a web 

based platform, for managing the inventory of equipment, skilled human resources 

and critical supplies for emergency response. Primary focus of IDRN portal is to enable 
the decision makers to find answers on availability of equipment and human resources 

required to combat any emergency situation. At the State-level, Government of India 

has encouraged each state to establish its own State Disaster Resource Network 

(SDRN) portal on the pattern of IDRN. 
 

7.7  Capacity Development - Ministries and States: 
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The Central Ministries, departments and agencies as well as the State 
Governments will take actions for capacity development of different stakeholders as 

shown in Table7-2 given below on the basis of proper capacity development needs 

assessment. 
 

7.8 National Disaster Response and Mitigation Funds: 

 

7.8.1 Disaster Management to be inbuilt in Developmental Plans: 
The National Policy on Disaster Management provides for development of the 

Disaster Management handling capability by each Ministry/Department of the Central 

Government as also by the State Government.  As per the policy, NDMA will ensure 

mainstreaming of disaster risk reduction in developmental agenda in all existing and 
new developmental programmes and projects shall incorporate disaster resilient 

specifications in the design and construction.  The Planning Commission will give due 

weightage to these factors while allocating resources.  
 

7.8.2 Responsibilities of the Central Ministries and Departments: 

The National Policy on Disaster Management lays down that all Central Ministries 
and Departments will prepare their DM Plans and where funds are being asked for to 

improve Disaster Management capability including the financial projections to support 

these plans.  The necessary budgetary allocations will be made as part of the Five 

Year and Annual Plans. 
 

7.8.3 National Disaster Response and Mitigation Funds: 

As per the National Policy on Disaster Management, a National Disaster Response 
Fund may be constituted as mandated in the Act.  The National Response Fund will be 

applied by the National Executive Committee (NEC) towards meeting the expenses for 

emergency response, relief and rehabilitation, in accordance with the guidelines laid 
down by the Central Government in consultation with the NDMA.  The proposal of 

merger of National Calamity Contingency Fund (NCCF) with the National Disaster 

Response Fund shall be as recommended by the Finance Commission from time to 

S.No Task Central Activities Responsibility 

in Railways 

1. Deploying 
good 

resources, 

advanced 

technology 
and 

equipment 

GoI, 
NDMA, 

MHA, All 

Nodal 

Min./ 
Dept. 

 Identifying existing ones 

 Identification of gap between 

existing ones and those 

required on the basis of 

hazard risk and vulnerability 

and lessons learnt from 

recent past disasters. 

 Procurements of additional 

equipment with advanced 

technologies 

Respective 
Directorates to 

identify gaps and 

initiate action. 

2. Strengthening 

training 

institutes for 

disaster 
management. 

NIDM, 

MoHRD, 

MHA, 

NDMA 

 Research and extension 

support grants  

 Create/strengthen state level 

DM institutes. 

Establishment 

directorate. 
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time. Similarly, as mandated by the Act, the National Disaster Mitigation Fund (NDMF) 
may be created for projects exclusively for the purpose of mitigation.   

 

7.9 Modernization of Relief/Rescue during Disasters: 
The National Policy on Disaster Management provides that all Central Ministries 

and Departments of the Central Government and of the States will build capacity to 

handle different types of Disasters based on guidelines issued by the NDMA. 
Helicopter based relief rescue missions on par with similar arrangements existing in 

western world can also be used extensively for Mass Casualty Evacuation and for 

providing relief where required.  For Railways own Disaster situation like a major train 

accident where the site is not approachable by rail or by other road vehicles this 
would be the only means of relief.  All Zonal Railways may obtain details of 

Government and Private Helicopter service and the contact numbers of their operators 

to be contacted in advance.  The Disaster Management Plan of the Zonal Railway and 
the Divisions should make a mention of the helicopter service providers.  If these 

services are not available on one Zonal Railway, they may contact the nearest Zonal 

Railway where they are available to be called upon in a Disaster situation.  
We have to have a total paradigm shift in the manner in which serious train 

accident relief is to be managed in the second decade of the 21st century.  A much 

more radical approach would be gradually need to be introduced that what is existing 

on date. 
Sensitive installations of Railways need to be identified.  All Zonal Railways need 

to define sensitive installations and infrastructure.  These should be ones which would 

cripple the Railways primary objective of transportation.  For instance, Control Rooms; 
Microwave Towers; TF Exchanges; RRI of Junction Stations, Major Bridges, Tunnels of 

long lengths, Hospitals etc. are very sensitive/vulnerable locations. 

 

7.10  Terrorist attacks on a freight train carrying inflammables: 
Railways have an excellent liaison with the Oil Companies due to the transport of 

their commodities viz. Motor Spirit, HSD, Naphtha etc.  Traditionally we have always 

made use of their fire fighting equipment along with the expertise in fire control 
available with them. Gradually, Railways have to develop both the expertise through 

training in the Railways Rescue, Relief Training Institute being set up at Bangalore 

and also procure latest technology fire fighting equipment.  
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CHAPTER - 8 

MEDICAL PREPAREDNESS and HOSPITAL DISASTER 

MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

8.1   Network of Mobile Medical Infrastructure: 

Indian Railways has an established network system capable of handling train 
accidents along with emergency medical response and casualty evacuation.  The 

system is based on an infrastructure consisting of 161 Accident Relief medical Vans 

(ARMV) – Scale I (Unit of accident relief trains situated at an average distance of 
every 300kms on main lines and 400 km on branch lines), 320 Accident Relief Medical 

Equipment (ARME/SPART) – Scale II consisting of three sets of Portable Medical Kit 

for Accidents (POMKA).  POMKAs are also available at all health units, sub-divisional 

and divisional/zonal hospitals.  Trained manpower of medical and all other 
departments of the Indian Railways provide first aid, immediate and necessary 

emergency medical treatment to save the life and limbs of persons involved in train 

accidents and arrange rapid evacuation to the nearest government/private hospital by 
the first available means of transport.  There is a well-rehearsed action plan to handle 

railway accidents. 

The system is committed to the primary goal or meeting the needs of the Rajkot 
division, though this resource may be available in a limited manner for assistance of 

the district administration for mass casualty management. The details of Government 

& private Hospitals with MOU in Rajkot division jurisdiction is all government hospitals 

with 108 ambulance services. 
 

8.2 Responsibility of Stake Holders: 

Medical Response: Medical Response has to be quick and effective.  The 
execution of medical response plans and deployment of medical resources warrant 

special attention at the State and District level in most of the situations.  The 

voluntary deployment of the nearest medical resources to the disaster site, 

irrespective of the administrative boundaries, will be emphasized.  Mobile medical 
hospitals and other resources available with the centre will also be provided to the 

States/UTs in a proactive manner.  Post-disaster management of health, sanitation 

and hygiene services is crucial to prevent an outbreak of epidemics.  Therefore a 
constant monitoring of any such possibilities will be necessary. 

The main stakeholders in the Medical Preparedness and Mass Casualty 

Management (MPMCM) are the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Ministry of 
Labour and Employment, Employees State Insurance Corporation, Ministry of 

Defence, Ministry of Railways, State Governments and Union Territories and private 

health care providers. 

NDMA’s guidelines on Mass Casualty Management (MCM) have been prepared to 
provide directions to the Central Ministries, Departments and State Authorities for the 

preparation of their detailed Medical Preparedness Plans.  These guidelines call for a 

proactive, participatory, well-structured, fail-safe, multidisciplinary and multi-sectoral 
approach at various levels. 

Each organization of the Government may be made aware of risks, vulnerabilities 

and effects of various natural and man-made disasters including peripheral 
emergencies in terms of mortality and morbidity; short and long-term health effects 

including the socio-economic problems faced by the community during, and in the 

aftermath of MCE.  The need for creation of an institutional mechanism and system is 

essential.  This would result in enhancing capacities and capabilities of hospital and 
health care workers.  So also is the need for strengthening existing procedures that 
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allow emergent activities to meet the challenge of surge capacity because of mass 
casualty events.  The different mass casualty events and other potential disasters 

including Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) emergencies which 

may lead to Mass Casualty Evacuation are to be made aware of to the Medical 
Management of the concerned departments which have their own medical 

establishments; Railways falls within the ambit of this item, this can be achieved only 

through specialized training initially to a few select Doctors in each Divisional Hospital 
(and the Zonal Hospitals). 

A review of the existing health framework, preparedness of the Ministry of Health 

and Family Welfare, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Railways and Ministry of Labour 

and Employment in relation to their capacity for handling casualties caused by various 
disasters is to be done so as to share each other’s strengths and capabilities.   

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare is assigned with legislative capacity for a 

number of subjects including all matters relating to the medical, dental, nursing and 
pharmacy professions and education; mental health; standards for drugs; prevention 

of food adulteration; and prevention and control of epidemics.   

Medical preparedness of Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Railways and ESIC have 
also been elaborated in the NDMA’s guidelines.  A brief outline of the arrangements 

with the state health departments is enumerated there is also a bird’s eye view of the 

health care infrastructure of the private sector, Indian Red Cross Society, certain Non-

Governmental Organisations and various laboratories.  Among the various 
International initiatives, the role of the recently operationalised International Health 

Regulations in limiting the spread of epidemics and other public health emergencies 

by the Member States has been highlighted in the guidelines. 
Medical preparedness aims at preventive and mitigation measures.  Preventive 

measures include upgrading public health laboratories and establishing an integrated 

Disease Surveillance Programme (IDSP).  Preparedness for Emergency Medical 

Response (EMR) for the management of mass casualties at the incident site and, their 
quick and safe evacuation by ambulance services is an important step in this 

direction.  The need for hospital disaster preparedness plans along with the non-

availability of medical logistics in critical care has been highlighted by NDMA in their 
guidelines which need to be followed up.  The cold chain system in blood transfusion 

services needs to be established all across the country.  The requirement of 

specialised facilities for CBRN management has also been highlighted by NDMA. 
NDMA’s guidelines are comprehensively given for a legislative and regulatory 

framework, preventive measures, preparedness, capacity development, hospital 

preparedness, specialised health care and laboratory facilities, role of alternative 

systems of medicine and identification of the dead, psychosocial care and mental 
health services, Research and Development for MPMCM.  The roles and responsibilities 

of various stakeholders at the centre state and district levels are also described.  The 

salient highlights in the guidelines include: 

 Preventive measures like strengthening of epidemic control programmes, 

immunisation, HIV control etc., development of minimum standards of food 

and water; IDSP and its integration at all levels converged to develop an 

effective Early Warning System (EWS) operable at all levels. 

 The Medical First Responders (MFRs) of mobile medical teams will be fully 

trained in triage and resuscitation; well-equipped and supported by all 

emergency services and material logistics. 

 Emergency medical evacuation requires development of an Integrated 

Ambulance Network (IAN) including road, aerial and water ambulance 
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networks integrated with special trains for MCE and not only self-propelled 

Accident Relief medical Vans (SP-ARMVs/SPARTs) of the railways as 

mentioned in the guidelines.  As the evacuation of large number of casualties 

cannot be done by an ARME/SPART (or SP-ARMEs/ SPARTs) the Railways shall 

mobilize special train for MCE whenever required.  It will work in conjunction 

with Emergency Response Centres (ERCs), ESIC medical services and related 

emergency functionaries with laid down Standard Operative Procedures 

(SOPs) for all stakeholders. 

 Full-fledged containerised mobile hospitals will be acquired and attached with 

hospitals earmarked by states/districts. 

 Capacity development will include training of all stakeholders including 

doctors, nurses, paramedics and other resource persons in triage and Basic 

Life Support (BLS), and development of specialists. 

 Hospital preparedness should aim at planning the use of hospital resources in 

a well coordinated and simple way with defined roles for all medical 

personnel.  Such activities will be drafted in the hospital DM plan which will be 

a part of the Zonal/Divisional DM plan.  The plan will be rehearsed once a 

year using mock drills. 

 
NDMA’s guidelines include items related to response, rehabilitation and recovery, 

PPP, post-disaster documentation, media management and important medical 

management aspects which need to be integrated into the district DM plans.  The 
major guideline include:- 

 Mock drills will be based on the simulation of worst scenario in the identified 

vulnerable areas to check the preparedness level of the MFRs. 

 A specific reference in NDMA’s guidelines include item for medical 

preparedness for handling CBRN emergencies besides the basic aspects of 

medical preparedness.  It covers the following areas:- 

 Specific education and skill based training of MFRs and necessary community 

awareness about various Dos and Don’ts to deal with CBRN incidences in a 

participative approach. 

 SOPs for CBRN management at the incident site, triage, personal protection, 

decontamination, resuscitation, and casualty evacuation followed by 

management of victims at the hospital level.   

 The necessary resource inventory in terms of Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE), various detectors, decontamination and de-corporation agents, 

antidotes, essential medicines, specialised mobile laboratories and 

ambulances fitted with CBRN filters.  Special CBRN stores and necessary 

laboratory facilities will be established at various levels. 

 

Zonal Railways have to arrange special trains consisting of AC and/or non-AC 

coaches to run from the nearest coaching terminal to the site for evacuation especially 
for large scale casualties.  Railway and non-Railway Medical Terms may be deployed 

in these special trains along with a portable kit of medicines, etc. (POMKA) to attend 

to the injured during the process of evacuation.  In these special trains casualties 

even in hundreds can be evacuated; the medical attention, however, would be limited 
vis-à-vis what can be provided in the ARMVs/SPARTs.  
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Each different type of casualty requires a specialized training to handle it. The 
Railway Medical Department neither has the training nor can they digress from their 

principle function of providing medical care to the railway men and their families 

including to retired staff/families. During a Chemical Disaster, as the public areas are 
far away from station premises  it may not be possible to run the ARME/SPART or a 

special train to the location  close to the site. In some situations due to effect of 

Chemical Gases (as was the case in Bhopal Gas tragedy of Union Carbide) even the 
Loco Pilot/Guard and the Medical Teams may not find it possible to reach the site in 

the immediate period of post-Disaster.  

Railways is not expected to be a main stake holder in the DM Plan of CBRN 

disasters. They can at best be involved in the evacuation of casualties by a special 
train (A/c and non A/c coaches) from the nearest station closer to site to a station 

serving Hospital, nearby.  Skeleton First Aid facility can be extended by the Railways 

Medical Team in this special train.   In any case it would take a maximum of 5/6 hours 
for the special train to evacuate the causalities once it reaches near the site to reach 

the station serving the Hospital. 

The medical and para-medical staff of Railways need to be imparted training for 
management of CBRN disasters, till the specialist force arrives at the disaster site. As 

an alternative zonal railways must cater in their own plans to arrange special trains 

consists of AC and non AC coaches for the purpose of evacuation of large number of 

casualties in a mass casualty event whenever the railways may be called upon to help 
the district and state authorities. Railways may not be the main stakeholder in 

disaster management for CBRN disasters but railways should also train their Para 

medics, Medical First Responders and Quick Medical Reaction Teams (QMRTS) and 
train them to provide pre hospital care in case of CBRN attack within the trains or 

platforms and should be able to respond till such time specialized trams of 

NDRF/SDRF mobilized to reach the site.  Therefore, it is essential to provide personal 

protection equipment and other equipment, training to Para medics and Medical 
officers for the limited role for your own set up. 

 

8.3 In the NDMA’s Guidelines on Medical Preparedness and MCE, under the head of 
Medical Preparedness (Page 31) in Item 3.3.3 (i) a number of duties are defined to be 

done by the Medical First Responder (MFR).  It is specifically mentioned that adequate 

no. of Personnel, Protection Equipment (PPE) should be available with the mobile 
teams, various first responders and rescue services. Further, in item (ii) (b), it is 

mentioned for evacuation of CBRN victims the use of Rail Ambulances is currently 

non-existent.  

As the different MFR’s are neither defined nor separately listed in the NDMA’s 
guidelines, it is clarified that the Railways are not to be treated as MFR. NDMA has 

clarified in a review meeting held with Railway Ministry representatives that the MFR 

would be NDRF and along with trained personnel of State Governments and District 
Administration.  This is specifically clarified in the Divisional DM Plan as to who is 

considered as MFR.   

 
8.4Hospital disaster management plan : RJT division 

8.4.1  Aim of Hospital Disaster Management Plan: 

The aim of a Hospital Disaster Management Plan is to provide prompt and 

effective medical care to the maximum possible, in order to minimize morbidity 
and mortality resulting from any MCE. 

There shall be Hospital Disaster Management Plan for each Railway Hospital of 

Indian Railways which will be prepared by CMS/MD of the Divisional/ Zonal/ 
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Workshop Hospital of the Zonal Railway. This shall be based on the NDMA 

Guidelines on Medical Preparedness and Mass Casualty Management (Annex. I 

page 104 of NDMA Guidelines) referring to “Important Considerations for 

Developing the Hospital Disaster Management Plan”. 

The Hospital DM Plan should incorporate relevant items given in the DM Plan 

of the Railways. It should be clarified that:- 

“The Hospital DM Plan comes into effect only if the competent 

authority so authorized declares on the Zonal Railways an incident as a 

disaster. It can also come into effect if any Central/ State Govt. agency 

declares a major incident a Disaster, and where the Medical facility of the 

Railways shall be required to give assistance.” 

All the Railway Hospitals on Western Railway have their Hospital Disaster 

Management Plans in place. These are s being updated at regular intervals. 

 

8.4.2  Objective and Goals of a Hospital Disaster Management Plan: 
The hospital disaster management plans should address not only mass 

causalities that has occurred away from the hospital, but should also address a 

situation where the hospital itself has been affected by a disaster – fire, explosion, 

flooding or earthquake, etc. 

The role of the Railway Hospital will be of a general hospital only. After 

assessment of the hospital resources, treatment capacity and surgical capacity 

(refer Annex-1 of Chap 4, Page 105 of NDMA Guidelines on Medical Preparedness 

and Mass Casualty Management), its Hospital Disaster Management Plan should be 

available to the Divisional /Zonal Railway Administration and also to the district 

administration. 

 

8.4.3  Disaster Drills : 
As a part of the emergency management plan, every hospital is required to 

have structure in place to respond to emergencies, this structure is routinely 

tested during drills. Continuous revisions should be made in the hospital disaster 

management plan taking leads from the regular disaster drills in the hospitals. In 
these drills it should be tested if the Hospital is equipped to respond effectively to 

the disposal of a large no. of dead etc i.e, role of mortuary services and forensic 

departments. 
Hospital Disaster Management Plan should be tested once a year by mock 

drills for updation. 

Disaster Drills are being arranged with the co- ordination of Sr. DSOs of 

respective Divisions. 

 
8.4.4  Training of Health Care Personnel of Indian Railways: 

It is desired by the National Plan that the Railways should train their Doctors 

in the treatment of specific injury from CBRN disasters as also keep medicines, the 

vaccines, equipments and disposables etc for the same in their hospitals. Railways 

may alternatively get the Training for Trainers of Medical department so that this 

could be proliferated to other Doctors and other Para Medical Personnel on all 

Indian Railways in nominated Railway Training Institute/s. 

 
8.5 Formation of teams: 

1. ARME RajkotTeam ‘A’: ARME Rajkot 

To accompany ARME or move by road at the outset along with all the sets of POMKA. 
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SN Name of 
Officer/Employee 

 

Desig Mobile/CUG No Rly Auto No 

1 Dr. J P Rawat CMS 9724094500 44900 

2 Dr. J Hemanth Kumara ADMO 9724094516 44908 

3 Dr. D. S. Sharma Sr.PHR 9106471118 44935 

4 Sh. Mohan Badam Ch. PHR 9426785661 44935 

5 Sh. Amit Makwana  CHI - Rjt 8128444644 44930 

6 Smt. Smita M Parmar Matron 9428467252 44947 

7 Smt Avani Oza C. Matron 8980804989 44947 

8 Sh. Mukesh Kumar Male Nurse 9909990303 44938 

9 Sh. Baldev B OTA(DSR) 9924290968  

10 Smt Neetaben  Dressar 9374886636  

11 Sh. Harshad M  HA 8238682293  

12 Sh. Pratap H ECG Tech 9913738915  

13 SMt. Manishaben  AYA 9727080359  

14 Smt Meenaben  AYA 8980432200  

15 Sh. Somnath  S/wala 9503009682  

16 Sh. Sandeep N  S/wala 9623224426  

 

Note: Dr on duty in the hospital after asking another colleague to take over the duty 
in the hospital at the earliest 

 

2. Team B 
 

SN Name of 

Officer/Employee 

Desig Mobile/CUG 

No 

Rly 

Auto No 

1 Dr. R G Vadaliya ACMS-RJT 9724094502 44902 

2 Dr. Shreekanth ADMO - RJT 8281885409  

3 Dr. Deepa Shree Jadhav ADMO-RJT 9724094518  
 

4 Dr. Nidhi Kumbhani CMP RJT 9265302493  

5 Smt N S Hiwale ANO -RJT 9724094517  

6 On duty ward Incharge    

 
 

3. Team ‘C’: 

Reinforcement team. 

To move as per the need on the instruction of inter change Hospital team by any 

means. 
 

 SN Name of 

Officer/Employee 

Desig Mobile/CUG No Rly Auto 

No 

 1 Dr. R.V. Sharma Sr.DMO 9724094525 44904 

 2 Dr. N.K.Lumbani CMP 9724094509 44910 

 3 Smt. N.Padmja Ch.Matron 9909953004 44937 

 4 Shri Ashwin Dresser 9925785954 44914 

 5 Shri Naresh Waghela HA 9624378107 - 
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Note: All the staff residing within the Railway colony or in the vicinity of the 
hospital/ railway station should report to the hospital incharge /ARME incharge on 

sounding of the hooter/Siren as per the alert code as early as possible. Team to 

depart within 20 minutes. 
 

4. Control: 

 

 SN Name of 
Officer/Employee 

Desig Mobile/CUG No Rly Auto 
No 

 1 Dr.deepashree ADMO 9724094518 44908 

 

8.6SPART HAPA 
To accompany SPART along with all nominated staff 

 

 SN Name of 

Officer/Employee 

Desig Mobile/CUG No Rly Auto 

No 

 1 Dr. Swati Jethava CMP-HAPA 8160693837 45290 

 2 Geethu G. PHR 8469186906 45292 

 3 Urvashi G. HA 9825161289 45290 

 4 Yuvrajsinh Jadeja D.Peon 8511940306 45290 

 5 Mahesh S. S/Wala 9925063699 45293 

 6 Jitendra Sharma HI 9724094515 45293 

 7 Sudhir S. S/Wala 8160784378 45293 

 
With one Pharmacist is deputed to go to Division Control , Second Pharmacist to 

remain in Control in eventuality of ARME movement towards HAPA side, when Dr. 

Bhagyashree -CMP and one Pharmacist would try to accompany ARME. She will 

maintain a LOG book of all the information received and details of Accident.  
 

8.7 Alert Code. 

1. Siren Hooting : 
Four sirens of 45 Sec Duration Each. 

 

2. Telephonic Information : 
 From Control. 

 From Station Master. 

 From Any Other Source. 

 

8.8Responsibilities of the medical staff other than those involved directly 

with disaster management of the division. 

Sr. DMO-RJT and CMP-HAPA should be informed about any disaster in the 

Division. They should remain in touch with the I/c Hospital team and act as per his 

instructions. 

Sr. DMO- RJT and CMP-HAPA should ensure that their staff should be available 

at short notice to participate in any Rescue and Relief Operation of the Division. 

 

8.9Duties And Responsibilities. 
Person in the control : 

 Liaise between the team at the site and the hospital. 
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 Coordinate the relief measures and establish effective communication 
between the accident site, railway hospital and railway administration and 

civil authorities and ensure that back up measures are taken as per the 

advice. 
 Will act as a mediator between the I/C accident site and the I/C Hospital team. 

 Will establish communication link with the HQ office and UCC. 

 
8.10  Duties And Responsibilities Of Hospital Staff. 

Sister on Duty in Female Ward: 

She will gather relevant information from any source i.e. Control, ASM on duty, 

Doctor I/C of the section, Loco, etc. 

She will note the following: 
 Date & Time of receiving information/ Hooting of Siren. 

 Name & Designation of the person giving information. 

 Place of Accident - exact location/ Km no/ LC gate no/ Section, etc. 
 Type of Mishap - collision, derailment, fire, blast, etc. The train numbers will 

be noted. 

 Time of Mishap. 

 Estimated number and type of casualties. 
 Name of other Hospitals being alerted and other Medical Services being 

called for providing medical relief. 

 Call for help from the other sister on duty. 
 Ensure that the Ambulance leaves within the shortest possible time. 

 Inform the members of the other team. 

 Keep in touch with the control and gather updated information till some 
senior person takes over. 

 

8.11  Sister On Duty In The Male Ward/ Icu : 

 On hearing the hooter, both the sisters will immediately go to assist the sister 

in the Female ward. 

 Sister on duty in ICU will take on the responsibility of informing the members of 

Team ‘A’. 

 Sister on duty in Male Ward will ensure that POMKA’S along with additional 
items are taken to the ambulance and loaded. The keys will be taken by her. 

 Sister on duty in Male Ward along with the available staff will then proceed to 

catch the ARME at the earliest & ensure that the team reaches within the 

stipulated time limit of ARME movement --- 15/20 mins during the day & 20 
mins during the night from the time of information received/ whistling of 

hooter. 

 
 

8.12  Other Staff On Duty: 

They will help the sisters in performing their tasks quickly and effectively. 
 

Note: when the ambulance is not available the staff will reach the armeby what 

ever means possible. 

 

8.12.1  Members of team ‘ A’ : 

(i) CMS: 

He will be the overall I/C of the Rescue & Relief operations at the site of 

accident. He will liaise with the other Departments working at the site.He will 
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coordinate with other Agencies working at the site. He will communicate with 

the Divisional & Zonal HQ’s. 

(ii) ADDL CMS : 

He will man the Surgical Post and will do needful. 

(iii) ADMO: 
He will man the Resuscitation Post and will do the needful. 

(iv) DOCTORS: 

Others than those mentioned above, will be allotted duties by the CMS/ I/C at 

the site. Duties will depend upon numbers of Doctors available at the site. 

(v) NURSES  : 

(a) They will assist the Doctors at the various posts. 

(b) They will provide necessary treatment wherever required. Any other work 

assigned. 

(vi) PHR’S: 

(a) They will distribute medicines. 

(b) They will man the Reception and Comfort & Dispatch Post. 
(c) They will maintain all records and any other work assigned. 

(d) They will prepare list of all casualties in quadruplicate and will note the 

following details of the injured: 
 Name of the Injured. 

 Father’s / Husband’s Name. 

 Age & Sex. 
 Address. 

 Ticket/PNR no. 

 Destination: From----------To--------. 

 Two Marks of Identification. 
 Type of Injury: Trivial / Simple / Grievous. 

 Nature Of Triage : Dead / Critical / Serious / 

 Simple / Sorrowful. 
 Transferred To / Sent Home. 

(e) They will prepare token cards for the critically and seriously injured 

passengers giving the following information: 

 Name, Age, Sex, Father’s/Husband’s Name. 

 Address. 
 Ticket/PNR No. 

 Type of Injury. 

 Nature of Triage. 
 Token No. 

 Details Of First Aid Rendered. 

(f) They will ensure that the Tokens are tied to the ( R )Wrist of the injured 
properly. 

(vii)Health Inspector : 

 He will arrange for the cleanliness of the area and the toilets and is 

infection. 

 He will make announcements about the medical relief being provided if 

not done. He will assist at the Reception / Comfort and Dispatch post as 

per the need. 

 He will ensure that the Dead are properly tagged, covered and kept at a 

safe place coach wise. 
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 He will ensure that the Dead are properly handed over to the Police and 

receipt taken. 

Any other work assigned. 
(viii)Dresser : 

 He will man the First Aid Post in FFD,LCC He will do the dressing of the 

injured. He will assist in the Surgical post if needed. Any other work assigned. 

(ix)HA / HA cum S/WALA : 
 He will help in transportation of the injured. He will help in the respective 

post as and where needed.  

 He will help in the cleanliness of the area. 
 Help in erecting the tent. Any other work assigned. 

 (x) Ayah /Safaiwali: 

She will assist in the transportation of the injured. She will help in the     

Resuscitation post. She will render all possible help to the injured female 

passengers. She will assist in maintaining the cleanliness of the area. Help in 

erecting the tent. Any other work assigned. 

 

Note: All members of team ‘A’ should be well acquainted with the availability 

and placement of various items (equipment and medicines) in the POMKA/ARME–I, 

so that precious time is not lost in searching for the required material at the time 

of emergency. They should be aware of the various facilities available in the ARME 

viz light switches, tent, stretchers, linen, emergency drugs, food articles, etc. 

 
8.12.2 Members of team ‘ B ’ : 

 (i) Incharge Addl.CMS. 

 He will take charge of the hospital and establish an emergency cell in the 
hospital. 

 He will collect all information regarding the accident and the casualties. 

 He will inform the local hospitals about the occurrence of the accident, to 

send their ambulances with medical aid and to be in readiness to receive 
the casualties. 

 He will liaise with the medical facilities near the site of accident. 

 He will depute one Doctor/Pharmacist to Ahmedabad Control if nominated 
person has not taken over. 

 He will inform the Police control and keep in touch with them to make 

necessary security arrangements at the site of accident. 
 He will inform the nearest Fire Brigade/ other Ambulance services to reach 

the site. 

 He will inform the Blood Banks to keep blood ready. 

 He will inform St John Ambulance Brigade. 
 He will re allocate duties amongst the medical staff behind in the hospital. 

 Ensure that the hospital is ready to receive casualties. 

 Keep in constant touch with the accident site Incharge 
 Send back up teams if required. 

 Requirement of medicines required at the accident site or the  hospitals 

should be procured and sent whenever required. 
 

(ii) ANO of the Hospital : 

 She will assist Sr DMO in discharging his duties. 

 Ensure that adequate man powers are available in the hospital. 
 Re allocate duties amongst the hospital staff. 
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 Ensure that adequate clothes, bed linen and medicines are available. 
 Adequate numbers of beds are kept empty for the casualties. 

 

(iii) Matron I/C Operation Theatre : 
 Keep the O.T. ready. 

 Ensure all equipment, gases, instruments and linen are in adequate 

supply. 
 Keep Anaesthetist/Surgeon/Orthopaedic Surgeon from outside ready to 

combat any emergency. 

 

(iv) CPHR I/C OPD : 
 Help the Hospital I/c in re-arranging the hospital services. 

 Keep details of patients/casualties treated in the hospital. 

 Collect information about injured persons shifted to other local hospitals. 
 Ensure sufficient supply of medicines, etc are available in OPD. 

 Inform respective Deptts about the injured Rly employees and prepare 

their necessary certificates. 
 

 (v) CPHR Stores: 

 Ensure that adequate medicines & surgical items are available in the store. 

 Cash imprest should be kept ready for purchase of items. 
 Should take the initiative to help in organizing the relief measures in the 

Hospital and also to proceed to the accident site if instructed to do so. 

 
(vi) CHI : 

 Report to hospital 

 Coordinate with I/C hospital team, Matron I/C, CPHR I/C. 

 Perform duties as advised by I/c Hospital Team. 
 

(vii) Ambulance Staff : 

 Keep the ambulance ready to proceed to accident site at short notice. 
 Get all the necessary information about how to reach the site at the 

earliest. 

 Ensure that the Petrol/Diesel Tank is full. 
 Emergency kit, drugs, equipment and re enforcements are loaded. 

 Some cash imprest amount should be kept separate for procurement of 

fuel and minor repairs if required. 

 
8.12.3 Action to be taken while on Move: 

 Prepare to deal with the casualties. 

 Distribute action cards and explain duties amongst the staff. 
 All should become familiar with the items in the ARME / POMKA. 

 Wear badges and haversacks. 

 Check all equipment. 
 Sterilize all surgical items. 

 Keep in touch with the control and hospital. 

 Get walkie-talkie operational. 

 Loud speaker should be checked. 
 Stretchers should be readied. 

 Beds in ARME should be prepared. 

 Operation theatre should be ready. 
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 Items of comfort should be available and one person nominated to handle it. 
 Toilet items like bedpans, urine pots etc should be ready. 

 

8.12.4  Action to be taken on reaching the Site of Accident: 
 Announcer to make the announcement regarding the arrival of the medical 

team repeatedly. The teams deputed to checking the train for injured should start 

from either / both ends and should ensure checking the toilets and the vestibule 

besides the coaches. Examination of the crew and guard should be done including 

collection of blood sample for alcohol estimation as per the protocol. Site medical 

officer should assess the scene of accident and report to the senior most medical 

officer. Set up the first field dressing station (FFD). Place placards/banners regarding 

various posts and also make announcement regarding the same. Triage to be done 

near the coach itself before transfer by the team attending the injured. All the 

casualties should be directed to the reception post or communication given to it 

regarding direct transfer to any post or hospital. Triage to be done here also. First aid 

given as per triage. Respective tags / tokens placed. Evacuation done as per priority. 

Ensure all casualties are attended promptly. Gather information and progress of 

injured transferred or taken on their own to various nearby hospitals. Dead bodies 

should be taken out and kept near the coach itself. Proper documentation and tagging 

of the dead should be done before handing over to the police and acknowledgement 

taken. Ensure proper and complete documentation. Talking to media persons done by 

nominated person only. Ensure establishment of proper communication. After 

completion of relief and rescue work, necessary certificate to be given. Do not 

succumb to any pressures. Always keep yourself calm and cool and follow the 

prescribed protocols adjusted to the demands of the situation. 

 

8.12.5 Action to be taken after return from the Accident Site: 

 Prepare report. 
 Evaluate the work done. 

 Highlight the drawbacks. 

 Do swot analysis. 
 Discuss problems faced. 

 Replan for the future. 

 Suggestions if any should be made. 
 Commendable work done by the staff awarded. 

 

 

8.13 Action cards 
8.13.1 Reception post. 

(i) Prepare list of all casualties in quadruplicate and note the following 

details of the injured: 
 Name of the injured. 

 Father’s / husband’s name. 

 Age & sex. 
 Address. 

 Ticket/PNR no. 

 Destination: from----------to--------. 

 Two marks of identification. 
 Type of injury: trivial / simple / grievous. 

 Nature of triage: dead/critical/serious. 
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 Simple / sorrowful. 
 Transferred to / sent home. 

 

(ii)  Prepare token cards for the critically and seriously injured 

passengers giving the following information: 

 Name, age, sex, father’s/husband’s name. 
 Address. 

 Ticket/PNR no. 

 Type of injury. 

 Nature of triage. 
 Token no. 

 Details of first aid rendered. 

 

(iii)  Ensure that the Tokens are tied to the RIGHT Wrist of the injured 

properly and send the injured to Respective Post for further 

treatment. 

 

8.14 Resuscitation post. 
8.14.1 Surgical post. 

(i) Despatch & Comfort Post. 

 

 Transport injured to home by relief train/ road. 

 Transport injured to other hospitals as per the instructions and triage.  Ensure 

the injured are comfortable. 

 Ensure injured have received water and food. 

 
(ii) First Aid Post at FFD. 

(iii) First Aid Post at local. 

(iv) Command Centre. 

(v) Mortuary. 
(vi) Visit Hospitals. 

(vii) Unified Command Centre. 

(viii) Combined Assistance  Centre. 
(ix) Local Command Centre. 

(x) Search Coaches. 

 
 

Transport Casualties as Per Triage. 

 

 Priority I Red Band : First. 
 Priority II     Yellow Band : Second 

 Priority III Green Band : Third 

 

 

(xi) Do triage. 
 

 Priority I : Critically 

Injured 

 Priority II : Seriously 
Injured 
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 Priority III : Simple 
Injury 

 

(xii) Dead bodies. 
 Ensure that the Dead are properly tagged, covered and kept at a safe 

place coach wise. 

 He will ensure that the Dead are properly handed over to the Police and 
receipt taken. 

 Prepare list as per the proforma and send the list to reception post, UCC, 

CAC. 

 
8.15 Protocol to be followed by Dy SS, RJT  giving information about the 

movement of the ARME scale-i. 

 
(i)  Inform Dr J.P.Rawat, CMS                    : 9724094500 

(ii)  Inform  Dr. R.G.Vadaliya, ACMS   : 9724094502  

(iii)  Inform Dr. J.Hemanth, ADMO   :  97247094516 
(iv)  Inform rajkot hospital duty room   :  44937, 0281-2476460 

(v)  Inform Shri D.S.Sharma       :  44935; 9426922173. 

 supervisor i/c ARME                            

(vi)  Send keys of the ARME kept in Dy SS room & memo of movement of the 
ARME with any responsible person to the ARME. 

(vii)  If no member of medical team is available the keys of the ARME should be 

handed over to the guard accompanying the ARME. 
 

It should be ensured that the message of movement of ARME is 

communicated at the earliest as the time schedule of departure of ARME has 

to be adhered to. 
 

8.16Disaster Drills: 

As a part of the emergency management plan, every hospital is required to have 
structure in place to respond to emergencies, this structure is routinely tested during 

drills. 

Continuous revisions should be made in the hospital disaster management plan 
taking leads from the regular disaster drills in the hospitals.  In these drills it should 

be tested if the Hospital is equipped to respond effectively to the disposal of a large 

number of dead (role of mortuary services) and forensic departments. Hospital 

Disaster Management Plan should be tested once a year by mock drills for updation. 

8.17 Training of Health Care Personnel of Indian Railways: 
It is desired by the National Plan that the Railways should train their Doctors in 

the treatment of specific injury from CBRN disasters as also keep medicines, the 
vaccines, equipments and disposables etc for the same in their hospitals.  Railways 

may alternatively get the Training for Trainers of Medical department so that this 

could be proliferated to other Doctors and other Para Medical Personnel on all Indian 

Railways in nominated Railway Training Institute/s. 
 

8.18 Preparedness of Rajkot Division: 

 
SN RB DMP Guidelines Rajkot division preparedness 

1 Specialized training initially to a 

few select Doctors in each 

Rajkot division has arranged two rounds of 

Basic CBRN training of doctors and 
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Divisional Hospital and the 
Zonal Hospitals to cater the 

requirement of NDMA 

guidelines on Medical 
Preparedness on Mass Causality 

Management (MPMCM). 

paramedical staffs in which total 04 persons 
have been trained so far.  

 

2 Medical preparedness 

(Preventive and Mitigation 
measures) viz. upgrading Public 

health laboratories and 

establishing an Integrated 
Disease Surveillance Program 

(IDSP). ) 

Rajkot division is having in house laboratory 

capable of meeting the load in case of 
disaster.  Some investigations are provided 

from out sourced private laboratories as and 

when required. 

3 Preparedness for Emergency 

Medical Response (EMR) for the 
management of mass casualties 

at the incident site and, their 

quick and safe evacuation by 
ambulance services. 

The staff nominated for EMR and hospital “A” 

and “B” team are well trained in mass 
causalities management and refresher 

course has carried out regularly. Hospital 

has 2 ambulances.  However there is no 
Integrated Ambulance Network Services. 

Defined role of individual medical personnel 

is to be adopted. 

4 Availability of medical logistics 
in critical care 

Availability of medical logistics in critical care 
available as per provision of Railway Board. 

5 Availability of Cold chain 
system in blood transfusion 

services 

There is no separate arrangement for Blood 
Transfusion services in divisional hospitals. 

However in case of accident, there is tie up 

with private blood bank and their services 

can be utilized by the divisional railway 
hospitals.  There is list of voluntary blood 

donors in case of emergency. 

6 Specialized facilities for CBRN 

management 

Rajkot divisional hospitals is not equipped 

with CBRN Disaster Management 
equipments/ accessories. But persons are 

being trained in handling such situations. 

7 Capacity development 
initiatives such as training of all 

stakeholders including doctors, 

nurses, Paramedics and other 
resource persons in triage and 

Basic Life Support (BLS), and 

development of specialists. 
 

Detailed regular training is being rendered to 
the medical officers, staff nurse, Paramedics 

in triages and Basic Life Support System.  

 

8 Hospital preparedness in 

planning the use of hospital 

resources in a well coordinated 
and simple way with defined 

roles for all medical personnel.  

Such activities will be drafted in 
the hospital DM plan which will 

Disaster Management Plan is well 

coordinated and regular rehearsals are being 

done by the hospitals using mock drills once 
in a year. 
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be a part of the 
Zonal/Divisional DM plan.  The 

plan will be rehearsed once a 

year using mock drills. 

9 Mock drills will be based on the 
simulation of worst scenario in 

the identified vulnerable areas 

to check the preparedness level 
of the MFRs. 

Mock drills are based on simulation of worst 
scenario and to check the preparedness. 

Mock drills are being carried out once in a 

year. 

10 Training to railways Para 

medics, Medical First 

Responders and Quick Medical 
Reaction Teams (QMRTS) to 

provide pre hospital care in 

case of CBRN attack within the 
trains or platforms and should 

be able to respond till such 

time specialized trams of 
NDRF/SDRF mobilized to reach 

the site 

The provision of PPE (Personal Protection 

Equipment) is not available at present to 

paramedics and medical officers for limited 
role in case of CBRN attack within the train 

or platform. 

 

11 Provision of personal protection 

equipment and other 
equipment, to Para medics and 

Medical officers for the limited 

role in case of CBRN attack 
within the trains or platforms. 

The provision of PPE (Personal Protection 

Equipment) is not available at present to 
paramedics and medical officers for limited 

role in case of CBRN attack within the train 

or platform. 

12 Training for Trainers of Medical 

department so that this could 
be proliferated to other Doctors 

and other Para Medical 

Personnel on all Indian 

Railways in nominated Railway 
Training Institute/s. 

Training for trainers has been given at 

NDRF/BRC and subsequently more than 
50% are being trained by these trainers in 

the divisions. 

 

13 Training to the Doctors in the 

treatment of specific injury 

from CBRN disasters and also 

keep medicines, the vaccines, 
equipments and disposables etc 

as per National Plan. 

All medical officers, paramedics who are 

nominated for ARMV are well trained in 

Trauma Care Management.  However, there 

is no separate institute available at present 
for such training in the railway 

14 Training of Fire detection and 
suppression system at 

important installations. 

Fire detection and suppression system is not 
available in Rajkot divisional hospital. 

15 Identification of 
sensitive/Vulnerable  

installations & infrastructure for 

modernization of Relief/ Rescue 

during disasters ( Ref 7.9 of RB 
DMP-2017). 

Rajkot divisional hospital is secondary 
hospital and is not suitable for vulnerable 

installation. 
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CHAPTER - 9 

ROLE OF SECURITY DEPARTMENT IN DISASTER 

MANAGEMENT 
 

9.0A three tier security system of District Police, Government Railway Police (GRP) 

and Railway Protection Force (RPF) is prevailing over Indian Railways with following 

roles and responsibilities-  

District Police: Security of tracks, bridges and tunnels (Authority: MHA message no. 

27/1/72/Poll.II, dated 11.02.1972). 

Government Railway Police (GRP): GRP is a wing of State police maintained by 

respective State Governments for prevention and detection of crime and maintenance 
of law and order in station premises and trains. Duties of the GRP as regards the 

areas in their jurisdiction correspond in general to those of the District Police in the 

areas under their charge. Railways are sharing 50% of the cost on GRPs with 
respective State Governments. 

Railway Protection Force (RPF): RPF is an ‘Armed Force of the Union’ constituted 

under the RPF Act for better protection and security of railway property, passenger 
area and passengers and matters connected therewith. 

 

9.1 Role of RPF in Disasters: 

In case of any disaster affecting Railways viz. serious train accidents, fire 
incidents, explosion in trains or on railway premises, terrorist acts, hijacking of train, 

etc., RPF will coordinate with other Departments of Railways, Government Railway 

Police/District Police and various agencies of State and Central Government for 
speedier relief and rescue operations. Similarly, in cases of CBRN Disasters or a 

natural calamity affecting Railways, RPF will provide support services in rescue, 

rehabilitation and mitigation efforts. 

RPF will play active role in crowd control in station premises/circulating area in 
coordination with GRPs of respective States and Commercial Branch staff.  

The deployment of the RPF may be done on need basis to provide relief, rescue 

and rehabilitation consequent upon any disaster situation over Railways. 
 

9.2 Current Preparedness: 

Role of RPF in the event of railway accidents and other calamities has been 
outlined in Standing Order No. 34 as under: 

 Arranging maximum available RPF manpower within the shortest possible time 

and dispatching of the same to scene of accident by the quickest means.  

 Segregation of the area of incident by establishing temporary barriers by use 

of nylon ropes to ensure that on-lookers and spectators do not enter the 

affected area to disturb the scene or hamper the rescue operations. 

 Baggage of passengers should be isolated and protected and consigned goods 

should be taken care of till they are handed over to claimants or taken over by 

railway authorities. 

 Respond to any call for assistance in rescue of victims and transporting them 

to the nearest hospital. 

 

Coordination with State Police and civil authorities is ensured at the divisional 
and zonal level by concerned RPF officials. An SOP on “Coordination and Flow of 
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Information between RPF and State Agencies” has also been circulated to all zonal 
railways for information and necessary action [2014/Sec(Spl)/200/10, dated 

10.09.2015]. 

As per recommendations of the High Level Committee, a Disaster Management 
Team of 15 RPF personnel has been constituted on each Division with provision of 

necessary equipment viz. torches and other lighting arrangements, nylon ropes and 

poles for segregating the affected areas from unwanted visitors and spectators, loud-
hailer, stretchers and first aid equipment, wireless sets for inter-communication, 

cameras for photography of scene of incident, luminous jackets, etc.  

Guidelines also exist for ensuring availability of off duty RPF staff for dispatching 

them to place of occurrence in case of major disasters affecting Railways.  
Thirty (30) categories of modern security related equipment have been identified 

along with scale by a Norms Committee. Zonal Railways need to ensure procurement 

of these equipment as per laid down scale. 
Home Secretaries of all the States have been advised by the Min. of Home Affairs 

regarding initiation of action for expeditious clearance by the State Police in case of 

railway accident involving loss of human lives or injuries to the passengers, etc. [No. 
VI-24022/11/2002-PM-I, dated 24th December, 2002]. This letter of the Ministry of 

Home Affairs has also been circulated to all the General Managers for information and 

necessary action [2002/Sec(Cr.)/45/47, dated March 27,2003]. 

 

9.3  Integrated Security System: 
An Integrated Security Scheme has been approved for 202 railway stations of 

Indian Railways. The system envisages multi-layered surveillance of vehicles, luggage 

and passengers in station premises. The system comprises of following four broad 
categories: 

 CCTV surveillance system  

 Access control (under vehicle scanning system) 

 Personal and baggage screening system (HHMD, DFMD & Baggage Scanner) 

 Bomb Detection and Disposal System 

 

9.4 Crowd Control and Management: 

For effective crowd control, RPF, GRP and District Police have to act in a 

synchronized manner in coordination with civil authorities. Chapter 10 (Maintenance 

of Public Order and Tranquillity) of the Code of Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.) 
Part-A deals with ‘Unlawful Assemblies’. Legal procedures are outlined in Sections 129 

to 132 of the Cr.P.C. for dealing with Unlawful Assemblies. These provisions empower 

officers of Armed Forces to deal with Unlawful Assemblies. Enabling provisions are 
also available under rule 243 of the RPF Rules 1987 empowering superior officers of 

the Force to disburse unlawful assembly.  

Existing CCTV surveillance system at the railway stations needs to be upgraded 
to incorporate intelligent video analytics to get timely information when heavy crowd 

builds up within station premises and plan follow-up action. Pictures stored on CCTV 

system will be of immense help in identifying miscreants and in initiating legal action 

against such elements. One of the intelligent video analytics envisaged for CCTV 
surveillance under the Integrated Security System is ‘crowd management’ to signal 

for crowd density within station premises when it exceeds the prescribed limit.  

It is, however, essential that the District Magistrate (Dy. Commissioner) or the 
Civil Police (Senior Superintendent of Police) provide advance information to the 
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Railways (DRM) of the dates of expected rush and also the volumes of rush (including 
some rough assessment of direction wise destination). 

On Rajkot division the recommendations of the Committee in this regard is being 

followed by the Division. A training programme has also been organised in the 
Divisional level regarding steps to be taken by RPF. All IPFs of Posts and Outposts 

have been instructed to act according to the recommendations. RPF staff have been 

briefed and trained to effectively control mobs at the accident sites by using nylon 
ropes. luminous jackets and human chains and also to keep the luggage of the victims 

under safe custody at the accident sites and guard it till its return to the victims' 

relatives They have also been briefed to treat the VIPs and Media persons effectively.  

 
9.5 Explosion in trains and railway premises: 

At present, Railways have to rely upon the existing expertise with States and 

Central Security Agencies for bomb detection/disposal over railways. 

 Explosive detection and disposal is a highly skilled and challenging job. Bomb 

detection system has been envisaged under Integrated Security System. It provides 

for development of detection capability with RPF. RPF personnel are being trained in 

phased manner to develop capability in bomb detection on each zonal railway.  

 Preventive measures to be taken in such situations have been separately 

circulated vide Security Directorate Secret letter No. 2003/Sec(Spl.)200/14 dated 

16.01.2008. 

 
9.6 Terrorist acts & Hijacking of trains: 

Procedures have been outlined in the Crisis Management Plans of the 

Government of India, of the Ministry of Home Affairs and of the Ministry of Railways to 
tackle such situations. Above mentioned secret documents are available with 

concerned authorities and action has to be ensured in accordance with the provisions 

mentioned in the above mentioned plans. 
Ministry of Home Affairs is the Central Nodal Ministry to tackle hostage or 

terrorist situations requiring specialized handling. National Security Guard (NSG) has 

to be requisitioned in such situations. Crisis Management Plan of the Ministry of 

Railways envisages   management   of  such    crisis  by  the   National   Crisis   
Management  

Committee (NCMC) and Crisis Management Group (CMG) at the Railway Board 

Level and by the zonal management group at the zonal level. 
Coordinated efforts have to be ensured by all security agencies present at the 

spot. Senior most officials available at the spot shall handle situations in accordance 

with conditions of the crisis at local level and instructions received from concerned 
Crisis Management Groups at Zonal and National levels. Quick Reaction Teams (QRTs) 

of RPF personnel should be available round the clock at bigger stations which will be 

of immense help to tackle such situations during initial phases especially in cases of 

terrorist attacks. 
 

9.7 Preparedness of Rajkot division:   

The compliance of Railway Board Disaster management plan Guide lines, 
regarding current preparedness, integrated security system, Explosion in trains and 

railway premises & Terrorist act & Hijacking of trains is summarized below: 

 

SN Guide lines RB DMP RJT Division Preparedness 

1 Compliance of Standing Order Standing order No. 34 is being complied.       
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No. 34 in the event of railway 

accidents and other 

calamities. 

 

2 Implementation of SOP on 

“Co-ordination and Flow of 

Information between RPF and 

State Agencies” as per letter 

[2014/Sec. (Spl.)/200/10, 

dated 10.09.2015].  

SOP on “Co-ordination and Flow of 

Information between RPF and State Agencies” 

is being complied over Rajkot division. 

 

3 Constitution of a Disaster 

Management Team of 15 RPF 

personnel and provision of 

necessary equipment.  

Team of RPF consisting 15 staff of various 

ranks for disaster management have already 

been formed in Rajkot division and equipped 

with disaster related equipments viz. Torches 

and other lighting arrangements, nylon ropes 

and poles for segregating the affected areas 

from unwanted visitors and spectators, loud-

hailer, stretchers and first aid equipment, 

wireless sets for inter-communication, 

cameras for photography of scene of incident, 

luminous jackets, etc. 

4 Implementation of Guidelines 

for ensuring availability of off 

duty RPF staff for dispatching 

them to place of occurrence in 

case of major disasters 

affecting Railways.  

DSC / ASC have been directed to instruct all 

IPFs to ensure availability of off duty RPF staff 

in case of major disaster affecting Railways 

and dispatching them to place of incidence by 

quickest means. 

5 Procurement of modern 

security related equipment 

identified along with scale by 

a Norms Committee.  

19 category of modern security related 

equipments identified along with scale by 

Norms Committee is available.  

6 Compliance of MHA guidelines 

[No. VI-24022/11/2002-PM-I, 

dated 24th December, 2002] 
circulated vide letter 

2002/Sec(Cr.)/45/47, dated 

March 27, 2003] for 

expeditious clearance by the 
State Police in case of railway 

accident involving loss of 

human lives or injuries to the 
passengers.  

Initiation of action for expeditious clearance 

by the State Police in case of Railway Accident 

involving loss of human lives or injuries to the 
passengers are being complied by making co-

ordination of various level.   

 

7 Provision of Integrated 

Security Scheme at railway 

stations over Western 
Railway.  

Status of CCTV Surveillance System, 

Access control (under vehicle scanning 

system, Personal and baggage scanning 
system (HHMD, DFMD, Bomb detection and 

disposal system is available with RPF staff and 

baggage scanner is proposed for 
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procurement.   

8 Provision of CCTV Surveillance 

system, baggage scanners, 

Under Vehicle Scanning 

System (UVSS) and bomb 
detection & disposal 

equipment over Western 

Railway under ISS scheme 
and in overall including ISS. 

7 stations of Rajkot division have been 

identified for installation of ISS which 

equipped with 130 CCTV cameras to be 

provided by the RailTel. Some Baggage 
scanners are proposed for important stations 

under ISS works. One set of BDDS equipment 

consisting of 19 items is available in Rajkot 
division. 

9 Sanction for installation of 

CCTV cameras in A1, A, B & C 

category stations over 
Western Railway under 

‘Nirbhaya Fund’ and its 

progress.  

Installation of CCTV Cameras under Nirbhaya 

fund on 7 Stations i.e. On RJT 40, WKR 13, 

SUNR 17, HAPA 15, JAM 16, DWK 13 and 
OKHA 16  

10 ‘All India Security Help-Line’ 

182 through Divisional 

Security Control Rooms of 

RPF & another Security 
Helpline 1800111322 from 

Railway Board, Rail Bhavan, 

New Delhi to provide round 
the clock security related 

assistance to passengers over 

Western Railway.  

RPF personnel are being deployed at 

Security Control Rooms 24x7 for smooth 

functioning and maintaining of security 

helpline No. 182. There are total 02 lines 
available at Divisional Security Control 

Room. All calls are being attended and no 

calls lie on waiting.  

11 Up-gradation of existing CCTV 
surveillance system at the 

Railway Stations for 

incorporating intelligent video 
analysis to get timely 

information when heavy 

crowd builds up within station 
premises and plan follow-up 

action.  

130 CCTV cameras will be installed at 
important stations over Rajkot division.  

Proposal for installation of CCTV cameras at 7 

Railway Stations over Rajkot division under 
Nirbhaya Fund is under process through Rail 

Tel Corporation LTD. Existing CCTV 

surveillance system at the railway stations 
needs to be upgraded to incorporate 

intelligent video analytics to get timely 

information when heavy crowd builds up 

within station premises and plan follow-up 
action. Pictures stored on CCTV system will be 

of immense help in identifying miscreants and 

in initiating legal action against such 
elements. One of the intelligent video 

analytics envisaged for CCTV surveillance 

under the Integrated Security System is 
‘crowd management’ to signal for crowd 

density within station premises when it 

exceeds the prescribed limit. 

12 RPF personnel training to 
develop capacity in bomb 

detection.  

Bomb detection teams have been formed in 
every division and 19 BDDS equipments are 

available. Till date no staff is trained about the 

handling of the above BDDS equipments.  

13 Availability of no. of trackers 
and sniffer dogs with RPF for 

There are 3 sniffer dogs are available in 
Rajkot division.  
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detection of explosives and 
search.  

14 Compliance of Security 

Directorate Secret letter No. 

2003/Sec(Spl.)200/14 dated 
16.01.2008.  

 

As per Security Directorate’s Secret letter, 

preventive measures are being taken. RPF 

bomb detection and disposal squad team is 
available in Rajkot division which is equipped 

with modern equipments. Trained RPF 

personnel and sniffer dogs are being utilized 
during bomb threat call, hoax call with the 

help of GRP and City Police. Explosive 

detection and disposal is a highly skilled and 
challenging job. Bomb detection system has 

been envisaged under Integrated Security 

System. RPF personnel are being trained in 

phased manner to develop capability in bomb 
detection over Western Railway.       

15 Compliance of Procedures 

outlined in the Crisis 

Management Plans of the 

GOI, of the MHA and of the 

Ministry of Railways to tackle 

such situations of Terrorist 

acts & Hijacking of trains. 

Above mentioned secret documents are 

available with concern authorities and action 

has to be ensured in accordance with the 

provisions mentioned in the above plans.  

 

16 Availability of Quick Reaction 

Teams (QRTs) of RPF 

personnel round the clock at 

bigger stations to tackle 

terrorist attacks.  

All important Railway Stations are being 

manned by deploying Armed RPF QRT teams 

round the clock. The teams immense help to 

tackle such situations during initial phases 

especially in cases of terrorist attacks. 

17 Fire detection and 

suppression system at 

important installations. 

 

In case of any fire disaster affecting railway 

viz. Serious train accidents caused by 

accidental, human error or manmade, RPF co-

ordinate with Fire Brigade, other departments 

of Railways, GRP, District Police and various 

agencies of State and Central Government to 

speed relief and rescue operation and 

provides support service in rescue, 

rehabilitation and mitigation efforts. RPF plays 

active role in crowd control at the accident 

site in co-ordination with GRP and commercial 

branch staff.  

 
9.8 Bomb Explosion And Terrorist Threat 

9.8.1 Bomb Explosion And Mitigation Process: 

A bomb is an explosive device that generates and releases its energy very 

rapidly. The explosion creates a violent, destructive shock wave.  
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9.8.2 Causes of Bomb explosion: 

(i) Terrorist / Anti-social element. 
(ii) Due to war between two countries 

(iii) Atomic and Nuclear reactors. 

9.8.3 Risk involved: 

(i) Mass destruction of human being and object. 

(ii) Life long injury 
(iii) Huge financial loss. 

(iv) Genetic disorder. 

(v) Environmental pollution 

9.8.4 Person receiving call regarding bomb threat should:  

(i) Remain calm and talk to the person as long as he can. 

(ii) Try to keep the caller on the line, obtaining as much information as possible.  
(iii) Ask for specifics such as time of detonation, description of bomb, location, 

reason / purpose of the act, dialect mannerism and identity of the caller.  

(iv) Inform and alert the authorities. 
(v) Alert police, fire brigade and explosive department and bomb detection 

squad.  

(vi) Pass on the information to all departments concerned.  

(vii) Take initiative for evacuation of all persons from premises and avoid 
unnecessary crowding near the area.  

(viii) Persons noticing a bomb like object, should bring it to the notice of the 

nearest available officer.  
(ix) Inform control to take further steps for regulating train services.  

(x) Stop the train movement immediately and detrain the passengers and move 

them away from the premises. 
(xi) Wait for clearance from the police department to restore normal working.  

(xii) Utilise “Caller ID” facility if provided to trace the caller.  

9.8.5 In case of explosion following steps to be followed: 

(i) Remain Calm and keep an eye on suspicious movement. 

(ii) Evacuate the building immediately. 

(iii) Information to the fire brigade, Police, Control and Divisional officers. 
(iv) Assist the injured and disabled persons. 

(v) Call the Ambulance and other emergency services. 

9.8.6 In case of threat of terrorist attack: 

(a) Precautions: 

(i) Keep the possibility of entrapment in mind. 

(ii) Avoid obvious means of entry. 

(iii) Avoid hand movement of suspicious objects. 
(iv) Look for things out of place. 

(v) Avoid development of fixed daily personal or group habits. 
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(vi) Provide 24 hour security for assembly points. 
(vii) Be particularly alert to entrapment situations when changing shifts. 

(viii) Avoid predictable pattern of patrol. 

(ix) Don’t panic if the vehicle is struck by petrol bomb. 
(x) If fire bombed, don’t Panic. It only seems more dangerous than it actually 

is. 

(xi) If a suspicious container or package is found, immediately alert all officers 
and security and get out. 

(xii) Insist that the person desiring to leave the package should open it and 

display the contents. 

(xiii) Conduct a careful visual inspection. 
(xiv) Never attempt to open or inspect the suspicious package on your own. 

(xv) If a suspicious package is found abandoned, clear the area and notify the 

bomb squad. 
(xvi) If a vehicle is found in an abandoned state, visually inspect any package 

found inside the vehicle. 

(xvii) In case of abandoned vehicle, do not flip switches, turn knobs, release hand 
brakes, blow the horn, step on the brake or perform other operations until 

you are sure that no bomb is located in or under the vehicle. 

(xviii) Upon arrival, security staff, as rapidly as possible conduct a thorough search 

of the area surrounding the bomb scene. 
(xix) A security staff must remember to completely search the area even when a 

second bomb is found. He must look out for the third and fourth bombs. 

(xx) Security staff must check those areas that lead to the bomb scene as well as 

vehicle parking areas. 

(b)  Prevention: 

(i) Leave undisturbed any suspicious, abandoned articles encountered. 

(ii) Leave undisturbed any bomb encountered even if it is “DUD”. 

(iii) If a suspected bomb is found, clear the area to a minimum distance of 300 

metres. 
(iv) Request for bomb squad assistance. 

(v) If the bomb is to be moved, use remote means. 

9.8.7 Role of civil police, GRP, RPF staff, etc.: 

(i) Immediately reach at the site and cordon off the area. 

(ii) Clear the suspected place of the public. 
(iii) Should not allow any unauthoised person to the minimum distance of 300 

metres if any suspicious object suspected to be bomb is found. 

(iv) They will rush to the site with the sniffer dogs. 

(v) Fire brigade staff with fire fighting equipments will rush to the site. 
(vi) Special bomb squad will reach at the site to diffuse the suspected bomb. 

(vii) In case of terrorist attack, the police will cordon the area. 

(viii) Message of not to panic to be circulated among the public. 
(ix) The police officials should carry a special visual inspection to remove any 

sign of suspicion. 

(x) The police even after a bomb being blast should look out for the other 

bombs till they are satisfied.  
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(xi) Railway authorities will keep themselves in readiness with relief and rescue 
teams of doctors and other and material. 

(xii) In case of terrorist attack, special task force will be called. 

(xiii) ART / ARME/SPART to be kept in readiness to deal with the relief measures. 

9.8.8  Mock Drill:   

The mock drill for bomb or terrorist attack may not be done in the 
manner as other mock drills are conducted as it may create panic. It may be 

conducted in such a manner so that alertness and readiness of RPF / GRP staff 

may be checked. 
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CHAPTER - 10 

DISASTER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
 

10.0 Communication on Railways for Disaster Management: 

Railways have their own extensive communication systems which would be used 

for Disaster Management too.  However, we need to have back-ups especially to 
ensure 100% communication availability in case of any type of man-made or natural 

disasters.  Sharing of OFC network, where required with others may be ensured by 

tie-ups in advance.  This will be also inter-linked with the communication system with 
outside agencies of the concerned Central and State Governments, IMD etc. 

Preparatory work may be done for quick installation of communication system 

(satellite system) between Railway control set up for flood and affected locations 
/station.  This can even be on make shift raft, boat etc.  Similar arrangements can 

also be made in earthquake affected areas. 

 

10.1  Preparedness of Rajkot division: 

 Optic Fibre Communication system: 

Western Railway has its own captive Optic fibre communication network for Railway 

operations.  Railway communication networks are not being shared by any other 

service providers/outside Central or State agencies etc. These OFC 
communication networks have back up / ring protected route diversity on Rail Tel 

long haul network in most of the sections. The details of Communication System 

is as below- OFC communication system:  

In Rajkot division SurendraNagar-Dhrangdhra (BG) is low density Traffic /small 
Section/Route where OFC is yet to be provided. 

In Rajkot division Rajkot–Okha, Kanalus-Sikka, Dahinsara-Navlakhiare are the 

sections where OFC is linear i.e. without route diversity. These sections are 
branch lines or with low traffic density. 

 Satellite based communication system are provided at ARTs-  

 

 

 Satellite based communication system are provided other than ARTs: 

 

W
her

eve

r 

pos
sibl

e, communication at the relief camps is being provided if the relief camps are located 

near the Railway Stations and it is physically possible as per the prevailing conditions 

SN Division Location I-SAT 
VSAT 

(Manual 

tracking) 

VSAT 
(auto tracking) 

1 RJT Rajkot Available Available - 

SN Division Location I-SAT 

1 

 
RJT NOCC(Test Room) Rajkot Available 
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at site.  At other locations, communication is possible through CUG mobile phones 
wherever the coverage exists.  

 

10.2 Back up Communication on Railways: 
To handle any disaster by the Railways and to utilize its resources efficiently, 

Communication is an essential requirement.  Where required, back up (alternatives) 

should be adequately available. One of the strengths of the Railways to handle a 
disaster is its own communication network.  In handling a crises or a disaster, 

reliability of communication has to be cent per cent. 

 At the Divisional level, the control rooms have to communicate with the 

stations, the telephone exchange have to function and the OFC and Quad cable 
network has to have reliable backup.   

Where there is no back up of the Railways owned OFC network, an arrangement 

of sharing with Government/Non-Government organization and other service 
providers has to be planned in advance.  Or else, the alternative of satellite 

communication be resorted too.  However, the speed of reconnecting a failed 

communication by which ever means is of essence. 
Further to provide better communication facilities during disaster, it is necessary 

that either the Rail net, intranet network of IR is extended to every railway station of 

Indian Railways, Presently Rail net / Internet connections have been extended to 

Divisional Head quarter and important stations. Rail net/internet network can be 
extended to disaster location / site with the help of satellite communication when the 

ARTs reach at site/ location. Alternatively other means of communication is also 

provided on all the stations. Presently I-SAT are available in ART’s, voice, video and 
data transmission facility can be established at Railway Station with the help of ARTs. 

 

10.3 Backup Communication of Rajkot Division: 

The captive communication system of Rajkot division has backups available on 
most of the routes through channels provided by RCIL (a PSU under the ministry of 

Railways). The divisional control rooms are able to communicate with all the stations 

through control phones.  Communication at major stations, where telephone 
exchanges are provided, is also possible through auto telephones.  In addition to this 

BSNL phones are also provided at the control rooms and way side stations. Therefore 

there are multiple modes of communication between divisional control rooms and 
stations.  

Wherever Railway owned OFC networks are not available, backup channels are 

being hired from service provider like BSNL.  Railnet may be extended to those 

stations where Railway exchange are provided and stations where OFC route and POP 
available.  V-SAT communication can be established after the arrival of ART at the site 

as these sets are provided in the Rajkot divisional ART only using IR’s own V-SAT 

hubs established at Thomson Road, New Delhi. 
 

 

 
10.4  Incident Response System (IRS): 

The National Policy on Disaster Management lays down guidelines for a chain of 

command in a structured unit to handle various types of Disasters as under: 

A traditional command structure exists in the Railway hierarchy which manages 
disasters in Indian Railways.  It has been planned to strengthen and professionalize 

the same by drawing upon the principles of the IRS with suitable modifications.  The 

IRS is essentially a management system to organize various emergency functions in a 
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standardized manner while responding to any disaster. It will provide for specialised 
incident management teams with an incident commander and officers trained in 

different aspects of incident management, such as logistics, operations planning, 

safety, media management, etc.  
The Railways have their own IRS as they have had to deal with crises like 

situations and mini-disasters in the day-to-day-operational working and especially 

with handling of train accidents.   
 

10.5 Coordination – Integrated Command System of Railways with 

Integrated Operations Centre of MHA: 

Traditionally the Control Room in each Division monitors on a “Real Time” basis 
the train operations. This Control Room is manned round the clock and has 

representatives of all the departments concerned with train operations as also with 

abnormalities which may affect train running. The “Command and Control” of the 
Divisions Control Room is with the operating department who plan, execute and 

monitor the running of trains (both freight and coaching trains).  Assistance of other 

departments, viz. Mechanical (Power), Electrical (Power and OHE Traction 
Distribution), Mechanical (Carriage and Wagon), Civil Engineering (track maintenance 

and monitoring), Commercial (passenger information interface), Signal and Telecom 

(through S&T control), Security (RPF) etc is provided round the clock in the 

Operations Control Room. 
This control room of the affected divisions on the Railways will monitor the 

activities post Disaster and coordinates with the various organizations (rescue, relief, 

mitigation etc) in the disaster areas. 
The Divisional control will coordinate with the “Zonal Control” where a similar 

control room exists, called the Emergency Control in the Headquarters of each Zonal 

Railway.  “Zonal Control will establish liaison with the Disaster Management Centre in 

the Railway Board which in turn coordinate with the IOC of the MHA right from the 
stage of receipt and issue of “Orange or Red Alerts” and also for providing/requesting 

help in relief/rescue/mitigation to other departments (or State Government) or from 

them respectively. The Zonal Control will constantly update the position to Railway 
Board. 

 

10.6  Communication Arrangement 

10.6.1 Communication: 

Communication is an art of communicating, transmitting, exchanging thoughts, 

messages or information. Effective communication is an essential component of 

organizational success whether it is at the normal working time or during time of 
emergency or disaster. 

Communication can be done in the following manners: 

(i) Visual (like Fusee, Flasher type torch) 
(ii) Verbal (like Telephone) 

(iii) Signals (like Hand signal) 

(iv) Explosion (like Detonators) 
 

10.6.2 Means Of Communication: 

(i) Flasher Light (to attract attention of crew of nearby approaching train) 

(ii) Emergency Locomotive Whistle codes. 
(iii) Guard Continuous Whistle. 

(iv) Walkie Talkie Sets. 

(v) CUG Phones 
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(vi) Detonators 
(vii) Fusee 

(viii) Control Phone 

(ix) BSNL Phone 
(x) Railway Auto Phone 

(xi) Block Instruments 

(xii) VHF Sets 
(xiii) Patrolman / Keyman / Gateman / RPF Continuous Whistle. 

(xiv) Magneto telephone provided at Gate / Block Hut / IBS.  

(xv) Portable Communication Telephone Set (PCT). 

(xvi) Long Range Hooter / Sirens / Station Bell. 
 

10.6.3 Introduction: 

Immediately after declaration of Disaster:  

(i) At Rajkot HQ Control, SE / SSE (Sig) / HQ control will inform the Sr.DSTE, 

DSTE, ADSTE at once.  

(ii) Rajkot HQ Signal Control will also inform the CSTE, Dy. CSTE CCG at once. 

(iii) SE / SSE (Sig) / HQ control (on duty) will also inform all open line S&T 

headquarters officers. 

(iv) SSE(T) shall call for JE/Tele-II/HQ and start operation of HQ control office. 

Other SE/JEs called for shall perform duty in phases. 

(v) SE / SSE(Sig) / HQ control (on duty) will also inform Controller of Stores 

(COS) at once. 

(vi) GM / Jt. GM / Dy. GM Railtel Corporation may be alerted. 
(vii) S&T Control is located at, Rajkot Divisional HQ Office. 

 

10.6.4  Mobilization Plan Of Officers And Staff: 

(i) Sr. DSTE will immediately proceed to the site of the accident in DRM’s 
special. Senior Supervisor (Signal / Telecommunication) will accompany Sr. 

DSTE to the site of accident. In case Sr. DSTE is not available, DSTE will go 

to the site of accident.  
(ii) One JE(Tele), two TCM / WTM’s and two Group ‘D’ staff shall accompany Sr. 

DSTE with satellite phone, FAX cum printer, two 25W VHF sets along with 

antenna and battery and 10 numbers 5W walkie-talkie sets to the accident 
site. One Satellite phone of HQ kept in RJT Exchange and one FAX machine 

and 4 Walkie-Talkie sets along with chargers in DRM’s special.  

(iii) Four more SE/SSE (Tele) / TCMs and one SE / SSEs (Sig) of the section will 

also go to the site of accident at the earliest. 
(iv) Sr. DSTE will be in charge of communication at all the locations. 

(v) SSE(T) – HQ / ASTE will be specifically responsible for setting up of all 

communication facilities at RJT HQ control office. One Satellite phone will 
be made operational at HQ Control Office. 

(vi) Due to severity of accident if DRM Special is not moving due to traffic 

interruption, HQ team consisting of ASTE, JE(Tele), two WTMs and two 
Group ‘D’ staff shall move with items listed at (ii) by Road vehicle to be 

arranged by DSTE for this purpose. 

(vii) For meeting contingencies of cash imprest and movement by road, 

necessary drawal from stations earning can be made by DSTE. 
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10.6.5 Communication Arrangements: 

The communication arrangements in Central Emergency control office, Rajkot 

division will be arranged by ASTE. 
 (i)  Central Control office of Rajkot Division at DRM Office, Kothi 

Compound, Rajkot 

Telephone No. 0281 – 2476942, 0281 - 2483063 having ISD / STD facility 
is already available in the HQ Rajkot control. Dynamic locking code of the 

telephone is available with CTNL (Emergency). (The dynamic locking code 

should be kept in a sealed cover in the control office which can be opened 

during emergency after duly entering in the register in case of non 
availability of CTNL - Emergency)  

The ISD facility at Zonal HQ Control and Divisional Control Offices has been 

provided in compliance to recommendation No.43(b) of High Level 
Committee on Disaster Management. 

 (ii)  Rajkot HQ Commercial Control: 

 Rly Auto Tel. (094) 44220,  

 BSNL Tel No. 0281 - 2473409,  

 FAX No. (094) - (Rly), 0281 – 2475217 (BSNL). 

(Responsibility: Primary- JE/Tele-Railnet Standby-JE-II(Tele) / Outdoor) 

(iii) Rajkot HQ Safety Control: 

 Sr. DSO RJT – (094) – 44602 (Rly.), 0281 – 2476637 (BSNL) 

 Safety Branch - Rly Tel. (094) 44654 ,44612 

 FAX No. (094) - (Rly), 0281 – 2475217 (BSNL). 

(Responsibility: Primary- JE/Tele-Railnet Standby-JE-II(Tele) / Outdoor) 

(iv) Railway Board: 

MTNL STD Code-011     Railway STD Code -030 

Sr. 
No. 

Designation Tel.  No.s (Office) 
Railway               MTNL 

Tel. No. 
(Residence) 

Railway MTNL 

1. Director Safety / II  98100-17905   

2. Director Safety / II 43446 23389987 22388 23345605 

3. Director Safety / I 43667 23387009   

4. Director Safety / III 43239 23385836 22447 23363789 

5. Dy. Director Safety 43998/43803 23383998   

6. Director Coaching - I 43578 23389764   

7. Director Coaching - II 43576 23385147   

8. Director TT (POL) 43659 23384641   

9. Director TT (G) 43521 23384744 22373  

10. ED (Coaching) 43892/ 
981017415 

23383624 52402 24678085 

11. Advisor (Safety) 43302/43600

/ 43399 

23381344 

9818798390 

 27666586 

  
(v) Telephone Nos. of Commissioner of Railway Safety: 

Sr. 

No. 

Designation Tel.  No.s (Office) 

Railway               MTNL 

Tel. Nos. 

(Residence) 
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Railway      MTNL 

1. CRS (Western Circle) 

Mumbai 

22694/ 

54951 

22034351 

9004490720 

21209 22042946 

2. CRS (Central Circle) 

Mumbai 

54950 / 

22695/  

22056058 

9887640290 

21313 22023202 

3. CCRS - Lucknow 032-23290 0522-

2233108 

09794842049 

032-

25290 

0522-

2237702 

(vi)  Communication arrangement in Western Railway HQ CCG:  
Accident Emergency Control – Churchgate: 

Railway Phone :(090)22696/22577/100/22176/54259/21477/22220/ 22496 / 

23492 
MTNL Phone:  (022) 22017420 / 22084287 

 

10.6.6 Location of 1072 no. over Rajkot division: 

Specific DOT number for Railway Accident – Information (Railway Emergency 
Services – Allotment of 4 digit number ‘1072’ (Unrestricted Category) in compliance to 

recommendation No. 43(b) of High Level Committee on Disaster Management has 

been installed at following locations 

Location STD code BSNL No. 

SUNR 02752 1072 (commercial - enquiry) 

RJT 0281 1072 (commercial control) 

OKHA 02892 1072 (SS) 

  
 Unrestricted means, it is accessible on STD / ISD and Category – I means 

mandatory for service provider. All these emergency service numbers are to be 

treated as toll free numbers in local area i.e. Short Distance Charging Area. 
 Necessary steps be taken to open these numbers in SDCAs where ever there is 

an accident & request by concerned authorities. 

 
10.6.7.1  Satellite Phones Provided Over Rajkot Division: 

LOCATION VOICE FAX DATA 

ART RJT 00870-

763095992 

00870763095993 00870-763095994 

TEST ROOM RJT 00870– 
764101887 

00870 – 
764101888 

00870 – 
764101889 

 

 
 

 

 

 
10.6.7.2 Name and Telephone numbers of Office and residence (Railway and 

BSNL) and FAX including mobile numbers of CTNL of RJT – DIV: 

BSNL 
STD 

Code 

BSNL 
Telephone Number 

Railway 
Telephone 

Number 

FAX 
 

Mobile 
Number 

 (O) (R) (O) (R) RLY. BSNL  

0281 2472877 - 094 - 094 - 094 - 2472877 9724094908 
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2483063 44642 44641 44645 

 

10.6.7.3  Satellite Phones Provided Over Other Divisions Of Western Railway: 
SN Division / 

Location 

Satellite Phone 

 

Control Office 

Telephone 
 

  Voice Fax Data MTNL/BSNL Rly. 

WESTERN RAILWAY 

1 Mumbai 00873-
763095971 

00873-
763095972 

00873-
763095973 

022-23070564 090-
22296 

090-

44625 

2 Vadodara 00873-
763095977 

00873-
763095978 

00873-
763095979 

0265-2638250 
09724091917 

091-
44640 

091-

44614 

3 Ahmedabad 00873-

764101881 

00873-

764101882 

00873-

764101883 

079-22204010 

09724093934 

093-

44662 

093-

44634 

4 ART-KKF 00873- 

764101884 

00873- 

764101885 

00873- 

764101886 

- - 

5 Ratlam 00870-

763982198 

00870-

763982199 

00870-

763982200 

07412-235126 

9752496554 

092-

44610 
092-

44620 

092-
44679 

6 Bhavnagar 00873-

764101890 

00873-

764101891 

00873-

764101892 

0278-2445230 

09724097910 

099-

44640 

099-
44023 

 

10.7 Help Line Booths At Important Stations: 

 Help Line booths are to be opened at all the important stations enroute of the 

affected train. 2 BSNL phones should be identified and kept pre-wired to the Help Line 

booths so that same can be energized in shortest time. Responsibility will be with 

SSE/SE/JE(Tele) of the division. Stations at which such arrangements are to be made 
and telephones which are to be utilized should be identified by Sr. DSTE with approval 

of DRM. FAX machine should also be provided at nearby location.  

A list of such important stations (division-wise) is placed below. 
SUNR, THAN, WKR, MVI, RJT, BKNG, JAM, KMBL, DWK, OKHA 

 Sr. DSO / DSO and On duty Station Master is authorized to hire 10 cell phones 

on spot in compliance to recommendation No. (44) of High Level Committee on 
Disaster Management and DOP Srl. No. 13(b). Total cell phones hired by all 

officials shall not exceed 10 in total per accident.  

As per Rly. Bd’s letter 2004/Tele/TN/2 dt.29.06.2006; 4 nos of mobile cell phone 

to be kept by Sr. DSTE at location. 

  

10.8 Communication Arrangements At Accident Site:  
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(A) Site Control Office: 

(i) The Engineering Department shall set up a control office in a waterproof 

tent. A prominently visible “UNIFIED COMMAND CENTRE” banner shall be 

displayed on the tent and shall provide sufficient number of tables and 

chairs for keeping the communication equipments.  

(ii) Arrangement for 220V, 5KVA stabilized power supply shall be made by 

Electrical department for the communications equipment. In the railway 
control office, satellite phone with the FAX machine shall be installed for 

providing communication between the accident site, Rajkot divisional control 

office and the emergency control office at Churchgate.  

(iii) One 25 W VHF sets shall also be provided in the Railway Control Office at 
site and one 25 W VHF set shall be installed in a road vehicle so that a 

mobile communication can be set up to a range of about 15-20 Km. This will 

help in providing communication between hospital and the Railway Control 

Office at accident site. 

 

 

(iv) Three site offices shall be set up as follows : 

(a) Site Control Office-1 
Medical / Commercial / RPF to be manned 

by Commercial staff. 

(b) Site Control Office-2 
Control office to be manned by Telecom 

staff. 

(c) Site Control Office-3 

CPRO-cum-Public Phone Office manned by 

CPRO staff. Telecom staff will man the 

telephone facility to public. 

Note: All 3 control office at site shall be opened only for passenger train 
accident otherwise only (b) shall be opened.  

(v) Each of Site Control Office will be provided with FAX, Control phone, Two 

BSNL phones and Two Railway phone (subject to technical feasibility). 

Where BSNL phone are not available, satellite phone will be provided. 

(vi) One FAX Machine and at least two telephones (one BSNL & one Railway) 

should be kept free in EACH of the Site Control Office to receive only 
INCOMING calls. 

  

(B) Arrangement of BSNL / Railway Telephones from other sources: 

(i) Subject to availability and feasibility BSNL / Railway Telephones available at 
adjoining Stations / Cabins / Gates shall be extended to the accident site. 

PCO telephones and other BSNL phone in the nearby localities / villages / 

Towns shall also be extended to the accident site by persuading the owners 
of these phones. Payments for such telephone connections will be made 

from the Station Earnings. 

(ii) BSNL phone numbers with STD code for Railway Stations in a Division are 
given in Annexure II of this book. 
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(iii) CUG mobile Phones have been provided to Divisional Officers, Supervisors of 
different departments, Loco Pilots and Guards. The list in this regard is 

given in Annexure III & IV of this book. 

 

10.9 Satellite phones: 

(i) Satellite Phone and FAX machine shall be kept in the divisional control Test 

Room under the charge of a telecommunication supervisor who shall be 
responsible for keeping these equipments in good fettle. Whenever any 

serious accident takes place, the nominated supervisor will rush these 

equipments to accident site and make these functional at the earliest.  

(ii) Adjoining divisions shall also rush their satellite phones through fastest 
means to accident site through their nominated supervisors. Minimum two 

telecom staff will carry the satellite phone and FAX machine to the accident 

site. Total 6 Satellite phones shall be available at accident site. 

(iii) Nominated telecom supervisor trained in setting up, handling and 

troubleshooting the satellite phones at accident site should be able to use 

the satellite phone for setting up internet connection through ‘Lap Top’ 
carried by the DRM. All S&T officers & Telecom Supervisors attending 

accident site shall be able to operate satellite phones independently.  

(iv) HQ CCG telecom control has to be informed regarding inter divisional 

movements and telephone numbers installed at site. 

A. Dialling Procedure for Satellite Phone: 

Dialling International Access Code (00) followed by Country Code (91) then 

area code (i.e. City Code e.g. 0281 for Rajkot) and finally the subscriber 

number of the wanted subscriber. 

B. Responsibility:   

Primary:  SSE / SE(Tele) 

Stand by: JE(Tele), DSTE / ASTE to ensure that staff specially trained 
and nominated to operate Satellite phones are deputed. 

C. Movement Plan of Satellite Phone: 

In case of an accident on Rajkot division, two satellite phones of 
Headquarter Office (kept in Rajkot exchange) shall be moved to accident 

site. Two additional Satellite Phones of adjacent divisions should also be 

moved as per plan given below.  

SN Section of Accident Adjacent Divisions from where 

additional satellite phone to be moved 

1 VG - RJT ADI, BVP 

2 RJT – OKHA  ADI, BVP 

3 WKR – NLK / MALB GIM (ADI) 

  

Note: Additional set shall be sent to RJT divisional HQ from CCG depending 

upon the requirement. 

Two satellite phones of the division where accident has taken place shall also be 

moved to the accident site, with two telecom staff. Thus total No. of Satellite phones 

available at any accident site shall be 6 (Six). 
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10.10 Wireless communication: 

(A) Walkie - Talkie Sets:  

(i) 30 Nos. of 5 Watt hand-held walkie-talkie sets are kept in ARTs in 
compliance to recommendation No. (96) of High Level Committee on 

Disaster Management. Walkie-talkie sets shall be mobilized at the accident 

site under the charge of a telecom supervisor who shall be responsible for 

issuing these sets to different supervisors and officers.  

(ii) 10 Nos. 5 Watt walkie-talkie sets have been kept in each ARME/SPART. S&T 

staff will carry 10 No. sets to the site of the accident. Sr. DSTE shall keep 

20 sets as reserve in the divisional headquarters office so that these 

walkie-talkie sets could be taken to the accident site, if required.   

(iii) The charging facility for the walkie-talkie sets shall be provided in the ART / 

ARME/SPART so that these sets are kept in fully charged condition at all the 
times. It must also be ensured that sufficient spare batteries are made 

available at the site in fully charged condition for changing the working 

batteries. 
  

(B) 25 Watt V.H.F. Sets: 

(i) V.H.F. communication shall be set up at the site using 25 watt set with 

battery back up. Another 25 Watt V.H.F. set shall be carried to site 
mounted on a road vehicle to facilitate communication with nearby 

hospitals, where injured passengers are admitted. The road vehicle will be 

nominated by DRM. One SE/JE(Tele)/TCM shall also accompany the road 

vehicle.  

(ii) Two numbers of 25 watt VHF sets are kept in each ART in 

compliance to recommendation No. (96) of High Level Committee 

on Disaster Management. 
 

10.11Portable telephone: 

1. Types of Portable Telephones:  
(i) Portable Telephones are available in Brake van of Passenger carrying 

Trains. 

(ii) Portable telephones are also available in Locomotive of every train 
whether Passenger or Goods. 

(iii) Telephones presently in use are of the 4-wire / 2-wire type of portable 

phones, which can be used in RE area. 

(iv) There are two types of Portable Telephones: 
(a) Land line type (Overhead Telephone line transmission) 

(b) Socket Type (Underground cable transmission) 

(v) In overhead territory additional poles are to be carried by Guards / 
Loco Pilots for connecting phones to the overhead lines.  

 

2. How to use Portable Telephones:  

(a)  Overhead type:   

(i) Fix “Y” bracket on the poles. 

(ii) Use required number of poles available. 

(iii) Connect the two wires to phone terminals. 
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(iv) Circuit on Red colour bracket side connects the section 
controller telephone line. 

(v) Circuit on the Green colour bracket side connects the Deputy 

Chief Controller telephone line.  
(vi) Link “Y” bracket on the circuit and rub it for clear 

communication. 

(b) Underground cable type:  

(i) Look at Receiver Arrow sign for socket location on Over 
Head Equipment mast / location post and move towards 

the Arrow pointing direction.  

(ii) On reaching EMC Socket location, open the socket by 

using the key kept in the phone box where required. 
(iii) Plug in the phone terminal properly for communication. 

(iv) In electrified section this phone connects the Traction 

Power Controller and then link to section controller. (In 

non-electrified section it goes directly to section 
controller). 

 

Note: Location of emergency socket at various KM Post is given in the 

Annexure V. 

10.12Public address system and mega mikes: 

(i) Public address system must be made functional at accident site – both for 

communication with passengers / public and also to give directions to 
railway staff regarding relief operations. For this purpose, additional P.A. 

systems may become necessary depending upon the requirements at 

accident site.  

(ii) In addition, mega mikes available in accident relief train will also be utilized. 

P.A. systems & mega mikes shall be under charge of the nominated 

supervisor. 

  

10.13 Staff to be deployed at the site: 

A roster shall be prepared by Sr. DSTE for the staff to proceed to the site of 

accident for operating nominated equipments. Standby staff shall also be notified. 
Arrangements of Road Vehicles to proceed to accident site, indicating alternative 

vehicles as well, shall be notified. Arrangements of vehicle drivers shall also be 

notified. 

10.14Duties of railway officers at the time of accident:  

(i) Sr. DSTE shall be the in charge of all communication arrangements at all 

locations. DSTE / SSE(T) - HQ shall be responsible for making necessary 

arrangements in Emergency Control Office at Rajkot HQ Telecom Control 

office.  

(ii) HQ Telecom control shall monitor installation of various telecom gadgets at 

site. 

(iii) SE/JE/Sig./RJT on duty shall inform Dy. CSTE(C), Sr. DSTE, DSTE, ASTE and 

shall arrange the S&T vehicle on emergency duty in RJT division control 

office to the residence of the officers deputed for emergency control duty so 

that these officers can reach the emergency control room within 5 – 10 

minutes on the first information. 
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(iv) Simultaneously Dy. CSTE(C) of the Rajkot division shall be alerted with 
advice to keep their stores open and vehicles in readiness for movement of 

men and material to site if so advised by Sr. DSTE. 

  

10.15 Power requirement: 

230V AC, 5 KVA power will be required for the communication arrangements at 

the site of the accident. In addition, charging arrangements will be required in ARTs 
and ARMEs/ SPARTs for charging the walkie-talkie sets. Sr. DEE to ensure the proper 

arrangement in time for the same and more. 

 

10.16 Video conference : 
Video streaming facility has been provided through V-SAT in ART/RJT. The video 

of sites can be seen at Railway board and any terminal having Railnet. 

 

10.17 List of telecom equipments to be kept in accident relief trains (ARTS) – 

RDSO report no. STT/ART(I) – 97: 

As per Railway Board’s letter no. 99/Tele/AR/4 dated 01.10.2002 the telecom 
equipments to be kept in ART is listed in ANNEXURE VI of this Disaster Management. 

 “Sufficient mock drills shall be carried out to ensure smooth operation 

when required” 

 
10.18 Preparedness of Rajkot Division : 

S.N RB DMP Preparedness 

  1. Need and availability of backup 
communication to ensure 100% 

communication availability in 

case of any man-made or 
natural disasters. 

 In case of  Man-made Disasters -   
 Railways have their own extensive 

communication systems which would 

be used for Disaster Management too. 
 Most of the circuits working on OFC 

network over Western Railway are in 

Ring protection with 100% 
communication availability. 

 100% communication availability 

during any disaster in areas / location 

where Rly OFC is not in Ring protection 
can be ensured by hiring leased wired / 

wireless circuits from other Telecom 

service providers. 
    In case of  Natural Disasters -   

 I-SAT and V-Sat in ART can be used for 

communication. 

 Drone can be used to locate/ visualize 
the affected area.   

  2. Need and availability of sharing 

of OFC & Quad cable network, 
where required with others.  

OFC and Quad cable Network is not 

shared by Railway with others (Central 
and State Governments, other agencies) 
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  3. Need and requirement of inter-
linking the communication 

system with outside agencies of 

the concerned central and state 
Governments, IMD etc. 

Communication system with outside 
agencies is not inter-linked by Railway 

(Central, State Governments, IMD & 

other agencies). 

  4. Preparation for quick 

installation of communication 

system (satellite system) 
between Railway control setup 

for flood & earthquake affected 

areas and affected 
locations/station.  

 All ARTs over Rajkot division are 

equipped with Satellite Communication 

(I-Sat phone and V-Sat)facility.  
 The communication system can be 

setup from the Railway Track (location 

up to which ART can be reached). 
 Drone can be used to locate/ visualize 

the affected area.    

  5. Availability of Rail net/internet 

network of IR to every railway 
station of Rajkot division.  

 Presently Rail net / Internet 

connections have been extended to 
Divisional Head quarter and important 

stations. 

 Rail net/internet network can be 
extended to disaster location / site with 

the help of V-Sat communication when 

the ARTs reach at site/ location. 

 Drone can be used to locate/ visualize 
the affected area.   

  6. Planning & progress of voice 

/data / video communication 
facilities from IR’s own V-SAT 

hub established at Thomas 

Road, New Delhi, to different 

railway stations of all divisions 
of Rajkot division.  

Voice / Data/ Video communication can 

be established through VSAT hub at 
disaster location after arrival of ART. 
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CHAPTER - 11 

DISASTER INFORMATION FLOWS AND ALERTS OF DISASTER 

 
11.1 Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs): 

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), as the nodal Ministry is responsible for 

coordinating response and relief efforts with various Ministries/Departments of the 
Government of India, State Governments and District Authorities.  They have 

prepared the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for handling man made disasters 

(for eq. Terrorism related disasters) for which they are earmarked as the lead Ministry 
for disaster response, relief and mitigation. 

All Central Ministries, State Governments, District Authorities and other 

stakeholders will prepare SOPs in consonance with the National and State Plans.  The 

SOPs will be prescribed for activities like search and rescue, medical assistance and 
casualty management, evacuation, restoration of essential services and 

communication at disaster sites, etc.  the other important activities are provision of 

food, drinking water, sanitation, clothing and management of relief camps.  Detailed 
SOPs will also be devised by all concerned for dispatch, receipt and deployment of 

central resources. 

 
11.2   Levels of Disasters: 

The Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) will determine the levels of disasters 

and for issuing alerts to electronic messaging systems to various agencies about 

disasters have been formulated by Ministry of Home Affairs.  These SOPs will be 
reviewed periodically for disaster response management in case of natural and man-

made disasters. 

 
11.3   Integrated Operation Centre of MHA: 

Integrated Operation Centre (IOC) has been set up in the Ministry of Home 

Affairs to handle disaster situations on a 24X7 basis.  IOC is responsible for initiating 

incident alert messages when a disaster is likely to occur or when it has actually taken 
place.  

 

11.4 Categorization of Alerts: 
A Standard Operating Procedure has been prepared for alerts of events of 

different types and identifies the situations when alerts are to be sent by the IOC.   

Specific hazards have different categories of alerts.  Accordingly, a uniform 
system has been devised by categorizing each type of alert in stages – Yellow, 

Orange and Red. 

 

11.5   Action Plan for Communication of Alert Messages: 
Whenever a crisis is about to be faced, Government of India has laid down 

systems for warning its respective departments through an ‘Alert’.  It should be 

understood that mere issue of an ‘Alert’ (Yellow or Orange) is not an indication of the 
occurrence of a Disaster.  This only signifies the existence of a crisis for which 

provisions of the Crisis Management Plan would come into operation. 

The Action Plan for Alert Messages lays down as under: 

(i) All concerned Ministries/Departments/Organisations/Agencies will report 

events to IOC, MHA. 
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(ii) While generating and transmitting alerts to IOC (MHA), the concerned 

agency, will indicate the category of the event as well as its corresponding 

stage (Red/Orange/Yellow). 

(iii) For natural calamities and other crisis situations categorization of Alerts is as 

under: 

 

(a) Tsunami (Department of Ocean Development): 

 

*

 
The 

war

nin
g 

ma

y 

be 
wit

hdr

aw
n 

after a better assessment of the level of rise in water level. 

 
(b)   Cyclone (India Meteorological Department): 

 

Category Description Stage 

No Yellow Stage 

Moderate When an earthquake of greater than 6.0 is reported 

and/or a Tsunami watch alert is received from 

JMA/PTWC. 

Orange 

Great When change in water level after an earthquake is 

reported by National Institute of Ocean Technology, 

ITWC would issue a Tsunami Warning * as per laid 
down channels. 

Red 

 

 

Category Description Stage 

Cyclone 

Alert 

Issued 48 hrs. before the commencement of bad weather 

when a system is located about 500 km or more away from 

the coast.  The forecast may not contain information about 
landfall and hence it is still of informatory type but at the 

same time meant to trigger preparatory actions.  During 

this stage, Disaster Managers plans on the course of action 

required to be initiated once the system moves closer to 
the coast. 

 

 

Yellow 

Cyclone 

Warning  

These messages are issued 24 hours before 

commencement of bad weather and are of a “serious 

nature”.  During this stage the system is monitored 

closely and the expected place & time of landfall and the 
districts along the coastal areas likely to be affected are 

clearly indicated in the warning messages.  The location of 

the system at this stage may still be 300 km – 500 km 
away from the coast.  Disaster Management Machinery is 

expected to be geared up fully during this phase. 

Orange 
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(c ) Earthquake (India Meteorological Department): 
 

 
 

(d) Flood (Central Water Commission): 

 

 

(e) Railways (Ministry of Railways): 

    
 

11.6 Action on Division on Orange/Red Alert: 

On the issue of an Orange Alert (or of a higher level) the Responders have to be 
activated as required for rescue and relief etc. as under: 

 Mobilisation of Gang men. 

 Hospitals to mobilize Doctors and Para-medical staff. 

 Civil Defence units to be activated. 

Post 
landfall 

outlook: 

During this phase warning messages are issued about 12 
hours before actual landfall and are of a “very serious 

nature”.  At this stage, it is expected that the Disaster 

Management machinery is in full operational mode to face 
the impeding disaster.  All preparedness action should 

have been completed by this time.  MHA would be closely 

monitoring steps taken by the concerned State 

Governments regarding evacuation and relief activities like 
food, sanitation etc. 

This phase is fit to be classified as “Great Danger” and all 

warning messages issued to MHA Control Room are 
required to be forwarded to senior officials of the PMO. 

Red 

Category Description Stage 

Slight M ≤ 5.0 Yellow 

Moderate 5.0 ≤ M ≤ 6.9 Orange 

Great M ≥ 7.0 Red 

Category Description Stage 

IV Low Flood (Water level between Warning Level and 

Danger Level). 

Yellow 

III Moderate Flood (Water level below 0.50m, less than 

HFL and above Danger Level). 

Yellow 

II High Flood (Water level less than Highest Flood Level 

but still within 0.50m of the HFL). 

Orange 

I Unprecedented Flood (Water level equal and above 
Highest Flood Level (HFL). 

Red 

Category Description Stage 

Minor Consequential Passenger Train Accident not resulting 

to casualty.  

Yellow 

Medium 1-25casualties. Orange 

Major 26 or more casualties. Red 
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 RPF and RPSF deployment. 

 Scouts and Guides for colony care and passenger guidance. 

 Operation and manning of the disaster control room. 

 Coordination amongst various stake holders through advance warnings. 

 Communication system to be ensured and backups to be in readiness for 

immediate use when required. 

 TA Units Deployment; In case the existing railway staff may not be able to 

maintain train services to be operational, the TA units have to mobilized. (It 

takes 2-3 days for the deployment of the TA unit after issue of their 

mobilization order; hence advance warning is of essence). 

 

11.7 Monitoring/Reporting of Effects of Disaster: 

On the declaration of an incident as a Disaster by a State Government or District 
Administrator or even by the GM/AGM of the Zonal Railway, the CSO would give time 

to time updates to the Safety Control in Railway Board of the Situation.  Assistance of 

other departments would be made available by the GM to the Safety Department on 
the zonal Railways. 

 

11.8 Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on Railways: 
(a) National Disasters: 

The Civil Engineering Department at the field level and on the Divisions gets 

information through advance warning sent by the respective Government 

Departments on the possibility of Floods, Cyclones, Earthquakes etc.  Depending on 
the gravity of the disaster/crises/calamity expected the information would be passed 

on to the Divisional officers through the Emergency Control which will act as the IRS.  

Where train operations have to be suspended or regulated the operating departments 
would be suitably advised.  After making the train regulation plan the divisional 

control would advise the commercial and security departments for management of the 

welfare of passengers.  Alerts to the passengers would be issued through the PR 
Department of the Railway in the Print and Electronic Media.   

The DRMs on the divisions shall ensure coordination amongst the departments 

for ensuring running of train services (including relief special trains) as also relief 

arrangements for the passengers and for the Welfare of Railways own staff.  
Assistance of other Divisions and from the Zonal Railways would be taken through the 

Headquarter of the Zonal Railways (i.e. by involving the General Manager).  

Coordination with the IOC of MHA and NDMA/NDRF would be through the Emergency 
Control of each zonal Headquarter. 

 

(b)  Man-made Disasters: 

Different forms of terrorism fall under the ambit of these disasters.  A major role 
has to played by the Security Department of the Railways who will coordinate with the 

State Governments and when required the Para-military and other forces.  The 

Security Control of the division will act as the IRS.  The Headquarter Security Control 
will coordinate with the IOC of MHA. 

A similar system would be followed as above in organizing regulation of train 

services by the operating department at the divisional, zonal level and also in the 
Railway Board. 

The Disaster information flow charts for Terrorism and security related disasters, 

Natural calamities and a railway accident is as below: 
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CHAPTER – 12 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN – CMP 
 

12.1 Difference between a Crisis and Disaster: 

A Crisis indicates either an impending calamity, or the occurrence of an incident 

which would adversely affect the society and human population. A Disaster is a much 

bigger occurrence of an event which would cause large scale devastation, damage to 

property and loss of human life etc. While a Crisis may or may not turn into a 

Disaster, the opposite is normally true, but with the condition the crises situation is 

more in the initial stages. 

 

12.2   Crisis Types: 

There can be broadly 4 types of crisis situation which the Ministry of Railways 

may be confronted with: 

(a) National level crisis developed in the Railways and is specific to railways, 

which is to be managed with the help and assistance of other Ministries. All 

India Railway Strike is only such crisis identified in the CMP 2015for which 

Ministry of Railways is the nodal ministry. 

(b) National level crisis affects the country including Railways and different 

ministries/departments have to help and assist each other based on their 

strengths. Cyclone, Earthquake etc. can be such crisis where Railways have 

to assist by running special trains. Ministry of Home Affairs has to assist 

railways under security related crisis situations like sabotage, bomb blasts, 

etc. 

(c) Crisis situation which is not a national level crisis affects Railway system, 

which is to be managed with the help and assistance of other 

Ministries/departments. Chemical explosion in train, fire in train, train 

falling in river, etc may be such situations. 

(d) Crisis situation which is not a national level crisis affects Railway system, 

which can be managed with the help of internal resources from the 

Railways only. 

 

12.3   National Crisis Management Committee (MCMC): 

The NCMC is the apex body comprising senior officials of the Government of India 

to deliberate on the problems at national level.  The following officers will represent 

the Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) in NCMC for the various crisis situations:- 

 

(i) All India Railway Strike : Member Staff 

Member Rolling Stock  (Alternate) 

(ii) Terrorism/Security related   Crisis : Member Staff 

Member Traffic(Alternate) 

 

(iii) Natural Factor(s) related Crisis : Member Engineering 

Member Traffic (Alternate) 
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(iv) Major Train Accidents : Member Traffic 

Member Rolling Stock (Alternate) 

 

(v) Crisis where railways have to help 

other ministries 

: Member Traffic 

Member Staff (Alternate) 

 

12.4 National Level Crisis:- 

The Crisis Management Plan deals with National level crisis situations as under: 

(i) All India Railway Strike – Ministry of Railways is the nodal ministry 

(ii) Terrorism/Security related Crisis – Ministry of Home Affairs is the nodal 

ministry but Railways have to maintain liaison and flow of information.    

(iii) Natural Factor(s) related Crisis leading to traffic disruption - Ministry 

of Home Affairs is the nodal ministry but Railways have to maintain liaison 

and flow of information for assistance to restore the affected railway system.    

(iv) Crisis where Railways have to help other ministries by way of rail 

transport. Ministries concerned will make their own Crisis Management Plans 

bringing out the assistance that the Railways will be required to provide to 

them. 

 

12.5 Drill for handling Crisis: 

The Crisis Management Plan (CMP) is intended to deal with the afore-mentioned 

crisis situations only.  The drill to be followed in the Ministry of Railways (Railway 

Board) as well as on the Zonal Railways in respect of crisis group, functioning of the 

Control room, communication etc., are basically the same for all crisis situations and 

the same general drill will follow, to be supplemented by the special instructions 

depending upon the nature of the crisis. 
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CHAPTER - 13 

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT OF DISASTERS 
 

13.1   Management of cyclones: 
13.1.1 Cyclone vulnerability in India: 

A long coastline of about 7,516 km of flat coastal terrain, shallow continental 

shelf, high population density, geographical location, and land physiological features 

of its coastal areas makes India, in the North Indian Ocean (NIO) Basin, extremely 
vulnerable to cyclones and its associated hazards like storm tide (the combined effects 

of storm surge and astronomical tide), high velocity wind and heavy rains. 

Though the frequency of Tropical Cyclones (TCs) in the NIO covering the Bay of 
Bengal and the Arabian Sea is the least in the world (7% of the global total), their 

impact on the east coast of India as well as the Bangladesh coast is relatively more 

devastating.  This is evident from the fact that in the last 270 years, 21 of the 23 
major cyclones (with a loss of about 10,000 lives or more) worldwide occurred over 

the area surrounding the Indian subcontinent (India and Bangladesh).  This is 

primarily due to the serious storm tide effect in the area. 

In Rajkot division, Gujarat on the west coast are more vulnerable to hazards 
associated with cyclones. 

About 8% of the area in the country is prone to cyclone-related disasters.  

Recurring cyclones account for large number of deaths, loss of livelihood 
opportunities, loss of public and private property and severe damage to rail 

infrastructure. 

 

13.1.2  National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project: 
The National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project (NCRMP), to be implemented with 

financial assistance from the World Bank, is envisaged to have four major 

components: 

 Component- A: Improvement of early warning dissemination system by 

strengthening the Last Mile Connectivity (LMC) of cyclone warnings and 

advisories.  Railways need to obtain advance warnings from the systems 

developed. 

 Component -B: Cyclone risk mitigation investments. On the Railways, along 

the high risk coastal rail infrastructure lengths, a similar protection needs to 

be planned where required. 

 Component- C: Technical assistance for hazard risk management and 

capacity-building, where required on the railway infrastructure.   

 Component- D: Project management and institutional support by advance 

coordination by the Sr. DEN/PCEs of the Divisions and Zonal Railways is 

essential to be able to obtain it at short notice. 

 Early warning to station masters and passengers is the key to informing 

concerned stake-holders in the DM Plan.  Coastal a forestation, construction of 
protection walls, cyclone shelters near railway stations where required and 

strengthening of bridges and rail tracks are some of the mitigation measures which 

Indian Railways can play to undertake, in a phased manner, as per the mitigation 

plan.  Zonal Railways should identify the affected places and put up mitigation 
projects for consideration and fund allocation.  Not only floods, but management of all 

types of disasters is the basic responsibility of the States and Central Govt. role is 
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restricted to that of support in terms of coordination, resource allocation and making 
available requisite funds.  

 

13.1.3 Coordination by Railways regarding Cyclones Risk Management, 
Advance Warnings and Mitigation: 

In Rajkot division on the west coast of Gujarat have to be in close coordination 

with the respective Government departments for handling all phases of the cyclones.  
These include: 

 Cyclone risk mitigation investments on rail track, colonies in the vicinity of high 

risk area. 

 Capacity building on rail tracks/bridges and important rail installations both for 

reducing devastation from a cyclone, and for relief, restoration etc. 

 Advance warning of a cyclone.  Action for regulation mainly of Passenger trains 

follows thereafter. 

 
The Railway infrastructure located in the vulnerable States in part either in a 

densely populated area or alternately where no significant population exists.  While in 

the former case the resources of the District/State Government would also be 
concentrated for rescue/relief/mitigation, in the latter case the Railways would have to 

depend mostly on their own resources for restoration of Railway track. 

 
13.1.4Preparedness of Rajkot division: 

Coastal area of Gujarat state is prone to cyclone in western region. Rajkot 

division has too close coordination with state government of Gujarat for handling all 

phases of the cyclones. The following issues have been taken care of  : 

(i) All the railway bridges and embankments on Rajkot division are safely 

designed against flood and stability to bear cyclone effect. These parameters 

are also taken into account for re-construction/replacement/new lines bridges 

and embankments. 

(ii) All the major and important bridges are designed for maximum runoff during 

the flood for their catchment area/modified catchment area. 

(iii) All the bridges are marked high flood level (HFL) with year and danger level 

(DL) in red colour. In case of any water flow crossing danger level, the train 

movement will be suspended in the section till water level falls and traffic will 

be restore only after physical check against the scouring near abutments and 

piers by sounding method and a safety certificate is issued by competent 

officer at site. 

(iv) To avoid fly/falling of GI/Aluminium/AC sheets used in station platform sheds 

and other structures, the necessary J bolts are provided in more quantities 

with wind ties. 

(v) The roof of old staff quarters having AC/GI sheets have been replaced with 

RCC and abandoned structures are dismantled immediately after declaring 

unsafe as a policy. 

(vi) Necessary specified quantities of materials like boulders, sand/stone 

dust/moorum/coal ash etc is kept at Hapa, Rajkot, Surendranagar & Lakhtar 

stations of Rajkot  Division to attend post effects of cyclone i.e. washouts, 

breaches immediately in cases of small cyclones. 
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(vii) Capacity building on rail tracks/bridges and important rail installations both 

for reducing devastation from a cyclone, and for relief/restoration etc is 

completed in coastal region of all three divisions coming in Gujarat state. 

(viii) As soon as any information is received from Indian metrology department 

and other agencies like CWC, State Government, local bodies etc., advance 

warning of a cyclone should be communicated in affected area through 

Railway’s own telecom and control lines through on duty station masters (24 

hours) and various offices and installations. 

(ix) All the residents i.e. staff and families residing in low lying areas should be 

taken at safe and higher places like platforms, institute building, other 

sheds/structures, shelter etc available at stations. 

 

13.1.5 When a train is caught in a cyclone storm at mid section/station: 

(i) Loco pilot to stop the train clear of vulnerable cuttings, bridges and 

embankments. 

(ii) Guard, loco pilot and other Railway staff on train shall open all doors and 

windows of all coaches. 

(iii) Station Master shall not start trains when the wind velocity exceeds the 

permitted level. 

(iv) Make announcement frequently to warn the public about the storm/cyclone. 

(v)    Take all necessary action to provide shelter and other assistance to those 

affected by cyclone and storm. 

 

13.2  Cyclone management 

13.2.1Cyclone is defined as  

(i) An atmospheric system characterized by the rapid inward circulation of air 

masses about a low-pressure center, usually accompanied by stormy, often 

destructive weather. Cyclones circulate counter clockwise in the Northern 
Hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.  

(ii) A violent tropical storm, especially one originating in the south-western Pacific 

Ocean or Indian Ocean. 
(iii) A violent rotating windstorm.  

(iv) Any of various devices using centrifugal force to separate materials. 

13.2.2 Scope: 

The coastal Divisions of this Railway come under the influence of South West 
monsoons and are situated along the Arabian Sea. A number of sections along the 

West coast are prone to storms, cyclones and heavy intensity of rainfall which affect 

the safety of traveling public and also result in disruption to traffic and 
communication. 
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Cyclone Hazard Prone Map 
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13.2.3 Definition & classification of cyclones: 

The following are the definitions of the terms and meaning of abbreviations used 

in this manual -  
(i) I.M.D (India Meteorological Department): It is the department under 

Govt. Of India responsible for, inter-alia, issue of weather warnings. 

(ii) Regional Meteorological Centres : These are the centres under the 

administrative control of the India Meteorological Department, who directly 

issue the weather warning telegrams on the basis of forecasts. On Western 

Railway system, Regional Meteorological Centre is situated at Mumbai, 
Maharashtra. 

(iii) Cyclone warning Centres (C.W.C) : It is special establishment under the 
India Meteorological Department. Located at Mumbai and Ahmedabad, it 

specializes in forecasting of development, movement and progress of cyclone 

on the Arabian Sea. It is the main source of cyclone related information not 
only to the Railway and such other organisations, but also the Regional 

Meteorological Centres under the India Meteorological Department situated 
elsewhere. 

(iv) First Stage Warning’ by CWC :  It is the warning issued by CWC as soon as 

a cyclonic storm is located at such a distance form the coast that it is expected 
to cause bad weather’ over the coast during next 48 hours. 

(v) Second Stage Warning’ by CWC:  Following the first stage warning’, the 

second stage’ warning is issued as soon as ‘actual threat’ of cyclone over the 
costal area. 

(vi) Severe Cyclonic Storm:  When the wind speed on the strike of cyclone on 
land is expected to be 120 Kmph. 

(vii) Very Severe Cyclonic Storm:  When the wind speeds in the strike of cyclone 
on land is expected to be 180 Kmph. 

(viii) Super Cyclonic: When the wind speeds on the strike of cyclone on land is 
expected to be 220 Kmph. 

(ix) Dewarning Message:  A message issued by CWC Mumbai / Ahmedabad after 

the cyclonic storm has adequately weakened or passed fully. 
  

13.2.4 Information Dissemination & Cyclone Intensity Monitoring System:  

Arrangements exist with the Meteorological Dept., Govt. of India for issuing 

telegrams of warning whenever storms, gales and heavy rainfall. The conditions under 
which warnings are issued are detailed below – 

(i) Amount of rainfall considered dangerous – 75 mm and above in 24 hours. 

(ii) Wind velocity considered dangerous – 65 Kmph and above. 

(iii) Period when warnings will be given – Throughout the year.  

These weather telegrams are issued by the I.M.D. offices at Mumbai and the 

Cyclone Warning Centre Mumbai & Ahmedabad to the Chief Controllers of all the 6 

Divisions of WR apart from Central Control at Mumbai. Arrangements exist that in 
case of failure of DOT communication system during bad weather / cyclone, the 

microwave network of the Railway or Police wireless systems or satellite phones will 

be in use.  

 
13.2.5  Anemometers: 
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These are the devices used for measuring wind speed at specified height from 
the ground level. The anemometers should be installed by the Engineering Dept. at 

strategic stations along the West-cost route.    
13.2.6  Pre-Cyclone Season Preparation As An Individual: 

As an individual what you should do Don’t Pay Attention To Any Rumour, Listen 

Only To Official Forecasting. 

(A) Before a cyclone hits - Be Ready… 

Prior to the commencement of 'cyclone', you can take some basic precautions 

that may save the lives of your family, your home and your business. 

What you should do: 

(i)  Check that your home is in a sound condition, especially the roof 

and eaves. 

(ii)  Trim any tree branches hanging over your roof. 
(iii)  Clear your property of any loose items that could become 

missiles during extreme winds (e.g. sheet iron and wood). 

(iv)  Know your community disaster plan, check with your local 

council. 

(B) Prepare an emergency kit containing: 
(i)  A portable radio, torch and spare batteries. 

(ii)  Stocks of fresh water and canned food. 

(iii)  Matches, fuel lamp, portable stove, cooking gear, utensils, 

can opener and waterproof bags. 

(iv)  A first aid kit, manual and masking tape for windows. 

(v)  Keep a list of emergency phone numbers handy, including 

numbers for your local Police, Fire, Ambulance, State 
Emergency Service, Local Council, Gas and Electricity 

Company and relatives. 

(vi)  Find out how and where to turn off power, gas and water 

supplies. 

(vii)  Check that you have adequate household and contents 

insurance and which hazards are not covered by the policy. 

(viii)  Store your important documents (e.g. wills, passports, 
photos, birth certificates) in a fire/water-proof container or 

safe deposit box. 

(C) When cyclones hit what you should do: 

(i) Store all loose items inside. Put wooden or plastic outdoor furniture in 

your pool (if you have one) and fill garbage/wheelie bins and dinghies 

with water (water can be used for flushing toilets if required). 
(ii) Fuel your car and park it under solid cover. 

(iii) Close shutters, board-up or heavily-tape all windows. 

(iv) Pack an evacuation kit including your emergency kit, warm clothing, 
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essential medications, valuables, papers, photos and keepsakes in 
waterproof bags. 

(v) Disconnect all electrical appliances and turn off the gas. 

(vi) 
Stay inside and shelter (well clear of windows) in the strongest part of 

the building (e.g. the cellar, internal hallway or bathroom). 

(vii) If the building starts to break up, protect yourself with mattresses, 

rugs or blankets or by sheltering under a strong table or bench. If 

necessary, hold on to a solid fixture such as a water pipe. 
(viii) Continue to listen to your portable radio for updates and advice. 

(ix) 
Beware of the calm 'eye' of the cyclone. If the wind suddenly drops, 

don't assume that the cyclone is over. Violent winds will soon resume 

from the opposite direction (it is best to wait for the official all-clear). 

(x) If you are driving, STOP - but well away from the sea and clear of 

trees, power-lines and watercourses. Stay in your vehicle. 

(D) If you are required to evacuate what you should do: 

(i) Based on predicted wind speeds and storm surge heights, you may be 

required to evacuate your home.  
(ii) Official advice will be given on local radio / TV about safe routes and when to 

evacuate. Make sure you wear strong shoes (not thongs) and clothing for 

protection. 

(iii) Switch off the power, water and gas, collect your evacuation and emergency 
kits and mobile phone and lock your home on the way out (don't forget your 

keys). 

(iv) If evacuating inland (out of town), take your pets and leave early to avoid 
traffic, flooding and wind hazards. If you are evacuating to a local shelter, 

follow the directions of Police and State Emergency Service personnel. 

 

(E) After the cyclone what you should do: 

(i) Don't go outside until officially advised it is safe to do so. 

Check for gas leaks and don't use electrical appliances if wet. 

(ii) Continue to listen to your local radio for official warnings and 
advice. 

(iii) If you did evacuate your home, don't return until advised it is 

safe to do so.  
(iv) When you do return, use a recommended route and don't 

rush. 

(v) Beware of fallen power lines, damaged bridges, buildings and 

trees, and don't enter floodwaters. 
(vi) Heed all warnings and don't go sightseeing. 

(vii) Don't make any unnecessary telephone calls 

13.2.7 Pre-cyclone season preparation as organisation: 
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Pre-cyclone preparation essentially involves ensuring of adequate inventory of 
necessary stores and equipments as per the check list which should be available with 

the Stores department.     
13.2.8  Check list of stores and storage locations: 

Since the time available between initial warnings upto the actual occurrence of 

cyclone and its damages / disruptions is often very short, pre-emptive action is 
essential to ensure adequate preparedness in terms of stores and equipments 

necessary to deal with the disruptions / damages.   
(a) Stores department: 

 The Stores Department will ensure stock of necessary items with sufficient 

quantities. The locations for stocking of these materials shall be at RAJKOT 

Stores Depots which is accessible by rail as well as road. 

(b) Engineering department: 

  The list of materials which should be kept at strategic locations on the West-

coast section (Rajkot division) at all times should be available with 
Engineering department and to be made available to Emergency Control well 

before in time. 

(i) Standing arrangements on ‘whenever required’ basis should exist for 

supply of adequate rake loads of steel plants slag with Steel Plants and 
quarry dust with ballast contractors. 

(ii) As restoration of traffic often requires heavy handling of earth, 
availability of heavy earth moving machinery viz. Poclains, JCBs, Pay-

loaders etc should be identified in the coastal towns along with firm’s / 

owner’s names, addresses and telephone numbers so as to hire and 
mobilize them as the necessity arises. Engineering department to keep 
this list readily available at all time. 

(iii) Standing contracts with 100% option clause may be entered into on 

annual basis from strategic quarry dust and boulder supply locations. 
  

(c) Electrical department: 

The items, quantity and locations of electrical materials to be kept as pre-
cyclone measure to be kept ready by the Electrical department and should be 

made available to the emergency control. In addition to these materials, the 

locations of additional generator cars should be identified in advance so that 
they can be requisitioned from other Divisions / Railways in case of necessity.  

(d) Mechanical department: 

Mechanical Dept. during pre-cyclone season needs to take the following 

measures  

 About 28 wheeler tanks suitable for drinking water shall be identified and 

made available at SUNR, WKR, RJT, HAPA, OKHA for loading and 
movement of drinking water. 

  

(e) Signal & telecommunication department: 

The experience has shown that the communication links including 
terrestrial, underground and microwave severed off at the on set of 

cyclone. In such cases, VHF sets for short distance communication and 

satellite phones for long distance communication are the only means 
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available for exchange of vital information. However, following pre-cyclone 

arrangements should be made – 

(i) Availability of emergency generator sets for charging of VHF equipments 
at all nominated stations with adequate fuel. 

(ii) The satellite phones should be kept in working order at Rajkot. 

(iii) Spare 25 W VHF set complete with battery and antenna to the extent of 

25% of total sets provided in the Divisions should be available with TCIs 
on Rajkot division (Western Railway).  

(iv) One extra DG set along with 2 number of 20 litres of jerkin full with fuel 

should be stored at each of the three locations (SUNR, WKR, RJT, HAPA, 

DWK) along the West Coast route of Rajkot division (Western Railway) 
at SI/TCI’s stores. 

 
 Medical department: 

Medical Department will keep the following items in stock at the locations 

indicated against each as preparedness for cyclone even during the pre-
cyclone season. 

Material Quantity Locations 

Chlorine tablet *** SUNR, WKR, RJT, HAPA, JAM, KMBL, DWK, 
OKHA 

Bleaching 
powder 

*** SUNR, WKR, RJT, HAPA, JAM, KMBL, DWK, 
OKHA 

      

 At above locations the material will be kept with CMD / CMS stores in 
respective main hospitals. 

*** Quantity to be fixed by MD in consultation with the CMD. 

 13.2.9  Action to be taken 48 hours in advance of hitting cyclone: 

Formation of low pressure area, its development into cyclonic storm and its 

tentative direction of propagation becomes known much before (well above 48 hours) 
the estimated time for its striking the coast. A broad assessment of anticipated 

severity of cyclone becomes known at least 48 hours before its strike to the coast. 

From this point of time, prompt action to combat the cyclone is warranted. 
13.2.10 Check on the inventories and equipments of stores: 

Inventories / Stores to be maintained by each Dept on specified locations is 
detailed in PARA 9, 10, 11. After initial warnings of cyclones have been received from 

the I.M.D/C.W.C each dept will conduct a re-check of physical availability of items 

with quantities and locations as per the checklist given in para 9, 10, 11. The 

following actions is required by each Dept –  
1. Stores department: 

(v) Reviewing the stock position of items as per list available with the 
Material department (Stores) (in the stocking depot and locations likely 
to get affected). 

(vi) Arranging transportation of some of the relief materials to the 

likely affected areas before natural calamity strikes. 
2. Engineering department: 
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The engineering material as stocked should be cross checked for its physical 
availability in full. The fitness of vehicles on which the materials have been 

loaded ‘on wheel’ should be obtained. Apart from this, the following action 
needs to be taken – 

(i) Based on the anticipated severity and warnings, the modalities for 
movement of Engineering materials should be planned. 

(ii) The firms / owners having heavy earth moving machinery should be 

contacted, alerted and asked to be in readiness to hire the machines to 

the Railway. Movement of such machine including loading and unloading 
arrangements should be planned in consultation with the Traffic Branch. 

(iii) A review of availability of the following materials with stock holders 
should be done to know the availability position - 

i. GI Wires, ii.  Asbestos Sheets, iii.  GI Sheets, iv. Tents 
  

 

 

3. Electrical department: 

Check working of DG sets, stock position of HSD oil, K-Oil, position of light 

fittings and other materials so as to ensure that they are available in 
working condition at nominated depots. This should be ensured by Sr. DEE / 

AEE(G) / Supervisor in-charge of their respective jurisdiction. Any shortage 

should be made goods. HQs control should be informed for assistance if 
required.  Complete list of vital equipments & consumables should be 

available in divisions control.  
4. Mechanical department: 

The fitness of rolling stock for transportation of drinking water as well as those of 

ARTs, ARME/SPART should be checked and ensured.  
       5.    Signal & telecommunication department: 

A. Communication: 

(i) Check that 25 W VHF set provided at each station is functioning 
properly & battery in fully charger. 

(ii) Check that emergency generator set is functioning properly with 
adequate fuel. 

(iii) Check that fuel supply tanks of the generator sets have been full 

filled and adequate fuel for 72 hrs has been stocked. 

B. Microwave Equipment: 

(i) Check and align all Microwave equipment and battery of DG sets with 
adequate fuel 

(ii) Keep MAST riggers, Transport, Fuel ready to attend to any 
disturbance to antenna and tower mounting. 

(iii) Telecom channels via alternative routes should be lined up and kept 
terminated for administrative trunks and control working. 

(iv) Satellite phones wherever available should be tested and 
accompanying staff identified along with battery charging 
arrangement. 
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(v) Communication equipment in ART should be tested for proper 

working order. 

C. Block working: 

(i) Check all the Block Instruments and their Batteries. 

(ii) Extend power supply from emergency generator set to Block Battery 

charger. 

6. Medical department: 

Medical Dept will check the availability of stock as detailed in Para 14. 
7. Operating department: 

Sr. DOM of the concerned divisions will make a rough assessment of staff 

and area of deployment and advise HQs and Emergency Control / CCG. The 
Divisional Control will also obtain the status of functioning of VHF sets and 

batteries / generators from each station and bring the discrepancies to the 

notice of Sr. DSTE. 

Station Master of the area with assistance of Sr. DOM of the division 
which is likely to be affected will ensure storage of adequate drinking water, 

functioning of hurricane lamps, match box, adequate availability of fuel for 

generator sets, functioning of VHF sets, charging of stand by batteries and 
adequacy of first aid equipment. 

 

13.2.11  Activation of alarms to staff & colony: 
1. Action by Central Control – COM’s Office 

(i) At HQs Office the Central Control Unit who is the recipient of the 
weather warning telegrams will arrange for the distribution of the 

message to the CE, CBE, CTE, COM, CSO, CME, CEE and CSTE 

through their concerned departmental counterparts in central 
control. 

(ii) Central Control should also verify with the Divisional Control that 

such weather warnings, telegrams have been received by the Chief 
Controller of the concerned Division to enable them take prompt 

action at field level. 

2. Action by the Division Control Office: 

The Chief Controller or in his absence the Dy. Controller should 

immediately arrange for the weather warning telegram to be repeated 
verbatim to the Divisional Officers as well as AENs concerned and all SMs 

on the section likely to be affected on the control telephone. The 

Controller repeating the telegram should record the name of the SM to 

whom the telegram has been repeated. 
  

 

 

 

FOUR STAGE WARNING 

72 Hrs. 48 Hrs. 24 Hrs. 12 Hrs. 
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13.2.12 Preparation of activities for stations likely to be affected by cyclones: 

Diversion of Trains: 

(i) Divisional / HQ Emergency Control will remain in touch and take action for 

diversion of trains based on the ground situation. All diversions ordered shall 
be advised through a bulletin to all concerned including CPRO for publicity. 

(ii) In order to avoid any mishaps or damage to the passenger trains and to avoid 

marooning of passengers, the COM or an officer acting on his behalf will issue 

instructions to all concerned for either cancellation or regulating the trains in 
time so as to avoid running through likely affected area by cyclone. 

  

13.2.13 Nomination of officers to man the emergency control and way-side 
stations: 

(i) In addition to the action taken as per above para by various departments, 

each PHOD / concerned DRM will identify and nominate the officers for 

opening up and manning of emergency control at short notice at HQ / 
Division. 

(ii) Two light motor trolleys should be arranged & kept in readiness at strategic 
stations which should fall away from the likely affected zone.  At least one 

officer & a few staff should be nominated for each. They should be provided 

with VHF sets & 1 satellite phone each so that they can accomplish the 
mission of physically covering the entire affected zone & give “First 

information on damage” through these equipment to the control after passage 
of the cyclone.  

 

13.2.14 Activation of emergency control and nomination of staff for various 
duties: 

1. Emergency Controls: 

(i) Emergency offices shall be opened in the HQ Control, Divisional Control 

(affected division) and important junction stations in all case of warning 
of super cyclone or very severe cyclone storm. VIZ. SUNR, WKR, RJT, 
HAPA, KMBL, DWK, OKHA. 

(ii) The Divisional and HQ Emergency control shall obtain every two hourly 
position from Meteorological Office for upto 12 hrs before the likely time 
of cyclone hitting the coast and thereafter every hour. 

(iii) The Station Master shall inform Local Revenue Officers, Sub-Collectors of 
the area regarding the holding of trains in his station.   

2. Relief Train: 

Pre Cyclone 

watch 

Stage for 

being Alert 

Pre Cyclone 

watch 

Last Warning for 

arrival of cyclone 
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Any available rake of preferably 6 coaches of any type to be nominated and 
kept ready at RJT at least 24 hrs before the cyclone is likely to hit for 

carrying staff, Doctor, Food, medicines & Relief materials. 

3. Action by Commercial Department: 

Enquiry offices should be opened by CCM at impartment stations with public 

address system and information about running of trains, arrangements made 
for supply of food, transshipment of passengers, etc. should be repeatedly 

given over the public address system for the benefit of the passengers.   

4. Engineering Department: 

(i) The ongoing patrolling of track shall be intensified. 24 hrs before 
anticipated strike of the cyclone, the position of coastal belt likely to be 

affected by it is likely to become more clear. The trains loaded with the 

‘monsoon reserve’ materials (cinders, boulders, quarry dust, empty 
cement bags filled with earth/s and etc.) will be ordered to run-in 

consultation with traffic department to the stations near to the last likely 
affected stations. 

(ii) Empty flat wagons (BRH/BRN) will be got placed at suitable sidings 

(preferably goods platform line with ramps) to enable quick loading of 

earth moving machinery. 

5. Mechanical Department: 

(i) The ART / ARME/SPART staff and crane Loco Pilot will be kept alert to 
rush to duties at minimum notice. 

(ii) The drinking water, food items (including biscuits & ration) shall be 

provided ready on ARTs / ARMEs/SPARTs.  ARTs will be equipped with 
fuel patromax / gas lamps & portable generator with adequate provisions 

for 72 hours. 
  

13.2.15 Readiness of relief materials, road vehicles & equipment: 

1 Road Vehicles: 

All road vehicles including jeeps, cars, light & heavy material carrying 

vehicles shall be kept in readiness at the nominated Stations / Divisional 
office with adequate fuel & two (roster duty) Loco Pilots to move men / 

materials / equipments at minimum notice. 

2 Communication Equipment: 

As the coastal areas likely to be affected will be quite clear by then, Satellite 

phones with personnel competent to use, handle & troubleshoot, shall be 
despatched to strategic stations (larger among those likely to be affected).  

 

3 Stores Department Items: 

(i) Preparations for packing, transportation & distribution of materials shall 

be started. The packing shall be done with water proof packing materials 
& easy to handle crates (manually). 

(ii) Nomination of Stores Officer in HQs for coordinating the material supply 
activities with officer-in-charge at site / nominated officers of user 
department in HQs. 
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13.2.16 Security: 

The Security personnel will be nominated by DSCs at following positions – 

(i) To accompany ‘relief material’ carrying trains when ordered. 

(ii) To help commercial & station staff of major stations to handle public 

enquiries etc. 
(iii) At each station where any passenger carrying train is regulated. 

(iv) On heavy vehicles carrying relief materials. 
(v) At major restoration sites after cyclone recedes & work commences. 

  

13.2.17 Coordination at HQ, divisional & board’s level: 

A complete fluidity inflow of information between HQ, Division & Board’s level will be 

the objective. 

(i) The HQs cell will keep the Rly Board cell informed & updated periodically 

and ask for assistance from the neighbouring (other Railways) as required. 

It will watch inter-division movement of relief trains, restoration materials 

and equipments and guide the Division in marking a plan of action for 
rescue, relief and restoration. It will also be responsible for documenting 
the developments. 

(ii) The monitoring cell of adjacent division will be responsible to ensure a 

complete compliance of HQ instructions as per the disaster management 

plan worked from their & requiring resources of the division. It will ensure 
that top priority is accorded to the relief and restoration work in the 
neighbouring affected divisions. 

 

13.2.18 Actions during cyclone: 

Heavy devastation is often caused by the cyclonic winds and heavy downpour 

during the cyclone. 
13.2.19 Relief and rescue: 

The first priority, during cyclonic storm, is therefore to protect the traveling 
passengers in trains passing through / near to the cyclone affected zone. 

1. Action by Traffic Department: 

Coaching trains should be controlled / diverted so that the trains do not enter the 

cyclone affected area, suitable publicity to be arranged. The controlling of 

trains should, as far as possible, be done where adequate water supply, 

lighting catering and medical facilities are available. 

2. Action by Commercial Department: 

(i) All Commercial staff should guide the passengers, whether they are on a 
running train or at a station when the cyclone actually strikes, 

regarding taking adequate measures for ensuring their personal 
safety. 

(ii) If a train is stranded in the block section, the conductor / TTEs 

manning the train should take a census of the passengers, and try to 
pass on the information to the station at either end through the 

walkie-talkie sets available with the Guard / Loco Pilot of the train so 
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that the information can be passed on to the Divisional Control Office 
in case communication is available. 

(iii) If any passenger is found to have injured during the cyclone, first aid 
should be provided by the Guard / TTEs / station staff, as the case 

may be. In case of injured passengers at a station, medical aid as 

locally available should be arranged. Wherever possible, details of such 
cases should be passed on the Divisional Commercial Control. 

  

13.2.20 First assessment of damage: 

1. Motor Trolley Survey: 

(i) The cyclones and consequent floods, if any, do not damage the continuity 

of track frame even in case of breaches, washouts, erosions etc., the 

experience has shown that in most cases, a light motor trolley can pass 
through the entire cyclone affected zone (on its own power or augmented 

manually) without much difficulty except if the track frame itself is 
submerged in water. 

(ii) The Officer(s) & staff, nominated & in readiness, should proceed 

immediately after cyclone has passed off the affected zone. Equipped 

with satellite phone and VHF sets, the two trolleys – from either end of 
the affected zone – should proceed through the affected zone and give 
precise information to control regarding. 

(a) Nature of damage / obstruction to track with location. 

(b) Possible method/system for restoration. 

(c) Resources required for restoration. 

(d) Whether or not a light vehicle (e.g. Tower Wagon) or light engine or 
full relief train can pass. 

(e) Likely time to clear the location by repairing the damage / removing 

the obstruction. 

2.  Manual Damage assessment: 

This will be carried out concurrently and independently with motor trolley 

survey and will not be called till completed, to give corroborative information. 

3.  By Boats: 

In circumstances when substantial portion of track get inundated under 

water, boats shall be hired locally to navigate across the water body and 

assess the damage. 
 13.2.21 Movement of relief train for rescue, relief and restoration: 

(i) On receipt of first information of super cyclone having passed the coast, after 

assessment of the damaged railway property or assistance required, all the 
relief trains on the section must be ordered and should be started with full 

complement of man, equipment and materials.  The movement of relief train 

shall not wait for receipt of detailed report from site. The staff required to 
move on these trains shall be accommodated on the train itself and should 

not be allowed to come back home. This may involve organizing supply of 

food from local sources for staff who have to remain on the relief trains for 
long hours. 
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(ii) These trains will move upto the neck of the affected zone in normal course. 
Thereafter, the trains will move forward in such a way that the section in the 

rear is cleared of all physical obstructions to the moving dimensions. It will 

leave each station after confirming on VHF by the SM with the adjacent 
station that no breaches / washouts have occurred on that section. 

  

13.2.22 Movement of relief materials and restoration: 

1. Engineering Department: 

Based on damage report and restoration strategy, priority and sequencing of 

movement of available materials on wheels (e.g. buld fillers, earth moving 
machinery, bridge girder etc.) and labour should be quickly chalked out by 

Engg. Dept. and conveyed to the traffic personnel at Central Control and 

respective divisional controls. 

2. Electrical Department: 

(i) Restoration Work – The damage caused to electrical installations is to be 
assessed location-wise. For this purpose, competent officials shall be 

deputed to obtain detailed assessment of the damages.  Supervisors and 

staff should be deputed with necessary materials and tools either by Rail 
or by Road for immediate restoration work.  

(ii) In case of power failure at stations where trains are controlled, 

temporary lighting may be arranged with portable DG sets or through 

patromax lights. 

3. Stores Department: 

During restoration, Stores Dept shall play a pro-active role in making 
emergency purchases preferably by standing Spot Purchase Committee & 

supplying the same to the user departments at sites. 

4.  Commercial  Department: 

Commercial Dept will continue to take action as per para 32(2) above. 

5. Medical  Department: 

(i) The Medical team will accompany each of the relief train ordered. It will 

carry with them at least 50,000 chlorine tablets and 200 kgs. of bleaching 
powder for distribution at various stations. 

(ii) The medical team will attend to stranded passengers and Railway 
personnel and their families for any ailment. For this purpose sufficiently 

wide portfolio of medicines will be carried in relief trains for various 

ailments in sufficient quantity. 
  

13.2.23 Movement of relief materials: 

CPTM will order the special train for carrying the relief material. Wide publicity 

shall be given in Press and Media to attract voluntary organizations, individuals, 

NGOs, medical practitioners etc to avail the service. The composition & timings will be 
planned and publicized. 
 

 

13.2.24 Procedure for accounted, audit & finalization of accounts: 
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1. Special Returns by Stockholders after Restoration: 

All stockholders of all departments in-charge of custody of Railway stores shall 

submit a “special Return” of the material transaction that take place during 

restoration.  

2. Emergency Purchase of materials: 

Emergency demands placed through HOD’s notes shall be compiled by the 

Stores Dept through a Spot Purchase Committee.   

3. Works Contracts – Single tender and hiring of machinery: 

For restoration of traffic single tenders may be awarded to the competent 

contactors who have exceptional capacity to mobilize machinery and materials. 
Prior consent of the General Manager will be taken while the processing of the 
case. 

 

13.3    Management of Floods:  

13.3.1 Vulnerability to Floods: 
Floods have been a recurrent phenomenon in India and cause huge losses to 

lives, properties, livelihood systems, infrastructure and public utilities.  India’s high 

risk and vulnerability is highlighted by the fact that 40 million hectares out of a 

geographical area of 3290 lakh hectares is prone to floods.  On an average every 
year, 75 lakh hectares of land is affected, 1600 lives are lost and the damage caused 

to crops, houses and public utilities is Rs. 1805 crores due to floods. 

Eighty percent of the precipitation takes place in the monsoon months from June 
to September.  The rivers bring heavy sediment load from the catchments.  These, 

coupled with inadequate carrying capacity of the rivers are responsible for causing 

floods, drainage congestion and erosion of river-banks.  Cyclones, cyclonic circulations 
and cloud bursts cause flash floods and lead to huge losses.  The fact that some of the 

rivers causing damage in India originate in neighbouring countries, adds another 

complex dimension to the problem. 

 
13.3.2 Institutional Framework: 

As per the constitutional provision, Flood Management (FM) is a state subject and 

as such the primary responsibility for flood management lies with the states. 
The Ministry of Water Resources is responsible for the technical aspects of Flood 

Management. The Ministries of Agriculture, Civil Aviation, Environment and Forests, 

Health, Space, Earth Sciences, Mines, Railways etc. also have important role in 
management of floods in their respective fields. 

Not only floods, but management of all types of disasters is the basic 

responsibility of the States and Central Govt. role is restricted to that of support in 

terms of coordination, resource allocation and making available requisite funds.  

 

 

 

13.3.3 India Meteorological Department: 

The IMD established in 1875, is responsible for the National Meteorological 
Services and the principal government agency in all matters relating to meteorology, 

seismology and allied subjects.  The IMD is mandated as follows: 
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To warn against severe weather phenomena like tropical cyclones, north-westerly 
dust storms, heavy rains and snow, cold and heat waves etc., which cause destruction 

of life and property. 

For the convenience of administrative and technical control, there are six 
Regional Meteorological Centres (RMCs) located at Mumbai, Chennai, New Delhi, 

Kolkata, Nagpur and Guwahati.  Under each RMC, there are different types of 

operational units such as meteorological centres at state capitals, forecasting offices, 
agro-meteorological advisory service centres, flood meteorological offices (FMOs) and 

area cyclone warning centres. 

 

13.3.4 Activities for Minimizing Flood Risk and Losses: 
(a) By Central/State Governments: 

These activities include identification and marking of flood prone areas on maps, 

preparation of close contour and flood vulnerability maps, formulating plans for 
expansion and modernization of flood forecasting and warning systems, identification 

of priority flood protection and drainage improvement works, identification of 

reservoirs for review and modification of operation manuals and rule curves and 
undertaking special studies on problems of river erosion. 

 

(b)  Increase in Water Ways: 

Examining adequacy and if required, increasing the water ways of 
bridges/culverts under roads railway embankments by the Ministry of Shipping, Road 

Transport and Highways (MOSRTH), Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Defence, 

National Highways Authority of India, Border Road Organisation and State 
governments. 

 

13.3.5 Action Plan for Alignment, Location, Design and Provision of 

Waterway on Railways Embankments: 
Roads and Railway embankments cut across the drainage lines and may lead to 

increase in vulnerability of the area, through which they pass and to flooding and 

drainage congestion, if they are not properly aligned, located and designated.  In-
adequate waterway in the form of vents/culverts/bridges/ causeways is another cause 

of increase in vulnerability to floods.  Further, breaches in them may result in huge 

loss of life and properties.  Insufficient height of rail embankments may result in 
overtopping and breaches. 

The Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport and Highways (MOSRTH), MOR, MOD, 

NAHI, BRO, State Governments/SDMAs will ensure that national highways, state 

highways, district and other roads are aligned, located and designed properly with 
respect to height and width and provided with adequate waterway in the form of 

vents, culverts, bridges and causeways so as to make them flood safe and not 

increase the vulnerability of the area to flooding and drainage congestion. The safety 
of existing roads/railway embankments against floods will also be checked by the 

MOSRTH, MOR, MOD, NHAI, BRO and state governments/SDMAs/DDMAs and if found 

inadequate, measures by way of increasing height and width and augmenting water 
way by constructing additional bridges/culverts/causeways or by adding more spans 

to existing ones, will be taken up. 

 

13.3.6 Flood Forecast: 
Forecasts (stage/inflow) are issued whenever the river stage at the Flash Flood 

site exceeds or is likely to exceed a specified level called warning level of the site 

which is fixed in consultation with the concerned state government.  The warning level 
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is generally  1 m  below  the  danger  level  of  the  site, although there  is  no-
common format designed for issuing flood forecasts by various fields divisions, as 

forecasts are issued according to the users convenience.  In the forecast, the current 

date and time of issue of forecast, present water level/inflow and anticipated water 
level/inflow with corresponding date and time are normally included. 

 

13.3.7 Dissemination of Flood Forecasts and Warnings: 
On reaching a critical point, the final flood forecasts are then communicated to 

the user agencies such as the concerned administrative and engineering authorities of 

the state/central governments including railways, defence and other agencies 

connected with flood protection and DM by special messenger/telegram/ wireless/ 
telephone/fax/e-mail.   

 

13.3.8 The Central Water Commission’s Flood Forecasting Network in India: 
The CWC’s FF network covers most of the flood prone inter-state river basins in 

the country.  The CWC is presently issuing flood forecasts for 175 stations of which 

147 stations are for river stage forecast and 28 for inflow forecast. 
Role of CWC to be given out in detail as their warnings are more relevant for 

flood forecast and effecting evacuation.  For Railways, early warnings are important 

for smooth movement of trains. 

 
13.3.9 Flood Preparedness: 

Railway Board has advised RDSO to compile the Flood vulnerable areas in 

Formation, Cutting Bridges and Buildings etc. along with a questionnaire. 
Ministry of Railways has asked RDSO to coordinate IR activities for 

implementation of National Disaster Management Authority’s guidelines on 

‘Management of floods (Jan.08) by zonal railways and production units.  NDMA 

Guidelines have been made available to all zonal railway and production units. 
 

13.3.10 Actions Taken by Rajkot division for minimizing flood risk and losses: 

The activities proposed to be undertaken aimed at minimizing the flood risk and 
losses are implemented on Western Railway. 

These activities include identification and marking of flood prone area on maps, 

preparation of close contour and flood vulnerability maps, formulating plans for 
expansion and modernization of flood forecasting and warning system, identification 

of priority flood protection and drainage improvement works, identification of 

reservoirs for review and modification of operation manuals and rule curves and 

undertaking special studies on problems of river erosion.  
However integration with state government and Survey of India department to 

procure contour plans is regular practice. Design of linear water way of bridges is 

based on catchment area and contour maps. There are no problems of river erosion 
on this railway being most of non-perennial rivers in western region. 

 

13.3.11 Floods / breaches 

13.3.11.1 Flood terms 

Flood may be defined as an overflowing of water onto land that is normally dry. 

FEMA and the National Weather Service use the following terms to announce 

flood information:  
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1. Flood Watch: Flooding is possible. Tune in to AIR Weather Radio, 
commercial radio, or television for information.  

2. Flash Flood Watch: Flash flooding is possible. Be prepared to move to 

higher ground. Listen to AIR Weather Radio, commercial radio, or television 
for information.  

3. Flood Warning: Flooding is occurring or will occur soon; if advised to 

evacuate, do so immediately.  
4. Flash Flood Warning: A flash flood is occurring; seek higher ground on 

foot immediately.  

13.3.11.2 History of breaches: 

Although Rajkot division does not have any major rivers flowing through it or any 
major dam, still possibility of flood cannot be overruled. Effect of nature sponsored 

flood or flood caused due to human error can cause flood even in the seasonal rivers. 

Every year, Rajkot division faces breaches on these seasonal rivers to the great extent 
and affects the movement of train. So we must prepare ourselves to deal with the 

problem of floods or breaches. 

There are floods, and then there are flash floods. Either can cause property 
damage, but flash floods are more likely to cause injury or death. Flash floods can 

occur at any time, anywhere in the country.  

Given below is the history of breaches faced by the Rajkot division for the last 

three years in which train movement suffered badly and also resulted in financial loss: 
(i)  At Km. 587/4-6 between Sabliroad – Lilapur major breaches occurred in 

length of 140 Rmt., 2 to 2.5 metre depth in year 2008. 

(ii)  From Km 795/5to 795/9 between Jaliya – Jamwanthali and from Km 796/9 

to 797/2 between Jamwanthali and Aliyawada, major breaches took place 

during July 07. 

(iii)  From 837/0 to 837/2 between Jamnagar and Lakhawabal washout took 

place during July 07. It is proposed to provide 2 x 6.1 m slab bridge. 

(iv)  From 849/7 to 850/6 between Pipli and Kanalus major breaches took place 

during july 07. A water sheet passed over the track.  
(v)  There are two spots in section Sabli road and Lakhtar where flooding took 

place in the past. 

(vi)  In year 2006 a major washout took place between Dahinsara and 
Lavanpur station.  

13.3.11.3 As an Individual Be Prepare: 

(i) Staying safe during a flood takes planning.  

(ii) Create a disaster pack to keep at home, or to take along if you need to 

evacuate.  

(iii) Include enough food and bottled water for three days.  
(iv) Every person requires a gallon of water per day. Food should be able to be 

stored at room temperature.  

(v) Don't wait for bad weather. Make sure you have everything you need before 
you need it.  

http://firstaid.about.com/od/emergencypreparation/qt/07_DisasterStor.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/emergencypreparation/qt/07_Evac_Kit.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/emergencypreparation/qt/07_water_supply.htm
http://firstaid.about.com/od/emergencypreparation/f/08_Enough_Water.htm
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(vi) A portable radio, torch and spare batteries, first aid box, ropes with hooks, 
stick must be the part of your safety kits.  

(vii) Pack an evacuation kit including your emergency kit, warm clothing, 

essential medications, valuables, papers, photos and keepsakes in 
waterproof bags. 

(viii) Continue to listen to your radio for updates and advice. 

13.3.11.4 When the Water Comes 

1. If you're expecting flooding in your area:  

(i) Keep the radio or television tuned to weather or emergency information.  

(ii) Beware of flash flooding. Do not wait for instructions to move if 

authorities think flash flooding is possible.  

(iii) Beware of streams, ditches, drainage channels, canyons, and other low-

lying areas. Flash floods can happen in these places far from the rivers.  

2. If you must evacuate, you should do the following:  

(i) Secure your home. Don’t forget the keys. 

(ii) If you have time, bring in outdoor furniture.  

(iii) Move essential items up off the floor, or to an upper floor.  
(iv) Unplug electrical appliances.  

(v) Turn off utilities (gas and electric) at the main switches or valves if 

instructed to do so.  

(vi) Do not touch electrical equipment if you are wet or standing in water.  
(vii) If you must walk through water, only go through standing water. Six 

inches of moving water can make you fall. Use a stick to check the 

firmness of the ground in front of you.  
(viii) Make sure that your wear strong shoes (not thongs) and clothing for 

protection. 

(ix) Driving through flooded areas is extremely dangerous. Never 

drivethrough flood water.  
(x) Continue to listen to your local radio for official warnings and advice. 

(xi) If you did evacuate your home, don’t return until advised it is safe to do 

so. 

Flood Hazard Prone Map 

http://firstaid.about.com/od/emergencypreparation/ht/06_flshfloodcar.htm
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13.3.11.5 Steps to be taken at least one month before the start of rainy 
season: 

1. Engineering department: 

(i) Increase in frequency of Patrolling to watch the vulnerable points and put 

the mark ‘V’ to gain attention of other than engineering railway 
employee. 

(ii) Bridge watchman to be provided at vulnerable points to inform flow into 

water.  

(iii) As restoration of traffic after flood often requires heavy handling of earth, 
availability of heavy earth moving machinery viz. Poclains, JCBs, etc 

should be identified with firms / owners names, addresses and telephone 

numbers so as to hire and mobilize them as the necessity arises. 
(iv) It will also ensure the availability of engineering materials like ballast, 

rubble stones, gunny bags with sand, sleepers, rail joints, etc. 

(v) Availability of manpower near the possible affected areas (experienced in 
the last year). 

(vi) SSE(P-Way) / Keyman to remain in touch of RJT Engineering Control. 

(vii) PWI Control will remain in touch of State Irrigation department or Local 

Panchayats directly or through sectional CPWI or PWI. 
(viii) Availability of good quantity of Lime powder to be used after water 

recedes. 

2. Electrical department: 

(i) DG sets of different capacity should be kept ready with water proof wiring 

equipments at SUNR, WKR, RJT, HAPA, KMBL, DWK, OKHA. 

(ii) Sufficient availability of HSD Oil, K-Oil. 

3. Mechanical department: 

(i) Sufficient no. of overaged Water tanks suitable for drinking water to be 

identified and made available at SUNR, WKR, RJT, HAPA, OKHA for loading 

and movement of drinking water. 

(ii) Readily available extra passenger coaches to be made available for 

temporary shelter / transhipment of passengers.  

4. S & T department: 

Availability of VHF Set with battery and P.A. Systems, Mega mikes and Walkie 

talkie sets to be kept in working condition. 

5. Commercial department: 

To make assessment of the facility which can be given to the flood affected 

passengers / employees (Tents, Schools, Dharmashalas, food, water). 
6. Medical department: 

(i) Medical department will keep the essential items in stock at SUNR, WKR, 

RJT, HAPA, JAM, KMBL, DWK, OKHA. 
(ii) Availability of good quantity of Bleaching powder, DDT, lime powder, 

fogging machines to be used after water recedes. 
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(iii) As receding flooding water leaves the breeding ground for spreading of 
diseases like Cholera, Malaria, etc therefore as a preparation the medical 

department will supply the Chlorine tablets and bleaching powder in 

sufficient to each station. 
 

13.3.11.6 Based on the weather forecast warnings regarding impending flood 

condition steps to be taken:  
1. Engineering department: 

(i) Bridge watchman to be provided at vulnerable points to inform flow into 

water.  

(ii) Put mark ‘V’ board to draw attention of loco pilots, guards of train 

running through the flooding locations. 
(iii) Shifting all personnel and movable equipment around the bank for the 

restoration work.  

(iv) If time permits sandbag dykes can be constructed to ensure safe passage 
of trains.  

(v) If required, for restoration of traffic after flood, the department will 

arrange the availability of heavy earth moving machinery viz. Poclains, 

JCBs, etc. 
(vi) It will made available the engineering materials like ballast, rubble 

stones, gunny bags with sand, sleepers, rail joints, etc in the shortest 

period of time. 
(vii) Manpower to be moved quickly to the affected site. 

(viii) Engineering Officer / Supervisor at site will remain in touch of RJT 

Disaster Control. 
(ix) PWI Control will remain in touch of State Irrigation department or Local 

Panchayats directly or through sectional CPWI or PWI. 

(x) Make arrangement for the Mud Pumps for throwing out dirty water from 

the site. 

2. Electrical department: 

(i) Make necessary electricity arrangement at the site with the availability of 
sufficient no. of DG sets with fuel of different capacity with skilled 

manpower. 

(ii) Sufficient availability of HSD Oil, K-Oil. 

3. Mechanical department: 

(i) Make arrangement to move sufficient no. of drinking water tanks to the 

required area. 
(ii) Move extra passenger coaches to the site of emergency for transhipment 

of passengers or for temporary shelter. 

(iii) Round the clock arrangement of engine crew for any emergency 

movement with concern Inspector / incharge 

4. S & T department: 

(i) Make arrangements for the communication system so as to remain in 

touch of RJT Central Emergency Control. 
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(ii) Make arrangement for the communication system at the temporary relief 

sites. 

5. Commercial department: 

(i) Make arrangement for shifting affected passengers, railway employees and 

their family to the nearby unaffected safer place like schools, waiting halls, 
sufficient bedding, food, water. 

(ii) In coordination of local authorities and NGOs  

(iii) Open additional counter / windows to give information regarding 

emergency arrangement made by Railway like Transportation and relief 
sites. 

 

6. Medical department: 
(i) Provide Medical care to the affected passengers, employees and their 

family. 

(ii) Make arrangement for the sanitation of affected area. 
(iii) Make arrangement for the fogging machine so that agents of diseases 

like mosquitoes, insects, do not play havoc with the situation. 

 

7. RPF / GRP department: 
(i) Evacuate people on train / at station and move them to a safer place. 

(ii) RPF and GRP in co-ordination with local police shall arrange protection.  

(iii) Make arrangement for the sufficient number of snake catchers as these 
creatures comes out from the earth during the floods. 

(iv) Maintain law and order at the flood / relief site. 

(v) Help in the proper distribution of relief materials to the affected people. 
 

8. Emergency control: 

(i) Contact NDRF in case of emergency involving passenger or employees or 

their family residing in flood affected area. 
(ii) Contact Fire brigade, Naval, Army, Air force, Local boat man and arrange 

divers and boats.  

(iii) With the co-ordination of local authority the Engineering officer / 
supervisor or other supervisors at that station shall arrange temporary 

shelter in nearby schools, marriage hall, community centre, etc.  

(iv) If necessary, arrange coaches to accommodate the affected temporarily.  
(v) Seek assistance from voluntary organisation (NGO) and arrange drinking 

water, food, medicines, etc.  

(vi) Keep communication with Divisional Disaster Control Office.  

(vii) When people are marooned by flood, the Divisional Disaster Control 
Office will arrange air dropping of food packets, cloths etc., with the 

assistance of civil administration, Air Force, Navy and Army.  

(viii) Take all necessary action to provide shelter and other assistance to those 
affected by floods.  

 

13.3.11.7 Steps to be taken after flood: 

(i) Make quick assessment of the loss of life, damage to property.  
(ii) Make arrangement for Manpower for cleaning the affected area of mud, 

stagnant water after the water recedes and this work should be done on 

war footing. 
(iii) Make arrangement for quick disposal of Human bodies, cattle, etc. 
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(iv) Spraying of DDT powder, lime powder, kerosene oil on the stagnant 
water. 

(v) Fogging machine to be used to kill sources of spreading of diseases. 

(vi) Special vaccination programme to be done at the war footing. 
(vii) Communication arrangement to be restored at the earliest. 

(viii) RPF / GRP will maintain the law and order. 

(ix) Commercial department will continue to provide essential facilities to the 
affected and volunteers like shelter, food and water during the 

restoration process. 

(x) Electrical department will restore the electrical supply for smooth relief 

working and restoration. 
(xi) Mechanical department & Operating department will ensure the 

availability of crew, coaches, wagons for relief material and their quicker 

movement to the relief site. One TI & LI with RPF / GRP staff and 
volunteers will move with the same relief train. 

 

13.3.11.8  Action Plan and Current Status : 
 

SN. Action Plan (IR DMP) Action taken by Rajkot division 

1 Flood/weather forecasting in 

consultation with IMD and 

other agencies like CWC, 

State Government, local 
bodies etc. 

As soon as any information is received from 

Indian metrology department and other 

agencies like CWC, State Government, local 

bodies etc., advance warning of flood/weather 
forecasting can be communicated in affected 

area through Railway’s own telecom and 

control lines through on duty station masters 
(24 hours) and various offices and 

installations. It is also placed on WhatsApp 

group of CUG of concerned officials. 

Drone can be used to locate/visualize the 
affected flood areas. 

2 Development of system of 

collecting data using modern 
techniques, Monitoring of 

land slides, flood danger to 

bridges, bridge approaches 

causing interruption to 
traffic. 

Under water inspection by professional divers 

has been carried out on important bridges of 
western railway to check the soundness of 

foundation and substructure. All the bridges 

are marked high flood level (HFL) with year 

and danger level (DL) in red colour. In case of 
any water flow crossing danger level, the train 

movement will be suspended in the section till 

water level falls and physical check against 
scouring near abutments and piers is done by 

sounding method. The traffic will be restored 

only after physical check against the scouring 
near abutments and piers by sounding method 

after issue of a safety certificate by competent 

officer at site. 
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3 Identification of flood prone 
areas, RAT, RAW and 

information prone to 

erosion/breaches and 
marking them on railways 

system map.  Monitoring of 

behaviour of rivers which 

pose danger to railway 
embankment. 

The data from previous years of such prone 
areas is compiled by Railway and is well known 

to the Inspector in charge of the section and is 

also recorded in the section register. 
Major/important bridges likely to be affected 

by Dams on Upstream has been identified and 

marked in copies of System map for ready 

reference. River training work of rivers at the 
Bridge approach is in place in the form of guide 

bunds, spurs and retaining wall along 

embankment slopes on vulnerable 
embankments and bridges. 

4 Documentation of records of 

flood and breaches. 

Documentation of records of flood and 

breaches is being kept at Rajkot division as 

well as in HQ office and their annual updating. 

5 Flood Insurance of Railway 
properties – A pilot project 

to be taken by each Railway 

through help of suitable 
consultants. 

So far no such project is in force with 
engineering department. 

6 Mechanism for coordination 

with State Government and 

other Central Agencies on 
flood control and erosion 

etc. 

Important phone number of Gujarat state of all 

concerned updated and incorporated in 

Monsoon precaution booklet. 

7 Sanction and execution of 

Anti Erosion works of track, 
formations, bridges etc. 

It is a regular exercise to inspect all the track, 

formation & bridges before and after monsoon. 
The result of inspection is materialised to work 

execution by proposing work in revenue or in 

capital works for rectification thereafter. Any 
defect is noticed the same is reflected in bridge 

register of that particular year. If any major 

work is required that will be proposed after 
instructions given by the chief engineer while 

scrutinizing the bridge register of that year. 

8 Improvement to water ways 

of bridges in track formation 
(if necessary) including 

sanction and execution of 

works. 

At many places in Western Railway water ways 

for bridges have been improved by providing 
pipes and Box culverts across the tracks by 

studying flood pattern of the affected area.  

9 Development of Flood 
Shelters for staff and 

passenger at suitable 

locations in the areas prone 
to repeated floods. 

This is being done as an interim relief measure 
by railway on the flood affected location.All the 

residents i.e. staff and families residing in low 

lying areas can be taken at safe and higher 
places like platforms, institute building, other 

sheds/structures, shelter etc. 

10  Implementation of Bye-laws 

for buildings in flood prone 
areas including modifications 

of Works Manual. 

Provisions available in works manual are 

implemented over WR. Alteration to Works 
manual may be considered by Railway Board. 
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11 Training on Flood 
Management to officials in 

various Railway Training 

Schools and institutions by 
devising suitable syllabus. 

Special Course on Hydraulic design, Breaches 
& floods and Restoration & Tunneling is carried 

out in IRICEN Pune on regular basis. 

12 Emergency response team 

on floods. 

Position of monsoon reserve material kept at 

various locations & Availability of 

Machines/equipments/trucks/T&Ps are taken 
stock every year before monsoon. The ART & 

material train reserves are also replenished to 

meet with any railway emergency caused by 
flood. 

13  Study of silting pattern 

resulting in reduction in 

reservoir/Dam’s water 
holding capacity over years 

to forecast and extrapolate 

future impact on track due 
to over flow and need of 

additional waterway. 

Survey & Construction unit of Engineering 

department while planning gauge conversion, 

construction of new line evaluates the linear 
waterway required for each bridge based on 

the HFL data, catchment area, data provided 

by dam authorities etc. 

14  Study of changed water 

catchment area due to 
construction of highways, 

Dams. 

Survey & Construction unit of Engineering 

department while planning gauge conversion, 
construction of new line in very special cases 

go in for catchment area study where previous 

railway records of HFL, rainfall and catchment 
is not available. However river/stream in the 

upstream is inspected for any possible change 

of course prior to monsoon. 

15 Study of changed rainy 
season month on a 

particular region. 

This is not done by railway. Railways rely upon 
the forecast of rains provided by 

meteorological department.  

16  Installation of Flood water 

level monitoring system. 

The flood water level monitoring system has 

installed on the division however, a few of 
them are yet to be commissioned for online 

assessment of data through CRIS softwares. 

 
13.4 Management of Earthquakes: 

13.4.1Earthquake Risk in India: 

Earthquakeis a sudden trembling or shaking movement (called a tremor) of the 

crust, i.e., the earth’s solid surface. India’s high earthquake risk and vulnerability is 

evident from the fact that about 59 percent of India’s land area could face moderate 
to severe earthquakes.  During the period 1990 to 2006, more than 23,000 lives were 

lost due to 6 major earthquakes in India, which also caused enormous damage to 

property and public infrastructure.  The occurrence of several devastating earthquakes 

in areas hitherto considered safe from earthquakes indicates that the built 
environment in the country is extremely fragile and our ability to prepare ourselves 
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and effectively respond to earthquakes is inadequate.  India witnessed several 
earthquakes like the Uttarkashi earthquake of 1991, the Latur earthquake of 1993, 

the Jabalpur earthquake of 1997, and the Chamoli earthquake of 1999.  These were 

followed by the Bhuj earthquake of 26 January 2001 and the Jammu & Kashmir 
earthquake of 8 October 2005.  

 

13.4.2 Nodal Ministry: 
The Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), as the nodal ministry will prepare the 

Earthquake Management Plan covering all aspects like earthquake preparedness, 

mitigation, public awareness, capacity building, training, education, Research and 

Development (R&D), documentation earthquake response, rehabilitation and 
recovery.   

 

13.4.3 Monitoring Seismic Activity and Safety Codes: 
The Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) will be the nodal agency for the 

monitoring of seismic activity.  The Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) will be the nodal 

agency for preparing earthquake-resistant building codes and other safety codes.  All 
such key stakeholders, including central ministries, departments and State 

Governments/SDMAs will develop detailed DM plans, recognising the seismic risk in 

their respective jurisdictions based on the Guidelines of NDMA. 

Given the high seismic risk the earthquake vulnerability in India, the NDMA 
Guidelines require the Railways along with all other stakeholders to ensure that, 

hereafter, all new structures are built in compliance of earthquake-resistant building 

codes and town planning bye-laws.  This will be taken up as a national resolve. 
 

13.4.4 Structural Safety Audit and Strengthening: 

The NDMA Guidelines emphasize the need for carrying out the structural safety 

audit of existing lifeline structures and other critical structures in earthquake-prone 
areas and carrying out selective seismic strengthening and retrofitting.   

The critical factors responsible for the high seismic risk in India and consequently 

the prioritised six sets of critical interventions have been presented as the six pillars of 
earthquake management.  They will help to:- 

1. Ensure the incorporation of earthquake-resistant design features for the 

construction of new structures. 

2. Facilitate selective strengthening and seismic retrofitting of existing priority 

and lifeline structures in earthquake-prone areas. 

3. Improve the compliance regime through appropriate regulations and 

enforcement. 

4. Improve the awareness and preparedness of all stakeholders. 

5. Introduce appropriate capacity development interventions for effective 

earthquake management (including education, training, R&D, and 

documentation). 

6. Strengthen the emergency response capability in earthquake-prone areas. 

 
 

 

13.4.5 Institutionalization Earthquake-Resistant Design and Construction: 
The Railways along with all central ministries and departments and State 

Governments will facilitate the implementation and enforcement of relevant standards 

for seismically safe design and construction of buildings, bridges, flyovers, ports and 
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harbours, and other lifeline and operationally important structures including track 
infrastructure etc. falling within their administrative control. 

 

13.4.6 Need for Seismic Strengthening of Existing Structures: 
There are approximately 12 crores buildings in the country in seismic Zones III, 

IV and V.  A review of the vulnerable buildings on the Railways needs to be similarly 

done.  Out of these how many are critical to Railways operational needs have to be 
separately identified.  As it is not practically feasible or financially viable to retrofit all 

the existing buildings, these Guidelines recommend the structural safety audit and 

retrofitting of select critical lifeline structures and high priority buildings. Such 

selection will be based on considerations such as the degree of risk, the potential loss 
of life and the estimated financial implications for each structure, especially in high-

risk areas, i.e. in seismic Zones III, IV and V, where structures have to conform to IS-

1893 specifications. All the Railway buildings and bridges are designed as per relevant 
latest seismic provisions. 

 

13.4.7  Preparedness by Rajkot division: 
 

S.N Action Plan (IR DMP) Action taken by Rajkot division- 

1 Identification of existing 

structures which need 
retro fitment  

No bridges are pending to be retrofitted over 

Rajkot division. 

2  Gist of RDSO action plan 

for implementation in a 

year time frame 

All the latest guidelines issued by RDSO for design 

and construction of bridges and building structures 

are being followed on Rajkot division. 

 

3 

Action to be taken by the 

field staff post 

earthquake with regard 

to train operation and 
inspection of track/ 

bridges 

(i) Driver will stop the train immediately and safely,    

when he feels disturbances due to earth quake.                 

(ii) Both loco pilot and guard will inspect the track 

on either side and try to clear train away from 
vulnerable cuttings, bridges and embankment if 

possible.                                                                                                 

(iii) Station master shall not start any trains in the 
affected section and he will inform to all 

concerned.                                                                     

(iv) Concerned engineering officers/ supervisors will 
immediately move to inspect the section by 

trolley and light engine for any defects created 

in structures of bridges, cuttings etc. and certify 

the track for inspected block section from one 
end to the other.                                     

(v) After certification of railway track, the train can 

be started in relevant section as per instructions 
mentioned in the certificate issued by 

engineering officials. 

 

Summary of NDMA Guidelines on Earthquakes and Flood: 

Railway 
Infrastructure 

Earthquake 
Proneness Review 

Flood Proneness Review 

 Railway Track  New Construction: New Construction: 
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13.4.7 Preparedness by Rajkot division: 

Formation (incl. 

station Yards, 

bridges/culverts, 

ROBs/RUBs, etc. 

 Buildings housing 

signalling gears 

like RRI, SSI etc. 

 

 Buildings in open 

line maintenance 

work centres like 

loco sheds 

Coaching depots 

etc. 

 Station buildings 

 Control room, 

other important 

office building, 

etc. 

 High-rise 

residential 

buildings, other 

important 

residential 

buildings 

 Railway hospitals 

- Must be earthquake 

resistant. 

 

 Existing Infrastructure 

- Identify existing 

railway infrastructure 

falling under various 

seismic zones. 

- Review for earthquake 

resistant adequacy 

based on age, 

foundation and other 

details. 

- Retrofit/rebuild to 

make it earthquake 

resistant. 

- Training of Engineers 

(at various levels). 

- Associated with design 

and construction of 

railway infrastructure. 

 

 Railway Station building should 

be located in such a fashion that 

they are above the levels 

corresponding to a 100 year 

frequency or the maximum 

observed flood levels.  Similarly 

they should also be above the 

levels corresponding to a 50 year 

rainfall and the likely subversion 

due to drainage congestion. 

 Government offices buildings 

should be above a level 

corresponding to a 25 year flood 

or a 10 year rainfall with 

stipulation that all buildings in 

vulnerable zones should be 

constructed on columns or stilts. 

 Railway track at levels well above 

the likely flood levels. 

Existing Infrastructure:- 

 Co-ordination with flood/rain 

forecasting agencies to get early 

warning so as to introduce 

patrolling.  Speed restriction etc. 

as per the provisions in Railway’s 

SR. 

 Inspections of Railway Affecting 

Works – to be streamlined and 

timely ensured. 

 Review of waterways for 

adequacy and alignment and 

measures to modify, if needed. 

 Status Note on the lessons learnt 

from the previous flood situations 

in the past 5 years. 

 Bye-laws for buildings in flood 

plains. 

 Making existing and new 

buildings and infrastructure 

capable of withstanding fury of 

floods. 
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A small region of Gujarat state along the coastal bank and its surrounding area 
comes in seismic zone III& IV respectively on Rajkot division. All the latest guidelines 

issued by RDSO for design and construction of bridges and building structures are 

being followed on Rajkot division. All new construction of all type structures and 
bridges are designed for seismic loads in Zone III& IV.  

 

 13.4.8 Action when a train is caught in an Earthquake at Mid 
Section/Station: 

(i)  Loco pilot will stop the train immediately and safely, when he feels 

disturbances due to earth quake. 

(ii) Both loco pilot and guard will inspect the track on either side and try to 
clear train away from vulnerable cuttings, bridges and embankment if 

possible. 

(iii)  Station master shall not start any trains in the affected section and he will 
inform to all concerned. 

(iv) Concerned engineering officers/ supervisors will immediately move to 

inspect the section by trolley and light engine for any defects created in 
structures of bridges, cuttings etc. and certify the track for inspected block 

section from one end to the other. 

(v) After certification of railway track, the train can be started in relevant 

section as per instructions mentioned in the certificate issued by 
engineering officials. 

13.4.9Earthquake from Gujarat’s historical point of view 

Gujarat has devastating history of facing earthquake. First recorded earthquake 

in 1819 in Kutch on June 16th. Second recorded earthquake in 1956 in Anjar on July 

21st. No one can forget the destruction and loss of lives caused by third earthquake 
which occurred on January 26, 2001, at 08:46 hrs. IST, and coincided with the 51st 

celebration of India's Republic Day. The location of the epicentre was 23.6° North 

Latitude and 69.8° East Longitude, 20 Kms North East of Bhuj 110 kms North-North 

East of Jamnagar,Gujarat, India. With a moment magnitude (Mw) of between 7.6 and 
8.1, the earthquake killed more than 20,000 people and injured another 167,000 and 

destroyed near a million homes throughout Gujarat and parts of eastern Pakistan.  

13.4.10 Worst affected areas of Gujarat 

District Taluka 

Kutch Bhuj, Anjar, Bhachau, Rapar, Gandhidham 

Ahmedabad Ahmedabad City 

Rajkot Morvi 

Jamnagar Jodiya, Dhrol 

All the deaths occurred in India's western state of Gujarat, near the Pakistan 

border. The final death toll of Kutch was 12,220. Bhuj, situated only 20 kilometres (14 
miles) from the epicentre, was the most devastated town. Overall, over a million 

structures were damaged or destroyed, including many historic buildings and tourist 

attractions. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/January_26
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2001
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_Day_(India)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epicentre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gujarat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moment_magnitude_scale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kutch_District
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhuj
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The earthquake destroyed a percent of the homes in Bhuj, eight schools, and 
flattened the hospital. Considerable damage occurred also at Bhachau. It also 

destroyed 4 km of road in Bhuj. In Ahmedabad, Gujarat's commercial capital and a 

city of 4.6 million, as many as 50 multistory buildings collapsed and several hundred 
people were killed. Total property damage was estimated at $5.5 billion and rising. 

The quake destroyed 75% of Kutch District, and over 80% of usable food and water 

supplies. 

 

13.4.11 Earthquake parameters: 

Epicentre: The point on the surface of the earth below which earthquake has 

occurred. 

Magnitude: Measure of the energy released by an earthquake, expressed in   

Richter Scale. 

Intensity:  Measure of how an earthquake is felt. 

An earthquake is a tremor of the earth's surface usually triggered by the release 

of underground stress along fault lines. This release causes movement in masses of 

rock and resulting shock waves. In spite of extensive research and sophisticated 
equipment, it is impossible to predict an earthquake, although experts can estimate 

the likelihood of an earthquake occurring in a particular region. Approximately 1,000 

earthquakes measuring 5.0 and above occur yearly. According to Richter scale, any 

quake that is higher than 4.5 can cause damage to stone buildings; quakes rated a 

magnitude of 7 and above are considered very severe. 

The greatest danger of an earthquake comes from falling buildings and structures 

and flying glass, stones and other objects. 

The Railway staff living in the earthquake area were probably affected to the 

same extent as the rest of the community, but the discipline in the service was so 
good that without exception the staff remained at their posts throughout their 

terrifying experiences and did everything that could be reasonably expected of them 

to provide for the safety of their lines of communication and for any demand that 

might subsequently be made upon transport facilities. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhachau
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahmedabad
http://www.answers.com/topic/tremor
http://www.answers.com/topic/fault
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Earthquake Hazard Prone Map 
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13.4.12 If you live in an earthquake-prone area, here are some steps that can 

be taken by Railway staff to minimize risks: 

(i) Affix bookcases, cabinets and furniture to the walls.  

(ii) Fit cabinets with "childproof locks," so doors will remain closed and items 

won't fly out.  

(iii) Have a staff evacuation plan including phone numbers and a safe place to 

which to evacuate.  

(iv) Establish escape routes from each room / office in the building. 

13.4.13 If you are in an earthquake: 

(i) If you are indoors, find a secure location to wait out the quake, such as 

under a heavy table or desk, or in an interior hallway where you can brace 

yourself between two walls. Doorways are among the safest places to stand, 
thanks to the strong beams overhead. However, watch out for swinging 

doors. Stay away from windows.  

(ii) If you are outdoors, try to get into an open area, away from falling buildings, 

power lines, trees, etc.  

(iii) If you are in a crowded public area, crouch down, with your hands protecting 
your head and neck.  

(iv) If you are in train, get yourself out of the train after train being stabled and 

move away towards the open space, away from power lines and overpasses, 

and stay in the open space until the shaking has subsided.  

(v) Be sure to put on shoes immediately, to avoid injury from stepping on 

broken glass and objects.  

(vi) Check yourself and others for injuries.  

(vii) Check for gas and water leaks and damage to electrical wires. Only turn off 

gas lines if there is damage; it may take a while for technicians to get to 
your area to turn gas and power back on.  

(viii) Survey the exterior of your office and home for structural damage to the 

roof, foundation and walls.  

(ix) Do NOT use any automobile unless there is an emergency.  

Remember that there may be aftershocks, which can also cause great damage to 

your surroundings. Be prepared! 

13.4.14 Impact of earthquake on railway system: 

1. Damages / Disturbance: 

(i) Track alignment,  
(ii) Train Derailment 

(iii) Earth formation,  

(iv) Sinking of track  

(v) Bridges / girders / Pillars  

http://www.answers.com/topic/aftershock
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(vi) Trees / Structures / obstruction on track  

 

2. Damage to service building: 

(i) Control  

(ii) ASM Office / Relay room / Cabins and Gate Lodge  
(iii) Office Building  

(iv) Residential building  

3. Damage to Signal and telecommunication 

(i) Signal post  

(ii) Microwave tower  
(iii) telephone posts and wires  

(iv) Cables  

4. Damage to C&W sick line and loco shed 

(i) Pit lines  

(ii) Sick lines/ Shed structures  

13.4.15. Activation of emergency control and nomination of staff for various 

duties:  

As soon as information is received in Control Office about earthquake from any 
source, the following action is to be taken:  

1. Divisional Emergency Control: 

(i) Disaster Management department will work as Emergency Control office. All 
other department will be working under Emergency control during the 

emergency. 

(ii)Emergency offices will also be opened at Big / Junction stations like SUNR, 

THAN, WKR, MVI, RJT, HAPA, JAM, KMBL, DWK, OKHA who will remain in 
touch of divisional emergency control. 

(iii)The Divisional emergency control will remain in touch of the Civil authorities, 

armed and Paramilitary forces for the relief work. 

(iv)The divisional emergency control will provide the information of the situation 

and steps taken to the HQ CCG emergency control. 

(v)If require major help, NDRF will also be contacted. 

(vi)Information regarding running of relief train with time and location will be 

given to the local authorities and NDRF. 

2. Relief Train: 
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(i) Any available rake of preferably 6 coaches of any type with the arrangement 
of staff, Doctor, Food, Medicines & Relief materials to be run from SUNR, 

RJT, HAPA. 

(ii)Information regarding its running will also be given to the NGOs and other 

charitable societies. 

 

3. Action by Operating department: 

(i) Stop all trains.  
(ii) Inform PWay / S&T / TPC Supervisors for checking Track, Bridges, Points, 

Signals on light engine / Push Trolley / Motor Trolley in each block section of 

the affected area  
(iii) Inform civil authorities regarding any unusual occurrence.  

(iv) Arrange stock and power for moving relief / restoration material  

(v) Arrange additional Operating staff i.e. ASMs / Pointsman / Guards and 

Cabinman from unaffected areas. 

4. Action to be taken by Engineering department: 

(i) All P.Way supervisors including PWI / IOW / BRI / Gangman / Keyman and 
other staff should report to the nearest Station Master who in turn will 

repeat the Control about the availability of P.Way staff and Supervisors.  

(ii) Checking of track and bridges – A team of Gangmen, Keymen and PWI / BRI 
should be sent on either side of the each block section for checking the track 

structure and bridges. 

(iii) Protection to damaged site – checking team should be suitably instructed to 

protect any damaged track, structure, or bridge in the section. 
(iv) Reporting damage / deficiencies and requirement of man and material – 

After checking the whole section a report about the nature of damages with 

location, and requirement of man and material should be submitted to the 
ASM who in turn will repeat it to the Control. 

(v) IOW should check the damages to service and residential buildings and 

accordingly arrange repairs as per the requirements. 
(vi) IOW will remain in contact of water contractors, Local civil departments for 

the supply of drinking water and to make this available to the affected sites 

from the available sources on war footing. 

5. Action by S&T department: 

(i) It is likely that overhead and cable communication will be affected due to 

earth quake. Immediate efforts should be made to provide alternative 
means of communications like VHF, Microwave, RE Cables, Optical fibre. 

Communication between the control and station is to be given highest 

importance. 
(ii) Assessment of damage – CSI / SI and ESM / MSM must be available at the 

station after checking all the S&T installation, details should be given to SI 
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Control in regard to damage and additional requirement of man and material 

if any.  

6. Action to be taken by Electrical department: 

(i) During Earthquake usually the first facility which go off is the electricity 

supply so In case of failure of power supply, electricity department should 

arrange sufficient number of DG sets with sufficient quantity of fuel and 

accessories at the important installations like Control, Station etc., as per 
the requirements.  

(ii) Skilled manpower should also be kept ready to deal with the emergency 

situation. 

7. Action to be taken by Commercial department: 

(i) Regular announcement for information of passengers explaining the 
calamity and affect of the running of train are to be made  

(ii) Emergency Enquiry counter to be opened at major stations and affected 

stations to be provided with DOT phone/Self phone facility.  

(iii) Facilities to the stranded passengers like drinking water, food etc., are to be 
provided at stations where trains are controlled.  

(iv) Addl. Windows for refund of tickets to be opened.  

8. Action to be taken by Mechanical department: 

Relief coaching and goods stock on the system must be ready and should be fit 

for movement. 

9. Action to be taken by Personnel department: 

(i) Form, relief Cell consisting CWLI, WLI and staff to assess losses and 

damages at stations and in Colonies.  
(ii) Co-ordinate for assistance and relief with Trade unions, Mahila Samities and 

NGOs to speed up relief.  

10. Action to be taken by RPF department: 

(i) Help Rly. Officers / Employees in relief work at station and in colonies  

(ii) Protect Rly. Stations, Yards and all vital installations and restrict the entry of 
outsiders. 

(iii) Render necessary assistances to the affected persons to save the human 

life.  

(iv) Keep close co-ordination with civil police and district administration.  

13.4.16 Pre-disaster phase – mitigation and preparedness 

Considering Precambrian geological set-up in major parts of Gujarat, seismicity is 

relatively high as evident from the number of earthquakes in the hard rock terrain.   
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As per the recent categorization, the country has been divided into five zones.  
Similarly the Seismic Zoning of Gujarat has been revised and Gujarat falls between 

Zone III to V and Saurashtra region of Gujarat on which Rajkot Railway division lies is 

on the Zone III and IV, i.e. moderate level damage risk zone and high level damage 

risk zones. However, it may be noted that major part of Saurashtra comes in the 
moderate zone but Cities lying in this zone also were badly affected by the impact of 

the Bhuj 

earthquake.  

The most common scale used for measuring the magnitude of an earthquake 

by scientists is the open-ended Richter scale; the Modified Mercalli Scale 
(having twelve classes) is commonly used for measuring its intensity. 

Measure of intensity of earthquake according to Modified Mercalli (MM) scale and 

its possible impact is given below: 

 MM scale 

intensity of 

earthquake 

Measure of intensity described in terms of possible impact 

I Not felt except by a very few under especially favourable 
circumstances. 

II Felt only y a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of 

building. 

III Felt quite noticeably indoors, especially on upper floors of 
buildings. 

IV Felt by many indoors, during the day by a few outdoors. At night 

some are awakened. Dishes, windows, doors are disturbed. 
Standing motorcars rocked noticeably. 

V Felt by nearly everyone, may awakened. Some dishes, windows, 

etc., broken; Pendulum clock may stop. 

VI Felt by all: many frightened and run outdoors. Heavy furniture 
may move. A few instances of fallen plaster or damaged chimneys 

- damage slight. 

VII Everybody runs outdoors. Damage negligible in buildings of good 

design and construction, slight to moderate in well built ordinary 
structures, but considerable in poorly built or badly designed 

structures. 

VIII Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable in 

ordinary structures and great in poorly built structures. Fall of 
chimneys, stacks and columns. Persons driving motorcars are 

disturbed.  

IX Damage considerable, even in especially designed structures; 

well-designed frame structures thrown out of plumbing. Buildings 
shift off foundations. Ground cracked conspicuously. 

X Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; ground badly 

District coming under Risk Zone III District coming under Risk Zone 
IV 

Rajkot, Surendranagar, Some parts of 

Jamnagar 

Jamnagar, Some parts of Rajkot 
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cracked; rails bent. Landslides and shifting of sand and mud. 

XI Few, if any (masonry) structures, remain standing. Broad 
fractures, in ground. 

XII Damage total. Waves seen on ground surface. Lines of sight and 

level distorted. Objects thrown upward into the air. 

 

13.4.17 Preparation of disaster management plan 

A Disaster Management Plan should have three parts, namely pre-disaster plan, 

emergency response plan and long term post-disaster plan. 
(A) Pre-Disaster Plan: 

Warning and disaster preparedness are the important components of pre-

disaster plan. However, in case of earthquake, there is very little scope of 

prior warning since the event comes very suddenly.  

The pre-disaster preparedness has several components such as – 

(i) Hazard zone mapping. Mapping of earthquake vulnerable zones and 

pictorial details of vulnerable structures, infrastructure, vital 

installations. 

(ii) Detailed inventory of major infrastructures such as Rly. buildings, 

Bridges, signal posts, FOBs, culverts, track, signalling, telecom network, 
damage to vital installations like diesel and electric loco sheds. The first 

task would be to set up assessment teams comprising of representatives 

from the Civil, Electrical, Signal & Telecommunication, Security and 
Medical disciplines. When all communication links were disrupted, it may 

be necessary for the Division to requisition a helicopter from the nearest 

Air Force station for an aerial survey of the damage. 

 Settlement locations and population inventory. 

 Creation of data-base at all levels of human, equipment and other 

infrastructural resources to be utilized.  

  
(B) Emergency Response Plan: 

(i) In the event of an earthquake striking some area, the IMD and GSI 

seismic observation centres give the exact location of the epicenter and 

the intensity of the earthquake on the Richter scale. With this 
information in hand, the disaster emergency squad will make an 

immediate visit to the spot of the affected area for a quick on-site 

assessment of the situation. Simultaneously, there will be a public 
announcement about the epicenter and probably affected area and the 

intensity of the earthquake. The emergency squad on ground shall take 

video photographs of the affected area. The on-site visit and assessment 
shall be completed within hours and such news will be broadcast through 

All India Radio and Doordarshan as well as through Railway 

communication network and other means for information to the public 

and also to the people in the affected area. 

(ii) The information on affected area as well as the first assessment of the 

emergency squad will be immediately super-imposed in the hazard zone 
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map. The Control Room at the particular affected areas as well as the 
Central Control Room will be put under red alert within the shortest 

period after the earthquake strikes. 

(iii) A good pre-disaster preparedness plan result in a very good emergency 

response plan in the time of need. There will be no room for any 
interventions in the emergency response plan, which is basically a 

faithful implementation of the pre-disaster preparedness plan. 

 
 (C) Long Term Post-Disaster Plan 

(i) A good part of the long-term post disaster reconstruction plan has to be 

become a part of the normal development plan in the area keeping in 
view earthquake hazard proneness of the area under consideration and 

the same will be included in the pre-disaster preparedness plan. 

However, after an earthquake occurs, activities of reconstruction will be 

taken up with greater urgency. 

(ii) A disaster is a great misfortune for the affected people but at the same 

time this is an opportunity to bring radical changes in attitudes to 

adoption of disaster mitigation measures, which otherwise, would not 
have been accepted by the people under normal conditions. In this 

process of reconstruction, a good deal of integration is necessary 

between Railway, State Government (regulatory and development 

agencies), research institutes and the people. 

(iii) The type of damages as brought out in the Report of IIT Mumbai on 

Gujarat earthquake reinforces the need for strict compliance of the laid 

down norms of the Bureau of Indian Standards for earthquake resistant 
design of structures. To preclude the possibility of a design suitable for a 

lower seismic zone being inadvertently utilized in zone III and IV, a 

specific endorsement should be made on the structural drawings of all 
lifeline buildings and structures falling in seismic zones III & IV for 

compliance of the criterion of earthquake resistant design as given in the 

relevant BIS codes. 

(iv) The earthquake also causes widespread damage to other railway 

structures like signals, cabins, diesel loco shed, FOBs. The study 

recommends low cost repair and strengthening strategies for various 

types of structures while recommending demolition and reconstruction of 
some other buildings. The Railway Board should consider the 

recommendation of IIT Mumbai for acceptance for new construction of 

important lifeline buildings and structures (railway stations, RRI cabins, 
PRS centers, hospitals, administrative buildings, schools etc.) falling in 

seismic zones III & IV on a selective basis depending upon the number of 

occupants in the building at a time or the critical nature of the building 

from Railway’s operation point of view. The Railway Board should frame 

guidelines for selection of such buildings and structures. 

(v) The Ministry of Urban Development had constituted an Expert Group in 

July 1994 to identify vulnerable areas with reference to natural hazards, 
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assess risks due to earthquakes, cyclones and floods and recommend 
structural measures required to prevent loss of property and life. The 

group, while making a number of recommendations, also compiled a 

Vulnerability Atlas (1997) indicating the proneness of various areas of 

the country to hazards arising out of earthquakes, cyclones and floods. 

These maps are available for each State and Union Territory.  

(vi) The Ministry of Home Affairs has desired that retrofitment of all lifeline 

buildings in seismic Zones III & IV should be carried out in a time bound 
manner, to mitigate the effect of earthquakes. Railways have a large 

number of such critical buildings and structures. Following the above 

policy will be a time consuming and a very costly exercise for which the 
Railway Board has made no estimates. The Railway Board, in their reply 

to the Ministry of Home Affairs, stated that the “Zonal Railways have 

been advised to assess the safety of all railway structures with reference 

to the revised classification of seismic zones and take appropriate 
measures like retrofitment etc. when buildings are not found structurally 

sound from earthquake point of view”. The Railway Board had also 

communicated to the MHA that no fixed time frame could be prescribed 
for such retrofitment as this could have heavy financial implications. 

Zonal Railways have yet to initiate any concrete action towards assessing 

the earthquake damageability of buildings and structures and undertake 

retrofitment wherever necessary.  

(vii) Assessment of vulnerability of railway buildings and structures in Zone 

III & IV should be done selectively for which certain guidelines should be 

laid down by the Railway Board based on severity of the expected 
consequences and technical details of the structures. Some of these 

issues have been considered later. 

(viii) The Ministry of Railways has confirmed that all new constructions are as 
per prevalent BIS norms. The Bureau of Indian Standards issued the IS-

1893 in 1962 giving the “Criteria for Earthquakes Resistant Design of 

Structures”.   

(ix) Adviser, GOI – UNDP Disaster Risk Management Programme and a noted 

authority in this field, has prepared guidelines for ‘Rapid Visual Screening 

of Buildings for their Damageability under various Earthquake Intensities’ 

postulated in seismic zones of India. The guidelines, which have been 
submitted to the Ministry of Home Affairs for acceptance, are expected to 

facilitate initial assessment of vulnerability of buildings so as to identify 

their retrofitment needs.  The methodology for Rapid Visual Screening 
(RVS) and Simplified Vulnerability Assessment (SVA) procedures given in 

the guidelines can be made use of by the Indian Railways in a prioritized 

manner for railway structures in a few divisions falling in seismic zone IV 

and V in the next few years.  

(x) The White Paper on Safety of Indian Railways as well as the Corporate 

Safety Plan (2003-2013) have dealt with the subject of rehabilitation of 

railway bridges using modern methods of repair and rehabilitation. 
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Within the selected bridges that need rehabilitation, priority should be 

given to bridges falling in seismic zones IV & V. 

(xi) Earthquakes have a bearing on safe running of trains. 

(a) Firstly, precautionary steps need to be taken to protect a running 

train from derailing due to possible damages to track and bridges. 
General Rules and Subsidiary Rules are available for operating rail 

system under conditions of tempestuous weather. There are no 

instructions for operating of the system after earthquake has been 
recorded. General Rules need to be framed to ensure safe running of 

trains in case of an earthquake. IS:1893 has indicated the 

damageability of structures due to different MSK intensity levels.  

(b) Secondly, the dynamic behavior of a railway vehicle at different 

speeds on a track vibrated in lateral and vertical direction for 

different intensities of earthquakes needs to be studied using 

simulation techniques to preclude possible derailment on this 
account. It is understood the Railway Technical Research Institute 

(RTRI) in Japan has already conducted such studies with a view to 

automatically control train speed in case of earthquake.   

  

(D) Post disaster phase – rescue, relief and rehabilitation 

(i) This phase includes all measures that are taken immediately in the 
aftermath of a disaster. The speed and efficiency of the response in this 

phase will crucially determine the loss to life and property. The ability to 

respond to a disaster is developed in the pre-disaster phase and these 

capabilities will be brought into play immediately after a disaster. A clear 
chain of command, deployment of trained personnel, proper flow of 

information, speed of decision making and mobilization of resources are 

critical in this phase.  

(ii) After a major earthquake, the first priority is to provide relief and 

medical aid to affected persons to minimize loss of lives. During the 

Gujarat earthquake, roofs of several quarters in Railway colony had 
collapsed. A number of families were rendered destitute. Others, whose 

dwellings were intact, preferred to live outside because of fear of 

continuing tremors. The water and electric power supply to railway 

stations and colonies had been disrupted. Fortunately, there were no 
stranded passengers and no trains in mid-section. Rail infrastructure had 

been extensively damaged. Communication channels were down and 

organization was in disarray as most officers and supervisors in the 
affected area were victims of damage. Movement of men and material for 

rescue and relief in such circumstances becomes a challenging task. 

(iii) A Field Control Office should be set up at an appropriate location nearest 

to the affected area. The Divisional Railway Manager should direct the 
operations from the Field Control Office. Tel-communication linkage using 

V-SAT would be necessary between the Field Control & Divisional 

Control. VHF sets can also be used for communication between 
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Assessment Teams and the Field Control. The Divisional Railway Manager 
will direct and coordinate the assessment exercise and communicate to 

the Divisional Control Office. Liaison with the local officers of the State 

Government would also be necessary both at field and divisional level. 

(iv) Once an assessment has been made of the damage to the railway 
infrastructure, including the immediate assistance required and the 

extent of relief needed by the stranded passengers and railway 

staff/families, the Divisional Emergency Control should arrange the same 
on priority. The Divisional Control office should function under the direct 

charge of ADRM. Assistance of headquarters office can be sought for 

mobilizing relief from outside the Division. 

(v) Relief teams should be formed based on the requirement and should 

include representatives of the medical, personnel, engineering, electrical, 

telecommunication and commercial departments. Representatives of 

Accounts department should also be included to facilitate cash purchase 
of relief materials and disbursement of cash advance. The Relief team 

would be required to provide succor to the affected persons at railway 

stations and railway colonies.  Adequate amount of cash may have to be 
arranged from other places to enable the relief teams to carry out their 

duties smoothly. 

(vi) Relief effort should start with mobilising materials and manpower as soon 
as the assessment reports start coming in. The relief supplies would 

include medicines, food, provisions, water, kerosene oils and stoves, 

match sticks, candles, blankets and tents. 

(vii) The restoration effort would be directed towards re-commissioning the 
communication network, emergency electric and water supply and 

restoration of rail working. It would be necessary to make urgent 

purchase/hire of items like portable generators, pumps, power cables, 
signal cables, etc. Provisioning of VHF sets for station to station 

communication for train working on ‘paper line clear’ should be made till 

a more permanent arrangement is organised. Availability of sufficient 
cash is essential for spot purchase or contracting of essential supplies 

and equipment. This could be made available from station earnings of 

larger stations. As the Rajkot division lies in the Seismic Zone III and IV 

therefore the S & T department of Rajkot division will keep itself in 

readiness with the list of supplier and other sources. 

(viii) The divisions falling in seismic zones III and IV should have details of 

availability of heavy earth moving equipment, road cranes, etc. so that 
the same could be requisitioned without delay. Railways Engineering 

department should keep itself in a position to move such equipment from 

outside the division if need arises which can arise any time without any 

warning.  

(ix) Past experience shows that resources available for restoration are scarce 

and whatever is available, the rates are exorbitant. Purchases made in 

such a situation are bound to be at much higher rate than normal. In 
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such special circumstances, there is a strong case for dispensing with the 
normal purchase and contracting procedures for relief supplies and 

restoration work. The DRM is required to take quick action, as delays in 

rescue and restoration work are unacceptable. Therefore, the decision 

taken in this connection by the DRMs should not be subjected to the 
normal scrutiny so that quick decisions regarding purchases and contract 

can be taken without fear of questioning at a later stage. The DRMs must 

be suitably empowered with special financial powers (works matters, 
stores matters and miscellaneous matters) to effectively deal with 

emergencies on a war footing.   

(x) In case of earthquake disasters, Railways will need assistance of State 
Government in a number of areas to provide relief to their staff and their 

families and in restoration of Railway system. Similarly, for transport of 

relief supplies for civil administration or movement of people, Railways 

and District Administration have to work together. An MoU may be 
entered into between Railway Administration and State Govt. defining 

the role of both administrations in all such situations.  

(xi) Once the rail working has been restored and the Railways are in position 
to receive relief trains, it would be necessary to make special 

arrangements for handling of relief materials. Relief materials are booked 

to the District Collectors. Railways plan for Disaster Management should 
include procedures for expeditious clearance and delivery of relief 

materials. The Rajkot divisional plan gives the clear picture of stations 

lying in Zone III & IV where relief supplies can be received. 

(xii) Gujarat earthquake experience clearly showed the need for additional 
road transport for movement of officers and staff and for transport of 

materials. These may not be available locally as whatever is available 

may have been requisitioned by the civil administration. It will be easier 
for railways to seek assistance of the State Government once it is 

provided for in the MOU. Road vehicles may also be diverted from 

neighboring railway divisions for use in the affected areas. 

(xiii) For rescue of persons trapped inside collapsed buildings, specially trained 

rescue teams with specialized equipment are required. The Railways do 

not have such trained manpower or equipment. The State Government 

has access to such teams. It is very important that close liaison is 
maintained with the District Collector so that the required assistance is 

made available for early rescue of passengers and staff and also for early 

restoration of Railway infrastructure. The Rajkot Division is in close 

liaison with NDRF which has specialization in dealing with such situation. 

(xiv) As markets are not expected to open for several days, there would be 

need to arrange provisions for the affected families. NGOs usually 

provide such support. State Government / District Administration’s 
assistance should be sought for this purpose. DRM, Rajkot Division with 

the help of the NGOs, the President of WRWSSC, DRUCC will lead teams 

of volunteers for distribution of relief material. 
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(xv) As Railways did in the case of Gujarat earthquake during 2001 and was a 
great success that Railways provided mobile medical facilities for use of 

civilians. So, Self-propelled mobile medical units should be mobilised and 

moved to the affected areas. This assistance should be arranged in 

consultation with the State authorities. 
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CHAPTER - 14 

MANAGEMENT OF CHEMICAL (INDUSTRIAL) AND CBRN 

DISASTERS 
 

14.1 Management of Chemical Disasters: 

14.1.1 Guidelines by NDMA: 
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has issued guidelines on the 

management of chemical disasters.  These guidelines are directed more towards their 

prevention and mitigation of their effects, if these happen than on rescue and relief 

operations afterwards.   
The main stakeholders in the management of chemical disasters are Ministry of 

Environment and Forests (MoEF; the nodal ministry); Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA); 

Ministry of Labour and Employment (MoLE); Ministry of Agriculture (MoA); Ministry of 
Shipping, Road Transport and Highways (MoSRT& H); Ministry of Defence (MoD); 

Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers (MoC&F); Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas 

(MoP&NG).  Department of Atomic Energy (DAE). 

 
14.1.2 Salient features of NDMA Guidelines: 

The growth of chemical industries has led to an increase in the risk of occurrence of 

incidents associated with hazardous chemicals (HAZCHEM).  With their proliferation, the 
demands on its transportation by rail have gone up significantly.  Common causes for 

chemical accidents are deficiencies in safety management systems and human errors, 

or they may occur as a consequence of natural calamities or sabotage activities.  
Chemical accidents result in fire, explosion and/or toxic release.  The nature of chemical 

agents and their concentration during exposure ultimately decides the toxicity and 

damaging effects on living organism in the form of symptoms and signs like irreversible 

pain, suffering, and death.  Meteorological conditions such as wind speed, wind 
direction, height of inversion layer, stability class etc. also play an important role by 

affecting the dispersion pattern on toxic gas clouds.  The Bhopal Gas tragedy of 1984 – 

the worst chemical disaster in history, where over 2000 people died due to the 
accidental release of the toxic gas Methyl Isocyanate, is still fresh in our memories.   

 

14.1.3 Genesis of NDMA’s Guidelines on Chemical Disasters: 
Effective Chemical Disaster Management (CDM) is possible by the adoption of 

preventive and mitigation strategies as most chemical disasters are preventable in 

comparison to natural disasters that are difficult to predict and prevent. 

In the NDMA’s Guidelines comprehensive instructions for installations and storages 
(including isolated storages of HAZCHEM) that contain good engineering practices for 

safety, accident reporting, investigation and analysis checklists and safety promotional 

activities as important tools for effective CDM, are provided. 
In the guidelines are instructions related to chemical accidents during 

transportation of HAZCHEM.  The areas covered include: 

 Preparation of a highway DM plan. 

 Modification of rules pertaining to transport emergencies. 

 Specific roles and responsibilities of MAH units, transporters, drivers, authorities 

and aspects related to emergency communication systems and training of 

various stake holders. 
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 The need for the development of an efficient pipeline management system. 

 
14.1.4 Guidelines on Chemical Disasters:- 

Railway’s guidelines/instructions relevant to the zonal railways have been issued 

separately in detail for taking necessary action and incorporating suitable provisions in 

their respective DM Plans. These guidelines will add to the existing safeguards listed in 
the Red Tariff on handling, storage and transportation of hazardous material. 

 

14.1.5Railways Red Tariff – Transport of Hazchem: 
Indian Railways have also been transporting chemicals and hazardous materials 

e.g. petroleum products (petrol, Naphtha, HSD, etc.), Caustic soda, Alcohol, 

compressed gases (LPG gas etc.) Chemical manures, Acids, Matches etc. These goods 
are carried either in the SLRs or in the Parcel Vans or in the goods wagons.  Quantum 

and type of transportation of such hazardous material varies from railway to railway and 

different zonal railways need to prepare themselves based on the type and extent of 

hazardous material being handled and transported by them. 
Indian Railway’s Rules for carrying dangerous (hazardous goods) by rail have been 

legislated in the Railway Red Tariff Rule 2000 as per which dangerous goods have been 

classified into following 8 classes: 
(i) Explosives 

(ii) Gases, Compressed, liquefied or dissolved under pressure 

(iii) Petroleum & other inflammable liquids 

(iv) Inflammable solids 
(v) Oxidising substance 

(vi) Poisonous (Toxic Substances) 

(vii) Radio-active substances 
(viii) Acids & other Corrosives. 

 

This chapter deals with the above i to viii classes of dangerous goods which include 
General rules governing acceptance, handling, Carriage, storage, delivery and the list of 

commodities included in that class.  Carriage of Goods of a hazardous nature other than 

those specified in these chapters shall not be accepted for transport by rail unless 

specially authorised by the railway administration as provided under these Rules. 
Out of the above 8 classes of dangerous goods, classes II (Gases, Compressed, 

Liquefied or dissolved under pressure), III (Petroleum and other inflammable liquids) 

and VIII (Acids and other corrosives) are dealt in bulk on the railways whereas other 
classes of dangerous goods are dealt in piecemeal/small quantities in parcel vans/SLRs. 

Railways may refer to the specific paras pertaining to all these classes of dangerous 

goods.  
 

14.1.6 Rescue Relief and Restoration Operations: 

Railway’s expertise in dealing with the mis-happenings like spillage, catching fire 

etc. of these dangerous goods is very limited.  It is therefore imperative that the 
respective zonal railways will develop and nurture coordination with those agencies and 

Organisations on their system that has expertise in dealing with the hazardous material 

being handled and transported on the respective zonal railways.  Contact details e.g. 
Name, Designation, Telephone Nos., Mobile Nos. etc. of such agencies should be 

available in the Divisional Disaster Management Plan so that these agencies can be 
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called for without any delay during any untoward incident.  Nominated staff of 
ARMVs/SPARTs, ARTs and few of the staff maintaining the rolling stock which is used for 

transportation of hazardous material may be trained and equipped with the equipment 

used for dealing with such material. 

Preparedness of Rajkot division: (i) All nominated staff of ARTs & ARMEs/ SPARTs 
are being trained for dealing with transportation of hazardous materials & maintain the 

rolling stock. 

On Rajkot division, CMS will be instructed to coordinate with Sr.DME of the 
divisions for such exposure training soon.  

 

14.1.7 Preventive Action in the Rail Route of Movement of Hazchem: 
Divisions located on the “Hazchem Rail Transportation Highways” have to be in 

close touch with specialized services available with IOC/GAIL and Pvt. Chemical 

Factories and NGOs to be able to call upon their men and fire fighting fire extinguishers 

etc at short notices. 
Vulnerability on this Highway needs to be reduced by the removal of Jhuggies from 

close to the track (say till at least 50 m away).  This is essential as in the case of 

derailment of a Naptha loaded ( or even POL Tank Wagon etc) train, there is a high 
possibility of spillage of the dangerous products and its spread over a wide area.  These 

products are highly prone to catch fire and even explode, resulting in fire in the 

Jhuggies etc.  
 

14.2 Management Of Biological Disasters: 

14.2.1 Causes of Biological Disasters: 

Biological disasters might be caused by epidemics, accidental release of virulent 
microorganism(s) or Bioterrorism (BT) with the use of biological agents such as 

anthrax, smallpox, etc.  The existences of infectious diseases have been known among 

human communities and civilisations since the dawn of history.  
In recent times travelling has become easier for which Railways have made a 

significant contribution.  More and more people are travelling all over the world which 

exposes the whole world to epidemics.  As our society is in a state of flux, novel 
pathogens emerge to pose challenges not only at the point of primary contact but in far 

removed locations.  The Marburg virus illustrates this.  The increased interaction 

between humans and animals has increased the possibilities of zoonotic diseases 

emerging in epidemic form.  
 

14.2.2 Biological Warfare (BW) and Bio-Terrorism (BT): 

The historical association between military action and outbreaks of infections 
suggest a strategic role for biological agents.  The advances in bacteriology, virology 

and immunology in the late 19th century and early 20th century enabled nations to 

develop biological weapons.  The Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention, however, 

resolved to eliminate these weapons of mass destruction.  Despite considerable 
enthusiasm, the convention has been a non-starter. 

 

14.2.3 Mitigation: 
The essential protection against natural and artificial outbreaks of disease (bio-

terrorism) will include the development of mechanisms for prompt detection of incipient 

outbreaks, isolation of the infected persons and the people they have been in contact 
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with and mobilisation of investigational and therapeutic countermeasures.  In the case 
of deliberately generated outbreaks (bio-terrorism) the spectrum of possible pathogens 

is narrow, while natural outbreaks can have a wide range of pathogens.  The 

mechanism required however, to face both can be similar if the service providers are 

adequately sensitized. 
 

14.2.4 Nodal Ministry and support of other Ministries: 

The response to these challenges will be coordinated by the nodal ministry-Ministry 
of Health and Family Welfare (MOH&FW) with inputs from the Ministry of Agriculture for 

agents affecting animals and crops.  The support and input of other ministries like 

Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Railways and Ministry of 
Labour and Employment, who have their own medical care infrastructure with capability 

of casualty evacuation and treatment, have an important role to play.  With a proper 

surveillance mechanism and response system in place, epidemics can be detected at the 

beginning stage of their outbreak and controlled. 
 

14.2.5 Handling CBRN Disaster – Training: 

For handling and to provide medical relief for all CBRN disaster which (include a 
Biological Disaster) and mitigation of BW and BT affected Railway staff, need to be 

incorporated in the Hospital DM Plan. Training of a skeleton numbers of Medical Doctors 

in each Divisional Railway Hospital to manage CBRN casualties is to be organised. 
 

14.3  Management Of Chemical (Terrorism) Disasters: 

14.3.1 Introduction: 

A terrorist attack involving chemical agents differs from a normal terrorist attack as 
it results in specific effects on health and can cause fatal injuries, create panic, and 

affect the morale of the community.  The targets of terrorists include market places, 

densely populated areas, public functions, important dignitaries, water and electricity 
supplies, restaurants/food plazas, malls, places of entertainment, busy railway stations 

in metros and critical and sensitive military, civil and economic institutions. 

 Chemical terrorism is an act of violence to achieve professed aims using chemical 
agents.  These chemical agents include poisonous gases, liquids or solids that have a 

deleterious effect on the biotic and non –biotic environment.  Due to the relatively easy 

availability of hazardous chemicals in Major Accident Hazard units, storages and during 

transportation, terrorists can procure chemicals or even try to sabotage the facilities or 
transport vehicles as it offers them an easier and often more catastrophic method of 

anti-national activity.  The mode of dispersal used for chemical agents would range from 

dissemination of aerosolised material to contamination of food and water.  
14.3.2 NDMA’s Guidelines: 

The possibility of a chemical terrorism attack can be minimized by spreading 

general awareness and building the capacity of the community, institutions, and 

governmental and non-governmental organisations.  
The approach followed in the NDMA’s Guidelines lays emphasis on : 

(i) Security and surveillance measures for installations manufacturing/ 

using/storing chemicals. 

(ii) Strengthening intelligence regarding the movement of chemicals. 

(iii) Preparedness for counter-terrorism measures : 
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(a) Issues regarding the safety of chemicals and risk reduction strategies etc. 

(b) Strengthening of response through rescue and emergency medical      

resources.Preparedness of all emergency functionaries in terms of 

protection, detection, decontamination, de-corporation, capacity building 

and infrastructure development. 

(c) Community-centric mechanism for the management of chemical (terrorism) 

disasters. 
 

14.3.3   CTD Preparedness Plan: 

Implementation of the Guidelines at the national level shall begin with the 
preparation of a detailed action plan (involving programmes and activities) by the nodal 

ministry (MHA) that shall promote coherence among different CTD management 

practices and strengthen mass casualty management capacities at various levels.  The 
concerned ministries like MoD, MoEF, Ministry of Railways (MoR), MoL&E (through 

Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC), MoA etc., will also prepare their 

respective CTD preparedness plan as a part of all hazard DM Plans.  The Railways has 

an important role in the management of mass casualties in the event of national 
calamities, they should also cater for developing additional capacities besides meeting 

their own requirements in their preparedness plan. 

Railway Board has issued guidelines on precautions in handling, storage and 
transportation of chemicals.  These are to supplement the guidelines laid down in the 

Red Tariff.  The Commercial Department may keep the RPF official updated on the 

Goods Sheds which handle Hazchem so that adequate security systems can be 

strengthened.  This is a part of the Divisional DM Plan. 
 

14.3.4  Preparedness for Emergency Response: 

Preparedness for an emergency response at the incident site requires protection, 
detection, and decontamination.  RPF and the Medical Department have a role to play in 

the relief and mitigation efforts.  SOPs are required for all the emergency responders 

working under the overall supervision of the incident commander.  This may be 
identified in the zonal DM Plan as the DRM of the respective division on the Railways 

where CTD has occurred.  SOPs will be included for field decontamination.  A well-

orchestrated medical response to CTD will be possible only by having a command and 

control function at the divisional level by the Medical Department.  The CMO/CMS will be 
the main coordinator for the management of CTD. 

 

 
14.4  Management of Nuclear and Radiological Emergency (Disaster): 

14.4.1 Nuclear/Radiological Emergency: 

Any radiation incident resulting in or having a potential to result in exposure and/or 
contamination of the workers or the public in excess of the respective permissible limits 

can lead to a nuclear/radiological emergency.  

After due consideration of the nature and consequences of the nature and 

consequences of all the possible scenarios, these radiological emergencies have been 
broadly classified into the following five categories: 
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(i) An accident taking place in any nuclear facility of the nuclear fuel cycle 

including the nuclear reactor, or in a facility using radioactive sources, leading 

to a large-scale release of radioactivity in the environment. 

(ii) A ‘criticality’ accident in a nuclear fuel cycle facility where an uncontrolled 

nuclear chain reaction takes place inadvertently, leading to bursts of neutrons 

and gamma radiations. 

(iii) An accident during the transportation of radioactive material. 

(iv) The malevolent use of radioactive material as a Radiological Dispersal Device 

by terrorists for dispersing radioactive material in the environment. 

(v) A large-scale nuclear disaster, resulting from a nuclear weapon attack (as had 

happened at Hiroshima and Nagasaki) which would lead to mass casualties 

and destruction of large areas and property. 

Normally, nuclear or radiological emergencies (referred to in points (i) to (iv) 

above)are within the coping capability of the plant/facility authorities.  A nuclear 

emergency that can arise in nuclear fuel cycle facilities, including nuclear reactors, and 

the radiological emergency due to malevolent acts of using Radiological Dispersal 
Devices are the two scenarios that are of major concern.  The impact of a nuclear 

disaster (scenario at (v)) will be well beyond the coping capability of the local 

authorities and it calls for handling at the national level. 
 

14.4.2 Vulnerability of Nuclear Facilities: 

Identification of a Rail network close to a nuclear facility needs to be done by the 
zonal Railways. 

As regards the vulnerability of various nuclear fuel cycle facilities to terrorists 

attacks, these facilities have elaborate physical protection arrangements in place to 

ensure their security.  The structural design of these facilities ensures that even in the 
event of a physical attack, the structural barriers prevent the release of any 

radioactivity outside the plant area itself and hence the public are not likely to be 

exposed to radiation. 
While their radioactive strength is in itself a deterrent to pilferage, the radioactive 

sources can still be stolen and used in a Radiological Dispersal Device or Improvised 

Nuclear Device.  Essentially, a Radiological Dispersal Device is a conventional explosive 
device in which the radioactive material has been so added that, on its being exploded, 

there would be dispersal of radioactivity in the environment. 

A Radiological Dispersal Device is not a Weapon of Mass Destruction.  Normally, 

the use of a Radiological Dispersal Device by itself would not result in fatalities due to 
radiation.  The fatalities, if any, would primarily be due to the explosion.  However, it 

may contaminate a reasonably large area, besides its main potential of causing panic 

and disruption. 
Accidents during the transportation of radioactive materials are of low probability 

due to the special design features of the containers in which they are transported and 

special safety and security measures (to take care of all possible threats/eventualities, 
including the threat from misguided elements) which are laid down to be followed 

during actual transportation. 

A network of Emergency Response Centres has presently been established by the 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre to cope with radiological emergencies in the public 
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domain, like transport accidents, handling of orphan sources, explosion of Radiological 
Dispersal Devices etc.  The task of these Emergency Response Centres is to monitor 

and detect radiation sources, train the stakeholders, maintain adequate inventory of 

monitoring instruments and protective gear, and provide technical advice to first 

responders and local authorities. 
 

14.5  DOs & DONTs for the Disaster Magistrates in the event of CBRN 

(Chemical, Biological, Radiological & Nuclear) disasters issued by Ministry of 
Home Affairs, Disaster Management Division vide letter no.32-35/2003 NDM-ll 

dated 21.07.2017. 

DOs: 

1. Chemical Disaster: 

In case of accidental release of a quantity of toxic chemicals into environment, 

resulting in death or injury to workers or members of nearby communities, then it is 

a case of chemical disaster.  In the event of a chemical disaster, the District 

Magistrate should immediately contact- 

(i) The Nodal Ministry for chemical disasters i.e. Ministry of Environment, Forest 

and Climate Change. Contact details: Shri Bishwanath Sinha, Joint Secretary, 

Tel No. +91-11-24695274(O), Fax No. =91-11-24695277, +91-11-

26160515 (R) Mob: 9999711816, or to Shri Manoj Kumar Gangeya, Director, 

Telephone: +91-11-24695337 (O), +91-11-24695387 (F), +91-11-

22246550 (R). 

(ii) MHA control Room: [1070(Toll Free), 011 23093563, 011 2309366]. 

(iii) NDRF Control Room 011 24363260. 

 

2. Biological Disaster: 

Biological disasters are events caused by microbial agent or its toxin in humans, 

animals or plants that is beyond the coping ability of the State.  Such an event may 
occur due to (i) epidemic of infectious diseases caused by a microbial agent or toxin 

in humans, animals or plants (ii) Non-intentional accidental release of microbial 

agents such as from laboratories or during transportation of samples (iii) Intentional 
use of microbial agents to cause harm such as use of biological agents or toxins as 

weapons of mass destruction (biological warfare) or (iv) microbial agents or toxins 

used by terrorists to cause panic/harm to humans, crops or livestock 

(bioterrorism/agro-terrorism). 
In the event of Biological disasters, the District Magistrates should immediately 

contact: 

(i) The nodal Ministry for Biological disasters i.e the Ministry of Health & Family 

Welfare.  The contact details: Shri LavAgarawal, Joint Secretary, Tel. No. 

011-23061195 (O), 011-26889166 ® mob: 9818778177, or to Dr.P. 

Ravindran, Addl, DDG & Director EMR.  Tel No. 011-23061302 (O), 011-

45639559 ®, Control Room-23061469. 

(ii) MHA control Room: [1070 (Toll Free), 01123093563, 011 2309366]. 

(iii) NDRF Control Room 011 24363260. 
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3. Nuclear/Radiological disasters- 

Any radiation incident resulting in or having a potential to result in exposures 

and/or contamination of the workers public or environment in excess of the 

respective permissible limit can lead to a nuclear/radiological emergency. 

In case of theft/loss of radioactive source from the institution/industrial 

unit/hospital premises/during transportation, it would normally be noticed first by 

the field person responsible for handling the same.  The head of the concerned 

organization would be next person to get this information from his own field person.  

He in turn, would bring the incident to the notice of the local police station as well 

as to the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) who is the regulator (as per 

Radiation Protection Rule 2004 under the Atomic Energy Act) for transportation, 

storage and use of radiation sources in the public domain.  This will be the trigger 

mechanism for initiating any mitigation process by state agencies. 

Further in case of loss/theft of radioactive sources, the recommended response 

plan/SOP for recovery/retrieval and disposal of the radiological source would be as 

follow: 

 

(i) AERB will inform the Crisis Management Group (CMG), DAE through DAE 

Emergency Control Room (DAE-ECR), Contact Details of 24*7 operational 

DAE-Emergency Control Rooms are – main DAE-ECR [022-22023978, 022-

22021714,(Mobile) 09969201364] & alternate DAE-ECR [022-25991070, 

022-25515283,(Mobile) 099692013651]. In addition, it is envisaged that the 

concerned public officials will follow their own SOP & intimate the concerned 

agencies for ensuring appropriate response. 

(a) MHA Control Room: [1070(Toll Free), 011 23093563, 011   2309366]. 

(b) NDRF Control Room 011 24363260 

(ii) Expert response agencies (police/NDRF/relevant state authorities) after 

reaching the incident spot, if feel that they need an expert advice or technical 

support from nodal ministry (DAE); they should contact CMG, DAE through 

DAE-Emergency Control Room.  While informing, they are requested to 

provide exact location, contract numbers of concerned DM/SP/local police 

station and details of incident with brief description of the object (if possible, 

along with photograph taken from the distance). 

(iii) Upon receipt of such information, the CMG, DAE will get activated and will 

get in touch with the local authorities to decide about further course of 

actions. 

(iv) CMG will decide and constitute a team of experts as per requirements.  The 

team of experts will be dispatched to the site by quickest means possible. 

(v)  Member Secretary, CMG (who is also the designated Nodal Officer of DAE) 

will get regular updates from concerned DAE experts/field agencies and will 

keep concerned authorities informed and as per scenario, will also keep MHA 

Control Room updated. 
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(vi) DAE experts on recovery/retrieval of the source will examine the integrity of 

the radiation source & accordingly, AERB will decide about further course of 

action regarding safe keeping/disposal of the material. 

(vii) Responsibility of source transportation of radioactive material from incident 

site to a safe storage place should be undertaken by local police. 

(viii) If there is local contamination due to radioactive material, decontamination 

activities should be taken up by expert response agencies like NDRF and/or 

be performed under guidance of DAE’s technical experts.  Local district 

authorities should provide adequate resources for handling and 

transportation of the contaminated material to the safe disposal site. 

(ix) In case required, media briefing will be done by the designated state official.  

He may seek technical inputs from AERB, if he desires. 

(x) After recovery/retrieval of the source and after completing of activities 

related with decontamination and safe disposal (as per scenario 

requirements), with due concurrence of AERB, the closure of radiological 

emergency scenario will be declared by the concerned DM/SP. 

 

Don’ts 

For response to CBRN Emergency: 

(i) Don’t send untrained responders/volunteers. 

(ii) Don’t send trained responders without proper PPEs and detection 

equipments. 

(iii) Don’t send responders without taking proper guidance from the Nodal  

Ministry / Department. 
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CHAPTER - 15 

MANAGING CROWDS 
 

15.0 Guidelines by NDMA: 

National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) has issued a guide for 

administrators and organizers of events and venues for managing crowds in 2014.  The 
scope of the guidelines involves study of past crowd disasters, framework for 

administrators to plan and manage events better, to provide practical guidelines to 

venue managers and event organizers etc.  
 

15.1   Salient features of NDMA guidelines: 

Important aspects of planning for events/places of mass gathering  includes 

understanding the visitors, various stake holders and their needs, crowd management 
strategies, risk analysis and preparedness, information management and dissemination, 

safety and security measures, facilities and emergency planning, transportation and 

traffic management.  One of the important points to be kept in mind is the demand and 
supply gaps. Depending on the type of event, venue and type of crowd expected proper 

signage have to be planned.  Specific focus should be on fire, electrical and structural 

safety.  NDMA has suggested the following guidelines on Incidence Response System.  
Systematic and complete planning process. 

(i) Clear cut chain of command. 

(ii) System of accountability for the incident response team members. 

(iii) Well thought out pre-designed roles for each member of the response team. 

(iv) Effective resource management. 

(v) System for effectively integrating agencies into the planning and command 

structure without infringing on the independence of the concerned agencies; 

(vi) Integration of community resources in the response effect and  

(vii) Proper and coordinated communications set up.  

 

15.2    Crowd control and management: 
For effectiveness RPF, GRP and District Police have to act in a synchronized manner 

in consultation with magisterial authorities. Chapter 10 (Maintenance of Public Order 

and Tranquillity) of the Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.) Part-A deals with ‘Unlawful 
Assemblies”. Legal procedures are outlined in Sections 129 to 132 of the Cr.P.C. for 

dealing with Unlawful Assemblies.  These provisions empower Members and Officers of 

Armed Forces (RPF is an Armed Force of the Union) to deal with Unlawful Assemblies.   

One of the intelligent video analytics to be incorporated in the Integrated Security 
System is related to signal for crowd density within station premises when it exceeds 

the prescribed limit.  This will enable RPF personnel and railway authorities to get timely 

information when heavy crowd builds up within station premises and plan follow-up 
action.  Pictures stored on CCTV system will be of immense help in identifying 

miscreants and in ensuring effective legal action.  

We should prescribe preventive protocols, when laid down footfalls defined 

separately for important stations become extraordinarily high, as during Melas or other 
exceptional situations.  It may not be out of place to ban all commercial vending and 
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parcel handling on such occasions, supplement exists if possible, and bring more area 
under illumination. 

It is important to press upon the District Magistrate (Dy. Commissioner) or the 

Civil Police (Senior Superintendent of Police) to give an approximate indication of the 

number of persons likely to reach Railway stations in the days when rush is expected.  
Even more important is the number of such persons reaching each Railway station 

within a one to two hour time slots.  Unless this information is given, it would not be 

possible for Railways to plan special trains.  The OD flow of the passenger is very 
important to plan destination wise running of special trains.  It may be kept in mind that 

often the Inward and outward passenger traffic is not equal; there are wide variations.  

Further the inward rush comes in a staggered and spaced interval; the outward rush 
goes back at one go.  It would be essential for the Zonal Railway or Division to impress 

upon the State Government (or the District Magistrate) in writing of their peak capacity 

to clear rush, as also they can do so only direction wise. The District Administration has 

to regulate and control the entry of more than this number beyond which (in 1-2 hourly 
slots) the Railway would be unable to evacuate. 

 

15.3    Role of responsibility of Zonal Railways/Divisions: 
Depending upon the past experience, Zonal Railways/divisions should identify 

events of mass gathering over their system.  The events can be of periodic in nature or 

onetime events where mass gathering of passengers is expected in the station which is 
beyond the normal capacity that can be handled at that station.    

Concerned Zonal Railway/division should have a close coordination with the 

organizers and law enforcement agencies to understand crowd arrival and departure, 

their numbers for each such event. Railway administration should identify the threats, 
assess the risk and plan accordingly. Based on the past experience, a coordinating 

officer should be nominated for better planning and execution crowd management at 

the station. He should be designated as incident commander and shall be overall in 
charge of that particular station. He shall be assisted by staff drawn from the respective 

departments to discharge his/her functioning.   

 
15.4 Crowd control and Management of rush at Railway Stations:  

Specific defined areas of jurisdiction for crowd control and duties assigned to 

GRP/RPF and the city Police needs to  be placed on record much before the expected 

days of rush.  Close coordination has to be maintained between the 3 wings of security 
personnel Railway Protection Force, Civil Police and GRP with well-defined areas of 

responsibilities. 

The car and other vehicle parking facility at a station may be discontinued; sale of 
Platform Tickets can also be banned for short period of time.  RPF and GRP personnel 

deployed on each platform will monitor crowds and rush build up in the circulating 

areas, booking windows, station platforms and mainly on the FOBs.  Special teams of 

commercial staff will liaise with the RPF/GRP and relay 2/4 hourly position to a 
centralized location viz. commercial control who will advise the need for running of 

special trains to specified destination to the operating departments control room. 

15.5  Action to be taken for crowd management on Rajkot division: 
Adequate deployment of RPF & GRP personnel to be deployed at circulating area, 

holding area, platforms, booking window, FOBs, extras to monitor the crowd and rush 

build up.  
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The following actions should be planned to monitor and manage the crowd: 

 There should be separate entry and exit for smooth movement of crowd. It 

should be ensured that stairs should be used in one direction i.e. ingoing & 

outgoing crowd should not share the same stairs.  

 The flow of crowd should be in unidirectional. There should be no crisscross 

movement of crowd to avoid stampede like situation. 

 Emergency exits should be planned in advance. Preventive protocols, when laid 

down footfalls defined separately for important stations become extraordinarily 

high, as during Melas or other exceptional situations, should be prescribed. 

 A holding area should be prepared either in Circulating area or outside station 

building premises, to monitor access control and movement of crowd. 

 Sale of platform tickets should be banned during peak days in order to control 

unwanted crowd. 

 Depending on the magnitude of the event the car & other vehicle parking at 

stations should be discontinued during the peak days. 

 The berthing of the train should be planned well in advance and all relevant 

information should be displayed in holding area, circulating area and at important 

visible places in the station building. The empty rakes should be placed on 

platform in locked condition, so that the passengers waiting on the platform do 

not run / rush to enter in open coaches. 

 There should be no change in platform under any circumstances in order to avoid 

confusion and stampede like situation. Platform should be designated and 

earmarked for departure of special trains.  Regular announcement should be 

made before placement of empty rake on the platform.   

 Ropes, barricades, queue makers etc. should be used extensively at platform 

entrances, circulating area, FOBs etc. for smooth movement of the crowd.  

 Intelligent video analytics should be used in CCTV surveillance to signal crowd 

density within station premises when it exceeds a prescribed limit. This will 

enable RPF personnel and railway authorities to get timely information when 

heavy crowd builds up within station premises and plan follow-up action.  Pictures 

stored on CCTV system will be of immense help in identifying miscreants and in 

ensuring effective legal action. 

 During peak days, parcel handling including loading, unloading and stacking on 

platforms should be stopped. The loading / unloading may be done in yard / side 

areas in case of emergency. Movement of handcarts and thelas should be 

banned. 

 The entire station premises should be well lit / illuminated so that miscreant 

activities are curbed. 

 A mini control room which will also act as a Emergency Response Centre should 

be established close to the premises / area where the crowd is to be monitored. 

The representatives of RPF, GRP / Police, Commercial, Electrical, Mechanical, 

Medical and Operating department should monitor the Control room round the 
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clock. 

 
15.6 The Emergency Operations Centre should act as under: 

 This Centre will by far possible, be near to the vicinity of the area it is going to 

control. 

 The Centre should be in a safe area where it is not affected by any type of 

disasters, both man-made and natural, so that it can exercise control over its 

tasks under all circumstances.  

 A Grid Map of the entire area under jurisdiction will be prepared to facilitate 

accuracy in pinpointing the troubled area and activate appropriate response. 

 This map will contain all relevant data like position of volunteers / police, 

Ambulance, fire services, Medical emergency room, ticket location etc.  

 All the staff involved in this activity will have a particular call sign and the grid 

map person. This will give them leverage in pre-empting a particular activity that 

ensures safety of the crowd or if they are nearest to the spot. It will aid them in 

initiating corrective action and feedback to the control centre.  

 This Centre will exercise positive control over the crowd movement to and from 

the event venue.  

 This Centre will not act under pressure of any sort from any individual or agency 

requesting speedy access to event / venue. It will exercise total discretion in 

allowing the same only if doing so may lead to safety and security concerns.   

 The Centre will be the hub for information flow about the crowd movement both 

inward and outward. 

 All emergency support services will be coordinated from this Centre. 

 This Centre will exercise direct control over the already parked ambulances, fire 

services and regulating their movement, in and out of the disaster prone area. 

 This Centre will pre-validate and decide the level & distance of accessibility of 

emergency services in the disaster area to avoid congestion and quick 

turnaround, there by speeding up movement of aid and vehicles.   

 The Centre will also be responsible for validating the main routes for crowd 

movement and alternative routes (marked as standby for entry and exit.) 

 The Centre will exercise / regulate the positioning of food stalls, public facilities, 

watering points, rest areas and display systems for easing the flow of crowd and 

their anxiety level. 

 The entire communication network i.e. the public address system, wireless setup, 

display system etc. will be controlled by a dedicated team under the supervision 

of one competent person, who will in turn report to the Incident commander. 

 

15.7 Duties of Security Department: 

Main functions of the Security Department can be broadly classified as: 

  

15.7.1 Liaison with Civil Police: 
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 (i) In case of sabotage, liaison with Local Police & officials of district 

administration and get early clearance. 

 (ii) Clearance should be obtained as expeditiously as possible, for starting 

restoration work. 

 (iii) Additional manpower should be requisitioned from local police officials and 

district administration for purpose of crowd control. 

 (iv) Exemption should be obtained from SP of the district for waiving off 

formalities of Post Mortem of dead bodies. 

 (v) Obtain assistance from GRP and Local Police as and when required. 

 

15.7.2   Crowd Management: 

The first problem at an accident site is that of surging crowds. Carrying out any kind of 

rescue and relief operation becomes next to impossible. Railwaymen who try to 

undertake any kind of rescue and relief work become victims of mob fury. 

(i) Cordon off the site and prevent unauthorized entry of outsiders. 

(ii) Segregate the area of accident by putting up temporary barriers using nylon 

ropes or any other makeshift device available at the scene so that outsiders do 

not disturb the site or hamper rescue operations. 

(iii) These barriers should be at quite some distance away from the track, so that 

UCC, CAC and LCCs are inside the cordoned off area. 

(iv) Provided barricade and ask for additional force to control crowd during VIP visit. 

 

15.7.3 Protection of luggage: 

(i) Protect unclaimed luggage of passengers till these are duly taken over by 

commercial department for safe custody. 

(ii) Unclaimed luggage of passengers should be isolated and stacked coach-wise, 

with proper labelling indicating coach number., from which recovered. 

(iii) If possible, the cabin number inside the coach should also be indicated. 

(iv) All such unclaimed luggage should be protected till they are handed over to 

claimants or taken over by commercial department. 

(v) Unclaimed luggage should be stored in a safe place, preferably, part of the 

same school building which is being used for preserving dead bodies. 

(vi) These should be stored in separate rooms coach wise so that it is easy for 

relatives to identify. 

 

15.7.4  Protection of railway property: 

(i) Protect Railway consignments/goods/parcels till these are duly taken over by 

commercial department and dispatched to nearest station for proper disposal. 

(ii) Guard perishables till they are auctioned off at site or till they are dispatched to 

nearest station for being auctioned. 

(iii) RMS consignments on the train should be shifted to school building for safe 

custody till Postal Authorities come and take over custody. 
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(iv) Provide security for the cash withdrawn for payment of ex-gratia by the 

commercial department. 

(v) Preserve all clues and evidences regarding probable cause of the accident and 

ensure that these do not get disturbed. 

(vi) Ensure that no railway staff tampers with any track fittings, or rolling stock 

parts. 

(vii) Anybody found moving under suspicious circumstances should be questioned. 

(viii) No railway staff should be allowed to move about near the accident site with 

loose or piece meal equipment. 

 

15.7.5   General: 

 (i) RPF personnel should respond to any call for assistance to rescue victims and 

transport them to the nearest hospital. 

 (ii) 3 – hourly Satraps will be updated by field personnel at the scene of incident to 

the RPF functionary in the UCC giving the latest situation. 

 (iii) RPF Assistance Post will be established within the CAC so that people needing 

help can approach RPF. 

 

15.8  Security arrangements Mock Drill: 
Regular mock drill must be conducted to check the preparedness and iron out the 

deficiencies, if any, in the role of responsibility mentioned above. 
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CHAPTER - 16 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
 

16.0  Disaster Management Training on the Railways: 

It is important that every disaster plan, when finalized should be written down and 

communicated to all concerned. After making persons aware of such plans, the plan 
itself should be put to test, preferably in parts, to begin with, so that the effectiveness 

can be assessed and alternatives developed. 

Trained manpower is an essential ingredient of any DM system, Mere provision of 
sophisticated equipment without trained manpower is futile. For handling on unforeseen 

situation like managing a Disaster, training of all railway personnel concerned is an 

inevitable input. To acquire necessary knowledge and skill, all relevant officials should 

be given periodic training regarding their duties and that of their department. 
Involvement of outside agencies during these exercises will help in preparation towards 

effective responses to emergencies. 

Outside agencies should be closely involved at the planning stage. The Rajkot 
division remained in touch of the state civil administration, companies like GSFC, 

ESSAR, RRT, DCC during planning its Disaster management. 

16.1 National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM): 
National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM) has been envisaged as apex body 

on Disaster Management training & research in the country under the Disaster 

Management Act, 2005. NIDM runs several multi-disciplinary training programmes 

including the programmes on transportation related disasters in which railway officers 
have also been invited to attend.  Services of NIDM may be made use of, if required, for 

training railway officials in Disaster Management at IRITM, Lucknow.  Most of the States 

also have DM Training Institutes funded by the Centre.  
 

16.2 Training: 

Training should be conducted at the following three levels: 

(i) Individual Training: 

a. For enhancing the skill of staff attached to ARMEs/ SPARTs, ARTs, etc., 
supervisors and staff shall be given general training in Disaster Management. 

b. Special training may be arranged in Extrication, Rescue, Medical relief, Rolling 

stock restoration technique and Civil Defence by departments concerned. 

(ii) Seminars / Workshops: Seminars should be periodically conducted on  
Disaster preparedness, and the DM Plan. 

(iii) Joint Exercises: Full scale Disaster Management Mock Drill to be conducted as 
detailed below. 

 

 

 
16.3 DM Training: 

With the enactment of the Disaster Management Act, Indian Railways have also 

taken several initiatives to revamp Disaster Management training. Presently, training on 
disaster management of various tiers of railway officials does not envisage newer 
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concepts like integration of disaster management into developmental planning, 
leveraging on the strengths of other non-railway agencies etc.  Till now any training on 

the subject of Disaster Management implied subjects connected with Train Accidents 

only.  There was no training given for natural calamities or for terrorism related items.  

With the adoption of this concept the training requirements for Lower, Middle and 
Higher Management officials of the Railways needs to be re-oriented to cover these 

concepts.  Hence the subjects of Disaster Management are more vast and varied.   With 

a view to strengthen and revamp the Training on Disaster Management being imparted 
to several tiers of railway officials through Railway Training Institutes, Board has 

decided the following training schedule:  

 

S.N. Categories 

of Officials 

 

New Training 

methodology and 

schedule 

Action taken 

1 Top Level 
Management 

(GMs, PHODs, 

DRMs and 
other SAG/SG 

Officers). 

5 day Disaster Management 
Modules are to be delivered 

at IRITM/Lucknow in once 

every 3 months.   
Frequency of Training: 

Once every five years for 

SG/SAG Officers and above. 

Top level management 
officers will be directed as and 

when slot for Disaster 

Management course allotted 
to this railway from 

IRITM/Lucknow. 

2 Middle Level 
Management 

(SG & JAG 

officers)  

Some of the latest and 
relevant topics are included 

in the AMP and MDP 

programmes being delivered 
at NAIR/Vadodara  IRITM,  

Lucknow is   conducting a 

special module on Disaster 

Management developed by 
them 

Frequency of Training: 

Every SG/JAG officer need to 
undergo the module once 

every five years either at 

NAIR as regular MDP/AMP 
course or special DM module 

at IRITM. 

Middle level management 

officers will be directed as and 

when slot for Disaster 

Management course allotted 

to this railway from IRITM/ 

Lucknow or NAIR/Vadodara. 

 

3 Lower Level 

Management 
(SS & JS 

officers 

including 
serving Group 

B officers). 

Disaster management 

training to be imparted at 
IRITM/Lucknow    

Frequency of Training: 

Once every five years. 
 

Lower level management 

officers will be directed as and 

when slot for Disaster 

Management course allotted 

to this railway from 

IRITM/Lucknow, NAIR 

Vadodara & IRIMEE/Jamalpur. 

4 Probationers 

and Group B 

Topics listed in annexure 4 of 

detailed instructions are to 
Probationers officers including 

group B will be directed as 
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officers 
attending 

induction 

courses  

be covered during the 
regular training programme 

at NAIR/Vadodara. 

Frequency of Training: As 

part of the course. 

and when slot for Disaster 

Management course allotted 

to this railway from 

IRITM/Lucknow, NAIR 

Vadodara & IRIMEE/Jamalpur. 

5 Supervisors 

of all frontline 

departments 
(Mechanical, 

Electrical, 

Engg., S&T, 
Traffic Comm. 

& Optg.) 

One-week course at ZRTI/ 

Udaipur  

Frequency of Training: 
Once every five years. 

All frontline supervisors and 

staff are being imparted 

training once in every 5 
years. 

 

Training of Disaster 
Management has been given 

to all supervisory staff of 

Security Department in initial 
training and promotion 

course. Disaster Management 

training will be given to the 

supervisory staff once in a 
five year.  

 

Medical department is giving 
training to all the staff as and 

when directed by the 

Department of training. 

6 Railway Staff 
on board 

passenger 

carrying train 
(TS, Dy.TS, 

TTEs & 

catering staff 

of 
Commercial 

Department, 

Coach 
attendants 

and AC 

Mechanics 
from 

Electrical 

Departments, 

some of the 
selected 

coach 

cleaners of 
Mechanical 

Departments, 

Disaster Management being 

a multidisciplinary effort 

during field operations, 

training in groups of such on 

board staff is more desirable 

and efficient then training 

them category wise. Role of 

on board railway staff has 

been a matter of great 

criticism in most of the 

serious train accidents. On 

board staff are the first 

railway representatives to 

respond to any untoward 

incident and their 

empowerment will improve 

railways response in a big 

way.  Such staff is to be 

trained in appropriate 

multidisciplinary groups at 

 Traffic and commercial 

supervisors & front line staff 

training is being ensured by 

a 6 days training module at 

Training institute Udaipur. 

 Disaster Management 

training given all RPF staffs 

at the time of their initial 

and promotion training 

course. Staff will be directed 

as and when slot allotted to 

this railway.  

 All Electrical/Mechanical on 

board railway staff are being 

inspacted training once in 

every 3 years. 
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some of the 
RPF escorting 

staff and 

catering staff 

of contractor 
wherever out-

sourced). 

such locations in the 

divisions where there is 

concentration of such staff to 

obviate the need for their 

hostel accommodation, non-

availability for longer 

periods, etc.  Such training 

can be imparted at the 

selected country-wide 

locations to cover maximum 

number of staff in short 

period of time. This training 

can also be imparted in the 

Customer Care Institute. 

Only few select staff of 

Mechanical, Electrical (AC), 

RPF is to undergo this 

training who are deputed to 

escort trains. This training 

will be made mandatory in a 

phased manner for any staff 

to go on-board a passenger 

train. The staff of catering 

contractor is also to be 

imparted this training in 

Phase 2 to leverage their 

physical presence.  

Frequency of Training: 

Once every three years. 

7 Nominated 

ARMV and 
ART staff of 

Mechanical 

and Medical 
departments 

Composite training of 

Mechanical and Medical Staff 
for relief and rescue 

operations is planned to be 

given at upcoming disaster 
management railway 

institute at Bangalore.   

Doctors and paramedics 
nominated for 

ARMVs/SPARTs and other 

rescue operations should be 

exclusively trained on trauma 
care management either at 

some nominated specialised 

institutions or in-house.  

 Composite training of 

Mechanical and Medical Staff 
for relief and rescue 

operations is will be ensured 

when disaster management 
railway institute at 

Bangalore functional.   

 All medical officers, 
paramedics who are 

nominated for ARMV are well 

trained in  Trauma Care 

Management.  However, 
there is no separate institute 

available at present for such 

training in the railway. 
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IRITM is one of the Training 
Institutes under 

consideration. 

Frequency of Training: Once 

every three years. 
 

 Composite training of 
Mechanical and Medical Staff 

for relief and rescue 

operations has  not yet 

started. Mechanical 
Department has applied for 

tie-up with Disaster 

Management Institute at 
Bangalore but it is yet to 

finalized.  

8. Disaster 

management 
team of RPF 

staff & other 

RPF personnel 
associated 

with relief 

rescue 

operations. 

As per recommendation 

number 46 of HLC on 
disaster management there 

should be a disaster 

management team of RPF on 
each division comprising 

about 15 men in different 

ranks.  Such teams should be 

trained in providing 
necessary support on relief 

rescue operations.   

The existing 5 day training 
module should be 

appropriately revised to 

make it suitable to achieve 
the above objective. Each of 

the above teams should be 

trained on this module at RPF 

Academy at Lucknow.   
In addition, training module 

may be appropriately 

developed separately for RPF 
Officers and staff and should 

be imparted at RPF Academy 

at Lucknow. 
The respective training 

modules should include role 

of RPF at the accident site, 

security at the railway 
premises like railway 

stations, trains etc.  

Frequency of 
Training:Once every three 

years for disaster 

management team of RPF. 

Training of Disaster 

Management team of RPF 
comprising about 15 men as 

per recommendation no. 46 of 

HLC on disaster management 
will be directed once in every 

3 years as and when 

vacancies allotted to this 

railway by JR/RPF Academy, 
Lucknow. 

 

9 RPF Officers Disaster Management 
training for RPF officers may 

be also organized in IRITM 

04 RPF officers have already 

been attended Disaster 
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Mechanical (Traction) is the Nodal Directorate in Railway Board for Train Accident 

Management which includes all aspects of Policy on ART/ARME/SPART/Cranes and 
rescue, extrication, firefighting equipment etc. A nodal Training Institute for specialized 

rescue/extrication etc. for officers and for subordinates and a Safety Village are being set 

up in Bengaluru the work on this Institute is being coordinated by Mechanical (Traction) 
DTE. Railway Board. 

IRITM/Lucknow has been nominated as the nodal centre for training on general 

aspects of Disaster Management for the senior and middle level officers (including Senior 

Management Level Officers).  
Respective Training Institutions on each zonal railway will ensure that the modules 

prescribed above are institutionalized and officials are imparted training to build capacity 

of human resource in disaster management.  
  

16.4 Full scale mock drill: 

Disaster Management essentially necessitates a state of preparedness under all 
circumstances and the efficacy of arrangements therein can be assessed only by 

conducting periodical full scale mock drills. 

During this exercise of Mock Drill or Rehearsal, past incidents occurred to be kept 

in mind. Each exercise should be monitored by a member of independent observers 
located at various positions. 

 (A)  Objective of the full scale mock drill would be to 

(i)  Gauge the preparedness of DM system including detailed planning and keeping 
of all equipment in good fettle. 

(ii)  Integrate the operational response to measure overall performance a the 
exercise. 

(iii)   Measure performance with regard to accident restoration. 

(iv)  On a division, the first mock drill should be conducted within 3 months of issue 
of the Divisional Disaster Management Plan. 

(v)    On a division, the second mock drill should be conducted 3 months    after the 
first one, in order to correct all shortcomings noticed during the first mock drill. 

(vi)   Thereafter, mock drills shall be conducted once every 2 years after the new 
DRM takes over. 

(vii)  It should be conducted during the day and in a branch line section. 

(viii)  6 hrs. traffic block shall be taken and the ARME/SPART / ART run out to the 
accident site. 

(ix)  UCC and CAC should be set up and each department will post their 
functionaries in the Control Office as also in UCC and CAC. 

till such time the capability in 
RPF academy is developed. 

Frequency of Training: 

Once every five years for 

other RPF officers and staff. 

Management course. Officers 

will be directed as and when 

nomination for Disaster 

Management course received 

from IRITM/Lucknow and 

JR/RPF Academy, Lucknow.  
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(x)   All facilities should be provided in UCC and CAC by departments concerned. 
 

(B) During these full scale mock drills, following aspects shall be closely 
watched 

(i) Turning out of ARME/SPART / ART within the prescribed time. 

(ii) Speed of the specials. 

(iii) Assembly of staff. 

(iv) Handling of ART, ARMEs/ SPARTs and other rescue equipment. 

(v) Logging of events. 

(vi) Functioning of field telephones and communication network. 

(vii) Functioning of generator sets, lighting equipments. 

(viii) Preparedness of first-aiders and availability of medical equipment. 

(ix) Preparedness of commercial department to mobilize adequate manpower. 

(x) On completion of the drill, a detailed report shall be prepared detailing 
deficiencies noticed, corrective measures initiated and improvements required. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
CHAPTER - 17 

NDMA GUIDELINES ON INCIDENT RESPONSE SYSTEM 

 
17.1 Disaster risk in India: 
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India is vulnerable, in varying degrees, to a large number of natural as well as 
man-made disasters.  As stated in the National Policy on Disaster Management, 2009, 

in India, 58.6 per cent of the landmass is prone to earthquakes of moderate to very 

high intensity over 40 million hectares is prone to floods and river erosion of the 7516 

Kms long coastline, close to 5,700 kms is prone to cyclones and tsunami 68 per cent of 
the cultivable area is vulnerable to drought and hilly areas are at risk from landslides 

and avalanches.   

17.2   Overview of Incident Response System (IRS): 
The Incident Response System (IRS) is an effective mechanism for reducing the 

scope for ad-hoc measures in response.  It incorporates all the tasks that may be 

performed during DM irrespective of their level of complexity.  The main purpose of 
these Guidelines is to lay down the roles and responsibilities of different functionaries 

and stakeholders, at State and District levels and how coordinates with the multi-tiered 

institutional mechanisms at the National, State and District level will be done.  It also 

emphasizes the need for proper documentation of various activities for better planning, 
accountability and analysis.  It will also help new responders to immediately get a 

comprehensive picture of the situation and go in for immediate action. 

17.3 IRS organisation: 
The IRS Organization functions through Incident Response Teams (IRTs) in the 

field.  In line with our administrative structure and DM Act 2005, Responsible 

Officers(ROs) have been designated at the State and District level as overall in charge 
of the incident response management.  The RO may however delegate responsibilities 

to the incident Commander (IC), who in turn will manage the incident through IRTs.  

The IRTs will be pre-designated at all levels State, District, Sub-Division and 

Tehsil/Block.  On receipt of Early Warnings, the RO will activate them.  In case a 
disaster occurs without any warning, the local IRT will respond and contact RO for 

further support, if required.  A Nodal Officer (NO) has to be designated for proper 

coordination between the District, State and National level in activating air support for 
response. 

17.4   Features of IRS: 

IRS is categorized with features like management by objectives, unity of command 
and Chain of command, Organizational flexibility, span of control, unified command, 

accountability, Resource management, etc. 

17.5  Summary of action points: 

IRS constitutes an important part of the Disaster Response at the State and District 
level.  These Guidelines will help the States and the Districts in their disaster response.  

It will also help to reduce chaos and confusion during response.  Everyone will know all 

has to be done and who is in command.  The important thing is to get the team 
members trained in their respective roles. A time bound strategy with fixed 

responsibilities is essential to achieve this objective.  
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CHAPTER - 18 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, STRATEGIES, CRITICAL 

ACTIVITIES AND AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
 

18.0 Disaster Management system and strategies on Indian Railways: 

The Indian Railways is having an organized system of relief for managing accidents 
with its own resources.  Details of procedures and systems have been laid down in the 

Accident Manuals of the respective Zonal Railways.  Each Zonal Railway has its own 

Accident Manual for dealing with Railway accidents and unusual occurrences.  The 

manual contains various definitions of the terms used in accident management.  
Accidents have been classified into various types and categories depending upon the 

seriousness of the accident.  Preparedness to manage accidents is also detailed in the 

Accident Manual by way of details and Accident Relief Cranes their beats, inspection 
schedules, turnout times, etc. Presently there are 96 Nos. Cranes (73 Nos. of 140 T, 5 

Nos. of 120 T and 18 Nos. of 35 T Cranes over Indian Railway system.  

Presently in Rajkot division there is only 1 number. of 140 T Crane is available.  

Detail of Accident Relief Crane their beats, inspection schedules, turnout times and 
location is given as below:  

 

Details of Accident Relief  Cranes with capacity, location , their beats, 
inspection Schedule & turnout time 

S

N 

Divisio

n 

Class 

of 

ARTs 

Locati

on of 

ARTs 

Crane 

capacity 

Max. 

Speed    

(kmph) 

Beat  Inspecti

on 

Schedul
e 

Turn 

out 

time 

1 Rajkot A RJT  140T 

Diesel 

Hydraulic  

100 SUNR-

RJT-OKHA 

WKR-
NLK-

MALB, 

KNLS-
PBR, RJT-

VRL, JAM-

WML 
SUNR-

BVP 

Daily, 

Monthly, 

Half 
yearly, 

Yearly, 

2Yearly 
& 3 

Yearly 

During 

day: 

45"      
During 

night: 

60"  

 

18.1   Areas of Focus on Disaster Management: 
The main areas of focus on disaster management are:- 

(i) Faster Response 

(ii) Better facilities and Equipments 

(iii) Expanding resources to meet requirements  in major accidents 

(iv) Better customer focus 

(v) Training and Preparedness  
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(vi) ART management to undergo major changes covering rolling stock 

management, status of equipment, monitoring of utilization of assets and 

availability and consumption of stores etc. 

 

18.2 Critical Activities for Disaster Management: 

 161 ARMVs/SPARTs and 241 Accident Relief trains ARTs, are positioned at 

strategic locations which cover the entire rail network of Indian Railways for 

rushing to accident sites on top priority, along with doctors, para medical staff, 

rescue workers and engineers. 97 of ARTs also have Diesel Hydraulic cranes 

attached to them.  

The details of ARMEs and SPARTs with their strategic locations which over entire 

network of Rajkot division for rushing to accident sites on top priority, along with 
doctors, para medical staff, rescue workers and engineers. is as below: 

 

Details  of ARMV/SPART of Rajkot division with Rescue workers & 

Engineer 

Sr

N

o 

Division ARMV ART/SPART 

Location 

of  

Class   Max. 

Spee
d 

(kmp

h) 

Locatio

n 

Clas

s  

Crane 

capac
ity 

Max. 

Speed 
(kmph

) 

1 

Rajkot 

Rajkot (BG) 
ARME 

Scale-I  
110 

RJT 
Loco 

Shed 

A 
140 T 

Diesel 
100 

2 Hapa (BG) 

SPART 

(Scale-I 
ARMV) 

105 
HAPA 
Yard 

B -- 105 

 
                

 ARTs and ARMVs/SPARTs are equipped with rescue and relief equipment. These 

are located so as to cover an area not beyond a distance of 150 to 200 kms 

within 2 to 3 hours normally. Sometimes, the ARMV may take up to 4 hours to 

reach the accident site in a remote area.  In addition, there are 320 stationary 

Accident Relief Medical Equipment (ARME/SPART) – Scale II consisting of three 

sets of Portable Medical Kit for Accidents (POMKA) units positioned at identified 

stations, placed 80-100 kms. Apart in between ARMVs/SPARTs. 

 In addition to the recommended list of ART Tools and Equipment, 13 additional 

items have been recommended by a Committee for adding to the ARMV/ART 

which includes Life Detector, Scene Tape, Rope manila Nylon, Safety cone, 

stretcher folding, MFR Kit with Splints, Breathing apparatus set, Portable DG 

sets, Higher capacity hydraulic, Portable Plasma cutting equipment for cutting 

stainless steel coaches, Portable Defibrillator, Abrasive cutting equipment and 

Life Jackets, etc. 
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The details & status of recommended list of ART tools and equipment as 
recommended committee is as below: 

 

  Details & Status of the 13 additional equipment for inclusion in 

ART/ARMVs/SPARTs recommended by the HLC review committee 

SN Description 

of 

equipment 

Qty To be 

kept 

in 

Division Remarks 

RJT 
 

1 Life detector 1 
No.      

     
ARMV 

Not 
available 

COFMOW has been advised to prepare 
specification of Life detector including 

estimate cost for centralized 

procurement vide RB’s letter No. 
2003/M(M&P)/7/DM (Status) / Pt Dt 

.21.06.2013. DME P (II)/ Rly. Bd vide 

letter No 2003 M ( M & P)/7/2/Vol. II 
dated 22.12.15 advised all ZRs to 

take assistance of NDRF in case of 

accidents/emergencies, if needed 

2 Scene tape 6 
Roll

s 

ART & 
ARMV 

Provided Already provided as per HLCR No.72 
“Barrier Tape” 

3 Rope manila 

Nylon 100m 

1 

No. 

ART & 

ARMV 

Provided ------------------ 

4 Safety cone 6 

Nos. 

ART & 

ARMV 

Available ------------------ 

5 Stretcher 

folding 

9 

Nos. 

ARMV Available  

6 MFR Kit with 

splints 

5 

Sets 

ARMV --- Pertains to Medical Dept.  Board has 

decided to defer the item at present 
vide letter No. 2003/M(M&P)/ 7/DM 

(Status) / Pt Dt.31.12.2012 

7 Breathing 
apparatus 

1 
No. 

ART  Provided ------------------ 

8 Suitable 

portable DG 
set 

1 

Set 

ART & 

ARMV 

Provided ------------------ 

9 Abrasive 

cuting 

equipment 

1 

Set 

ART & 

ARMV 

Provided ------------------ 

10 Higher cap. 

HRD for SS 

Coaches 

1 

No. 

ART & 

ARMV 

Not 

available 

------------------ 

11 Portable 
Plasma  

Cutting 

Equipment 

1 
No. 

ART & 
ARMV 

Available ------------------ 

12 Portable 1 ART  Available Pertains to Medical Dept. 
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defibrillator No. 

13 Life jackets 100 

Nos. 

ART  Available ------------------ 

 

 On receiving information of an accident, the ARTs and ARMVs/SPARTs are 

dispatched to the accident site along with personnel trained in rescue and relief 

operations.  ARMVs/SPARTs and ARTs are powered by locomotives brought from 

line in case of accidents/ derailments. To avoid delay in arranging locomotives, 

Self Propelled ART was developed first time in 2001 indigenously by Rail Coach 

Factory (RCF), Kapurthala. This concept has been extended to Self Propelled 

ARMV also. 52 Self Propelled ARTs and 11 Self Propelled ARMVs/SPARTs 

(manufactured at RCF, Kapurthala and ICF, Chennai), are working on IR network 

and more are being manufactured at ICF, Chennai so as to provide one per 

division as per High Level Committee on Disaster Management. 

 
 Unlike many other countries where local bodies such as Fire Brigade, Police, 

Health Services and Civil Defence Organizations etc. are responsible completely 

for rescue and relief operations during railway accidents, Indian Railways has an 
organized system of relief and rescue operations for managing accidents mainly 

with its own resources. The local administrations; however has the responsibility 

to support Railways.  

 Preparedness to manage accidents is detailed in the Accident Manual of each 
Zonal Railway. It also contains detailed procedures, duties of various Railway 

Officials, details of rail-mounted relief and rescue equipment i.e., Accident Relief 

Medical vans (ARMVs/SPARTs) and Accident Relief Trains (ARTs) along with 
items contained therein, their beats, inspection schedules, turnout times, etc. 

 ARTs and ARMVs/SPARTs are rail mounted and located at stations where 

Railways have suitably trained staff.  Movement to the site depends upon 
operational conditions.  Many a time Railway doctors, para-medics and other 

officials reach site of the accident by road, earlier than ART/ARMV.   

 Target time for dispatch of ARMVs/SPARTs is a maximum 20 minutes from 

double exit siding and 30” from single exit siding after their ordering.  Target 
time for dispatch of ARTs is a maximum of 60 minutes from their ordering. 

 As Accident Relief Train may take up to 3 hours to reach a remote accident site, 

the resources available near the accident site are very important and pooled for 
immediate relief and rescue: 

(i) On board staff eg. Loco Pilot, Assistant Loco Pilot, Guard, Commercial Staff, 

Pantry staff, Carriage and Wagon/Electric staff etc. 
(ii) Staff nearby accident site eg. Trackmen, Station staff etc. 

(iii) Help from local people in nearby vicinity. 

(iv) Local administration eg. Civil administration, Police, Health, Fire etc. 

(v) National Disaster Response Force 
(vi) Air Force/Military services 
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It is seen that by pooling the resources of local, state and central government and help 
from local people, effective disaster management can be done during the Golden Hour. 

Casualties/injuries is reduced effectively with integration of resources belonging to all 

the stakeholders for managing disasters. 

1 The main activities undertaken by Railway administration at accident site are: 
(i) The medical team participates in rescue and stabilisation of injured 

passengers, those seriously injured are transported to nearby hospitals.  

(ii) The cost of such treatment is borne by the Railways.  Deaths are certified 
by doctors and dead bodies are handed over to Police for further action 

such as autopsy etc. for medico-legal purpose.  

(iii) Railway doctors are deputed to the hospitals where the injured are 
admitted, to render necessary assistance, including supply of required 

medicines, etc. 

(iv) In addition to the above own resources, nearby ambulances and doctors 

with paramedics, fire brigades; other necessary resources are also 
requisitioned as per need for expeditious operations. 

(v) Information like names, addresses and telephone numbers of nearby 

hospitals, local police, fire brigade, officials of Civil Administration etc are 
available at Stations/Divisional controls and immediate relief is sought at 

the time of accident.  

(vi) In case of serious accidents involving passengers, National Disaster 
Response Force (NDRF) is also requisitioned.  24X7 control room of 

Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) or the control room of concerned ministry 

is contacted for mustering help from defence services including help of Air 

Force. 
(vii) Relief trains are arranged for clearing stranded passengers. 

(viii) Arrangements for supply of meals, drinking water, and beverages etc. are 

made not only for the injured, but also to other passengers of the affected 
trains.   

(ix) Once affected passengers are attended, accident site is restored back to 

normal traffic with the help of break-down cranes, hydraulic rescue 
equipment, etc.   

(x) The accident inquiries are conducted within a time frame and 

preventive/corrective actions are taken accordingly. 

(xi) Timely information is given to the press to avoid misreporting and 
speculation about the casualties and the cause of the accident. 

2 Disaster Management at Divisional, Zonal and Ministry level are integrated with 

each other, and are comprehensive and fully prepared to handle disasters.   
 

18.3 Rescue and Relief System on Indian Railways: 

The Indian Railways is having an organized system of rescue and relief operations 

for managing accidents with its own resources.  Details of procedures and systems have 
been laid down in the Accident Manuals of the respective Zonal Railways.  Each Zonal 

Railway has its own Accident Manual for dealing with Railway accidents and unusual 

occurrences.  The manual contains various definitions of the terms used in accident 
management. Accidents have been classified into various types and categories 

depending upon the seriousness of the accident.  Preparedness to manage accidents is 

also detailed in the Accident Manual by way of details of Accident Relief Medical vans 
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(ARMVs/SPARTs) and Accident Relief Trains (ARTs), equipment contained therein, their 
beats, inspection schedules, turnout times, etc.  The Accident Manual also lists the 

information to be maintained at the stations, like names, addresses and telephone 

numbers of nearby hospitals, local police, fire brigade etc.  It also details various 

records and information to be maintained in the Divisional Control, like railway and non-
railway hospitals, ambulance services, fire fighting arrangement, contact information of 

officials of Civil Administration, road maps etc. for ensuring expeditious mustering of 

resources at the time of accidents.  It also prescribes in details the duties of various 
railway officials and concerned departments to be discharged in managing accidents.  

The types of accident inquiries, their procedure and timeframe etc. for holding the 

inquiry are also detailed.  It also prescribes the methodology of acceptance and disposal 
of the accident inquiry reports.                                                                       

Steps are taken to provide prompt and effective relief to the affected passengers in 

the event of any serious train accident involving deaths.  The senior-most officer at the 

accident site takes full charge of the situation, and supervises the overall relief 
operations.  Special inquiry booths are opened at originating, terminating and important 

stations en route.  The affected passengers and their relatives are treated in order to 

alleviate their trauma and discomfort.  Railway doctors are deputed to the hospitals 
where the injured are admitted, to render necessary assistance, including supply of 

required medicines, etc.  Arrangements for supply of meals, drinking water, and 

beverages etc. to not only the injured, but also to other passengers of the affected 
trains are organized. STD-equipped telephones are made available to passengers, to 

enable them to communicate with their relatives.  Officers and Inspectors are also 

deputed to contact the affected passengers and assist them in their onward travel.  

Special care is exercised to collect and provide security to the belongings of all 
passengers.  Relief trains are arranged for clearing stranded passengers.  A thorough 

and unbiased investigation into the adequacy of the relief measures is made after every 

serious accident.  Crash courses on ‘Disaster Management’ for officers and staff at all 
levels are organized to sustain awareness of the importance of the situation.  Timely 

information is given to the press to avoid misreporting and speculation about the 

casualties and the cause of the accident. 
 

18.4 Responsibility for Rescue and relief Operations: 

Unlike India, in many countries, local bodies such as Fire Brigade, Police, Health 

Services and Civil Defence Organizations etc. are responsible for rescue and relief 
operations during railway accidents.  The Indian Railways has occasionally been 

criticized that the railway rescue teams reach the accident site later then the local 

people.  As the railways are spread out over a vast geographical area, it is humanly not 
possible to maintain rescue and relief equipment and teams at every station.  

ARMVs/SPARTs can only be located at stations having adequate medical back-up 

facilities.   At times it takes some time for the relief teams and equipment to reach the 

accident site from the nearest railway rescue facility, depending upon the accessibility 
to the accident site.  Further, consequent to the Disaster Management (DM) Act coming 

into force, National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) has been constituted at different 

locations throughout the country.  NDRF is a force specialized in handling rescue and 
relief operations in all types of disasters in the country and Railways take their help in 

major accidents involving passenger trains. 
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18.5.1 High Level Committees on Disaster Management on Indian Railways: 

(i) Constituted by the Ministry of Railway in September 2002. 
(a) To review the existing DM system over IR related to train accidents and 

natural calamities and to suggest improvements. 

(b) To identify additional technological and managerial inputs to quicken pace 

of relief and rescue operations. 

(c) To institute a standing arrangement with other central Ministries, State 

government and Armed forces to enable quick and smooth restoration 

operations without any legal or procedural hurdles. 

(ii) All 111 recommendations have been accepted by MR in March, 2003. 
(iii) The financial implications of implementing these recommendations were 

estimated to be around Rs. 400 crores. 

(iv) 8 recommendations have been dropped by appropriate authority. 

(v) 104 recommendations have been implemented. 

(vi) Balance 07are under implementation.  

(vii) 111 recommendations can be broadly grouped in 5 groups. 

(a) Faster response. 
(b) Better facilities and equipment-technological inputs. 

(c) Expanding resources. 

(d) HRD 

(e) Other logistics. 

 

18.5.2 Another Disaster management review committee was appointed on 

27.02.07 under the chairmanship of Shri GajendraNarain, an ex-IPS officer with the 

following terms of reference: 

(i) Comprehensive study and audit of current preparedness and management 

practices referring to all types of disasters/hazards for different phases of 

disaster management i.e. prevention, mitigation, rescue, relief and 

rehabilitation; 

(ii) Suggest ways and means for integration of disaster reduction concept into 

development planning; 

(iii) Identify the recommend areas needing development of multi-stakeholder 

partnership and citizen participation with a view to establish a coordinated 

mechanism for disaster reduction, response and rehabilitation; 

(iv) Study existing statutory provisions for effective disaster management on IR and 

suggest changes, if any;                                                                                                                                                                             

(v) Suggest best suited management structure for effective delivery along with 

enabling tools; and 

(vi) Suggest any other measures which committee may consider appropriate within 

the scope of disaster management. 

 

The Committee gave 106 recommendations, out of which recommendation no. 2 

has three parts (A, B & C), thus actually there are 108 recommendations, out of which 
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41 recommendations have been accepted and 67 have not been accepted.    Out of the 
41 accepted recommendations, 40 have already been implemented and only 1 is under 

implementation. 

 

18.5.3  An Expert Group committee for Modernization of Indian Railways was 
constituted by Ministry of Railways which submitted its report in February, 2012.  The 

Committee recommended for up gradation of Disaster Management facilities which 

inter-alia included provision of high speed self-propelled Accident Relief Trains and 
Medical Vans, Road Cum Rail Vehicles for accident relief, 175 T cranes, setting up of 

Disaster Management and other Training Centres. 

 
18.6 Disaster Management Plans: 

The High Level Committee on Disaster management over Indian Railway stipulated 

that each Zonal Railway and Division must write its disaster Management Plan 

dovetailing the same with concerned State Government/District.  The Disaster 
Management Plans are to be prepared to ensure proper coordination and mutual co-

operation among Divisions and Zonal Railway Authorities with the state/District 

authorities in managing severe accidents in the Indian Railways and disasters in 
general.  The Railway should also be fully aware of the local, civil, army and other 

resources available for supplementing the Disaster Management efforts as and when 

required.  The Disaster Management Plan must include who is responsible for what 
activities in detail, to ensure the basis steps as below: 

 Rapid access to the site of the accident. 

 Effective site management by making best use of on-board and locally 

available resources. 

 Quick extrication of victims. 

 Speedy transportation of victims to hospital. 

 Proper communication system both for assisting the stranded passengers as 

well as giving out timely information to the media. 

 
In compliance to the above instructions of the Railway Board, all 17 Zonal railway 

Headquarters and 68 divisions have prepared their respective Disaster Management 

Plans.  Zonal Railways have also hosted their Disaster Management Plans on the Rail 
net for the widespread sharing. 

 

18.7 Measures to prevent accidents:  

18.7.1 Signalling: 

(a)    Track Circuiting:  

Track Circuit is one of the most important safety aids provided at the stations, which 

has reduced collisions in station area. A major thrust was given to track 

circuiting at stations. On Rajkot division track route is D special and E having 58 

stations and all having track circuited stations.  

(b)Provision of Centralized Operation of Points and Signals: 

Electronic Interlocking with MACLS is the most important system for 

safety, efficiency & flexibility in yard operation and for incremental line capacity 

and has been steadily provided on Indian Railways. Route 
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Relay/Panel/Electronic Interlocking (RRI/PI/EI) along with MACLS have been 

provided at about 30 stations (52% of total 58 stations).  Replacement of old 

outdated, multi-cabin mechanical signalling equipment are required to be 

replaced and upgraded by using electronic interlocking system in a phased 

manner. 28 stations of Rajkot division is sanctioned for colour light signalling 

with EI work and work is under progress. 

(c) Elimination of Semaphore Signalling is necessary for improving visibility 

and efficiency of signalling system on these stations. There are 27 stations in 

Rajkot division which are equipped with Semaphore Signalling. These stations 

are taken up for elimination of Semaphore Signalling by Colour Light Signalling 

with Centralized Panel Interlocking.  

(d) Provision of Isolation and Elimination of Rudimentary Interlocking and 

Up-gradation of Standard Interlocking has assumed importance with 

growing traffics and speeds after a few serious accidents took place in recent 

years.  Yard layouts and the corresponding signalling system at some stations 

require up-gradation.  Main line is not isolated for run through trains and 

complete track circuiting is not available resulting in imposition of speed 

restrictions in Yard and at times, an unsafe situation is created.  Up-gradation 

of Standard of Interlocking with provision of Standard layout with Isolation will 

be completed at the earliest. On Rajkot division out 58 stations 15 station are 

left over for upgradation including 10 rudimentary interlocking stations. 

(e) Token Ball Instruments 

Token Ball Instruments are outdated equipment still in use on Indian Railway network.  

A decision in this regard has been taken to eliminate Token Ball Instruments by 

Token less Block Working within a time frame of 3 years (March 2019).  There 

are 15 Block sections having 30 Block Instruments on Rajkot division which are 

planned to be eliminated.  

(f) Block Proving by Axle Counters  

All new works of Panel Interlocking (PI)/(EI) will be provided with Block proving by 

Axle counters device, to prevent collisions in the block sections due to some 

‘parted' load being left out. BPAC devices are provided on 13 stations out of 58 

stations on Rajkot divisionexisting PI/EI/RRI stations. Work is in progress to 

provide BPAC devices on remaining stations of Rajkot division. 

 

18.7.2 Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS): 

TCAS, a multivendor product is being developed indigenously by RDSO for Collision 

Prevention as well as Protection against Signal Passing At Danger (SPAD) by loco pilot.  

RDSO has finalized the specification of TCAS and proof of concept trials have been 

carried out during October/November, 2012.  Extended trials on 250 Kms section on 

South Central Railway are to be conducted by RDSO.  Based on successful conclusion of 

extended trials and Safety Certification of TCAS by Independent Safety Assessor (ISA), 

further deployment on Indian Railways will be considered. 
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18.7.3    Mobile Train Radio Communication:  

Mobile Train Radio Communication (MTRC) system has an intrinsic potential in 

enhancing the safety and security in train operations, besides being a valuable aid in 

providing reliable and secure communication to all those engaged in different facets of 

railway operations and maintenance functions. MTRC works have already been 

commissioned on 2461 RKMs on IR and are in progress on 2100 RKMs.   

In western railway MTRC for Mumbai Suburban section between Churchgate - 

Virar, work in Progress. 

MTRC for Mumbai Central - Nagda & Vadodara - Ahmedabad is approved under 

mission Raftar. MTRC is not available on Rajkot division. 

 

18.8  Rail Fracture Detection System:  
Rail/weld failures are potential safety hazards. Advanced Railway systems are 

using the systems, which alerts all concerned in case of failures and train operations are 

controlled to prevent consequential train accidents. No such system is available on IR. 

Suitable technology will be developed in association with advanced railway systems for 
use on IR. A trail of Broken rail detection system on NR & NCR on 25 Kms track length 

in each has been undertaken. After successful trial, this system will be progressively 

installed on other important routes. 
 

18.9  Wheel Impact Load Detector (WILD): 

WILD is used to manage the wheel impact load spectrum for targeted removals of 

defective wheels from service. The WILD continually monitors locomotives and vehicle 

wheels health to ensure safe train operations. In WILD system, if any wheel generates a 

force that exceeds a tailored alarming threshold, a report identifies that wheel for 

action. A maintenance alarm identifies vehicle for preventive maintenance at the next 

available opportunity and a critical alarm directs a train to stop as quickly and safely as 

possible. NO WILD has been installed till date in Rajkot division. 

 

18.10  Better and Safer Coaches:  

Design of lightweight, stainless steel passenger coaches has been procured through 

a Transfer of Technology (TOT) contract from M/s LHB of Germany. The coach provides 

better ride index at higher speeds. The design provides a higher safety level as a result 

of modern technology in use in the design of high-speed bogies.   

In view of enhanced safety features, passenger comfort and higher speed 

potential, it is proposed to completely switch over to light weight stainless steel LHB 

mainline coach production. 

 

18.11 Retro fitment of crash worthy features such as crash buffers and anti 
climbing modifications in conventional coaches: 

To minimize injury to passengers in case of collision, conventional coaches are to 

be  provided  with  crash  buffers provided at the coach  ends  which absorb collision 
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energy minimizing damage to passenger area.  Provision of anti-climbing modifications 
in coaches will not allow the coaches to climb over each other in case of an impact. 

 

18.12  Fire detection and suppression system in AC coaches: 

To make AC coaches fire resistant, fire detection and suppression system is to be 
provided to detect fire in AC coaches and take preventive action.  Provision of automatic 

braking of coaches in case of fire shall also be provided.  

 
18.13  Fire detection and suppression in NAC coaches: 

To make NAC coaches for fire resistant, fire detection and suppression system is to 

be provided to detect fire in NAC coaches and take preventive action.  
 

18.14 Automatic door closure mechanism in coaches 

Automatic door closure mechanism in EMU coaches to prevent accidental falling off 

of passengers from trains should be introduced in suburban trains.  Automatic AC 
Component doors will manual trigger shall be provided in newly manufactured LHB AC 

double-decker coaches for convenience of elderly passengers and children.  

 
18.15 Redesigning/refurbishing of interior of coaches and interior fittings for 

better occupant safety: 

Coaches shall be provided with fire retardant materials such as Fire retardant 
curtains & partition panelling, roof ceiling, PVC flooring, cushioning material for seats 

and berths, Rexine& fabric upholstery for seats and berths, FRP windows & UIC 

Vestibules, etc. in the interior furnishing.  Specifications of these fire retardant materials 

shall be upgraded as a part of continual improvement in passenger safety. 
Coaches are being provided with fire retardant furnishing materials.  To minimize 

injuries during rail travel, coaches are being redesigned without any sharp corners in 

the interior and dully padding up vulnerable areas. 
Manufacturing of Variant AC and non-AC coaches with new design is being planned 

with provision of emergency exit doors in addition to emergency exit window for faster 

evacuation of passengers, fire safety measures such as fire barrier coating, luminescent 
signage’s for visibility in the dark, emergency alarm, interface with air brake system for 

automatic brake application.  

 

18.16 In-motion Weighbridges: 

The in-motion weighbridge helps detect overloading in wagons. This reduces 

fatigue of rail/welds and, therefore, reduces chances of fracture. Installation of in-

motion weighbridges is done as and when required as per changes in traffic pattern and 

emergent requirements and is a continuous process. Presently 7 numbers and 4 private 

electronic in motion way bridges in working condition, 1 number is under tendering 

process on replacement account. 

 

18.17  Action Plan for Road Users' Safety:  

To reduce accidents at manned level crossing gates on Rajkot division. will adopt 

following multi-pronged strategy and their planning and progress tabulated below:- 
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S.N Action Plan Current preparedness of Rajkot division 

1 Existing task force of the 
Ministry of Railways and 

State Governments for 

construction of ROBs/RUBs 
would be made more 

effective. 

ROBs on Rajkot division are being 
constructing with the co-ordination with 

Gujarat government. 

2 Items to be resolved 

between the Ministry of 
Railways and Ministry of 

Road Transport and 

Highways. 

To expedite the construction of ROBs and 

closure of level crossings (Falling of national 
high way) MOU between Railway & Ministry 

of Road transport & Highways (MORTH) had 

been executed. 

3 Speed breakers at level 

crossings, their standards 

and maintenance. 

Maintenance of speed breakers is being done 

as being integral part of track maintenance in 

terms of provisions of IRPWM 

4 Testing of driving license 

applicant with regard to 

thorough knowledge 

pertaining to level 

crossings. 

Safety poster/Hand bills/ Pamphlets has been 

distributed in Rajkot division 

throughDivisional safety officers and staff 

5 Widening of roads at 

selected high density 

locations to ease 

movement. 

Widening of road is being done as per 

standards provided in IRPWM to match 
requirement of road authority as per their 

request and cost 

6 Training and counselling of 

road users. 

 

All ULMCs are begin eliminated on Rajkot 

division. Training is being Imparted in ATS 

and DETS and also staff has been counselled 
by division safety officers and staff 

7 Lifting barriers with retro-

reflective markers in lieu of 

gate leaves shall be 

provided on double and 

multiple lines.  

It is done in planned manner during 
interlocking of LCs 

8 On manned level crossings, 

with more than 500 road 

vehicles per day and where 

possible, the road width 

shall be widened in railway 

land. 

Widening of road being done as per 

standards provided in IRPWM on request of 
road authorities. 

9 Signalling Systems like 

Interlocking arrangements 

and provision of telephones 

Telephone on manned LCs is a basic and 
compulsory on non interlocked LCs 
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at LC gates enhances 

safety considerably. 

10 Interlocking of manned 

level crossing gates. 

Interlocking of qualified LCs is begin done. 

Out of 312 gates 95 LCs are interlocked as on 
September 18 on Rajkot division. 

11 Inclusion of Dos and Don’ts 

near level crossings in 

primary school curriculum. 

LC gate road users are begin counselled 

about Dos and Don’ts during PA campaigns 

on level crossing gates 

12 Intensive social awareness 

campaigns to counter 

misadventure in front of 

approaching trains.  

Safety seminars, Shunting melas, Nuked 

nataks, has been carried out all over the 

Rajkot division through Divisional safety 

officers and staff. 

13 Basic infrastructure on all 

unmanned level crossings 

will be ensured and it 

includes provision of 

adequate width, normal 

gradient, level surface for 5 

m from centre of the 

nearest track, Whistle 

Boards in retro-reflective 

sheets, specified Road 

Warning Boards, road 

surface in good condition 

and speed breakers/rumble 

strips etc.  

It has been done as per provisions of IRPWM 
& maintained. 

14 All level crossings, as per 
revised criteria for 

manning, falling in the 

three specified categories, 
are proposed to be manned 

in next 5 years.  

All ULMCs are begin eliminated on Rajkot 
division. Training is being Imparted in ATS 

and DETS and also staff has been counselled 

by division safety officers and staff 

15 Periodic census of level 

crossings will be carried 
out by multi-disciplinary 

teams.  

It is being done as per provisions of IRPWM 

by multidisciplinary team. 

16 Compulsory whistling by 

train drivers by linking loco 
whistle to the Vigilance 

Control Device (VCD).  

 

(i) The ‘Safety Drives’ are conducted from 

time to time in which Crew has been 
counselled to continuously blow the 

locomotive whistle while passing LC gates 

to alert road users. Instructions contained 
in SR 16.03(3)(b) pertaining to “sounding 

of engine whistle while approaching level 

crossing”. Ambush checks were also 
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18.18 Provision of Road Over/Under Bridge:  

As per norms of Railway board ROBs are being constructed on Rajkot division to close 

the LCs. 2 LCs have been eliminated in 2017-18 by providing ROBs on Rajkot division. 

 

18.19 Curbing Fire hazards in Pantry Car: 

 

S.N Guide lines as per RB DMP 2017 Current Preparedness of Rajkot 

Division 

1 To curb fire hazards in pantry car, 

Board has issued guidelines for 

upkeep of pantry car equipment to 

ensure that all equipment and gadgets 

are in working order and in safe 

condition.   

All the equipments and gadgets are 

being ensured  in working order 
and in safe condition at the time of 

departure of trains. 

2 Electrical gadgets in Pantry Cars 

should be operated only by the 

authorized electrical staff, nobody 

else.  

Is being Ensured 

conducted from LC gate or by travelling in 
the adjacent coach to monitor the crew in 

this regard. 

(ii)The compliance of the same has been                        

ensured through field inspections by 

Officers & Loco Inspectors, surprise 
checks/ambush checks etc. from LC gates 

or by travelling in the adjacent coach.  

17 On sections where there 

are a number of unmanned 
level crossings, at close 

proximity, RUBs may be 

constructed at a 
convenient location and the 

remaining level crossings 

closed. 

All ULMCs are begin eliminated on Rajkot 

division. Training is being Imparted in ATS 
and DETS and also staff has been counselled 

by division safety officers and staff 

18 Checking visibility levels at 
all unmanned level 

crossings, and taking 

corrective action for their 
improvement.  

Being done as regular part of track 
maintenance system as per IRPWM 

19 Appropriate approach road 

gradients within railway 

boundary to be ensured.  

Being done as regular part of track 

maintenance system as per IRPWM 
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3 Zonal Railways have been advised to 

remove the card board cartons after 

loading the food articles and they are 

to be kept in containers made up of 

fire retardant materials such as 

insulated metallic boxes.  

Card board cartoons are being 
removed at the departure of trains 

and handed over to the garbage 

collecting staff en-route. 

4 Separate reservation chart of pantry 

car should be published like 

reservation chart of other coaches.  

Ticket checking staff should permit 

only those persons in Pantry Car & 

Power Car (Railway Staff and Pantry 

Car Staff) whose names are appearing 

in reservation chart of pantry car and 

Power Car and having valid travel 

authority. 

 

IRCTC has been advised to issue 

instructions to all pantry car 

licensees to follow all the safety 
rules and regulations of safety of 

pantry cars and to submit the list 

of all catering staff deployed to 
work in the concerned train to 

chief reservation supervisor of 

originating station at least 4 hours 

before the departure of the train 
for preparation of separate 

reservation chart of pantry car. 

 

 

18.20  Fire detection and suppression system at important installations: 
Fire at vital installations paralyses the train movements. Fire fighting equipment is 

being provided at such installations. Staff has been trained to use these equipments. 

During commissioning of OHE traction on Rajkot division. all the traction 

substations and switching Posts, OHE depots &  PSI depots will be provided with DCP 
type fire extinguishers in accordance to chapter VI (fire precautions) of ACTM vol. I. It 

is ensured that these fire extinguishers are checked, tested and refilled in accordance to 

the schedule recommended by OEM. A register will be maintained in each installation 
showing the details of available fire extinguishers, date of inspection and Refilling date. 

While commissioning the new Traction Sub-stations it will be ensured that 30 MVA 

Traction transformers are procured as per the latest RDSO specifications having 
Nitrogen injection Fire prevention system.  

 

18.21 Vigilance control Device: 

All electric and diesel locomotive are equipped with vigilance control devices (VCD) 
to ensure alertness of loco pilot. 
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Annexure – 3 
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Annexure – 4 

E- Mail address of emergency cells and helpline enquiry 

booths 

 
SR. Name of Work Station Location E-Mail Address 

1 CAC-1 Site cac1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

2 CAC-2 Site cac2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

3 Head Quarters Emergency 

Cell-1 

WR Hdqrs. echq1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

4 Head Quarters Emergency 

Cell-2 

WR Hdqrs. Echq2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

5 Divisional Emergency 

Cell-1 

RJT Control Decrjt1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

6 Divisional Emergency 

Cell-2 

RJT Control Decrjt2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

7 Helpline Enquiry Booth Rajkot hebrjt@wr.railnet.gov.in 

8 Helpline Enquiry Booth Viramgam hebvg@wr.railnet.gov.in 

9 Helpline Enquiry Booth Surrendranagar hebsunr@wr.railnet.gov.in 

10 Helpline Enquiry Booth Okha hebokha@wr.railnet.gov.in 

  

 

NOTE: Initially  six E-mail ID’s – One for accident site (CAC 1), one for HQ emergency 

cell one for divisional emergency cell and three for help line enquiry booths will 
be provided. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

mailto:cac1@ncr.railnet.gov.in
mailto:cac2@wr.railnet.gov.in
mailto:echq1@wr.railnet.gov.in
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mailto:Decrjt1@wr.railnet.gov.in
mailto:Decrjt2@wr.railnet.gov.in
mailto:hebrjt@wr.railnet.gov.in
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Annexure – 5 

Division Wise Statement of Modern Gadgets over WR 

 

 

Divi
sion  

Station  

No. of 

CCTV  

No. of CCTV 

proposed to be 

installed  

DFMD available  HHMD 

W

&P 

Hiri

ng  

W

&P 
ISS 

Nirbha
ya 

Fund 

Working Non 
Wor

kin

g 

W
or

ki

ng  

Non 

Working 
Mann
ed 

Unma
nned  

RJT 

Rajkot  18 - - - 40 - - - 4 - 

Bhaktinag

ar 
4 - - - - - - - 1 - 

Dwarka  6 - - - 13 - - - 1 - 

Okha  5 - - - 16 - - 1 1 - 

Jamnagar  4 - - - 16 - - - - 3 

Hapa - - - - 15 - - - 1 
- 

 

Surendra

nagar  
6 - - - 17 - - - - 4 

Wankaner - - - - 13 - - - - - 

Morbi  - - - - - - - - 1 - 

Than  - - - - - - - - 1 - 

DSC's R. 

Coy 
- - - - - - - - - 2 

Total 43 0 0 0 130 0 0 1 10 9 
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Annexure –6 
Register of Amendment Slips 
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No 
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Chapter 
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Page 
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 AMENDMENT SLIP 1: 

CHAPTER : 19  -  FLOOD A CAUSE OF BREACHES 

        Monsoon season is most important season for the transportation organization as it 
witness a large number of disruption of traffic at many places over the pathway of Railway 
establishments amounting to heavy loss of revenue to restore normalcy over the affected 
portion of track. The over flow of Dams and rivers due to heavy ingress of water of rain pour 
at the base of the river front as well as the ingress of the water due to topography of the 
catchment area of rivers. This is the main reason behind preparing action plan to combat 
with the disaster arise in monsoon season and to minimize loss of revenue .As a part of the 
same Rajkot division is not an exception and has witnessed breaches over the past years . 
       Rajkot division has mainly spread over the vicinity of five districts of Saurasthtra region 
Gujarat state administration viz Rajkot, Surendranagar, Morbi, Jamnagar and 
Devbhoomi Dwarka. The rivers in Saurashtra region are streams of rainy water only. The 
floods in this area are mainly due to Over topping. Over topping is defined as uncontrolled 
water flow over the crust of the dam or embankment . Over topping may lead to excessive 
erosion or saturation of the downstream slope. The another reason of the floods is due to 
sea surge and dam failure .The washout/breaches is due to carried out earth near and 
under the railway track as the flow of water due to over topping is heavy and no path for 
heavy flow of water in the yards. The major rivers that flow in these districts are as follows 

Sl 
no 

District Railway 
proximity 

River 

1 SURENDRANA
GAR 

LTR-THAN BHAGAVO 1&2, 
SABURI,FALKU,BRAHMINI,MORSAI, 
TRIVENI,THANGA,VANSAI, 

2 MORBI DL - NLK-
MALB 

AJI,DEMI,MACHU, 

3 RAJKOT CX- BKNG-
KHC 

AJI,DONDI,DEMI,BHADAR,MOJ,NYARI 

4 JAMNAGAR JALD-SIKKA-
MDPR 

AJI,UND,VARTU,RANGMATI,FULZAR,NAG
MATI,RUPERL,DEMI,PANDHO,SHIHAN,KA
NKAVATI,SASOI, 
SORTHI,DHANDAR,FALKU,SANI 

5 DEVBHOOMI 
DWARKA 

MDPR-OKHA GOMTI 

The information regarding vulnerability rating provided by GSDMA is as follows: 
DISTRICT HAZARD PROBABILITY VULNERABILITY 

RATING 
SPECIFICATION/ 

LOCATION 

SURENDRANAGAR flood 3 3 Low lying areas 
due to heavy rain fall ,sea 
surge or dam failure.  

Dam 
failure 

1 1 

RAJKOT flood 5 4 due to heavy rain fall. Dam 
failure Dam 

failure 
2 3 

JAMNAGAR flood 5 4 Due to heavy rain fall, sea 
surge. Dam failure 
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DISTRICT HAZARD PROBABILITY VULNERABILITY 
RATING 

SPECIFICATION/ 
LOCATION 

Dam 
failure 

1 1  

Sea 
surge 

3 3 Coastal talukas Jamnagar, 
Jodiya, Lalpur 

MORBI flood 5 4 May occur due to heavy 
rain fall, sea surge or dam 
failure. One incident of 
major dams failure of 
Machhu-2near district 
MORBI occurred in Aug -
1979. 

Dam 
failure 

2 3 

DEVBHOOMI 
DWARKA 

flood 5 4 Flood  may occur due to 
heavy rain fall,  coastal 
talukas 
Khambaliya,Kalyananpur, 
Dwarka, Okhamadhi, 
Mithapur, 
Okha. 

Dam 
failure 

1 1 

Sea 
surge 

3 3 

 
NOTE: Probability & Vulnerability ratings   5: A regular event once in 12 months, 4. will 
occur at least once in two years 3. Will occur once in 5 years 2.will occur once in 25 years, 
1.may occur sometime in 100yearperiod.  
The monsoon rain chart as rainfall received (in percentage) : 

Monsoon rain chart as rainfall received (in percentage) 

Area As on AUG-19 As on AUG-18 

Kutch 99.39 12.09 

North Gujarat 55.01 28.66 

East-Central 79.10 41.90 

South 100.75 75.25 

State Average 
 

83.12 55.43 

Month Wise Rain Fall ( in MM ) 

Month 2019 2018 

June 108.59 67.65 

July 222.37 382.51 

August 347.29 10.50 

Total Rainfall 678 460.66 

 
The following are the Dams with vulnerable sections of Railway stations  

SL 
NO 

NAME OF 
DAM IN THE 

RAILWAY 
VICINITY  

FLOOD PRONE VILLAGE RAILWAY 
STATION/COLONY/ 

YARD 

BRIDGE OVER 
CATCHMENT 

AREA 

 DEVBHOOMI DWARKA : 

1 SANI DAM DANGARVAD, JEPUR, RANPARDA,  KMBL-BHATIYA  427 
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RAWAL, SURYAWADAR, CHANDRAVADA, 
HARSHAD, GANDHAVI, ASHIYAVADAR 

2 SORATHI GORANA, GANDHVI, HARSHAD, RAWAL, 
RANPARDA, CHANDRAVADA, ZARERA, 
DHEBAR 

 KMBL- BHATIYA 451 

3 KABARKA KABARKA,BHORIYA,FOTDI,   

4 GADHKI SIDHDHAPUR, JAMPAR, 
DHUMTHAL 

KHAMBALIYA 426 

5 VERADI-1 VERADI, SAI DEVALIYA   

6 SINHAN NANAMANDHA, MOTA MANDHA, 
NANAMBALA, MOTA AMBALA 

KHAMBALIYA 434 

7 MAHADEVIYA MAHADEVIYA, CHARANTUNGI KHAMBALIYA  

8 KANDORNA KANDORNA, KOTA KHAMBALIYA 
 

452 

 JAMNAGAR: 

1 SASOI DODHIYA, BALAMBHADI, GADUKA, 
SHAPAR, AAMRA, VASAI, SARMAT, BED, 
PIPLI, KANACHHIKRI, DERACHHIKRI 
 

PIPLI-LAKHABAL 389 

3 FULZAR-2 JASHAPAR, KHATIA BERAJA, 
NANALAKHIYA, MODPAR, ZANKAR 

KNLS-MDPR 395 

2 RANGMATI CHANGE, CHELA, DARED, JAMNAGAR, 
NAVA NAGNA, JUNA NAGNA, NAWAGAM 
GHED 

JAMNAGAR-WIND MILL-
HAPA 

322/A 

3 UND-1 TAMCHAN, RAVANI KHIJADIA, 
KHAMBHALIDA, DHRANGADA, SANOSARA, 
VIRANI KHIJDIA, ROJIYA, JALIYADEVANI, 
MANSARD, HAMAPAR, SOYAL, 
NATHUVADLA, MAVAPAR,VAMKIYA, 
LAKHTAR 
 

JALIYADEVANI-
JAMWANTHLI 

287  

4 SAPDA SAPDA, MODA, GANJALA, 
ALIYABADA, SHEKHPAT, KHIMRANA, 
DHUNVAV, KHIJADIYA, NAVABANDAR 

ALIYA VADA 305 
307  

5 KANKAVATI FALLA, BERAJI, BARADI, HADIYANA JAMWANTHLI  

6 RANJIT 
SAGAR 

DADIYA, NAVU MOKHANA, UNU, 
MOKHANA, KHIMALAYA, 
MORKANDA, PATARIA 
 

JAMNAGAR  

 MORBI: 

1 MACHU-1 LUNSARIYA, KERALA, DHAMALPUR, 
WANKANER, DUVA, RATIDEVDI, 
PANCHSAR, VANKIYA, 
JALSIKA, GARIA, RASIKGADH, 
BOKADKHAMBA, 
MAHICA, PANJ, VAGASIYA, MAKANSAR, 
LILAPAR, ADEPAR, LABDIRPAR 

LUNSARIYA, 
WANKANER, 
DHUVA, MAKANSAR, 
AMARSAR 

 139,140,142,143 

2. MACHU-2 VAJEPAR, MADHAPAR, MORBICITY MORBI CITY 39  

3 MACHU-3 NARANAKA, DHARAMPUR, TIMDEE, 
AMRELI, MANSAR, MANANIYA, 
NAVASADUNIKA, JUNASADUNIKA, 
RAVAPAR, DERANA, MEGHPAR, 
NAVAGAM, FATEHPUR, MALIYA, HARIPAR, 
VEERVADRAKA 

MALIYA 20, 21, 22 

 SURENDRANAGAR 
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1 NAYAKA-
VADVAN 
BHOGAVO-1 

GAUTAMGADH, KUKUDA, GODAVARI, 
SHEKHPUR, LIMLI, MULIDAM, 
SURENDRANAGAR, VADVAN, 
JORAVAR NAGAR, RATANPAR, MEMKA, 

MULI 
ROAD,VADVAN,SUREND
RANAGAR 

42, 43 

2 DHOLIDHAJA RATANPAR, JORAVARNAGAR. 
VADVAN, MEMKA 

VADVAN 49 

3 SABURI MADAD, MULI, UMARDA MULI ROAD 75 

4 VANSAL CHUDA, GOKHARVAD, DAROD, 
CHAMARDI 

 75 

 RAJKOT 

1 AJI-1 RAJKOT, BEDI, MANHAPUR RAJKOT, BILESHWAR  225 

2 LALPARI RAJKOT, NAVAGAM, BEDI RAJKOT, BILESHWAR 214 

3 AJI-2 RAJKOT,PADHARI,ADABALKA, BADI, 
DAHINSADA, DUNGARKA, GADKA, 
KHANDERI, SAKHPAR, 

RAJKOT, PADDHARI, 
CHANOL, KHANDERI, 
BHAKTINAGAR 

265, 266 

4 NYARI-2 RANGPAR, PADHARI, GOVINDPAR, 
KHAMTA, RAMPAR, TARGADI,VANPARI 

PADDHARI 263 

 SEASURGE: 

  DWARKA, OKHA, MITHAPUR, OKHAMANDI, JAMNAGAR, WINDMILL, 
NAVLAKHI, LAVANPUR 

 OVER TOPPING : 

  MALIYA, WAWANIYA, DAHINSARA, LAVANPUR, KANALUS, HAPA, KHAMBALIYA, KANKOT, 
SURENDRANAGAR, DIGSAR, RAMPADA, DALADI, THAN 

 
The past history :   
1.Dam failure Machu-2 near Morbi city in August -1979. 
2.WWA – MALB section at kms 22/5-24/2 on 24/07/2017. 
3.Kanalus yard in July 2018. 
4.DAC-LUN section on 11/08/2018. 
5. Water logging in the yards SUNR,HAPA,RJT,WKR,NLK, KMBL,OKD,LXR ,WTJ,ALB.  
Action taken at real time of breaches due to over topping and heavy ingress of rain 
water : 

(A) WWA – MALB section at kms 22/5-24/2 on 24/07/2017 : Under the able leadership 

of DRM- RJT a team of Engineering department of Rajkot consisting 

DEN/E,ADEN/SUNR,SSE/PWAY MVI,WKR,THAN,RJT with trackmen has worked 

round the clock to restore disrupted traffic . The ballast ,rubble were moved by road 

from different places of the division. 

(B) Kanalus yard in July 2018 : DRM-RJT  was present at the site till the restoration 

team of Engineering department of Rajkot consisting DEN/W,ADEN/JAM,SSE/PWAY 

KMBL,KNLS,HAPA,RJT with trackmen has worked round the clock to restore 

disrupted traffic . The ballast, rubble were moved by road from different places of the 

division. 

 DAC-LUN section on 11/08/2018 : 

  Breaches occurred at Km 59/0-60/2 in the month of August-2019.  

 14 trains were either short terminated or cancelled or diverted due to breaches. 

Rakes with ballast and rebel were kept ready at RJT, HAPA, WKR & SUNR for 
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immediate movement to site and also road vehicles with ballast and rubbles loaded 

were ready at nearby areas. 

 Supervisors and senior staff of all departments were directed to affected section for 

immediate precaution and rescue operations. 

 Medical aid was kept ready at prone areas. 

 Food and potable water has been supplied to staff and passengers. 

 Branch officers were in continuous monitoring and giving needy information to field 

staff and about movement of rescue vehicles for employees & their families and 

stranded passengers in co-ordination with state government disaster mechanism. 

 Divisional mechanism has put in every effort to extend possible measures to rescue 

and normalizing the washed out track portion in record time by using machinery like 

hoppers, HOTM etc and adequate manpower was engaged to work round the clock 

under the leadership of divisional administration.  

The measures which should be taken prior to monsoon season to avoid flooding 

of water and wash out are as follows . 

1. Adequate spill way capacity should be provided to prevent such damages. 

2. There should be appropriate seepage control measures at the contact between track 

portion and bed of earth. 

3. Drainage blanket for soil foundation. 

4. Due to previous nature of earth the body acts as pathway for water seepage.If such 

seepage is uncontrolled in terms of volume and velocity the earth will be carried 

away. 

5. In order to stop this, there should be plan to identify the vulnerable areas and the 

pathway for flood water to be connected to nearest damsnearby or culverts /bridges 

constructed by railway during laying of track. 

6. MORBI,WANKANER,SURENDRANAGAR,JALIYADEVANI,JAMWANTHLI, 

DAHISARA-MALIYA,JAMNAGAR,DWARKA,OKHA,KHAMBALIYA, , 
LUNSARIYA,MULIROAD,KHANDERI–PADHARI ,NAVLAKHI, HAPA ,KANALUS, 
RAJKOT  etc. yards should be provided with pathway/drainage to out flow the water 
logging . 

7. Meeting before monsoon to be conducted by divisional officers under chairmanship of 

DRM to assess the probability and past happenings for necessary works to be carried 

out to stop repetition of wash out. 

8. Rubble and ballast trains, sand bags to be kept ready at places near to probable 

areas of over topping of water. 

9. Agricultural department of Gujarat may be contacted for expected rain fall and 

position of inflow of water in reservoirs and dams. 

10. Ensure that trains are prevented from entering flood sections. 

11. Special trains to be arranged to clear stranded passengers. 

12. Wide publicity should be given through local and electronic media, announcement 

system of station regarding trains position. 
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DO&DON’TS OF FLOOD 
 There is a possibility of spread of water borne diseases after flood, and hence 

medical treatment should be taken immediately. 
 Do not enter deep, unknown waters. 
 Do not go near the riverbank even after the floodwater has receded. 
 Sprinkle medicines in the stagnant dirty water. 
 Inspect your house for any cracks or other damage. Check all the walls, floor, ceiling, 

doors and windows, so that any chance of house falling down can be known and you 
can be aware about the immediate danger. 

 If the floodwater has entered the house or has surrounded the house, then it is 
advisable not to enter such house. 

 Keep listening to weather forecast on radio and television. Move to your residence 
only when instructed by the competent authority. It is not safe to believe that the 
problems have ended after the flood water have receded. 

 Inform the competent authority/officer for restoration of the necessary connections 
like gas, electricity, telephone, drainage, etc. 

 Beware of the various insects or poisonous snakes that may have been dragged 
inside the house along with the floodwater. 

 Destroy the food commodities that have been affected by floodwater. 
 Check properly all the electric circuits, floor level furnace, boilers, gas cylinders, or 

Electric equipments like motor pump etc.  
 Check whether any inflammable or explosive item has not entered along with the 

floodwater. 
 Switch off the main electric supply, if any damage is noticed to the electric 

equipments. 
 If you find any breakage in the drainage system stop using latrines and do not use 

tap water. 
 Do not use polluted water. 
 Sewerage system should be checked and any damage should be repaired 

immediately so as to curtail spread of diseases. 
 Empty the water clogged in the basement slowly with help of water pump so that 

damage to infrastructure can be minimised. 
 Check gas leakage which can be known by smell of gas or by hearing the sound of 

leakage; immediately open all windows and leave the house. 
 Boil drinking water before usage and drink chlorinated water. 
 Eat safe food. 
 Rescue work should be undertaken immediately after flood situation as per the 

instruction. Do not follow any shortcut for rescue work. 
 Do not try to leave the safe shelter to go back home until the local officials declare 

normalcy after flood and instruction to return home are not given. 
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    ANNEXURE A  
Important Contact numbers related to Flood Warning Information of Gujarat State 

     
Sr.No. Name and designation Phone No. 

Office Res./Mob. 

1 Chief Secretary, 
Gujarat State 

079-23250301                   
07923250302                               
079-23250305(F) 

9978406138 

2 Control Room, Flood 
Control Cell, 
Gandhinagar,  
Gujarat State 

079-23240553                               
079-23248735                               
079-23248736                                         
FAX 079-23240553 

  
 
 
 

Damanganga Project Circle, Valsad  (Damanganga Basin) 

3                                                                       
Superintending Engineer                                     

02632-254501  to  
02632-254504 02632-
253307(P)                                     
02632-253308 

02632-242903                                 
9978405573                                                  
sedpcvalsad@gmail.com 

Surat Irrigation Circle, Surat (Tapi Basin) 

4                                                                      
Superintending Engineer                                     

0261-2668760                          
0261-2667426                         
0261-2662197(F) 
0261-2667469(P) 

0261-2669825                     
9978405573 
kanamiad@gmail.com 

Vadodara Irrigation Circle, Vadodara (Rami, Sukhi & Karjan Basin, Sub basin of Narmada) 

5                                     
Superintending Engineer                                     

0265-2431291                                           
0265-2426346(F)                                     
0265-2410861(P) 

0265-2313852                                 
9978405572   
se.vic.nwrws@gmail.com 

Mahi Irrigation Circle, Nadiad (Mahi Basin) 

6                                                                
Superintending Engineer                                     

0268-2555481                                                   
0268-2556412                                               
0268-2556270(F)                                        
0268-2555478 

079-27712511 
9978405567 
semicnadiad@gmail.com 

Himmatnagar Irrigation Project Circle, Himmatnagar (River of Sabarkatha District) 

7                                                                    
Superintending Engineer                                     

02772-240771                          
02772-241770(F)                        
02772-240048(P) 

9712996229 
sehipcjune2012@gmail.com 

Bhavnagar Irrigation Project Circle-Bhavnagar (Rivers of Bhavnagar) 

8                                                       
Superintending Engineer                                     

0278-2422663                                               
0278-2426196(P)                             
0278-2429194(F)                             
0278-2429044 

0278-2565321                          
9978405570 
sebipc123@gmail.com 

Kachchh Irrigation Circle, Bhuj (River of Kachchh District) 

9                                                            
Superintending Engineer                                     

02832-250214(P)                                      
02832-254834(F)                                         
02832-223345 
 

02832-250643                                    
9978405548 
sekicbhuj@gmail.com 

Narmada WRWS & Kalpsar Dept.   
 

  

mailto:sebipc123@gmail.com
mailto:sekicbhuj@gmail.com
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10  
Secretary (WR) 
 
Narmada WRWS & Kalpsar 
Dept. 

079-23251704                               
079-23254216(F)                                                                              
079-23251701(P) 

079-23254910                               
9978405540 

11                                                  
Special Secretary (WR)                  

079-23251700                                 
079-23252012(F) 

9979851280 

12                                            
Secretary (Narmada)                  

079-23254587(F)                          
079-23251646(F) 

9978406129 

13  
Prin. Secretary (W.S) 

079-23251683                                       
079-23254656(F) 
079-23251681(P) 

079-26461737                                  

14                                                      
Secretary (Kalpsar) 

079-23252233                                       
079-23252235                                                                            
079-23251254(F) 

9979851280 

Flood Control Cell 

15 NWRWS & Kaipsar 
Deptt.1st floor, 
State Water 
DataCenter,Sec-8, 
Gandhinagar 

079-23248736 
079-23248735  
079-23240553(F) 

  

16 Disaster Management 
Branch, 
District Control Room, 
Collector Office 
Ahmedabad 

079-27560511   

17 Flood Cell for Narmada 
Basin  
Vadodara 

0265-2429343                                
0265-2421253                                
0265-2422849(F) 

9909921227 

18 SSNL (Narmada) 
 Sector-16                                 
Gandhinagar 

23252038                                
23252722 

  

Flood Fighting Unit -Irrigation 

19 Ukai Dam  
(South Gujarat) 

02642-233267                               
02642-233361 

  

20 Vadodara  
(Central Gujarat) 

2652429600   

21 Vasna Barrage, 
Ahmedabad 
(North Gujarat) 

079-26613263   

22 Meghaninagar, 
Ahmedabad 
((Central Str.) 

079-22681430   

23 Nayari II Dam, 
Rajkot(Sau.Reg.) 

0281-2924558   

24 Rudramata-Bhuj 
(Kachhchh) 

02832-223302                                     
02832-220407 

  

Members of Water Resources Govt. of India, New Delhi 

25 Lision Officer-
Mumbai,Maharashtra-
Gujarat 

022-22028236 (F)                                      
022-22028235(P)                            
02642-243778 

9769805301                                 
29925757091 
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Relief Organisation,Gandhinagar 

26 Emergency Operation Cell 
Disaster Management Cell          

079-23251902                                      
079-23251907                                      
079-23251908                                          
079-23251916(F)  

  

Control Room 079-23251914   

Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority (GSDMA) Gandhinagar 

27 CEO (GSDMA) 079-23259276                                
079-23259275(F)                            
079-23259502(P) 

079-23254900                                
9978407002 

28 Addl.CEO (GSDMA) 079-23259451                                       
079-23259303 

9978407003                                              
079-23235404 

29 PS to CEO 079-23259276   

30 Director 079-23259219 079-23237833                                
9978407006 

31 Director (Finance)   079-23259021 9978407005 

32 Sector Manager 079-23229283   

33 Sector Manager 079-23259220                     

Narmada, Water resources, Water supply and Kalpsar Deptt. 

34 Chief Engineer (CG) & 
Addl. Secy. 

079-23251667                                     
079-23251668                                  
079-23254219(F)                                        
079-23251666(P) 

9909028626 

35 OSD (IP) 079-23251749                                      
07923251725(F) 

9712996195 

Panam Project Circle, Godhra 

36 Superintending Engineer                                     02672-241931                                           
02672-242850(F) 

9978405562                                
seppcgodhra@gmail.com 

Rajkot Irrigation Circle, Rajkot 

37 Superintending Engineer                                     0281-2476093(P)                                      
0281-2440485                                            
0281-2472605(F) 

9978405564                                                        
0281-2578026 
se.ric.nwrws@gmail.com 

  Dy. Executive Engineer                                     0281-2473499(P)                                      
0281-2473570                                            

9825553403 

Sujlam-Suflam Circle No.2, Mehsana 

38 Superintending Engineer                                     02762-286828                                                       
02762-286448(F) 

9426580251 
se.ssc2.nwrws@gmail.com 

Ukai Circle(Civil), Ukai 

39 Superintending Engineer                                     02624-233270                                             
02624-233239(F)                                          
02624-233218(P) 

9712996207                                                   
02624-233238  
seuccukai52@gmail.com 
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                                                                               ANNEXURE  B  

Sl 
no 

Designation Mobile 

1 DRM 9724094000 

2 ADRM 9724094001 

3 CMS 9724094500 

4 Sr.DSO 9724094902 

5 Sr.DEN(co) 9724094200 

6 Sr.DOM 9724094900 

7 Sr.DCM 9724094950 

8 Sr.DSTE 9724094800 

9 DEN/E 9724094201 

10 DEN/W 9724094202 

11 DSC 9724094700 

12 ADEN/SUNR 9724094203 

13 ADEN/RJT 9724094206 

14 ADEN/HQ-RJT 9724094204 

15 ADEN/E/JAM 9724094212 

16 ADEN/W/JAM 9724094205 

17 ADEN/Tr-RJT 9724094266 

18 SSE/PWAY-DWK 9724094224 

19 SSE/PWAY-KMBL 9724094240 

20 SE/PWAY-KNLS 9724094256 

21 SSE/PWAY-HAPA 9724094221 

22 SSE/PWAY-RJT/W 9724094271 

23 SSE/PWAY-RJT/E 9724094255 

24 SSE/PWAY-MVI 9724094210 

25 SSE/PWAY-THAN 9724094207 

26 SSE/PWAY-LTR 9724094211 

27 SSE/PWAY-SUNR 9724094209 

28 SE/PWAY-VG 9724094231 

29 SSE/P’Way Control 9724094289 

30 CTNL 9724094908 
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                                                                                                         ANNEXURE  C 

LIST OFFICERS OF STATE GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT  

 RAJKOT MORBI JAMNAGAR DEVBHOOMI 
DWARKA 

SURENDRANAGAR 

COLLECTOR 9978406220 9978405932 9978406210 9978405933 9978406223 

0281-
2473900 

02822-
240701 

0288-
2555869 

02833-
232803 

02752- 
282200 

RESIDENT 
COLLECTOR 

9978405218  9978405210  9978405224 

0281-
2476374 

02822-
241601 

0288-
2550284 

02833-
232620 

02752- 
285200 

SP 9978405080 9978405975 9978405639 9978405976 9978405083 

 02822-
243471 

0288-
2554203 

02833-
233223 

02752- 
282100 

District 
Planning 
Officer  

0281-
2475074 

02822-
243300 

0288-
2550248 

02833-
232183 

02752- 
283400 

Rajkot Control 
Room 

0281-2471573 

Dwarka 
control room  

02833-232125 

Jamnagar 
control room 

0288-2553404 

NDRF help 
line no  

9711077372 

State control 
room  

1070 

District ECOS  STDcode+1077 
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                       CHAPTER 20 -  CYCLONE A NATURAL DISASTER 
 
 BACKGROUND: 
 
        A long coastline of about 1600 km of flat coastal terrain, shallow continental shelf,  
High population density, geographical location and physiological features of its coastal areas 
makes Gujarat, extremely vulnerable to cyclones and its associated hazards like storm, high 
velocity wind and heavy rains. 
         This plan provides the cyclone vulnerability and risk assessment, preparedness measures 
to be undertaken by each and every department of the stake holders, the 
 existing system of  cyclone forecasting and warning dissemination to various stake 
holders and the measures to be taken by the concerned departments for emergency response. 
 
Formation of Cyclone : 
 
           When sun warms the ocean’s surface to temperatures over 27°C, evaporation and 
Conduction transfer heat to the atmosphere. The moist air moves up and comes in contact with 
the cold air in the upper level of atmosphere and gets condensed. The water vapor from the 
ocean generated by such evaporation is the fuel that drives a tropical storm, because as the 
vapor condenses into clouds and precipitates, it pumps huge amounts of heat into the cyclone. 
This instability boosts the likelihood of convection current which leads to strong updrafts that lift 
the air and moisture upwards creating an environment favorable for the development of high, 
towering clouds.A tropical disturbance is born when this moving mass of thunderstorm maintains 
its Identity for a period of 24 hours or more. 
 
Cyclone Movement: 
 
It is often hard to foresee where a cyclone will hit. When it starts moving from oceans 
Towards the land area, a cyclone can change track and hit areas other than those anticipated. 
The path of a cyclone depends very much on the wind belt in which it is 
 Located. A cyclone originating in the eastern tropical Pacific, for example, is driven west ward 
by easterly trade winds in the tropics. Eventually, these storms turn northwestward around the 
subtropical high and migrate into higher latitudes. In time, cyclones move into the middle 
latitudes and are driven northeastward by the western-lies, occasionally Merging with mid-
latitude frontal systems. Cyclones draw their energy from the warm surface water of the tropics 
and latent heat of Condensation which explains why cyclones dissipate rapidly once they move 
over cold water. 
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Objectives : 
 
 To protect and minimize the loss of lives and property/infrastructure from cyclones. 
 To minimize the suffering of people due to cyclones. 
 To build the capacity of all stakeholders in the State to cope with the cyclones and 

            Promote community based disaster management. 
 Develop efficient cyclone response/relief mechanism in the State. 
 To provide clarity on roles and responsibilities for all stakeholders concerned . 

 
 Geographic Vulnerability of Cyclone: 
 
Gujarat falls in the region of tropical cyclone. With the longest coast line of 1600km in the 
country, it is highly vulnerable to associated hazards such as floods, storm surges etc. 
Most of the cyclones affecting the State are generated in the Arabian Sea. They move 
northeast and hit the coast particularly the southern Kutch and southern Saurashtra and the 
western part of Gujarat. 
Two cyclonic storm seasons are experienced in Gujarat: May to June (advancing southwest 
monsoon) and September to November (retreating monsoon). 
 
Many districts are prone to cyclone viz., Kutch, Junagadh, Narmada, Rajkot, 
Jamnagar, Porbandar, Amreli, Bhavnagar, Kheda, Surat, Vadodara, Ahmedabad, 
Anand,Bharuch, Kheda, and Valsad.A maximum wind speed class of more than 55 m/sec along 
the Saurashtra coast,specifically in Porbandar, Jamnagar andMorbi,Junagadh districts, which 
are exposed to high intensity cyclonic and storm impact. The 51 to 55 m/sec class extends 
further inland tocover much of Jamnagar, part of Rajkot, Junagadh and Kutch districts. The 48 to 
50 m/sec class extends to most of Rajkot, part of Amreli and Jamnagar districts including 
Jamnagar,Rajkot cities and parts of Kutch. The 45 to 47 m/sec class covers much of Saurashtra 
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and all  of Kutch. This is followed by the 40 to 44 m/sec class that gets its swathe from 
Kutchthrough northern Saurashtra all the way to the coast of Gulf of Khambhat and 
southernGujarat. The rest of the State falls into the 34 to 39 m/sec class. 
 
TROPICAL CYCLONE VAYU  ( JUNE-2019) : 
 
Tropical Cyclone Vayu is  located around 200 km south, south-west of Veraval and "is 
very likely to move nearly northwards and hit the Gujarat coast with wind speed of 155 to 
165 kmph gusting to 180 kmpharound afternoon of June 13.. The state government said 
the cyclone is likely to affect Kutch, Morbi, Jamnagar, Junagadh,Devbhoomi-
Dwarka,Okha,Sikka,Navlakhi,Porbandar, Rajkot, Amreli, Bhavnagar and Gir-Somnath 
districts. 
 
TROPICAL CYCLONE MAHA ( NOV-2019) 
 
The Severe Cyclonic Storm 'Maha' over the east-central Arabian Sea moved further 
northwestwards and lay centered at 0530 hours IST of today over the east-central Arabian Sea 
near Latitude 16.3°N and Longitude 68.5°E, about 550 km south-southwest of Veraval (Gujarat) 
and 570 km west-northwest of Goa. It is very likely to move west-northwestwards till November 
04 and recurve east northeastwards towards south Gujarat coast due to strong Trough in the 
form of northwesterly over the area. It is very likely to intensify into a Very Severe Cyclonic 
Storm over the east-central Arabian sea during the next 48 hours. 
 
PREPARATIONS MADE BY RAJKOT DIVISION: 
 
OPERATING: 
 
 Following rakes were moved to safer places immediately, 

                     Rakes of 22969 (OKHA-BSB) from OKHA to PDH. 
                    Rakes of 19252 (OKHA-SMNH) from OKHA to KMBL. 
                    Rakes of 22905 (OKHA-HWH) from OKHA to KMBL. 
                    Rakes of 19565 (OKHA-DDN) from OKHA to MDPR. 
 TWO evacuation special trains were run, 

                  OKHA-ADI by the rakes of 19568 (OKHA-TN). 
                OKHA-RJT by the rakes of 59552(OKHA-RJT). 
 
 The above rakes were planned in such a manner so that 19568 could start at its schedule 

time Ex ADI and 59548 could start as its schedule time Ex RJT to facilitate the 
passengers. 
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 One GS attached with DP in ready position was kept at OKHA, HAPA and RJT for any 
emergency requirement. 

 One rake each was kept ready with DP at KMBL and MDPR for emergency requirement. 
 ARME and ART at RJT was kept ready with DP attached on them. 
 Emergency light, rope, power banks were supplied with in 6 hrs to all station from OKHA 

to RAJKOT on 12.06.19. 
 Priority movement of ballast and monsoon rakes were ensured at HAPA, RJT and WKR 

to facility quick dispatch in time of need. 
 24x7 manning of control by officers for quick response as and when required. 
 24x7 availability of SM-OKHA, SM-HAPA, SM-KNLS, TI-DWK, SM-DWK, SM-JAM, CYM-

HAPA in disaster cells. 
 Shri SandipZaveri, shri  Manish Joshi, Shri DhirajDabhi, Shri BhupatRadadia, Shri 

DeokantYadav, manned control office in night/Day shift 24x7 and Shri C L Meena SM 
RJT at RJT STN and Shri SujitSinha YM HAPA at HAPA-Yard. 

 With the guidance of AOM (G) and AOM (M) was done continuous monitoring of 
movement and placement at PIT lines of RJT and HAPA, working out movement  for 
unscheduled trains also in which Loco Dept, C & W Dept with electrical Dept had 
extended their excellent Co-operation. 

 Timely release of bulletins which were received from HQ were forwarded to Commercial 
department for vide publicity for travelling public. 

 On 14.06.19 as soon as the message of restoration was received at 13:13 hrs from HQ, 
All the trains were restored except only those train which were cancelled and whose 
rakes were not available. This step was taken to facilitate the stranded passengers. And 
normalize traffic quickly. 

 
         Electrical: 
  

(a) All power distribution sub stations of Rajkot Division were manned with staff and monitored 

on hourly basis by divisional electrical control.   

(b) Apprised to PGVCL officials for giving advance information for power shutdown if any, to 

Railways. 

(c) ADEE/RJT deputed in control office for 22:06 hrs. ondt. 13/14.06.2019 for emergency duty.  

(d) Proper working of DG set and portable Gen set at stations were ensured and monitored by 

electrical control and senior supervisors. Adequate quantity of HSD oil and petrol were 

made available at site.  

(e)  Street lights of colonies were connected with DG set.  

(f) Additional water pumps are made available at all major stations (Dwarka, Okha, 

Khabhaliya, Hapa and Jamnagar) and were connected to DG set supply. 
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(g) Electric staff was deputed in Disaster management cell at major locations.  

(h) Adequate electric staff was deputed at (Dwarka, Okha, Khabhaliya, Hapa and Jamnagar) 

to meet the adverse effect of cyclone. 

(i) Adequate lighting was done in stations, circulating area and staff colonies and spare 

boards were kept ready for use for mobile charging and lighting needs. 

(j) Continuous exchange of information with Divisional controller and HQ controller was made 

for the preparedness and site condition.  

(k) Electrical staff of ART + ARME Rajkot was told personally to be in readiness to move 

instantly with ART/ARME when ordered. 

(l) Electrical staff of SPART – Hapa was told personally to be in readiness to move instantly 

with SPART, when ordered. 

 

(m) Mobile number of electrical staff deputed at various locations were shared on all the 

Whatsapp groups for contact early. WLI deputed for colonies were in touch with electrical 

staff.  

 

COMMERCIAL: 
 

SURENDRANAGAR 

Sr. No. Designation Contact Number 

01 DCMI-SUNR 9724094970 

02 CRS-SUNR 9909915594 

03 CBS-SUNR 9909308047 

04 CLS-SUNR 9427664147 

05 Ctg Contractor 8668823164 

06 Water Provider 9054750910 

 
 

RAJKOT 

   

Sr. No. Designation Contact Number 

01 DCMI-RJT 9724094956 

02 CRS-RJT 9724094964 

03 CBS-RJT 7600008258 

04 CLS-RJT 9724094965 

05 Ctg Contractor 9510311600 

06 Water Provider 9725860037 
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JAMNAGAR 

Sr. 
No. 

Designation Contact Number 

01 DCMI-JAM 9724094973 

02 CRS-JAM 9909978403 

03 CBS-JAM 9724094958 

04 CLS-JAM 9898781070 

05 Ctg Contractor 9584562008 

06 Water Provider 9427230116 

 
 

KHAMBALIYA 

Sr. 
No. 

Designation Contact Number 

01 DCMI-DWK 9724094973 

02 CRS-KMBL 9714861736 

03 CBS-KMBL 8780818913 

04 Ctg Contractor 8200802311 

06 Water Provider 9724750393 

 

DWARKA 

Sr. 
No. 

Designation Contact Number 

01 DCMI-DWK 9724094973 

02 CRS-DWK 8160503439 

03 CBS-DWK 8109496049 

04 Ctg Contractor 8269947648 

06 Water Provider 9428569732 

 
 

Catering Arrangement Coordinator 

Sr. No. Designation Contact Number 

01 DCMI (Ctg)-RJT 9724094978 
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DETAIL OF FOOD PACKETS TO BE PROVIDED IN CASE OF EMERGENCY : 
 

Sr. 
No. 

Station Name Name of Caterers Mobile No. 

No .of Food 
packets will 
be ready at 
short notice 

No. of 
Water 
Bottle 
Available 
(25 Ltrs) 

01 Surendranagar ShriAalok-Ref. Room 8668823164 100 25 

02 Rajkot 
ShriDharmendra- 
Food Plaza 

9510311600 100 25 

03 Rajkot 
ShriMahavir- 
Ref. Room 

7600132114 100 25 

04 Jamnagar 
ShriAtul- 
Food plaza 

9584562008 500 25 

05 Jamnagar 
ShriKetan- 
Ref. Room 

 500 25 

06 Khambhaliya 
ShriSalim- 
Catering Stall 

8200802311 100 25 

07 Dwarka 
Shri Bharat Rawat- 
Food Plaza 

8269947648 500 25 

08 Okha ShriKalpesh 9824594052 100 25 

 

MEDICAL : 
 

 Okha :DrShakeel Ahmad ACMS, officer In charge of cyclone mob.9724094507. 
He was coordinating with railway officers and state authority time to time 

 MrMohitMaheta Nursing brother.8866302449 was advised to stay in Health unit 
Okha along with Dr and staff for dealing to any emergency. They were provided 
emergency light, power bank, candles, match boxes and water can of 20 liters. 
ARME Scale II loaded with extra medicines. 

 Dwarka Kishore BhaiNimavat DSR.Mob.9924557747 with first aid box and Kana 
Bhai mob.9712681031 were at Dwarka. 

 Khambhaliya Mr Patel PHR is deputed with first aid box Mob. 9898109609. He 
was coordinating with state authority and Railways and was updating the weather. 

 JamnagarDrKajalGoswami mob.9909985727 and Mrs. RajiSardharia Nursing 
sister mob.9725090990 were ready with first aid boxes , emergency medicines 
and were coordinating with HAPA team  

 HapaDrHemanth Kumar 9724094516, MrsGeethuPHR..7984454747,Chief health 
inspector shri J K Sharma..9724094515, Mrs Neeta Bhatt DSR 8849387879, 
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HA.MsUrbashi 8347816326, DP MrUvraj Singh 7990703983, sanitary staff  
MrSudhir S.  9712251296, MrInderajGujar Mob 7023212271  

 ARME Spart with extra medicines and dressing material. Two water cans of 20 
liters each were kept with water in ARME. All staff stationed near ARME for 
immediate movement of SPART.                

 Rajkot: ARME I was kept ready with extra medicines and dressing material 
                        Dr R V Sharma  9724094525,  
                        Dr R G Vadaliya 9724094502,  
                         MrsPadmaja N. Chief matron/ANO.9724094517,   
                        Mukesh U nursing brother..9413203022,   
                        M A upadhyay CHI. 9724094512 
                        D K Sharma CPHR..9426922173,     
                        Rajesh DSR ..9879389397 
                        Dr J P Rawat 9724094500 CMS 
 
SAFETY DEPT : 
 
 Continues communication with State disaster management & District disaster 

management cells. 
 Formation of DM cell done in Control office manning by officers round the clock. 
 Planning done  for deputation  of  Civil defense volunteers at possible affected locations 

OKHA,DWK,KMBL,JAM,HAPA,MVI,RJT 
 Deputed Safety Counsellors at OKHA, KMBL, JAM,HAPA,RJT. 
 Manning at Control RJT by ADSO & Safety Counsellor. 
  One hour  duration  reporting has been done from DM cell to Safety counselor at RJT.   
 Reporting was being done from CTNL RJT to DM Cell  CCG. 
 Continues communication with State disaster management & District disaster 

management cells. 
 Community Hall ,Hospital Institute at Hapa, ORH at JAM, Dormitory hall, Waiting room, 

RPF barrack, retiring room, ORH, Running room ,waiting room at OKHA , Waiting room 
at KMBL   were vacated for  affected public  .  

 Public were counseled for Cyclone.  
 Meeting alongwith Civil defense staff & scout guide staff with railway staff done regarding 

working during Cyclone. 
 ART ARME of RJT and SPART HAPA are kept ready at their proper places for 

Emergency movement. 
 Up dates were received from IMD,USA NAVY site, What’sAPP group of officers of state 

government , Railway & other agencies etc. 
 Activities being carried put by other department were monitored intensively. 
 Inter departmental coordination group was formed on What’sAPP.  
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RPF/RAJKOT : 
 
 ART/RJT : Deployed 1 SI & 3 staff with instructions to accompany whenever it moves. 
 ARME/RJT: Deployed 1 ASI & 3 staff with instructions to accompany whenever it moves. 
 RJT Station: Deployed 1 IPF & 15 staff with instructions to take care of passengers and 

Railway staff in Railway premises/trains. 
 ARME/HAPA: Deployed 1 ASI & 3 staff with instructions to accompany whenever it 

moves. 
 HAPA Station: Deployed 1 ASI & 3 staff with instructions to take care of passengers and 

Railway staff in Railway premises/trains. 
 JAMNAGAR Station: 1 IPF & 10 staff with instructions to take care of passengers and 

Railway staff in Railway premises/trains. 
 DWARAKA Station: 1 IPF & 10 staff with instructions to take care of passengers and 

Railway staff in Railway premises/trains. 
 OKHA Station: 1 SI & 4 staff with instructions to take care of passengers and Railway 

staff in Railway premises/trains. 
 Divl. Security Control: 1 IPF in each shift (  18 to 06 hrs & 06 to 18 hrs) 
 Two four wheelers- one at Jamnagar & one at  Dwarka  are kept for movement of staff on 

emergency situations. 
 ASC/RJT camped at Jamnagar from 12.06.2019 to till withdrawal of warning call. 
  All the staff deployed are equipped with the following Disaster management equipments. 
 Luminous jacket 
 Caution tape 
 Ropes 
 Megaphones 
 Dragon search lights for each team. 
 Torch lights 
 Helmets with head light fittings 
 Rain coats.  

 
The teams of RPF are in touch with NDRF teams deployed at (1) Okha/Dwarka/ Kambhaliya (2) 
Jamnagar (3) Rajkot exchanging information of the situations and to react on emergent 
situations over Railways.  
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT : 
 
 DEN(W)RJT was deputed at Jamnagar, ADEN(E)JAM was deputed at Jamnagar, 

ADEN(W)JAM was deputed at Dwarka, ADEN- SUNR was deputed at SUNR. 
 30 Nos. Engineering Supervisors were deputed at Different Stations as per list enclosed.  
 Open Line Departmental manpower - 503 nos.,  S& C Manpower - 74 nos.  RE 

Organisationmanpower  - 08 nos. & Open Line Contractual Labour  - 212 nos. were 
deployed at different stations from VNRD to OKHA stations to face any untoward incident 
& for early restoration as per list enclosed. 

 JCB, Dumpers , Multi utility Vehicles, Tree cutting power saw machines, generators, 
sufficient quantity of rope was kept ready at different stations  for early restoration of any 
situation as per list enclosed. 

 Anemometers were installed at Rajkot, Jamnagar, Khambhaliya, Dwarka& OKHA to 
record the wind pressure &  the hourly record was maintained as enclosed.  

 12 nos. Rubble loaded BOXN & 06 Nos. Quarry Dust loaded BOXN were kept ready at 
Rajkot for emergent use. 

 36 Nos. BOBYNL loaded with Ballast were kept ready at HAPA for emergent use.  
 BCM 350, BCM 327, DUOMATIC  8091 & DGS 440 was kept ready at KNLS & UTV 29 H 

was kept ready at KMBL & DUOMATIC  8068 was kept ready at DAC for emergent use. 
 Rainfall was also being recorded at  SUNR, THAN, RJT, MVI, HAPA, KMBL, DWK 
 Spare loaded Road water tankers were placed at Colonies of all Stations in Division for 

emergent use. 
 All OH & U/G water tanks were kept filled with potable water at all Stations for emergent 

use. 
 LED Torches, Mobile power banks were also provided to Engineering Supervisors for 

emergent use.  
 Gatekeepers deployed at LCs having Pota cabins were withdrawn temporarily as a 

precautionary measures during suspension of Rail Traffic & were shifted at nearest 
Railway Stations. 

 All COP of Stations were got checked & attended by Staff. 
 Monsoon Patrol Charts were distributed to all Engineering Supervisors. 
 Fully Equipped Patrolmen were kept in readiness at all Stations. 
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What to do before and during a cyclone.: 
 
 Have your dwellings checked before a cyclone season starts and carry out whatever 

repairs that are needed.  
 
 Talk to children and explain about cyclones without scaring them.  

 
 Create storm awareness by discussing effects of a cyclonic storm with family members 

so that everyone knows what one can and should do in an emergency. This helps to 
remove fear and anxiety and prepares everyone to respond to emergencies quickly.  

 
 Keep your valuables and documents in containers, which cannot be damaged by water.  

 
 Keep information about your blood group.  

 
 Keep lanterns filled with kerosene, torches and spare batteries. These must be kept in 

secure places and handy.  
 
 Make plans for people who are either sick, suffer from disabilities, aged and children.  

 
 Store up at least seven-day stock of essential food articles, medicines and water supply.  

 
 Keep blankets & clothes ready for making beds. Also keep cotton bandages and several 

copies of photographs of family members in case they are needed for identification 
purposes after the storm.  

 
 Store some wooden boards so that they can be used to cover windows.  

 
 Keep trees and shrubs trimmed. Remove damaged and decayed parts of trees to make 

them resist wind and reduce the potential for damage. Cut weak branches and make 
winds blow through.  

 
 All doors, windows and openings should be secured.  

 
 Continue to listen to warning bulletins and keep in touch with local officials. Keep radio 

sets in working condition. Battery powered radio sets are desirable.  
 
 Evacuate people to places of safety when advised.  

 
 Take steps to protect your assets.  
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 Store extra drinking water in covered vessels.  

 
 Remain calm.  

 
What one should not do during a Cyclone attack    : 
 
 During the storm do not venture out unless advised to evacuate.  

 
 If you have a vehicle and wish to move out of your house, leave early before the onset of 

a cyclone. It is often best to stay at home  
 
 Avoid remaining on the top floor of dwellings. Stay close to the ground.  

 
 
 Avoid taking shelters near old and damaged buildings or near trees.  

 
 Do not touch power lines. One may get electrocuted.  

 
What to do after the storm: 
 
 Watch out for broken glass and other sharp items in debris.  

 
 Watch out for snakes and insects. Try to call for help.  

 
 Listen to the advice of local officials and emergency workers.  

 
 Be sure that the storm has subsided before venturing out.  

 
 It is advisable to wait for the "all clear message" on radio and TV networks.  

 
 Wait for emergency relief teams to arrive. It may take a little time before relief becomes 

effective.  
 
 Stay away from flooded areas.  

 
 Volunteer to help people who may need assistance like:  

 
 Bringing evacuated people back home and in recording damages suffered  
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 Rendering first aid to the wounded, Donating blood. 
 
 Locating places where dead bodies can be kept until they are disposed off  

 
 Organizing clearing-up so that normalcy returns as soon as possible  

 
 

                                                                     
ANNEXURE - A 

LIST OFFICERS OF STATE GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT  

 RAJKOT MORBI JAMNAGAR DEVBHOOMI 
DWARKA 

SURENDRANAGAR 

COLLECTOR 9978406220 
0281-

2473900 
 

9978405932 
02822-
240701 

9978406210 
0288-

2555869 

9978405933 
02833-
232803 

9978406223 
02752-282200 

RESIDENT 
COLLECTOR 

9978405218 
0281-

2476374 

 
02822-
241601 

9978405210 
0288-

2550284 

 
02833-
232620 

9978405224 
02752-285200 

SP 9978405080 9978405975 
02822-
243471 

9978405639 
0288-

2554203 

9978405976 
02833-
233223 

9978405083 
02752-282100 

Commissioner of 
Police 

9978406297 NA NA NA NA 

IG Police 9978407280 NA NA NA NA 

DIG 9978408705 NA NA NA NA 

Joint 
Commissioner 

9978407280 NA NA NA NA 

DCP 9978406339 NA NA NA NA 

District Planning 
Officer  

8401595144 
0281-

2475074 

02822-
243300 

0288-
2550248 

02833-
232183 

02752-283400 
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                                                                                              ANNEXURE -B 
SOURCES OF CYCLONIC INFORMATION 

IMD-Ahmadabad 079-22865165 / 22861413 / 22867657 

Gujarat Maritime 
board 

079-23224758 

Rajkot Control Room 0281-2471573 
Dwarka control room  02833-232125 

Jamnagar control 
room 

0288-2553404 

NDRFhelp line no  9711077372 

State control room  1070 
District ECOS  STDcode+1077 

 IMPORTANT LINKS   : 
INDIAN METERIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT –NEW DELHI,AHMEDABAD 

TSUNAMI CENTRE – HYDERABAD 
SOCIAL MEDIA : What’s App groups of  Officers of State , Railway & other 
agencies. 
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                                                                                        ANNEXURE - C 
Sl no Designation Mobile 

1 DRM 9724094000 

2 ADRM 9724094001 

3 CMS 9724094500 

4 Sr.DSO 9724094902 

5 Sr.DEN(co) 9724094200 

6 Sr.DOM 9724094900 

7 Sr.DCM 9724094950 

8 Sr.DSTE 9724094800 

9 DEN/E 9724094201 

10 DEN/W 9724094202 

11 DSC 9724094700 

12 ADEN/SUNR 9724094203 

13 ADEN/RJT 9724094206 

14 ADEN/HQ-RJT 9724094204 

15 ADEN/E/JAM 9724094212 

16 ADEN/W/JAM 9724094205 

17 ADEN/Tr-RJT 9724094266 

18 SSE/PWAY-DWK 9724094224 

19 SSE/PWAY-KMBL 9724094240 

20 SE/PWAY-KNLS 9724094256 

21 SSE/PWAY-HAPA 9724094221 

22 SSE/PWAY-RJT/W 9724094271 

23 SSE/PWAY-RJT/E 9724094255 

24 SSE/PWAY-MVI 9724094210 

25 SSE/PWAY-THAN 9724094207 

26 SSE/PWAY-LTR 9724094211 

27 SSE/PWAY-SUNR 9724094209 

28 SE/PWAY-VG 9724094231 

29 SSE/P’Way Control 9724094289 

30 CTNL 9724094908 
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   PREAMBLE 

 

 

Disaster can be defined as a major train accident leading to serious causalities 

and long duration of interruption of traffic. Indian Railways has a well-equipped 
system to tackle all disasters. Nevertheless there is a need to have a well laid down 

plan to be implemented whenever disasters occur. All concerned should have clearly 

defined roles and responsibilities explicitly told and known to them. 

This is the third edition of Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot Division on the 
lines of fourth edition of Western Railways Disaster Management Plan which covers 

the various aspects of relief, rescue and restoration in a scientific and systematic 

manner and incorporates the various important sections of the Disaster Management 
Act 2005 as well as Crisis Management Plan and guidelines issued by National 

Disaster Management Authority as pertaining to the railway system. It also 

incorporates provisions from Disaster Management Plan of Indian Railways for the 

year 2017. 
The first responsibility, in case of disaster, is to reach and extricate accident victims 

and organize effective trauma care. The basic principle of trauma management 

should be speedy and expedient, as most trauma patients can be saved within the 
first "Golden Hour". Guidelines for immediate action by Railway officials of various 

departments have been outlined. 

If the accident is of disastrous nature, all instructions as contained herein 
this contingency plan would automatically come into force and officers and staff of all 

departments would take action as laid down in this book. The rules prescribed in 

Western Railway Accident Manual will also inter-alia come into force. 

I expect all officers and concerned staff to be familiar with provisions related to 
them so as to be fully prepared should the need arise. 

I also congratulate Safety Department of Rajkot division for their efforts in 

bringing out this edition. 
 

 

 
 

(P. B. Ninawe) 

Divisional Railway Manager, 
Western Railway-Rajkot 
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FOREWORD 

 

Disasters, both natural and man-made, generally result in heavy loss of life and 

property. Although Indian Railways has a well-equipped system to tackle all minor and 

major accidents, there is a need to have a well laid down plan to be implemented 

whenever disasters occur.  

          Management of disaster revolves around preparedness, mitigation and response. 

In the railways, planning and steps to be covered for prevention of disaster has been 

covered in the Corporate Safety Plan. The Disaster Management Plan covers the various 

aspects of relief, rescue and restoration in a scientific and systematic manner.  

           Need for a Disaster Management Plan has arisen from the recommendations of 

the High Level Committee constituted by Railway Board for complete overhaul of the 

existing Disaster Management System. On the basis of the recommendations of the 

High level committee, third edition of Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot Division is 

prepared, which covers the Disaster Management Plan Act 2005 and guidelines issued 

by National Disaster Management Authority, in terms of requirement and set up of the 

Indian Railways. It also incorporates provision of Hospital Disaster Management Plan 

along with CBRN handling guidelines of NDMA.  

         It is hoped that the various instructions contained in this third edition of the 

Disaster Management Plan will prove useful to officers and staff of Rajkot Division for 

attending all types of disasters efficiently and effectively in all respect. 

 

         

S.S.Yadav

   

ADRM Rajkot 
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  PREFACE 

 
  

 

 
Rajkot division of Western Railway is situated on the Western part of coastal  

area of Gujarat. Also, the division is in earthquake prone zone, i.e. in seismic zone III to V. 

Hence, the possibility of Earthquake can not be ruled out. The readiness to deal with such 
emergent situation has become the need of the hour. 

In this edition, various aspects of relief, rescue and restoration in a scientific and 

systematic manner are covered. Important sections of Disaster Management Act 2005 as well as 

Crisis Management Plan and guidelines related to CBRN issued by NDMA are also included. It also 
incorporates provisions from Disaster Management Plan of Indian Railways for the year 2017. 

Also, Hospital Disaster Management Plan of Rajkot Division is included in this edition. 

The aim of a Hospital Disaster Management Plan is to provide prompt and effective 
medical care to the maximum possible, in order to minimize morbidity and mortality 

resulting from any MCE (Mass Casualty Evacuation). Road connectivity diagrams are 

also available in PART B for easy access of accident site.  As Railway Electrification work is in 
progress in Rajkot division, hence the related information is also incorporated in this DM plan. 

The duties of all the department & individuals are fully explained. All officer and staff must 

familiarize themselves with the guidelines in the plan and understand their respective role 

and responsibility to combat emergencies. Preparedness, quick mobilization, mobility 
and fast responses from all concerned including Civil Defence,, Scouts and guides, RPF, track 

men and on board staff from the Railways and Civil Authorities, NDRF, GSDMA,  NGOs,  Army 

Organisationfrom outside the Railways, private contractors are the backbone on which a 
disaster management system rests. 

I express my heartfelt gratitude to my staff who assisted and supported in the 

preparation of Disaster Management Plan 2019. My sincere thanks to our esteemed 

CSO Shri Manoj Sharma, DRM Shri P. B. Ninawe and ADRM Shri S.S. Yadav and all 
officers of Rajkot division without their blessings this endeavour could not have been 

completed.  

 
 

 

 
 

(B. K. Singh)    

Senior Divisional Safety Officer, 

Western Railway-Rajkot 
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CHAPTER – 1 
HEADQUARTER DISASTER MANAGEMENT CELL 

 

1.0 Functioning of Disaster Management Cell: 
The Disaster Management Cell will operate at Rajkot Divisional HQ and shall be 

attended by nominated Officers.  BSNL Telephone no. of Disaster Management Cell, is 
0281-22067391 & 22067392. 

 
1.1 Safety department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DSO  

The Officer representing Safety Department shall co-ordinate the functioning of 
Disaster Management Cell.  He shall report the accident to Railway Board/CRS/GM and 
update the restoration details from time to time.  He shall also monitor ordering of Relief 
Train for evacuation of involved passengers from the site of accident.  The officers 
attending the Disaster Management Cell shall obtain the full details of the accident from 
Divisional Control/Site of accident and shall monitor the movement of Breakdown Train 
and Relief Train.  Top-most priority is to be given for rescue and relief operations, for 
transferring the injured passengers from the site of accident to the nearest hospitals and 

for sending medical aid from Civil/Military/private hospitals. 
 
1.2 Medical department: Nodal Officer- ACMS  

The Officer representing Medical Department shall ensure utmost medical care and 
attention to the injured passengers.  He shall ensure all medical assistance from the 
nearby resources.  He shall obtain all details regarding casualties/injuries to passengers 
involved in the accident and shall maintain liaison with the Accident Site/Referral 
Hospitals and Dispensaries, and shall consolidate the list of injured/casualties in minimum 
time so that the same can be faxed to concerned station/division for display in 
Emergency Control and Emergency Information Booths. 

 
1.3 Commercial department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DCM 

The Officer representing Commercial Department shall ensure ordering of 
refreshment for the passengers of involved train, payment of ex-gratia to the injured and 

to the next-of-kin of the dead passengers, arrange for transshipment of goods and 
passengers luggage, and hire private buses for transport of passengers from site of 
accident to the nearest Rail Head.  He shall also ensure transmission of details 
information regarding injured/casualties to originating/destination stations, to Railway 
Board, and to Hdqrts of the originating/destination Railways.  He shall also ensure 
opening of Emergency Information Booths at important junction stations en-route within 
the Railways. 

 
1.4 Operating department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DOM  

The Officer representing Operating Department shall manage relief and restoration 
operations at headquarters level.  He shall record all events related to the accident 
chronologically.  He shall ensure regulation and diversions of train keeping in view the 
likely time of restoration at accident site.  He shall ensure that the passenger carrying 
trains are regulated at such stations where water and catering facilities are available.  He 

shall also monitor the ARTs/ARMVs/Labour Special trains ordered from the adjoining 
divisions and zones.  

 
1.5 Mechanical department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DME 

The Officer representing Mechanical Department shall monitor and assess the 
requirement of additional Medical Vans/Breakdown train and shall liaison with adjoining 
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Railway/Division for ordering the same.  He shall also monitor the movement of 
breakdown trains.  
He shall obtain the details of rolling stock involved in the accident and its PRO particulars.  
He shall obtain the restoration details regarding re-railment/toppling wagons/coaches 
done by each individual Breakdown Train.  He shall obtain the bio-data of the crew 
involved in the accident. 

 
1.6 Engineering department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DEN (CO) 

The Officer representing Engineering Department shall obtain the information 
regarding damage to track and shall ensure ordering of material train if required.  The 
details of track structure and other relevant details such as USFD particulars, last 

inspections profile of the track, etc. shall be obtained within minimum time.  He shall 
organize ordering of additional Labour and material Specials, as per the requirement at 
site, from the adjoining divisions/zones. 

 
1.7 Electrical department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DEE 

The Officer representing Electrical Department shall obtain the details of extent 
damage to OHE/Loco.  He shall obtain the bio-data of crew involved in the accident.  He 

shall assess the requirement of additional material at the site and shall organize 
movement of Tower Wagon/Material-Special to the site of accident. 

 
1.8 S&T department: Nodal Officer- Sr. DSTE 

The Officer representing S&T Department shall ensure efficient communication.  A 
line should be dedicated for the emergency transmission from site of accident/division 
control to Disaster Management Cell at HQ.  He shall ensure installation of BSNL 

Phone/Railway Phone at the site of accident involving passenger train.  He shall obtain 
the details of S&T gears involved, if any, in the accident.  

 
1.9 Security department: Nodal Officer- DSC 

CSC/Dy. CSC will monitor crowd management and co-ordinate with State police 
from maintaining law and order.  He will ensure protection of the belongings of affected 
passengers and render every assistance to them.  Maintain and protect railway properties 
during public agitation.  Maintain liaison and Co-ordinate Army/Paramilitary forces for 
assistance. 

 
1.10 Liaison with Headquarter: 

Sr. DSO will maintain constant liaison with the Emergency Cell HQ (022-22067391 
& 22067392) for following activities: 

 Movement of ARTs/ARMVs. 
 Diversion, regulation, cancellation, rescheduling etc. of Mail/Express trains. 
 Movement of men and material from adjoining Zones/Divisions. 
 Opening of Helpline enquiry booths on other Zonal Railways and at; 
 Originating and destination station of the accident involved train and at; 
 All Major/Junction stations falling on the route of the train and at; 
 Divisional headquarters of originating and terminating divisions. 
 Assistance required from Armed Forces, para-military forces, Sate Govts. Should 

be conveyed to Railway Board. 
 Progress of rescue and restoration operation. 
 Prima-facie cause of the accident. 

 
 

1.11   Zonal Management Group / Quick Response team of WR:  
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There is high level monitoring committee at Zonal Headquarter level called as 
Quick Response Team (QRT) of Western Railway, Churchgate comprising of :- 

 

Additional General Manager Convenor 
  

Principal Chief Engineer/Chief Engineer (Co) Member/ Alternate Convenor 

  

Principal Chief Security Commissioner Member 

Principal Chief Personnel Officer Member 

  

Principal Chief Operations Manager Member 

  

Principal Chief Mechanical Engineer Member 

  

Principal Chief Electrical Engineer Member 

  

Principal Chief Signal & Telecommunication Engineer Member 

  

Chief Safety Officer Member 

  

Chief Public Relations Officer Member 

  

 

 
1.12 Duties of Quick Response Team: 
 

This team shall meet immediately to stock the situation and monitor rescue, relief 
and restoration works. The team may arrange several sittings to monitor the progress. 
The committee shall be responsible for – 

 
(i) Keeping in regular touch with the division as well as the accident site, to monitor 

the rescue, relief and restoration works.  
(ii) Taking stock of the position to Railway Board and convey information to GM/AGM 

and nominated officer of the Railway Board, and Ministry of Home affairs for 
assistance as needed in all respect.  

(iii) Keeping in touch with Army, Air Force, Navy or other higher authorities for 
rendering assistance. 

 

1.13 Telephone Numbers for Railway Accident Information:  
 

DOT telephone No. 1077 is allotted to RJT division for giving Railway Accident 
Information. Normally this telephone will be manned by punctuality controllers. During 
railway passenger train accident, the phones will be manned by multi disaster resistance 
control cell to provide information to public regarding type of train accident, place and 

time of accident, train/trains involved, affected Coach Nos. injuries/causalities etc. 
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CHAPTER – 2 
REPORTING OF ACCIDENT TO RAILWAY BOARD 

 

2.0 A telephonic advice should be relayed to nominated officers in Railway Board’s 

Office immediately after the occurrence of the following categories of accidents: 

(a) All consequential train accidents above the threshold value and /or involving loss of 

human life. 

(b) Any yard accident having serious repercussion of movement of traffic on 

through/main line resulting in dislocation of traffic more than the threshold value. 

(c) Landslides, breaches, OHE breakdown, etc. which result in dislocation of traffic more 

than the threshold value. 

(d) Averted collisions. 

(e) Driver passing signal at danger. 

Reporting of all accidents case to Railway Board are now also required to be made through 
SIMS website (As per Advisor Safety, Railway Board’s letter No.2011/Safety (A&R)/3/9 
Dated 30.11.2011) 

2.1 Important telephone numbers of railway Board’s official for reporting accidents: 
The following list is as per the priority of officers to be informed at the time of an accident 
– 

Designation Office Tel. No. Residence Tel. No. Mobile No., 

  Railway MTNL Railway MTNL Fax No. 

Principal Executive 
030-
43302, 

011-
23381344 

030-
44712 

011-
23210429 9910487525 

Director (Safety) 47406   
011-
23386215 011-23386215 

ED (Safety) 
030-
44505, 

011-
23782546 - 011-4555551 9870424000, 

  47407   (0120) 011-23782546 

ED(Safety)-II 
030-
43446, 

011-
23389987 - 011-4548501 9810017905 

  47407     

Director(Safety)-I 
030-
43667, 

011-
23387009 - - 09910487477 

  47409     

Director(Safety)-II 
030-
43446 

011-
23389987 - 

0120-
4548501 09810017905 

Director(Safety)-III 
030-
43239, 

011-
23385047 - 

011-
49053824 09910487542 

  47411     

Director(Safety)-IV 
030-
43574, 

011-
23070944 - - 09910487540 

  47412     

Control Office 
(Safety) 

030-
43399 

011-
23382638 - - 9717645611 

Chief Controller- 030-     
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43599, 

(Safety)  
030-
47423     

 
2.2 Telephone numbers of the CRS (Western Circle) and CCRS/LKO are as under: 

SN Designation  Office Residence 

1. CRS Western Circle/Mumbai Rly. : 010-54950 (CR) Rly.  : 010-54951 
   22694 (WR) MTNL: 022-22020304 
  MTNL: 022-22034351 Mob.  : 08828310720 

 CRS Central Circle/Mumbai Rly. : 010-54950 (CR) Rly.  : 010-54951 

   22694 (WR) MTNL: 022-22020304 
  MTNL: 022-22034351 Mob.  : 08828310720 

2. CCRS /Lucknow Rly. : 066-31140 (NER) BSNL.: 0522-2237702 
   23290 (NR) Mob.  : 09415418549 

  BSNL: 0522-2233108 
Email: 
chiefcom@rediffmail.com 

  Fax : 0522-2233095  

 
2.3 Accident Reporting to CRS: 

As per section 113 of the Railway Act, 1989, the quantum of damage to Railway property 
has to be prescribed by the Central Government for an accident to be inquired into by the 
Commissioner of Railway Safety. 
Any accident which is attended with loss of human life or with grievous injury or with 
damage to Railway property of value exceeding Rs. 2,00,00,000/- (As per Joint 

Director/Safety, Railway Board’s letter No. 2000 Safety (A&R)/19/20 dtd. 28.9.2010) or 
accident to passenger carrying trains or the cases of landslides or breaches by flood or 
rain, which cause the interruption of any important through line of communication for at 
least 24 hours, should immediately be reported to the Commissioner of Railway Safety 
concerned. 
N.B. – Reporting of accidents to the Railway Board and the CRS, shall be the 
responsibilityof the headquarters Safety Organization, where as the responsibility of 
transmitting necessary information to the head-quarters and to the civil and police 
authorities shall devolve with the division concerned. 

2.4 Accident format 
(Director/Safety, Railway Board’s letter No.2000/Safety (A&R)/3/5 dated 14.03.2006) 

Category of Accident ………… Class of Accident ……………  

    

1. Date and Time of Accident   

2. Division   

3. Section   

4. Block Section   

5. At station/Mid Section   

6. Gauge (BG/MG/NG)   

7. Traction (Elect./Non Elec.)   

8. Type of Route   

9. System of Working   
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10. Class of Station,Type of Signaling, 
Standard of Interlocking 

  
   

11. Train Particulars   

12. Brief Particulars   

13. Train working 
condition(Normal/Abnormal (in 
Brief) 

  

   

14. Procedural failure, if any (in brief)   

 

15. Casualty Killed -   

  Grievously Injured -  

  Simple Injured -  

16. Relief Arrangements ARME -  

  ART -  

  Crane -  

17. Officers visiting site   

18. Restoration   

19. Time of first train passed on the 
affected line/lines 

  
   

20. Prima Facie Cause   

21. Gate Particulars (As per 2.5)  

22. Driver Particulars (As per 2.6)  

23. State/District   

24. Other information, if any   

 
2.5. Gate Particulars (Manned/Unmanned) 

Gate Particulars (Manned/Unmanned) -  

Traffic/Engineering Gate - Gate No. - Kms.- 

Lifting Barrier  - /Flap - /Chain - 

TVU - /Year -  

Interlocked Or Non Interlocked- 

Telephone – Provided - Or/ Not provided- 

Normal position of gate Open to road traffic- Closed to road traffic 

Road signs - Speed Breaker- Whistle Board- 

Type of Road-   

Gradient if any-   

Visibility (in meters)-   
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No. of accident during last two years-  

Gate Mitra in shift  ( Provided/ Not provided)  

RW/L Board ( Provided/ Not provided)  

 
 
2.6. Driver's Particular 

Name   

Date of Birth   

Head Quarter   

Grade   

Breathalyzer test   

(Positive = intoxication)   

(Negative= Without toxicities)   

Date of Appointment   

Date of Medical Examination  Next Due- 

With or without glasses   

Date of Refresher  Next Due - 

Safety Camp  Next Due - 

Competency (DSL)  Next Due- 

Safety category Grading   

Nominated Loco Inspector   

Signing On / Off Provided or not provided  

Rest availed before duty   

 
2.7 Accident Monitoring Check Sheet:Accident Monitoring Check Sheet 

Zone   Division    Section   Train No.   Time of   
Signal/ 
Double   Electrified  

                accident      /Non   
                        electrified  

Class of   System of    Load   Engine   Physical position of derailed    
Signaling   working       no.   vehicle in sequence from TE    

Prima Facie cause           Damages to track and OHE      

Speed of 
train      Any caution at spot   Any Abnormality reported by    

                previous GDR         

Site phone nos.     
Divisional Emergency 
control   HQs emergency    

Helpline 
Nos.   

        nos       control Nos.         

Creation of SIMS  Yes/  
Track 
structure: No.of trains  No.of trains diverted:  No. of trains   

ID   No      cancelled:        short   
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                      terminated:   

Informed PMO  Yes/  Informed 

Y
e
s
/ Collecting  

Y
e
s NDRF was  Yes  Live feed 

Y
e
s
/ 

     No  MHA 
N
o Photos/  

/
N
o Informed  /No  made 

N
o 

        control   Video         available   

Total passengers     
No of Passengers in 
affected   Restorationforecast       

in train      portion                  

MHA control room             FIR No. If Lodged       
NDMA control 
room                       
NDRF control room                        

          Hourly progress of the accident         

            Activity/TIME            

Movement of Officers and VIPs                  

Movement of ARMVS/SPARMEs                  

Movement of 
ARTs/SPARTs                    

Movement of NDRF/Armed Forces                  

Casualty details                       

Hospital in which dead bodies are 
kept                  

Hospital in which injured are 
admitted                  

Evacuation of stranded passengers                  

Removal of unaffected portion                  

Restoration 
progress                       

 
2.8 FORMAT FOR SEEKING NDRF HELP IN CASE OF DISASTER 

The Commandant, 

NDRF, 6thBattalian, Chilora Road, 
Gandhi Nagar, 
Gujarat – 382042. 
OR 
The Commandant, 
NDRF, 5thBattalian, PO. Vishnu Puri, 
Talegaon, Pune 
Maharashtra 
Sub: Request for deputing NDRF personnel for relief and rescue operation. 

 
Dear Sir, 
There has been serious accident on Western Railway over ------- division on --------------- 
station in------------ section at --------------- hrs. on ------------ . 
From the information received till now it appears that the accident is of a serious nature 

and could lead to large number of casualties. Although Railways are making all efforts to 
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take up relief and rescue operations, it is felt that the participation of the NDRF personnel 
could be of great help in speeding up the process and reducing casualties. In view of this 
you are requested to immediately depute adequate number of men from your battalion 
with necessary relief equipments to the accident site at the earliest. The movement of 
your battalion indicating the time and route of travel from place to the accident site 
maybe intimated to the undersigned by *E-mail/FAX so as to ensure adequate 
coordination. You are also requested to indicate the contact No. of the senior most 
personnel who will be traveling with the NDRF Group. Detailed information about accident 
is furnished herewith in separate enclosures in Annexure- 1. 
Enc.: AA. 
Divisional Rly. Manager/Chief Safety Officer 

E-mail ID ……………… 
FAX No. …………….... 
Copy to: 

1. Adviser (Safety), Railway Board (Fax No.011-23386215) for kind 
information and necessary action please. 

2. NDMA HQ (Fax No.011-2670170) NDMA Bhawan A-1, Safdarjung Enclave, 
New Delhi. 

3. NDRFHQ (Fax No.011-26105912) National Disaster response Force (NDRF), 
Sector-1, R.K. Puram, New Delhi. 

4. DRMs- BCT, BRC, RTM, RJT, BVP, ADI for information and necessary action 
please. 

 
2.9 Accident Information  

1. Travel Co-ordinate ……………………. 

2. Name of the District ……………. (where accident occurred) 
3. Distant from Ahmedabad/Gandhinagar/Pune ……………………. 
4. Name and Contact No. of Nodal Officer of Railways who to be approached forco-

ordination …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
5. Timing of placing special train at Ahmedabad/Pune for swift 

movement……………………………………………………………… will be followed as per advice of 
6 NDRF Ahmedabad/ 5 NDRF Pune. 

 
 
 

Divisional Rly. Manager/Chief Safety Officer 
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CHAPTER – 3 

GUIDELINES FOR COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT 
 

3.0 Ex Gracia: As per Railway Board’s Letter No. 2011/TC-III/27/29/Ex-Gratia 
dated26.07.2012 &07.05.2013 the following guidelines exist to deal with affected 
passengers at the site of accident 
A) The amount of ex-gratia relief to be paid to the dependents of dead or injured 

passengers involved in only Train Accidents as defined under Section 124 of the 
Railways Act, 1989 and to the road users who meet with an accident due to 
Railway’s prima facie liability at Manned Level Crossing Gate Accident, which is as 
under: 

Sr. Type of accident Amount of Amount of Amount of ex- 

No.  ex-gratia for ex-gratia for gratia for 

  Death Grievous Simple Injury 

   Injury  

1 In case of Train Accident Rs.50.000/- Rs.25.000/- Rs.5000/- 

 (as defined under (Rupees Fifty (Rupees (Rupees Five 

 Section 124 of the Thousand Twenty five Thousand only) 

 Railways Act 1989) only) Thousand  

   only)  

2 In case of Accident at Rs.50.000/- Rs.25.000/- Rs.5000/- 

 Manned Level Crossing (Rupees Fifty (Rupees (Rupees Five 

 (due to Railway’s prima Thousand Twenty five Thousand only) 

 facie liability) only) Thousand only)  

 
B) The rate of ex-gratia for death /injury in untoward incident, as defined under 

section 124-A of the Railways Act 1989 is as under: 
 

Type of accident Amount of ex- Amount of ex- Amount of ex- 

 gratia for Death gratia for gratia for Simple 

  Grievous Injury Injury 

In case of Rs.15,000/- Rs.5,000/- Rs.5,000/- (Rupees 

untoward incident (Rupees Fifteen (Rupees Five Five Thousand only) 

(as defined under Thousand only Thousand only)  

Section 124-A of    

the Railways Act    

1989)    
    

 

3.1 Terms & Conditions for payment of Exgratia 
i) No ex-gratia relief is admissible in case of accident at Unmanned Level Crossing. 

Note: 
ii) No ex-gratia payment would be admissible to the trespassers, persons 

electrocuted by OHE and road users at unmanned level crossings. 
iii) The amount of ex-gratia relief admissible to road users who meet with an accident 

due to Railway’s prima facie liability at Manned Level Crossing Gate Accident will 
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be counted towards the amount of compensation payable, if action is tenable 
against the Railways under the Law of Torts and an award is actually granted by a 
Court of Law. 

iv) Ex-gratia payment should also be made to railway servants killed or injured by a 
moving train while performing their duty, for example, gang man working on track 
run over accidentally by a moving train. 

v) Payments should be sanctioned / arranged preferably on the spot by a Senior 
Scale Officer nominated by the General Manager after making such enquiries as 
can be reasonably made on the spot after the immediate needs by way of medical 
attendance etc. to injured persons are attended to. 

vi) These ex-gratia payments, except in case of road users at manned level crossings, 

are not to be taken into account at the time of formal application claims for 
compensation. 
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CHAPTER – 4 
IMPORTANT LETTERS PERTAINING TO DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

 

S.No. Subject Letter No. Dated 

1. Annual review and updation of Rly Bd’s L.No. 09.07.2015 

 Disaster Management Plan 2009/Safety(DM)/6/14  

2. Hiring of Helicopter Rly Bd’s L.No. 2002/Safety-1/6/6 13.06.2004 

3. 
Requisitioning of Indian 
AirforceAircrafts/Helicopter. Rly Bd’s L.No. 2002/Safety-1/6 05.12.2006 

4. Co-ordination with NDRF Rly Bd’s L.No.  13.06.2008 

 Battalions 2003/Safety/DM/6/3  

5. Enhancement of ex-gratia Rly Bd’s L.No. 2006/TC-III/27/2 20.12.2006 

6. MOU Between Rajasthan Govt. L.No. CD/APD/03/1028 18.12.2003 

 & Railway’s Medical Authority.   

7. Letter of Directorate of Health L.No. 111/C-4/07/1533 27.02.2007 

 Service, M.P. Govt. regarding   

 assistance during passengers   

 train railway accident.   

8. Assistance of NDMA NDRF to L.No. 2003/Safety(DM)6/3 02/05.08.2010 

 

handle railway related 

Disasters   

9. Definition of Railway Disaster L.No. 2003/Safety(DM)6/2 pt. 06.01.2009 

 and co-ordination of Disaster   

 Management plans.   

10. Expeditions clearance by the L.No.2002/Sec.(Cr.)45/47 11.12.2002 

 state police in case of Railway   

 accident.   

11. Clearance of State Police in  L.No. 2002/Sec.(Cr.)45/47 27.03.2003 

 
case of Railway accidents due 
to suspected sabotage.   

12. Co-ordination with defence L.No.2003/Safety(DM)6/4 03.02.2004 

 service at the time of disaster.   

13. Preservation of exidence during L.No. 2-5(i)B 2016/1166 28.12.2016 

 accident   

14. Checklist for the Divisional L.No. 2002/Safety (DM)Misc. 30.01.2017 

 Safety officer subsequent to an   

 Accident   

15. 
Mock drill for ART/ARMV and 
fullscale Disaster Management RB L.No. 2010/Safety (DM)/6/23 09.03.2017 

 Exercise.   
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CHAPTER – 5 
DATA BANK OF RAJKOT DIVISION 

TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF DIVISIONAL OFFICERS 
S.N Designation P&T NO. 

STD Code- 0281 
Fax No Railway Phone 

STD Code- 094 
Fax No Mobile 

1 DRM 0281 2477006/07 2475217 094 44000/01 44006 9724094000 

2 ADRM 0281 2476903 2475217 094 44002/03 44006 9724094001 

3 Sr. DSO 0281 2476637  094 44602  9724094902 

4 CMS 0281 2476460  094 44900  9724094500 

5 DMM 0281 2476943  094 44990  9724094770 

6 Sr. DPO 0281 NA  094 44702/03  9724094601 

7 Sr. DFM 0281 2476451  094 44100/01  9724094100 

8 Sr. DAUO 0281 2474136  094 44150  9724094150 

9 Sr. DCM 0281 2476454  094 44200  9724094950 

10 Sr. DEE 0281 2476765  094 44300  9724094300 

11 DY. CE(C) 0281 NA  094 44450  9724093267 

12 XEN(C) RJT 0281 NA  094 44452  9724093280 

13 DY.CEE(C) 0281 2553858  094 44450  9724093267 

14 DY.CSTE (W) 0281 2472306  094 44850  9724094850 

15 Sr. DEN (CO) 0281 2474143  094 44400  9724094200 

16 Sr. DEN (E) 0281 2476453  094 44402  9724094201 

17 DEN (W) 0281 NA  094 44404  9724094202 

18 Sr. DME 0281 2476760  094 44501  9724094400 

19 Sr. DOM 0281 2454064  094 44601  9724094900 

20 Sr. DSTE 0281 2479134  094 44801  9724094800 

21 DSTE 0281 2453726  094 44802  9724094801 

22 Sr. DSC 0281 2476762  094 44960  9724094700 

23 Sr.DFM 0281 NA  094 44102  9724094101 

24 DOM (G) 0281 NA  094 44604  9724094901 

25 XEN(C) SUNR -- --  -- --  9724043719 

 
RAILWAY STATIONS WITH BSNL & AUTO PHONE NUMBERS 

 

SN Name of Station Station 
code 

STD code Tele  
No. 

Railways 
STD code 

Railway 
phone No. 

Mobile No.  

Station 

Master 

Traffic 

Inspector 

1 VANI ROAD VNRD 02715 295200 094 41401  9724094931 

2 SABLI ROAD SR 02757 293467 094 41402   

3  BHASKARPURA BMM 02759 290043 094 41403   

4 LILAPUR LPR 02759 290176 094 41404   

5 KESARIYAROAD KXZ 02759 290039 094 41405   

6 LAKHTAR LTR 02759 273210 094 41406   

7 BAJRANGPURA BRGP 02759 290037 094 41407   

8 BALAROAD  02752 294040 094 41408   

9 SURENDRANAG

AR 

SUNR 02752 220750 

220751 

094 41262 9724094949 9724094931 

10 CHAMARAJ CJR 02752 293111 094 41409   

11 DIGSAR DXR 02756 290025 094 41410   

12 MULIROAD MOL 02756 290025 094 41411   

13 RAMPADA RA 02756 290035 094 41412  9724094933 

14 VAGADIYA VD 02756 292300 094 41413   

15 THAN THR 02751 220241 094 41414   

16 LAKHAMANCHI LMC 02751 296019 094 42271   

17 DALADI DL 02828 293468 094 42292   

18 LUNSARIYA LXR 02828 298820 094 42252   

19 WANKANER WKR 02828 220542 094 42260/ 

42262 

9724094642  

20 MAKANSAR MU 02822 291427 094 43261   

21 MORBI MVI 02822 230533 094 43262/432

60 

9724094630  

22 BARVALA BRL 02822 291411 094 43263   
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23 DAHINSARA DAC 02829 262714 094 43264   

24 LAVANPUR LUN 02829 294409 094 43265   

25 NAVLAKHI NLK 02829 294415 094 43266   

26 WAWANIYA WWA 02829 264735 094 43268   

27 AMARSAR AXA 02828 293415 094 44245  9724094932 

28 SINDHAWADAR SDD 02828 294100 094 44244   

29 KANKOT KNKT 02828 293469 094 44243   

30 KHORANA KHC 0281 2923073 094 44242   

32 BILESHWAR BLWR 0281 2923941 094 44241   

33 RAJKOT RJT 0281 2479136 094 44660 9724094694 9724094932 

34 BHAKTINAGAR BKNG 0281 2463352 094 44658   

35 KHANDERI KHDI 02820 291522 094 45370   

36 PADDHARI PDH 02820 233056 094 45371   

37 CHANOL CX 02820 291420 094 45372   

38 HADMATIYA HM 02820 291523 094 45373   

39 JALIYA DEVANI JALD 02897 294970 094 45374   

40 JAMWANTHLI WTJ 0288 2887232 094 45375   

41 ALIYAWADA ALB 0288 2882254 094 45376   

42 HAPA HXP 0288 2570410 094 45262 9724094625 9724094934 

43 JAMNAGAR JAM 0288 2755169 094 46272 9724094626  

44 LAKHABAWAL LKBL 0288 2889047 094 46271   

45 PIPLI PPLI 02895 291505 094 46272   

46 KANALUS KNLS 02895 291659 094 46273 9724094673  

47 MOTIKHAVDI MTKD 0288 2910510 094 46370   

48 SIKKA SKA 0288 2344251 094    

49 RELIANCE RAIL 
TERMINAL 

RRT 0288 2344251 094 46371   

50 MODPUR MDPR 02895 291295 094 46274   

51 KHAMBALIYA KMBL 02833 232542 094 46275  9724094628 

52 BHATEL BHTL 02833 295721 094 46276   

53 BHOPALKA BPKA 02891 292521 094 46277   

54 BHATIYA BHTA 02891 233126 094 46278   

55 OKHAMANDI OKD 02892 299963 094 47270   

56 GORINJA GRJA 02892 299962 094 47271   

57 DWARKA DWK 02892 234044 094 47262   

58 BHIMRANA BMM 02892 299961 094 47272   

59 MITHAPUR MTHP 02892 223315 094 47273   

60 OKHA OKHA 02892 262026 094 48262 9724094629  

61 WINDMILL WML 0288 2756833 094 46261  9724094628 

 
 

RAILWAY STATIONS WITH NEARBY POLICE THANA 
 

Section- VG-OKHA 

S. 

NO 

Name of Station Station 

code 

Nearby Police Station PNT No.  Mobile No.  

STD code Phone No.  

1 VANIROAD VNRD Viramgam police station 02715 100  

2 SABLI ROAD SR Rural police station 02757 100  

3 BHASKARA PURA BMM Rural police station 02759 100  

4 LILAPUR LPR Rural police station 02759 100  

5 KESARIYA ROAD KXZ Rural police station 02759 100  

6 LAKHTAR LTR SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

7 BAJRANG PURA BRGP SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

8 BALAROAD  SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

9 SURENDRA NAGAR SUNR SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

10 CHAMARAJ CJR SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

11 DIGSAR DXR SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  
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12 MULIROAD MOL SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

13 RAMPADA RA SURENDRANAGARCITY 02751 230542  

14 VAGADIYA VD TALUKA 02756 100  

15 THAN THR TALUKA 02751 100  

16 LAKHAMANCHI LMC CITY/TALUKA 02828 220656/220665  

17 DALADI DL CITY/TALUKA 02828 220656/220665  

18 LUNSARIYA LXR CITY/TALUKA 02828 220656/220665  

19 WANKANER WKR CITY/TALUKA 02828 220656/220665  

20 AMARSAR AXA CITY/TALUKA 02828 220656/220665  

21 SINDHAWADAR SDD wankaner 02828 220656/220665  

22 KANKOT KNKT rajkot 0281 2445975  

23 KHORANA KHC rajkot 0281 2445975  

24 BILESHWAR BLWR rajkot 0281 2445975  

25 RAJKOT RJT CITY/RURAL 0281 2445975  

26 KHANDERI KHDI rural 0281 2445975  

27 BHAKTINAGAR BKNG rural 0281 2445975  

28 PADDHARI PDH City police station 02820 233193  

29 CHANOL CX City police station 02820 233193  

30 HADMATIYA HM City police station 02820 233193  

31 JALIYA DEVANI JALD Rural police station 0288 2550359  

32 JAMWANTHLI WTJ Rural police station 0288 2550359  

33 ALIYAVADA ALB Rural police station 0288 2550359  

34 HAPA HXP Rural police station 0288 2550359  

35 JAMNAGAR JAM City police station 0288 2550200  

36 WINDMILL WML City police station 0288 2550200  

37 LAKHABAWAL LKBL City police station 0288 2550200  

38 PIPLI PPLI City police station 0288 2550200  

39 KANALUS KNLS City police station 0288 2550200  

40 MODPUR MDPR City police station 02833 234735  

41 KHAMBALIYA KMBL City police station 02833 234735  

42 BHATEL BHTL vastla   9823890213 

43 BHOPALKA BPKA kalyanpur 02891 286222  

44 BHATIYA BHTA kalyanpur 02891 233450  

45 OKHAMANDI OKD City police station dwk 02892 234523  

46 GORINJA GRJA City police station dwk 02892 234523  

47 DWARAKA DWK City police station dwk 02892 234523  

48 BHIMRANA  City police station dwk 02892 234523  

49 MITHAPUR MTHP City police station  02892 226300  

50 OKHA  City police station 02892 262396  

51 SIKKA  police station kmbl 02833 234735  

52 MOTIKHAVDI MTKD police station kmbl 02833 234735  

53 RELIANCE RAIL TERMINAL RRT police station kmbl 02833 234735  

54 MAKANSAR MU police station MVI 02822 220550  

55 MORBI MVI police station MVI 02822 220550  

56 BARVALA BRL police station MVI 02822 220550  

57 DAHINSARA DAC police station MVI 02822 220550  

58 LAVANPUR LUN Police station MALB 02829 266733  

59 NAVLAKHI NLK Police station MALB 02829 266733  

60 WAWANIYA WWA Police station MALB 02829 266733  
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LIST OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES 
 

Name of City Desig. Office Ph. No. Fax No. Mob.No. 

ADI 

DGP 079-23254402 079-23254301 9978406278 

DIG 079-23254382 079-23257545 9978405859 

SP 079-22863621 079-22362145 9978405659 

Collector 079-27551681-2 079-27552144 9978406201 

RJT 

Dy.SP 281-2477511 281-2448591 8141177333 

PI-GRP 0281-2443350 0281-2443358 9638397883 

Collector 0281-2473900 0281-2453621 9978406220 

 DPO 0281-2475074 

 

8401595144 

SUNR 
Collector 02752-282200 02752-283862 9978406223 

SP 02752-282100 02752-282815 9978405083 

 DPO 02752-284300 

  

MVI 
Collector 02822-240701 02822-242640 9978405932 

SP 02822-243471 02822-240904 9978405979 

 DPO 

   

JAM 
Collector 0288-2555869 0288-2555899 9978406210 

SP 0288-2554203 0288-2556382 9978405071 

 DPO 0288-2553404 
 

9426950783 

DWK 
Collector 02833-232804 02833-232102 9978405933 

SP 02833-233223 02833-232112 9978405976 

     
    

 DPO 02833-232125 

 

9909728920 

 
 

COLLECTOR OFFICE, RAJKOT 
Sr. 

No. 

Designation Phone No. Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Collector & District Magistrate 0281 

2473900 

2453621 9978406220 

2 Resident Collector 2476374 

F. 2453621 

2453621 9978405218 

3 Additional Collector (Saurastra kuchch Sinchai) 
E. Cha 

2443211 2453161 9879581936 

4 Regional officer, Rajkot city zone-1 2479042 2453334 7567009408 

5 Regional officer,, Rajkot (Village) 2471092 2471092 7567009433 

6 Regional officer,  Jasdan 0221 
221232 

223232 7567009530 

7 Regional officer, Gondal  02825 

220008 

226608 7567009536 

9 Dy Collector i, Rajkot city zone-2, rajkot 2457351 2453621 9925007320 

10 Dy Collector Madhyann Bhojan Yojana 2457402 2457402 9913625642 

21 PRO 2447762 2453621 9979282484 

22 Protocol Mamlatdar, 2471573 
 

2471574 9426736213 

23 Mamlatdar, Disaster Management cell 2471573 

1077 

2471574 9978920935 

24 D.P.O.- GSDMA 2475074 2471574 8401595144 
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MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES 
 

S.N. Name Address Contact No. 

1 Municipal Commisnor Rajkot Mahanagarpalika O. 2239973 
O. 2224133 

F. 2224258 
M.9714503701 

2 Police Commisnor  Police Commisnor kachery, Race 

course pase, Rajkot 

Control room 

No. 100 
O. 2459888 

3 Departmental officer S.T.Workshop , Gondal road, Rajkot O. 2386449 
O. 2360159 

4 Girishbhai, Himalaya crain Panchanath Mahadev Mandirni 
bajuma, Limda chok, Rajkot 

O. 2231980 
O. 2232598 

 

5 Girishbhai Dangar, Dhiren crain 3, Bhaktinagar Station plot, Rajkot  O. 2461280 

M.9825078288 

6 Pravinbhai C. sabhaya, V.V.motor garage Bedipara fire station pase, 

Bhavanagar road, Rajkot 

O. 2457049 

O. 2457050 

 
LIST OF MEDICAL FACILITIES 

 

S

N 

Station 

Code 

Name Of Hospitals Facility Available 

 

PNT No.  

Blood 
Bank 

Ambulance Beds ICU ECG OT STD 
code 

Phone 
No. 

1. JAM G.G. GROUP OF 
HOSPITALS 

 05 1394    02828 2554629 

GUJARAT AYURVEDIC 
UNIVERSITY 

      02828 2676855 

MILITARY HOSPITAL       02828 2550263 

NAVY HOSPITAL       02828 2550269 

AIR FORCE HOSPITAL       02828 2720003 

SAMARPAN 

HOSPITAL 

 02 80    02828 2712728 

OSWAL HOSPITAL  01 91    02828 2566833 

V.M.SHAH 

ORTHOPEDIC 

HOSPITAL 

      02828 2763727 

T B HOSPITAL  02 100    0288 2676483 

DIST T B CENTRE       0288 2678977 

CITY DISPENSARY       0288 2678386 

ESIS HOSPITAL  01 50    0288 2562168 

ANANDABAVA 
KIDNEY HOSPITAL 

 01 25    0288 2770966 

RANGOONWALA 
HOSPITAL 

      0288 2673562 

GULAB KUNVARBA       0288 2676521 

ROTARY CLUB  01     0288 2552426 

JATIN SARVAJANIC 
TABIBIRAHAT 

MANDAL 

      0288 2678385 

KABIR ASHRAM       0288 2558049 
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SAIFEE MATERNITY 
HOME 

      0288 2677894 

KHIJDA MANDIR 
TRUST 

      0288 2551353 

BHAGAWANJI 

KARAMSHI 

CHARITABLE TRUST 

      0288 2672885 

 PHC JAMBUDA 

ALIYABADA 

      0288 2884234 

PHC DHUTARPAR 
JAMWANTHLI 

      0288 2877222 

PHC LATIPUR 
JALIADEVANI 

      02897 282233 

PHC BALAMBHA 
HADIYANA JODIA 

      02893 285225 

PHC KHAREDI 
NAVAGAM NIKAVA 

B.BERAJA 
KALAVD TALUKA 

      02894 265034 

PHC LALPUR 
KHAMBALIYA 

      02895 272510 

PHC JAMJODHPUR       02898 263450 

MEDICAL FACILITIES AT MAH UNIT
S 

     

GSFC LTD SIKKA 

UNIT 

 01 5    0288 2432200

/ 
2344100 

TATA CHEMICAL LTD 
MITHAPUR 

 02 5    02892 665247 

RELIANCE INDIA 
LTD/SEZ/RPTL 

PADANA MEGHPAR 

      0288 2319922
/ 

2310000 

ESSAR OILS LTD       02833 661444 

2. RJT CIVIL 

HOSPITAL(EMERGEN
CY CELL) 

      0281 2445864 

CIVIL HOSPITAL       0281 2440298 

RASULKHAN JANANA 
HOSPITAL 

      0281 2228026 

RAILWAY HOSPITAL       0281 2476460 

SADBHAVANA 
HOSPITAL 

      0281 2574336 

H.J.DOSHI HOSPITAL       0281 2360531 

MADHURAM 
HOSPITAL 

      0281 2365671 

 YOGI JI MAHARAJ 
HOSPITAL 

      0281 2321981 

PRABHAT HOSPITAL       0281 2448799 

MILE STONE 
HOSPITAL 

      0281 2466631 

SRI KRISHNA 
CHIKITSALAYA 

      0281 2227040 

3. SUNR M.G.S.HOSPITAL       02752 222052 

C.U.SHAH TB 
HOSPITAL 

      02752 256001 

CIVIL HOSPITAL       02752 223018 

SRINATHJI CLINIC       02752 220710 
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ORTHOPEDIC 
HOSPITAL 

      02752 233359 
 

SARVAJANIK 
HOSPITAL 

      02752 220277 

THAKKAR CLINIC       02752 220769 

SHREEJI CLINIC       02752 220591 

4. DWK CIVIL HOSPITAL       02892 234262 

DWARAKADHISH 

HOSPITAL 

      02892 234271 

NAVJYOT HOSPITAL       02892 234419 

TULSI HOSPITAL       02892 234120 

INDIAN NAVY POST       02892 262072 

5. MTHP TATA HOSPITAL       02892 223433,2

22813 

6. OKHA CIVIL HOSPITAL       O2892 262060 

7. WKR CIVIL HOSPITAL       02828 220568 

8. 

 
 

MVI CIVIL HOSPITAL        230203/

230225 

KRISHNA HOSPITAL        224492 

MAYUR HOSPITAL        222840 

MANGALAM 
HOSPITAL 

       221900 

PRABHAT HOSPITAL        224244 

SADBHAVNA 
HOSPITAL 

       222188/
224364 

 

LIST OF BLOOD BANKS 
 

S. NO Station  Name/ Location of Blood Banks   PNT No.  

1. JAMNAGAR CG HOSPITAL 0288 2550227 

2. JH HATHI 0288 2550208 

3. DIPCHAND GARDI 0288 2672529 

4. RAJKOT RAJKOT VOLUNTARY  0281 2234242 

5. FIELD MARSHAL 0281 2481717 

6. NATAHNI 0281 2480659 

8. SURENDRANAGAR MGS HOSPITAL 02752 222052 

9. CU SHAH TB HOSPITAL 02752 256001 

10. DWARAKA CIVIL HOSPITAL 02892 234262 

11. OKHA CIVIL HOSPITAL 02892 262060 

12 MORBI SIV BLOOD BANK  222477/225901 

13 VIMAL 02822 230558/233511 

14 SAHYOG  231756 

 

OTHER BLOOD BANKS 
Sr. 

No. 

Name of Blood Bank Office No. Mobile No. 

1 Field Marshal Blood Bank, 3, Medicare, Vidyanagar main 

road,  Rajkot  

0281 2480043 9638898277 

2 Rajkot Volentory Blood Bank, Pitroda house, Gondal road, 
Rajkot 

0281 2234242 8511221122 

3 Jagruti Volentory Blood Bank, Dhoraji 0282 4222485 9925873351 
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4 Jetpur Medical Foundation bank, Jetpur 0282 3226666  

5 Nathani Volentory Blood Bank, ‘Tejas’, 22, New Jagnath ,  

Rajkot 

0281 2480659 9638700111 

6 Saurastra Volentory Blood Bank, Rajkot 0281 2380680 9824296311 

7 Red cross Blood bank, Rajkot 0281 2466260 8866871717 

8 P. D. U. Medical college Blood bank, Rajkot 0281 2450385 9825416609 

9 Aastha Volentory Blood Bank, Gondal 02825 222477 9033939739 

10 Young star Blood bank, 203, Dr.house, 8-Rajpootpara, Rajkot 0281 2226095  

12 Om Blood bank, Ankur, Moti tanki chowk, Rajkot 0281 2462652  

 
HEALTH UNITS 

Sr. 

No. 

Place Phone No. Mobile No. 

1 Rajkot 0281 2222713 7567876150 

2 Kuvadava 0281 2784248 7567876161 

3 Jasdan 02821 220061 9726571715 

4 Vinchhiya 02821 273660 7567876167 

5 Lodhika 02827 244240 7567876162 

6 Padadhri 02820 233440  8238729904 

7 Kotada Sangani 02827 276236  7567876160 

8 Jam Kandorana 02824 271438 7567876157 

9 Gondal 02825 220031 7567876165 

10 Kolithad 02825 286452 7567876159 

11 Dhoraji 02824 221383 7567876151 

12 Moti Marad 02824 284032 7567876164 

13 Jetpur 02823 220111 7567876153 

14 Virpur 02823 281616 7567876168 

15 Upleta 02826 221482 9327650700 

16 Bhayavadar 02826 274306 9428697295 

 

PHC 
Sr. 

No. 

Name Of 

Taluka 

Name Of PHC Phone No. Mobile No. 

1 Dhoraji Patanvav 02824 287340 97277 08602 

2 Dhoraji Patanvav 02824 287340 97277 08606 

3 Dhoraji Supedi 02824 285355 97277 08622 

5 Gondal Deradi(ku) 02825 277200  97277 08331 

6 Gondal Gomta 02825 285427 99099 87844 

7 Gondal Gomta 02825 285427 90999 63148 

8 Gondal Mota Dadva 02825 283246 99099 87844 

9 Gondal Mota Dadva 02825 283246 99099 87844 

10 Gondal Movaiya 02825 281430 99099 87766 

11 Gondal Shivraj Gadh 02825 281530 97277 08301 

12 Gondal Sultanpur 02825 273495 97277 08321 

13 Jam 

Kandorana 

Chitravad 02824 274202  90999 63146 

14 Jam 
Kandorana 

Raiki 02824 279903 90999 63146 

15 Jasdan Aatkot 02821 288762 97277 01381 

17 Jasdan Bhadala 02821 275520 94275 61788  
75678 75855 

18 Jasdan Bhadali 02821 292644 97269 15320  
 91269 

15320 

19 Jasdan Lilapur 02821 274305 99094 42112 

20 Jasdan Piparadi 02821 279829 91269 15320 

21 Jasdan Sanathli 02821 285624 75678 77871 

22 Jasdan Sanathli 02821 289314 97278 93987 

23 Jetpur Amarnagar 02823 289314 99789 29049 

24 Jetpur Body Samdhiyad 02823 224698 99789 29058 

25 Jetpur Jetalser 02823 283309 99789 29030 

26 Jetpur Mevasa 02823 286192 99789 29030 
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28 Kotada 
Sangani 

Navi Mengani 02825 284444  99099 87766 

29 Kotada 

Sangani 

Navi Mengani 02825 284444 99099 87712 

30 Kotada 

Sangani 

Ramod 02827 277306 99099 87767 

31 Lodhika Khirasara 02827 288292 99099 87827 

32 Lodhika Khirasara 02827 288292  99099 87811 

33 Padadhari Khoda Pipar 02820 281713 99099 82996 

94080 40080 

34 Padadhari Sarapdad 02820 285638 99099 87829 

35 Padadhari Sarapdad 02820 285638 99099 82997 

36 Rajkot Gadhka 0281 2789500 75678 77886 

37 Rajkot Gadhka 0281 2789500 75678 77889 

38 Rajkot Kothariya 0281 2782008 96876 08961 

40 Rajkot Sanosara 0281 2786484 99099 82989 

42 Rajkot Sardhar 0281 2781423 99099 82994 

43 Upleta Bhimora 02826 296346  96876 18294 

44 Upleta Dhank 02826 284424 97277 08603 

45 Upleta Kolki 02826 285620 97277 08603 

46 Upleta Moti Paneli 02826 276762 97234 96711 

 
AYURVEDIC HOSPITALS 

Sr. 

No. 

Place Phone No. 

1 Civil Hospital Rajkot 9429888227 / 2449038 / 9727030595 

2 Padmakunvarba Ayu. Davakhanu, Rajkot 0281581592 / 9824456445  

3 Ayu. Davakhanu, Dhoraji Civil Hos. 9427721836 

4 Ayu. Davakhanu, Kotage Hospital. 9426844228 

5 Ayu. Davakhanu, Gondal Civil Hos. 02825 222574 / 94281 190192 

6 Ayu. Davakhanu, Chandli, Lodhika. 9925761429 

7 Ayu. Davakhanu, KanesarTah. Jasdan 9624643081 

8 Ayu. Davakhanu, Charakhadi, Gondal 9427745694 

9 Ayu. Davakhanu, Khajuri, Gundala. 9979585949 

10 Ayu. Davakhanu, Vasavad, Gondal. 9427745694 

11 Ayu. Davakhanu, Ganod, Upleta. 9426844228 

12 Ayu. Davakhanu, Khakhi Jaliya, Upleta.  9126625200 

13 Ayu. Davakhanu, Vadali, Upleta 9662063200 

14 Ayu. Davakhanu, Kolki, Upleta 9427220422 

15 Ayu. Davakhanu, Panch Pipaliya, Jetpur 8758013141 

16 Ayu. Davakhanu, Kharedi, Rajkot 9925638758 

17 Ayu. Davakhanu, Khambha, Lodhika 9662030057 

 

HOSPITALS 
Sr. 

No. 

Name Of Hospital Address Of Hospital Phone No. 

1 Padmakunvarba Hos.  Palace Road 2227136 

2 Dasa Shreemali Vanik Mahajan Trust. Kothariya Naka 2223963 

3 Shivam Hos. Prhlad Plot-1 2223502 

4 Dr. Niranjan P. Shah Hos. Karanshinhji Road, 2225350 

5 Dr. Thakkar Nurshing Home. Karanshinhji Road, 2227520 

6 Dr. Ajay Bharatbhai Mehta & Dr. Tejas 
Bharatbhai Mehta, Keshubhai Aankh ni 

Hos.  

Karanshinhji Road, 2224212 

7 Dr. Kalavadiya Hos. Karanshinhji Road, Raj Complex 2235244 

8 Dr. Bhalodiya Hos. Karanshinhji Road, Raj Complex 2236070 

9 Dr. Ramesh M. Khandheria Ambika App. , Karanshinhji Road,  

10 Dr. Vyas ni Aankh Hos. Karanshinhji Road, Raj Complex  

11 Dr. Parekh Hos. Karanshinhji Road,  2222855 

12 Dr. Kiran Shah, Aankh ni Hos. Karanshinhji Road, Mahavir Build. 2228882 

13 Dr. Vasani Hos. Karanpara 29 2235449 

14 Hill Well Hos., Dr. Bhaumik Bhayani Amidhara Build., Canal Road.  
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15 Dr. Vaghasia Aurtho. Hos. Kanak Road, “Sahyog”  

16 Dr. Antala Hos. Kanak Road, “Sahyog”  

17 Navjeevan  Children Hos.,  
Dr. R. L. Virada 

Kanak Road, “Sahyog” 2231900 

18 Akshit Aurtho Hos., Dr. Ketan Thakkar Karansinhji Road 2220600 

19 Dr. Vijay Nagecha Creativ chember, Kanak Road 2222224 

20 Dr. D.K. Shah Aurtho Hos. B/h. S.T. Bus Station 2235777 

21 Dr. Nilesh Pandit, Dr. Dhaval Mehta Shivanand Aankh ni Hos, Jayant K. 
G. Soc. Mavdi Road. 

2462659, 2360515, 
2463019 

22 Dr. Jaydev Gondaliya (M.S. Surgen) Dr. 
Kiranben Gondaliya (Gaynekologist) 

Soham Hos. Chowk, Near Aanand 
Bunglow. 

2365577, 2365566 

23 Dr. Kamlesh Chhantbar Premdhara Hos., Opp. Mahila 
Collage, Guj. Hou. Board Quarter 

2444577 

25 Dr. Jayesh Patel Shrey Hos., Guruprashad chowk, 
Krushna Nagar Main Road. 

2377440 

26 Dr. Deepak V. Raichura Raichura Hos., Guruprashad Chowk. 2363655 

27 Dr. Vijay Desani, Dr. Bhavesh Vithlani, Dr. 
Dharmesh Gohel 

Satyam Hos., Raj Nagar Chowk, 
Nana Mava Road,  

 

28 Dr. Manish Sindhv Nandanvan Hos. Nana Mava Road,   

29 Naman Hospital Vidhyanagar Main Road  

30 Rasoolkhanji Zanana Hos.  Hospital Chowk 2226004, 2228026, 

2224875 

31 Dr. Dhruv Ni Hos. Rajpoot para – 8, Doctor House  

32 Jivraj Hos. Gayatri Nagar Main Road. 2381212 

33 Swaminarayan Gurukul Hos. Gondal Road, Near Railway Phatak. 2377708 

36 Netradeep Eye Hos.  B/h. S.T. Bus Station 2225190 

37 Shanti Hos. Creative Chembers Kanak Road 2234088 

38 Shree Krushna Chikisalay  B/h. S.T. Bus Station, Kanak Road 2223085 

39 Aastha Nurshing Sergical Hos. Karan Para- 13 / 39  2235859 

40 Vatsalya Hos., Prasuti Gruh Karan Para – 27  2232192 

41 Amrutalay Aayurvedik Hos. Karan Para -37 2479900 

43 Nimit Matra Hos. Karansinhji Road  2232060 

44 Pasani Hos. Karansinhji Road  

45 Dr. Girishbhai Haribhai  Creative Chembers 1st floor, Kanak 
Road,  

2222599 

47 Shree Monghiba Aayurvedic  Hos. Karan Para -31 2237740 

48 Samanvay Hos. Karanshinhji Road, Near Center Point 2223045 

49 Ranchhoddasji Aashram Hos. Kuvadva Road,  2457009 

50 Madhuram Hos. Ranchhod Nagar -10 2474355 

51 Rangani Hos. Ranchhoddas Aashram, Kuvadava 

Road, 

2704880 

52 Dhakan Hos. Near Ranchhoddas Aashram, 

Kuvadava Road, 

2456451 

53 Gondhiya Hos. Kalavad Road,  2575611 

54 B. T. Savani Kidney Hos. Kalavad Road, 2561393 

56 Din Dr. P.R. Jain, Doshi Hos. H. J. Doshi Hos., Malavia Nagar 2360531, 2388994, 

2388996 

57 Shree Sudhir koregavkar Shree Satya Sai Heart Hos. 2573588 

58 Dastoor Hos. Jagnath Plot, 2464944 

59 Omkar Hos. Manhar Plot-7 2468544 

60 Gokul Hos. Vidhya Nagar Main Road, 2466554 

62 Dr. Koshiya Hos. New Jagnath Plot-15 2480260 

63 Modi Hos. Moti Tanki Chowk   

64 Dr. Gautam Dave Vidhya Nagar Main Road 2465408 

66 Viraj Hos. Manhar Plot-7 2466077 

67 Shapariya Sergical Hos. New Jagnath Plot 2466173 

68 Dr. Sudhir Shah. Moti Tanki Ni Bajuma Sadar 2444792 

69 Changila Hos. Vidhya Nagar Main Road, 2464418 

70 Dr. Jinesh Mehta 20/25, Jagnath Plot, 2463512 

71 Dr. Kirit Patel Vidhya Nagar Main Road. 2467370 

73 Dr. Sanjay Gadre Virani Hos. Chowk 2464456 

74 G. T. Sheth Hos. Near Jam Tower 2440722 

75 Sadhu Vasvani Hos. Gayakwadi , Near Junction Police 2443330, 
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Chowki 2445269/70 

76 Sterling Hos.(Aswin Chowdhri) 150 Ring Road. Near Raiya Chokdi 2588002 

 
 

MILITARY ORGANIZATION 
 

S. Organization Station  Location STD Code PNT No. 

/RLYAUTO 

Mobile No.  

1      THESE ARE JUNCTION 

NUMBERS OPERATOR MAY BE 
ASKED 

2 MCO JAM JAM 0288 2756908 FOR ANY STAFFAND OFFICER 

3 Commandant   094 46205 FOR ASSISTANCE 

4 COMMODORE VADINAR VADINAR 028833 256560 FAX-256333 

5 COMMODORE OKHA OKHA 02892 262046 262258 

6. ARMY STAFF 

OFFICER 

JAM JAM  2541904 2540670 

7 COMMODORE NAVY JAM JAM 0288 2522054/ 

3987200 

2552055 

8 NAVY OKHA OKHA 02892 262040  

9 AIR OFFICER 

COMMANDING AIR 
FORCE 

JAM JAM 0288 2720003/6 2710268 

10 COMMANDANT 
SUARASHTRA 

BORDER FORCE 

JAM JAM 0288 2550339 2750857 

11 AIR PORT OFFICER JAM JAM 0288 2712413 2711784 

 

 

PARA-MILITARY ORGANIZATION 
 

S.  Organization  Station  Location STD 

Code 

PNT No.  FAX  

1 Rapid Action Force      

2 CRPF  CHILORA ROAD GANDHINAGAR 
AHMEDABAD 

079 23202540/ 
23201551 

 

3 Commandant SRPF JAM JAM 0288 2911317 2911317 

4 I/C DISTRICT HOME 

GUARD COMMANDANT 

JAM JAM  2553862 2553862 

5 DY CONTROLLER CIVIL 
DEFENCE 

JAM JAM  2540371 2550318 

6 ASST COMMANDANT 
CISF 

JAM JAM 0288 4012925  

 
 

BOMB DETECTION SQUAD, PETROLEUM DEPOT 
S Organization  Station  Location STD 

Code 
PNT No.  Mobile No.  

1 Bomb detection Squad RJT RJT 0281 2472484 9724094708 
7778803641 

2. Bomb detection Squad SUNR SUNR 02752 282100  

3. Bomb detection Squad JAM JAM 0288 2554203  

4. Bomb detection Squad MVI MVI 02822 243471  

5. Bomb detection Squad DWK MVI 02833 232002  

6. HPC RJT RJT   9724322531 

9099020707 

7. PETRO CHEMICAL CONTROL RJT RJT 0281 2380926  
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OIL – LPG COMPANY DEPOTS / INSTALLATIONS 

Sr. No. Authority Contact No. 

1. Sr. Area Manager (LPG), OIC 0281 – 2472505 (O) 

 
 

0281 – 2561949 (R) 

2. DGM (Refinery Coordinator), OIC, Jamnagar 0288 – 2237061 (O) 

 
 

0288-2238853 

3. Plant Manager, Bottling Plant, IOC, Rajkot 0281 – 2701652 (O) 

 

 

0281 – 2701286 

4. Sr. Plant Manager, IOC, Sanand, Ahmedabad 079 – 3722904 (O) 

 

 

079 – 3722907 

 
 

LIST OF ROAD TRANSPORT PROVIDERS 
 

S.  Station Name of Firm STD Code PNT No.  Mobile No.  

1 RAJKOT GSRTC 0281 2360407, 2388863  

 EAGLE TRAVELS 0281 2480048  

 GUJARAT TRAVELS 0281 2231222  

 PATEL TOURS AND 
TRAVELS 

0281 2457660  

 SHIVSHAKTI  0281 2231144  

 PAWAN TRAVELS 0281 2233717  

 SOMNATH TRAVELS 0281 2222630  

 SRINATH TRAVELS 0281 2241182  

2 STATE TRANSPORT 

JAMNAGAR 
 

GSRTC 0288 2550270 

2676904 

 

PAWAN TRAVELS 0288 2552002  

JAMNAGAR ROAD 
TRANSPORT 

0288 2559296  

MAHASAGAR 
TRAVELS 

0288 2665656  

DIVISIONAL 
CONTROLLER 

0288 2570608  

DEPOT MANAGER 

JAM 

0288 2676904  

DEPOT MANAGER 

DHROL 

02897 2676904  

DEPOT MANAGER 

JAMJODHPUR 

02898 220009  

DIVISIONAL 

TRAFFIC 
INSPECTOR 

0288 2570451  

RTO JAM 0288 2550360 FAX 2672100 

ST INQUIRY 0288 2550270  

3 SURENDRANAGAR GSRTC 02752 221152  

 KRISHNA TRAVELS 02752 224710  

 RAJ TRAVELS 02752 221312  

 SRIJI TRAVELS 02752 220438  

4 DWARAKA GSRTC 02892 234204  

5 MORBI GSRTC 02822 230701  

6 KHAMBALIYA GSRTC 02833 234772  

7 WANKANER GSTRC 0288 220558  

8 KHAMBALIYA GSRTC 02833 220242  
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LIST OF JCB MACHINES, TRUCKS, BULLDOZERS AND CRANE PROVIDERS 
 

Section-VG-OKHA 

S.  Station Name of Firm STD 

Code 

P&T No.  Mobile No.  Equipments available 

JCB Trucks Bulldozer Cranes 

1 SIKKA GEB TPS/SIKKA 0288 2344106/ 

2344094 

   3  

2 SIKKA SDCC-SIKKA 0288 2344206/ 
2439515 

   1  

3 JAM JMC 0288 2552372    4  

4 JAM  INDIAN AIR 

FORCE 

0288 2756908     2(20 T) 

2(60T) 

5 MTKD GSFC SIKKA 

UNIT 

0288 2432200/ 

2344100 

    2 

6 MTKD RIL/SEZ/RPTL 0288 2310000/ 

2319922 

    12 

7 MTKD M/S TCS 02892          222207 
222225 

  2  22 

 ESSAR OIL LTD 02833 661444     5 

8 MORBI BALAJI CRANE 

VAVDI CHOCK 

  9925131431     

9 MORBI MANISH CRANE 

TAJPAR CHOCK 

  9879036607     

 
 

JCB & CRANE WITH PWD  
Sr. 

No. 

Name of Owner Phone no. 

1 Avadh Construction,  
219, Silver chamber, Tagor road, Rajkot 

O. 2482967 
M.9824058554 

2 Ambar Construction, 
Juna jakat naka pase, Jetpur road, Dhoraji 

O.02824 220453 
R. 222403 

M. 9879535766 

3 Swastik Builders, 

Vijali Road, Upleta 

O.221333 

R. 221788 
M.9879704799 

4 Classic network li., 202- Arpan complax, Kalawad road, Rajkot O.2472333 
R. 2472555 

M. 9925422222 

5 Sutreja and co.,17, Panchnath plot, B-301,Sudarsan complex, Limda 
chouk, Rajkot. 

O. 2631405 
R. 2631790 

M.9925107077 

6 Shanti structure Private li. 

‘205-Sanskar’, KKV hall, 150 ring road, kalavad road, Rajkot 

O. 2585700 

M.9909048348 

7 Shri G. V. Sutaria, 

201,Meet complex, 150 ring road, Indira circle pase, Rajkot  

O. 2571014 

M.9825216699 

 
PRESS MEDIA 

 
Sr. 

No. 

Name of paper/ 

Publication 

Office No. Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Phulchhab 2444611, 2444612, 2444613, 

2444614, 2475696  

2479444 9374102242, 

9428567833, 
8238077130 

2 Gujarat Samachar 2227303, 2231265, 2226954 2227303 

2224934 

9426228782 

3 Sandesh 2448306, 2447641, 2452204 2477909 9825695036 

4 Akila 2445111, 2448444, 2445354 2450434 
2472547 

9898005353, 
9898625235, 

9824533293 

5 Jay Hind 2440511, 2440512, 2440513 2448677 9426481117, 

9879579179 
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6 Sanj Samachar 2440511, 2446103, 3048021 2448677 9824040930 

7 Desh Pardesh ni Aajkal 2481557, 2481558 2481559 9925100292, 

9925100293, 
9925100294 

8 Nutan Saurastra 2449998, 2447047 2458763  

9 Anjali 2447047 2449998  

10 Saurastra Aaspas 2241234 2220053 9879588383 

11 Lok Samarthan 6640431, 6640433 2361596 9327746130 

12 Divya Bhaskar 3988885 3983913 9909944055 

13 Commodity world 2461905 2461908 9879018019 

14 Vyapar 2444611 to 14 2478317  

15 U.N.I. 2449242  9898090914 

16 P.T.I. 2460117  9328933963 

17 Aakashwani 2453503, 2443961 2476585, 

2450314 

------------- 

18 Times Of India 2226965, 2225702 2227238 9377732346 

19 Financial Express 2240551, 2481156   

20 Avadh Times 2234628  9879014188 

21 Gujarat Samachar 2227303, 2231265, 2226954 2227303, 

2224934 

9426949394 

22 Saurashtra Samachr 2458885  9879800100 

23 Saurashtra Bhumi 2475354   

24 Janyug 2466611   

25 Nutan Saurashtra 2447047   

26 Aaj Kal 2481557, 2481558 2481559  

27 Indian Express 248116  9429502871 

28 Abhiyan 2440512, 2440513 2231377 9374527755 

29 Rajasthan Patrika 2231378, 2465411  9374118831, 

9428892289 

30 Indian Express 2481156  982540025 

31 Kathivad Post 2465412  9825358030 

32 Sandesh 2448306, 2447641, 2452204 2477909 9879968264 

33 Abtak   9558679994 

34 Free Lance   9825636040 

35 Hello Saurastra 6544122  9825215590 

36 City News channel   9898588883 

37 Radio Mirchi 6644000  9925244332 

38 Big F.M. 3927927   

 
 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
 

SN  Name  Station 

/HQ 

STD 

Code 

PNT No.  Mobile No.  

1 DOORDARSHAN RJT 0281 2385516/17 -- 

2 CITY NEWS RJT 0281 2228283 -- 

3 CHANDINI WORLD DISH RJT 0281 2474922 -- 

4 HELLOW SAURASHTRA RJT 0281 6544122 -- 

5 SATELLITE NWS RJT 0281 2463232 -- 

6 ZEEGUJARATI RJT 0281 -- 9824890917 

7 STAR CNBC RJT 0281 -- 9824041849 

8 TV 9 RJT 0281 2231836 -- 

9 ETV RJT 0281 2466411 -- 

10 AIR RJT 0281 2453503 -- 

11 RADIO MIRCHI RJT 0281 6644000 -- 

12 BIG FM RJT 0281 3927971 -- 
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LIST OF FIRE BRIGADES 

 

S.N Station Firm / 

Agency 

STD 

Code 

Telephone Number Water 

Tank  

Other 

Equipments Landline Mobile 

1 SIKKA GEB TPS 

/SIKKA 

0288 2344106 

2344094 

9825504192 Y -- 

2 SURENDRANAGAR MUNICIPAL 

CORPORATION 

02752 282858 -- Y -- 

3 THANGADH  02751 220231 -- Y -- 

4 CHOTILA  02751 280428 -- Y -- 

5. JAMNAGAR  0288 2550340 -- Y -- 

6. BEDESHWAR 

JAMNAGAR 

FIRESTATION 0288 2755369 -- Y -- 

7. RAJKOT FIRESTATION 0281 101 -- Y -- 

8. MORBI  02822 220050 -- Y -- 

9. DWARAKA FIRECONTROL
ROOM 

02833 241892 -- Y -- 

 
 

TELEPHONE NO. & LOCATION OF ART/ARMVT CRANE OVER WR 
 

Sr Divi

sion 

Station ART/ 

ARMV 

Class Crane In- 

Charge 

Desig

nation 

Mobile No.  Railway 

Phone No. 

Exit 

Single/ 
Double 

1 RJT RJT ART A 140T C&W SSE 9724094412 --  

2 RJT RJT ARME   C&W SSE 97240944/ 

9724094056 

-- DOUBLE 

3 RJT HAPA SPART   C&W SSE 9724094024 -- DOUBLE 

 
 
 

SATELLITE TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
WESTERN RAILWAY 

Sr.

No 

Division / 

Location 

Satellite Phone 

 

Control Office Telephone 

 

  Voice Fax Data MTNL/BSNL Rly. 

1 Mumbai 00873-763095971 00873-
763095972 

00873-
763095973 

022-23070564 090-22296 
090-44625 

2 Vadodara CTO Office -00870-

763095977 
ARMV BRCP 00870-

763982217 
KSB- 

00870-764101872 

AKV-  

00870-76410875 
DB- 

00870-764101878 

  0265-2638250 

09724091917 

091-44640 

091-44614 

3 

 
 

Ahmedabad 00873-764101881 00873-

764101882 

00873-764101883 079-22204010 

09724093934 

093-44662 

093-44634 

ART- KKF 00873-764101884 00873-

764101885 

00873-

764101886 

  

4 Ratlam 00870-763982198 00870-

763982199 

00870-

763982200 

07412-235126 

9752496554 

092-44610 

092-44620 
092-44679 

5 Rajkot 00873-763095992 00873-

763095993 

00873-

763095994 

0281-2454063 

09724094908 

094-44640 

094-44642 

6 Bhavnagar 00873-764101890 00873-

764101891 

00873-

764101892 

0278-2445230 

09724097910 

099-44640 

099-44023 
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INDIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY – RAJKOT DISTRICT BRANCH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Sr.No. Name Contact no. 

1 Rathod Akshay D. 8866650289 

2 Solanki Binali C. 8866625245 

3 Bhandarka Smita J. 7405179720 

4 Parsana Nehal R. 9173312883 

5 Machhoya Vaishali S. 9714948343 

6 Baku Vidhya L.  9723924366 

7 Chauhan Vaishali K. 7096327615 

8 Dodiya Priyankadevi K. 9714700606 

9 Bhakhodiya Mayuri V. 9723399804 

10 Sitapara Manisha B. 9601983386 

11 Palsana Harshita O. 9726848001 

12 Pansuriya Shital S. 8866500967 

13 Chavada Punita D. 9898087878 

14 Shah Arti 9898342003 

15 Mandani Raju K. 9879591817 

16 Anadkat Sandip A. 9427436735 

17 Thummar Pinal 9913257309 

18 Bagda Kalpana 8128843751 

20 Katariya Shraddha 9904480836 

22 Makda Zainab A.  9925152952 

23 Lokhandwala Batul S. 7041382929 

24 Chavada Pooja T. 7069347553 

25 Lokhandwala Jamila S. 9428296418 

26 Piparotar Jagruti P. 7567052400 

27 Lohiya Munira Y. 9924940811 

28 Joshi Rupesh H. 9662458767 

29 Savaliya Kajal 9409271124 

30 Palsana Heena 9408899448 

31 Savaliya Kunjal 9408444578 

32 Vadodariya Deepali 9228165181 

33 Joshi Vaishali B. 9724706140 

34 Kacha Neha K. 9624725246 

35 Vyas Upen J. 9825414541 

36 Trivedi Kalpesh S. 9824876292 

37 Izzy Jamila 7043882643 

38 Babriya Alpa M. 9825373739 

39 Joshi Hemadri A. 8980068945 

40 Kundaliya Arti 9429567007 

41 Goswami Parag 9924117417 

42 Suchak Ayushi 9409082987 

43 Aghera Dhara 9726990032 

44 Gogara Krishna D. 9727795894 

45 Lo Bipin K. 9428037498 

46 Pandya Gaurang M. 9426953839/ 8141727739 

47 Kamani Piyush C. 7600008296 

48 Trivedi Rajnikant l. 9924922120 

49 Dal Rahim J. 9228767110 

50 Selara Kanaksinh B> 9327177307 

51 Vaghela Mayur 9979084383 

52 Dudhatra hitesh 9825490716 

53 Vasani Parabat 9662441711 

54 Nainuji Mamta 7405586821 

55 Pansuriya Dipali 8866500967 

56 Patel Pragna 9898284452 

57 Dudhgara Jayna D. 9913414758 

58 Lakhatariya Komal  9904253962 

59 Desai Bhavin 9429159752 

60 Kaliya Vishnu 9638766251 
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61 Thakur Preety 9586594892 

62 Savasani Premila 9925340516 

 

CHEMICAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
Taluka Industrial name 

&address 

Chemical Storage Affected area Officer in charge& 

contact no 

Rajkot IOCL (LPG botaling plant), 

Navagam 

LPG 10.52MT Navagam, 

Maliyasan 

Plant manager 

O.2701652,2701286 
M.9436416090 

Rajkot IOCL(Marketing division), 
Bulk Petrolium 

depot,Jamnagar Road, 
Rajkot 

MSHDS 1862ML 
1795 

2KL 

Madhapar, 
Rajkot (city) 

Depot Manager 
O.0281 

2452603/2459868 
M.9427207454 

Rajkot Bharat Petrolium Corp. li., 
State high-way no. 

333,Maliyasan, Kheradi 
road, Rajkot  

LPG 600MT Navagam, 
Maliyasan 

Plant manager 
O. 0281 2787556 / 

2787716  
M. 9099069167 

 
 

Rajkot G. S. P. L., 

Gauridad, Morbi Road, 
Rajkot 

   Manager, 

O. 2788218/ 2788318 
M. 9825035755 

Rajkot G. S. P. L.     Icha Serkhi line 
control room 

M. 9825049357 

 
AFFF AND FIRE EXTINGUISHER 

Sr. 
no. 

Holder’s Name and 
Address 

Officer’s 
Name 

Telephone 
no. 

Type of Foam  Capacity 

1 I.O.C.L., 
Bulk petrolium depot, 

Madhapar, Rajkot 

plant manager 9427207454 ATC FOAM 
AFFF 

1000 L 

2 I.O.C.L. 

Avitution fuel, 
air port, Rajkot 

manager  9429502339 FOAM 5320 L 

3 I.O.C.L. 

(SMPL), Morbi road, 
Gauridad, Bedipara, 

Rajkot 

Operation 

manager 

9925009278 AFFF 600 L 

4 Sam fine o chamical li., 

Survey no. 47, 
hadmatala ind. area, 

Rajkot- Gondal national 

high way, Ta. Gondal, Ji. 

Rajkot 

Manager  9898906252 AFFF 

FOAM 

5000 L 

5 ERC, Rajkot Manager 9898509371 FOAM 15 fire X.9 L 

4 fire x. 50 L 
9 fire X. 20L 

6 Fire and Emergency 
services 

Chief fire 
Officer, Rajkot 

Mahanagar 
Palika 

2227222/ 
9624718247 

AFFF 14200 L 

 

FLOOD RESCUE  
Sr. 

No. 

Taluka Type of Boat Owners Name Address Phone no. 

1 Dhoraji Tin boat -20 Dhoraji V. M. SE. 

samali 

Baharpura 9879297325 

2 Jetpur Tin boat  - 10 Jetpur 

Ta. Se. Sa. Man. 

Yagarib navaz Manjil, 

Matavaseri. 

9426780786 /  

9913235172 

3 Rajkot Tin boat  - 7 Jungleshwar Lakhajiraj shramji soc., 9824238593 
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Iqabalbhai  
Se. Sa. Man. Li. 

dudhni deri pase , Rajkot 

4 Rajkot Tin boat  - 7  Lakhajiraj shramji soc., 
dudhni deri pase , Rajkot 

9824238593 

5 kotadasangani Tin boat  -4  Vadipara 9426942293 

 

GAS CUTTERS 
Sr.No. Name Address Phone no. 

1 B. R. Jadeja 

Bajarang gas cutting 

bhaktinagar Station main road, Nr. Hanumanji ni 

deri, Rajkot  

2461583 

2 Vijay welding workers Bhaktinagar Station plot, Opp. Ambika road lines, 

Rajkot 

2461583 

3 K.H.Kamdar, Steel 

fabric Eng.  

10, Latiplot Rajkot 2458580 

4 D.K. Bhatt, Desai 
Brothers 

1/4, Lati plot corner Rajkot 2456727 

5 Fordge & Fordge Kuvadva road, Rajkot 2456101 / 2456102 

6 H.J.Steel,  Dudhasagar road, Rajkot 2387482 / 2387431 

7 K. Rasiklal 80 foot road, Rajkot 2387431 

 

 

HELIPADS IN RAJKOT DISTRICT 
Sr. No. Taluka Address Rekhans Akhans 

1 Padadhari Padadhari by pass junction, Rajkot-
Jamnagar high-way, Padadhari 

70.36.17 22.25.44 

2 Lodhika Nr. Mamlatdar Office, Lodhika 70.37.45 22.08.18 

3 Kotdasangani Ribada-Kotdasangani high-way , 
Kotdasangani 

70.51.12.4 22.03.2.6 

4 Gondal S.R.P. Group-8 Parade Ground, Gondal 70.48.15 22.58.15 

5 Jasdan Vinchhiya – Jasdan road, Jasdan 70.13.59 22.03.41 

6 Jetpur Police parade Ground, Junagadh road, 
Jetpur 

70.36.59 21.45.12 

7 Upleta Arts Commerce College ground, Upleta 70.16.19 21.44.23 

 

DRINKING WATER SUPPLIERS 
Sr. 
No. 

Distributer Name & Address Phone No. 

1 Patel mineral water Ashvinbhai Premjibhai Mungara, Mavadi plt, Rajdeep 

Soc., Street No. 3, Rajkot 

9979976583 

2 Parth mineral water Vasantbhai A. Pandak, Raiya road, Nr. Aalap green city, 

Rajkot 

9825108633 

3 Shiv mineral water Nareshbhai Patel, Mota mauva, Kalavad road, Bh. Mamta 

dairy, Rajkot 

9924530097 

4 Perfect mineral water Rajubhai Patel,  9825198889 

5 Devika mineral water Hiteshbhai Ravarani, Mahadev vadi main road,  Opp. 

kiran mineral water Rajkot  

9879499633 

6 Gunjan mineral water Bhaveshbhai Khakhkhr, Michinagar, Nr. Sagar hall, 

Rajkot  

9974022660 

7 R. D. mineral water “Khodiyar krupa”, 150 foot ring road, 9898103769 

8  Nanavati chok, Rajkot 9714200178 

9 Honey mineral water Jigarbhai Rupareliya, kumbharvada No. 12, Kenal road, 
Rajkot. 

9375606283 

10 Shri hari mineral water Gajendrashinh G. Chudasama, Raiyagam, Rajkot 9824523923 

11 Real mineral water 3, Umakant Aanand- bh. Mangala chok, Rajkot 9375360600 

12 Amrut mineral water Jagdish Patel, Kothariya main road, Sagar Soc., 80 foot 
road, Rajkot  

9879544482 / 
9978900015 

13 Shri mineral water Ashvinbhai Patel,Mota mauva, Opp. Rangoli park, Rajkot 997011928 
/9825269138 

14 Glare mineral water Hiteshbhai Bhateliya, 2/10, bhaktinagar station road, Nr. 

Prabhat Zerox, Rajkot 

9372687745 

9426240151 

15 Sojitra mineral water  Pravinbhai Sojitra, 7, Sorthiyavadi, Nr. Hanuman deri, 

Rajkot 

9824813515 
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16 Patel mineral water Miteshbhai B. Pipaliya, Kothariya main road, Bh. Nanda 
hall, Bharti nagar, Rajkot 

9714211111 

17 Gopal mineral water Vasantbhai , Raiya chokadi, Rameshwar road, Rajkot 9723130591 

18 Sijal mineral water  Sanjaybhai Kubhavat, Kothariya main road,  Nr. Bal park 

main road, Rajkot  

9428201308 

19 J.C.B. mineral water bhikhabhai C. Sakhapariya, Jamnagar road, Nr. Binani 

cement,Rajkot 

9537140094 

20 Beverali mineral water Gopalbhai Dobariya, Giriraj Ind. Astet Kuvadava road , 
Rajkot 

9978441201 

21 Care mineral water Girishbhai Champbari, 3, Mahadev vadi, Umakant 
Udyognagar, Rajkot. 

2365899 
9924633968 

9898614139 

22 Aqua Nir mineral water Naishadbhai Patel, Mavadi plot, Street No.2, Rajkot 9825536637 

23 555 mineral water Nileshbhai Chandirayani, 18, Ramnathpara, Rajkot 2222084 
9924138002 

24 Jay mineral water  Rajubhai Patel, Shri Hari Soc., National highway, Ring 
road, Rajkot 

9913746044 

25 Kadar mineral water Jayeshbhai Manilal Vora, 11, Lati plot, Kuvadava road, 

Rajkot 

9409255844 

26 Raja mineral water Chandulal B. Patel,Ravapar road, Yogeshvar nagar Soc., 

Morbi 

9898715874 

9428003324 

27 Max mineral water Jagatbhai Matariya, Mahadevad Main road, Rajkot 9925199001 

 

NGOs 
Sr. 

No. 

name & Address Ph. No. Name Of incharge Ph. No. 

1 Shri Khetivadi Utpann Bajar samiti,  

Saradar Vallabhbhai patel market yard, 
National high-way, Mu. Bedi, Morbi road, 

Rajkot 

0281 

2703300 
2703185 

Shri Hardevsinh B. Jadeja, Mu. 

Raj samadhiyala, Ta. Rajkot. 

9426911102 

2 Shri Khetivadi Utpann Bajar samiti,  

Gandhi market yard, Bh. Gitanjali Soc., 
kolaki road, Upleta 

02826 

223106 
220493 

Shri. Suvaraja bhai Ramabhai, 

Mu. KhakhiJaliya, Ta.Upleta. 

9427269505 

3 Shri Khetivadi Utpann  samiti,  
Jamanadas Vekariya Market yard, 

Junagadh road, Nr. Railway fatak, Jetpur 

02823 
220020 

225320 

Shri. Dineshbhai Keshvbhai 
Bhuva, Nirmal Vidhya Mandir, 

Mu. Pedhla, Ta. Jetpur. 

224733 
9825079023 

9909177277 

4 Shri Khetivadi Utpann Bajar samiti,  
Darabar saheb shriShivrajkumar 

Khachar market yard, Main market yard, 
bypass road, Jasdan 

02821 
220168 

221168 
220166 

291568 

Shri. Satyjeet Kumar 
Shivrajkumar Khachar, Darbar 

Gadh Tower. Mu. Jasdan, Ta. 
Jasdan. 

9879520029 

5 Shri Khetivadi Utpann Bajar samiti,  

Sadar market yard, National high-way, 
Gondal 

02825 

220871 
226088 

Shri. Jayantibhai Savjibhai 

Dhol, Gokul Dham, Jetpur 
Road, Gondal. 

02825 

220091 

6 Shri Khetivadi Utpann Bajar samiti, 
kotadasangani, MarutiNandan Comp., 

First floor, Nr. Hotel Perfect, NH – 8/B, 

Mu. Shapar(veraval), Ta. Kotadasangani 

02827293591 Shri. Arjunbhai Ghanshyambhai 
khatariya, “Aasthan” Swashray 

Soc.-3, Mavdi Main Road, 

Akha.C.C. Bank Wadi Sheri, 

Rajkot 

97145055555 

7 Shri Khetivadi Utpann Bajar samiti, Jay 

Sadar market yard, Kalavada road, 
Jamkandorana 

02824271685 

 

Shri Viththalbhai R. Bodar, 

Near Ramji Mandir, Mu. Ta. 
Jamkandorana. 

9427200840 

8 Shri Padadhari Taluka Sahakari Mark. & 

Pro. Mandli Li., rajkot-Jamnagar High-
way, Padadhari 

02820233366 Boda Ratibhai Muljibhai, 

Mu.Khambhala Ta. Padadhari.  

284418 

9879421334 

9 Shri Sadar Patel Processing & Marketing 
Sahakari Mandli Li., Office Shri kishan 

Dudh Utpadak Sahakari Mandali Li., Mu. 
Jetalsar Taluko – Jetpur 

 Shri Satishbhai Gandubhai 
Bhuva, Mu. Jetalsar,(Gam) Ta. 

Jetpur.  

9979408927 

10 Shri Jamkandorana Taluka Sahakari 
Processing & marketing Man. li., Kalavad 

road, Sahkar bhavan, Jamkandorana  

02824271328 
9099966171 

Shri Mansukhbhai Tapubhai 
Varshani, Mu. Chitravad, Ta. 

Jam Kadorana.  

274149 
9898079552 

11 Shri Dhoraji Taluka Sahkari kharid 

Vechan sangh Li., Opp. old 

Bhagavatshinh Highshool, Dhoraji 

02824221821 Shri Ramniklal Chhaganbhai 

bhut, Mu. Nani Vavdi, Ta.  

Dhoraji. 

281133 

9879147189 
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12 Shri Jamkandorana Taluka Sahakari 
Kharid vechan sangh Ltd., Kalavad road, 

Sahkar bhavan, Jamkandorana 

02824271328 Shri Odhadbhai Karshanbhai 
Vekariya, Mu. Dadvi, Ta. Jam 

Kandorana.  

9427239328 
9099966191 

9427963988 

13 Shri Gondal Taluka sahkari Kharidi 

Vechan Sangh Ltd., Sahakar Bhavan, 

Juna Sardar Market Yard, Opp. S.T. Bus 

Stand., Gondal 

02825220411 

 

Shri Kurjibhai Lalajibhai 

Bhalala, Mu. Moviya, Ta. 

Gondal. 

9427214858 

14 Shri Upleta Taluka Sahkari Kharidi 

Vechan Sangh Ltd., Rajmarg, Phulara 
Godown, Upleta.   

02826221440 

220990 

Shri Jamnadas Mavjibhai 

Gediya, Mu. Dhank, Ta. Upleta. 

284412 

9426719354 

15 Shri Padadhri Taluka Sahkari Kharidi 
Vechan Sangh Ltd., Rajkot Jamnagar 

High way Road, Opp. Pragateshwar 
Mandir, Padadhari. 

02820 
233322 

Shri Raghavbhai Nathabhai 
Lunagariya, Mu. Sarapdad, Ta. 

Padadhari. 

285635 
9974954848 

16 Shri Jasdan Taluka Sahkari Kharidi 

Vechan Sangh Ltd., Tower Chowk, 
Jasdan. 

02821220133 Shri Bhagavanbhai Bhimjibhai 

Babhniya, Mu. Kamlapur, 
Jasdan. 

9998253754 

17 Shri Jetpur Taluka Sahkari Kharidi 
Vechan Sangh Ltd., Kanakiya Plot, Near 

Dr. Vadhvani Hospital, Sardar Krishi 

Bhavan Jetpur. 

02823220358 
295263 

Shri Chandubhai Popatbhai 
Vekariya, Mu. Jambudi, Ta. 

Jetpur. 

3825750330 

18 Shri Rajkot Jilla sahkari Kharidi Vechan 
Sangh, “Sahkar Triveni”, 30 Karan Para, 

B/h. Bus stand, Rajkot. 

02812228340 
2223640 

Shri Maganbhai Premjibhai 
Dhoniya, Mu. Devchadi, Ta. 

Gondal. 

287434 
9825230464 

19 Shri Rajkot Jilla sahkari Kharidi Vechan 

Sangh, “Sahkar Triveni”, 30 Karan Para, 
B/h. Bus stand, Rajkot. 

02812223784 

2234386 

Shri Chhaganbhai S. Sojitra. 9825714404 

20 Shri Rajkot Lodhika sahkari Kharidi 

Vechan Sangh Ltd., “Sahkar Triveni”, 
29/38 Karan Para, B/h. Bus stand, 

Rajkot. 

02812228414 

2223438 
2228175 

Shri. Nitinbhai P. Dhankecha., 

Sahjanand Palace, 1/3, 
Bhaktinagar Soc. Rajkot 

2222299 

9426911101 

21 Shri Rajkot Jilla sahkari Doodh Utpadan 

Sangh Ltd., Doodh Sagar Marg, Near 
Nava Power House, Rajkot. 

02812703054 

2703473 

Shri Govindbhai Shamjibhai 

Ranpariya, Mu. Sajadiyadi, Ta. 
Jamkandorana. 

276176 

9825218076 

22 Shri Kotada Sangani Taluka Sahyog 
sahkari Kharidi Vechan Sangh Ltd., Shri 

Kotada Sangani Jooth Seva, Sahkari 
Madali Ltd. Kotada Sangani. 

 Shri Keshubhai Manjibhai 
Sabhaya, Mu. Anida 

(Vachhara), Ta. Kotada 
Sangani. 

9662377177 

23 Chairman Shri, Rajkot Nagarik Sahkari 
Bank. 

2233916 Shri Kalpakbhai Maniyar. 
“Mahek”, ¼ Mahavir Soc., 

Nirmala Convent Road, Rajkot. 

 

24 Chairman Shri, The Co-operative Bank 
Of Rajkot Ltd.  

02812234454 
 

Shri Madhubhai Devshibhai 
Donga, Kings Heights, A-602, 

Parn Kutir Main Road, Near 
Amin Marg, Rajkot. 

 

25 Chairman Shri, Shri Parshvnath Co-

Operative Bank Ltd. 

02812367587 Shri Paras Kishorbhai Gheeya, 

902-Prabhat Com. Sahkari 
Press Road, Race Course Road, 

Rajkot 

 

28 Chairman Shri, The Rajkot Commercial 

Co-operative Ltd. 

0281 

2236765 

Shri Bhagavanjibhai J. 

Nathvani, ‘Avadh’, 3-Harihar 
Soc. Akshar Marg, Kalavad 

Road, Rajkot. 

 

29 Chairman Shri, The Jivan Commercial 
Co-operative Bank Ltd. 

0281 
2240275 

Shri Bhagvanjibhai Parsana, 
‘Ansul Villa’, 1/6 Tapovan Soc., 

Rajkot. 

 

30 Chairman Shri, The Rajkot Peoples Co-

operative Bank Ltd. Rajkot. 

0281 

2480942 

Shri Shingala Gordhanbhai 

Bhovanbhai, 3-Swastik Soc. 
Raiya Road Rajkot.  

 

31 Chairman Shri,Vijay Commercial Co-
operative Bank Ltd. 

0281 
2222785 

Shri Rameshbhi Ghetiya, 
Ramkrishna Complex, 

Panchvati Main Road, Rajkot 
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32 Chairman Shri, Citizens Co-Operative 
Bank Ltd. 

0281 
2226732 

Shri Dr. Ketanbhai Thaker, 
‘Alaknanda’, E-Indraprashth 

Nagar, Near Amin Marg Rajkot  

 

33 Chairman Shri, Dharati Co-Operative 

Bank Ltd. 

0281 

2223037 

Shri Jitendrabhai A. Gajera, 

‘Aanand’, 5-Ambaji Kadava 

Plot, Rajkot 

 

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE GOVERNMENT 

Sr. No. Designation Ph. No. Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 P.S. to C.M. 23250073, 23250074 22860150 9978407011 

9099923791 

2 Secretary to C. M.  23243331, 23238077 
 

22860860 9978407011 

3 Additional secretary  to C.M. 23254539, 23250018 22884433 9978406003 

5 ReliefCommisner 23251509  9978406491 

6 D.S.& Director of Relief  23251611 
23251612 

23251616 9978406087 

7 DY Collector (D.M.) 23251900 23251916 9978405741 

 

CONTROL ROOMS OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
Sr. 
No. 

Name of Office Phone No. Fax 

1 State Emergency Operational Centre, Gandhinagar 1070, 079-232519002/14 
Satelite Ph.  No. 

881621467711 

23251912/16 

2 I.M.D., Ahemdabad 079-22865165, 22861413, 

22867657 

22865449 

22864742 

3 Flood Control room, Sinchai Vibhag, Gandhinagar 23248735/36 23240553 
23244253 

4 Flood Control room, Marg & Makan Vibhag, 
Gandhinagar 

23251510 23257681 

5 Aarogya Vibag Gandhinagar 23250818 23257588 

6 Police Control room, Gandhinagar 23246328, 23246330, 

23246331 

23246329 

7 Gruh Vibhag, New Sachivalay, Gandhinagar 23252957, 23252958 23252075 

8 Gujarat maritime Board, Gandhinagar 23224758 23236499 

9 PGVCL , Vadodara 02652330017 2337918,  
2338164 

10 S.T. Vibhag, Gandhinagar 
(1) Trafic Vibhag 

(2) Transport Vibhag 

25454032 
9998953010 

998953013 

25463396 
25453981 

11 Indian Sysmologic Research Centre, Gandhinagar 66739000, 66739102 66739028 

12 GWSSB, Gandhinagar 23220859 23225979 

13 G.P.C.B. Gandhinagar 23232152 23222784 

14 Matsya Udyog, Gandhinagar 2325730, 23253740 23253730, 

23253740 

Jilla Kakshana Control 

1 Jilla Panchayat Kachery, Rajkot  02652330017 2337918 
2338164 

2 Sinchai Controlroom, Rajkot 25454032 

9998953010 
9998953013 

25463396 

25453981 

3 Marg &Makan (city), Rajkot 66739000, 
66739102 

66739028 

4 Marg &Makan (Jilla), Rajkot 23220859 23225979 

5 Havaman Khatu 2451296 2451296 

6 Mahiti Khatu 2223264 2229325 

7 Fire & Emergency Services, Rajkot Municipal Corp. 101,2227222 2224258 

8 P.G.V.C.L. 2380425,2380427, 

2380926,9909939925 

2380428 

9 Raliway 2476942, 2483063  

10 police Control room(Rajkot City) 100, 2457777 2458526 
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11 police control room (Rajkot Rural) 2477334, 2455303 2476052 

12 Airport, Rajkot 2442853,2451849, 

2454613 

2233329 

13 All India Radio, Rajkot 2453503,2444603 

9409102727 

2453503 

14 Pradushan Niyantran Board, Rajkot 2474524 2452189 

15 Nayab van saranshak, van vibhag 2581510,2479004 2450535 

16 adhikshak, civil hospital, Rajkot 2445864 2479148 

17 Deputy Director Industrial safety and health 2443280 2442801 

18 G.S.P.C. Gas Line, 
Manishbhai Gouswami 

9099957676  

19 Matsya Udhyog  2479508,2476020 
9824216115 

2479508 

20 S.T. Vibhag, Rajkot 2360407 
99998953197 

2388652 

21 Pani purvatha vibhag, Zone-3 2563361,2563333, 2563370, 
9978406804 

253498 

 

STATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONAL CENTER, GANDHINAGAR 
Sr. No. Designation Phone No. Mobile No. 

1 Rahat Niyamak  22251611, 23251612 9978406087 

2 Up Sachiv 23256335 9978405740 

3 Up Sachiv 23251900 9978405741 

4 Mamlatdar (ADM) 23251907 9978405744 

5 Mamlatdar 23251907 9978405745 

6 Nayab Mamlatdar 23251914 9978405747 

8 Nayab Mamlatdar 23251914 9898320307 

 

DEPARTMENT OF WEATHER 
Sr. 

No 

Name Of City Code 

No. 

Phone No. 

1 C.D.R. Bhuj 02832 220007, 250575, 9408109637 

2 Veraval 02876 220004 

3 Vadodara 0265 2482228 

4 Disha 02744 221178 

5 Okha 02892 262129 

6 Rajkot 0281 2451296 

7 Porbandar 0286 2220955 

8 Dwarika 02892 234437 

9 Bhavnagar 0278 2209440 

10 Surat 0261 2725092 

11 Naliya 02832 222201 

12 Kandla 02836 257905 

13 Bhavnagar(Sismo) 0278 2560451, 2560452 

 
I.T.  & TELECOMMUNICATION 

Sr. No. Designation Phone No. Mobile No. 

1 Communication Engineer (I .T.) 23251499, 23256789 9825045169 

2 Telecom Area Manager, BSNL, 
Gandhinagar 

23248555 9426008000 

3 Head, Vodafone Admin & Safety   7567860222 

4 Hub Head, Reliance, Gandhinagar. 30342771 9016101000 

5 Head, Bharati Airtel Gandhinagar. 40090499 8488889097 

6 Dy. General Manager, Tata Docomo  66558169  

 

INSTITUTE OF SEISMOLOGICAL RESEARCH, GANDHINAGAR 

Sr. No. Designation Phone No. Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Director General 66739001 66739015 8980809115 

2 Director    

3 Scientist - C 66739015  9925243646 
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S.R.P. COMPANY  
Sr.No. Designation Phone/Fax Mobile No. 

1 S.R.P.-13 Commandant, Ghanteshwar 0281-2488420 

F.0281-2488588 

97243 78735 

2 S.R.P.-8 Commandant, Gondal 02825-220046 

F.02825-221236 

99784 05330 

 
COMMANDANT OF HOME GUARD 

Sr.No. Name Of Taluka Phone No. 

1 Rajkot(Jilla) O. 2479328 
M. 9825052406 

2 Rajkot(city) 99250 88088 

3 Moti Paneli (Upleta) 99252 19824 

4 Dhank(Upleta) 98987 93125 

5 Bhayavadar(Upleta) 92768 08767 

6 Vinchhiya  98985 26638 

7 Jasdan 94288 92733 

8 Dhoraji 99254 93540  

9 Jamkandorana 98793 78066 

10 Kotada Sangani 98798 74344  

11 Upleta 92768 08767 

12 Gondal 94288 92866 

13 Virpur (Jetpur) 98798 69740 

14 Jetpur 81410 78313 
 

STATE TRANSPORT 
Sr. No. Designation Ph. / Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Departmental 

officer 

2388652 

R. 2360417 

99989 53184 R.2360417 

2 Dy Departmental 
officer 

2386340 99989 53187 R.2360716 

3 D.M.E. Rajkot 2386449 99989 53186 

4 Rescue  2360407 99988 18358 

9 Safety Officer 2386340  

10 De. Me. Rajkot 220221 99989 53187 

11 De. Me. Gondal Depot 02825 220096 99989 53194 220056 

13 De. Me. Su. Nagar Depot 02752 221152 99989 531902 20745 

14 De. Me. Limadi Depot 02753 260083 99988 18359 260223 

15 De. Me. Dhrangadhra Depot 02754 262954 99989 53192 262854 

17 De. Me. Jasdan Depot. 220220 99989 53193 220221 

18 De. Me. Chotila Depot 02751 280313 99988 18360 

 

RESCUE AGENCY, NATIONAL DISASTER RESPONSE FORCE (NDRF), GANDHINAGAR 
Sr. 

No. 

Designation Ph. / Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Commandant 079 -23202540 ,23201551, 

 F. 23202540 

9428826445 

2 De. Commandant  9427304217 

3 De. Commandant  9427304213 

4 De. Commandant  9427304214 

5 Control Room 23201551,  

F. 23202540 

 

R.A.F. Repid Action force , Ahemdabad 

1 Control Room 079 22893921   

2 Commandant 079 22893921 9427308730 

C.R.P.F. 

1 D.I.G. 079 23201326  

2 Control Room 079 23201093  
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ARMY CAMP, AHEMADABAD 
Sr. No. Designation Ph. / Mo. No. 

1 Major 22856251, 22861902, F. 22856251 

 

ARMY CAMP, GANDHINAGAR 
Sr. No.  Designation Ph. / Mo. No. 

1 Major 23201507, 23201503, 

O.23200930 
R. 23201117 

Mo.8155022787 

2 Major Mo. 9638773800 

 

AIR FORCE 
Sr. No.  Designation Ph. / Mo. No. 

1 Control Room   Gandhinagar 
Wing Commander Gandhinagar 

O. 23242600 
Mo.9898890715 

3 Air Traffic Control Room, Ahemadabad O.22869251 

22858003 

4 Air force, Delhi  O.011 23010231 

F. 011 23011051 

 
COASTGUARD, GANDHINAGAR 

Sr. No.  Designation Ph. / Mo. No. 

1 D.I.G. Gandhinagar O.23241717 

O.23243184 
 F.23243283 

 M.9687655651 

 

AIRPORT AUTHORITY OF INDIA 
Sr. No. Designation Ph. /  Mo. No. 

1 Air Port Director,SVPI Airport Ahemadabad O. 22869211 

F. 22863561 
M.9825024022 

2 Jet. General Manager (TM) SVPI Airport, 

Ahemadabad 

O.22885520 

M. 98986 81760 

3 Shift Duty Officer Air Traffic Control Tower, SVPI 

Airport, Ahemadabad 
 

O. 22869251 

 

4 Jet. General Manager (ATM) SVPI Airport, 
Ahemadabad 

O. 22863396 
M. 99137 49775 

5 Air Port, Rajkot O. 0281 2442853 
F. 2453009 

Station 2451849 

2454613 

6 Air Port, Vadodara O. 0265 2482228, 

2482741, 2481356 

7 Air Port, Bhavnagar 0278 2201418, 2208226 

 

INDIAN METROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT & OBSERVATION 
Sr. No. Designation Phone Fax 

1 Director General of Metrological, New Delhi 011 24611842 24611792 

2 DDGM (D.M.), New Delhi-3 011 24615815  

3 Director(C.W.) New Delhi 01124652484  

4 DDGM(W.F.) Pune 020 25535886 25530201 

5 Director (W.F.) Pune 020 25532875 25898029 

6 DDGM, Mumbai 022 22150517 22150417 

7 Director (M.C.) Ahemadabad 079 22865165, 
22867657 

26852615, 
22864742 

8 Metrologist (WS/CWC) M.C.,Ahemadabad  079 22861413, 

22865449, 22867206, 

22865449 
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22865012 

9 Duty Officer(M.O.), Ahemadabad 079 22865012  

 

TELEPHONE NOS. OF SENIOR OFFICERS OF GUJARAT GOVT. 
 

Sr.  Designation Tel.  Nos. (Office) Tel. Nos. (Resi) 

1. Chief Secretary  23250301 22868282 

2. Add. Chief Secretary (Home) 23250505 23224394 

3. Collector Gandhi Nagar 23220630 23254884 / 
9978406209 

4. Police Commissioner- ADI 25633636 26423997 

5. Police Control Room 25630100/25630200 25630300 -- 

6. Principal Secretary  

(Health & Family welfare) 

23251401-02-03 22864118 

 

7. Commissioner  

Medical Health 

23253287, 23253271 9978406064 

8. Principal Secy (R&B) 23251801 

(FAX) 23252509 

9978406474 

9. Collector ADI 27551681 22863598 

10. Fire Brigade- ADI 22148465-66-67-68 -- 

11. Bulldozers 25391903 -- 

12 Army Headquarters 22852403    (FAX) 22861902 22852433 

13 Air Force (Gandhinagar) 23242600 -- 

14 Chairman Ahmedabad 
Municipal Commissioner 

25352828 26420600 

15 Chairman, AUDA 27545059/9825012038 25324606  

16 GRP – ADI 22144887  

17 Surat Municipal 
Commissioner 

0261-24222244 0261-22588393 

 

  CUG Contact Number of Railway Staff    

Sr. No. Division First Name Last Name Designation Mobile No. 

1.  RJT Vishal  Chauhan CMI - RJT 9724094954 

2.  RJT P. R.  Raval EQ Cell/Dept 9724094955 

3.  RJT Chandarsingh Zala CMI-RJT 9724094956 

4.  RJT Vivek Tiwari PRI-RJT 9724094957 

5.  RJT J.B. Sharma CMI-JAM   9724094958 

6.  RJT Hitesh  Baldev SGC Freight 9724094959 

7.  RJT H. R. Joshi DCMI-RJT 9724094960 

8.  RJT Hitesh Thakar CMI-DWK 9724094961 

9.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094963 

10.  RJT Vijaykumar Chaudhary CRS-Rjt 9724094964 

11.  RJT K.L. Bhamani CBS-Rjt 9724094965 

12.  RJT Hemal Badnani GS -1 - Freight Cell 9724094966 

13.  RJT B.K. Jadeja Ch. OS-RJT 9724094967 

14.  RJT Departmental Departmental CTI -RJT-Lobby 9724094968 

15.  RJT Viash Addhyaru CMI 9724094969 

16.  RJT Bharat Sinhal CMI RJT 9724094970 

17.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094962 

18.  RJT Umesh Shukla GS/Courier-RJT 9724094985 
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19.  RJT Madanlal Bairwa CMI / RJT 9724094971 

20.  RJT Amit Gupta  DCMI-JMG 9724094972 

21.  RJT Departmental Departmental CMI (CT) RJT 9724094974 

22.  RJT V.S. Maru Booking Supervisor - Rjt 9724094975 

23.  RJT Palav Joshi Dy. SS - Comm 9724094973 

24.  RJT Gaurang Thakkar Booking Sup. 9724094976 

25.  RJT Vishal  Bhatt 
Incharge Catering 

Monitoing Cell / Rajkot 9724094978 

26.  RJT P.B. Trivedi DCTI-RJT 9724094977 

27.  RJT Vinod Dabi CTI-MVI 9724094979 

28.  RJT V. U. Shah CTI-SL-RJT 9724094980 

29.  RJT D.R.  Mehra CTI - JAM 9724094981 

30.  RJT V.S. Sharma CTI - RJT 9724094982 

31.  RJT Alpesh Bhatti DCMI-RJT 9724094983 

32.  RJT Vacant Vacant Commerce 9724094953 

33.  RJT K.S.  Chauhan Sr. DEE-RJT 9724094300 

34.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094301 

35.  RJT Control Office Control Office ELF (TL /RAC) Gr.I RJT 9724094302 

36.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094303 

37.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094304 

38.  RJT Vacant Vacant SSE/EL/WKR 9724094305 

39.  RJT R. C. Saxena SSE(EL)-RJT 9724094306 

40.  RJT Amrish Sharma SSE/EL/RJT 9724094307 

41.  RJT R. P. Joshi JE-I(EL)-RJT 9724094308 

42.  RJT Kanaiyalal Solanki JE-I(EL)RJT 9724094309 

43.  RJT Piyush Kanjaria JE-II/TLJAM 9724094310 

44.  RJT P.M. Rathod JE-II(RAC)RJT 9724094311 

45.  RJT Maheshwari Prasad SE/EL/OKHA 9724094312 

46.  RJT Anup  Keshwani JE.. ( Electrical)RJT 9724094313 

47.  RJT Vijay Kumar Sr. S.E.( Electric)OKO 9724094314 

48.  RJT Sujeet Kumar J.E.II ( Electrical)-HXP 9724094315 

49.  RJT Kaushal Kumar JE. ( Elect)Gr. IIOKO 9724094316 

50.  RJT Suresh  Makwavana ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094317 

51.  RJT Bharat H ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094318 

52.  RJT Mahendra P ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094319 

53.  RJT Gaurav  V ELF(TL /RAC)-GR III 9724094320 

54.  RJT Mukesh B ELF(TL /RAC)-GR III 9724094321 

55.  RJT Ramesh Dave ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094322 

56.  RJT Praful Chauhan ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094323 

57.  RJT Ashok S ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094324 

58.  RJT Devji B ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094325 

59.  RJT Dinesh Kalola ELF(TL /RAC)-GR III 9724094326 

60.  RJT Narendra  R ELF(TL /RAC)-GR III 9724094327 
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61.  RJT Pradip Joshi ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094328 

62.  RJT Hiren Joshi ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094329 

63.  RJT Samrabha T ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094330 

64.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094331 

65.  RJT Deepsinh H ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094332 

66.  RJT Sandeep  R ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094333 

67.  RJT Sanjay  M ELF(TL /RAC)-GR III 9724094334 

68.  RJT Vinod Padariya ELF(TL /RAC)-GR III 9724094335 

69.  RJT Harshad J ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094336 

70.  RJT Ramesh Khambhaliya ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094337 

71.  RJT Bhikhu  M ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094338 

72.  RJT Ramesh Mohan ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094339 

73.  RJT Dilip Makwana ELF(TL /RAC)-GR I 9724094340 

74.  RJT Ravindra  R ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094341 

75.  RJT Parsotam  K ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094342 

76.  RJT Dilip S ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094343 

77.  RJT Jalabhai B ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094344 

78.  RJT Anand Pandit ELF 9724094345 

79.  RJT Govind V ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094346 

80.  RJT Jayshri M ELF(TL /RAC)-GR II 9724094347 

81.  RJT Hardik Joshi ELF(TL /RAC)- III 9724094348 

82.  RJT Sandeep  Bhatt ELF-IIIAC/RJT 9724094349 

83.  RJT D. M. Bhatt ELF-I/RAC/RJT 9724094350 

84.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094351 

85.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094352 

86.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094353 

87.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094354 

88.  RJT Narottam H ELF-II/RAC/RJT 9724094355 

89.  RJT Nitin  U ELF-II/RAC/RJT 9724094356 

90.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094357 

91.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094358 

92.  RJT M. D. Mehra ELF-III/RAC/RJT 9724094359 

93.  RJT V.K. Manida MCF/TL/RJT 9724094360 

94.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094361 

95.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094362 

96.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094363 

97.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094364 

98.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094365 

99.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094366 

100.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094367 

101.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094368 

102.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094369 

103.  RJT Pushpa Dodiya ELF/TL/RJT 9724094370 
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104.  RJT Rajendra  D Fitter/Grade 1 9724094383 

105.  RJT Sinkandar K Fitter/Grade 1 9724094384 

106.  RJT Dilip  Chettarji ELF-I/TL/RJT 9724094385 

107.  RJT Balwant  K ELF-II/TL/RJT 9724094386 

108.  RJT Vacant Vacant Electric 9724094387 

109.  RJT Veena  Devi ELF-II/TL/RJT 9724094388 

110.  RJT Dinesh  B ELF-II/TL/RJT 9724094389 

111.  RJT Mansukh H MCF/TL/RJT 9724094390 

112.  RJT Lalji Parmar FITER OKHA (RAC) 9724094391 

113.  RJT E.V. Preman MCF/RJT 9724094874 

114.  RJT Gopal D ELF/RJT 9724094875 

115.  RJT Sameer H Helper/RJT 9724094876 

116.  RJT Kuldeepsingh M Helper/RJT 9724094877 

117.  RJT Paresh Rathod ELF/Hapa 9724094878 

118.  RJT Sultan J ELF/Hapa 9724094879 

119.  RJT Kamlesh P ELF/RJT 9724094880 

120.  RJT M. Hanif H Helper/RJT 9724094881 

121.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094882 

122.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094883 

123.  RJT Sanjeev  Kumar JE/JAM 9724094286 

124.  RJT G. V. Dave SSE/BRI/RJT 9724094285 

125.  RJT Dhiraj Kumar Sr DEN(CO)-RJT 9724094200 

126.  RJT Indrajeet Kaushik Sr.DEN (T) )-RJT 9724094201 

127.  RJT R.K. Mital DEN (W)RJT 9724094202 

128.  RJT Harish Meena ADEN (TR)SUNR 9724094203 

129.  RJT Ajay Nischal ADEN(HQ) RJT 9724094204 

130.  RJT Rajeev Kumar ADEN(W)JAM 9724094205 

131.  RJT K.M. Parmar ADEN(TR)-RJT 9724094206 

132.  RJT R. H. Meena SE(P.Way)-SUNR 9724094207 

133.  RJT V. K. Varshney ADEN(W)RJT 9724094208 

134.  RJT J.N.  Babariya JE(P.Way)-SUNR 9724094209 

135.  RJT Rajmal  Meena JE-I-VG 9724094210 

136.  RJT Bhagirath  Karont SSE/P.WAY/W/RJT 9724094211 

137.  RJT Jaswant  Singh ADEN (Works)RJT 9724094212 

138.  RJT M D Adil  Rafiq JE(P.Way)-PDH 9724094213 

139.  RJT Amarnath Sharma SSE/W/RUB 9724094214 

140.  RJT Dharamsingh Meena SSE/P-WAY/RJT 9724094215 

141.  RJT S. K. Chaudhary SSE(P.Way)CTA-1/RJT 9724094216 

142.  RJT Giriraj Meena SSE/P-Way/PDH 9724094217 

143.  RJT Khetram  Bhati JE-I-WKR 9724094218 

144.  RJT Jitendrakumar Sahu SE/Works-MVI 9724094219 

145.  RJT Suresh Kumar JE-II-MVI 9724094220 

146.  RJT B.K. Yadav SSE/P-WAY/KMBL 9724094221 
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147.  RJT Manoj Agarwal CVI-RJT 9724094222 

148.  RJT D. K. Singh SSE(P-Way)-RJT 9724094223 

149.  RJT D.R. Patidar SSE(P-way)W/DWK 9724094224 

150.  RJT Rajeev Kumar JE(P.Way)USFD RJT 9724094225 

151.  RJT Sujit Kumar SSE/W/JAM 9724094226 

152.  RJT R. P. Shukla JE-I-USFD)-RJT 9724094227 

153.  RJT Dinesh Thoriya JE (TMC -Rjt ) 9724094228 

154.  RJT Rakesh Oza SE/W/DWK 9724094229 

155.  RJT Sandeep  Parmar JE (P Way Than ) 9724094230 

156.  RJT Mrunal Goshwami SSE/P.WAY/HAPA 9724094231 

157.  RJT Ramkumar Singh SSE/P.Way HM 9724094232 

158.  RJT D.R. Patidar JE-I-WC-HAPA 9724094233 

159.  RJT H.P.  Yadav SSI-DXR 9724094234 

160.  RJT Y.J.  Soni SSE(P.Way)-RJT 9724094235 

161.  RJT Mahendra Verma SSE(P.Way) SUNR 9724094236 

162.  RJT Devacharan  Rajwar JE(.Way)T-Cell RJT 9724094237 

163.  RJT Priyaranjan  Pandey JE(P.Way)yard RJT 9724094238 

164.  RJT S.S. Punia SSE(W)DETC 9724094239 

165.  RJT V.S. Goswami SSE.P.WAY 9724094240 

166.  RJT RajaRam  Prasad JE (P-Way) Bhatiya 9724094242 

167.  RJT Giriraj Meena JE - II ( PW ) Dwarka 9724094243 

168.  RJT Manoj Kumar SSE/P.WAY/RJT 9724094244 

169.  RJT Bhavin Parmar SE(T.WAY)-SUNR 9724094246 

170.  RJT Vivekanad Arya SSE/W/MVI 9724094247 

171.  RJT C. I.  Patel Sr. Section Enggi)-RJT 9724094249 

172.  RJT Nitin  Warke SSE/W/SUNR 9724094250 

173.  RJT N. R.  Sangani SSE/W/LM 9724094251 

174.  RJT Jawant  Chavda JE ( W ) SUNR 9724094252 

175.  RJT Kundan Kumar SSE/W/Spl(RUB)     RJT 9724094253 

176.  RJT R.K. Singh PWI-HXP 9724094254 

177.  RJT R.H. Meena SSE/P-way/East 9724094255 

178.  RJT G.K.  Gupta JE II PW DAC 9724094256 

179.  RJT P.K. Verma SSE(.Way)E/CTO-2/RJT 9724094257 

180.  RJT D. K.  Singh SSE(P.Way)CTA-1/RJT 9724094258 

181.  RJT Vinod  Biladhar SE/W/JAM 9724094260 

182.  RJT Bhupesh  Gautam CDR-DRG)-RJT 9724094265 

183.  RJT V.P. Srivastav DEN(Track) RJT 9724094266 

184.  RJT Vacant Vacant SEW/ HAPA 9724094261 

185.  RJT J. N.  Jadeja SSE/W/RJT 9724094262 

186.  RJT R.V. Mehta SE/ESTR RJT 9724094267 

187.  RJT R.M. Meena JE (W) 9724094268 

188.  RJT Y.K. Gupta SE (TMC) 9724094269 

189.  RJT B. Kumar SE (TMC) 9724094270 
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190.  RJT R.H.  Oza SSE(P-way)W/RJT 9724094271 

191.  RJT J.O. Dattani J W II (P Way) 9724094272 

192.  RJT R. K. Gupta JEW-SUNR 9724094273 

193.  RJT Arunkumar M JE.WORKS.DWK 9724094274 

194.  RJT Ayodhya  Prasad JE Works_WKR 9724094275 

195.  RJT Kalpesh  Patel SSE (PWAY) MVI 9724094277 

196.  RJT Unnat Parmar SSE (Work) MVI 9724094279 

197.  RJT Sujit Kumar JE.WORKS.RJT 9724094280 

198.  RJT Ishwar Kanji JE Works-DWK 9724094281 

199.  RJT Dilip Chauhan SE ( Drawing ) 9724094282 

200.  RJT H.K.  Barthwal SE ( Estimating ) 9724094283 

201.  RJT Govardhan Sharma JE - 1 ( Drawing ) 9724094284 

202.  RJT Saramma  Prasad PS To DRM -RJT 9724094287 

203.  RJT Trivendra Kumar PWS-RJT 9724094288 

204.  RJT Gautam  Bokhani JE-PW 9724094289 

205.  RJT Uday Kumar JE-PW 9724094290 

206.  RJT Jitendra  Solanki JE/W/RJT 9724094248 

207.  RJT Haresh Chauhan JE/TMC/RJT 9724094002 

208.  RJT Ravikant Macwan JE/TMC/RJT 9724094003 

209.  RJT Rajkumar Kholi JE/TMC/RJT 9724094005 

210.  RJT Shravankumar Dhruv JE Works-DWK 9724094291 

211.  RJT Abhay Sahoo JE/TMC/RJT 9724045501 

212.  RJT Malik Rathod JE/TMC/RJT 9724045502 

213.  RJT Dinesh Meena  JE/TMC/RJT 9724045503 

214.  RJT Santosh Kumar JE/TMC/RJT 9724045504 

215.  RJT Jitendra Singh JE/TMC/RJT 9724045505 

216.  RJT Vacant Vacant Engineering 9724045506 

217.  RJT Shankar Meena JE/TMC/RJT 9724041532 

218.  RJT Prabhu B Loco Pilot ( Pass ) - Snr 9724094381 

219.  RJT Jitendra S Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094011 

220.  RJT Vinod Bhandas Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094012 

221.  RJT Anwar Hussain Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094013 

222.  RJT Mukesh Dhorgiya Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094014 

223.  RJT M.K. Siddi Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094015 

224.  RJT Suresh Jadav Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094016 

225.  RJT Vacant Vacant Mechanical 9724094017 

226.  RJT J.S. Raval Loco-Pilot- Rajkot 9724094018 

227.  RJT Ramesh Parmar Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094019 

228.  RJT Anand Mehta Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094020 

229.  RJT D.B. Zala L.P.(Goods) - RJT 9724094021 

230.  RJT H.N. Vyas Sr. Sec. Eng. - HAPA 9724094022 

231.  RJT Dinesh Makwana Sr. Sec. Eng. - HAPA 9724094023 

232.  RJT Pawan Kumar SE ( Loco ) RCD - WKR 9724094024 
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233.  RJT Usmangiri F L.P.(Pass) - HAPA 9724094025 

234.  RJT Udaisinh  R L.P.(Pass) - HAPA 9724094026 

235.  RJT Ashok Singh SSE/DSL/HAPA 9724094027 

236.  RJT TXR HXP YARD TXR HXP YARD L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094028 

237.  RJT Manish B L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094029 

238.  RJT Manoj P L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094030 

239.  RJT Suredrasinhg V L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094031 

240.  RJT H.B. Gandhi L.P. - HAPA 9724094032 

241.  RJT Lalit A L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094033 

242.  RJT Vijay  Rathod L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094034 

243.  RJT Ashok Chauhan L.P.(Pass) - SUNR 9724094035 

244.  RJT Kanji L L.P.(Pass) - HAPA 9724094036 

245.  RJT Sandip Tank ALP/SUNR 9724094037 

246.  RJT Jaysukh  Chitra L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094038 

247.  RJT Bharat M L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094039 

248.  RJT Vacant Vacant - 9724094040 

249.  RJT Nandlal V L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094041 

250.  RJT Rajesh R L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094042 

251.  RJT Mahavir Mali ALP/SUNR 9724094043 

252.  RJT Ramesh J L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094044 

253.  RJT Vinodkumar R L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094045 

254.  RJT Gangaram K L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094046 

255.  RJT Vijaysingh B Loco Pilot - SUNR 9724094047 

256.  RJT Bipin A L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094048 

257.  RJT Ashwin M L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094049 

258.  RJT ESSAR SIDING ESSAR SIDING L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094050 

259.  RJT Kishor Kalubhai L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094051 

260.  RJT Ravindra D L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094052 

261.  RJT Anil G L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094053 

262.  RJT Hanif M LP /G-Hapa 9724094054 

263.  RJT Mitesh  Vaghela L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094055 

264.  RJT Jitendra Kumar SSE/CNW/HAPA 9724094056 

265.  RJT Smitesh Yadav LP/SUNR 9724094057 

266.  RJT A.B. Sarviya L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094058 

267.  RJT Naresh Chanda L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094059 

268.  RJT Vacant Vacant L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094060 

269.  RJT Ranchod C L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094061 

270.  RJT Hitesh S L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094062 

271.  RJT Pravin T L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094063 

272.  RJT Vinodkumar G L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094064 

273.  RJT Virbhanu S L.P.(Pass) - HAPA 9724094065 

274.  RJT Govind C L.P.(Pass) - HAPA 9724094066 

275.  RJT Shailesh S L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094067 
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276.  RJT Sambhai K L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094068 

277.  RJT Rakesh Chaurasiya L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094069 

278.  RJT Dinesh M L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094070 

279.  RJT Vacant Vacant Mechanical 9724094071 

280.  RJT Darshan B L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094073 

281.  RJT Ashvin J L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094074 

282.  RJT Manoj Bhati Loco Pliot Hapa 9724094075 

283.  RJT Hitesh Shukla RRIcharge/ Morvi 9724094076 

284.  RJT RCD-WKR RCD-WKR SSE/Loco - WKR 9724094080 

285.  RJT PCR PCT CPCR Office - RJT 9724094081 

286.  RJT Loco Lobby Hapa Loco Lobby Hapa Ch. Crow Cont 9724094082 

287.  RJT Loco-Lobby-SUNR Loco-Lobby-SUNR Ch. Crow Cont 9724094083 

288.  RJT Loco-Lobby-Hapa Loco-Lobby-Hapa Ch. Crow Cont 9724094084 

289.  RJT Rajesh Makwana L. P. Goods- SUNR 9724094085 

290.  RJT Anshu Mali Sr. DME)-RJT 9724094400 

291.  RJT Umeshchandra Shukla ADME(Loco))-RJT 9724094401 

292.  RJT S.R.  Mohite ADME(C&W))-RJT 9724094402 

293.  RJT K.C.  Jacob SSE (C&W)RJT 9724094403 

294.  RJT Sanjay  Pawar C.L.S.-RJT- 9724094404 

295.  RJT Mayursingh D Loco Ins.-RJT 9724094405 

296.  RJT Chetan Upadhyay CCR-RJT 9724094406 

297.  RJT P.C. Gupta Loco Ins.-RJT 9724094407 

298.  RJT P.C. Jani DCWI-RJT 9724094408 

299.  RJT Prakash Patani JE/C&W/SUNR 9724094409 

300.  RJT Priyadarshi  Vyas C.W.S.-RJT 9724094410 

301.  RJT Tulsi Dharan  V JE C&W RJT 9724094411 

302.  RJT R.S. Chandel SSE/C&W RJT 9724094412 

303.  RJT S.T.  Rao JE C&W OKHA 9724094413 

304.  RJT Satyanarayan Singh SSE/CNW/OKHA 9724094414 

305.  RJT Ramniklal A Driver  (Pass) - SUNR 9724094415 

306.  RJT Dattaram M CLI-SUNR 9724094416 

307.  RJT Vacant Vacant Mechanical 9724094417 

308.  RJT B.R.  Kadam Loco Ins.--SUNR 9724094418 

309.  RJT Rajeev Kumar SSE/CNW/RJT 9724094419 

310.  RJT Dipak Dave Loco Pilot - HAPA  9724094420 

311.  RJT Soham   L.P.Pass - SUNR 9724094421 

312.  RJT Dinesh Rathod L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094422 

313.  RJT Vacant Vacant L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094423 

314.  RJT Lalji Busa L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094424 

315.  RJT Mohmad  Rafiq Loco Inspector 9724094425 

316.  RJT P.R. Rathod CCR - RJT 9724094426 

317.  RJT Rajendra Vasava L.P.(Goods) 9724094427 

318.  RJT Dinesh Jadav L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094428 
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319.  RJT Natu M L.P.(Goods)HAPA  9724094429 

320.  RJT Attahha Khan L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094430 

321.  RJT Khimjibhai J L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094431 

322.  RJT Kantilal B L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094432 

323.  RJT Mansukh S L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094433 

324.  RJT Vacant Vacant L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094434 

325.  RJT M.I. Pathan Loco Inspector 9724094435 

326.  RJT Mahesh K L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094436 

327.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094437 

328.  RJT Mansukh Solanki L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094438 

329.  RJT Manilal D L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094439 

330.  RJT Manojkumar Verma L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094440 

331.  RJT Prakash Chavda L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094442 

332.  RJT Anwar  Chaniya L.P.(Goods)HAPA-23-7 9724094443 

333.  RJT Rameshkumar B L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094444 

334.  RJT Ramesh D L.P.(Goods) 9724094445 

335.  RJT Surendrasingh A L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094446 

336.  RJT Sanjay N L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094448 

337.  RJT Vijaykumar P L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094451 

338.  RJT Bharat Thakar CLI-Rajkot 9724094452 

339.  RJT Chandrakant G L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094453 

340.  RJT Kirit  Purohit L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 23-7 9724094454 

341.  RJT Atulkumar Solanki CLI.RJT 9724094455 

342.  RJT  Nazirhussen A L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094456 

343.  RJT M.G. Rana L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094457 

344.  RJT Bharat  Vora L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094458 

345.  RJT Vijay Mande L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094459 

346.  RJT Parag  Mehta L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094460 

347.  RJT Md. Ismail  Pathan L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094461 

348.  RJT Rajesh Jivrajbhai L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094462 

349.  RJT Nand Kishor Khundia L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094463 

350.  RJT CCR Rajkot CCR Rajkot L.P.(Goods) 9724094464 

351.  RJT Brijesh  Raval L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094465 

352.  RJT Dilip  Pol L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094466 

353.  RJT Razak  D L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094467 

354.  RJT Mahesh  Vaghela L.P.(Goods) - SUNR 9724094468 

355.  RJT A.D.  Patel LI - Happa 9724094469 

356.  RJT Bharat  Kamani L.P.(Goods)SUNR 23-7 9724094470 

357.  RJT Amrat R L.P.(Goods)SUNR  9724094471 

358.  RJT Bhagirat  M L.P.(Goods)SUNR 23-7 9724094472 

359.  RJT Raj Narayan K SSC-CNW-RJT 9724094473 

360.  RJT S.P.  Mishra ART Sup. - RJT 9724094474 

361.  RJT  Bharat  Makwana Loco Ins. - RJT 9724094475 
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362.  RJT Hanif M  Chania Loco Pilot - HAPA 9724094476 

363.  RJT Dinesh  K L.P. (Pass) - RJT 9724094478 

364.  RJT Kartar  Singh L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094479 

365.  RJT Ghanshyam  Meena LP/G-Hapa 9724094480 

366.  RJT Premsingh  Jadeja LP/Goods/Hapa 9724094481 

367.  RJT Ramesh  D L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094482 

368.  RJT Somnath  sharma Loco Pilot - HAPA 9724094483 

369.  RJT Anwar  Chamiya PCR-RJT 9724094484 

370.  RJT  Jayantilal  V L.P.(M/Exp) - SUNR 9724094485 

371.  RJT Iqubal M L.P.(Pass) - RJT 9724094486 

372.  RJT Bhagwan  Saini L.P.(Pass) - RJT 9724094487 

373.  RJT Jayantilal  Dabhi L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094488 

374.  RJT Rajesh Zala L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094489 

375.  RJT Ravindra  Nair L.P.(Goods) - RJT 9724094490 

376.  RJT Dilipkumar  Mehta L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094492 

377.  RJT Vacant Vacant L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094493 

378.  RJT Pankaj R Loco Pilot - HAPA 9724094494 

379.  RJT Jentilal M L.P.(M/Exp) - RJT 9724094495 

380.  RJT  Shilendra  Patwardhan PCR -RJT  9724094496 

381.  RJT Jainandan   LP-SUNR 9724094497 

382.  RJT Mayank  Sharma LP-SUNR 9724094498 

383.  RJT Govind  S Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094499 

384.  RJT S. B.  Raval Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094577 

385.  RJT Shantilal  Meena L.P (Goods) 9724094450 

386.  RJT Rajendra  B L.P -RJT 9724094491 

387.  RJT Narendrakumar  Darji ALP-SUNR 9724094372 

388.  RJT Ashok Chauhan Loco Pilot/ SUNR 9724094373 

389.  RJT Qureshi  Allarakha Loco Pilot/ SUNR 9724094374 

390.  RJT Fransis L Loco Pilot/ SUNR 9724094371 

391.  RJT SMS Alert System SMS Alert System Lobby SUNR 9724094888 

392.  RJT Ashok  Giri L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094377 

393.  RJT Ramesh  Patel L.P.(Goods) - HAPA 9724094378 

394.  RJT Vacant Vacant - 9724094379 

395.  RJT  Kalidas G L.P.(Pass) - SUNR 9724094380 

396.  RJT Noormohamad Noormohamad L.P.(Pass) - SUNR 9724094092 

397.  RJT RCD-Hapa  RCD-Hapa  SSE/Loco-HAPA 9724094375 

398.  RJT Soma  M Loco Pilot (Pass) - RJT 9724094093 

399.  RJT Dharmsinsh  Dhavi Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094722 

400.  RJT Dilipsingh R Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094723 

401.  RJT PavanKumar  Tyagi Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094724 

402.  RJT Rajkumar  Tomar Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094725 

403.  RJT Ramesh  Parmar Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094726 

404.  RJT Devendra Kumar Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094727 
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405.  RJT Pravin  Patel Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094728 

406.  RJT Hitesh Shukala Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094729 

407.  RJT Sailesh  S Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094730 

408.  RJT Harji L Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094731 

409.  RJT P.L. Meena Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094732 

410.  RJT DiluBha  S Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094733 

411.  RJT Hushmukh  D Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094734 

412.  RJT Dhirajlal  D Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094735 

413.  RJT Maheshchandra  K Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094736 

414.  RJT M Kaja  M Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094737 

415.  RJT  Dharmendra  K Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094738 

416.  RJT I L  Jadeja Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094739 

417.  RJT Dharmendra  G Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094740 

418.  RJT Rajnikant  S Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094741 

419.  RJT Anil  B Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094742 

420.  RJT S J  Bhatt Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094743 

421.  RJT R J  Bhatt Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094744 

422.  RJT Jaysukh  Chitra Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094745 

423.  RJT Ghanshyam Trivedi Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094746 

424.  RJT Dharmendra  Jadeja Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094747 

425.  RJT Prakash  Pandiya Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094748 

426.  RJT ChaviKumar  Gupta Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094749 

427.  RJT Prahalad  Meena Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094750 

428.  RJT Mohammad  Samin Loco Pilot Hapa 9724094751 

429.  RJT Rajesh  Jani Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094773 

430.  RJT    Nitin  Shukla Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094774 

431.  RJT Bharat  J Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094775 

432.  RJT  Mithalal  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094776 

433.  RJT  Jitendra   Satapara Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094777 

434.  RJT  Ibrahim  U Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094778 

435.  RJT  Prabhuram   ALP/SUNR 9724094779 

436.  RJT  Chetan  Gami Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094780 

437.  RJT Ajaykumar  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094781 

438.  RJT  Munshiram  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094782 

439.  RJT  Ratiram  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094783 

440.  RJT  Ramraj  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094784 

441.  RJT  Vikram  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094785 

442.  RJT Mustufa  M Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094755 

443.  RJT  Papparam  B  ALP-SUNR   9724094787 

444.  RJT  Arif   Vaghela Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094788 

445.  RJT RajendraSinh  Ravat Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094789 

446.  RJT  Suresh kumar  L Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094790 

447.  RJT  Salim  Mansoori Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094756 
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448.  RJT Bhavesh  Vaghela Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094757 

449.  RJT  Chandrasingh  J Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094758 

450.  RJT Umesh  Kandoliya Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094759 

451.  RJT Sinkandra  Valim Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094760 

452.  RJT Prabhat  Shukala Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094761 

453.  RJT Ramrup  jayswai Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094762 

454.  RJT  Naval  Singh Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094763 

455.  RJT  Vinodchandra  k Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094764 

456.  RJT  Rakesh Leuva Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094765 

457.  RJT  Himanshu  D Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094766 

458.  RJT Dinesh  M Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094767 

459.  RJT  Manish kumar  Paliwal Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094768 

460.  RJT  Shantosh  R Loco pilot SUNR 9724094769 

461.  RJT  Rajesh  Meena Loco Pilot SUNR 9724094771 

462.  RJT Shamji  R Loco pilot SUNR 9724094772 

463.  RJT Sanjeev  Methew Loco pilot SUNR 9724094752 

464.  RJT Rakesh  sutar Loco pilot SUNR 9724094753 

465.  RJT Dinesh  yadav Loco pilot SUNR 9724094754 

466.  RJT Surgyan  Meena Loco pilot SUNR 9724041530 

467.  RJT BalaKrishna  M Technician /Loco 9724094159 

468.  RJT Ashokkumar  M MCF(L) 9724094160 

469.  RJT Bhupendra  Pandya FTR-| 9724094161 

470.  RJT Bharat  K FTR-|| 9724094162 

471.  RJT Bakul sinh  K FTR-|| 9724094163 

472.  RJT Md Rafiq  D Welder-| 9724094164 

473.  RJT Ganesh  Jagsi Dsl.Mech-| 9724094165 

474.  RJT Jitendrashing  Jadeja FTR 9724094166 

475.  RJT Digvijayasinh  R Crane Dvr-| 9724094167 

476.  RJT Gunavanrai  P Crene Dvr-| 9724094168 

477.  RJT Jahid H Khalasi 9724094169 

478.  RJT  Harshad  K Helper  9724094170 

479.  RJT Rajesh  D Khalasi 9724094171 

480.  RJT Satish  Gar Khalasi 9724094172 

481.  RJT Mahesh  Gadhvi Khalasi 9724094173 

482.  RJT Mosinkhan  N Khalasi 9724094174 

483.  RJT Chandugar  N Sr Tech 9724094175 

484.  RJT Babu  Chauhan FTR.J 9724094176 

485.  RJT Mahendra  P Kh 9724094177 

486.  RJT Mukesh  G Kh 9724094178 

487.  RJT Hirendra  J Kh 9724094179 

488.  RJT Vishan  K Kh 9724094180 

489.  RJT Hussein  T Kh 9724094181 

490.  RJT Brijesh  C CI 9724094182 
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491.  RJT Vinod  K CI 9724094183 

492.  RJT Jigar  D CI 9724094184 

493.  RJT Samji  B Kh 9724094185 

494.  RJT Buddha  Singh CI 9724094186 

495.  RJT Rahul  L CI 9724094187 

496.  RJT Bhavesh  M CI 9724094188 

497.  RJT Deepak  D Kh 9724094189 

498.  RJT Nanji  B S/Wala 9724094190 

499.  RJT Kishor  H Sr.Tech/W 9724094191 

500.  RJT Suresh  B Sr Tech 9724094192 

501.  RJT Lalu Ram  B FTR II 9724094193 

502.  RJT Armugan  M CI 9724094194 

503.  RJT Hanif  H CI 9724094195 

504.  RJT Sanjay  P CI 9724094196 

505.  RJT Anil  Arora JE/HAPA 9724094197 

506.  RJT Karsanbhai  Zala Fitter/CNW HAPA 9724094198 

507.  RJT Jaydeep V Fitter/CNW HAPA 9724094199 

508.  RJT Bhadursingh  M Welder-| 9724094867 

509.  RJT Hitendra   Laskari Khalasi 9724094868 

510.  RJT Manoj Kumar  Mishra CNW Hapa 9724094869 

511.  RJT Ashok   Makawana CNW Hapa 9724094870 

512.  RJT Rajmangal  Sharma CNW Hapa 9724094871 

513.  RJT Imitiaz  M CNW Hapa 9724094872 

514.  RJT Hardevsingh  B Helper Hapa 9724094873 

515.  RJT Vatsal  Ranoliya Alp 9724041314 

516.  RJT Arun Kumar  Pandey LP/G - Hapa 9724041279 

517.  RJT Pawan Kumar  S Sr ALP 9724041264 

518.  RJT Akash  Verma Alp 9724041274 

519.  RJT ANIL KUMAR  N LP 9724041615 

520.  RJT Jignesh  Nathani LP 9724041125 

521.  RJT ASHOK  N LP 9724041165 

522.  RJT Saurabh kumar  Gupta ALP-Hapa 9724041256 

523.  RJT  Chhuttanlal  Meena LP 9724041129 

524.  RJT  Shashikant kumar SALP 9724041466 

525.  RJT Ravikumar  Arendiya ALP 9724041197 

526.  RJT Md Kaizal A  Hussain Sr.ALP 9724041188 

527.  RJT SHAILESH  VAGHELA LP 9724041161 

528.  RJT  Ravishchandra    ALP 9724041287 

529.  RJT  Tarachand  kumar SALP 9724041473 

530.  RJT  Shyodas.  Meena LP 9724041142 

531.  RJT Kailash  Sain Alp 9724041247 

532.  RJT Rajesh Kumar  Kurmi ALP-Hapa 9724041257 

533.  RJT VALJI  N LP 9724041162 
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534.  RJT  Manish  kumar ALP 9724041428 

535.  RJT  Kailashchandra  G SALP 9724041429 

536.  RJT  Vimal  Ghataliya ALP 9724041476 

537.  RJT  Balram  Meena ALP 9724041419 

538.  RJT Durgesh  Srivasta SALP 9724041400 

539.  RJT Ashok  Channa Sr ALP 9724041220 

540.  RJT Jitesh  Mohani ALP-Hapa 9724041228 

541.  RJT Mukeshkumar  Sewada ALP-SUNR 9724041148 

542.  RJT Indersen  Morya SALP 9724041423 

543.  RJT Amarlal  Yogi ALP-Hapa 9724041301 

544.  RJT  Shriman  Meena SALP 9724041469 

545.  RJT Santosh Kumar  K Sr.ALP 9724041187 

546.  RJT  Yashpal  Singh ALP 9724041513 

547.  RJT Bikramasigh   Sr.ALP 9724041192 

548.  RJT  Sarita  Kushwah Sr ALP 9724041294 

549.  RJT Anil Kumar  N ALP 9724041410 

550.  RJT  Jignesh  Patel ALP 9724041427 

551.  RJT Rajukumar  Verma Sr.ALP 9724041183 

552.  RJT  Vikash  Kumar SALP 9724041475 

553.  RJT  Rajendra  Meena ALP 9724041504 

554.  RJT Ram Prakash  R ALP-Hapa 9724041324 

555.  RJT Pankaj  Patidar Alp 9724041218 

556.  RJT Dwarika  Prasad Sr.ALP 9724041327 

557.  RJT MANMOHAN O ALP 9724041617 

558.  RJT Ramesh  Kumar  Sr ALP 9724041278 

559.  RJT GAJENDRA  MEHARA ALP 9724041159 

560.  RJT MUKESHKUMAR  MEENA ALP 9724041405 

561.  RJT Hansraj  Meena Alp 9724041243 

562.  RJT Vacant Vacant Sr.ALP 9724041176 

563.  RJT  Manu  Rawal LP 9724041126 

564.  RJT  Dilraj  Devid  SALP 9724041484 

565.  RJT Brijesh  Ray SALP 9724041325 

566.  RJT Prabhatkumar  Prabhakar Sr.ALP 9724041171 

567.  RJT Rajendra  Harde Sr.ALP 9724041170 

568.  RJT  Banvarilal  Meena ALP 9724041480 

569.  RJT Sanjay Kumar  A Sr ALP 9724041291 

570.  RJT Nilesh  Mor Lp-STR 9724041322 

571.  RJT Dilip  Gohil Alp 9724041238 

572.  RJT  Chaman  Chasiya ALP 9724041422 

573.  RJT  Suman  Mishra SALP 9724041509 

574.  RJT Sh. Rmbahadur  Varma ALP 9724041459 

575.  RJT Hitesh  Rajput Alp 9724041245 

576.  RJT Aashishkumar  M ALP-Hapa 9724041309 
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577.  RJT Manmohan   ALP 9724041437 

578.  RJT Harendra  Singh LP 9724041138 

579.  RJT Santosh  P Sr ALP 9724041302 

580.  RJT RAMKISHOR  GUPTA ALP 9724041479 

581.  RJT Samir  Kumar ALP 9724041201 

582.  RJT Merajuddin   ALP 9724041486 

583.  RJT Mahendra  Reger ALP/SUNR 9724041424 

584.  RJT Kamal  Parte ALP-Hapa 9724041248 

585.  RJT Parsottam  Kachatiya Alp 9724041223 

586.  RJT  Hariram  Meena LP 9724041122 

587.  RJT Dinesh Kumar  Agraval ALP-Hapa 9724041506 

588.  RJT Sandeep  Rajput ALP 9724041196 

589.  RJT Dharmendra  Chauhan Sr ALP 9724041237 

590.  RJT Pravin   Sonagra Alp 9724041266 

591.  RJT Ravindrakumar  B Sr ALP 9724041290 

592.  RJT SUNIL  YADAV LP 9724041139 

593.  RJT RAM PARVES  KUMAR ALP 9724041403 

594.  RJT Dinesh  Gohil Sr.ALP 9724041185 

595.  RJT Amrendra kumar Sr.ALP 9724041316 

596.  RJT Satyaprakash  S ALP 9724041328 

597.  RJT Jignesh kumar ALP 9724041203 

598.  RJT Bipin Kumar  B Sr ALP 9724041226 

599.  RJT  Pandit  Govind LP 9724041135 

600.  RJT Rajnishkumar  Goyal ALP-Hapa 9724041225 

601.  RJT Vacant Vacant - 9724041184 

602.  RJT  Sunil  Yadav ALP 9724041132 

603.  RJT Mohit  Sharma Alp 9724041312 

604.  RJT Sandeep Kumar  Ojha ALP-Hapa 9724041311 

605.  RJT Dinesh Kumar  Verma Sr ALP 9724041235 

606.  RJT Vacant Vacant - 9724041210 

607.  RJT RAVINDRA KUMAR  B ALP 9724041152 

608.  RJT Sunil Kumar  Prajapati Alp 9724041239 

609.  RJT  Dhaval  Dhamecha ALP/SUNR 9724041425 

610.  RJT  Dinesh  Meena ALP 9724041483 

611.  RJT Bharat  Bhusan Sr ALP 9724041224 

612.  RJT Prashant  Mayatra ALP 9724041332 

613.  RJT  Ramswroop  B  SALP 9724041461 

614.  RJT  Sanjay  Ram LP 9724041131 

615.  RJT  Manoj  Bhatt LP 9724041150 

616.  RJT  Shyam  Kishor SALP 9724041470 

617.  RJT Santlal  Sahani ALP 9724041195 

618.  RJT Kalusingh  Bhatti Sr.ALP 9724041178 

619.  RJT Santosh  Singh LP/G-Hapa 9724041298 
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620.  RJT Sh. Ashlam piprvadiya ALP/SUNR 9724041507 

621.  RJT Shivpal  Gurjar ALP-SUNR 9724041121 

622.  RJT  Prakash  Yadav Sr ALP 9724041304 

623.  RJT Ramesh  C Sr ALP 9724041277 

624.  RJT  Sudhir  Yadab Sr ALP 9724041306 

625.  RJT Gaurav Singh  Verma Alp 9724041262 

626.  RJT Satyendra  Chauhan Alp 9724041297 

627.  RJT Ramchander  B Sr.ALP 9724041315 

628.  RJT  Uttam  Singh LP 9724041147 

629.  RJT  Ram Pravesh  Kumar SALP 9724041452 

630.  RJT Jeetram   Meena LP/SUNR 9724041145 

631.  RJT Vikash  Kumar SALP 9724041512 

632.  RJT  Rakesh Kumar  J ALP 9724041458 

633.  RJT Deepak Kumar  Sharma ALP 9724041200 

634.  RJT  Manoj Kumar  G LP 9724041487 

635.  RJT Vikash  H Sr ALP 9724041242 

636.  RJT Vacant Vacant - 9724041211 

637.  RJT  Pankaj  Viramgami ALP 9724041493 

638.  RJT Risji  kumar ALP 9724041209 

639.  RJT Pruthvirajsinh  Jadeja Alp 9724041221 

640.  RJT Shreenath  R  ALP 9724041464 

641.  RJT Abhay  Shrivastava Alp 9724041254 

642.  RJT  Narendrapal   ALP 9724041488 

643.  RJT Sunilkumar Yadav Sr ALP 9724041307 

644.  RJT Chatan Prakash  Tiwari Sr ALP 9724041227 

645.  RJT Raj Kumar  Sharma Alp 9724041319 

646.  RJT  Ranvijay  Kumar ALP 9724041503 

647.  RJT SATYENDRA  KUMAR ALP 9724041510 

648.  RJT  Abhaysang Tank SALP 9724041416 

649.  RJT YASINSHA  NOORSHA ALP 9724041154 

650.  RJT Jitendrasinh  Vala Alp 9724041333 

651.  RJT Amitkuamr  Giri Sr.ALP 9724041181 

652.  RJT Nitin  Shrivas Alp 9724041259 

653.  RJT Ramsajivan  Yadav Sr.ALP 9724041189 

654.  RJT Naveent  Garg Sr.ALP 9724041175 

655.  RJT  Upendra  Singh ALP 9724041143 

656.  RJT ASHOK  ZALA LP 9724041136 

657.  RJT Gopalkrishna  Meena SALP 9724041430 

658.  RJT Nilesh  Solanki ALP/SUNR 9724041451 

659.  RJT Balram  Meena SALP 9724041321 

660.  RJT  Nirbhay  Kumar ALP 9724041441 

661.  RJT Arjun   Vadher ALP 9724041398 

662.  RJT  Sitaram  Ghesva Alp 9724041289 
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663.  RJT Vasim  Chalanga ALP 9724041205 

664.  RJT PRAVIN   CHAVDA LP 9724041157 

665.  RJT Ajaykumar  G ALP 9724041514 

666.  RJT Deepak Kumar  Verma Sr.ALP 9724041174 

667.  RJT Rajesh  Verma Sr.ALP 9724041177 

668.  RJT  Mukeshkumar  Meena SALP 9724041438 

669.  RJT Manesh  Z Sr.ALP 9724041179 

670.  RJT  Manraj  Meena ALP/SUNR 9724041497 

671.  RJT AJAY  KUMAR ALP 9724041616 

672.  RJT  Mukeshkumar Meena ALP 9724041127 

673.  RJT Indersen  Morya SALP 9724041406 

674.  RJT MUKESH  RAWAT ALP 9724041156 

675.  RJT Suraj kumar Sr.ALP 9724041190 

676.  RJT  Nekseram  L LP 9724041140 

677.  RJT Narendrakumar  B ALP 9724041193 

678.  RJT Rajivkumar  Chaudhary Sr.ALP 9724041172 

679.  RJT  Mukesh  Jadav LP 9724041146 

680.  RJT Omkar  Joshi ALP 9724041331 

681.  RJT Rahul Kumar  Bharti Alp 9724041260 

682.  RJT Atul  Kumar Alp 9724041246 

683.  RJT Asheesh   Kumar ALP-Hapa 9724041317 

684.  RJT  Viramji  Parmar ALP/SUNR 9724041465 

685.  RJT  Surendra  Kumar Alp 9724041508 

686.  RJT Iqbal R LP 9724041166 

687.  RJT Nilesh  A Alp 9724041258 

688.  RJT  Pratap  J SALP 9724041445 

689.  RJT DHIRAJ  DEVID ALP 9724041399 

690.  RJT  Sankanj Kumar ALP-SUNR-CCR 9724041463 

691.  RJT Tulsi Ram  Mahavar Sr.ALP 9724041207 

692.  RJT Rajendra  Sharma Sr ALP 9724041275 

693.  RJT Vacant Vacant Mechanical 9724041511 

694.  RJT  Pritesh kumar  Singh ALP/SUNR 9724041474 

695.  RJT Jay Shankar  Gupta LP-HXP 9724041293 

696.  RJT Dilip  Gangajaliya LP/STR-Hapa 9724041300 

697.  RJT Pawan  Gautam Alp 9724041263 

698.  RJT NARENDRA PAL ALP 9724041310 

699.  RJT  Surgyan  Meena LP/SUNR 9724041130 

700.  RJT  Pragnesh  Vyash LP 9724041149 

701.  RJT ASHOK  K LP 9724041160 

702.  RJT  Bishwajit  Shetti  LP 9724041141 

703.  RJT NAROTAMLAL  MEENA ALP 9724041216 

704.  RJT  Amresh  J  SALP 9724041417 

705.  RJT  Anil  Yadav ALP 9724041478 
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706.  RJT  Bharat Zala Yadav Alp 9724041120 

707.  RJT Ravindra Kumar  B ALP 9724041453 

708.  RJT  Rajesh  Keshri SALP 9724041447 

709.  RJT Vacant Vacant   9724041167 

710.  RJT  Naharsingh    ALP-SURN 9724041137 

711.  RJT  Rameswar   Alp 9724041292 

712.  RJT  Raghuveer   Alp 9724041305 

713.  RJT Mahesh  N ALP 9724041194 

714.  RJT  Vijendra  Meena  ALP 9724041477 

715.  RJT Vacant Vacant ALP 9724041482 

716.  RJT  Suresh  Sharma LP Goods 9724041134 

717.  RJT Ishrani  Jaypal Alp 9724041303 

718.  RJT RUKAMKESH  MEENA Alp 9724041151 

719.  RJT Birendrakanth   Sr.ALP 9724041214 

720.  RJT  Nathuram   Alp 9724041261 

721.  RJT Rasiklal  V Sr.ALP 9724041180 

722.  RJT Shekharkumar  M LP (Shtg) 9724041164 

723.  RJT Vacant Vacant ALP 9724041330 

724.  RJT   Omprakash Meena ALP 9724041128 

725.  RJT Mohamnd  Sarfaraj Sr.ALP 9724041206 

726.  RJT  Rajesh  H SALP 9724041460 

727.  RJT Omprakash  G ALP 9724041348 

728.  RJT Brind  Kumar ALP 9724041326 

729.  RJT Jignesh  Gadher Alp 9724041323 

730.  RJT  Rukamkesh  Meena Alp 9724041505 

731.  RJT  Satyendra  Kumar SALP 9724041471 

732.  RJT Sunil  Kumar ALP 9724041198 

733.  RJT  Pappu  Kumar  SALP 9724041492 

734.  RJT DITABHAI  M LP Shtg 9724041158 

735.  RJT Vishwajitsinh  Jadeja Alp 9724041222 

736.  RJT Surendrakumar  Pal ALP 9724041329 

737.  RJT Vacant Vacant SALP 9724041490 

738.  RJT Dalpat  Benival ALP/SUNR 9724041462 

739.  RJT Rohil  Kushwah Alp 9724041236 

740.  RJT  Manohar  Ram Alp 9724041320 

741.  RJT Narendrakumar  D ALP 9724041202 

742.  RJT Ajay Kumar  C Sr ALP 9724041318 

743.  RJT Md Izhar  Khan Alp 9724041249 

744.  RJT Harisingh  Gujjar ALP 9724041208 

745.  RJT  Mitul  Shah ALP/SUNR 9724041418 

746.  RJT  Arun  Saw SALP 9724041415 

747.  RJT Prayranjan  K  Sr ALP 9724041267 

748.  RJT  Gopal   Alp 9724041265 
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749.  RJT Rupesh  Kumar ALP 9724041454 

750.  RJT LALITSINH  Rawat LP Shtg 9724041163 

751.  RJT  Rinku Chaudhari ALP/SUNR 9724041467 

752.  RJT Ajay Lok  M Sr ALP 9724041217 

753.  RJT  Manoj Nimavat Sr. ALP 9724041485 

754.  RJT HARESH  Parmar LP Shtg 9724041168 

755.  RJT  Prakas  Das Alp 9724041273 

756.  RJT Laxmansingh  S Sr.ALP 9724041213 

757.  RJT Pragnesh  Tripathi ALP-HXP 9724041219 

758.  RJT  Jagdish  Gadvi LP Goods 9724041124 

759.  RJT  Rajesh  L  SALP 9724041450 

760.  RJT Raghavendra  Kumar Sr.ALP 9724041186 

761.  RJT Mahatabkhan   Sr.ALP 9724041215 

762.  RJT  Upendra  Pd Alp 9724041153 

763.  RJT Vijay Kumar Sr.ALP 9724041191 

764.  RJT  Brind  Kumar ALP 9724041481 

765.  RJT  Rajendra  Sharma SALP 9724041449 

766.  RJT Amit Kumar Sr.ALP 9724041173 

767.  RJT  Ramrup  Meena ALP-Hapa 9724041229 

768.  RJT Nityanand Kumar  J Sr.ALP 9724041199 

769.  RJT  Panchamlal   ALP 9724041446 

770.  RJT RIZWAN  U LP Shtg 9724041123 

771.  RJT Keval  Sanghani ALP 9724041204 

772.  RJT Gopalkrishna  Meena SALP 9724041404 

773.  RJT  Dinesh  Shreevas SALP 9724041426 

774.  RJT Ramesh  Bhalla LP Shtg 9724041169 

775.  RJT Vacant Vacant ALP 9724041421 

776.  RJT Ramsingh  Meena Alp 9724041250 

777.  RJT  Pratish Kumar  Patel ALP/SUNR 9724041420 

778.  RJT  Ramkishor  Gupta SALP 9724041448 

779.  RJT  Natvarbhai  B SALP 9724041440 

780.  RJT  Mukesh  Tak ALP/SUNR 9724041439 

781.  RJT Anurag  Pandey Sr.ALP 9724041182 

782.  RJT Sh. Rajivranjn  Sinha LP-HXP 9724041498 

783.  RJT  Sujeet  Kumar SALP 9724041472 

784.  RJT Rajiv R.  Sinha ALP-SUNR 9724099843 

785.  RJT I. R.  Shah Passanger Guard-RJT 9724094624 

786.  RJT Babu  Thomas SM-HAPA 9724094625 

787.  RJT G R  Ravaliya CYM-HAPA 9724094626 

788.  RJT P S  Rathod SM - JAM  9724094627 

789.  RJT Vishnu kr. karma  TI   -JAM 9724094628 

790.  RJT Manoj  jha SM - OKO 9724094629 

791.  RJT V J  Devmurari SM - MVI 9724094630 
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792.  RJT Dharmendra singh  Gohil GUARD /SUNR 9724094631 

793.  RJT CMS Lobby SUNR CMS Lobby SUNR CMS Lobby 9724094632 

794.  RJT ABRAHAM  V. T. GUARD- HAPA 9724094633 

795.  RJT K.S MEENA GUARD- HAPA 9724094634 

796.  RJT N.K. DHABHI GUARD- HAPA 9724094635 

797.  RJT Anuranjan   Guard-Hapa 9724094637 

798.  RJT J.N. RAVAL GUARD -  9724094638 

799.  RJT PARSURAM  K GUARD - RJT 9724094639 

800.  RJT D.H. Vaghela GUARD - RJT 9724094640 

801.  RJT Mukeshkumar  N Guard-SUNR 9724094641 

802.  RJT H.K. Vyash GUARD - SUNR 9724094642 

803.  RJT R.N. Chudasama GUARD - RJT 9724094643 

804.  RJT N K  Verma CTNL Stock 9724094644 

805.  RJT A.V. SHEKH GUARD - SUNR 9724094645 

806.  RJT I.G. NAKIYA GUARD - RJT 9724094646 

807.  RJT P.L. ZALA GUARD - SUNR 9724094647 

808.  RJT M.T.  Zala Guard/SUNR 9724094648 

809.  RJT G.H. Parmar GUARD - SUNR 9724094649 

810.  RJT A.M. DAMOR GUARD - RJT 9724094650 

811.  RJT K.V. Krishnakumar GUARD - RJT 9724094651 

812.  RJT A.J. JADEJA GUARD - RJT 9724094652 

813.  RJT SUNIL  SHARMA GUARD - SUNR 9724094653 

814.  RJT S.P Meena GUARD - SUNR 9724094654 

815.  RJT S.A Pathan GUARD - RJT 9724094655 

816.  RJT M.R Chauhan GUARD - SUNR 9724094656 

817.  RJT J.V. LANGHNEJA GUARD - SUNR 9724094657 

818.  RJT B.K. Sharma GUARD - SUNR 9724094658 

819.  RJT R.M. SURANI GUARD - SUNR 9724094659 

820.  RJT SATYAJITKUMAR   GUARD - SUNR 9724094660 

821.  RJT D.V. JOGRAJIYA GUARD - SUNR 9724094661 

822.  RJT M.P. BHANKODIYA GUARD - SUNR 9724094662 

823.  RJT Raju Magan  Lal Goods Guard Hapa 9724094663 

824.  RJT Narendrakumar  C. Guard/SUNR 9724094664 

825.  RJT SUNIL KUMAR  DEV GUARD - RJT 9724094665 

826.  RJT D P  Diwakar GUARD - SUNR 9724094667 

827.  RJT Laxman Kumar Guard-Hapa 9724094668 

828.  RJT Dinesh K  Parmar GUARD - RJT 9724094669 

829.  RJT Kapil  Oza GUARD - RJT 9724094670 

830.  RJT Mohan Kumar  G Goods Guard-Hapa 9724094671 

831.  RJT Tikaram  Meena Sr. Guard-SUNR 9724094672 

832.  RJT A S  Para SS -KNLS 9724094673 

833.  RJT C.G Panjabi GUARD - RJT 9724094674 

834.  RJT  Sanjay B  Padhya GUARD - RJT 9724094675 
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835.  RJT Vasant Kumar  Maru GUARD - RJT 9724094677 

836.  RJT L. G.  Dangar Guard-Hapa 9724094678 

837.  RJT A.B. UPASANI GUARD - RJT 9724094679 

838.  RJT CTNL Office CTNL Office GUARD - RJT 9724094680 

839.  RJT Ranjitkumar  J. Guard-Hapa 9724094681 

840.  RJT Ashwin R  Lakum GUARD - SUNR 9724094682 

841.  RJT Dharmendra  Kumar GUARD - HAPA 9724094683 

842.  RJT Diwakar  Poddar GUARD - SUNR 9724094684 

843.  RJT H.L. TODARMAL GUARD - RJT 9724094685 

844.  RJT Khushalbhai  Jethwa GUARD - RJT 9724094686 

845.  RJT H S  Chauhan GUARD - RJT 9724094687 

846.  RJT I R  Shah GUARD - RJT 9724094689 

847.  RJT V.J. AMBALIYA GUARD - RJT 9724094690 

848.  RJT K.G BHASKAR SM - DWK 9724094691 

849.  RJT Hari Om  Sharma Guard - RJT 9724094692 

850.  RJT Yasin  M. Sr. Guard-SUNR 9724094693 

851.  RJT S C  Gautam SM-RJT 9724094694 

852.  RJT Manish  Joshi CTNL TT 9724094695 

853.  RJT Rajak I.  Ghoniya Goods Guard - SUNR 9724094696 

854.  RJT A.K. Nayak  Sr. Goods Guard 9724094698 

855.  RJT S. N.  DABHI GUARD - RJT 9724094699 

856.  RJT Abhinav  Jeph Sr DOM-RJT 9724094900 

857.  RJT Jivisha  Joshi  DOM (G) 9724094901 

858.  RJT B.K Singh  Joshi  Sr. DSO - RJT 9724094902 

859.  RJT Dilip Kumar  Jha AOM ( G ) RJT 9724094903 

860.  RJT Smt. Rini   AOM (M)-Rjt 9724094904 

861.  RJT R.H.  Mehta GUARD - RJT 9724094905 

862.  RJT Viral T  Udani SS -Safety-RJT 9724094906 

863.  RJT D.A. DABHI MVI-III-RJT 9724094907 

864.  RJT S.K. SHUKLA CTNL- RJT 9724094908 

865.  RJT S.M. JHAVERI CTNL(TT)RJT 9724094909 

866.  RJT Ajai N  Bovishi CTNL(STOCK)-RJT 9724094910 

867.  RJT NAURANGLAL   DSTI-RJT 9724094911 

868.  RJT N.B. BHURIYA GUARD- HAPA 9724094912 

869.  RJT Shri Hariprasad  Meena GUARD- RJT 9724094913 

870.  RJT Anil  Vyas GUARD- RJT 9724094914 

871.  RJT K R  Ranjan GUARD- HAPA 9724094915 

872.  RJT Ranjeetkumar  D. Goods Guard SUNR 9724094916 

873.  RJT Ashok Kumar  Meena Sr. Guard-SUNR 9724094917 

874.  RJT NOEL E.  G.  GUARD- RJT 9724094918 

875.  RJT A.R. ARORA GUARD- RJT 9724094919 

876.  RJT CMS - Lobby CMS - Lobby CMS Lobby - Hapa 9724094920 

877.  RJT P.N. ZALA GUARD- HAPA 9724094921 
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878.  RJT  Jagdish P  Ashar GUARD- RJT 9724094922 

879.  RJT PRAKASH  CHUHAN GUARD-RJT 9724094923 

880.  RJT SIBBU T.  K. GUARD- RJT 9724094924 

881.  RJT A.V.  LIMBACHIA GUARD- SUNR 9724094925 

882.  RJT R. N.  MER GUARD- HAPA 9724094926 

883.  RJT OMPRAKASH  K. GUARD-RJT 9724094927 

884.  RJT Netrapal  G GUARD- RJT 9724094928 

885.  RJT Mahendra  Singh Station Director 9724094929 

886.  RJT  Rakesh  Kumar TI-DWK 9724094930 

887.  RJT C. N.  Jha TI/SUNR 9724094931 

888.  RJT S K  Shrivastva TI -RJT 9724094932 

889.  RJT L P  Yadav TI - WKR 9724094933 

890.  RJT K S  Sinha TI - RJT 9724094934 

891.  RJT J.B.  Maru Sr.Guard-SUNR 9724094935 

892.  RJT Uday  M. Sr.Gaurd-SUNR 9724094936 

893.  RJT Harinder  Yadav GUARD- RJT 9724094937 

894.  RJT C. Ss  Bharti GUARD- HAPA 9724094938 

895.  RJT Jagdish  Prasad GUARD- HAPA 9724094939 

896.  RJT Sudhanshukumar  Verma  Goods Guard Hapa 9724094940 

897.  RJT S.P. DAVE GUARD- HAPA 9724094941 

898.  RJT RAJNEESH  KUMAR GUARD- HAPA 9724094942 

899.  RJT K.D. CHAUHAN GUARD- HAPA 9724094943 

900.  RJT S.R. VARMA GUARD-RJT 9724094944 

901.  RJT DILIPSINH  S GUARD- RJT 9724094945 

902.  RJT Anandkumar  Singh Guard-Hapa 9724094946 

903.  RJT J.K. SHARMA GUARD- RJT 9724094947 

904.  RJT KAILASH  B GUARD- RJT 9724094948 

905.  RJT V. K.  Vimal SM - SUNR 9724094949 

906.  RJT Dilawarsingh  Makwana GUARD- HAPA 9724094688 

907.  RJT CTNL Office CTNL Office - 9724094720 

908.  RJT Jatinder  Chandok COA CTNL RJT 9724094721 

909.  RJT CMS Lobby SUNR CMS Lobby SUNR Guard -  9724094666 

910.  RJT Shushilkumar  Chavan ADSO RJT 9724094714 

911.  RJT J.P.  Mehta Safety  Coun(P.Way)RJT 9724094715 

912.  RJT Virendra Kumar L Safty Coun(LOCO)-RJT 9724094716 

913.  RJT Anil  Kumar Safty Coun(C&W)-RJT 9724094717 

914.  RJT Vacant Vacant - 9724094719 

915.  RJT Prasad  Rao Safty Coun 9724094094 

916.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094600 

917.  RJT R.K. Upadhyay DPO-RJT 9724094601 

918.  RJT Anil  Sharma APO-RJT 9724094602 

919.  RJT Avinash Kumar APO/RJT 9724094603 

920.  RJT Vacant Vacant WLI 9724094604 
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921.  RJT S.K. MAKWANA Sr. P. I.-RJT 9724094605 

922.  RJT S. D.  OZA Sr  P. I-RJT 9724094606 

923.  RJT Shiju R  Pillai L.A.-RJT 9724094607 

924.  RJT Rajeshkumar  Rajak CA - DPO 9724094608 

925.  RJT K.K. DAVE Sr. P.I.-RJT 9724094609 

926.  RJT Sanjivkumar  Paswan SNWLI 9724094610 

927.  RJT Anil  Trivedi P.I.-RJT 9724094611 

928.  RJT Abhijit M.  Shah COS-DAR 9724094612 

929.  RJT D.S. Thoriya Shah P.I.-RJT 9724094613 

930.  RJT Jamil  Mohmmad ADSTE - Sunr 9724094860 

931.  RJT R. T.  Chandekar Sr. DSTE-RJT 9724094800 

932.  RJT Jonal  Chaudhary DSTE-RJT 9724094801 

933.  RJT Jitendra Kumar  Meena ADSTE-RJT 9724094802 

934.  RJT Vacant Vacant Signal  9724094803 

935.  RJT M.T. PUJARA CSI - T -RJT 9724094804 

936.  RJT N.K. BILGAYA CSI - RJT 9724094805 

937.  RJT S.P. SANGHANI SI / SOUTH /RJT 9724094806 

938.  RJT Shekhar  Manji SSE\SIG\SUNR 9724094807 

939.  RJT H.P.  Choaurasiya SSE/Sig/RJT 9724094808 

940.  RJT Vacant Vacant Signal  9724094809 

941.  RJT Hitesh K.  Rachchha SI / MVI 9724094810 

942.  RJT O. P. Swarnkar CSI/T/RJT 9724094811 

943.  RJT Sanjaykumar  Mecwan JE/Sig-SUNR 9724094812 

944.  RJT Devasis Chaudhary SE/SIG/WKR 9724094813 

945.  RJT Vacant Vacant SSE\FC\RJT 9724094814 

946.  RJT Signal Control Signal Control Admninistrative Grnd 9724094815 

947.  RJT K.R. MEENA CSI / HAPA 9724094816 

948.  RJT MUKHTAR ALI  K SE/SIG/SUNR 9724094817 

949.  RJT Vacant Vacant Signal  9724094818 

950.  RJT Subas  Bhagat SSE/LTR 9724094819 

951.  RJT Naveenkumar  Rathi JE/SIG/RJT 9724094820 

952.  RJT Sunil Kumar  Rana JE/SIG/JAM 9724094821 

953.  RJT J.K. TERAIYA SSE/T/O/RJT 9724094822 

954.  RJT H.D.  Pathak J.E.1/Tele/RJT 9724094823 

955.  RJT Sri. Jatin  Parmar SE/T/CTO/RJT 9724094824 

956.  RJT M.B. MEHTA SE/T/HQ/RJT 9724094825 

957.  RJT Jashraj  J JE\TELE\RJT 9724094826 

958.  RJT K.P. NIRMAL SSE/T1/RJT 9724094827 

959.  RJT Vinod  Kumar JE/UHF/SUNR 9724094828 

960.  RJT Sachin  Sahu JE/Tele/SUNR 9724094829 

961.  RJT Surendra  Kumar JE/LR/RJT 9724094830 

962.  RJT A.K. SINGH SE/T/UHF/RJT 9724094831 

963.  RJT Gajendra  kumar JE-II SIG-KNLS 9724094832 
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964.  RJT Rameshbhai  Patel JE/Sig../MORVI 9724094833 

965.  RJT B.K.  Kachia J.E. Sig/Hapa 9724094834 

966.  RJT B. L. Vyas SE/Tele/UHF-RJT 9724094835 

967.  RJT Gurdayalsingh   JE/TELE/ Khmblia 9724094836 

968.  RJT Jayendra  Krishna SE/SIG/VG 9724094837 

969.  RJT Vikram  Meena JE/SIG/HAPA 9724094838 

970.  RJT Sanjay K  Gupta JE/Sig./ Dwarka 9724094839 

971.  RJT Test Room RJT Test Room RJT Test Room RJT 9724094840 

972.  RJT Rajeshkumar  Pandey JE/Sig./ Dwarka 9724094841 

973.  RJT U.H.F. RJT U.H.F. RJT U.H.F. RJT 9724094842 

974.  RJT Parimal  Mandal JE/T/KMBL 9724094843 

975.  RJT Yogesh  Kumar J Sig - THR 9724094844 

976.  RJT Bhayabhai   JE Sig- MVI 9724094845 

977.  RJT Daxa  Anadkat COS/ W - 5 9724094846 

978.  RJT Govind  Baldania JE-II-RJT 9724094857 

979.  RJT Nirmal Kumar  Singh SE-SIG_SUNR 9724094849 

980.  RJT FCT-ART FCT-ART Signal  9724094847 

981.  RJT 

DATA LOGGER 

RJT. 

DATA LOGGER 

RJT CTO/SIG /RJT 9724014897 

982.  RJT 

DATA LOGGER 

RJT. 

DATA LOGGER 

RJT CTO/SIG /RJT 9724014947 

983.  RJT Nitesh  Nathwani JE CTO 9724094898 

984.  RJT Rupkishor  Baghel Dy. CSTE (W) RJT 9724094850 

985.  RJT M.K.  Saxena ADSTE/W/ADI 9724094851 

986.  RJT Vacant Vacant CSTE(W)-RJT 9724094852 

987.  RJT Apurv  Tiwari ADSTE/Tele(W)CON/RJT 9724094853 

988.  RJT N.K.  Sharma SE/SIG/W/RJT 9724094854 

989.  RJT Vacant Vacant JE/Tele/W 9724094855 

990.  RJT Rahul  Banker Se/Sig/W/RJT 9724094856 

991.  RJT Dr. J P  Rawat CMS-RJT 9724094500 

992.  RJT Dr. Srikanth   Dr./RJT 9724094501 

993.  RJT Dr. R. G.  Vadaliya CMS- Rjt 9724094502 

994.  RJT Dr. R. V.  Sharma SR. DMO 9724094525 

995.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094504 

996.  RJT Dr Priyank  Joshi CMP/WKR 9724094505 

997.  RJT Rampyare Prasad  Varma CMP/SUNR 9724094506 

998.  RJT Dr. Ganesh   Dr./RJT 9724094507 

999.  RJT Dr Nirajan  Lumbani CMP/RJT 9724094509 

1000.  RJT Sanjeev  Kumar CMP/RJT 9724094510 

1001.  RJT Abdul Musbib  Khan CHI/OKHA 9724094511 

1002.  RJT M.A. Upadhyay CHI / RJT 9724094512 

1003.  RJT B.V.  Prajapati HI / SUNR 9724094513 

1004.  RJT Asharam  Verma HI/WKR 9724094514 

1005.  RJT Jitendra  Sharma HI / HXP 9724094515 
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1006.  RJT J. Hemant  Kumar ADMO 9724094516 

1007.  RJT Mrs N.  Padmaja ANO 9724094517 

1008.  RJT Dr. Deepashri     Jadhav ADMO  9724094518 

1009.  RJT Mithun Soni DSC - RJT 9724094700 

1010.  RJT Chandrashekhar Rajput ASC-RJT 9724094701 

1011.  RJT Naveen Kumar Upadhyay IPF - DWK 9724094702 

1012.  RJT Deepak  Marichi IPF/ Jam 9724094703 

1013.  RJT Chandramohan   IPF/ RJT 9724094704 

1014.  RJT Imtiyaz Hussain Saiyad IPF/SUNR 9724094705 

1015.  RJT Jaybharat Yadav IPF-R-COY/RJT 9724094706 

1016.  RJT Mohan  Khinchi IPF/SW/RJT 9724094707 

1017.  RJT Sanjay Malsariya IPF/CW/RJT 9724094708 

1018.  RJT DSCNL/RPF/RJT DSCNL/RPF/RJT RPF/RJT 9724094709 

1019.  RJT Jitendra Singh SIPF/HAPA 9724094710 

1020.  RJT Durgadas Jadav SIPF/DWK 9724094711 

1021.  RJT Pankaj  Dhakad IPF / HQ / RJT 9724094712 

1022.  RJT Pawan kumar Singh SIPF-MVI 9724094799 

1023.  RJT Kuldip Singh ASI-THR 9724094798 

1024.  RJT Dalsukh Bhai Damor SIPF-SUNR 9724094797 

1025.  RJT Sitaram  Mangava ASI-RJT POST 9724094796 

1026.  RJT Ramswroop Sharma ASI-RJT POST 9724094795 

1027.  RJT Rambir Singh SIPF-RJT POST 9724094794 

1028.  RJT Pandurang Vasaikar SIPF-RJT POST 9724094793 

1029.  RJT Vedprakash  Sharma SIPF-WKR 9724094792 

1030.  RJT Maharaj Singh SIPF-JAM 9724094791 

1031.  RJT Jaydayal Yadav SIPF-KMBL 9724094149 

1032.  RJT Vacant Vacant RPF-RJT 9724094148 

1033.  RJT Puna Bhai Sangada ASI-R.COY-RJT 9724094147 

1034.  RJT Shaktisinh Vala SIPF-HQ-RJT 9724094146 

1035.  RJT Suresh Kumar yadav SIPF-R.COY-RJT 9724094145 

1036.  RJT Chandrajit yadav SIPF-R.COY-RJT 9724094144 

1037.  RJT Bluk SMS Bulk SMS security contor 9724045507 

1038.  RJT Rajedrasinh Mori SIPF-SW-RJT 9724094143 

1039.  RJT Mahesh K.  Chhaya D.P WREU - Rjt 9724094086 

1040.  RJT Nikhil B.  Joshi D.S. WREU - Rjt 9724094087 

1041.  RJT Himanshu  Jadhav D.P. WRMS - Hapa 9724094088 

1042.  RJT Hiren  Mehta D.S. WRMS - Rjt 9724094089 

1043.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094008 

1044.  RJT Vacant Vacant Vacant 9724094009 

1045.  RJT S.K. Dubey D.P. WRMS - Rjt 9724094090 

1046.  RJT Hitendrasingh  Jadeja Constable - Rjt 9724094091 

1047.  RJT K L  Vaghela D.P. SCST-Rjt 9724094095 

1048.  RJT Nauranglal    D.S. WROBC-Rjt 9724094098 
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1049.  RJT B. R.  Sargara D.S. WRSCST-Rjt 9724094096 

1050.  RJT Rajesh R.  Vaghela D.P President 9724094097 

1051.  RJT Krishnalalan  Pasvan MATE-DWK 7227933501 

1052.  RJT Kunvarsingh  Mandle MATE-DWK 7227933502 

1053.  RJT Mahesh  Magan MATE-DWK 7227933503 

1054.  RJT Laxman  Patramal MATE-DWK 7227933504 

1055.  RJT Bhimji  Chana MATE-DWK 7227933505 

1056.  RJT Dinesh K.  Biswas MATE-DWK 7227933506 

1057.  RJT Bhoja  Karu MATE-DWK 7227933507 

1058.  RJT Ramsevak  Manji MATE-DWK 7227933508 

1059.  RJT Petha  Ghela MATE-DWK 7227933509 

1060.  RJT Laxman  Bhaga MATE-DWK 7227933510 

1061.  RJT Madhuvansinh  Meena MATE-DWK 7227933511 

1062.  RJT Ranjitsinh  R KEYMAN-DWK 7227933512 

1063.  RJT Nirbhaykumar  B KEYMAN-DWK 7227933513 

1064.  RJT Anish  Kunar KEYMAN-DWK 7227933514 

1065.  RJT Dayashankar  Dubey KEYMAN-DWK 7227933515 

1066.  RJT Viram  Laxman KEYMAN-DWK 7227933516 

1067.  RJT Dharmendra  P KEYMAN-DWK 7227933517 

1068.  RJT Arvindkumar  Yadav KEYMAN-DWK 7227933518 

1069.  RJT Saring  Lagdhir KEYMAN-DWK 7227933519 

1070.  RJT Mukesh Kumar  R KEYMAN-DWK 7227933520 

1071.  RJT Dinesh  Dangi KEYMAN-DWK 7227933521 

1072.  RJT Shankar  Keshaji KEYMAN-DWK 7227933522 

1073.  RJT Sanjeevan  Das MATE-HAPA 7227933523 

1074.  RJT Bhimji  Arjan MATE-HAPA 7227933524 

1075.  RJT Uttam Kumar  Das MATE-HAPA 7227933525 

1076.  RJT Rajaram  Bharti MATE-HAPA 7227933526 

1077.  RJT Manu  Bheema MATE-HAPA 7227933527 

1078.  RJT Subramaniyam  R. MATE-HAPA 7227933528 

1079.  RJT Kara  Khima MATE-HAPA 7227933529 

1080.  RJT Paresh Kumar  T MATE-HAPA 7227933530 

1081.  RJT Mohmad Ali  Hussain MATE-HAPA 7227933531 

1082.  RJT Kishor  Babu MATE-HAPA 7227933532 

1083.  RJT Kadar  Khalil MATE-HAPA 7227933533 

1084.  RJT Durairaj  K. MATE-HAPA 7227933534 

1085.  RJT Niranjan  Kumar KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933535 

1086.  RJT Manda  Sida KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933536 

1087.  RJT Valji  Bachu KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933537 

1088.  RJT 

Mohammad 

Rizwan  Haroon KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933538 

1089.  RJT Imran Gulam  Kadar KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933539 

1090.  RJT Tejaram  Jat KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933540 
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1091.  RJT Heera  Kurji KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933541 

1092.  RJT Manilal  Amritlal KEYMAN-HAPA 7227933542 

1093.  RJT Raj Kumar  Yadev MATE-KMBL 7227933543 

1094.  RJT Raju  Bhikhubha MATE-KMBL 7227933544 

1095.  RJT Jagdishsinh G MATE-KMBL 7227933545 

1096.  RJT Anil Kumar  B MATE-KMBL 7227933546 

1097.  RJT Narendra  B MATE-KMBL 7227933547 

1098.  RJT Mukesh Shanti  L MATE-KMBL 7227933548 

1099.  RJT Pratap Sinh  D MATE-KMBL 7227933549 

1100.  RJT Rajendra Sinh K MATE-KMBL 7227933550 

1101.  RJT Bharat Sinh  Ratubha MATE-KMBL 7227933551 

1102.  RJT Polubha  Hanubha MATE-KMBL 7227933552 

1103.  RJT Upendra   Kumar MATE-KMBL 7227933553 

1104.  RJT Raju Manu   Kuber KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933554 

1105.  RJT Dinesh  Bachu  KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933555 

1106.  RJT Asmat   Noorkhan KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933556 

1107.  RJT Rajeev   Kumar KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933557 

1108.  RJT Gagan   Kumar KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933558 

1109.  RJT Vikramsinh  J KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933559 

1110.  RJT AgarSinh   Jorubha KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933560 

1111.  RJT Ranjeet  Kumar KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933561 

1112.  RJT Kamal Narayan  K KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933562 

1113.  RJT Dhrmendra Kumar  L KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933563 

1114.  RJT Nripendra  Kumar KEYMAN-KMBL 7227933564 

1115.  RJT Heeralal Meena MATE-LTR 7227933565 

1116.  RJT Santosh Kumar  Gupta MATE-LTR 7227933566 

1117.  RJT Jagannath  R MATE-LTR 7227933567 

1118.  RJT Sanjay kumar  R MATE-LTR 7227933568 

1119.  RJT Gopal Singh S MATE-LTR 7227933569 

1120.  RJT Ashok  Amthubhai MATE-LTR 7227933570 

1121.  RJT Rasual  Kasam KEYMAN-LTR 7227933571 

1122.  RJT Subodh  Kumar KEYMAN-LTR 7227933572 

1123.  RJT Omprakash B  Meena KEYMAN-LTR 7227933573 

1124.  RJT Bharat  Jamod KEYMAN-LTR 7227933574 

1125.  RJT Ashok  Kanti KEYMAN-LTR 7227933575 

1126.  RJT Pravinbhai B  Bhankodiya KEYMAN-LTR 7227933576 

1127.  RJT Hasmukha D  Chawda KEYMAN-LTR 7227933577 

1128.  RJT Punja  Kanti KEYMAN-LTR 7227933578 

1129.  RJT Hansraj  Meena KEYMAN-LTR 7227933579 

1130.  RJT Duda  Deva KEYMAN-LTR 7227933580 

1131.  RJT Chatur  Meraji KEYMAN-LTR 7227933581 

1132.  RJT Vershi Raja  Ghanula KEYMAN-LTR 7227933582 

1133.  RJT Ayaswami  Duraiswami MATE-MVI 7227933583 
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1134.  RJT GovindSahay  Meena MATE-MVI 7227933584 

1135.  RJT Pankaj N.  Kishori MATE-MVI 7227933585 

1136.  RJT Randhirkumar  Maharda MATE-MVI 7227933586 

1137.  RJT Damji  Kheta MATE-MVI 7227933587 

1138.  RJT Abbas M.  Sumra MATE-MVI 7227933588 

1139.  RJT Dayalal  Parshotam MATE-MVI 7227933589 

1140.  RJT Binodkumar D MATE-MVI 7227933590 

1141.  RJT Manojlal  B MATE-MVI 7227933591 

1142.  RJT Manikam  Vadivel MATE-MVI 7227933592 

1143.  RJT Rabindrakumar  S MATE-MVI 7227933593 

1144.  RJT Pritamkumar  H MATE-MVI 7227933594 

1145.  RJT Rajendrasinh  Ranjeetsinh MATE-MVI 7227933595 

1146.  RJT Lakha  Narshi MATE-MVI 7227933596 

1147.  RJT Desur  Merambhai MATE-MVI 7227933597 

1148.  RJT Gajpal  Singh MATE-MVI 7227933598 

1149.  RJT Mangla Bhimji MATE-RJTE 7227933599 

1150.  RJT Harjeevan Kanji MATE-RJTE 7227933600 

1151.  RJT Dashrath C MATE-RJTE 7227933601 

1152.  RJT Vikashkumar R MATE-RJTE 7227933602 

1153.  RJT Pradipkumar Biswas MATE-RJTE 7227933603 

1154.  RJT Jesing Bhagwanji MATE-RJTE 7227933604 

1155.  RJT Rajendrakumar Ramkishan MATE-RJTE 7227933605 

1156.  RJT Dilip Khoda MATE-RJTE 7227933606 

1157.  RJT Jivraj Waghiji MATE-RJTE 7227933607 

1158.  RJT Ahire Girish MATE-RJTE 7227933608 

1159.  RJT Magan Ghela KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933609 

1160.  RJT Harkesh M. Meena KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933610 

1161.  RJT Faruk Jusabbhai Bhatti KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933611 

1162.  RJT Kalu Deva KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933612 

1163.  RJT Ramesh Rambhai KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933613 

1164.  RJT Vijay Govind  Vajkani KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933614 

1165.  RJT Lakshmi Naran  Sinha KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933615 

1166.  RJT Rakesh Kumar  B KEYMAN-RJTE 7227933616 

1167.  RJT Kalidoos C MATE-RJTW 7227933617 

1168.  RJT Avinash Kumar D MATE-RJTW 7227933618 

1169.  RJT Narendra Kumar  P MATE-RJTW 7227933619 

1170.  RJT Angamuthu  K MATE-RJTW 7227933620 

1171.  RJT Kanan A MATE-RJTW 7227933621 

1172.  RJT Atamaram  R MATE-RJTW 7227933622 

1173.  RJT Bishnu Deo  Roy MATE-RJTW 7227933623 

1174.  RJT Jayaraman M MATE-RJTW 7227933624 

1175.  RJT Mani  A MATE-RJTW 7227933625 

1176.  RJT Yashpalsingh  M MATE-RJTW 7227933626 
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1177.  RJT Arif  A MATE-RJTW 7227933627 

1178.  RJT Amit Kumar  S KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933628 

1179.  RJT Nemish  G KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933629 

1180.  RJT Waghji  Paba KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933630 

1181.  RJT Pramod Kumar  J KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933631 

1182.  RJT Batuk  Kara KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933632 

1183.  RJT Ravirajsinh  R KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933633 

1184.  RJT Sujeet Kumar P KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933634 

1185.  RJT Rajkishor   Singh KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933635 

1186.  RJT Rajan B KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933636 

1187.  RJT Keshu  Soma KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933637 

1188.  RJT Vikash Kumar  J. KEYMAN-RJTW 7227933638 

1189.  RJT Babu  Lala MATE-SUNR 7227933639 

1190.  RJT Kumar  Rajnikant  MATE-SUNR 7227933640 

1191.  RJT Devender   Madiya MATE-SUNR 7227933641 

1192.  RJT Devji  Prabhu MATE-SUNR 7227933642 

1193.  RJT Jaswant  T MATE-SUNR 7227933643 

1194.  RJT Pravin  Ramesh MATE-SUNR 7227933644 

1195.  RJT Nagar  Ramji MATE-SUNR 7227933645 

1196.  RJT Shyam  Narayan MATE-SUNR 7227933646 

1197.  RJT Sanjeev  Kumar  MATE-SUNR 7227933647 

1198.  RJT Bhakraram   KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933648 

1199.  RJT Khoda  Laxman KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933649 

1200.  RJT Ramnik  Virji KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933650 

1201.  RJT Rajpal  Meena KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933651 

1202.  RJT Jetha  Lalji KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933652 

1203.  RJT Shivram    KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933653 

1204.  RJT Ramesh  Kumar KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933654 

1205.  RJT Jignesh  B KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933655 

1206.  RJT Priyadharshan  Prabha KEYMAN-SUNR 7227933656 

1207.  RJT Durjo  Ugre MATE-THAN 7227933657 

1208.  RJT Lokesh  Ramkumar MATE-THAN 7227933658 

1209.  RJT Ramchand  Chhagan MATE-THAN 7227933659 

1210.  RJT Narshiram  Meena MATE-THAN 7227933660 

1211.  RJT Sashibhusan M. Singh MATE-THAN 7227933661 

1212.  RJT Nitish Chandra  R MATE-THAN 7227933662 

1213.  RJT Subodh kumar B. Sharma MATE-THAN 7227933663 

1214.  RJT Krishnan  Murgesan MATE-THAN 7227933664 

1215.  RJT Ramgopal K. Meena MATE-THAN 7227933665 

1216.  RJT Hemsingh  Poona MATE-THAN 7227933666 

1217.  RJT Saitan Singh  D MATE-THAN 7227933667 

1218.  RJT Suresh  Bijal TM-II/SUNR 7227933668 

1219.  RJT Satyaprakash G KEYMAN-THAN 7227933669 
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Kumar  

1220.  RJT Dharamshi  Manji KEYMAN-THAN 7227933670 

1221.  RJT Ramparvesh K. Shah KEYMAN-THAN 7227933671 

1222.  RJT Birbalram  M KEYMAN-THAN 7227933672 

1223.  RJT Mahadev  Raman Key Man/Than 7227933673 

1224.  RJT Viramma  Govindan KEYMAN-THAN 7227933674 

1225.  RJT Khoda  Haka KEYMAN-THAN 7227933675 

1226.  RJT Laxman B. Sain KEYMAN-THAN 7227933676 

1227.  RJT Kamlesh B. Meena KEYMAN-THAN 7227933677 

1228.  RJT Vikas Chandra  Prakash KEYMAN-THAN 7227933678 

1229.  RJT Abhishek  Nandmehar JE/Sig-KNLS 7226044257 

1230.  RJT Shri. D.K.  Dixit JE/Tele-RJT 7226044258 

1231.  RJT Vivekkumar  Yadav JE/T/DWK 7226044259 

1232.  RJT Vikrant  Bopche SSE/Tele/RJT 7226044260 

1233.  RJT Vacant Vacant Siganl  7226044261 

1234.  RJT Vacant Vacant Siganl  7226044262 

1235.  RJT Vacant Vacant Siganl  7226044263 

1236.  RJT KaushalKumar  M ESM/MCF-LTR 7226044264 

1237.  RJT  Lalsingh  B ESM/MCF-SUNR 7226044265 

1238.  RJT Ajitkumar  V ESM/MCF-THAN 7226044266 

1239.  RJT Ravji B.  Dabhi ESM/MCF-RJT 7226044267 

1240.  RJT Madhusudan  Sinh ESM/MCF-RJT 7226044268 

1241.  RJT Pankajkumar   ESM/MCF-RJT 7226044269 

1242.  RJT Jagdish M.  Vyas ESM/MCF-MVI 7226044270 

1243.  RJT Shaikh Chand  Husain ESM/MCF-Hapa 7226044271 

1244.  RJT Ranjan kumar M ESM/MCF-Hapa 7226044272 

1245.  RJT  Rangesh  Kumar ESM-KMBL 7226044273 

1246.  RJT Pankaj P.  Sadhnani TCM/MCF-RJT 7226044274 

1247.  RJT  Dineshsinh R.  Rahevar TCM-SUNR 7226044275 

1248.  RJT V. V. Patil   WTM-Hapa 7226044276 

1249.  RJT M.A. Mehta DY CTI 7043782643 

1250.  RJT D.V. Rathod DY CTI 7043782661 

1251.  RJT Hardevsinh Jadeja TE 7043782656 

1252.  RJT B.S. Katariya DY CTI 7043782621 

1253.  RJT N. J. Mehta DY CTI 7043782622 

1254.  RJT J.H. Gandhi DY CTI 7043782645 

1255.  RJT Mittal Bhatt TE 7043782633 

1256.  RJT Sagar S. Gayakwad TE 7043782666 

1257.  RJT Rajmani Alok SR TTE 7043782674 

1258.  RJT Dhananjay C SR TTE 7043782670 

1259.  RJT Sangeeta  Cahvda TE 7043782628 

1260.  RJT Durlabhji   TE 7043782630 

1261.  RJT M.R. Vyas DY CTI 7043782664 
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1262.  RJT Sandeeplal  Gupta TE 7043782655 

1263.  RJT J. B. Jadeja DY CTI 7043782646 

1264.  RJT Manojram   DY CTI 7043782818 

1265.  RJT R.D. Patel CTI 7043782798 

1266.  RJT V. C.  Mishra DY CTI 7043782819 

1267.  RJT H. J.  Hudad DY CTI 7043782804 

1268.  RJT K. D.  Chavda DY CTI 7043782758 

1269.  RJT R. B. Thakar DY CTI 7043782765 

1270.  RJT V. D. Ranwa DY CTI 7043782782 

1271.  RJT Sandil Natkan DY CTI 7043782744 

1272.  RJT R.R. Pandey DY CTI 7043782759 

1273.  RJT H.L. Kadusakar CTI 7043782827 

1274.  RJT d n zala Zala  CTI 7043782789 

1275.  RJT Bimal Swadia DY CTI 7043782770 

1276.  RJT A.B. Devaliya CTI 7043782825 

1277.  RJT R.D. Raval CTI 7043782791 

1278.  RJT B.R. Chauhan DY CTI 7043782763 

1279.  RJT Birendra Kumar DY CTI 7043782812 

1280.  RJT Manoj Passwan DY CTI 7043782749 

1281.  RJT Lokesh  F DY CTI 7043782814 

1282.  RJT S.D. Rathod CTI 7043782824 

1283.  RJT Nitaba Zala  SR TTE 7043782741 

1284.  RJT R.L. Sharma DY CTI 7043782642 

1285.  RJT G.N. Jadeja DY CTI 7043782640 

1286.  RJT Dinesh Parmar SR TTE 7043782663 

1287.  RJT V.O. Acharya DY CTI 7043782644 

1288.  RJT Pankaj Jha TE 7043782635 

1289.  RJT N.T. Vyas DY CTI 7043782659 

1290.  RJT D.D. Jadeja DY CTI 7043782660 

1291.  RJT P.G.  Parmar CTI 7043782648 

1292.  RJT Ajay Paneliya DY CTI 7043782639 

1293.  RJT Dipal Rathod TE 7043782662 

1294.  RJT R. K. Jani DY CTI 7043782624 

1295.  RJT C. J. Oza CTI 7043782625 

1296.  RJT D.G. Pandya CTI 7043782627 

1297.  RJT D.S. Sherawat CTI 7043782673 

1298.  RJT S.C. Sharma DY CTI 7043782671 

1299.  RJT Sachin Kamble TE 7043782665 

1300.  RJT G.S. Jadeja DY CTI 7043782623 

1301.  RJT V.S. Verma CTI 7043782672 

1302.  RJT R.M. Garashiya CTI 7043782647 

1303.  RJT Haresh Amdavadi TE 7043782650 

1304.  RJT Rahul Chauhan SR TTE 7043782669 
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1305.  RJT Shardanan Passwan TE 7043782667 

1306.  RJT Ajay Paneliya TE 7043782652 

1307.  RJT Pinto Mathew SR TTE 7043782631 

1308.  RJT Vivekkumar  Prajapati TE 7043782651 

1309.  RJT Shashank Vyas TE 7043782654 

1310.  RJT A. K. Naina DY CTI 7043782781 

1311.  RJT P.J. Bhuva DY CTI 7043782809 

1312.  RJT S.M. Ashar DY CTI 7043782810 

1313.  RJT S.L. Malaviya CTI 7043782800 

1314.  RJT A.L. Hiragar CTI 7043782796 

1315.  RJT R.K. Parmar DY CTI 7043782820 

1316.  RJT R.J. Jani DY CTI 7043782773 

1317.  RJT R.K. Bhatt DY CTI 7043782806 

1318.  RJT Ayodhya  Prasad SR TTE 7043782701 

1319.  RJT Sovir Rana SR TTE 7043782740 

1320.  RJT A.K. Dasadia DY CTI 7043782821 

1321.  RJT M.A. JAM DY CTI 7043782755 

1322.  RJT G.H. Teraiya DY CTI 7043782787 

1323.  RJT H.J. Gaglani CTI 7043782828 

1324.  RJT Mehul Oza SR TTE 7043782691 

1325.  RJT A.R. Bagdai DY CTI 7043782783 

1326.  RJT A.R. Nair DY CTI 7043782756 

1327.  RJT N.M. Jadeja DY CTI 7043782761 

1328.  RJT S.H. Gandhi CTI 7043782823 

1329.  RJT P.L. Kachaliya DY CTI 7043782778 

1330.  RJT Ketan Oza DY CTI 7043782785 

1331.  RJT S.J. Upreti DY CTI 7043782754 

1332.  RJT S.V. Chavda CTI 7043782792 

1333.  RJT R.M. Meena DY CTI 7043782779 

1334.  RJT H.J. Bhatt DY CTI 7043782803 

1335.  RJT C.J. Raval CTI 7043782788 

1336.  RJT C.R. Acharya DY CTI 7043782816 

1337.  RJT G.N. Salvi DY CTI 7043782811 

1338.  RJT Santosh  Kumar DY CTI 7043782750 

1339.  RJT Naushad S. DY CTI 7043782813 

1340.  RJT Kiran  Oza DY CTI 7043782769 

1341.  RJT J. J. Oza DY CTI 7043782815 

1342.  RJT J.N. Vyas DY CTI 7043782748 

1343.  RJT Ankit Mehta DY CTI 7043782747 

1344.  RJT D.N. Vyas CTI 7043782626 

1345.  RJT C.P. Chapani DY CTI 7043782620 

1346.  RJT H.B. Vachharajni CTI 7043782649 

1347.  RJT P.G.  Zala  DY CTI 7043782641 
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1348.  RJT Navin Kumar TE 7043782618 

1349.  RJT K.C. Malick SR TE 7043782638 

1350.  RJT Babulkumar Singh SR TE 7043782619 

1351.  RJT Kaushal Kishor SR TTE 7043782738 

1352.  RJT K. N.  Jobanputra DY CTI 7043782775 

1353.  RJT Jaysukh G SR TTE 7043782681 

1354.  RJT Vijay Kumar SR TTE 7043782739 

1355.  RJT M.N. Parmar DY CTI 7043782807 

1356.  RJT R.M. Zala  DY CTI 7043782764 

1357.  RJT S.P. Bhuva CTI 7043782830 

1358.  RJT Prince K.  Poon DY CTI 7043782753 

1359.  RJT T.P. Shukla SR TTE 7043782743 

1360.  RJT M.G. Makwana CTI 7043782797 

1361.  RJT Shabir Shah SR TTE 7043782676 

1362.  RJT Salim S. DY CTI 7043782772 

1363.  RJT K.H. Raval DY CTI 7043782805 

1364.  RJT S.H. Joshi DY CTI 7043782752 

1365.  RJT C.B. Jadeja DY CTI 7043782771 

1366.  RJT Anand Dabhi SR TTE 7043782696 

1367.  RJT Sunil Kumar DY CTI 7043782762 

1368.  RJT H.U. Zala  CTI 7043782793 

1369.  RJT H.J. Wassan CTI 7043782801 

1370.  RJT K.C. Gurajar CTI 7043782832 

1371.  RJT E.J. Denial DY CTI 7043782751 

1372.  RJT I.B. Sarvaiya CTI 7043782795 

1373.  RJT Ashok Kumar N DY CTI 7043782658 

1374.  RJT Niranjan Pandiya SR TTE 7043782657 

1375.  RJT Mahavir Balai TE 7043782636 

1376.  RJT Prakash  Verma TE 7043782629 

1377.  RJT Neena V. SR TTE 7043782668 

1378.  RJT Rajkumar Thakur TE 7043782632 

1379.  RJT Sanoj Kumar TE 7043782634 

1380.  RJT Govind B DY CTI 7043782817 

1381.  RJT K.H. Vasavda DY CTI 7043782774 

1382.  RJT R.S. Meena DY CTI 7043782780 

1383.  RJT V.S. Mulchandi DY CTI 7043782822 

1384.  RJT R.M. Savaliya DY CTI 7043782784 

1385.  RJT G.J. Dhankani CTI 7043782826 

1386.  RJT J.K. Zala  CTI 7043782831 

1387.  RJT A.D. Kariya DY CTI 7043782776 

1388.  RJT S.B. Mishra DY CTI 7043782760 

1389.  RJT Zakir A. Jam SR TTE 7043782702 

1390.  RJT R.M. Teraiya DY CTI 7043782808 
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1391.  RJT B.B. Bundela SR TTE 7043782742 

1392.  RJT Kirit Parghi DY CTI 7043782767 

1393.  RJT H.A. Solanki DY CTI 7043782802 

1394.  RJT P.H. Vaghela CTI 7043782799 

1395.  RJT Y.S. Parmar DY CTI 7043782757 

1396.  RJT S.M. Randeri DY CTI 7043782746 

1397.  RJT J.P. Jadeja CTI 7043782829 

1398.  RJT Sanjay Rathod SR TTE 7043782686 

1399.  RJT S.B. Prasad DY CTI 7043782768 

1400.  RJT M.T. Vank CTI 7043782794 

1401.  RJT J.K. Bhutt CTI 7043782790 

1402.  RJT D.L. Waghmare DY CTI 7043782766 

1403.  RJT J.N. Parmar DY CTI 7043782745 

1404.  RJT Rajeshkumar Meena TE 7043782653 

1405.  RJT N.N. Meena SR TE 7043782637 

1406.  RJT Nirmal Kumar  Singh Sr. Good’s Guard  HAPA 7229031928 

1407.  RJT Ram Ranjan Pathak Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031929 

1408.  RJT Krishan R. Pandit Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031930 

1409.  RJT Harpalsingh A. Jadeja Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031931 

1410.  RJT Devraj B. Bhadka Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031932 

1411.  RJT Chananram Balan Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031933 

1412.  RJT Dharmendra  Kashiram Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031934 

1413.  RJT P.V. Morsaniya Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031935 

1414.  RJT Alok Sharma Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031936 

1415.  RJT Sanjaykumar Singh Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031937 

1416.  RJT Ram Prakash Yadav Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031938 

1417.  RJT Dharmendra  Chauhan Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031939 

1418.  RJT Bijal Bhikha Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031940 

1419.  RJT Alpesh Rathod Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031941 

1420.  RJT Rakesh Kumar  Jangid Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031942 

1421.  RJT Rajkumar B. Shah Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031943 

1422.  RJT Dinesh Singh Meena Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031944 

1423.  RJT Sujit Kumar Chaudhary Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031945 

1424.  RJT Bijay Kumar Sah Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031946 

1425.  RJT Ramashish kumar Kumar Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031947 

1426.  RJT Jitendra  Prakash Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031948 

1427.  RJT Dhanraj Meena Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031949 

1428.  RJT Pramendra Kumar Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031950 

1429.  RJT Pramodvan  V Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031951 

1430.  RJT Ali Ami Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031952 

1431.  RJT Ganesh  Laxman Sr. Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031953 

1432.  RJT Viswanathan  N Sr. Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031954 

1433.  RJT Prakash kumar A Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031955 
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1434.  RJT Bipin prasad  A Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031956 

1435.  RJT Chandrakant  L Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031957 

1436.  RJT Avdhesh kumar R Mandal Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031958 

1437.  RJT Manoranjan kumar  Ray Good’s Guard SUNR  7229031959 

1438.  RJT Pravin kumar  Chorasiya Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031960 

1439.  RJT Ghanshyam  B Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031961 

1440.  RJT Bharat singh  M Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031962 

1441.  RJT Amarshi  Chhagan Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031963 

1442.  RJT Amrut lal  Thoria Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031964 

1443.  RJT Asif   Haroon Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031966 

1444.  RJT Damabhai  Dabhi Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031967 

1445.  RJT Bajrang  Bahadur Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031968 

1446.  RJT Vastubha   Vikram Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031969 

1447.  RJT Jitendra  K Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031970 

1448.  RJT Arvind singh H.  Jadeja Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031971 

1449.  RJT Nilesh  Nankubhai Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031972 

1450.  RJT Ranmal J.   Hadiyal Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031973 

1451.  RJT Ranchhod  Karmanbhai Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031974 

1452.  RJT Ghanshyam V. Memkiya Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031975 

1453.  RJT Altaf Abdul  Sakur Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031976 

1454.  RJT Ramniklal   Mohanlal Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031977 

1455.  RJT Mahesh C  Joshi Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031978 

1456.  RJT Govind Ram  Meena Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031979 

1457.  RJT Parshuram Meena Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031980 

1458.  RJT Chetram Meena Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031981 

1459.  RJT Bal krishna  Kumar Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031982 

1460.  RJT Kaluji N Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031983 

1461.  RJT Dineshkumar Dinkar Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031984 

1462.  RJT Amit Kumar  Sinha Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031985 

1463.  RJT Brijendrakumar Dhanrajsingh Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031986 

1464.  RJT Gautam Paswan Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031987 

1465.  RJT Nirajkumar Manoharprasad Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031988 

1466.  RJT Sarfaraj  Irshdmiya Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031989 

1467.  RJT Pappu kumar  Kazi Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031990 

1468.  RJT Sarvendra  Kumar Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031991 

1469.  RJT Vijay singh  J. Sarvaiya Good’s Guard SUNR 7229031992 

1470.  RJT Sikander kumar  V Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031993 

1471.  RJT Jay kumar  Bindeswari prasad Good’s Guard HAPA 7229031994 

 
 

E- MAIL ADDRESS OF 
EMERGENCY CELLS AND HELPLINE ENQUIRY BOOTHS 
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Sr. No. Name of Work Station Location E-Mail Address 

1 CAC-1 Site cac1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

2 CAC-2 site cac2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

3 Hdqrts. Emergency Cell-1 WR Hdqrs. echq1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

4 Hdqrts. Emergency Cell-2 WR Hdqrs. Echq2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

5 Divisional Emergency Cell-1 BCT Control decbct1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

6 Divisional Emergency Cell-2 BCT Control decbct2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

7 Divisional Emergency Cell-1 BRC Control Decbrc1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

8 Divisional Emergency Cell-2 BRC Control Decbrc2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

9 Divisional Emergency Cell-1 ADI Control Decadi1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

10 Divisional Emergency Cell-2 ADI Control Decadi2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

11 Divisional Emergency Cell-1 RTM Control Decrtm1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

12 Divisional Emergency Cell-2 RTM Control Decrtm2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

13 Divisional Emergency Cell-1 RJT Control Decrjt1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

14 Divisional Emergency Cell-2 RJT Control Decrjt2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

15 Divisional Emergency Cell-1 BVP Control Decbvp1@wr.railnet.gov.in 

16 Divisional Emergency Cell-2 BVP Control Decbvp2@wr.railnet.gov.in 

11 Helpline Enquiry Booth Mumbai hebbct@wr.railnet.gov.in 

12 Helpline Enquiry Booth Vadodara hebbrc@wr.railnet.gov.in 

13 Helpline Enquiry Booth Ahmedabad hebadi@wr.railnet.gov.in 

14 Helpline Enquiry Booth Ratlam hebrtm@wr.railnet.gov.in 

15 Helpline Enquiry Booth Rajkot hebrjt@wr.railnet.gov.in 

16 Helpline Enquiry Booth Bhavnagar hebbvp@wr.railnet.gov.in 

17 Helpline Enquiry Booth Surat hebst@wr.railnet.gov.in 

18 Helpline Enquiry Booth Nandurbar hebndb@wr.railnet.gov.in 

19 Helpline Enquiry Booth Bharuch hebbh@wr.railnet.gov.in 

20 Helpline Enquiry Booth Godhra hebgda@wr.railnet.gov.in 

21 Helpline Enquiry Booth Nagda hebnad@wr.railnet.gov.in 

22 Helpline Enquiry Booth Indore hebind@wr.railnet.gov.in 

23 Helpline Enquiry Booth Ujjain hebujn@wr.railnet.gov.in 

24 Helpline Enquiry Booth Neemach hebnmh@wr.railnet.gov.in 

25 Helpline Enquiry Booth Anand hebannd@wr.railnet.gov.in 

26 Helpline Enquiry Booth Mehsana hebmsh@wr.railnet.gov.in 

27 Helpline Enquiry Booth Palanpur hebpno@wr.railnet.gov.in 

28 Helpline Enquiry Booth Viramgam hebvg@wr.railnet.gov.in 

29 Helpline Enquiry Booth Surendranagar hebsunr@wr.railnet.gov.in 

30 Helpline Enquiry Booth Gandhidham hebgim@wr.railnet.gov.in 

31 Helpline Enquiry Booth Bhuj hebbhuj@wr.railnet.gov.in 

32 Helpline Enquiry Booth Okha hebokha@wr.railnet.gov.in 

33 Helpline Enquiry Booth Porbandar hebpbr@wr.railnet.gov.in 

34 Helpline Enquiry Booth Junagadh hebjnd@wr.railnet.gov.in 

35 Helpline Enquiry Booth Veraval hebvrl@wr.railnet.gov.in 

36 Helpline Enquiry Booth Botad hebbtd@wr.railnet.gov.in 

 

Note: Initially six E-mail ID’s – One for accident site (CAC 1), one for HQ emergency cell one for divisional 
emergency cell and three for help line enquiry booths will be provided. 
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RAILWAY BOARD'S DIRECTION FOR HIRING OF HELICOPTER / AEROPLANE / ROAD 
VEHICLES FOR RESCUE OPERATION 

 

 
 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR) 
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA) 

(RAILWAY BOARD) 
 

  
NO. 2002/Safety-1/6/6 

New Delhi, date: 13.06.2004 
  

General Managers, 
All Indian Railways. 

 
Sub: Empowering Zonal Railways to requisition helicopter / aeroplane at the time of severe accident. 

Ref:  Board’s letter No. 86/Safety-1/24/47 Dt.13.03.87 & 19.07.89. 
*** 

  
Zonal Railways have been delegated power to requisition helicopter/aero plane for expeditious action in the event of 

serious accident vide railway Board’s letter reference. The subject matter has been reviewed by the Board and the 

following revised powers are delegated to the Zonal Railways. 
  

GMs/DRMs have been delegated the powers to requisition helicopter/aero plane to reach the site of serious accident for 
rescue operation expeditiously. In addition, powers are also delegated to requisition air support to dispatch the rescue 

teams to the site of the accident.  
It is difficult to stipulate exactly the circumstances under which they may exercise these powers. It has been decided to 

leave this to the discretion of GMs/DRMs. However, broadly these may cover the following type of cases: 
Where more than 10 casualties (death-cum-serious injuries) are feared and it is difficult for these officers to reach the 

site within reasonable time. 
Where heavy damage is caused to railway installations in sensitive and tension filled areas (e.g. wreckage of track, 

bridges, etc. through bomb blast, other means of sabotage, etc.). 
Where public reaction in case of late arrival of senior officers at site is likely to be highly adverse. 

  
 

Normally, in case of an accident only one helicopter should be requisitioned by a Zonal railway, except when there is a 
serious passenger train accident involving several casualties when it is essential for both the general Manager and the 

Divsional Railway Manager to reach the site at once to satisfy the public and the press. However, for dispatching the 
rescue teams to the site of the accident, separate helicopter/ aeroplane may be requisitioned, if so needed. 

The GMs/DRMs may exercise the above powers personally and may not delegate these powers. 
Zonal Railways are further empowered to requisition helicopter/ aeroplane to evacuate injured and dead in the event of 

serious accident. GMs may personally exercise these powers and may not delegate these further.  
The above instructions on the subject supersede all the pervious instructions issued vide above referred letters. 

This issues with the concurrence of the Finance Directorate of the Ministry of Railways. 
  

 
 

 
  

(Amitabh) 
(Director, Safety III) 

Railway Board 
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MAPS OF SURENDRANAGAR, RAJKOT, JAMNAGAR DISTRICT 
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ROAD CONNECTIVITY WITH LEVEL CROSSINGS 
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Correction Slip 1 
CHAPTER – 5, 

DATA BANK OF RAJKOT DIVISION, 
                                    TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF DIVISIONAL OFFICERS 

S.N Designation P&T NO. 
STD Code- 0281 

Office No. 

Fax No Railway Phone 
STD Code- 094 

Fax No Mobile 

1 DRM 0281 2477006 (O) 
2477007 (R) 

2475217 094 44000 (O) 
44001 (R) 

44006 9724094000 

2 ADRM 0281 2476903(O) 
2479530(R) 

2475217 094 44002 (O) 
44003 (R) 

44006 9724094001 

    Resi. No,   Resi No  

3 Sr. DSO 0281 2476903 2476456 (R) 094 44602 44603 9724094902 

4 CMS 0281 2476637 2444907 (R) 094 44900 44901 9724094500 

5 DMM 0281 2442088 2458058(R) 094 44990 44991 9724094770 

6 Sr. DPO 0281 2474137 2774138(R) 094 44700 44707 9724094600 

7 Sr. DFM 0281 2476451 2476455(R) 094 44100 44101 9724094100 

8 Sr. DAUO 0281 2474136 NA 094 44150 44109 9724094150 

9 Sr. DCM 0281 2476454 2476262(R) 094 44200 44210 9724094950 

10 Sr. DEE 0281 2476765 2479269(R) 094 44300 44301 9724094300 

15 Sr. DEN (CO) 0281 2474143 2476459(R) 094 44400 44401 9724094200 

16 Sr. DEN (E) 0281 2476453 2474349(R) 094 44402 44403 9724094201 

17 DEN (W) 0281 NA -- 094 44404 44405 9724094202 

18 Sr. DME 0281 2476760 2476763(R) 094 44500 44501 9724094400 

19 Sr. DOM 0281 2454064 2474173(R) 094 44600 44601 9724094900 

20 Sr. DSTE 0281 2479134 2474139(R) 094 44800 44801 9724094800 

21 DSTE 0281 2453726 -- 094 44802 44808 9724094801 

22 Sr. DSC 0281 2476762 2476071(R) 094 44960 44961 9724094700 

23 Sr.DFM 0281 NA -- 094 44102 44103 9724094101 

24 DOM (G) 0281 NA -- 094 44604 44605 9724094901 

RAILWAY STATIONS WITH BSNL & AUTO PHONE NUMBERS 

SN Name of Station Station 
code 

STD 
code 

Tele No. Railways 
STD code 

Railway 
phone No. 

Mobile No. 

Station Master Traffic Inspector 

1 VANI ROAD VNRD -- -- 094 41401 9409702392 9724094931 

2 SABLI ROAD SR 02757 293467 094 41402 9409702391  

3 BHASKARPURA BMM - -- 094 41403 9409702390  

4 LILAPUR LPR 02759 290176 094 41404 9409702389  

5 KESARIYAROAD KXZ 02759 290039 094 41405 9409702388  

6 LAKHTAR LTR 02759 273210 094 41406 9409702387  

7 BAJRANGPURA BRGP 02759 290037 094 41407 9409702386  

8 BALAROAD  02752 294040 094 41408 9409702385  

9 SURENDRANAG AR SUNR 02752 220750 094 41262 9724094949 9724094931 

10 CHAMARAJ CJR 02752 293111 094 41409 9409702384  
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11 DIGSAR DXR 02756 290025 094 41410 9409702383  

12 MULIROAD MOL 02756 290025 094 41411 9409702382  

13 RAMPADA RA 02756 290035 094 41412 9409702381 9724094933 

14 VAGADIYA VD 02756 292300 094 41413 9409702380  

15 THAN THR 02751 220241 094 41414 --  

16 LAKHAMANCHI LMC 02751 296019 094 42271 9409702379  

17 DALADI DL 02828 293468 094 42292 9409702373  

18 LUNSARIYA LXR 02828 298820 094 42252 9409702372  

20 MAKANSAR MU 02822 291427 094 43261 9409702374  

22 BARVALA BRL 02822 291411 094 43263 9409702375  

24 LAVANPUR LUN 02829 294409 094 43265 9409702376  

25 NAVLAKHI NLK 02829 294415 094 43266 9409702377  

26 WAWANIYA WWA 02829 264735 094 43268 --  

27 AMARSAR AXA 02828 293415 094 44245 9409702371 9724094932 

28 SINDHAWADAR SDD 02828 294100 094 44244 9409702370  

29 KANKOT KNKT 02828 293469 094 44243 9409702369  

30 KHORANA KHC 0281 2923073 094 44242 9409702368  

32 BILESHWAR BLWR 0281 2923941 094 44241 9409702367  

33 RAJKOT RJT 0281 2479136 094 44660 9724094694 9724094932 

35 KHANDERI KHDI 02820 291522 094 44246 9409702366  

36 PADDHARI PDH 02820 233056 094 44247 --  

37 CHANOL CX 02820 291420 094 44248 9409702365  

38 HADMATIYA HM 02820 291523 094 44684/4373 9409702364  

39 JALIYA DEVANI JALD 02897 294970 094 45374 9409702363  

42 HAPA HXP 0288 2570411 094 45262 9724094625 9724094934 

43 JAMNAGAR JAM 0288 2755169 094 46262 9724094626  

44 LAKHABAWAL LKBL 0288 2889047 094 46271 9409702362  

45 PIPLI PPLI 02895 291505 094 46272 9409702361  

46 KANALUS KNLS 02895 291659 094 46273 9724094673 9409702357 

47 MOTIKHAVDI MTKD 0288 2910510 094 46370 9409702358  

48 SIKKA SKA 0288 2344251 094  --  

49 RELIANCE RAIL 
TERMINAL 

RRT 0288 2344251 094 44680 9409702359  

50 MODPUR MDPR 02895 291295 094 46274 9409702356  

51 KHAMBALIYA KMBL 02833 232542 094 46275 -- 9724094628 

52 BHATEL BHTL 02833 295721 094 46276 9409702355  

53 BHOPALKA BPKA 02891 292521 094 46277 9409702354  

54 BHATIYA BHTA 02891 233126 094 46278 --  

55 OKHAMANDI OKD 02892 299963 094 47270 9409702353  

56 GORINJA GRJA 02892 299962 094 47273 9409702352  

57 DWARKA DWK 02892 234044 094 47262 --  

58 BHIMRANA BMM 02892 299961 094 47274 9409702351  

59 MITHAPUR MTHP 02892 223315 094 48207 --  
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                           RAILWAY STATIONS WITH NEARBY POLICE THANA 

Section- VG-OKHA 

S. 
NO 

Name of Station Station 
code 

Nearby Police Station PNT No. Mobile No. 

STD code Phone No.  

16 LAKHAMANCHI LMC CITY/TALUKA 02828 220665  

17 DALADI DL CITY/TALUKA 02828 220665  

18 LUNSARIYA LXR CITY/TALUKA 02828 220665  

19 WANKANER WKR CITY/TALUKA 02828 220665 220556 

20 AMARSAR AXA CITY/TALUKA 02828 220665 220556 

21 SINDHAWADAR SDD WANKANER 02828 220665  

35 JAMNAGAR JAM City police station 0288 2550200 Control room 

36 WINDMILL WML City police station 0288 2550200 2755293 

37 LAKHABAWAL LKBL City police station 0288 2550200 2730151 

38 PIPLI PPLI City police station 0288 2550200 272236 

39 KANALUS KNLS City police station 02895 2550200 2846125 

48 BHIMRANA BMRN City police station DWK 02892 - 7433975419 

49 MITHAPUR MTHP City police station 02892 -  

50 OKHA OKHA City police station 02892 262396  

51 SIKKA SIKA police station KMBL -   

52 MOTIKHAVDI MTKD police station KMBL -   

53 RELIANCE RAIL 
TERMINAL 

RRT police station KMBL 0288 2550200  

54 MAKANSAR MU police station MVI 02822  242592 

55 MORBI MVI police station MVI 02822 220550 242592 

56 BARVALA BRL police station MVI 02822 220550 242592 

57 DAHINSARA DAC police station MVI 02822 266733  

LIST OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES 

 
Name of City 

 
Desig. 

 
Office Ph. No. 

 
Fax No. 

 
Mob.No. 

SUNR DDO -- 02752-283752  

COLLECTOR OFFICE, RAJKOT 

Sr. 
No. 

Designation Phone No. Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Collector & District Magistrate 0281 
2473900 

2472900(R) 

2453621 9978406220 

2 Resident Collector 2476374 
2451666 (R) 

2453621 9978405218 

7 S D M, Gondal 02825 
220008 

226608 7567009536 

9 Dy Collector i, Rajkot city zone-2, rajkot 2457351/2479042 2453621 9925007320 

22 Protocol Mamlatdar, 2471573/ 
2447760 to 63. 

2471574 9426736213 
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24 D.P.O.- GSDMA 2444437 2471574 9909971694 

MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES 

S.N. Name Address Contact No. 

3 Departmental officer S.T.Workshop , Gondal road, Rajkot 
2386340 

O. 2386449 
9998953184 
O. 2360159 

5 Girishbhai Dangar, Dhiren crain 3, Bhaktinagar Station plot, Rajkot O. 2461280 M.9825078277 

                                                          LIST OF MEDICAL FACILITIES 

S N Station 
Code 

Name Of Hospitals Facility Available PNT No. 

Blood 
Bank 

Ambulance Beds ICU ECG OT STD 
code 

Phone No. 

1. JAM G.G. GROUP OF 
HOSPITALS 

 05 1394    0288 2554629 

GUJARAT 
AYURVEDIC 
HOSPITAL 

      0288 2676855 

MILITARY HOSPITAL       0288 2550263 

NAVY HOSPITAL       0288 2550269 

AIR FORCE 
HOSPITAL 

      0288 2720003 

SAMARPAN 
HOSPITAL 

 02 80    0288 2712728 

OSWAL HOSPITAL  01 91    0288 2566833 

V.M.SHAH 
ORTHOPEDIC 
HOSPITAL 

      0288 2763737 

2. RJT CIVIL 
HOSPITAL(EMERGE
N CY CELL) 

      0281 2445864/ 
2471118/ 
2471218 

                                                    PARA-MILITARY ORGANIZATION 

S. Organization Station Location STD 
Code 

PNT No. FAX 

4 I/C DISTRICT HOME GUARD 
COMMANDANT 

JAM JAM 0288 2553862 2553862 

BOMB DETECTION SQUAD, PETROLEUM DEPOT 

S Organization Station Location STD 
Code 

PHONE No. Mobile No. 

1 Bomb detection Squad RJT RJT 0281 2472484 City 
Police control 

9724094708 
7778803641 

2. Bomb detection Squad SUNR SUNR 02752 282100 
282452 (SP) 

Control 
9925581820 

3. Bomb detection Squad JAM JAM 0288 2554203(SP) 2550200 

4. Bomb detection Squad MVI MVI 02822 243471(DSP) 243478 
CONTROL 
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5. Bomb detection Squad DWK MVI 02833 232002  

                                                       LIST OF FIRE BRIGADES 

S.N Station Firm / Agency STD 
Code 

Telephone Number Water 
Tank 

Other 
Equipments Landline Mobile 

2 SURENDRANAGA
R 

MUNICIPAL 
CORPORATIO
N 

02752 282150 -- Y -- 

5. JAMNAGAR  0288 2672208 -- Y -- 

                SATELLITE TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT WESTERN RAILWAY 

Sr. 
No 

Division / 
Location 

Satellite Phone Control Office Telephone 

  Voice Fax Data MTNL/BSNL Rly. 

1 Mumbai 8991112772 00873- 00873- 022-23070564 090-22296 
   763095972 763095973  090-44625 

2 Vadodara\ CTO Office -00870-   0265-2638250 091-44640 

  8991112775 09724091917 091-44614 

  8791112776   

  BRCY  8991112779   

  Pratapnagar-
8991112777/78 

  

3 Ahmedabad 00873-764101881 00873- 00873-
764101883 

079-22204010 093-44662 

   764101882  09724093934 093-44634 

 ART- KKF 
SPART- 

8991112782 
8991112783 

00873-
764101885 

00873-
764101886 

  

     

4 Ratlam  
UJN ART 

8991112781 
8991112780 

00870-
763982199 

00870-
763982200 

07412-235126 
9752496554 

092-44610 
092-44635 092-
44615 

5 Rajkot 
ART 

8991112785(TRM) 
8991112784 

00873-
763095993 

00873-
763095994 

0281-2454063 
09724094908 

094-44640 
094-44642 

       

6 Bhavnagar 
ART-VRL 
ART-BA 
BCT 

8991112783 
89911127888991112773 
8991112772 
 

00873-
764101891 

00873-
764101892 

0278-2445230 
09724097910 

099-44640 
099-44023 
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CHEMICAL AND INDUSTRIAL 

Taluka Industrial name & address Chemical Storage Affected area Officer in charge& contact no 

Rajkot Bharat Petrolium Corp. li., 
State high-way No 333 
Maliyasan, Kheradi road, 
Rajkot 

LPG 600MT Navagam, 
Maliyasan 
Planning room 

Plant manager 
O. 0281 2787556 
/2787716,9099181880 
 

Rajkot G. S. P. L., Gauridad, 
Morbi Road, Rajkot 

   Manager, 2788218 / 
2788318.Dhananjay Shah-
9825005449 
M. 9825005449 

Rajkot G. S. P. L.    Icha Serkhi line control room M. 
18002333323 

 
AFFF AND FIRE EXTINGUISHER 

Sr. 
no. 

Holder’s Name and Address Officer’s Name Telephone no. Type of Foam Capacity 

3 I.O.C.L.(SMPL), Morbi road, 
Gauridad, Bedipara, Rajkot 

Operation 
manager 

9712541881 AFFF 600 L 

4 Sam fine o chamical li., Survey 
no. 47, hadmatala ind. area, 
Rajkot- Gondal national high 
way, Ta. Gondal, Ji. Rajkot 

Manager 9898906252 AFFF FOAM 5000 L 

5 ERC, Rajkot 
Gujrat Agro 

Manager 02825-220983 FOAM 15 fire X.9 L 4 
fire x. 50 L 9 fire 
X. 20L 

6 Fire and Emergency services Chief fire Officer, 
Rajkot 
Mahanagar 
Palika 

2227222/ 
9714503715 

AFFF 14200 L 

                                                       FLOOD RESCUE 

Sr. No. Taluka Type of Boat Owners Name Address Phone no. 

1 Dhoraji Fibre-3 Dhoraji V. M. SE. 
samali 

Baharpura 9879297325 

2 Jetpur Tin boat - 10 Jetpur 
Ta. Se. Sa. Man. 

Yagarib navaz Manjil, 
Matavaseri. 

9426780786 , 
9173080786 
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                                  CONTROL ROOMS OF STATE GOVERNMENT 

Sr. 
No. 

Name of Office Phone No. Fax 

2 I.M.D., Ahemdabad 079- 22861413, 22865449,22864742 

6 Police Control room, Gandhinagar 079-23246328, 
23246330,23246344 

23246329 

                              JILA KAKSHANA CONTROL 

2 Sinchai Controlroom, Rajkot 
GSRT Control room. 

25454032 
9998953013 

25463396 
25453981 

18 G.S.P.C. Gas Line, Manishbhai Gouswami 
VAPI-East 

9099957676 
0281-
2705550/2577147,909922292
2 

 

21 Pani purvatha vibhag, Zone-3 081-2563361, 2563370, 
 

2563498 

                                  COMMANDANT OF HOME GUARD 

Sr.No. Name Of Taluka Phone No. 

1 Rajkot(Jilla) O. 2479328 

11 Upleta 92768 08769 

                   RESCUE AGENCY, NATIONAL DISASTER RESPONSE FORCE (NDRF), BARODA 

Sr.No. Designation Ph. / Fax No. Mobile No. 

1 Commandant 02668-274470 9428826445 

2 De. Commandant  9427304217 

5 Control Room 02668-274245  

                               COASTGUARD, GANDHINAGAR 

Sr. No. Designation Ph. / Mo. No. 

1 D.I.G. Gandhinagar O.23241717(Signal office) 

  O.23243184 

                                          INDIAN METROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT & OBSERVATION 

Sr. No. Designation Phone Fax 

7 Director (M.C.) Ahemadabad 079-29705010/29705011 29705011 

                               TELEPHONE NOS. OF SENIOR OFFICERS OF GUJARAT GOVT. 

Sr. Designation Tel. Nos. (Office) Tel. Nos. (Resi) 

2. Add. Chief Secretary (Home) 23250505 22864118 

6. Additional Chief Secretary   (Health & 
Medical Education) 

23251401-02-03 22864118 

7. Commissioner Medical Health 079-23253271,23253287, 
23253279 

9978406018 

17 Surat Municipal Commissioner  0261-22588393 
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